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Asin. I—Rescarches on the Radiations of Incandescent Bodies, 
and on nv Elementary Colors of the Solar Spectrum ; by M. 
Metuon1.* 

and radiant heat. In dim SE this interesting work, several ideas 
have presented themselves to me, which I have oben to the 
test of experiment. I believe that an analysis of the memoir of 
Mr. Draper, accompanied with a brief account of what I have 
done, will not be without interest to the readers of this Journal. 
Every one knows that heat, when it accumulates in bodies, at 

renders them incandescent ; that is to say, more or less lumin- 
ous and visible in the dark. Is the temperature necessary to pro- 
tuce this state of incandescence always the same, or does it vary 
wi = be nature gf the body? In either case what is its degree ? 
ane is the succession 7 colored lights, emitted by a given 

, When brought to temperatures more and more elevated ? 
HV, what j is the Olakon that subsists at different periods of 
escence between the hemp eie ant ite eee of Hohe 

and oly eat emitted by a body? 
tsllilabeadeasbaiil 

| ral Academ f Seinen at Naples Jo ly 6th, 1847, and trans. 

ee ue Uni i versel selle of nat Nees hss th t, 1847. 
1847, 5 ide gh Pe is Journal, we i 
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M. Melloni on the Radiations of Incandescent Bodies, 

solve these different questions, of which some have been 
already studied by other philosophers, Professor Draper has made 
use of an instrument composed of a strip of platina ignited by 
the action of a voltaic current. The strip was vertical, its length 
one inch and one-third, its width the twentieth of an inch, and. 
its upper extremity being fastened to a firm support, it was kept 
stretched by a little weight furnished with a copper wire, that 
dipped into some mercury placed in a cup below. The electric cir- 
cuit was established by placing the mercury and the upper extrem- 
ity of the platina strip in communication with the poles of a Grove’s 
battery, of which the force, properly moderated by a Wheatstone’s 
rheostat, could be kept constant for about an hour. By means 0: 
this arrangement, the strip of platina, more or less ignited by the 
action of the voltaic current, preserved its rectilinear direction ; 

ping more or less deeply into the mercury. To determine the 
dilatations of the strip, there was attached to its free extremity a 
long and very slender horizontal lever, arranged in such a manner 
that the point of attachment was very near one of the extremities 
of the lever which worked upon a pivot, and the other end trav- 
ersed over a divided scale, taking a position more or less oblique 
to the horizon as the weight and wire descended by the dilatation 
of the strip, and indicating on the graduated arc the quantities 
sought. 
» The temperatures were then calculated on the hypothesis that 
they were proportional to the dilatation of the platinum; employ- 
ing for this purpose the coefficient of Dulong and Petit. It will 
be understood that these calculations are easily made when we 
know the length of the strip and of the lever, and also the posi- 
tion of their point of attachment. In the instrument employed 
b r, each degree on the graduated are a th to an 
elevation of sti I’. above the temperature of t 

uppose, now, we commence by using a feeble | current, the 
force of Siete is gradually increased by means of the rheostat. 
The heat correspondingly augments in the strip, and finally makes 
it visibly red hot in the dark room in which the experiment is to 
be conducted. The degree that the index marks is then to be 

in the dark for their eyes to acquire a due sensibility, ) and from 
_ the mean of all the observations the temperature at which the 

platina began to be red hot was calculated. From the expeximnsage 
our author this tomperaiiae is 977° F. 

determine whether all substances become red hot at the 

"which was closed, and placed in it Guccsinively : 

gas carbon, lead, weiner ther substan- 



and on the Elementary Colors of the Solar Spectrum. 

ces; then, making the barrel red hot in the fire, he observed at- 
tentively the moment when the incandescence commenced to 
manifest itself in the barrel, and the substance which it contained. 
He could discover no difference of time between the two phe- 
nomena, for the gun-barrel and the substance under trial became 
simultaneously luminous as the temperature was rising, and also 
simultaneously lost this property when, after being removed from 
the fire, and carried into a'dark place the temperature fell by 
radiation. 

themselves in the liquid condition without boiling at 977° F. 
Professor Draper excepts from this law the fluorid of calcium 
and carbonate of lime which become luminous much sooner. 
These cases do not in reality belong to the phenomena we are 
how considering, but to those of phosphorescence, which require 
a lower degree of heat, according to the nature of the substance. 
I may add, that regarding the question in a general point of view, 
We should also except those cases in which the development of 
light arises in chemical combinations. 
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 rives with those that have been obtained by Wedgewood and 
Daniell, the difference is only 30° in excess for the first case, and 
3° too little in the second. The differences are much greater 
when compared with the deductions of Davy and Newton, 
which give 812° and 635°. But those numbers, and especially 
the latter, were obtained by methods too imperfect to be trust- 
worthy. Consequently, the number 977° EF’. given by our author, 
must approach very closely the degree of heat which produces the 
first incandescence of bodies. 

After having studied this first question, already examined by 
other philosophers, Professor Draper enters on an entirely new 
eld of research, investigating the nature of the colors which are 

deve eloped by an ignited body as its temperature is increas 
For this purpose he employed a prism of fine flint glass, setting 

it vertically at a certain distance from the strip of platina; but, 
previously, having placed in the position the platina was to oc 
cupy, a vertical slit of the same size in a piece of metal, Hips 
which a fais of the daylight passed. The spectrum resulting 
from the transmission of this beam through the prism was re- 
ceived on a small telescope furnished with micrometric wires, and 
carefully examined in its different parts, for the purpose of deter- 
mining exactly the position of F'raunhofer’s dark lines. The strip 
of ina was then set in the same place, and he proceeded to 
make observations on the spectra produced by it at different peri- 
ods of incandescence. [rom these it results that the first spec- 
trum visible in complete darkness corresponds to a pe aie of 
1210° EF. and extends from the fixed line B to the line The 

second spectrum produced by a temperature of 1325° commences 
very nearly at the same line B, and terminates at the line d; the 
third at a pis: paar of 1440°, appears to begin a little nearer 
the line A, and goes to some distance beyond G; lastly, the fourth, 
corresponding to a temperature of 2130°, approaches much nearer 
to A, and extends as far as the line /. In other words, the s 
trum of the strip of platina which corresponds to the red extremity 
of the prismatic spectrum, is at first very short, and contains only 
the less refrangible colors; but as the temperature rises, the spee- 
trum. of incandescence extenda towards the violet extremity, 

obtaining the more refrangible tints, and at last acquiring all the 
colors and all the extent of the solar spectrum, except the terminal 
rays at the two extremities, which escape the observer evidently 
on account of their pasos feebleness. The same cause (insen= — 
sibility due to a want of luminous energy) makes the first spec- 
trum appear, at the red end, a little shorter than the last ; because 

less refrangible rays of that color are, as is well known, so 
ren. in the solar spectrum, that we are unable to perceive 

ss they are isolated in a place that is totally dark. 
efore, ought they to remain inthe to bes ee 

‘ 
fi 



and on the Elementary Colors of the Solar Spectrum. 

server when the spectrum arises from luminous agencies so little 
energetic as are those of the first periods of incandescence, © ~~ 

To a perfectly sensitive eye the variations of length would ev- 
idently have taken place in the direction of the more refrangible 
rays only; and all the spectra would have commenced at the ex- 
treme limit of the red rays. 
It results from all these observations, that when the incandes- 

cence of a body becomes more and more vivid and brilliant by 
the elevation of its temperature, there is not only an augmenta- 
tion in the intensity of the resulting light, but also in the variety 
of elementary colors which compose it; there is too an addition 
ol rays so much the more refrangible as the temperature of the 
incandescent body is higher. In this there is therefore established 
an intimate analogy between the progressive development of light 
and that of heat. Indeed, as soon as I convinced myself of 
the immediate transmission of every variety of radiant heat 
through rock salt, I availed myself of that valuable property to 
study the refraction of heat from different sources; and I discov- 
ered that radiations coming from those of a high temperature con- 
tain elements more refrangible than those which are derived from 
sources that are not so hot. 
_ After having pointed out how very important for the theory of 
the identity of calorific and luminous radiations is the analogy or 
rather absolute equality which exists between his experiments 
and mine on the successive appearance of the elementary rays, 
Professor Draper passes forward to investigate the law of the in- 
crease of the luminons and calorific radiations, according as the 
temperature of the source of heat is elevated. i 
_ Bouguer has shewn, that a difference of ;', in the quantity of 

light which acts on the eye is insensible ; and that thus this frac- 
Hon constitutes the limit of perceptible variations. From this it 
arises that we easily perceive differences in the intensity of light 
when they exceed even to the smallest extent the sixtieth part of 
the entire quantity. Let there be placed, for example, an opaqt 
cylinder between the red hot platina, or other source of light, and 
a sheet of white paper arranged at such a distance that its surface 
tay be illuminated all over by the light of the shining body, ex- 
The on those parts where the shadow of the cylinder is thrown. 

then let there be a lamp furnished with a metallic tube, in which 
there is a small opening ; let the rays of the lamp which go out 
through the aperture fall on the paper enlightened by the lumin- 
ous source of which we wish to measure the intensity; let the 
lamp be gradually approached until the shadow of the cylinder is 
no longer sensible ; let this experiment be repeated in each of the 
cifferent cases we wish to compare with one another, measuring 
each time the distance from the lamp to the paper. It is then 

evident that the values sought will be in the inverse ratio of the 

r; 
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This method, invented by Bouguer, to determine the relative 
intensities of different luminous sources, and employed by Draper 
to measure the quantities of light emitted by a strip of platina 
brought to different degrees of incandescence, is the only one by 
which we could hope for a successful result. The method of the 
equality of shadows, well known under the name of Rumford’s 
method, would have furnished in the researches of the learned 
American uncertain data, on account of the difficulty of estab- 
lishing an exact comparison between the accidental green tint 
introduced into the shadow enlightened by the yellow rays of t 
lati and the red light emitted by the ignited metal. 

As to the measures of the radiant heat, they were determined 
by the aid of the thermo-multiplier ; that admirable instrament 
which has revealed to science so many new properties of calorific 
radiations, and which still is rendering eminent revttowin in the 
hands of able cose far beyond the Alps. Professo: 
had only to arrange at a certain distance from his strip of platina 
a pana wa a vies a to observe for each phase of incandes- 
nee the deviation of the index of the galvanometer, to deter- 

mia the quantities sought. In this manner he obtained the 
numbers contained in the following table, divided into three col- 
umns. The first of these columns indicates the temperature for 
each degree of the scale of dilatation, commencing with me point 
of incandescence. The difference between each of the succes- 
sive terms of this series is thus constant, and equal to re The 
second and third columns give the corresponding quantities of 
light and heat. It is almost superfluous to add that the unity for 
light i is entirely independent of that for heat; and that the similar 
independent unities are not referrible to the same point of the scale. 

Temperature of the platinaw. Intensity of light. | Inteusity of heat. 

0 ie ‘87 
Paras 1:10 . 
pales 150 
ea: 1-80 

: 2:20 
ae 280 
bus 3:70 
ean 5 60 
0-34 680 
0-62 8-60 
173 10-00 
2:92 12:50 
4-40 15-50 a 
7:24 sgh | 

12-34 

Theinumbers obs the two latter iishisins shew evidential y that 
the augmentations of both these agents, though feeble at first, 

of light and heat, follow in the progression of | 
alogy that we havé just —— the p p 

Be 

very rapid at last; from which it results that the radia- 



and on the Elementary Colors of the Solar Spectrum. 

This parallel march of the two agents seems to have entirely ’ 
changed the opinion of the author as to the nature of the rays of 
light and heat, and the different chemical and physiological effects 
due to the sun and terrestrial luminous and calorific sources. 
The preamble of his memoir contains the following passage rela- 
tive to this point: 

“As the experiments now to be described lead to some striking 
and perhaps unexpected analogies between light and heat, they 
commend themselves to our attention, as having a bearing on the 
question of the identity of those imponderable principles. It is 
known that heretofore I have been led to believe in the existence 
of cardinal distinctions, not only between these but also other 
imponderable agents; and I may therefore state, that when this 
investigation was first undertaken, it was in the expectation that 
it would lead to results very different from those that have actu- 

Yy arisen.” 
. The author adds, immediately after the experiments relative to 
the luminous and calorific radiations, which are simultaneously de- 
veloped in the strip of platina at different phases of incandes- 
cence, “I cannot here express myself with too much emphasis 
on the remarkable analogy between light and heat which these 
experiments reveal. The march of the phenomena, in all their 
leading points, is the same in both cases. The rapid increase of 
effect as the temperature rises is common to both. And it is not 
to be forgotten, that, in the case of light, we necessarily measure 
its effects by an apparatus which possesses special peculiarities. 
The eye is insensible to rays which are uot comprehended within 
certain limits of refrangibility.. In these experiments, it is requi- 
site to raise the temperature of the platinum almost to 1000° be- 
fore we can discover the first traces of light. Measures obtained 
under such circumstances are dependent on the physiological ac- 
tion of the visual organ itself, and hence their analogy with those 
obtained by the thermometer becomes more striking, because we 
should scarcely have anticipated that it could be so complete.” 

After the second series of experiments, relative to the quality 
of the rays emitted as the temperature of the metal rises, Profe: 
sor Draper criticises some of the facts upon which Sir D. Brews- 
ter founds his opinion on the existence of the red, yellow and 
blue colors in every part of the Newtonian spectrum. ‘1 hese crit- 
cisms acquire more importance sivce the illustrious mathemati- 
cian, Airy, the Astronomer Royal of England, has denied the de- 
ductions of Sir D. Brewster, and refers to several of his experi- 
mental researches in support of the view, we a particular color 
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“ As (in the experiment in which a metal is ignited ),” adds Pro- 

vibratory movement executed by the molecules of the platinum, 
it seems from the foregoing considerations to follow, that the fre- 
quency of those vibrations increases with the temperature.* In 
this observation I am led by the principle, that ‘to a particular 
color there ever belongs a particular wave-length, and to a par- 
ticular wave-length there ever belongs a particular color ;’ but in 
the analysis of the spectrum made by Sir D. Brewster by the aid 
of absorptive media, this principle is indirectly controverted ; that 
eminent philosopher shewing that red, yellow, blue, and conse- 
quently white light, exist in every part of the spectrum. This 
must necessarily take place when a prism which has a refracting 
face of considerable magnitude is used; for it is obvious that a 
ray falling near the edge, and one falling near the back, after dis- 
persion, will paint these several spectra on the screen ; the colors 
of the one not coinciding with, but overlapping the colors of the 
other. In such a spectrum there must undoubtedly be a general 
commixture of the rays; but may we not fairly enquire whether, 
if an elementary prism were used, the same facts would hold 
good ; or, if the ws et face of the prism were covered by a 

expose a w fissure parallel to the axis of the 
instrument, would there ines found § in the spectrum it gave ever 
color in every part, as in Sir D. Brewster’s original experiment ? 
M. Melloni has shewn how this very consideration complicates 
the phenomena of radiant heat; and it would seem a very plau- 
sible suggestion that the effect here pointed out must occur in an 
analogous manner for the phenomena of light.” 

I shall here observe frankly, that the optical complication (al- 
luded to in this criticism) does take place, as may be clearly prov- 
ed; it is this very circumstance which led me to detect the errors 
which had been committed in the determination of the maximum 
‘of temperature in spectra arising from different substances. That 

* This sxpreerens ought not to be taken in an absolute sense, but rather as rela- 
tive to the new rays which at a given hn are added to those already ek 
isting in the spectrum.—(.Note 
+ Sir pe vid Brewster has replied to Pookeee Draper as follows :—* As m 

perim B epecs formed upon screens by prisms sit. fons 
refracting surfaces, they ae nat able to this criticism, even if it were otherwise 
well fo The spectra which I use are so pure, and free from all commix- 

be that va raunhofer’s black lines are distinctly visible ; and the results are precisel 
the same when the refracting face of the prism is reduced to the smallest pom 

ray al of the spectrum by absorption, does not therefore ris = t the principle, that ‘to a particular color there ever belon riicular 
to a par rticular eae length there ever belongs a partion| ar col: vr, 
tes, in theoreti cal language, the well known oben of Sir 

aoe it ditettly controverts it, and absolutel —Philos. 
—(Note of M. de la R.) 
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there may remain no doubt on this point, I will transcribe from — 
my memoir, communicated to the Royal Academy on November 
24th, 1843, the part that relates to this subject. 

“Let one of the three surfaces of an ordinary glass prism be 
covered with a layer of India ink; let it dry, and then divide it 
into three equal portions at right angles to its axis. Remove with 
a penknife the ink from the middle portion, and also a band four 
or five millimetres wide on the sides of the two lateral compart- 
ments, so that these two bands from which the ink has been re- 

: moved, may be on opposite sides, and form by their junction with 
a the central force a kind of Z. It will be understood, that a solar 
Ee beam issuing from a prism thus arranged will produce three col- 

ored images side by side; the middle one is very luminous,—it 
arises from the part of the prism from which all the ink is remov- 
ed; the two others, which are much paler, arise from the lateral 
bands. It will also be perceived, that the middle image or spec- 

; trum has each of its extremities on the boundary of one of the 
. extremities of the lateral spectra; and that when, for example, 

its red extremity is in the same line with the red extremity of the 
left spectrum, its violet extremity will be upon the same line as 
the violet extremity of the right spectrum, and vice versi. As 

a to the other two extremities of the lateral spectra, they will not 
found corresponding to the extremities of the central spectrum, 

but to some one of the interior colors, and they will evidently be 
more distant as the width of the uncovered bands is less in pro- 
portion to the width of the prism. In one of my experiments 

with an equilateral prism of crown glass, the width oi 
which was twenty-four millimetres, and that of the lateral bands 
five, I found, at a distance of two metres, that the red extremity 
of the left spectrum was upon the same line as the upper part of 
the yellow belonging to the central image, and the violet extrem- 
ity of the right spectrum was upon the blue of the same image. 
A prism of water, prepared in like manner, of which the refract- 
mg angle was 79°, gave analogous results. In one, as in the oth- 
er case, the red extremity of the left spectrum was ona level with 

the green of the central image, when the observations were made 
at the distance of a metre from the prism. aad 
_ “Let us imagine the central unpainted part of our prism to be 
divided into a series of longitudinal elements, the width of each 
being equal to that of the lateral bands. It is clear, that each of 

ese elements will produce a refracted image similar to the two 
pale spectra arising from the lateral bands; and that the two last 
mages of the series will be as it were continuations of those spec- 
tra. Therefore, the red and the violet which we see by the side 
of the yellow and blue of the central colored spectrum, equally 

 €Xist in that central spectrum, and enter into the composition of 
those tints. This argument is unanswerable; it establishes that 
_ Sconp Srrims, Vol. V, No. 13.—Jan., 13848. 2 
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j “instead of being absolutely pure, or even nearly so, the gradations 
of as image formed by the central compartment contain citer 
colo 

I had already proved, in 1843, that the colors obtained by ¢ or- 
dinary prisms at a distance less than two metres, are composed of 
a mixture of colors belonging to the spectra of the different ele- 
mentary bands of the prism; and that the red, the violet, and_ 
consequently all the other prismatic colors of the two extreme 
elements, are so much the nearer to the centre as the observation 
is made nearer to the prism. Now, in the experiment of Sir 
Brewster the prism is very close to the eye,—the spectrum obs ; 
tained in this experiment must necessarily be formed of very um- ~ 
pure tints; and the color which appears in a given zone, which 
has lost by absorption the dominant tint, does not belong toa 
ray of the same refrangibility as the tint absorbed, but rather to 
colors of the elementary hacia of the superior or inferior —_ 
of the prism 7 
To prove this directly, I have repeated the fundamental exper- 

iment of Sir D. Brewster. It consists, as is well known, in in- 
terposing between the eye and the spectrum, produced by the re- 
fracted image of a luminous object seen through the prism, a slip 
of glass deeply colored blue by the oxyd of cobalt. The sp 
trum was formed from the light of a circular aperture, ten milli+ 
metres in diameter, made in a metallic plate placed in the shutter 
of a dark chamber. The prism was of flint glass, equilateral, 

twenty-five millimetres wide, and sufficiently pure to produce 
distinctly the black lines of Sannin It was attached to its 

support by one end, placed fifteen feet from the window, and fix- 
ed horizontally in the position of minimum deviation. | Its ante- 
rior face was covered for one-third of its extent with India ink. 
From the middle of this there was removed a longitudinal space 
which ran from end to end of the blackened band, leaving free 
and uncovered a horizontal line little more than a millimetre in 
width. The slip of blue glass covered only went e of the 
prism counting from the painted extremity. te 

Things being thus arranged, I observed the image af. the aper- 
ture successively through the uncovered part of the prism, and 
then through the two portions on which the blue glass was pla- 
ced. ‘I'he first operation gave me the normal spectrum; the se- 
cond, made after the method of Brewster, furnished a complex 
spectrum ; the third, a spectrum arising from a little portion whieh _ 
may be regarded as the mean longitudinal element of the prism: 
a on menpening the first image with the second, I observed. 

ena of por gaet and “obec zones s0:rek described — 
One eating then the third: ne with the se~ 

ein Oe fe vk 

Se ed aes 
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cond, I perceived that the luminous zones belonging to the ele- 
mentary spectrum were much more sharp, although less intense, 
much narrower, and traversed by obscure zones, much deeper, 
larger, and with contours more striking than those of the spec- 
trum which came from the unpainted part of the prism. It was 
easy thus to convince myself, by the comparative inspection of 
the three images, that the differences of tint between the second 
and third spectrum corresponded to the colors which Sir D. Brews- 
ter imagines to have the same refrangibility as the tints absorbed. 

| his spectrum, for instance, the normal orange color is replaced 
by an obscure zone invaded on one side by the red, and on the 
other by the yellow, from which he infers the presence of these 
two colors in the orange. Now these invasions of the yellow 

red do not exist in my elementary spectrum, in which all the 
Space corresponding to the orange is occupied by a dark zone ; 
the red and the yellow which limit this zone, in the spectrum pro- 
duced by all the middle part of the prism covered by the blue glass, 
are therefore independent of this spectrum, and belong to spectra 
of elementary layers superior and inferior to the intermediate line. 

his last conclusion is nevertheless not exempt from objec- 
tions. For in a dark room the observer must necessarily have 
his pupil much dilated, and his sight be more or less confused ; 
consequently, on locking at one time through the uncovered 
prism, and at another through a limited space of the prism nar- 
rower than the pupil of the eve, it may happen that the greater 
extent of the tints transmitted by the blue glass in the first ob- 
Servation may arise from an indistinct vision, and not from a real 
overlapping of the colors from the superior and inferior parts of 
the prism. This conjecture seems the more plausible since all 
the rays refracted by the prismatic elements, are not perceived by 

e observer, but only those that pass through the aperture of 
il. 

color and darkness of the 
the yellow. 
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On observing attentively the rectangular form of the space oc- 
eupied by the yellow rays in each of these spectra, it will 
distinctly perceived to be less elongated in the elementary spec- 
trum than in the compound spectrum. Now distinct vision may 
diminish the magnitude of the image formed upon the retina, and 
render the contours more decided and sharp, but it cannot vary 
the relations of its dimensions. The shorter length of the yel- 
low rectangle in the elementary spectrum must then arise from 
an effect different from that which is produced on vision by the 
smallness of the aperture through which the prismatic image Is 
observed. We cannot, therefore, suppose, the vertical sides of 
the rectangle being a little sharper and more vivid than the hori- 
zontal ones, that this difference of illumination can give origin to 
the phenomenon in question ;—for any alteration arising in that 
way would be in the opposite direction to that actually observed. 
For, in reality, the most luminous images being those which 
undergo the greater reduction of size in passing from confused 
to distinct vision, the yellow fury eria of the spectrum observed 
in the elemer m ought to be shorter in the horizontal than 
in the vertical “direction ; nevertheless, the difference is manifest- 
ed in just the opposite manner. Therefore, the elongation of 
the yellow rectangle in the central spectrum arises beyond all 
doubt, altogether or in part, from a partial a of the 
yellow rays belonging to the spectra of the entir of ele 
mentary prisms, the rays from which traverse oe dilated pupil 
of the observer. This overlapping takes place perpendicularly to 
the axis of the spectrum, and consequently in a vertical direction 
in the arrangement adopted in my experimen 

he method proposed by Sir D. Brewster to determine the 

me adapted to the end in view. And, until it shall have ai 
proved, that the colors of a spectrum, perfecth y pure, —— by 
the interposition of a medium placed near the prism, the change 
persisting at every other distance, the existence of disockaaal 
in the same transverse element of the spectrum ought to be re- 
garded as entirely hypothetica. 

I can therefore no longer admit the existence of different col 
ors in the same part of the spectrum; I hold it as proved, that 
every particular tint arises from a single ray possessing a partic 
lar frequency of vibration, anda particular wave-length. I chieik 

_ altogether with Nospenn that color is a characteristic sign; dis- 
‘tinetive of the different elements contained in the beams of the 
‘sun and of luminous bodies; elements which are separated 

aly under the action ‘of the prism in virtue of their dit 
ees of refrangibility. 

FSi Rr te. 

ng a means of analysis which has enjoyed un a 
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that Sir David Brewster is the author of very many beautiful 
and important discoveries confirmed by experiment ;—works, 
from which the conclusion here arrived at, can never detract their 

erit; any more than the errors committed by Newton on. dif- 
Jraction and the dispersion of luminous rays by diaphanous bodies 
of different kinds, can ever lessen the glory which must belong 
to his optical researches, and his discovery of the system of the 

; universe. 
To return to the researches of Professor Draper. 1 say that 

they conduct, as do others heretofore known, on light and radi- 
ant heat, to a perfect analogy between the general laws whic 
govern these two great agents of nature. I will add, that I re- 
gard the theory of their identity as the only one admissible by 
the rules of philosophy; and that I consider myself obliged to 
adopt it until it shall have been proved to me that there is a ne- 
cessity of having recourse to two different principles for the ex- 
planation of a series of phenomena which at present appear to 
me to belong to a solitary agent. 
_ Iconelude, that the molecules of bodies, slightly heated, vibrate 
slowly, and produce long and invisible waves in the ethereal me- 
dium which surrounds them. As the temperature rises the mole- 
cular vibrations chiefly augment in extent, preserving the same 
isochronism; but some among them increase in frequency also. 
This increase, nevertheless, does not become very distinct until 
near the point of incandescence. Then a portion of the ponder- 
able particles commence to vibrate more swiftly than the rest, 
and produce in the ether shorter undulations, which are conse- 

quently more refrangible ; and of which some become visible ; 
all contributing to increase the energy and variety of the radiation, 
until at last a great number of elements of luminous and obscure 

heat are found united in the radiant flux from sources of high 
temperature.* ; 
_ There are, however, certain bodies whose state of molecular 

equilibrum is such that their particles possess a great facienal 

ae 

Vibration ; these particles acquiring long before the period. 
candescence, altogether or partly, that rapidity of oscillation from 

ese views, being the direct consequences of the undulatory cg de - 
established in the memoir of Professor Draper here reviewe ‘ 

nt, but also in an earlier pa serted in the Philosophica am se Feb., 
a translation is given in the Biniebiany es gy + is : bic 

troductor Fespecting which M se bro semiaciy mer cue bisrifaite et Paishcatton a 

uable qu'il contient des phenoménes si singuliers de l’anta ray 

effets chimiques.”’ It also ap from t er, that he ars f He 

Id them ever since 1842, and used them for the purpose of explaining those 
of chemical interference which Sir J. Herschel describes, on the 

sis that the e waves cause the particles of surfaces on whic y 
Note of the Translator.) 
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which arises visible re These bodies constitute the class of 
phosphorescent substance 

When one body Saati chemically with another, its mole- 
cules acquire in an instant a very violent vibratory motion, and 
then may subsequently assume vibrations that are slower. This 
is what appears to take place in flames, which originate in the 
combustion of bodies ; they commence almost always by a blue 
or violet light, and then become white or yellow 

But to return to the case in which light and heat are developed 
by elevation of temperature only ; we discover that ethereal un- 
dulations incapable of acting on the organ of vision are not alone 
found in radiations coming from hot and dark bodies, but also in 
those that arise from luminous sources. ‘These invisible rays 

cific properties are altogether analogous to those of color. Such. 
is the origin of the curious phenomena of chemical and calorific 
transmission and diffusion mnt I had the honor to ecibeait; 7 
years ‘860: to the Academy.* 

onclusion, L cannot but express my admiration how the 
ascovery of aseries of facts, which seemed contrary to the the- 

f the identity of light and heat, has become now the fun- 
real basis of that theory. Who would not have thought 
at first sight, that’ the radiations of heat were of a nature alto- 
gether different from light, on seemg them transmitted in such 
different proportions through substances endued with the great- 

sary 
for heat combined with different periods of the ethereal undula- 
tions. No one could have ever maintained the identity of light 

and the other of these agents, and the quality that every ray of 
dark heat possesses of propagating itself and being refracted Ina 
solid ies 

* Sitting of Nov. 16th, 1841, and Feb. Ist, 1843. 
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Arr. I1—On the Cypress Timber of Mississippi and Louis- 
tana; by Monrrovitte W. Dicxrson, M.D., and Anprew 
ROWN. . 

(Read before the Association of American Geologists and Naturalists, at the meet- 
ing in September, 1847, at Boston.*) 

re I. Tur cypresst of Louisiana and Mississippi, is found to ob- 
4 serve no very marked geographical preferences, except so far as 

respects proximity to the Mississippi river and its tributary water 
courses. It is distributed about equally, over the alluvial lands 
embraced in these states; yet it is by no means interspersed 
equally among the other forest growth; but it observes certain 
special hydrographical positions more or less detached and of va- 
triable area. It attains its highest perfection between the 31st and 
32d degree of latitude. 
_ The quantity of cypress timber distributed in detached loca- 
tions, over the alluvial lands of both states, when contrasted with 
the amount of other kinds of timber, is variously estimated, at 
from one-tenth to one-hundredth part of the whole; an 
the most reliable information we can‘obtain, as well as from direct 
observation, we arrive at the conclusion, that a seventy-fifth may 

be regarded as an approximate estimate. From defects and imper- 
fections of growth, there can be but about one-fifth of that quan- 
tity made available for practical purposes, even where circumstan- 
ees are favorable for securing it ;—for its position and condition are 
usually such, as to preclude the possibility of obtaining the timber, 
except by floating it out of the swamps during seasons of overflow. 
_ Its specific gravity is often such as to render that mode imprac- 
Ucable, it varying from -7 to 12; the usual specific gravity is 

- about 9. Hence the greater portion, whose gravity is above that 
of water, must of necessity be left in the forests to waste and de- 
cay. On the above data, there will be, of the cypress growth of 
all kinds and qualities, (amounting to one seventy-fifth of all the 

forest timber of every denomination,) only one-third part fit for 
useful purposes: and one-third of this amount being of greater 
— than water, there will be available for domestic use not 
More than ;!,th of the whole product of the forest. Such be- 

ee hg the character of the primitive forests of Louisiana and Mis- 
SIssippi, with respect to the quantity of cypress timber, it must 
be obvious that much of this wood has already been exhausted ; 

and as it is of very slow growth, the day cannot be very distant 
_ When it will altogether fail to furnish a sufficient supply for the 
Markets of the above named states. : 

Submitted as a Re ‘upon the Cypress timber of Lonisiana and Mississippi, 
go Menib es, se it as a animations upon the subject at the preceding 
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IL. Of the local causes which determine the distribution and 
growth of cypress timber, the most essential one is, that the soéd 
in which it grows should jor the greater portion of the year, be 
completely saturated with water. 'The country abounds in basin- 
like depressions of the general surface, into which flow the sur- 
plus waters of the surrounding forests; and there are also elon- 
gated depressions, through which the waters from such basins 
find difficult outlets. Of such positions the cypress seems always 
to have availed itself; and where they are the most ro devel- 
oped, there it obtains its maximum perfection. But much defec- 
tive cypress growth is found also along the margins of ccheuaes 
sluggish batons through which the superabundant waters of the 
forests find difficult egress, on account of the undergrowth, drift 
wood, limbs, leaves or other obstructions. Such basin-shaped de~ 
pressions containing cypress timber, are usually denominated “ cy- 
in brakes ;” they are of various magnitudes, containing from 
ne hundred to eight thousand “ders” or cypress trees, of the 

lengths of forty, fifty, sixty and seventy feet, fit for rafting, and 
varying in diameter, at the top, from twenty to sixty inches. 
The largest and smallest are usually left in the forest. The greater 
number of these brakes are found near the Mississippi river and 
its branches, and the bayous which intersect the alluvial lands. 

hese bayous are in great part formed by the efflux of the wa- 
ters from such woodland basins; which by their depressions are 
constituted filtering receptacles, and through which, drain all the 
waters from the surrounding lands of greater comparative elevation. 
Such basins are found variously depressed below the general sur- 
face level of the surrounding country, the depression varying from 
a few inches to twenty-five feet or more. They are, in every in- 
stance, the ancient channels of the Mississippi river and its tribu- 
taries, or their tributary bayous, which have, from time to time, 
been more or less cut away. They intersect, (as it were,) their 
own channels, and close the mouths of such portions as are thus 
cut off, thus forming lake-basins more or less elongated ; and from 
year to year, they are subject to a certain though imperceptible 
change in conformation, by receiving from 
floods and overflows of the rivers. “The matter thus washed in, 
depositing itself more immediately around their margins, serves 
to lessen the declivity of their banks, and gives them, more 
more, the slope of a basin, of variable curvatures. Vegetable matter 
enriches the margins of such lakes, which being retentive of mois- 
ture, soon become surrounded by a growth of cypress that con- 
tinues to project itself into the basins as fast as the sedimentary 
matter elevates their margins, or the water recedes by any depres- 
sion of the outlets through which wag ioe are drained. These out- 

ota nai 
nen 
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lowest depression up to the most elevated, being equivalent to a 
ie rise and fall in the Mississippi river extending through a series of 
a forty-five feet. This is known to be its maximum, at least in 

the middle of the cypress growing region. However slow the 
process of filling up these lakes or basins, ancient beds of the 
river or other depressions, with sedimentary matter, yet being 
progressive, their bottom must finally become elevated to the 
level of the outlets; and when this is the case, cypress timber 
takes almost exclusive possession of the whole depression, and 

. contributes, by its own depositions, to accelerate the process of 
' me elevation. ‘Through an accumulation of imperfectly decomposed 

five feet below ; measuring out a time when not less than ten 
owths must have succeeded each other, 

to 

the depressed bottoms become elevated by their deposit, but nev- 

er permits the superstratum of vegetable matter to exceed a few 
feet in thickness, before it blends into, aud assumes t é city, 
of the understratum. Hence all the stumps inferior in position 

table products ; and in proof of this, after an unusually dry sea- 

“ontact with water, and leaving little t , 
_An inspection of these morasses at any time will satisfy an 
ver, that they are composed almost exclusively of vegetable 
cts of every ki ‘ or washed in from 

* 
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can be little or no ingress of ise a matter but what is of 
vegetable origin, their “distances rom the river being such as to 
deprive the waters of their sediment, as tebe is usually a Jong 
continuation of brushwood and cane lands through which the 
waters must slowly pass. This seems to preclude the possibility 
that the basins ean derive all their deposits of clay either from 
the contiguous soil or from annual inundation.* 

Fig. 1. 
FT gt 

Ill. The character and ies te of te cypress t 
these basins, bayous and sloughs, is found to vary very Toe. 
That growing along the margins of shallow bushy bayous, is of 
inferior quality, affording but a small portion of timber fit for 
useful purposes ; although oftentimes large, it is commonly of 
coarse texture and uncouth aspect; protruding at every eleva- 

of tion decaying limbs, which carry disease and rot into the body 

the larger trees, rendering them more or less unfit for use; and 
those of swaller dimensions, in consequence of their limbs and 
ieeiprents defects, are as often valueless. The general form at 

n of this deposited material was exhibited to Association, ane 
st that by a chemical 5 tion much light will be etvione 1p- 
Eiperctining how far it is possible that ans may be 

ris alone 
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the trunks of bayou timber is represented by the drawing, fig. 1. 
They swell out toward their base and form into large spreading 
butments curving out into lateral roots strongly fortifying their 
trunks. This is mostly the form and character of the timber 
along the margins of all bayous leading from their several sources 
in the cypress basin to their principal water courses. Its defects 
in character and growth increase on approaching the principal 

Fig. 2. 
wipe, Bn 

streams, cai inversely, improve in receding from them towards 

the woodland- basins; here it attains its highest perfection, — 

iting trunks not unusually nm enormous proportions. It tow 

to a height, in some instances, of a hundred and twenty eet, 

Without a limb, with a Spent iaienag at top, often exceeding six 
teen feet, and at butt more than twenty feet, and this above 

‘usual swell near the base, (fig. 2.) These cypress bas 

or swamps present an interminable array of stately praca, 

ng up their tall and symmetrical shafts, and aeuketing 

a a dome-tike ceiling which excludes half the rept of day. ‘The 

are crowded closely together, an observer is 
rece With the uniformity of elevation ts ed maintain, 

although varying much in diameter. These fine cypress col- 
umns iponinate ie abraPAly under a cap, consisting of a few dis- 

and. inconsiderable duals altogether constituting 

ted ceiling; and there is so perfect a reflection 
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of sound from it, that falling timber often causes a reverberation 
throughout these silent and sombre shades to a distance of ten 
miles. But while the tops of the cypresses are so disproportion- 
ate, it is not so with their roots; for they ramify through the soil 
in every direction extending from fifty to seventy-five feet from 
the body of the parent stems ; some remaining parallel with the 
surface of the ground, whilst others penetrate deep into the 
more consolidated subsoil or under strata of clay; and they are 
thus so fortified that a cypress is rarely torn up from the ground in 
which it grows. The roots which they shoot out horizontally to 
such distances from their trunks, always assume wave-like fierures 
with respect to the horizon ; the most prominent part of the con- 
vex curve rises within a little distance of the surface of the ground, 
and from them projects a series of perpendicular cone shaped protu- 
berances usually called “knees,” which are from three to thirty 
inches in circumference at the base, and rise to a height vary- 
ing from two to ten feet; these knees growing from the innu- 
merable interlacing roots in a dense forest of cypress timber are 
closely crowded together, and resemble (in all but their color) 
the stalagmites on the pavement of some enormous cavern; to 
which a cypress basin, take it all in all, is not unlike. The 

. yon: 
the size of the roots; thence they proceed and terminate up- 
wards, in an obtuse point, from which protrudes neither leaf nor 
limb. ‘Their texture is light spongy or cellular, and by means 
of them, the roots, although totally submerged, have a connec- 
tion with the atmosphere. We suggest that this is the function 
fulfilled hy the knees. The series of roots from which the knees 
project are of different structures and economy from those by 
which the tree is more directly pene They are of much 
the same cellular character with the knees; while the other 
roots are more compact and wots atic penetrate, at every an- 
gle, deep into the more solid material of the morass. When this 
means of communication between the roots and the air, is ren- 
dered inefficacious by the annual overflow of the Fig 
river, raising the water in the swamp-basins above = pa 
their summits, another is provided for in the body 
of the trees themselves. An unusual swelling of 
the butts of the tree takes place, arising from an en- 
largement and continuing up of the. superficial or 
knee-bearing roots. (Fig. 3.) Such enlargements 
never fail to rise to the top of the highest water 

el, and must (in some instances) attain an ele- 
of ast twenty-five feet; so that when 

p the body of the tree to where pores nue hea 
— 
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IV. In the texture and quality of cypress timber there is a 
very considerable variety, depending, in a great measure, upon the 

Re condition of the localities where it is produced. That growing 
along the bayous is usually much smaller, more scrubby and of a 

| stunted body, giving out limbs, more or less large, at short dis- 
; _ tances from the place where the base ceases to swell, all along its 
< body, and enlarging into a wide spreading top. They have but 

little resemblance to those growing in the basins. A great portion 
of the cypress timber growing along the sloughs, around the mar- 
gins of lakes and imperfectly formed basins, is of this description, 
being coarse, defective, and knotty ; affording a very inconsidera- 
ble amount fit for market. But the timber growing in the more per- 
fectly formed basins, seems to attain all the perfection of its nature, 
furnishing the best quality of timber for architectural purposes.* 

_ One specimen somewhat over seventeen inches, was found to 
contain three hundred and eighty annual layers varying in thick- 
ness from the ;},th part to the jth of an inch. In a tree of 
not more than forty-two inches, we counted over sixteen hun- 
dred rings of growth; they decreased in thickness on receding 
from the centre until one inch contained not less than ninety-five. 

From all this it may be safely presumed that there are cypress 
trees in the forests numbering over two thousand years. 
__Y. The diseases to which the cypress is liable are few in 
number ; they affect it in the form of rot. That species of decay 
to which it is most liable, shows itself in partial and detached 
Spots at greater or Jess distances, but often in very close proxim- 
ity to each other. It isa decomposition of the woody fibre to 
which the tops and central parts are the most exposed, and which, 
when affected, appear as if operated upon by worms. ‘This dis- 
ease affects more or less, one-third of the cypress timber, irre- 
spective of age or size. It makes its appearance more immedi- 

ately in the heart of the tree, seldom as low as its base ; but some 
where intermediate between that and the top, and spreading as 
it descends, until, in very many instances, the whole upper part 
of the tree is rendered an entire rotten mass. Timber affected 
in this way is denominated by raftsmen, “ Pecky.” The timber 
of some basins is much more liable to this disease than that of 

others, but there is this peculiarity attending it, that the pie 
down of the timber arrests its further progress ; and timber t ad 
affected, although not as strong, is found to last as long as that 
which is very sound. Nor does this disease seem to hasten the 

ultimate termination of the life of the timber affected by it ; - itis 
found in those of every age, and continues during the et life 

_ hme of the plant; but never extends to the active sap vessels. 

he eae specime : iation, descriptions of 

wh af halt eo ets rey ee ee caialigible Without the spe- 
m to the examination and. Dr. Dickeson will be happy to submit the Puasa ONE rate ee nce sik Sachageeuitadelphia 
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The disease of cypress timber incidental to age, and which ter- 
minates the period of its existence, is a rot affecting its base, or the 
part swollen out in consequence of overflow, and more particularly 
that part ou a level with the ground. This rot commences in 
the centre of the base and continues during a great portion of the 
life time of the tree, extending outward and upward, until, ulti- 
mately, the whole becomes so decayed that it is no longer able 
to support the weight of the tree and it falls to the ground. In 
aeneews of this rot at the base, which usually terminates at the 
top of the overflow, it is always necessary to cut the timber down 
above the line of such overflow, in order to avoid the hollow and 
incompact quality of the wood constituting the swelling and expan- 
ding base, which often spreads out to an area of fifteen feet and con- 
tains no more rine matter than exists in the same column above. 

Arr. IfI.—Accownt of some Researches on the Protein bodies 
of Peas and Almonds, and a Body of a somewhat similar 
nature existing in Oats; by Joun P. Norton, hence - 
Chemistry applied to Agriculture, Yale Colle ege. 

Tue results given in this paper were obtained during shi sane 
year in the Laboratory of Prof. G. 'T. Mulder, at Utrecht, in the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands. In that Laboratory more has 
been done to throw light upon the protein compounds than in 
any other. Prof. Mulder first gave the name of protein, and 
first established it as the basis of a large group, both of vegeta- 
le and animal substances. For many years his attention has 

been directed to this subject, and his experience suggested 
methods, as well as new points for enquiry, which led me to ex- 
tend my investigations far beyond the limit at first pe oe 

In a paper upon the oat, published ae ri in the Transac- 
tions of the Highland Society of Scotland, and recently repub= 
lished in this Journal,* I first called attention to the existetice of 
a protein compound in that grain, but was not then able to speak 
with certainty as to its peculiar properties and composition. ‘The 

My first step was a comparative and crit exansinanidil 
of these three substances. The peas employed were of a com- 
~~ green variety, ground toa fine meal. The almonds were 
Sweet, being also ground, and the oil for the greater part separated 

powerful pressure. This expression of the oil is a great facil- 
oe steaad of legumin from almonds, as otherwise a 

nulsion is formed, rendering filtration cise im, 

* ii Ser., vol. iii, pp. 222,318, _ 
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ble. The oats were of common varieties, ground tolerably fine. 
Oat meal was first tried, but the kiln drying of the grain prepara- 

to a separation of the husk, seemed to have changed the solu- 
bility of the protein body. In my former remarks upon the prop- 
erties of this body, I said that it was largely soluble in cold water. 
On a second examination this did not appear to be the case, and 
repeated experiments satisfied me that the large quantity obtained 
formerly arose from the addition of a drop or two of ammonia in 
order to prevent the liquid from souring, it being very warm 
weather at the time. 

_ There is, however, in the oat a substance, which though in 
small quantity, is readily soluble in cold water. It is precipita- 
ted by dilute hydrochloric or acetic acids, but not instantly, it 
falls slowly, and in a state of minute division. 

- Nothing is precipitated at first upon boiling the solution, but a 
small quantity appears after cooling. 
It is partially dissolved in an excess of acetic or hydrochloric 
acid ; entirely on the application of heat. 
_ It dissolves readily in an excess of ammonia. 
_ It is precipitated in considerable quantity by both the neutral 
and basic acetates of lead. 
- The legumin of almonds, is extremely soluble in cold water, 
and in very large quantity. On the addition of a single drop of 
hydrochloric or acetic acids, a most abundant precipitate falls at 
once and in large flocks. When the solution is boiled, a very 
considerable precipitate falls almost instantly. 
- It partially redissolves in an excess of acetic or hydrochloric 
acid, entirely when heat is applied. ms 2, 
It dissolves in an excess of ammonia, and is precipitated in 
quantity by both the basic and neutral acetates of lead. 
_ The legumin of peas, is equally soluble in cold water, and 
also in very large quantity. Like the above, it falls instantly 

and in large flocks on the addition of very dilute acetic or hydro- 
eae acids. : : 
_ It is not precipitated at all by boiling. sla Sh 
ant Sincizes Tice the others in an excess of acetic or hydro- 
chloric acids, and when aided by heat, quite rapidly. 
_ It dissolves also in ammonia. pees 
_ The addition of a neutral or basic acetate of lead does not 
cause a large precipitate, but merely renders the solution cloudy. 
_ It will be observed that while in many properties these three 
Substances coincide, there are some striking points of difference 

Detween the legumin of peas and the other two. 1 hese wi be 

Telerred to again in connection with the analyses now to be given. 

_ In the preparation of the above substances, the solutions were 
Tad : by mingling the meal or crushed grain with distilled water, 

rubbing thoroughly in a porcelain mortar. A large quantity 
ater was added afterwa vessel allowed to remain 
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undisturbed ina cool place during twelve to sixteen hours. 
Much difficulty was experienced in filtration. The coarser par- 
ticles were removed by a doubled linen cloth, and the greater 
portion of the finer by repeated filtrations through paper, doubling 
the filters toward the close. Even after four or five filtrations 
however, the liquids generally remained somewhat cloudy. The 
precipitates therefore, after being thrown down by acetic acid 
were collected, washed, and dissolved in dilute ammonia, by the 
aid of a gentle heat not above 60 to 70 degrees Celsius. ‘The 
solution almost always became colored ; if the ammonia employ- 
ed was strong, and the heat nearly at the boiling point, it turned 
almost black. The weaker the ammonia and the lower the heat, 
so much the lighter was its color. These solutions were after- 
ward filtered, and the substance again thrown down by acetic 
acid. ‘The coloring matter invariably went with the picepinete, 
leaving the filtered liquid almost entirely colorless 

The precipitate, thoroughly washed, was next boiled in alcohol 
and ether severally, until either ceased to extract anything ; 3 ity was 
then considered pure, 
at present extends, we have no more certain method of se 

In determination of the carbon and hydrogen, I have employ- 
ed the ordinary method, but for the nitrogen I have preferred the 
method of Dumas, substituting bicarbonate of soda, for carbonate 
of copper, and introducing one or two additional precautions, 
This method has given me most admirable results. I have tested 
it in various ways, and have compared it with a method of Prof. 
Mulder’s, in ie the substance is burned in an atmosphere of 
pure nitrogen, its accuracy has been most satisfactorily proved, 
but it is too complicated for general use. On burning the same 
substance by the two methods, I obtained in the one case 17:32 
per cent. and in the other 17-355. Dumas’s method is so simple, 
and with due precaution so accurate, that it has taken the place 
of all others in the Utrecht Laboratory since my series of Sapees 
ments upon it. 

For the determination of the sulphur I have tried a variety of 
methods. The first was that of burning with carbonate of potash 
and. nitre, in a platinum crucible over a lamp, the substance | ing 

first mingled with the two salts of potash in a mortar and thrown 
ato the crucible in small quantities as the carbon burned away. 
fhe melted mass is dissolved in dilute i: -aaaeetpiy sci and 
” sulphur thrown down as BaO,SO?. There is g danger 
f deflagration by this method, although with a pee good. 
moiiles: may be obtained. I also tried. mingling the substance 
with | a sen quantity of carbonate and a very small quantity of 

D , and burning in a glass tube to prevent loss. It 
a It, however, to control the combustion, and the caustic 

potash 1ed almost always attacked the glass, —_ a quan- 
tity of soluble silica. This last objection applies also, I think, 

3 & a SS 
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toa method recommended by Kemp, that of mixing chlorate of 
potash with sand. 

The method which I finally adopted was suggested by Prof. 
Mulder. 'The substance to be burned is mingled thoroughly in 
a silver crucible with two or three times its bulk of caustic soda ; 

layer of the soda is placed upon the surface of the mixture so as 
to entirely prevent the escape of any sulphur without coming in 
contact with it. Heat is applied very gently, and through the 
water of the soda the whole mass in the crucible becomes semi- 
fluid. The heat is gradually increased until this water is driven 
off, and the remaining carbon is burned away by the addition of 
a few crystals of nitrate of potash. The mass is now dissolved 
in water, and after the addition of an excess of hydrochloric acid, 
the sulphur is determined by baryta in the usual way. 
_ Lat first attempted to determine the phosphorus also by this 
Method ; after the sulphate of baryta was separated, ammonia 
was added until the solution became neutral, phosphate of baryta 
(2Ba O+PO*) immediately fell, this was separated, weighed, 

Steady boiling are necessary. I attempted an improvement by 
dissolving the substance in nitric acid ina platinum basin, and 

ture however always exploded with great violence. | 
Having thus mentioned the methods adopted, I now proceed 

to the results of my analyses, and will begin with the legumin of 
almonds. 

Ihave made in all of these substances two or three distinct 
Preparations, and have varied a little the mode of obtaming them 

instance. j 

aes ay 

‘nan oil bath, and the analyses gave the following results. 
_ S8conp Sznizs, Vol. V, No, 13.—Jan., 1848. 4 
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| L. 2. 3. Mean. _] Ash deducted. 
Carbon, percent. . 50-38 50-49 50°42 50-50 
Hydrogen, . ; 6-63 6:50 2 aca 6°55 “56 
Nitrogen, ‘4 POG shir - e 99 OG 17:30 17:33 
xygen, . : 24-20 24-19 stat 24:19 4 24-24 |. 

Sulphur, . ; 2 0:30 Gis too ):32 0-32 
Phosphorus, 1:07 0-99 7-13 05 1 wore 

h * ‘ Ol 0-18 me 0-17 

| 100-00 | 100-00 100-00 100-00 

Two of the above nitrogen determinations were by Dumas 
and the other by Mulder’s method. 'T'wo of the determinations 
of sulphur were by burning with carbonate and nitrate of potash, 
and the other with caustic soda and nitrate of potash. © he 
phosphorus determinations, two were by the pacsphate of baryta, 
and ee other by Berthier’s method. 

A second preparation of legumin was made, and was boiled in 
aleohol shh ther before dissolving in strong ammonia. It was 
dark colored, was quite sticky previous to drying, and when dry 
was —_, in appearance. The result of analysis was as 
follow: 

| I. Pa "Mean. [Ash deducted.| 
Carbon, per cent, : fee, 50°79 eee 0-79 50-0 

oe 6-62 : 
17-09 ah 

0-29 0°26 
0-65 0-49 
0-33 0°40 

hs the carbon, hydrogen and sowed) the results approximated 
so nearly to the ‘analyses above, that as unnecessary to repeat 
them. The only essential Terence’ is in the phosphorus. I 
made several experiments to determine how far the phosphorus in 
these bodies might be in the state of phosphoric acid, and there- 
fore in combination with the alkalies of the ash. None of them 
were satisfactory, but they indicated that a portion of it at least, 
was so combined. 

Still a third quantity of this substance from alritonde was pre- 
pared, but it was, after precipitation by acetic acid, only boiled in 
alcohol and ether, and not dissolved in ammonia. ‘The color was 
a pure white, and it was evidently soluble in — — 
These were the results of my analyses. 

885 98.09 
6°39 6°56 
} x om 

0: 43 0:39 
2-27 WiQcb 
0:55. | 056 
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The difference in the per-centage of carbon is extraordinary, 
and the more so as there is a nearly corresponding increase in 
| gg The determinations of this last were both as 

O+PO5, agreeing when calculated from that salt directly, 
and also when it was analyzed as a control. This diflerence 
would indicate the removal of some impurity by means of the 

- For the present I leave this part of my subject, and proceed to 
the results obtained from the legumin of peas. The method of 
preparation was the same as that employed for the almonds. 
- The first quantity analyzed was dissolved in ammonia before 
ing in alcohol and ether. A large quantity of a yellowish 

fatty substance was extracted by these last. ‘This legumin was 
nearly white, and gave the following results. 

he 

a I. .- Mean. | _Average, | 
Carbon, percent 50-57 50-10 ot 33 50°72 
: ‘ 64 657 652 6-56 

rogen, 15-60 15-69 15645 1577 
; 23-52 23-84 23-68 23:87 
> 0-80 0-7 . 7 

phorus, 2-43 2-16 2-295 2-31 
0: 0-8 z 77 ee 

~ 100-00; 100-00 | 100-00 100-00 

_One of the above determinations of phosphorus is as phosphate 
of baryta (2Ba0 +PO%) and the other by Berthier’s method. 
4he quantity seemed so very large that I made a third trial and 
obtained nearly the same per-centage again. ‘The second prepa- 
Tation was dissolved in ammonia after boiling in alcohol and 
ether. The result was interesting. 

I. 2. Mean. [Ash dedneted.] 

on, per cent 49-97 49-93 4995 | S057 
fuydrogen, . ee 6-78 6 681 6-90 
oe ees -.+ | 1663 | 1684 
ereee A oe 23-41 23-70 
feats Oe be ost 0-34 0325 | 0-33 
Phosphorus, é , ; 16 1-68 1-645 1-66. 
ABD 3 * % 2 1:23 sagtael 7 “ - oa ‘ 

For-000__| 100-00 

~ Thad not a sufficient quantity of substance to make a second 
tial of nitrogen in this instance, but made one upon a poe of 
‘nother preparation of the same kind. The result was 16-25 
‘Per cent., the phosphorus was 1:16 per cent. ‘These two though 
Not precisely the same, are as near as could be expected in two 
distinct preparations, and show a very decided difference from the 

. 
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The above per-centage of ash is I think too high. I had buta 
sufficient quantity for one determination, and these substances 
burn with so much diffieulty that a little carbon sometimes re- 
mains even after hours of exposure to a red heat and a current of 

e now come to the protein body in oats, avenine, as it has 
been called by Prof. Johnston. In the preparation of this sub- 
stance I have met with great difficulty, because the quantity dis- 
solved by water is very small. If the weight of oats employe 
was more than four or five pounds, the solution became so large 
as to sour before it was possible to filter it the four or five times 
necessary to make it quite clear. ‘Three several preparations 
were made, taking four or five pounds of oats each time, and 
nearly two weeks were occupied in the filtrations, boiling, ‘&e. } 
but the quantity of avenine resulting from so much labor was 
only sufficient for one complete analysis, and even then only per- 

and almonds, even on the first precipitation; it is of a brown 
rer er retains this color ee all of the subsequent treat- 
ment. her extract a large quantity of whitish 
matter, me become highly onldhed: This extract burns S readily 
with a yellow flame and is probably almost entirely fatty. 

The following is my single analysis of the avenine. 

03 dT Ne DN RE ee PES = a Ash deducted. 
Carbon, per cent. ; ‘ : ‘ 51-97 | 52:36 
Hydrogen, . 6-80 | 6-35 
Nitrogen - 14-65 14-76 

ygen, 23°98 24:16 
Sulphur, 4 i : é ‘ 1-05 1-06 
Ae ie ia - . . : 0:30 | 0-81 
Ash, ‘ i : 4 0:75 eae 

100-00 b 100-00) 

Standing alone as this analysis does, and all of the determina- 
tions having been made upon small quantities, it cannot be con- 
sidered as conclusive. Several analyses made from a different 
preparation afterward, were rejected on account of an impurity in 
the ether employed ; they came however, so hear to the above as 
in some degree to confirm their correctness. 'The chief points in 
which this analysis differs from the —— ones, are as will 
be observed, the nitrogen and carbon 

Knowing that a large quantity of some protein body must still 
remain in the oats, I treated them, after extracting the avenine 
substance by means of water, with dilute ammonia. The solu- 
tion was brown and exceedingly difficult of filtration. On the 
pect a acetic acid, a copious light brown precipitate fell. at 

is as di italy ed in dilute ammonia, and then re 

acid. A cloudy liquid remaining above 

<4 . 

lS = 
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7: poured off, the precipitate was collected, washed and boiled in 
alcohol and ether. Large quantities of a white fatty matter were 

marked A. Another quantity from the same preparation was 
boiled in alcohol and ether previous to dissolving in ammonia. 
Phis was marked B. 

A, Iam only able to give one complete analysis, as the 
whole of the preparation only amounted to two or three grammes. 

| Ash deducted. 

53° 

wise 
a sarbo 

3 

100-000 

was a much 

: Ash dedneted I 

26 6-86 
245 16°39 

22- 22-82 
10 1 

1 ‘995, 1-00 
26 2 0-86 7 ary 

100-00 10000 | 100-00 100-00 

Potash, and exposed to a temperature of 80° Celsius, for one hour ; 
it was then set aside for two weeks and occasionally shaken. At the end of that time, when precipitated by acetic acid, the pre- 

_ Cipitate answered perfectly the above condition. In fact it was 
Sulphur free, deprived of that reaction which is characteristic of presence of sulphur; as sulphuret of calcium is said to be de 

3 1en it no longer yields a black precipitate with 
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acetate of iead. When it is converted into gypsum, it is still said 
to be desulphuretted, although it contains sulphuric aci 

int seems now to be virtually admitted even by Liebig, 
as through Feitmann’s paper an entirely new issue is joined, and 
the old one left untouched. Fleitmann’s researches, made in the 
Giessen Laboratory, showed that protein, when burned with nitre, 
ields a weighable ES os ap cee acid. ‘This was true, 

but still it had nothing to the original question. In con- 
sequence of Fleitmann’s one, “Mulder found himself obliged to 
review the entire protein question, the fact noticed by Fleitmann 
being one which he had overlooked. 

This review is still proceeding, but already some results have 
been arrived at, which seem likely to place Mulder’s name even 
higher than it has stood before. He considers “that albumen, 
horse and cow hoofs, &c. contain sulphur in the state of sulphu- 
ret of amid (SNH? ),—that protein from albumen contains va- 
riable traces of hyposulphurous acid, S*O2, in weighable quanti- 
ties—that this acid is produced by the decomposition of two 
equivalents of sulphuret of amid (SNH?), which by the influ- 
ence of alkali and two equivalents of water (2HO), produce an 
equivalent of hyposulphurous acid and two equivalents of am- 
monia (S*O? and 2NH*),—that therefore protein yields variable 
are of hyposulphurous acid, and consequently contains the 
sulphur under a form which has nothing in common with that. 
in which it originally existed,—that cow horns and fibrin consist 
of sulphuret of amid (SNH?) with a body differing from protein 
only in the proportion of oxygen.” 

Hitherto, as Mulder acknowledges, he has been unable to sep- 
arate from protein the last traces of this hyposulphurous acid, 
neither has he or any one else been able to separate the last traces” 
of incombustible substances. He considers that the one no more 
belongs to the formula of protein than the other, and deducts the 
sulphur as sulphuret of ami 

The following are the results obtained i in this way from albumen. 
| waren the pi 

2 SRB. 
‘Carbon, per cent. Carbon, p 
| € e 

Deducting the 8, 
as SNH2. 
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‘ This therefore Mulder considers the true composition of east 
phuretted protein. Fleitmann’s analysis of protein, made in 
Giessen Laboratory, gives nearly the same result when the ee 
phur is deducted. | 
pte horns and fibrin, as observed above, he considers oxyds 
of prote ; 
vp The protein o of cow horn 1 is as follows: 

4% pats Ge Otetigs the es ats 
« SNH2 | 

501 50-1 53-8 
68 6-3 68 

16:2 13:2 14-2 

23-5 23-5 95-9 

3-4 iveu FG 

: 100-0 | 93-1 | 100-0 { 

Deducting the 5, 

see aieagad 
us SNH2. 

Carbon, Feet 3 et 527 536 
eat, +9 68 69 

ry trogen, ‘ 15-5 14-6 14-9 

23:9 23-9 24-4 
ae e 4 ¥ Cee San 

) 98-0 100-0 

At the time spe Be ane made this beautiful discovery, 
my analyses of legumin from peas were nearly completed, and 
his attention was turned to them also. On investigation he was 

ted to anapect that the phosphorus might be present in the same 
form as the sulphur, that is, as phosphuret of amid. It was 
Soe also deducted, and the following shows how correct 
Were his suspicions. 

San BO 

—— pea SNHTS e he NID. 

50:72 50-72 poo RRs 

6:56 6:32 6-6 
15-77 14-14 14-9 

23°87 93-87 95-1 

2-31 gs : 

aes ae are caets, sO... 
eae 

at legumin of peas, therefore, may be added to the oxyds 
: tein. 

Since leaving Utrecht my attention has been tumed to ‘the 
analyses of the avenine of oats before given. 1 deducted the sul- 

ei and phosphorus, as Biber and phosphuret of amid, and 
the e result was as follow 

Deducting the S and P, 
a Avenine of oats. as SNH2 and PNH2. es 
ESE SEES RE CRIT etl einai 

arbon, per cent. 52-36 52:36 34° 

Se ee 14-76 13-54 14-0 
24-16 24:16 25-0 

FAG alii s : oe: 
0-80 oa 
oe 
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_ [ therefore may add this substance also to the class of oxyds 
of “gen When it is remembered that but one complete anal- 

was made, and that upon small quantities, the above is a re- 
Siitkahlo approximation to the other results. From the dark co- 
lor of my preparation, I should have expected the patter to be 
higher than in the other analyses. It is worthy of observation 
that the nitrogen in that preparation of peas, which was dissolv 
by ammonia after boiling in alcohol and ether, very nearly cor- 
responds to that obtained in the ammoniacal extract from oats. 
The differences in carbon and in sulphur and phosphorus, are 
however so great as to show that they cannot be considered iden- 
tical. ‘The coincidence is sufficient to suggest the idea that some 
ammoniacal compound may be present, constituting an impurity, 
the removal of which would leave the same oxyd of protein obtain- 
ed in the first preparation from peas, or in the extract by water from 
oats. ‘The second preparation from peas was exposed to the ac- 
tion of ammonia after boiling in alcoho! and ether, but in the 
first preparation the boiling, succeeding the action of ammonia, 
seems to have separated this ammoniacal or other impurity. In 
the ammoniacal extract from oats, it is probable that through 
the ammonia acting upon the whole grain, some additional sub- 

y treating 
with very dilute potash (one per cent.) after precipitation by 
acetic acid, solution in ammonia, and reprecipitation by acetic 
acid. The substances dissolved slowly, but entirely and with lit- 
tle discoloration. The solutions were allowed to stand nearly a 
week, exposed to no higher heat than that of the sun. Acetate 
of lead did not blacken them, thus showing that the legumin was 
not decomposed by the potash. No ammoniacal fumes were per- 
ceptible when a rod dipped in hydrochloric acid was held over 
the vessels. At the end of a week acetic acid was once more 

before. Owing to an accidental impurity in the ether employ 
which was not discovered until too late, the results of anal ysis 
upov. these substances could only be considered approximations 5 i 
they indicated however that the quantity of nitrogen in the 
ies obtained from oats and almonds, remained unchanged by the 
above treatment. Limited time prevented my attempting other 
“Methods. So far as regards the almonds, if the excess of nitro- 
oe above the protein mene bean ey it is one of a very 

centage of nitrogen. This is an interesting field for fe sine 
l one which I only left on account of other 
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I am aware that my results as to the peas and almonds differ 
somewhat from most previous analyses; but so much was 
taken in their purification, and so many concurrent determinations 
were obtained, both in analyses of the same, and of different pre- 
parations, that I feel much confidence as to ‘their correctness. [I 
leave the subject for the present with the hope, that my labors 
may in one direction throw a little light upon one of the most 
warmly contested questions of the present day, may open the 
way to some future enquirer who shall have the great happiness 
of definitely answering many of these long vexed questions. 

Arr. IV.—Letter on Philosophical Induction ; by James D. 
Wuetptey. (Addressed to one of the Editors of the J sie ) 

© .&...*. J wish.to. throw outa few thoughts regarding the 
true method, or what seems to me the true method to be — 
in the scientific study of nature, material and organic—the 

mean, of induction by analoc ry, (shall it be ealled ? ?) as 
Seinen from pipatiess % 

ogy is between the mass of the crystal and the single mole- 

oe: the induction is from the known to the unknown. 
Another species of the same induction, identifies a substance by 

its properties ; as, from the chemical evidences of chlorine, to infer 
presence e of chlorine. 
Nor is it easy to confound either of these with a third kind, 

the induction from antecedent to consequent—as when, from the 
marks of fire on a body, I infer that fire has passed over it, or 
when. from the elastic rebound of a ball, [ infer the cause to 
in a force accumulated in the ball. 
In all these instances, there is an induction gies the known 

to the unknown. As, from the properties of chlorin : 
stance chlorine ; from. the bound of the ball, to ie elastic force 
of t ang from the form of the whole crystal, to the form of its 

lolecules ; which may be expressed thus 
Induction: 1. From ae nip mein fi to colnaowe substance. 
ie 2. From known errecr to unknown cause. 
3. From known suare to unknown form 

_It seems to me impossible, by any effort of logic, to show that 
one of these methods of induction is less philosophical or exact 
Ieee ar a mee Tern 
re ¢ Col hesive Attraction, p- 364, ii ser., vol. iv. 
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than another, yet they are all strictly analogical; as may be seen, 
when, from our previous notion of chlorine, on witnessing its 
properties a second time, we recognize it. The identification is 
a very complex process, ‘and involves more conditions of thought 
than the aaa aed or naming, of a color, or of any simple 
property of bodie When w we identify yellow with yellow, or 
sour with sour, nee is no idea of a substance conveyed, as there 
is in chemistry. 

So also in the observation of cause and effect; it is no analogi- 
cal induction of cause, to expect that because a thing has hap- 
pened once it will happen again under the same conditions; but 
when the imagination works in close conjunction with the under- 
standing, reason bi cognizance of something more than mere 
sequence—namely, of a principle 1D a whieh goes under 
the general names of elasticity, 
the like, to which, as to the cognate idea of | a canis substance, 
it gives various names in various departments of observation. 

Nor can that induction be esteemed analogical, which merely 
identifies names ;—as of crystals by their forms, or of birds by 
their feathers and dimensions: but when a profound observa- 
tion of a crystal, or animal, shows it to be a species iz esse, i. se 
as composed of certain original forces, as Seo those of gold and 
chlorine, or of certain organic or vital e jes, assembled in a 
certain mode, and constituting a species of a1 animal or plant, should 
we not agree in ety eo snk: this process of the mind as ana- 
logical and inductive—as passing from the known to the un- 
known ina scientific manner ! 

That this distinction of the two methods is true in practi 
seems to me evident from a comparison of the two methods of 
classification, one called natural, the other artificial—one seeking 
the true and essential characteristic of the Pe the other aim- 
ing only at identification of properties and na 

[ have got farther into this distinction fh 7 [ eters and sai 
now compelled, in a manner, to pursue it to the end: oe 
there will be nothing new or “unusual to yourself in these distinc- 
tions, at least in practice, or to any other person as well versed 
in all processes of induction, it may amuse you to see them 
thrown into a shape that is meant to be logical. ie this pre- 
text, then, I will venture to follow the idea as it 

: Now, to distinguish the analogical method pie rhist of mere 
classification, or scientific memory, we may compare the system 

io with that of the modern chemists, and a few modern 
and zoologists: the one ending in an act of pore A 

se an act of judgment: the one merely observing, 
ing, or profoundly knowing. What, for exile, 

und than the science of the simple elementary fore: 
—as of oxygen, hydrogen, platinum, &c., the simple 

ons, as of electricity, heat, light, é&c., and th 
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simple elementary forms of forces or substances, as of the axial 
forces of the molecules, elasticity, cohesion, é&c.? By a perfect 
and essential knowledge of these, the philosopher must construct 
his framework of the material universe, as by his similar knowl- 
edge of the organic forces and forms of forces, he may hope at 
some future time to attain an idea of life. 
- With these distinctions it is perhaps possible to separate the 

notion of an hypothesis, or of the hypothetical method, from the 
truly inductive or analogical. 

In the celebrated Newtonian hypothesis of particles of light 
projected from phosphorescent or reflecting surfaces; in that of 
caloric, which supposed heat to be a substance ; in that of the 

= oo 5 A ox | 
we 
> ra = Oo S 5 © — 2 ° _, 

+e 
pa] 
a gi > =r @ — oO oO 3 ie @ yy s B ; 

instantly a ‘caloric’ is invented, a thing without shape, use, prop- 
erty, energy, or law in itself—a mere alchemistical ghost. Again, 

PEOUn, acquire a certain position, when left free, 1m regard to the 
earth’s axis, when at once starts up another spectre in the shape 
‘of a magnetic fluid, divided into its particles, but without any 

inable shape, properties, or qualities, a mere burthen to 

sht, and creating a thousand difficulties without solving one. 
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Among these philosophical placebos, the latest, I believe, is the 
“new imponderable,” to account for the magnetic phenomena of 
the human body, proposed, like the others, in lieu of a scientific 
induction. Even the majestic intellect of Humboldt gave in to 
the prevailing method, and tolerated an hypothetical ether sup- 
posed to impede the planets by impinging against their sides. 

This host of “imponderables,” lie with a ponderous weight 
upon the mind, though in substance they be lighter than air, nay, 
composed of that stuff that dreams are made of. They consume 
more valuable thought than the syllogisms of the scholastics, and 
when it is considered how many thousands of ingenious and 
powerful intellects have exhausted their whole energies in the 
endeavor to build worlds out of this dust in the mind’s eye,—this 
nebulous matter of intellect, this hypothesis,—a mixed feeling of 
compassion and despair rises in the throat ;—and this too while 
we are hearing lectures on the inductive philosophy, and reading 
“ Accounts of the a os and triumphing in the scientific ad- 
vancement of the age. ery of exultation and progress was 
never louder than about sinetity years since, when the human 
intellect groaned under the heaviest mass of hypotheses that 
science was ever burdened with. At that very time too, when 
the only perfect theory known was the Newtonian one of grav- 
itation, nothing was more customary than to pity the oe 

smile over the vagaries of Plato and Heraclitus,—when in 
deed, the secret of hypothesis and of true theory were alike pl 
foundly vicereesed by those ancients; though applied only to 
the facts and processes of the intellect, ina style so elevated ar 
exact as to have the air of inspiration. 

Yet, one may venture to predict from the tone of the best sci- 
entific writers of this day, and from the progress and method of 
theorizing employed by the most intelligent investigators, that the 
reign of the hypothetical methed is at an end, and that the true 
inductive method will soon carry our knowledge to its height. » 

New York, Nov. 6, 1847. 

pat 

Arr. V.—On the Risteitnts presented by Fluids to Electric 
Conduction ;* by Even N. Horsrorn, Rumford Professor in 
the University at Cambridge, Mass 
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sulphate of copper, free from this varying influence, has been 
measured.* i 
_ As T wished to know the conducting power of several other 
liquids, I embraced the opportunity offered to me in Prof. Buff’s 
Physical Cabinet at Giessen, to enter upon a proposed: investi- 
gation, having this end in view. It was unfortunately impos- 
sible for me to complete the labor which my original plan em- 
braced, before the time fixed for my return to America. Well 
wishing friends have neveriheless advised me to publish the 
essential results of my investigation, since several of them may 
have a practical value. 

The apparatus and general facilities for this investigation, and 
above all the counsel of Prof. Buff-in the difficulties which were 
constantly presenting themselves, were extended to me in the 
Same spirit of generosity that distinguishes the great leader of 
the Chemical School at this University. 

_ For the reception of the fluids, whose bearing against the elec- 
tric current was to be proved, I employed a rectangular trough of 
thick, firm wood 0:3 meter long, 0075 meter wide, and of 

0-075 meter in depth. The interior was thickly overspread with 
Shellack varnish to prevent, or as long as might be, delay the ab- 
Sorption of liquids. Upon this trough lay the blocks, of which 
one was fixed, the other movable. They served to hold the 
plates that sink into the liquid, and to regulate at pleasure their 
distance from each other. ‘The plates equal in area to the cross 
Section of the trough, were secured to copper plates, which were 
Made fast to the blocks, and put in connection with the termini 
of the electromotor. 
* Fora battery, the constant coal and zine pairs of Bunsen, from 
one to several in connection, were employed. ‘The mtensity of 
the current was measured with an exceedingly accurately con- 

intain a current of un- 
Th 

_ Structed Weber’s galvanometer. To maintain 
changing strength, a Wheatstone’s Regulator was used. 
wire of the latter was of German silver, whose conducting power, 

the distance of the two plates was increased by carry- 
e movable one, and the amount of German silver 

Silesia OOO 
Ware ek ~ be aon 

. is: ee Le= a ee ae ee id. xliv, 349. 
foo sf es 
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wire observed which must be taken out of the circuit, to bring 
the needle to its first position. It is obvious that the increase of 
the fluid mass occasioned precisely the same resistance as the 
unwound German silver wire, and this, entirely independent of 
the — of polarization. 

ollowing numbers are the average of at least three, but 
Saeaiiy of a larger number of nearly coinciding observations. | 

At first it appeared to me of importance to ascertain approxima- 
tively the Nene of the intensity of the current upon the con- 
ducting power. T'o this end the trough was filled to 0-0275 
millimeter wih diluted sulphuric acid of 1:10 spec. grav. I ob- 
tained by— 

Variation of the needle. 

Fo 
] Resistance in Bat of beat silver | 

For the first 2° = 4 the Talia zi 5 cent. 

Lo? 32°44 20:67 by 
20 20°30 21°25 
30 10°74 20°00 

The resistance of the first 2-5 cent. liquid, which embraces the 
influence of polarization, shows it to be variable with the strength 
of the current, while, as soon as this influence becomes eliminated, : : a 

Similar experiments with other liquids, as chlorid of sodium, sul- 
phate of copper and others, gave ys apie! the same result. It ap- 

ed to me therefore, sufficient to ascertain with the grea 
ace curacy, the resistance of the iabee of these liquids, only for one 
intensity of the electric current. In order, then, to oppose the 
variability occasioned by polarization in the course of a series of 
experiments, this was maintained with the greatest care. In 
the following statements of the length of the layer of liquid, the 
first 2-5 cent. which includes the resistance of the polanaaheuae 
withdrawn. 

It is assumed that the resistance presented by fluids is, as is the 
case with solid conductors, directly as the length and In versehy-gs 
the section. My experiments confirm the assumption. 

I content myself with the presentation of only a single series 
of experiments, which were made with the sulphuric acid of - 
previous experiment. 
—_———_ ee ; 

4 Length of layer of Finid. Resistance in ‘windings of Ger 4 

Centimeter, Observed. ci Ceaitade Se Ries ae 5 cen 
Nila 4:134. 

4300 
4654 
4250 
"220 

Medium value, 4°311 | 

~The trough was filled with acid to a depth of 0-0275 meter. 
As the « epth vs fluid was here increased to 0-048 meter; the re- 
sistanee for 5- cent. length was equal to nae: windings. | 
0:0275 : 0-048 nearly as 2°56 : 4-311. : 
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We derive from the above a perfectly clear conception of the 
resistance to conduction, which a liquid of definite chemical con- 
stitution presents, and can bring it in calculation, when but for a 
single length and for a single section an accurate admeasurement 

en made. 
_ The results at which I have arrived in the different fluids ex- 
amined by me, are conveniently arranged in the following table. 
The numbers in the columns below need no farther discussion. 
_L have only to add that common platinum plates were employ- 
ed in the liquids ; only, in copper solutions copper plates, and in 
the zinc solutions zinc plates, were used to lessen the polarization, 
ee pelyeons employed were chemically pure. 

tance in i ciat’s ‘ EIN ee wie 

Oe ge mgs | tage of Regular ‘ik werd 
eet : For 5 centim. 

Se length of the liquid. 

Sulphuric acid of 1-10 sp. gr. 0°0275 met. 4311 75673 
Cie ee ame 115% « 00275 3-680 67770 
wean = 1:20 “« «& 0:0275 3-202 56180 

ee a rs _ 0-0275 3-200 56180 
cen m 1:30 00275 3-200 56180 
coe a 1-40 0:0275 4°700 82520 
Sulphate of of zinc vate of) : 

which 100 ce. con d 7:287 0275 108-00 1896000 
hie: Zao, SO... F rt : 

75 grm. ZnO, 30,, HO, 0-275 151°70 2663400 
hate of copper ‘solation, 
which 100 ec. contained 0°0275 55:38 972320 

, cad, SO, 
”; “ : «4. Orea7s 80°32 1410200 

For 2°5 cent. 

lorid of ar ge ‘epo-oet ta length of liquid. 

in water, 0°023 19°65 | 577100 

ve 0:023 26°20 | 7694 
ee dilation, . : 0046 25°336 | 1488200 

GG 0046 44°72 50560 
dof * potassium: solution :— 

276 a } arm. in cc. water, 0'023 19°68 | 

‘Twofold dilution, .  . . 0-046 ca 1103700 

peat, 5 3 A 0046 my 
Bhlorid of barium solu 

‘46 grm. aut reer peg water, 9023 37°50 1101300 
0 of 0046 37°07 ; 

oric ater a ‘golutio tio 
eda Speen n 500 ce "water, 0023 26:56 780100 | 

eso solution, ound 22°89 672560 | 

= zine solution, ae oiead 37°20 1092500 | 

These penile for the resistance of the solution of sulphate of zine, I can permit 
recorded only as approximations while the zine precipitate from the li- 

‘Ftsell tantly elongating, there appeared 

oten scrape cine, sora
! the resistance of the fore- 
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Arr. Vi—Fssil Footprints of a New Specics of Quadruped 
by James Deane. 

I HAVE hitherto described 

of Connecticut River, the ori- } 
gin of which may be referred 
with probability, to animals # 
represented by the Batrachian 
order of existing reptiles. 
These impressions are of di- 
versified character, and indi- § 
cate three distinct family types 
or groups, as explained ina 
pi number of this Jour- 

ee the third group, I a 
now to add a second or ne 
species ; it 1s represented By 
the annexed wood-cut, which 

species described in vol. in, 
ii ser., p. 70, and it is possible | 
that the impressions were pro- 
duced by a young individual. 

This elegant example was 
recently discovered at Tur- 

tains seven pairs of impres- 
sions, three of which are rep- 
resented by the drawing. It 
will be apparent that the ani- 
mal was of diminutive size 
and that it advanced by regu- 
lar strides and sunk deep at 
each step. "he regularity and 
number of the imprints, give 
a beautiful appearance to the 
fossil, yet the feet are not indi- 
vidually so perfect as to render 
their anatomical set i 
clear. There appear “how 
ESE en cnn greet 

? 
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er to be four toes and the tarsus. Feet divergent. I think the 
impressions may with propriety be referred to some member of 
the tailed or Salamandrian family of Batrachians. But until we 
get the perfect impression of the feet as we do in some ornithic 
examples, there are no true data for comparison with the feet of 

futare time form the subject of a distinct notice. 
Greenfield, (Mass.,) Uct. 7, 1847. 

Arr. VIL—On the Depth and Saltness of the Ocean. 

(From the Proceedings of the Ninth Annual Meeting of the American Association 
of Geologists and Naturalists, at Boston, September, 1847.) 

Captain Winxes, U.S.N., to whom these subjects were refer- 
red.at the last meeting of the Association, said that he found it 
impossible to make a written report upon subjects of so great 
interest as were embraced in the enquiry referred to him: from 
the little attention that had as yet been given to enquiries on 
these subjects, but few facts had been elicited; he should there- 
fore content himself by stating to the Association what had been 
done, although it was comparatively little, with the hope that 
the Association would be induced to turn their attention to the 

subject as one of great interest for future enquiry. He stated 
that with the depth of the ocean there were connected many 

«all 

en. > WI at _is open for investigation and 

Sue Bs, Voh V, Ni . 1.—Jan., 1848. 
ey 
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experiment, and how many interesting geological results may be 
elicited and are connected with these experiments ; sufficient facts 
have been developed, to prove that the inequalities of the level 
of the ocean’s bed, are much more remarkable than those of 
the land. 

It may excite pane that we , should know so little on this 
point: navigators, to whom this interesting ees properly be- 
longs, have stowbted themselves little about it, unless it was in 
some way connected with the safety of their that The ex- 
istence of discolored water has alone induced them to cast the 
deep sea lead. There is however some excuse to be made, for 
though in theory the depth is easily to be arrived at, yet to obtain 
it practically is exceedingly troublesome, requiring much time as 
well as favorable opportunities. 

The mode still pranticed is the ordinary lead line. Substitutes 
for this have been attempted; many of them are ingenious and 

me useful, but they re not obviate the difficulties, although they 
give greater accuracy in the results. Few are aware that it re- 
quires from two to three hours for a well appointed vessel to make 
a sounding to the depth of 1500 or 2000 fathoms, for which 
opportunities seldom occur: calms or light winds, and se nema 

; e. 
The mode of sounding practiced of late by availa British offi 

cers to obtain the actual depth, is by attaching a weight of seve- 
ral hundred pounds to a small cord or spun yarn wound on a reel, 
which is carried off as the weight descends ; on reaching the bot- 
tom it is pulled taut and the length ascertained ; the cord being 
too weak to lift the weight, both are lost —consequently, the ex- 
periments are expensive as well as inconvenient to make; the 
time required for the experiments even in this way, is half an ‘hour 
for the descent of the weight; the line in these cases instead of 
being used from the ship, is s lowered from a boat to avoid the drift. 
of the vessel, which is very considerable in the time the weight is 
descending ; ‘this renders the experiment more satisfactory and cor- 
rect. It will thus be seen that it is out of the power of an ordi- 
nary vessel to make the experiments ; in order that this interest- 
ing ent may advance without these difficulties, it becomes 
necessary me new mode of sounding be adopted whereby 
both the siti may be lessened and the opportunities multiplied. 
It has been suggested to obtain an echo from the bed of the 
ocean by the explosion of a shell just beneath the surface, the 
depth to be measured through the propagation of reflected 
The mode which appears to me more Pi i is by the time 
of descent and the direct waves of sound from an explosion at 

some of ie explosive compounds ; the momentum acquired eiibio€ the shell wauld enase explosion on s iking th 
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bottom ; the great difficulty which seems to present itself, is the 
preservation of the charge of the shell from damage by the enor- 
mous <smeag to which it would be ra st in its descent : such 

equator there is a depression to nearly the 5th parallel of south 
latitude, where a ridge occurs; at the 15th parallel we find ~ 

depression; 10° farther south we have another ridge ; 
again deepens and rises twice towards the polar circle. T i 
are it is true but conjectures derived from detached and isolated 
trials, and may not be confirmed by future and well conducted 
oeeeents; they are only adduced here to show the field open to 

Pihusetts even with the imperfect means we now have, could 
wi fail to make us scquinted with the submarine valleys and 

by the commanders of our men-of-war, that might beta n ad- 

vantage of whilst proceeding to and returning from the different 
foreign stations ; and I make no doubt that these would be readily 
authorized by the distinguished gentleman who now presides over 
th > naval service. All that is required is for this Association to 

some measures to forward this subject, and to point out po- 

Sitions at which it would be. most desirable to obtain results. . If 
those who have the direction of foreign navies could be induc 
to join, we should be enabled in a very few years to e 
complete sections of me oceans and seas, and full ingestigsnnt 
into the phenomena connected with the ocean. 
tele the sitio depth of the ocean: has not yet been suc 
cessfully determined, the numerous trials have resulted in deter. 
mining satisfactorily | its mean temperature and ay li niaband 
ee is sicoaaate 39°°5,* and nacorng? to Capt. wm exper: 

“Tam aware that several distin thers have reported dif- meh navigators and others ha p 
pa Uresalts ; among them Mr. i ven i ni it down to 36° and 37°, which 
erie mye met “eng ae the seers at sale 1000 Grape. ns } our own 

submarine currents. 
at so low a te fs tre wil on be cena 

3 through the 
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iments, the zone of mean temperature lies between the — 
of 54° and 60° of south lat., not only at the surface, but to 
great a depth as the ocean has been penetrated. Pature trials nr 

the northern hemisphere remains yet to be uinvorehicatt This 
mean temperature is met with both within the polar circles and 
in proceeding towards the equator. In the higher latitudes above 
60°, the ocean in descending increases in temperature until it ar- 
rives at its mean point; while proceeding towards the equator it 

ases from the surface downwards; this decrease beyond the 
tropical circle, is about twenty-three fathoms for every degree of 
latitude. Within the tropics it is 1° for every thirteen fathoms a 
of depth. until 400 fathoms, after which it ap a descent of ¥ 
from 200 to 300 fathoms to effect a like chan 

From the observations of Admiral DUrville, it would appear 
that the waters of the Mediterranean do not follow the rate of 
descent of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. He estimated the 
mean temperature of that sea below 200 fathoms, at 55°, and 
this from the fact of his having obtained that temperature at the 
depth of 1000 fathoms. If this be so, it leads to-an interest- 
ing enquiry, as to whether it may not be in consequence of an 
vast internal fires that are known to prevail in ont beanie ee that 
surround it. Hee 

The penetrations of solar light or the depth at wie it be- 
comes totally absorbed, is another subject which claimed 
lar attention during the cruise of the Exploring Expedition. The 
mode of obtaining “results was to let down a pot, bottom upwards, 
painted white, some eighteen inches in diameter, by the deep 
sea line until it was lost sight of, noting the depth at which it 
disappeared, and then again its reappearance, the mean being 
taken for the result; these seldom differed more than a fathom; 
the eye was placed five feet above the surface in the direction 
with the line by which the pot was held. he would appear at 
first that the depth at which an object could be seen would de- 
pend upon the intensity as well as the soa at oe the rays of 
light fell upon the surface of the ocean. ‘They undoubtedly have 
some effect, but seldom made a greater dilicresen’ than 14 fath- 
oms. Under different latitudes and in different temperatures of 
— water, the anomalies far exceeded this, and were indeed too 

in 1 the keen of the waters, affected in a great degree t 
| ssion of the rays of light, or their absorption. — In water | 

: at the temperature of 78° to 80°, the white object described was 
iscernible at a depth of 180 feet, while in water at 36°. ‘it was : 
oa ne of at 40 0 feet. cain. > ct ee ntil 
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the day, from early in the morning till late in the evening, the 
altitude of the sun being measured at each trial. These experi 
ments took place when the sea was nearly calm and quite smooth ; 
the greatest depth at which the object could be perceived, was 
30 fathoms, or 180 feet: 
_ The next phenomenon connected with the depth of the ocean 
iS submarine currents; they exist in various parts of the ccean 
where they have been traced, and are indicated by their low tem- 
perature ; their actual limits as to depth have not as yet been de- 
termined, but they are found to prevail at from 5 to 600 feet be- 
low the surface ; they are so immediately connected with the 
dynamics of the ocean, that the investigation into their direction 
and causes has long obtained attention. 
- The saltness and specific gravity of the sea have been frequent 

_ Subjects of enquiry. The results of the Expedition will throw 
much light wpon this subject. The specimens of sea-water ob- 
tained in different latitudes were, on the return of the Expedition, 
placed in the hands of one of our most distinguished associates, 
‘Dr. C. T. Jackson of Boston, whose ability as a chemist is well 
known to the country ; he has analyzed them, and as it will yet 
be some time before the full results can be published in the 
volumes of the Expedition, the Association will be gratified by 
a knowledge of his method of analyzing, as well as by a few of 

e results, 
- Method of Analysis.—“ The specific gravity of the waters was 
taken in a small flask with a neck of about } inch in diameter. 
A quantity of the water equal to 1000 grains of distilled water, was 
evaporated slowly to dryness in a platina capsule, carrying the 
heat to 300° F., then weighed the contents by counterpoising. 
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remaining solution phosphate of soda and ammonia was added, 
which threw down the magnesia—filtered, dried, ignited and 
weighed, from which calculated the magnesia. 

baryta solution which threw down the sulphuric and carbonic acids 
—filtered, washed slightly and rapidly, dried, ignited, adding a 
few drops of carbonate of ammonia and weighed, then dissolved 
in muriatic acid which dissolved the carbonate of baryta, leaving 
the sulphate—filtered, dried, ignited, and weighed ; from the sul- 
phate of baryta the sulphuric acid was calculated. 

“ Subtracting the weight of sulphate of baryta from the sum of 
the weights of the sulphate and carbonate, onan the quantity of 
carbonate, from which the carbonie acid is calculated. ‘To the 
solution after separating the sulphuric and sebaees acids and. 
the excess of baryta, a few drops of nitric acid were added, then 
nitrate of silver which threw down the chlorine—filtered, wash- 
ing with acidulated water, dried and woigbed; from the chlorid 
of silver the chlorine was calculated. 

“The quantity of soda and sodium was found by snlawosinds 
the sum of the weights of the other ingredients from the whole 
weights of the dry salts obtained by the first evaporation... Four 
or five specimens of water were examined for iodine, bommneead. 

, of which no traces were found. : 
“The filtering paper used was the fine white enepaaits itae 

paper. Equal double filters were used throughout, burned sepa- 
rately in platina crucibles over the spirit lamp, and weighed 
against each other; for the greater part of the salts the filters were 
counterpoised previous to filterin 

“'The water used was distilled in Bohemian glass retorts and 
wae absolutely pure 

‘“ All the tests and reagents were prepared in Dr. Jackson’s 
laboratory and were proved to be pure neaene euunoning them in 
analys and 

is The balance used in taking specific _gravities and for 3 weighing 
the products of analysis was made by Chémin of Parity Fr. ent 
is sensible to the ;3,th of a grain.” 

_ All the tables st the ‘abn of the waters will. hg 
given in the volumes of the Expedition, the two following will. 
show the ingredients of sea-water as determined by the above — 
method by Dr. Jackson. 
pee of water from the depth of 100 fathoms, in lat. 63° 
ma lon. abe W. :—temperature at surface wile “below 30°. 

Mga 's et 

ific rs of the water =1 026; er empe erat 
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A quantity of water equal in bulk to 1000 grains of Seiten 
water evaporated, gave, de 

Saline matter, = 36° iGiereines 
3 This saline matter analyzed, yielded, 
+ ~ Chlorine See 20:73) 
‘ Sulphuric acid, : . : ‘ 1:29 
ai hoe Oarbonie! “4: . 2 F : 1:29 

Phosphoric “ . s ; : y 0-06 36 orai 
Soda and aan signe Sap Ide 10°12 SPP. 
ee i : 164 

e, : 0:83 
Oxyd iron, trace 

Water from the depth ot 450 fatlrorte saactemperatares at that 
= depth 44°-5; temperatures of surface 74°; lat. 17° 54’ S., lon. 
= 112° 53° W. July 29, 1839. 
er, | Specific gravity =1-0275; temperature 60°; bar 
e A quantity of water equal in bulk to 1000 grains mn “distilled 

Water evaporated, gave, 
Saline matter : 

pe his saline matter vishied; 
= 37-9 grains. 

Chlorine ; ‘ : , ‘ . 20-40 
arts Sulphuric acid, ; ' ; ’ ‘ 2-43 
~ Carboni : , ’ j . 0°68 
wa? Phosphoric aL ae ee eae 0-09 
ges 9 and sodium, ; ‘ ‘ ; 4 ae 
Magnesia " . ‘ r ‘ ; t 

NAN AiasFctistiidig: sta Rida Gadde: inchs tee h OO 
Oxyd iron, ; ‘ ‘ : : : trace 

iful manner in which they were gotten up and executed, we were ‘chiefly indebted to Mr. Drayton, one of the artists of the 
Expedition, who has charge of the department of publication, and 
to whose tal ents and exertions he felt grea 

bnconioeg ee that it would 

moi ete copy of the work ; at 
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present they were making every exertion which the ability of the 
country and due economy would permit, to forward it to com- 
pletion. ‘lhe Committee of Congress who have the publication 
in charge, have every desire to enlarge it; but they have deeme 
it proper that the whcle work should be first completed, and then 
it could not be doubted but that the liberality of Congress would 
cause the publication to be extended, so as to place the whole 
within the means of every ee in the country. 

Prof. Agassiz here took occasion to express his opinion of 
the Expedition, and spoke of ‘ahe results in the highest terms. 
He bore testimony to the beauty as well as accuracy of the en- 
gravings, acknowledging that they were not surpassed by sed 
that had hitherto appeared in Europe. 

Arr. VIIL—On the Limit wf Subdivision by Trituration pes 
Solution, and the race te on which the hmit may be a 
nitely extended ; by B. F. Jostiy, M.D., of New Yor 

Ir any coarse and dry substance is triturated by itself it will 
continue to be permanently divided subdivided to a certain, 
but limited extent. For beyond that, ‘the blow would ‘either 
leave the parts so near each other, that they would instantly re-— 
unite by the power of the cohesive forces and again become one 
solid body, or would drive these newly separated parts against 
others or against each other, and effect their union by bringing 
them within the sphere of cohesion. 

If a flint stone were pulverized in a mortar, it would at length 
become so fine, that some of the finest of these invisible flint 
stones would, after any farther division, be soon reunited. All 
that would be necessary for their reunion and the sbinscnansinntlll 
their previous hardness, would be, to bring the parts or their mu- 
tually attractive poles, as near to each other as they had been be- 
fore their separation; for the strength of their coh 
on the degree of their proximity. ‘The approximation and amnion 
of some of these smaller than microscopic pebbles, would be pro- 
moted by the pressure of the pestle: the same blows that severed _ 
some, would unite ent so that the average size of the parts 
would remain unchange nay. 
ies, — referred to ied believing that the cohesion of all at- 

ns and of all groups sufficiently small, depends on | si and 
is allizing foree, and probably magnetism _— 

ntary form. But similar principles apply 
utic ni be ne 
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ny Others within its sphere of cohesion, some of their poles would 
be in a position favorable to union, and others be brought into 
that position by rotation, as would be the case with a multitude 

lege, thousands of instances of rotation, attraction, and induction, 
in the crystals of camphor formed from the tincture placed on a 
small plate of mica and exposed to solar radiation. When the 
sky was very clear and the radiation intense, the phenomena be- 

came confused by the rapidity of the crystallization, and it was 
necessary to dilute the saturated tincture with about five times its 
bulk of alcohol, in order that these phenomena might be exhibit- 
ed in all their distinctness and beauty. Thin clouds permitted 

lated masses more directly and efficiently to the dividing force, ut be ecnlisioneSewreis tunities for the reuniting force of 
cohesion to come into play, by keeping the newly divided parts 

read 

" y this rubbing process, the stratim of powde
r beneath the 

» aeons Szrirs, Vol. Vs No, 13.—Jan., 1848. pocorn ing | 

3 
TC 
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pestle will either be so thin as to elude its dividing action, or so 
thick that the number of parts which are pressed against each 
other by its strokes and reunited, will equal the number divided 
by the same strokes. At this stage, the comminution will cease ; 
and the trituration, ever so skillfully conducted, and carried on 
forever, could not "reduce: the powder to any greater degree of 

Is there any way in which this limitation may be obviated, 
and the fineness of the powder indefinitely increased? Yes: it 
may be done by successive mixtures with some other substance, 
using thorough os after adding ~_ portion. This meth- 
is of universal application; yet for the sake of convenience 

wad precision, I shall assume particular duane and a particu- 
lar proportion. Suppose a flint powder to be rendered as fine as 
it is possible to make it by rubbing it per se; and suppose one 
grain of this to be triturated with ninety-nine grains of ordinary 
loaf-sugar, or of the harder—and therefore better—non-medicinal 

a spoon or spatula, the flint powder be intimately mixed with 
the pulverized sugar, so as to be uniformly distributed through it, 
before the trituration is commenced. ['This is not requisite in 
practice, but simplifies the escrito, Then each of the mi- 
croscopie flint stones is surrounded by ninety-nine times its weight 

of sugar, which keeps them at nearly five times their former dis- 
tance from each other, as estimated from centre to centre. Wh 
is the consequence, if trituration be commenced under these cir- 
cumstances? A new and far more minute division must result. 

The sugar serves two purposes, viz. first, to divide the flint, 
and secondly, to keep it divided ; it contributes both to effect and 
preserve the division. It serves the first of these purpeses in 
more than one way. First, it aids division by mechanical collis- 
ion, When driven against the flint by the pestle. It in this way 
aids the fracture; as the stroke of one body may often be made 
to break another ‘though harder than itself. Thus a quartz peb- 
ble can be crushed between two large pieces of marble, and a still » 
smaller one between two large pieces of sugar of milk. . The ad- 
vantage given by magnitude, suggests that the sugar employed 
will be more effectual if ncloatind: in a state coarser than that of 
the harder powder which it is employed to comminute. In later 

_ stages it will necessarily have this advantage. Secondly, the su- 
may aid the division by its affinity, its attraction for the flint. 

Thus whilst some of the pieces of hard sugar are acting as ham- 
mers and wedges, and tending to separate an intermediate piece 
of flint into two pieces, other pieces of sugar, situated in the line 

bed which the fi ragments of flint when divided tend to move, may » 
eir affinity draw the fragments in the direction in which the 

other pieces of sugar push them, and thus both kinds of force 
conspire to effect their separation. eave 
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- Having hitherto considered the direct agency, I now proceed 
to the indirect ; viz. the promotion of farther division by keeping 
separate the parts already divided. The sugar favors comminu- 
tion by keeping the pieces of flint at a distance from each other, 
and thus preventing that reuniori which would be continually 
taking place in the parts of the pure flint powder pressed against 
each other by the pestle. The parts when once divided, are by 
the interposition of the sugar prevented from again coming within 
the sphere of mutual cohesion, until the subdivision has been car- 
ried to a much greater extent than would have been practicable 
in triturating the flint by itself. 

A limit will, however, be ultimately reached, even under these 
circumstances. As the subdivision continues, the mutual dis- 
tance of the pieces of flint diminishes, and some portions are ulti- 
mately brought again within the sphere of cohesion, and made to 
unite by the same strokes of the pestle which divide others. 
When the number united by each stroke equals the number divi- 
ded by the same, the fineness can no longer be increased by con- 
tinuing the friction. ‘ 
The only way in which the fineness can be increased, is by 
another mixture. Ifa grain of this powder is mixed and tritura- 
ted with ninety-nine grains of hard sugar, like that previously 

employed, a still more minute division of the flint is effected ; 
but, for the same reasons as in the preceding case, we ultimately 
teach the limit, beyond which it is impossible to pass without a 
new, mixture or dilution. By the continued repetition of opera- 
tions similar to those above described, an inconceivable degree of 

at flint, silex, gold, mercury, or any other su ce prepare 
in this way with sugar or saccharum lactis—or some other suit- 

hund 
and each of which would be the one hundredth 

part as large as the parts in the preceding stage. This increase 

and subjected to this operation, then the pa 
Wi I jE ee z ee . 

or x so o Ly % baton ithe 
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in the ratio of one hundred to one; and a grain of the thirtieth 
trituration of gold would contain as many minute pieces as agrain 
of the third trituration 

But I am eonvineed that the intensity of some properties of 
substances is greatly increased by comminution. If the sphere of 
cohesion is thus increased, the maximum comminution will fall 
below the above estimate. I believe that in practice the commi- 
nution will fall below it, not only for the above reason, but also 
because the trituration, though continued sufficiently long to 
bring most of the parts to the maximum size, will be Sine-cximecanm 
before every part 1s equally reduced. 

enee microscopic observations are liable to lead to erroneous 
conclusions. Dr. Mayerhofer has seen scores of millions of pieces 
of metal in a single grain of the sugar with which it had been 
triturated to form the third trituration.. The number varied with 
different metals. From the considerations which I have above 
stated, as well as from others, | am convinced that the number of 
invisible pieces far exceeded the number of visible ones. Those 
only were seen ated had escaped the full effect of the dividing 
forces. 'The minimum groups in the third trituration are not o 
jects of ietonetini vision. From the wide range of magnitude 
in the visible pieces, as well as from the appearance, on close in- 
spection, of pieces at first invisible, Dr. M. justly concluded, that 
in the first trituration of precipitated gold, ‘the metal is divided 
into particles so small as to be invisible under a glass magnifying. 
14,000 times.’””. He “examined the fourth trituration by a power 
magnifying 90,000 times, and it was evident that the diminution 
of the particles progressively increased ; the smallest gold mole- 
cules appeared yellow, and the metallic lustre was not to be mis- 

e The diminution here refers to the visible ones. As the 
conclusions which I have drawn in regard to the facility of re- 
union, the limit of comminution, and the intensity of properties, 
refer to those more numero us groups which are so small as to be 
invisible by the most powerful microscope, it would be impossi-— 
ble either to establish or refute them by microscopic observations. | 

The above method of trituration has great advantages for 
effecting a minute division of substances. 1 have shown, that in 
order to triturate a substanee to powder of a certain of 

ie fnaners, it is necessary to mix it with a sufficient quantity of - 
er substance ; and that the requisite quantity of this ad- 

misture increases with the fineness required. a de of 
ess can be specified, as would render the labor of eomminu- 

ting aeuincie. grain impracticable, even ifthe requisite amount: 
the admixture could be obtained. The labor of the 

whole h race operating through all ages since the creation’ 
of man, cout not agent triturate a — grain of one sub- 
stance w grains of any other substance. Yet the 
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same degree of fineness as would be effected by such an opera- 
with 

ordinar process, nor the peculiar advantages of this process in 
avoiding that limit 

of physical inquiry, this subject has especial interest at the pres- 

ht time, when the attention of philosophers is becoming more 
and more directed to molecular forces, and the peculiar properties 
of small masses. The recent experiments of Sir G. C. Haughton 

e afforded id f the identity of molecular magnetism 
and cohesion, and new proofs that all bodies are magnetic when 
they are rendered sufficiently smal].* What intensity of mag- 
hetism may not be expected in bodies as minute as those which 
can be suspended fifty or a hundred miles above the earth’s sur- 
face, in air so rarified as to be incapable of reflecting any sensible 
quantity of solar light! I believe this intensity to be far more 
than sufficient to compensate for the reduction of the quantity of 

Ponderable material, and to be adequate to the production of the 
most brilliant aurora borealis. In this case there is probably a 
crystallization, a change from the fluid or aeriform state to that of 

lute solids, whose magnetism ultimately becomes latent after 
aggregation in larger masses. HOF 
_ U believe it to be a general law of nature, that certain proper- 

_ es possessed by small groups of molecules, are m or ren- 

Mmstances are evidently such as to preclude the application of 
VS 0 <¢ LS SO 
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the ordinary tests. As the examination of any known mode of 
testing the power of such preparations would involve physical 
and professional considerations, [ shall do nothing more than sub- 
mit the mechanical explanation of the comminuting process to. 
the consideration of natural philosophers, trusting that they will 
consider the subject interesting asa branch of physical investi- 
gation. 

Similar principles are applicable to subdivision by solution. 
It is generally believed, that the simple solution of a substance 

+ ee the minutest division of it which 7 terns nce In call- 
in question the correctness of this notion, | am aware of the 

siecnteti of the prejudices to be wncuitpensdladaeded ibe both of 
the senses and intellect. For deciding such a point, there is no 
adequate delicacy in human vision nor in the instruments of 
physical research; nor is the human mind so constituted, as to 
be capable of any ‘adequate conception of the minuteness of ulti- 
mate atoms, or of the iotnie diversity of magnitude existing 
among infinitesimals. 

The following are the views which I take of solution, and 
which I am desirous of submitting to the consideration of natu- 
ral philosophers. In a saturated aqueous solution of any salt, I 
saree the molecules of the salt as existing in hard solid groups 

masses of the salt, suspended at equal distances in the water, 
which exceeds the salt in quantity. Hach mass of salt consists 
of innumerable particles. It is impossible to make these groups 
smaller, either by the affinity of the water or by any mechanical 
orece, as long as the quantity of water remains the same. If 
they were sundered, they would instantly reunite. For, an 
division of the solids into smaller groups would diminish their 
mutual distance, and pg increase their mutual attrac- 
tion; whilst the quantity of water which surrounds each mass 
is dimipished in quantity, and onl possesses less attractive force 
for resisting the reunion of the solids, than it had when they 
were in larger masses; even then this affinity was but just suffi- 
cient to keep them separate. Therefore any division would be 
followed by instantaneous reunion, both on account of an increase 
in the cohesive forces, and a diminution of affinity. The ultimate 
molecules are not separately invested with the water, but uni 

in hard and complex masses, which cannot remain 
’ within a given mutual distance. 

“ can this limitation be obviated, and the size of. ches 
complex molecules be progressively and indefinitely diminished ? 
This\ may be effected by successive dilutions. select the 
same pi LLL ‘ 

- solut ps of water. This 
water pots affinity as an antagonist to af cohesion of the 
solid groups of salt, and effects their dismemberment to a far 
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soe te. T @) etre i the investigation, let us suppose the oe 
to be uniformly diffused before any disintegration of the groups: 
commences. The groups would be at nearly five times their 
—— distance, and each mass or group of salt would be sur- 
roun y one hundred times as much water as in the saturated 

Strong as that to which the saturated solution had been subjected. 
For the equilibrium, before existing between cohesion and affin- 
ity, will we disturbed by. that increase of the latter which results 

nerease of the liquid; and the suspended solids will 
each be sundered into numerous smaller solids. But the salt is 

y increase the distance of some particles of each group, and 
approximate them to the liquid, and thus give affinity a prepon- 

over cohesion. In this way succussion aids “separa 
But to carry ‘dicision by this means beyond a certain poin 

ts no permanent change; as the particles = instantly re- 
unite nee the preponderance of cohesion over affinity. 

op of this solution is shaken with ninety-nine drops of 
wae, a new subdivision of the molecules takes place, on the 
same principle. By repeating this process, the groups may be 
rendered inconceivably small, and this magnitude progressively 
and indefinitely diminished. I doubt whether those who have 
practised it have understood its immediate object, or the mode in 
Which it is attained. 
New York , July 23d, 1847. 

Ans. 1X.—On the # Sta Sha Nein of Prof. Morse ; ; by 
2. 

ee pA aang ag t is one A those inventions 
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whose simplicity is more wonderful than their effects; its excel- 
lence is its easy practicability, requiring but small capital nec 
mental or pecuniary. 

For a considerable period three lines have been in coamntacie 
Although they have failed to realize the sanguine expectations of 
the public, they have already rendered themselves indispensable to 
the business community. This apparent want of success dees not 
detract from the excellence of the invention, as it has arisen from 
the inadequacy “of the structures to supply the wants of the pub- 
lic. The invention, in its application, must like steam pass through 
stages of progress before it secures mane public confidence. — 
The lines to which I refer connect New York with Was ashington, 
Boston and Buffalo. All have been built with limited capital and 
experience, and all are imperfect and liable to accident. Hence 
there is never a positive certainty of communicating between any 
two points at any given time. If there were, and if the assu- 

rance continued for any length of time, experience proves that 
four _— the ines of wires and operatives would be scarce 
sufficient to disp t Betts oA - business. For the 
full perme of. the sen A ata of our telegraph, its advanta- 
ges, practicability, and the obstacles nie difficulties which have 
hitherto rendered it unreliable, a brief description of the appara- 
tus in its application seems necessary, even pein sani ee 
familiar to some readers. i ebhegad 

Fig. iy Sia! 

‘e"Phe accompanying figure (1) presents a view of the eseuniiie 

of the “register,” the recorder of the telegraph character. mm 
represents its main feature. the electro-magnet, whose armature in 
its alternate cannes and withdrawal gives motion to the lever 
b of which it is a part. The other end of the lever carries’ 
corresponding. movement the steel point s, which peste = tote 

) with a groove in the roller) indents at each up 

{ 
: 
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stroke the paper, kept running with uniform motion above it. 
The attraction of this armature is due to the netism induced 
in mm, by the current passing through a circuit, consisting of a dis- 

nt battery, the helices m m, and two conducting media continu- 
ing from w w to the battery poles—when this circuit is broken and 
the magnetism discharged from mm, a spring withdraws the arma- 
ture. Now were the wire composing one part of this cireuit bro- 
ken in any part, and its ends repeatedly brought into contact, the 
armature would vibrate in precise accordance with these motions, 
This breaking and closing is accomplished by the key, (fig. 3, 
K,) the pen of the telegraph, whose operation is obvious: as it is 
depressed, so is the armature, each at the same instant, practically 
irrespective of the length of the circuit. Hence, a uniform mo- 

tion being given to the paper, the key being kept down, the ar- 
mature depressed, and the pen raised, a continuous line is impress- 
ed on the paper. If the key be thrice quickly depressed, three 
dots are in like manner impressed. An alphabet of combinations 
of dots and lines is thus easily produced from the dexterous man- 
ipulations of the key. The sole use of the wheel-work repre- 
sented in the figure, is to give the paper a steady onward motion. 

Nhe wheels are driven by a weight regulated by a fly, and libe- 
tated or stopped by a “break” originally acted upon by the pen 
lever, now controlled by the operator’s hand. | This “ break,” in- 
geniously releasing the clock-work during the motion of the lev- 
er, has with the bell been dismissed as a neat contrivance, whose 
utility the telegraphic business has not yet sanctioned. 

Every variety and change, preserving the original idea and re- 
lation of electro-magnet and pen lever, has been tried in the con- 
struction of “registers.” In some the levers are perpendicular, 
in others horizontal, while in one form, a shaft playing horizon- 

tally through a tube carries, at one end the pen, at the other the 
armature. But of these instruments the least complicated are 

erred, so accurately constructed as to give the paper a per- 
fectly uniform and rectilinear motion, allowing of its being sa" 

peatedly indented with the telegraph characters in parallel lines,” 
and so adjusted with reference to the lever that no accident can 
tisplace the steel point from its appropriate groove. 

The register, thus briefly described, with the battery and con- 
ducting wires, forms the sum of a popular description of Morse’s 

graph. A clear idea of their relations is enough to convince 
one of the beautiful simplicity of the invention, nor is it improb- 
able that such an application of the electro-magnet had often 
tk ROE PROS a cee 

ia is a very essential requisite of a good register, 

the rollers, and being adjustable to ime Tent oF left, direct the course of the paper 
with such accuracy, that it may be rewritten fifteen times in para 
~eiTument represented here does not exhibitthem- 

Serigs, Vol. V, No. 13.—Jan., 1848. 8 x 
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suggested itself to electricians. ‘The arrangement described is 
however entirely impracticable through long ‘distances, and a cer- 
tain combination of circuits, requiring the aid of another instru- 
ment, becomes necessary. It is on the exclusive use of this in~ 
strument and this combination, that the value of the Morse patent 
is based. ‘The “receiving magnet” is simple in construction and 
effect. Fig. 2 repre- Pig: Be 

sents one form of it. on 
The electric fluid, at- 
tenuated, as it were, 
in the great extent of 
metallic conductor it 
traverses, would not 
perceptibly affect the 
magnet described as 
the foundation of 
the register, and this 
though a eee 

y be comparativ 
ly short taiey abet miles) and the battery fresh and pases: 
Not only would the magnetism developed be insufficient to 
form the mechanical operation of indenting the paper, but with ce 
most careful adjustment the armature would be scarcely moved. 
To render available this attenuated current, the receiving magnet 
is interposed, differing from ordinary electro-magnets i in the great 
length and fineness of its helix, 3000 feet of the finest covered 

brought within inducing distance from the soft iron, which thus 
becomes a tolerably vigorous magnet, although the inducing cur- 
rent may be extremely feeble. The armature of this magnet is 
attached to a lever susceptible of delicate vibration and adjust- 
ment, an adjustment often rendered constantly necessary from the 

inconstant power of the current. The immediate use of this little 

instrument is the rapes « es closing of a circuit, consisting of 
the register magnet, a small — with sufficient Wire to con- 

3 represents this arrangement and the veintiotie of the 
atteries and circuits; RM representing the small mag- 

net, withe main circuit of indefinite extent, MB the distant bat- 
tery, K the key which breaks and closes this extended circuit ; 
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le and LB represent the local circuit and battery, M the helices of 
the register magnet included in this circuit, which, as the stand- 
ards s, s, are metallic, is broken only at the points a, 6. Now the 
least possible space between these points effectually interrupts the 
current, and as they are covered with platinum, a very slight con- 
tact is sufficient to establish the connection. The little instrument 
is so delicately adjustable, that often when the breath could stop 
the vibrations of the lever, the circuit is broken and closed with 
certainty and regularity. The points are carefully kept free from 
dust, and the lever is adjusted by the elasticity of a spiral spring 
With its silk thread attachment. Very much of the operator’s 

differs essentially from the same agent in the laboratory. ‘The 

if separated each night, fresh acids, but once in five or six wee 

action, has afforded a uniform current for two weeks without 
separation. | opie art 

The numerical extent of the series seems principally to give 
efficacy to the battery. It has worked competently with acids 
reduced almost to water and with metals scarcely imme peed 

a 
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A description of the out-door arrangements of the telegraph 
would seem superfluous—but a few particulars may possess some 
interest. The use of poles for the support of the wire is in ths 
country universal. These poles vary in size with the resources 
of the company—the standard being thirty feet in height, buried j 
five feet in the earth, and having a diameter of six inches at least 

at the smaller extremity. The copper wire that has been hereto- 
fore used, weighing from 80 to 100 pounds per mile, is now uni- 
versally displaced by iron wire of a weight of 300 to 330 pounds 
per mile. This is single or twisted, unprotected or galvanized. 
The advantages of the protecting coat are counterbalauced by 
loss of pliability and toughness ; and good iron having withst 
the test for years, the ae wire is generally preferred. Its cost 
is te 6 to 10 cents u oS 

mong the elements of simplicity that e character and pre 
ticability to the American pete he. is the u , 

rn conductor. In the imperfect state oa our original weed | 
tures, the invention would tints been almost unavailable but for 
this facility, as it has been found very difficult to keep two wires 
separated through any great distance, for any length of time. | 

: 
| 

ae: tl 

The use of the ground renders only one insulated wire necessary. 
The ground thus used proves moreover, a better conductor than 
Wire ; it requires less battery to produce equal magnetic effects, 
and when the choice of conductors is given, the current seems to 
prefer the heterogeneous to the homogeneous circuit. Commu- 
nication with the ground is very easily established. A gas pipe 
in cities—a metallic plate buried in the ground or immersed in a 
well or river accomplishes this end. A few feet of wire thrown 
into a stream of water will establish the connection. If a wire, 
as fine as a hair, leading from the conducting wire as it crossed a 
river, were immersed in the stream, the interruption to commu- q 
nication would be as effectual as if the conductors were broken, o 
the current from either battery would be returned. 

In the economy of the telegraph, there is no more important 
requisite than careful insulation. A solution of the perplexities 
and difficulties that have opposed the successful working of lines, 
will shew the importance of insulation to be absolute. 'T'o attain 

it, several methods have been tried, generally varying in excel- 
lence with the expense. Experime nts on various lines have 
proved the best available non-conductors to be imperfect. 
With a view of protecting as much as possible the fragile insu- 

lator, the wire is supported from it in various ways. It has been 
usually belayed to glass “caps” shaped like those in fig. 4, 
pore es: the wire from their side (1) or sus staining it — 

groove. ‘These caps fit over wooden or iron pins. — 
peo st two blocks of glass are dovetailed to each seers 
such a manner as to allow a central opening for the wire. In 

Pen ene By sea 
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other words, the wire at the point of insulation is imbedded in a 
i | glass parallelopiped. The glass in its turn is protected and sur- 
La rounded by wood, and the Fig. 4. 
if wire slides through the glass 

E _ ably in a cast iron cap, the 

glass tube (3). The caps, 
of whatever form, are either 
upon cross-bars or supported 
by iron staples driven into the 

4 

-keepers, operators, copyists, book-keepers, battery rs 
and inspectors or repairers. Messages to be transmit- 

messages vary in value from 10 cents to $100. Messages thus 

received are filed according to destination, and sent in order of re- 
As a general 

ion, commencing with the 
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ent” circuits are described. 'The first consisting of a single wire 
and the ground. The wire broken by keys and the receiving 
operator, keeping the circuit closed, and breaking or closing at 
pleasure—such is the circuit always employed, for the various 
reasons already alluded to. The way in which this single wire 
is introduced at the stations may be understood from the diagram, 
(fig. 5,) and illustrated by the supposition of a break. When at 

Fig. 5. 
A 

an intermediate office the line is found deranged from the evi- 
of a current unnaturally strong or weak, or from the entire 

want of a current, the inference is that the wire is broken on one 
or both sides of the office. Supposing the wire continuous from 
one terminus of the line to the other, and a battery at each, the cur- 
rent passes through the intermediate magnet without interruption, 
and the circuit established is termed a “through circuit.” Now 
a derangement existing, the intermediate operator alters this 
“throtigh circuit,” and by connecting with the ground, makes 
two “short circuits.” If the line is broken only on one side, a 
current is at once obtained from the battery of the unbroken side, 
and the arrangements for repair are guided accordingly. 
diagram exhibits a means of instantly applying this test, as also a 
convenient method of dividing a long line into sections as the 
business may demand. The black dots A, B, C, D, represent 
brass terminations of conducting wires, sunk toa level with the 
surface of the operator’s table ; over their surface a metallic button 
plays, (Fig. 6.) ‘This button connects each brass Fe i 
stud with its opposite, and a change in its position : 
changes the direction and channel of the current at 
pleasure. Thus the intermediate operator wishes 
to break and close the “through circuit.” He 
turns his button bringing B in connection with 

~ D. The course of the current can be easily traced. But 
again, cutting off his left-hand neighbor, he wishes to corres- 

with the right, the button, changed so as to connect A 
with 'C, the current passes directly to the ground through his 
instruments. Supposing a binding screw at S, the left or ot 
hand wire may thus be brought in connection with 
ground. ‘The buttons 1, 2 and 3, are simply used as- jot od 
ient duplicate keys, or circuit closers, when the operator is receiv- 

a 22 ee eee ee a OR ae. Seg SME tins las Mee ae 
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. In the economy of our lines the number of intermediate 
offices is of advantage, if their managemeut is competent, as they 
facilitate the discovery and repair of difficulties and breaks, a con- 
sideration rendered important hitherto by the weakness of our 
structures. Each office has its peculiar call or signal, to which, 
when the line is in order, an immediate response is expected. 
Thus m expresses New York. The sound is so familiar as in- 
stantly to arrest the operator’s attention, though he should be at a 
distance from the instrument. Thus the American telegraph is 
phonetic—it appeals to two senses. Long messages have been 
faithfully recorded from attentive listening to the peculiar sound 
Of the instrument. There are systems of abbreviations too, many 

words and sentences being expressed by a single letter 
or numeral. By the aid i these and a quick ear, conversation 
may be carried on between operators with wonderful celerity. 
To the skillful operator, the little wee instrument beccmes an 
articulate creature ; it not only conveys 48 written thoughts, but 
expresses his passing emotions. He detects the individual with 

bases correspondence too, abbreviations render the a: 
n 

ess capabilities of the wires may be better understood, the 
brief statistics of a single day’s business at one office may not 
be ‘uninteresting. Two wires were at work, one through 200, 
the other through 500 miles. Four hundred and fifty private 
Messages were sent * necomnp comprising every variety of 
anions and inform The average length of these mes- 
ye He was ae ay ey iaceoshie words, in addition to ad- 

Beside these, three entire hours were occupied in 
transmitting market and other intelligence, for publication, abbre- 
Viated as above. The line was pretty actively employed for six- 
teen hours, and being in good order, sixty or more messages were 
transmitted in rotation, without a word of he ee A numer- 
ical statement of the operations of the telegraph can give however, 
but a faint idea either of their importance or value. 8 shoul be 
considered that the invention is used on/y in cases of urg 

and importance—its r receipts are not like those of other ed 
a trifling ung per-centage on previous outlay. neue 

mine ape sie  o Se hig el 
| uc 

Stes ars aver Pa ey a oe at pages s of this Fine ron A 
u ner from Europ Ss now regularly telegrap! hed ont wae sama of each ocean 

| trope. 
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Such being the capabilities of the telegraph, and such the sim- 
plicity of its details, its frequent erangement becomes an object of 
wonder, and it would seem that the invention might be made more 
reliable. The most thorough experience proves, that, setting 
aside natural difficulties, the requisites for reliability are ‘few au 
simple. Firm structure, good instruments, efficient battery, com- 
petent human skill, but especially, thorongh insulation. A want 
of any of these destroys reliability at once. The first, structure, 
have been generally incompetent, the poles so weak and small as 
to make it sometimes doubtful whether, in relation to. the wire, 
it supported or was supported, the wire so badly secured as to 
break often without any violent external cause. If not broken, 
each of the ductile wires has been sSaeuale hable to contact 
with its support or its fellow cord. Let us trace the effect of such 
contact. As the ground is used asa seat conductor, as a wire 
of the tenuity of “Wollaston’s platina thread would be sufficient 
to conduct the current, and as the capacities of conductors vary 
with their size, defects in insultation become conductors to the 
earth. Suppose a line erected as our ordinary lines with a bat- 
tery however at but one end. 'T'he current passing from the pee 
tive pole proceeds through the miles of conducting wire to the 

ina 
certain proportion to its length, a connection with the earth at 
some point between the two stations would be preferred to 
at the distant station. Thus a certain part of the battery current 
would be returned at the point of non-insulation, the force of ne 
battery would be unequally distributed, the magnets on the 
tery end having a preponderance in proportion to the extent ak 
relative position of the non-insulation. The best non-conductors 
we Be Bue are insufficient for perfect insulation. Ona dong jine, 

the Re ary i though the insulation be practically entire. The 
want of a few glasses makes a difference quite perceptible. The 
crossing of wires acts as described above, throwing upon the 
wire used, the aggregate non-insulation of the two. Did defec- 
tive insulation act as a constant quantity, less difficulty would 
be experienced, but its effects are highly inconstant and_ vari- 
able. They are often such as might be attributed to the violent 

* agi tation, contact and separation of the wires, in a gale of wind. 
“Slight variation of current exists almost always—generally | 
ae than during theday, and beiug more prevalent on long than 

‘Gircuits, they may be attributed to the electricity of the at- 
no 2; doubtless the wire in its passage through 500 miles of 
p same is exposed to very different electrical states of the atmos- 

az ascity ying. time it was supposed imbosnibie to A Sia two 

. 
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independent wires ; experience has proved that the inability lay 
solely in the imperfection of structures. 'T'wo copper wires have 
worked independently and well through 300 miles. The wire 
is expected to work equally well through twice the distance. No 
mutual influence is exerted by the two currents. Some careful 
experiments, made with a view to ascertain whether a secondary 
cutrent might not be induced in one wire from the primary cur- 
rent in the other,-proved conclusively that no appreciable effects 
could be traced on either from any arrangement of the other 
with relation to battery or ground. 

» ain, snow, &c. act as disturbing influences with less power 
than would be supposed, but in proportion to the excellence of 
insulation ; since at times during severe storms, lines have worked 
vell through their entire extent, and at others a light shower cuts 
off even the nearest station. 

_ Aside from the enumerated difficulties, there is one which will 

passing out by a very fine wire,) the ring is connected with 

the ground. The other device consists of an arrangement, m 
construction, resembling the receiving magnet, (fig. 2.) The 
main wire, before coming to the instruments, connects with and 
includes the helices of this magnet, (whose wire is quite coarse, ) 
and it connects also with the upright lever. The right-hand stand- 
ard connects with the ground. The atmospherical current pow- 
erfully charges the magnet, the armature is attracted and the lever 
brings the points (a a) in contact—thus a ground connection 1s 
mstantly formed and the current passes out. In this case, both 
sions and atmospherical currents are “ turned out of doors.” 
though these devices may prevent the destruction of receiving 
magnets. neither can secure regularity to the working of the in- 
Struments, since currents will take each and every ground con- 
ductor, and enough passes through the receiving instrument to 

_ Sxcoxp Serres, Vol. V, No. 13.—Jun., 1848. a 
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T'o those interested in the subject of telegraphs, the conflicting 

claims of the Morse and House patents are at present discussed 

with some warmth. An accurate description of the latter is at 

present impossible, from the fact that the existing instruments are 

in pieces with a view to the construction of new ones for the use 

of western lines, and from the justifiable unwillingness of the pro- 

prietor at preseut to expose his devices. The relative complication 

of the instruments may be judged from the fact, that the House 

machine costs in construction more than ten times the amount of 

the other. The object of House’s machinery is to make at one end 

of a wire, the revolution of a disc, upon whose edge the Roman 

letters are raised, synchronous with the operations of a lettered 

finger-board at the other end of the wire. So that at the touch- 

ing of A on the finger-board, the wheel presents and impresses 

A on aslip of paper. ‘The paper is moved so that the letters 

most important question at issue is, whether the House patent is 

available without this combination. If it prove to be, competi- 

tion will doubtless place it throughout the country in opposition 

to Morse’s. Meanwhile the advocates of Prof. Morse’s claims, 

stoutly deny the possibility of its operation ‘per se,” and anx-_ 

jously await a fair, open and impartial trial of its practicability. 

Lines Complete and in Operation, Nov. 1, 1847. 

From New York to Carmel, We 4 

+ ¢ Poughkeepsie, “* 

+“ La Hudson, 5 
73 66 Troy, “6 

6“ 6 Albany, “cs 

r * Schenectady, wd 

= . Little Falls, . 

“ . 509 miles. 
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From Troy to Saratoga, N.Y, -y x (Gime tee 
From Auburn to Springport, 1. 
RAS + thaea, as 84 miles. 

‘¢ “ Elmira, * . 

From Ithaca to Owego, es 4b ‘miles 
ia bis 2 Binghampton, ‘“ ; 
_ *- From Syracuse to Oswego, - 38 miles. 

4) From Buffalo to Lock port, as 25 miles. 

“ Niagara, ue } 19 ‘i 
: miles. 

“ "i Chippewa, Cc. W. 
a EA “ Queenston, 
. 206 bi St. Catharine’s, *“ t60ctni 
z : miles. 
3 . * Hamilton, 8 

— ” Toronto, i! 

a From Hamilton to Dundas, - ‘ 
PAs se Woodstock, 75 miles. 

; Kj - ondon, . 

i _ From Toronto to Oshawa, oy 
. sae os Port Hope, x 

ce “ b rg, oe 

cs Belleville, i : 

¥ * Brockville, * 
% id Prescott, 

? : Cornwall, * 

Rotbet se pnt Montreal, we 

_ From Montreal to Berthier, C. E. 
eg Ag bree Rivers, ‘“ miles. 

Sis “ce ce uebec, 66 

From New York to New Brunswick, N. s, 
. ba Princeton 

tes it renton, “: 
“y - Philadelphia, Pa, . 4 miles. 
ve e Wilmington, Del. " 
8 - ae oe Grace, Ma. 
se “ i 

one of Washington, D. C. 
cs From Washington to Georgetown, a 

. os ae _ Alexandria, Sen a 
eee Oe Fredericksburg, Va. ) miles. 

24 Richmond, die"? 
oe 6c se 

Pa. 
os wa 

= iles. 

ied? Ps 

Oo : . 

eae 
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Me. 

Prous Philadelphia to Port Richmond, on 

Reading, 
: ss Pottsville, 

From Lancaster to Columbia, 
“cc “cc York, 

From Pittsburg to Wheeling 
“ “ Wellsville, 

a os Zanesville, 

” - Colum 

© “6 Dayton, 

™ - Cincinnati, 

- a Massilon, 

¥ es New Lisbon, 

— 2 Cleveland, 

From Cincinnati to Lawrenceburg, 
- * Madison, 

ed . Louisville, 

From New York to Stamford, 

be = Bridgeport, 
ee “ New Haven, 

se se artford, 
. ~ Springfield, 
_ é Worceste 

‘x oa Boston, 

From Boston to Portland, 

Lowell, 

Total extent, 2989 miles. 

Mass. 
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106 miles. 

25 miles. 

120 miles. 

130 miles. 

237 miles. 

| 

85 miles 

74 sath 

26 miles. 

Lines in Progress or Contemplate. 

In Minis 

From Petersburg to Raleig 

“c ec 

cc oe 

46 oc 

4c “cc 

“cs ce 

ae “ 

ie 
Cheraw, 

Camden, 

Columbus, 

Charleston, 
Augusta, 

Savannah, 

Montgomery, 
Mobile, 

New Orleans, 

Va. 

N.C. 
i Gy 

oe 

La. 

i 1427 miles. 

| 
| 
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From Buffalo to Detroit, . ‘ ‘ , 350 miles. - 
85 etroit to Milwaukie, . ; m 350. 
‘* Bridgeport to Montreal, . . , a0g, _.5 
** Norwich to Worcester, . : , ete? 
*¢ Louisville to St. Louis, . ; : 300 * 

1385 ...** 

by ais 

Moda ce 

Contemplated. 

From Macon to Florida. : 
** Macon to Tennessee, . ‘ : 1000 miles. 
“©  $t. Louis to New Orleans, 3 : 1000 * 

2000 “* 

In computing the extent of lines in operation, the length of 
duplicate wires has not been taken into consideration ; this will 

Lines complet piete, : 2,989 miles. 
Second wires complete, ad eb 
Lines in progress, . . . hie eet eee 

** contemplated, . ; : : se EAB OOO 
wires in progress, é ; é 2,678 * 

11,000 «© 
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Art. X.—On the Fossil Remains of the soft parts of Forami- 

nifera, discovered in the Chalk and Flint of the Southeast of 
England; by Gweron Atcernon Mantexs, Esq., LbL.D., 
PAK.S., Ge" 

‘Ina microscopical examination of chalk and flint, undertaken 
for the purpose of testing the accuracy of the statement of M. 
Ehrenberg, that a considerable portion of the cretaceous strata is 
composed of minute organisms, I observed that the chambers of 
the shells of many Rotulie were filled with a substance, varyin 
in appearance from a dark opaque brown, to a light transparent 
amber ; and resembling in form, the soft bodies of existing spe- 
cies of Polythalamia.t I was particularly struck with the simil- 
itude between some of the fossils, and the recent Nonionina 
when deprived of its shell by immersion in diluted hydrochloric 
acid; and having, by the courtesy of Mr. Williamson of Man- 
chester, procured Rotaliz from mud dredged up in the Levant, I 
found among them several that contained the body of the animal 
partially collapsed, and of a dark brown color, which presented 
an analogous appearance. I was therefore led to infer, that the 
substance filling the cells of the flint Rotalia was the remains. of 
the soft parts of the original animalcules, in the. state of 
luskite.t 

[n a paper read before the Geological cei of, ra res 
published in the Annals of Natural History for August, lon, and I 
ventured to suggest this explanation of the origin of the fossils 

* From the Trans. Roy. Soc., 1846. Part iv, p. 465. Only a sition of the 
cuts Mustrating the memoir are "here copied. 

tal int specimen that came under my notice was discoyered by my 
Supiiend. the Rev. J. B. R a . er Ss. 

S 
saa bodies of testaceous mollusks that ‘shes: in various fivcadead 

a ee Examination of the Chalk be Flint of the South- 
with remarks on the Animalculites of certain Tertiary and 

e shells were probably either empty when — in ais 
int, sor speedily became so by the the decomposition ¢ of the soft 

ete 

- 
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usual appearance of the fossil Rotaliz 
filled with chalk when viewed by trans- 
mitted light, and rendered semi-transpa- 
rent by Canada balsam, is shown in the 
accompanying figure, (1.) 

The unequivocal organic structure, 
however, discernible in the substance 
contained in the cells of the Rotalie by 
a high magnifying power, and of which 
ho traces are observable in the mineral 
casts, and the identity of appearance in the fossils and the cor- 
rugated animal body in the Levant specimens, convinced me of 

ral examples of the soft bodies of Rotalie in an extraordinary 
State of preservation, from the grey chalk of Folkstone. 
‘To Mr. Henry Deaue of Clapham Common, an able chemist 
and microscopical observer, I am indebted for the most illustra- 

live specimens ; accurate figures of which, drawn by Mr. Moun- 
Sey, and M. Dinkel, are subjoined. ‘These relics were obtained 
by subjecting a few grains of the cretaceous rock to the action 

Weak hydrechloric acid, by which means the calcareous earth, 
and the shells it enveloped, were removed ; the residue consisted 
of particles of quartz, and of green silicate of iron, with which 
the chlorite chalk abounds, and numerous remains of the soft 
parts of anifmaleules. A small portion was then prepared in the 
usual manner with Canada balsam, and this was found to contain 

many Xanthidia, and the Rotalie hereafter described. 
‘Thave not had an opportunity of examining the structure of 

the living Rotalie ; but from the recent observations of Ehren- 
erg, It appears that the organization of these minute animals 1s 

very simple, and has no relation whatever to that of the Cepha- 

Pes 3 WwW ich ; 

Rotalia, therefore, though presenting the general form and cham- 

parts ; butin the instances under examination, 1 conceive that the live animal was 
suddenly enclosed in its shell, and hermetically sealed, as it were, by the investing 

d thus the usual putrefactive process 
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bered structure of that of the Nautilus, is essentially different ; 
for while in the shell of the latter, the animal occupies only the 
outer chamber, and all the internal compartments are successively- 
quitted empty dwellings, in the Polythalamia the body distinctly 
fills up stmultancously all the cells. When the shell is remove 
by weak hydrochloric acid, the soft body is exposed, and is seen 
to extend to the innermost chamber ; and there is a connecting 
tube occupying the place of the siphuncle of the Nautilus, but 
which is the intestinal canal; for the cells of the shell contain 
the receptacles of the digestive sacs or stomachs, in which minute 
Infusoria (as Monads, Navicule, &c. ) that have been swallowed 
y the animal, may sometimes be observed. 
In the fossils, the appearance of the parts which I suppose to 

be the digestive organs, is that of a series of bladders or sacs, 
composed of a tough, flexible skin or res ta connected by a 
tube. ‘These organs are more or less fille 
stance ; those which are distended are always hdlkeaatiogd, while 
the empty ones are collapsed and disposed in folds, just as mem- 
branous pouches would appear under similar conditions. The 
sacs regularly diminish in size from the outer to the innermost 
cell, and vary in number from fourteen to twenty-six ; being far 
more numerous than in the recent species. In some instances 

the interior of Fig. 2. 

xp 
testinal canal are as perfect as 

an individual recently dead, 
and just taken out he sea 
The folds of the sacs that. are 

the duplicatures produced by 
the shrinking, or corrugation, 
of a flexible integument. The 
outline of the shell is but dimly 
visible, and can only be render- 
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cable to many other examples, procured from the Folkstone 
grey chalk. ‘These are associated with numerous particles of 
transparent white and green quartz; Fig. 3. 
all vestiges of the shells having been 
destroyed by the acid. Fig. 3, is the 
body of a Rotalia deprived of its shell 
by the process previously described ; it 
consists of fourteen sacs, in their natu- 
ral position, whichare filled witha dark ¢ 

eral dark globular bodies (a), that re- 
Semble in shape the ova of certain Gasteropoda. That these 
belong to the same animal seems probable from the occurrence 
of similar ova in another fossil, which is the body of a 0- 
talia seen foreshortened in the horizontal plane; in this speci- 
men four large sacs are exposed, and these exhibit in a striking 
manner the folded condition of the integument of which they 
are nena The globular bodies (ova?) are twenty-one in 

papille, which may be regarded as indications of the bases of 

udopodia. On this fossil I cannot forbear to observe, that 

_ On examining by reflected light, under the microscope, some 
Pieces of chalk collected from the stratum which yielded the 
fossils above described, minute particles of a brown color may be 
observed scattered over the surface; these I have no doubt are 
remains of the integuments of foraminifera; for in one instance, 

Ssconp Serizs, Vol. V, No. 13.—Jan., 1848. 10 
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three cells of the shell of a Rotalia lined with a similar substance, 
were exposed. Mutilated Rotalie, ect tia of four or five sacs, 
and sometimes of but one, are common both in treet Be flint ; 
and these invariably have a torn snr sollte appea 

If the explanation I have suggested of the facts nee be 
correct, and the fossils before us are the delicate soft parts of ani- 
malctles preserved in chalk and flint, in like manner as the bodies 
of mollusks oecur as a carbonaceous substance in the Wealden 
freshwater limestones—this discovery, though relating to some 

ogists; for in strata in which no vestiges of shells, corals, or 
other dense organisms have been detected, the relics of countless 
myriads of beings may lie concealed.* 

Chester Square, Pimlico, May, 1846. 

Arr. XI.—On the Chemical Constitution = secon and its 
Transformations ; by T. 8. H 

ITHSTANDING the elaborate researches of Mulder, Liebig 
and others, the true chemical nature of the gelatigenous and pro- 

teinaceous compounds is as yet unsettled. The difficulties which 
attend a careful study of them, are greater than pertain to any 
other class of substances; from their high equivalents and the 
complexity of their molecules, they are peculiarly subject to 
change, and are often altered in the processes by which they are 
separated and purified. In addition to this, they are not capable, 
so far as is known, of forming any definite crystalline compounds, 
so that the chemist has no means of determining the purity of 
the substances upon which he operates. A correct understand- 
ing of the chemistry of physiology cannot, ok be attained 
without a thorough knowledge of these bodies ; hence the atten- 
tion of chemists has been particularly directed to them, and as a 
result we have the researches of Mulder upon proteine which have 
thrown great light upon the process of digestion, and the mode 
in which a large class of substances are assimilat The nature 
of gelatine is as yet however involved in obscurity ; its sear 

"In confirmation of these views 1 may state, that Mr. Bailey, Professor of 
Chemistry in the United States Military Academy at West i whose bight at- 

observer are — known, had arrived at 
e examination of American sp he 

af odie of the 
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relations, the part which it performs in nutrition, and the modes 
of its assimilation are unknown. 

Before proceeding to the subject proposed, it will be well to 
Lok recall some of the characteristics of the different nitrogenous or- 
1 ganic compounds, which are divided into two widely dissimilar 
ha groups. ‘The first of these comprises all of those substances 
ea generally known as the proteine compounds, gelatine, chondrine, 
F the organic alkaloids, both natural and artificial, a number o 
( azotized acids and some other principles, as amygdaline and aspar- 
z ine. These are characterized by evolving ammonia when de- 
i composed by heat, especially when in the presence of an alkaline 
; base, and often by the action of acids and alkaline solutions. 

Many of them are artificially formed from substances which do 
hot contain nitrogen, and the mutual relations are then such that 
the azotized bodies may be derived from them by the addition of 
the elements of ammonia and the abstraction of those of water, 
so that NH,, NH, or sometimes N only, may be regarded as re- 
placing one, two or three equivalents of oxygen; this reaction is 
often effected by the direct action of ammonia upon. the organic 
Substance. Irom these considerations we are led to regard the 

he first class by the appellation of nitrids. In these compou 
be regarded as replacing an equivalent of hydrogen or 

perhaps the residue NHO, - 0, = NHO, is sub- 
From the large amount of oxygen which these 

odies contain, they do not yield ammonia when decomposed ; 

he 

h hydrogen and are converted into ammonids with the 

Bi The analyses of gelatine prepared in different ways and from 
different ea show i cobsanoiabla variation in the propor- 
fons of its elements. The following are taken from Mulder’s 

Physiology, p. 307, Am. Ed. ? 
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— from hartshorn. Isinglass. Silk. 
II Ill. IV. 

C 50-05 50°05 50°49 50:76 
H 6:48 6:64 6:36 6:64 
N 18:35 1839 19-19 18°31 
O 25°12 24:92 24-96 24:29 

Scheerer who submitted to analysis the unaltered tissues, ob- 
tained somewhat different results. 

Air bladders. Tendons. Sclerotica. 

we Es Vil. 

~C 50°56 50°96 51:00 

H 6°90 7:19 7-08 

N 18-79 18°32 18-72 
O 23°75 23°53 23°20 

In view of all these, Mulder proposes the formula C,,H,, N, 
O,, which requires C=50: OT HG 33s NS 87 95s OY 25: 35. 

he per-centage of carbon accords very well with that of exper- 
iment: but although it may be said that the calculated numbers 
do not differ more from some of those obtained, than these do 
from each other, it is to be observed that the hydrogen and nitro- 
gen are lower, while the oxygen is higher than any determina- 
tions have fixed them. Besides this, the formula is wanting in 
verisimilitude ; the equivalents o arbon and oxygen are 
sented by odd numbers, and saintiting that these express the re- 
atl of “er equivalents, it will be necessary to double the —- 
ent form 

A etait of the results of the decomposition of gelatine, 
will we think lead to a more probable formula. M. Gerhardt ob- 
served some years since, that when this substance is boiled for sev- 
eral hours with dilute sulphuric acid, a large quantity of sulphate 
of ammonia is forme Pa with a sweet non-azotized sub- 
stance which resembled -sugar and was susceptible of fer- 
mentation by yeast, affording acon and carbonic acid gas, thus 
placing its character beyond question. This reaction accorded 
perfectly with the characters of that class of azotized bodies to 
which gelatine has been referred, and seemed to indicate that it is 
to be regarded as an amidized species of glucose or some body 
differing shin it only by the elements of water. On searching 

ra formula which should accord with the results of analysis, 
-and at the same time harmonize with this view, it was found 
that it might be derived from an equivalent of cellulose ot starch, 
and four “of ammonia by the abstraction of twelve of water; 
C,,H,,0, »+4NH,=C,,H,,N,0O,+12HO. The ordinary 
amides are formed by the substitution of the residue NH for O,, 
but in hydro-benzamid and some other compounds, N is hect-4 
eplacing O, in perfect analogy to the formula proposed. 

* See Gerhardi’s Précis de Chimie Organique, tom. ii, p. 521, et seq. 
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The number calculated from this present as close a correspond- 
ence with the results of analysis as those of Mulder; C,, H,, 
N, O, require C, 50-704; H, 7:04; N, 19°71; O, 22-53. The 
oxygen agrees very well with that obtained by Scheerer in his 
analyses, which differ in this respect by about two per cent. from 
the number required by Mulder, the carbon corresponds closely, as 
well as the hydrogen which is decidedly too low in the old formu- 
la, while the nitrogen is considerably above that obtained by ex- 
periment ; but the formula is altogether a closer approximation 
than that of Mulder, and when we consider the results of the de- 
composition of gelatine which cannot be accounted for by that, 
it can scarcely be doubted that it is the true one 

vegetable structure. . 
Phat gelatine, although not capable of replacing the proteine 

compounds, is one of the substances fitted for the support of an- 
mal life is generally admitted ; but although Liebig with his ac- 
customed sagacity, placed it among the elements of respiration, 
a definite knowledge of the manner of its assimilation is still 
wanting. The proteine bodies are found in the circulation but 
slightly modified, and sugar is detected in the blood when it or 

any amylaceous substance has been taken as food; but I am not 
rine that gelatine has ever been observed either _— pascal 
blood. What becomes of it when taken into the stom 
This question may be readily solved upon the view which Thave 

SS dear site, oo auires examination ; Berzelius (Traité, 

fom. vit, oer har fain, a . 3) tba! that it pide oxalic and malic ph As 

® saccharic is a product of the action of dilute nitric acid upe sugar and w 
by the earlier chemists mistaken for the malic, it is probable. that Heat Soteteed poeme earlier chemists mistaken for t e mance, se alo ie that malic acid 

. : tigen : : he soluble form by the a Selling wasn sis aly seed no gat aide Ths tase 
constitutes almost the whole of the og the grape a1 rasabe S i 
nal de Pharm. et de Chimie, June, 1847, p. 417, and Aug. iP p- 94. 
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given of its composition. In the process of digestion it probably 
takes up the elements of water and is transformed into ammonia 
and glucose; the latter absorbed by the coats of the stomach 
finds its way directly into the circulation, or perhaps converted 
into fat becomes an element of the chyle, while the ammonia 
in a saline combination is excreted by the ordinary channels. 

Baron Liebig in his ee admirable researches in animal chem- 
istry,* has shown that the flesh-fluid of both herbivorous and 
carnivorous animals pint free lactic acid, and M. Bensch has 
found that the milk of dogs fed entirely upon flesh affords milk 
sugar. From the results of the decomposition of gelatine, there 
can be no doubt as to the source of both these substances, whose 
origin it would otherwise be difficult to explain. 

It is believed that a somewhat similar view to that we have 
taken of gelatine, may be extended to the proteine compounds, 
and one which will tend to settle the vexed question of its na- 
ture ; some ey upon this may form the subject of another 
communica 

Montreal, el at, 1847. 

Arr. XII—Of the Law which governs the flow of £lastic Of t 
Fluids through Orifices ; by Exx W. Buaxr. 

Tue subject announced at the head of this article, is not only 
interesting considered simply as a subject of scientific i inquiry, 
but it is also a matter of practical importance in its relations to sev- 
eral branches of mechanism. Among these may be instanced, as 
perhaps first in importance, the bearing of the subject upon the 
construction of the steam-engine The size of the pi s 
valves which conduct the steam to and from the working cylin- 
der, should be properly adjusted to the size and velocity of the 
piston. In general, the larger these pipes and valves the better, 
so far as respects the power of the engine. But there are incon- 
veniences attendant on making them large ; and in order to make 
a due compromise between the inconvenience that may be in- 

curred on the one hand, and the amount of power that may be 

sacrificed on the other, it becomes necessary to understand cor- 
rectly the law which governs the flow of elastic fluids through 
orifi ces, Treatises on the dynamics of fluids have not omitted 
to give rules for the determination of such questions; but it 
be — in the course of this article that those rules are very 

~ Beker _* See Am. Jour. of Science, ii ser., iv, p. 135.. 
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If the velocity with which a fluid flows through an orifice 
from one vessel into another be represented by V, the density 
under which it passes the orifice by D, and the area of the orifice 
by 8, then the product VDS is the measure of the quantity of 
fluid discharged in a given time. It is an established law in the 
dynamics of fluids, that the velocity of the flow is directly as the 
square root of the pressure and inversely as the square root of the 
density. If then the efficient pressure which produces this flow 
be represented by P, the general law expressed by symbols 

ill be, 
DSV e 

VDS a sy i 

The above expression is in accordance with the received theory, 
and properly understood it is correct, and applicable to all fluids, 
elastic as well as inelastic. But it must be observed that D in 
this expression must in all cases represent the density under which 
the fluid passes the orifice. 

In all the treatises on the dynamics of fluids that I have ex- 
amined, the quantity D in the foregoing expression represents 
the density of the fluid in the discharging vessel: it being as- 
sumed that the fluid passes the orifice without change of density. 
This assumption is correct so far as respects inelastic fiuids, but 
as respects elastic fluids it is far otherwise. A. particle cannot 
even begin to approach the orifice without a change of density. 
Surrounded by other particles, it will not begin to move until the 
pressure before it becomes less than the pressure behind it. If 
the pressure before it is less than the pressure behind it, then the 

density there is less also, and consequently the density of the 
particle itself is diminished, for that must be intermediate be- 
tween the density before and behind it; and as it cannot begin 
to move without a change of density, so for the same reasons its 
motion cannot be accelerated without a further change of den- 

the efficient pressure which causes the discharge, (represented 
by P in the above expression,) as equal in all cases to the differ- 
ence of pressure in the two vessels. The true amount which is 

to be deducted from the pressure in the discharging vessel, in 
er to find the efficient pressure that produces the discharge, is 

the elastic foree that is due to the density which the fluid has in 
its passage through the orifice; for it is obvious that that alone 
reacts against the pressure in the discharging vessel. From this 

sideration also we may arrive at the same conclusion as was 
deduced in the last paragraph, viz. that the fluid must pass the 
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orifice with a diminished density ; for otherwise the elastic force 
of the fluid in the orifice would be a perfect counterpoise to the 
iii etd there could be no flow 

at precedes it will be apparent that in the application 
of the coal expression, 

VDS x2 

to the case of elastic fluids, the 7 ape of the fluid in the orifice, 
represented by D, is an unknown quantity, having a value some- 
where intermediate between cypher and the density of the fluid 
in the discharging vessel; also that the efficient pressure which 
produces the discharge, represented by P, is an unknown quantity 
whose value is dependent on that of D. We will now proceed 
to elicit a general rule for the determination of the values of D 

— 

discharging vessel containing fluid whose 
density is A, and let d be the receiving 

vessel, which for the present we will con- 
4 d 

sider a vacuum. Let the smallest place 
in the passage leading from one to the 
other be the orifice, and let its area be S, Pf 
and let D represent the unknown density 
with which the fluid passes the orifice. Since the pressure is as 
the density, the density may be employed to express the pressure. 
Then it follows from the preceding observations that the efficient 
pressure which produces the discharge is A -~D. Since the 
velocity will be directly as the square root of the Rierg: and 
inversely as the square root of the density, we hav 

yn ee 

Multiplying this sgn by D and reducing, we have 
VD » Y( AD—D? 
Now if we conceive several sections to be made across the 

passage at different points on each side of the orifice, and it the 
areas of these sections are respectively S’, S”, &c. the velocities 

of the fluid in them V’, V’, &c. and the densities YY, D4. 
VDSS’, V’D’S”, &c. are the measures of the quantities of fluid 
that pass through these sections respectively in a given time. 
But when the current is established, the same quantity dome 

througheach in a given time. Therefore V'D’/S’= V”D/S” = 
Now VDS being a constant quantity, if each of the factors vary, 
VD will be amaximum when § isa minimum. But S$ is a min- 
imum at the orifice ; and therefore VD is a maximum oa the ori- 
Somes weer we mere before found VD = vi AD sioner | Y 

| 
| 
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fore when VD is a maximum 4/( AD—D?*) must likewise be a 

maximum. Now when (AD—D2?) is a maximum Das 

Hence when the discharge is into a vacuum, the density of the 
fluid at the orifice is equal to half the density in the discharging 
vessel. 
For convenience in the illustration, we have made the passage 

from one vessel to the other in the figure, divergent each way 
from the orifice; but our reasoning would obviously be equally 
applicable if the orifice opened directly from one vessel into the 
other, without the intervention of the divergent tubes. 

Let us now inquire what will be the value of D when the 
, Teceiving vessel contains fluid of any density less than that in 

a the discharging vessel. 
= _-Let the density in the receiving vessel be d. Then d isa 

limit beyond which the fluid cannot expand, either before or after 
‘It passes the orifice; so that D can never be less than d. As in 

the preceding case “(AD -D?) was the maximum for all the 
values of D that can be assigned from cypher to A, s0 in this 
case, and for the same reasons, ,/(D— D7”) must be the maxi- 
mum for all the values of D that can be assigned between d and 
AQ. But we found in the other case that the maximum occurs 

when =}. If then this value of D is assignable between d 
ah i 

: A 
and A, the maximum must in this case also occur when D= 2° 

But this value of D will always be assignable between d and A, 

if d be not greater than >. Therefore if d be any quantity not 

Steater than = D will be equal to S. In other words, if the 

€nsity in the receiving vessel be not greater than half the den- 
sity in the discharging vessel, the density in the orifice will be 

equal to half the density in the discharging vessel. = 

_, Again, from the nature of maxima and minima, it is obvious 
that “(AD- D2) will be a maximum when, of all the values 

that are assignable to D, that value is assigned which differs least 
.: a A . 

from 9° Hence, if dexceed 3 so that D must have a value 

re iter than 2. then ./( AD — D?) will be a maximum when D 

has the smallest value that is assignable to it. Now the smallest 

-Yalue that is assignable to it in this case is D=d. Hence, if the 
Nsity in the receiving vessel exceed half the density in the dis- 

ging vessel, the density under which the fluid passes the 

@ is equal to the density in the receiving vessel. 
ae _ Seconp Serres, Vol. V, No. 13.—Jan., 1848. 
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Thus we have found for the value of D, D= 3 a dis nae 

greater than — if otherwise, D=d. And for the value of P 

(since P= A — D) we have p=9 if d is not greater than S, 

if otherwise, P= A —d. 

DSVP 
In applying the general dynamic law VDS x VD to the 

ease of elastic fluids, the values * D and P should therefore be 
assigned in accordance with this 

e have already remarked te. treatises on the dynamics of 
fluids, in applying the above general expression to elastic fluids, 
put D as equal to A, and P asequal to A —d inall cases. This, 
as will appear from the above rule, makes D too large in all cases ; 
and P also too large whenever d is less than half A. In the case 

of a discharge into a vacuum, it makes each of these quantities 
double what it should be. In Sess a formula to express 
the velocity of the flow into a vacuum, err an 
other ; so that in that particular case the be is the same as if 
the values of these quantities were assigned in accordance “— 

¢ » 

our rule; for by our rule Yorn ad and by the old le JF 

A 

Again, since J5 a is a constant quantity however A may a : 

aa 

it follows from our he that the velocity of the flow into a vacuut 
isa constant quantity, being the same for every density in the 
discharging vessel. The same also results from the old eon 

flow into a vacuum in a given time, the results of the two rules 
will differ widely. For, since the old rule gives the velocity of 
the flow correctly, and at the same time puts its density at double 
what it should be, it follows that the old rule makes the quantisy 
discharged i in a given time double what it should be. is 

Hence it appears that in a steam engine, the valves and pipes 
which convey the steam from the working cylinder to the con- 
denser, must be of double the size that would be assigned to them 

oy th in order to discharge the contents of the working cyl- 
inder in a ‘ghia time, without increased reaction neem the: piston. 
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It appears from the rule as stated above, for finding the values 
a of D and P, that the quantity d, which expresses the density of 
an the fluid in the receiving vessel, will not enter at all into the for- 

mula which expresses the velocity of the flow, nor into that 
which expresses the quantity discharged in a given time, pro- 
vided it be equal to or less than half the density in the discharg~ 
ing vessel. Hence it follows that the fluid in the receiving ves~ 
sel, if its density does not exceed half the density in the dis- 

charging vessel, will have no effect whatever upon the flow. 
Consequently air or steam will rush into a vacuum no faster than 
into a vessel containing fluid of half its density. On the con- 
trary both the velocity of the flow and the quantity discharged 
in a given time will be the same in both cases; and so also if the 
density in the receiving vessel is any quantity dess than half the 
density in the discharging vessel, the flow will be the same in 

: velocity, quantity, and density, as into a vacuum. Accordingly a 
Vessel containing steam of a density due to a pressure of ten or 

2 any other number of atmospheres, will empty itself no faster 
into a vacuum than into the open air, until in the progress of the 
discharge, the density is reduced below that due to the pressure 
of two atmospheres. It will be readily seen that these conclu- 

‘es clusions have an important bearing upon the construction of the 
oe Steam engine. 

Art. XIII—On the Comet of 10th month, (October Ist,) 1847 ; 
“e by Wituram Mircuett, of Nantucket. 

Tats interesting body, as it has been denominated by Prof. 
Peirce, was first discovered by Maria Mitchell of Nantucket. As 
arelaxation from the severer toil of a systematic course of peri- 
odical observations, she had employed the intervals through the 
last year in sweeping for comets; but her labors had hitherto 

been only rewarded by a familiarity with comet-resembling neb- 
ule, which she had constantly and carefully recorded. The in- 
Strument employed on these occasions was a forty-six inch re- 
fractor with three inches of aperture, mounted on a tripod, and 

ished with a terrestrial eye-piece of moderate power. 

above Polaris (then nearly on the meridian) and nearly corres- 

ponding with it in right ascension. There was searcely a doubt 

of the cometary character of this object, inasmuch as the region 

Which it occupied, had often fallen under the serutiny of the ob- 
server. Still, as the object was faint and the weather uncom- 

Monty clear, a possibility existed that this too was a nebula not 
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On the evening of the 2d, its change of place was manifest, 
and at 11h, 46m. 55s., its meridian passage was taken by a transit 
instrument, the right ascension being Oh. 11m. 08-96s., and decli- 
nation +84° 22/, as indicated by the instrument. No appearance 
of condensation of light towards its center, nor any indication of a 
train could be detected. It is evident that its apparition even to 
the telescope was sudden. Its first apparent motion was incon- 
siderable, and the region of its discovery had been see tbe 
swept over by the assistant observer at Cambridge, with his ex- 
cellent comet-seeker, and as late as the previous evening. "This 
idea is also strengthened by the subsequent rapid increase of the 
brilliancy of the comet, and the acceleration of its apparent mo- 
tion. In clearer skies and better instruments an earlier obser- 
vation might have been m 

On the ‘3d, its motion me bsiatindiens, had much increased, and 
at 9h. 27m. its right ascension was found to be 22h. 10m. ‘49s., 
and its declination +84° 52’. A slight increase of light towards 
its centre was noticed by one observer. The observations of this 
evening were much interrupted by passing clouds, and during a 
period of obscurity, the comet must have passed very near the star 
7851 of the Catalogue of the British Association. The obser- 
vations of the evening were very imperfect. On the 4th, all ob- 
servations were forbidden by the weather. On the 5th, the eve- 
ning was delightful. At an early period, it was evident that the 
comet would transit a fixed star of the fifth magnitude, number 
6206 according to the catalogue above named, or 40, according to 
Flamsteed, and this means was relied upon for the determination 
of its position, and it did not disappoint the observer. Prepara- 
tions were made to note the beginning and end of the transit; 
but the border of the comet proved too uncertain to rely upon. 
At 10h. 54m., however, the star appeared to be exactly in the 
centre of the comet ; during several seconds, it was impossib 
to determine, with a power of 100, in which direction, was the 
greatest extent of nebulosity. It appeared in fact like the nu- 
cleus of the comet shining through it with undiminished bril- 
liancy. The position of this star as given in the catalogue for 
the first day of first month, January, 1850, is, R. A. 18. 11m. 
15-40s., and Declination 4792 5 53/ 266, which, being reduced, 
gives for the star and hence for the centre.of the comet at the 
period of observation, R. A. 18h. 11m. 13-40s., and Declination 
WET9° 57’ 576, and this may be deemed the ‘best ene ape ob- 
tained at Nantucket. 
On Hbon on Part the comet was manifest to the naked eye, and con- 

nerease in brightness till the light of the moon obseur- 

‘senciege a Cambridge, it exhibited a: Enis teeky 

ing 7 toward the Equinoctial and slightly. dimin- 

ai ng a pposite to the sun. ‘The fol- 

aw, ihe 

i. 
hd 
44 

: 

4 
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lowing positions of the comet were taken at the Cambridge Ob- 
servatory, most of them by the great refractor, and kindly fur- 
nished by George P. Bond, the assistant observer ; and from these 
the elements of each computer have been calculated. 

Dat 
1847, er. 7th, 7h. ia 31s. Comet’s A. R. 17h. 10m. “7 Deo. ae OU 18! 

Mh, 6 il - a ae +55 31 ot ; 14-4 
t «11th. 8 09 Oi n4 @ «16° 32°00 9 «« 

ica ae CC ae ee 2 eee + 6! 202-8457 tt +? 5L 17 
ST ROGT a- a ee 16.17, 69... + 236,43 

a en oe. « 16 if OL “ —-13 18 49 

. _ Prof. sentee, s Elements, from the places of October 7th, 11th, 
a 14th, and 1 

4 Oseerie passage, . .  . Nov. 14:41328 
. Perihelion distance, : ‘ 32945 
e awk ti ong. of Perihelion, . j 274° 16/ 49” 
= gis) oon Cidkeae Nodey: :4 i . 190 51 03 
: cen ; 71 55 27 

Motion, Retrograde. 

a P. Bond’s Elements, from the places of the 7th, 9th, 
and 11th. 

a Perihelion passage > : . Nov. 14:6935 
Perihelion distance, : 0:3468 

a Lng. of Perihelion, BE iasepntitide: 276° 24’ 

a wee ee Ny ees mee, OS 
“Tae : : sie x, Ab’ 

otion, Retrograde. 
alsta Mitchell’s Elements, from the places of the 9th, 11th, 

Ath. 
Perihelion passage, esate doko: te INOW 14-499 
Perihelion distance, . . ' . 0341348 

ee osbong.: of Perihelion, ; é . 274° 10/ 06” 
ibis “ Asc. Node, ; ‘ 189. 35 29 
artes “Inclinatio é nomen «tae = 97! 

ee Motion, “Retrograde. ; 

Wank? —We — received in “the Washington Union” of ses 30, a notice of 
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Arr. XIV.—Resulis of Astronomical Observations made during 
the years 1834, 5, 6, 7,8, at the Cape of Good Hope; being 
the completion of a telescopic survey of the whole surface of 
the Heavens, commenced in 1825; by Sir Joun F. W. Her- 
SCHEL, Bart., K.H., &c. &c. &c. London, 1847. pp. 472. Ato.* 

Astronomers in the old world and new, have for several years 
been eagerly looking for the appearance of this great work, whic 
should disclose to them the hidden treasures of the Southern 
Hemisphere. Their impatient curiosity, we are confident, will 
suffer no disappointment. It is a splendid work, even in its ex- 
terior, affording no indifferent specimen of the state of the arts 
in Great Britain ; but those for whom the work is more especially 
designed, will not be long detained in surveying the excellence 
of the structure without, “but will hasten to feast their eyes on 
the cabinet within 

From the year 1825 to 1833, Sir John Herschel prosecuted the 
researches on the Nebule commenced by his illustrious Father; 
a field of labor which has not inappropriately been called the 
“romance of astronom A mind which has long been conver- 
sant with this fairy region of the Uneaten ean hardly find suffi- 
cient aliment among these nether worlds; Rate when all the ob- 
jects of this class within its native skies e brought under its 
dominion, Alexander-like it sighs for new te oride to conquer. | 

Accordingly, in the year 1833, after Sir John Herschel had ir 
ished his review of the Nebula visible in the latitude of Slough, 
he took his departure for the Cape of Good Hope, for the purpose 
of completing his survey of the heavens by adding to the list, al- 
ready swelled by the united labors of father and son to the num- 
ber of 2307, the nebule of the southern hemisphere. He took 
with him the twenty-feet reflector which he had already omplora a 
with such distinguished success in his northern survey, a 
seven-feet equatorial, besides such smaller instruments as his exi- 
gencies might probably require. He set sail on the 13th of 
Nov ember, ‘1833 ; a day memorable in io annals of this country 
for the occurrence of the great Meteoric Shower, which first drew 
the attention of the scientific world to a new department of ob- 
servation and speculation. Although several gales set in set the 
coast of Northern Europe, immediately after he sailed, H 
was so fortunate as to escape them, and arrived safely at "Table 
Bay on the 15th of January, 1834. 
The place of observation selected, was a spot near the man- 

sion of a Dutch proprietor,—a retreat which bore the name of 
Feldhausen, about six miles from the Cape, “a spot ¢ ly 

: me last cat slope at the base of Table Mountain. > 
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There had been, for some time, a Royal Observatory at the Cape, 
belonging to the British government, under the direction of 
Thomas Maclear, Esq., an able and accomplished astronomer, 

whom Sir John received every courtesy and assistance it 
was in the power of that gentleman to afford him. But, in his 
ordinary labors, Sir John had only the aid of an assistant whom 
he had trained in England, not only in “ working and sweeping,” 
but also in executing various mechanical operations essential to 
labors of this description. “'This indispensable manual aid except- 
ed, (says our author, ) it is right to mention that the whole of the 
observations, as well as the entire work of reducing, arranging, 
and preparing them for the press, has been executed by myself. 
‘The repolishing of the reflectors it will of course be understood, 
could be delegated to no other person.” 
_. When we first opened this ponderous volume, and glanced over 
its pages, we could have scarcely believed on any other authority 
than that of the author himself, that such a vast number of the 
Most refined and difficult observations as it records, and such im- 

‘Mense labor as their reduction must have involved, could have 
been the work of a single individual. To say nothing of the 
consummate skill evinced on every page, the patient toil and un- 
tiring perseverance implied in this work would have done honor 
to Kepler himself. 
_ Sweeping in arcs of 3° of North Polar distanees, was prose- 
ecuted in the absence of the moon on all occasions when the 
Weather permitted, and the definition of the stars was such as to 
tender it worth while to do so. The climate of the Cape, in 

1erence to astronomical observations, Sir John Herschel repre- 

Sents as on the whole very favorable, especially when compared 
with the foggy atmosphere of England. This is particularly the 
ase in the cooler months from May to October, when the state 
of the air, in respect to definition, is habitually good, and imper- 
fect vision is rather the exception than the rule. The best nights 
occur after the heavy rains, which fall at this season, have ceased 
for a day or two. On these occasions, the tranquillity of the im- 
ages, and the sharpness of vision, is such, that hardly any limit is 
Set to magnifying power, but what arises from the aberrations of 

_ The author concludes his ‘ Introduction” with a just tribute 
to the late Duke of Northumberland, and informs us that, to the 
munificent donation by his Grace of a large sum in aid of the 
publication of this work, it owes its appearance asa single and 
Separate work, instead of a series of unconnected memoirs, scat- 
tered over the volumes of academical bodies. The lamented 

se of that illustrious nobleman, prevented his witnessing its 
mpletion ; but his liberal intentions have been fully carried 

“by his successor to his titles and his spirit.” 'The whole 
1onWealth of astronomers, we are confident, will share with 
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Sir John this sentiment of gratitude to these distinguished patrons 
of science. 

The leading subjects which successively occupy the pages of 
this great work are, first, Nebule of the southern hemisphere ; 
secondly, Double Stars of the same region of the heavens; 
thirdly, Astrometry, or the numerical expression of the apparent 
magnitudes of the stars; fourthly, the Distribution of the Stars, 
and the Constitution of the Galaxy in the southern hemisphere ; 
fifthly, Observations on Halley’s Comet, with remarks on its 
Physical Constitution, and that of Comets in general; sixthly, 
Observations on the Satellites of Saturn; seventhly, Observations 
on the Solar 

The number of nebule and clusters comprised in this catalogue, 
amounts to 1708, of which 89 had been previously observed at 
pas 8 and are included i in the northern catalogue.* As a gen- 

fact, the southern hemisphere is not so rich in nebulee as the 
lebettebeil although it contains individual specimens of surpassing 
richness. After reducing those of both hemispheres to a chart 
ingeniously contrived, so as to exhibit them most favorably in 
their mutual relations and positions, the author comes to the fol- 
lowing conclus 

1. That bis diktsibetion of the Nebula: - is not like that of the 
Milky Way, in a zone or band encircling the heavens ; or, if such 
a zone can be at all traced out, it is with so many i nterruptions, 
and is so faintly marked out through by far the greater part of 
its circumference, that its existence can be hardly more than 
suspecte 

. That one-third of the whole nebulous contents of the 

This, for « distinction, he calls the or region “of nui i 
3. That within this area, there are several local centres oi ac- 

- eee where the nebule are exceedingly crowded, viz. 
from 59° to 62° of North Polar Distance, in the 13th hour of Right 
iecinn between the northern part of Coma, and the fore legs ~ 
of Chara, as also, in the same hour, from 72° to 78° N. P. D.; 

hyenas as distingnished from Nebule, are patches of light visible to on 
naked eye, a, exhibiting a confused luminosity, but aM ch a good eye, W — 

wi pere rceive to consist of stars e pe tay clusters 
ons tae piads am oper s Hair, and the Fossiieieny tpots in th head of Orion, 
the sword. handle of Perseus, and ‘the bee hive in Cancer. ; 
the term Vea Rasyeeroa to embrace all nebule which are, OY the telescop 

re 
f 
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between the palm branch and northern wing of Virgo; and again 
in the same hour, from 80° to 87° N. P. D., in the northern wing 
and breast of Virgo. Northward, the nebulous area terminates 
almost abruptly with a very rich patch, between the nose of Cam- 
elopard and the tail of Draco. The line of greatest condensation 
connecting these most condensed patches, is irregular and wavy, 
without appearance of reference to any one particular centre ; 
and the shading off, though patchy, is on the whole gradual. 
4. That the southern portion of this great nebulous region, 

extends but little, at least with any marked intensity, beyond the 
equator, though it may perhaps be considered as prolonged by 
one or two pretty rich patches in the 13th and 14th hours of R. 
A. as far as the 141st degree of N. P. D., where it is abruptly 
terminated. These patches occupy the point of the southern 
wing of Virgo, and the region about the tail of Hydra, and head 
of Centaurus. The lesser nebulous region in the northern hem- 
isphere, extending in R. A. from about 22h. to 2h., and from 50° 
to 60° N. P. D. to the equator, beyond which it also projects con- 
siderably into the southern hemisphere, is much less concentra- 
ted, and has none of those densely congregating groups, or cen- 
tres of accumulation, which form so distinct a feature in the other. 
Confining ourselves at present to its development in the northern 
hemisphere, it occupies the chest and wing of Pegasus, and the 
southern Fish, the area included by the connecting band of the 
Fishes, the northern Fish, and nearly the whole of Andromeda. 
This the author calls the nebulous region of Pisces. 
_ 5. That between these principal masses, an almost total diseon- 

Nection exists throughout the region from 16h. to 19h. on the 
one hand, and from 3h. to 6h. on the other hand, from the pole 

‘ down to the equator; for the few nebule sporadically scattered 
over this great area, are quite insufficient to convey any idea of 

Junction, though perhaps a thread of connection may be traced 
across the head and sword of Perseus through Camelopardalus, 
with the dense mass of nebule which forms the northern limit 
of the nebulous region of Virgo. This spree pe 4 

over’ Canis Min
or os ’ . - . * . 

but without any other prevalent feature in their distribution, to 

the region of Virgo, and complete our survey of the northern 
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which is even richer in objects of that class than the densest por- 
tion of the northern group, the general character of this hemis- 
phere, is that of alternating patches of nebule, and vacuities of 
greater or less extent, some of the latter, however, being very 
extensive. In one of those vacuities, in which comparatively 
ew nebule occur, the south pole is situated, having one nebula, 
however, in half a degree of it, as the north pole has also one 
within five or six minutes. This barren region extends nearly 
15° on all sides of the pole, and immediately on its borders oc- 
curs the smaller Nubecula. 

One of the most remarkable features in the southern nebulous 
system, is the extraordinary display of fine resolved and resolva- 
ble globular clusters, which occurs between 16h. 45m. and I9h. 
in R. A, in the region occupied by Corona Australis, the body 
poe head of Sagittarius, the tail of Scorpio, with part of 'Teles- 
copium and Ara. Here ina circular space of 18° radius, we find 
Seen no less than thirty of these beautiful and exquisite objects. 

e general conclusion which*our author draws from this sur- 
vey is, that the nebulous system is distinct riod the sidereal, 
though involving and to a certain degree intermixed with the latter. 

portion. “It must not be left out of consideration, (says he,) and 
has been distinctly remarked by Sir William Herschel as an ele- 
ment of whatever speculation a closer attention to this subject, 
and a more perfect classification of nebulous objects, may lead 
us to indulge in, that the most condensed portion, and what may 
fairly be regarded as the principal nucleus of the region of Virgo, 
is situated almost precisely in one pole of the “Milky Way. 
Taking that great circle as a horizon, the whole of that stratum 
orms, as it were, a canopy occupying the zenith, and descending 
thence to a considerable distance on all sides, but chiefly on that 
towards which the North Pole lies. The phenomena on the 
other side of the Milky Way, though much less characterized, 
are not altogether dissimilar, the nebulous region of Pisces and 
Cetus standing, on the whole, in pretty nearly the same relation 
to that circle, the most condensed part of that stratum being ale 
vated at an altitude of between 60° and 70° above its plane 
Among the treasures contained in the great work under on 

not the lenad valuable are the numerous delineations of rare celes- 

tial objects given in the plates at the end of the volume. Of these 
there are seventeen, comprising about eighty drawings of the 
most elegant description. In estimating the various gifts that 
must be combined to form the great astronomer, a sufficient de- 

of i not been ascribed to the power of deline- 
wit delicacy and perfection, the objects which rev 
ves to the eye of observation. Such drawin gs enable 
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the rest of the world to share in some measure the satisfaction 
which attends the sight of such objects through the greatest tel- 
escopes. They do more: they furnish the means, and, with res- 
pect to many things, the only means of determining what chan- 
ges, if any, time produces in their figure or constitution. The 
power of delineating with the requisite degree of skill nebula, 
especially, is a high attribute of genius, and has been the gift of 
a very limited number of astronomers; and accordingly, in such 
Tepresentations, we seldom find any thing like truth and nature ; 
Most astronomical drawings are in fact mere caricatures. In re- 
gard to nebule, the power to delineate well, is hardly less im- 
portant than the power to observe accurately. Of this power 
Sir William Herschel set the earliest good example, and Sir John 
has attained, in the same way, a still higher degree of perfection. 
4ndeed, the figures before us seem in point of precision, delicacy, 
and general elegance, to be quite unrivalled. 
In this department of practical astronomy, embracing both the 
observation and delineation of nebule, our lamented young 
countryman, Esenezer Porrer Mason, exhibited the highest de- 
Stee of excellence; and it affords us sincere gratification to find 

this extraordinary youth, it may be proper to state a few particu- 
lars respecting his short but distinguished career. Mr. Mason grad- 

~ During his second year in college, under the direction of the 
Writer of this article, he made a series of observations on a remark- 
able cluster of solar spots, which made their appearance in March, 
1837, and executed drawings of them, which evinced such power 
of-drawing and such skill in delineating, as greatly to astonish 
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the Professor who had lent him the use of the telescope. In 
the course of the following year, in conjunction with his class- 
mate, Mr. Hamilton Smith, he constructed a fourteen-feet reflect- 
or, having an aperture of twelve- inches, which was at that time 
the largest instrument of the kind in the United States. For- 
midable as this undertaking was, these two enthusiastic young 

m 

of perfection ; having, with their own hands, cast the great spec- 
ulum, given it the requisite figure, and imparted to it its final pol- 
ish. In fact, ac a little occasional aid from ordinary mechan- 
ics, they may be said to have made all the other parts of the in- 
strument cicshinn the tube and the stand. It was an excellent 
instrument, in most respects, but more especially for the fine light 

elass, in the summer of 1839, being now released from the ordi- 
nary routine of college duties, our youthful astronomers com- 
menced the laborious observations after which they had so eagerly 
panted. ‘These were prosecuted during the following year by 
Mason alone, along with numerous micrometrical esartgsicee taken 
with the Clark telescope belonging to Yale College. 

In the article on the Nebule afterwards published by Mewes 
in the American Philosophical Transactions, he says respecting 
their peculiar method of observation, “It consists not in an ex- 
tensive review, but in confining the attention toa few individ- 
uals ; upon these exercising along and minute scrutiny, during 
a succession of evenings; rendering even the slightest particulars 
of each nebula as precise as repeated observations, and compari- 
son with varied precautions, can make them, and confirming each 
more doubtful and less legible of its features by a repetition of 
suspicions, which are of weight in proportion as they accumulate ; 
and, lastly, when practicable, correcting by oe ot the 
judgments of different persons at the same tim oo 

In the delineation of the objects thus carefully observed, Mason 
adopted also a process of his own invention. _ It is sufficient to say 
that in delicacy and beauty, his figures are but little inferior to 
those of the work before us. For their accuracy, we have the 
suapenisy of Sir John Herschel himself. The nebule selected 
for observation by Mason were from the catalogue of Sir John, 
published in the Philosophical Transactions for 1833, and were 
four in number, (A. 1991, 2008, 2092, 2093.) They proved, 
however, to be actually but three, for the last two of the series 
they disco vered to be one and the same sunset wai ea 

* 
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course of publication, and he was even denied the mournful sat~ 
isfaction of witnessing its completion. 
In the work before us Sir John Herschel takes very respectful 
notice of the labors of Mason; and as it will gratify many of the 

ends and admirers of this lamented youth, to find the exalted 
Opinions which were expressed respecting him here, confirmed 
by the highest authority abroad, we will copy the substance of 
the notices which our author has taken of his researches on the 
hebule. With respect to the nebula situated near the bow of 
Sagittarius, (h. 2008, ) after mentioning some circumstances which 
dicate a change in this object, comparing his latter with his ear- 
lier observations, Sir John adds: “ Under these circumstances the 
arguments for a real change in the nebula, might seem to have 
Considerable weight. Nevertheless, they are weakened or de- 
stroyed by a contrary testimony entitled to much reliance. Mr. 
Mason, a young and ardent astronomer, a native of the United 
States of America, whose premature death is the more to be re- 
Sretted, as he was, so far as I am aware, the only other recent 
observer who has given himself, with the assiduity which the 
subject requires, to the exact delineation of nebulae, and whese 

figures I find at all satisfactory, expressly states* that both the 
— knots were well seen by himself and his coadjutor Mr. 
‘ , on the Ist of August, 1839, 7. e. two years subsequent to 
the date of my last drawing. Mr. Mason also declares the upper 

12 inches aperture and 14 feet focal length, construct 

self. ) In this particular my observations of 1835 and 1837 so far 

it the diagrams made on those occasions.” se-eegeee eae 
 inre Mitel Wey wih Weidde tt Glciretttned le the Trafic (h. 1991,) 

ie Meta, Americas Phil’ Boo. val. Hi Ark Silk, p. 127. _ 
a 41 1 Sit John's ri stipd ote aie ‘, le; hich Mason saw, the part in ques- 

\ 
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Mason represents these avenues as free from any abrupt change 
of direction, the northern and the preceding of them branching 
out with an easy and graceful bifurcation from the southern; 
whereas my figure, whose correctness in this respect I cannot 
doubt, gives to the preceding avenue a remarkably sudden and 
uncouth flexure, like a gnarled branch of an oak, just at its diver- 
gence from the other two. ‘The southern nebulous mass, in my 
figure, has a considerably wider extension towards the preceding 
side than in Mason’s, which represents it as nearly round, but as 
this portion was very faint, there was probably not light enough 
in his telescope to render the whole visible.” The author adds 
in a note: ‘ The places of his stars being determined by numer- 
ous. and elaborate micrometrical measures, are no doubt more ac- 
curate than mine.” With this testimony to the refined accuracy 
of Mason’s observations, under all the disadvantages he had to 
contend with, his friends may wellsrest satisfied, although some 
slight discrepancies should be found between his delineation of 
this a and that of the great astronomer with which it is com- 
pared w that so many powerful telescopes are directed to 
the iia we probably may ere long have the means of deter- 
mining which of the two representations is the more correct. 

_ The great nebula in the Swan, which had been represented 
by the Herschels as consisting of two distinct. formations, Sir 
John admits that Mason has proved to be one and the same neb- 
ula,—a discovery imparting so pereanry a character to this 
rp: err considering all the circumstances, of so high an order 
of merit, that we are confident, had the author been writing of 
the sti nebule (among which this is found) instead of the 
southern, he would have given to it more than a passing notice. 
He also omits to mention, that Mason discovered in the vicinity 
of the 'Trifid a nebula before unknown, surrounding the star 22, 

ciaeedt near the south pole, “8 known under the a 
Magellanic Clouds ; and the laborious and patient attention which 
he bestowed upon them, and the magnificent figures by 
he has represented them, must, we think satisfy the most eager 
curiosity. ‘he appearance of the “Nubecule” to the naked eye, 
is not as splendid as Sir John had been led to pies by the 
glowing descriptions of voyagers in the southern “ The 
general appearance (he observes ) of these objects to the snaaibell eye, 
in aclear night, and in the absence of the moon, ( whose light com- 
1 ator effaces the lesser, and almost also the larger of them, ) i is that 
c ee sricncns nebulous patches of about the same inte 
with the Milky Way.” But the author has given his keadakerne 

ity of judging for themselves, having inserted among the 
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plates, at the close of the volume, full representations of both 
the greater and the lesser Nubecula, as seen by the naked eye. 
The telescope, however, makes amends for any disappointment 
which may have been felt on first meeting with these celebrated 
members of the southern hemisphere. ‘This noble instrament 
reveals to us, instead of faint “patches” of light, a wonderful 
congeries of nebulew, for the most part scattered here and there 
without any apparent order, but still presenting, among its sub- 

inate members, marks of symmetry and organization. A 
large sheet among the plates at the end of the volume, affords us 
the gratifying spectacle of both the nubecule, as seen in the 
twenty-feet reflector ; and fine drawings of the more curious sub- 
ordinate groups, are also given among the engravings of remark- 
able nebule. The Nubecula Major is situated at an average dis- 

to the square degree, which by far exceeds any thing to be met 
vith in any other region of the heavens. Even the most crowd- 
ed parts of the stratum of Virgo, in the wing of that constellation, 
or in Coma Berenices, offer nothing approaching to it. It is evi- 
dent from this, and from the intermixture of stars and unresolva- 
ble nebulosity which probably might be resolved with a higher 
optical power, that the nubecule are to be regarded as systems 
sui generis, and which have nothing analogous in our hemis- 
phere.” p, 147. : 3 7 
iiltied athe stinee on the Nubecula Major were conducted in 

. occupied a period of four and a half months; 

id 

i 
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which fact, taken in common with the known industry and _per- 
severance of the observer, gives some idea of the great complex- 
ity of these remarkable objects, composing, as they do, an assem- 
blage not of stars but of firmaments. In two tables which fol- 
low the description of them, we are presented with the reduced 
places of 919 stars, nebula, and clusters, in the greater, and of 
224 in the lesser Nubecula. The author does not consider him- 
self to have completed the survey, but modestly terms his work 
a first approximation towards a catalogue of objects in the Mag- 
ellanic clouds 

Although the discovery of new nebula, and the more accurate 
determination of the places of those of the southern skies already 
known, constituted the principal object of Sir John Herschel, yet 
he also wisely kept in view certain other subordinate purposes, 
in order to render his laborious ceanshiesr and self-denying 
exile from his country, as useful as possibl o the cause of sci- | 
ence. Among these objects we find very valuable records of obser- 
vations on Double Stars, on Halley’s Comet, and on Solar Spots. 
Numerous and important as are these observations on the double 

of the southern hemisphere, yet, comprising, for the most 
part, such only as incidentally fell in his way while sweeping for 
nebule, the author would have it understood, that the list is not 

remarks as follows: “ Bearing these circumstances in Rt 
will not be matter of surprise, that the catalogue of double staat 
aw by the twenty-feet sweeps, is comparatively deficient 
n those of the first, or closest class—meaning by this, stars of 
nak it can be confidently asserted, that the angular cane of 
the individuals is under two seconds. But t independent o 
drawbacks, though I have no ie statistical enumeration to 
bear out an assertion, I cannot help putting on Fecard a strong 
impression, that the extra-tropical som of the southern hemisphere 
is really poorer in very close double stars than the northern ; at 
least in those regions of it which come to be observed ‘on the 
meridian in the best season for definition. The almost total ab- 
sence of objects of this description from the catalogue, in the last 

six hours of right ascension, is the more oe as these are 
precisely the best hours for definition, comin observed 
from June to October, when the atmosphere i is in pe most —_— 
able condition.” a 

_ These remarks of the author raise such moderate expectations, 
that ‘We are somewhat surprised to find, that the number of 
double stars_actually registered in this catalogue, exceeds « 

md. The neat? is continued on from the northern. 
1, commencing at No. 3346, where that ends, satel 
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minating at 5542. 'The particulars respecting each are arranged 
in five columns, giving, for the epoch of 1830, the right ascen- 
sion, the north polar distance, the angle of position, the distance 
of the separate members from each other, and their comparative 
magnitudes ; and, in a broader column on the right, are append- 
ed copious remarks on each. Among these double stars, as might 
be expected, several binary systems were detected, indicating, in 
some cases, a rapid revolution of the members around a common 
centre of gravity. 

_ One of the most interesting of the binary systems is that of 
Gamma Virginis. Sir John Herschel had previously made this 
a particular object of research, and predicted the perihelion pas- 
sage of the smaller star. He had, however, assigned to it too 
large an orbit, requiring 625 years to complete a revolution, 
whereas its period he now finds to be only 1822 years. The 

iirst person, so far as we are informed, who discovered that the 
period formerly assigned must be greatly reduced, was Mr. E. P. 
Mason. On this subject, our distinguished countryman, Mr. S. 
©. Walker, remarks as follows: “In an interview with Mason in 
his short stay in Philadelphia, while on his way to his final rest- 
mg place in Virginia, he showed me a list of his measurements 
the positions and distances of several of the binary systems, 

(as 7 Virginis, Castor, « Corone, &c.) and mentioned that a dis- 
cussion of all the observations published to the date of 1838, 
With his own of the spring of 1840, on the graphic method of 

the younger Herschel, had given him an ellipse of a period of 
71 years for y Virginis; and that the date of 1840-4 with his 

elements, furnished an angle of position of 254 degrees. I have 

since received the Astronomical Notices from Altona, and there 
find a similar value for the same date, in the measurements of 

Struve at the great Pulkova Observatory, and of Kaiser at the 

Leyden Observatory.”* In the work before us, Sir John Her- 
schel has the following remarks on this subject. “The apparent 
perihelion passage of this interesting double star, took place in 
the first half of 1836, and the appulse of the two stars proved, 
as predicted, so very close as to cause it to appear as a single star 
to all but the most powerful and perfect existing telescopes, under 
the most favorable circumstances. In no part of the interval 
from 1835-971, to 1937-545, both dates inclusive, was it possible 
to observe any certain elongation of the united disks with the 

_ Seven-feet equatorial, capable of being, in the smallest degree, re- 
lied on for a measure.” As an apology for having so much mis- 
taken the period of revolution, our author shows by a diagram that 

‘ing the period of observation from 1782 to 1835, the orbit of 
625 years would in fact almost coincide with the orbit of 182 

Ba SP) oe oe Memoir of E. Pi Mason; p30. Scop Series, Vol. V, No. 13—Jan., 1848. 13 
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years, “the actual or smaller ellipse being curiously packed with- 
in the other, in the manner of an osculating curve, intersecting 
it in four points, and deviating from it in the intervals between 
them by a quantity much too small to excite any suspicion of 
error at that time.”” The period assigned by young Mason, (171 
years,) differs only 11 years from that now given by Sir John 
Herschel ; but the estimates of different astronomers have varied 
from 124 to 196; and Maedler (whose observations on this binary 
system are especially confided in) gives the period of 14878 
years. ‘Che mean of the results obtained by Herschel and Maed- 
ler is 165-5, differing only 54 years from the period assigned by 
Mason. 

The finest star of the southern hemisphere is Alpha Centauri. 
“This superb star, beyond all comparison the most striking ob- 
ject of the kind in the heavens, and to which the discovery of 
its parallax by the late Professor Henderson, has given a degree 
of astronomical importance no less conspicuous, consists of two in- 
dn wt both of a high ruddy or orange color, though that of the 

r is of a somewhat more sombre'and brownish cast. They 
pment together a star which to the naked eye is equal to or 
somewhat superior to Arcturus in Justre. In the 20 feet reflector 
it was ‘truly a noble object,’ its sam could be distinctly seen 
through good superfine drawing paper, and at four feet from the 
eye-piece, it showed on the paper sect in front (by ‘teflected not 
transmitted rays) a superb double star.” 

But our limits will not allow us to attempt a complete estiibis 
one = the astronomical riches of these comparatively unexplored 
reg We must content ourselves with a very brief notice of 
thei remeniaalh chapters. The third chapter treats of Astrometry, 
or the — — of the apparent magnitudes of the 
stars,—a subjec ich well deserves the attention of. practic 
astronomers, since ie want of a perfectly uniform and precise 
method of determining the comparative magnitudes of the stars, 
is universally acknowledged. But we are compelled to omit, a“ 
the present, any attempt to exhibit Sir John Herschel’s peculiar 
views in relation to this subject. 

Chapter fourth presents us with a most interesting view of the 
distribution of the stars in the southern hemisphere. It was no 
small object with Sir John Herschel to ascertain whether the 
views which his illustrious Father had originated respecting the 
constitution of the Galaxy, derived from observations on 

northern heavens, were corroborated by similar observations on ° 
the southern. It is well known that as early as_ 1785, Sir Wil- 

rschel announced, in the Philosophical Transactions, as 
the result of —— ‘‘ gauges” of the heavens, that the com- 
parative abunda scarcity of stars in any particular region 
of the northem hemisphere, and of the southern, so we — 

: 2a He es" 
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: are visible in those latitudes, has reference to its situation with 
F- respect to the Milky Way; the numbers contained in a given 
8 space, as a quarter of a degree, rapidly increasing as we approach 

Le this zone on both sides; and that the visible firmament of stars 
eS belong to and form part of a vast stratwm, or considerably flatten- 

. ed and unsymmetrical congeries of stars, in which our system is 
ply, though excentrically, plunged, being situated near a point 

where the stratum divides itself into two branches. Pursuing a 
a similar investigation in the southern hemisphere, Sir John Her- 

schel made 2300 gauges, embracing so many distinct fields of 
view, and comprising 68948 stars actually enumerated. In con- 
formity to what had been observed by his Father, he found the 
average number of stars at points most remote from the Milky 
Way, only 6 in a field, while, in the immediate vicinity of the 
Milky Way, the average number is 59, and the rates of increase 

isible heavens, are all arranged 

much greater than this, for large tracts of the Milly Way are so 
crowded as to defy counting the gauges, by reason not of the 
smallness, but of the number of stars. 
The observations of Sir John Herschel on Halley’s comet, 

observed amounting to 14-7 in two hours and a quarter. Indeed, 
So rapid was the augmentation of volume that the comet mag: 
almost be said to grow. Secondly, the preservation of the same 

regular geometrical form of the distorted and dilating envelope ; 
thirdly, the rapid disappearance of the coma; and fourthly, the 
increase in density and relative brightness of the nucleus. 
_ The concluding chapter ‘gives a series of observations on the 
remarkable clusters of Solar Spots, which appeared on the Sun’s 
disk in the years 1836 and 1837. Of these Sir John took accu- 
tate drawings, thirteen of which are inserted among the engrav- 
ings at the end of the volume; and he retains the rest, and an- 
hexes a list of them, in case it should ever be considered neces- 

_ _ Sary to appeal to any of them as records of the state of the Sun’s 

‘Surface at that time. We are happy to find among the list (though 
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not among the engraved specimens) observations corresponding 
to those made by young Mason, on the remarkable group which 
appeared in March, 1837, (to which reference has already been 
made, ) drawings of which are in our sana on a scale more 
magnificent, and not inferior in beauty, nor, as we believe, in ac- 
curacy, to those figured by the illustrious caine whose 
work we have thus hastily and imperfectly reviewed. We take 
our leave of it for the present, with a grateful conviction that it 
constitutes a grand and noble advance in our knowledge of the 
starry heavens. 

Art. XV.—On a law of Cohesive Attraction, as aliens in 
a Crystal of Snow ; by James D. Dan 

Ivisa genres! fact that. the - most common objects. or occur- 
ane about us, best illustrate the great laws of nature. ‘The 

nary forms of crystal. present the student, as we have 
jy a large part of the laws of: cohesive attraction,* and to 
perceive and ming ate them requires only an attentive enquiring 

ind. he subject of crystallization, cannot long be left to 

which we are indebted to a crystal of snow. The cleavage: of 
crystals indicates, as before explained,} that the force of attraction 
is intermittent in action, and therefore produces seriate results, 
precisely as intermitted reproduction causes seriate results in the 
organic kingdom, giving layers to wood, successive ranges of. 
parts to many plants and animals, and, generally, alternate ac- 

and comparative inaction in growth. ~'This intermitted. 
action in the cases referred to, is an essential anes sales ; 
in each case ; for the resulting characters A 
the chagnetaristies of a species. The a 
tal of snow here figured, escaies a kind. of 
intermittent action dependent on extrinsic cir- 
cumstances. It is a figure of a minute:star 
from an ordinary flake of snow, and is often 
to be seen in the course of a winter. The 

number of different forms figured by 
ae are evidence of the variations of action in the attrac 
tion which extrinsic causes produce, for no two different forms 

Shaye resulted from pean the same exertion of that SDs 

‘ si biases if this Journal, page 364. t Ibi e ae 
urgl ati Plate 503. ~! Pag 
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_In the case before us, each of the six rays has a series of 
short crystals along the margin, producing what Botanists call a 
pinnate form. 

_ As the crystal enlarged, these branchlets were formed at inter- 
vals by twos. ‘There was an interval in which the sides of the 
ray produced no branch; ahd then another where a branchlet be- 
gan on either side; and so on successively, as the erystal indicates. 

_ The moment of production for the six rays severally was the 
same for each, for there are corresponding branchlets on each, at 

_ the same distance from the centre. 

_ The interval between the successive productions was equal ; 
for the branchlets are the same distance apart. 

_ The rate of increase corresponded in each parallel series, for 

the branchlets at equal distances from the centre are equal. 
Hence, the action of the attracting force was in some degree 

regularly and uniformly intermittent. 
_ Again we observe that the branchlets are equal throughout 
instead of being longer towards the base of each ray, where they 
were first formed. As the ray increased at the extremity, it pro- 
duced its lateral branchlets after attaining a length beyond a 
former branchlet equal to the interval separating two branchlets. 
And the branchlet produced, increased for a certain period of time; 
till a specific length was attained, and then ceased to enlarge. 
Thus growth took place at the extremity according to a regular 
law of intermission. The extremity elongating, produced its pair 
of lateral branchlets, after a certain interval, while parts of the star 
nearer the centre did not increase; or they increased so equally 
throughout, that a perfect uniformity in size was retained. Hence 
the attracting force was most active at the extremity, and its 
condition of activity determined the length of interval between 
the successive side-developments. In other words ae 
_ The force of attraction was active only for a limited distance 

from the apex of each ray; its action was apical alone, until the 
ertremity had increased to a definite length, and then lateral ac- 
tion ensued, producing on each side a branchlet ; this length of 

apex to which the force is in a state of activity, may perhaps de- 
termine the length of the side branchlets. gry 
_ From the various figures given by Scoresby, many variations 
in the condition of this force are readily deduced; we do not 
enter fully into this subject, as we should prefer first to ver ify his 
igures. The general fact however is too plain to be mistaken. 
_ With a different condition in the force at the extremity, and in 
its relation to that in the sides of the rays, a hexagonal plate 
may result instead of a star; the condition should be such that 
there would be laterally a continuous imstead of intermittent increase of the rays. : : 
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When the action was but slightly intermittent, a hexagonal 
plate might result with concentric striz. The strie of crystals 
have generally this intermittent origin, and with it is often con- 
nected a consentaneous intermittent action in the cause of sec- 
ondary planes, as alluded to on page 379 of the last volume of this 
Journal. The striz on the hexagonal compound plates of chry- 
soberyl are evidently of this character. The horizontal strize on 
some elongated prisms of quartz are of the same origin. And we 
remember no instance of strie that are not accounted for by the 
causes here presented. 

After astar has begun, its rays are sometimes terminated by 
hexagonal plates, showing that the variations of force alluded to 
may occur in the sam e crystal, according as it is exposed to dif- 
ferent external circumstances. Various other points might be 
touched upon ; but these are sufficient to illustrate the general 
a in view 

acts elucidate generally the mode of action in attraction, 
by whiel the relative length and breadth of an enlarging prism 
are determined 

The correspondence between these facts and the results of 
owth is too striking to be overlooked. The production of lat- 

eral branchlets to a branch of a plant at certain intervals from the 

with the character of the crystals alluded.to. This point is dwelt 
upon by the author in his work on Zoophytes.* We thus see 
that both vital and physical forces operate according to a ~— 
general law, and the fullest demonstration is before us of the 
unity of plan throughout created existence. 

Art. XVI.—Proceedings of the Meeting of the Association of 
merican Geologists and Naturalists, held at Boston, Se, 

tember, 1847.+ 
1. Notice of five new se of Fossil Mammalia from Iie 

nois ; by Joun L. LeConte, M.D.—The fossils which form the 
subject of the following ities were found in the lead region of 
Illinois, by Mr. Wim. Snyder of Galena, by whom, with the ut- 
most liberality, they were presented to the author. The exact. 
geological period to which they belong is not known, as they 
were not found in sifu, but in a crevice fifty feet below the sur~ 
face; this crevice was filled with a mixture of clay an 

by oxyd of iron, into a hard mass, which cannot be en- 
pon yeihaved without great injury to the specimens. 

hytes, 4to, pp. 85-100. sgh? 
tracts, excepting the one on heat, have eee furnished by. the 

i 
OS” Soc a a eels 
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This small collection is interesting, as exhibiting several forms 
of Suiline, and Tapiroid Pachyderms, the former of which group, 
was heretofore entirely unrepresented in our fossil fauna: of the 
latter only a single species was known, the Harlanus americanus 
wen, (Sus americana, Harlan.) Bones of a small Pachyderm, 

considered identical with Tapirus americanus have been dug up 
in Texas and Louisiana. 

that they were entirely concealed by the lips, as in Tapirus, Lo- 
phiodon, é&c., the edges are almost acute, the external face slightly 
more convex than the inner, and mark- Fig. 1. 
ed near the base of the exserted por- 
tion with an acute oblique elevated line 
Which is met on the anterior edge by a 
similar less elevated one belonging to 
the internal surface. This second line 
is angulated at its basal extremity, 
and there unites with a third line, al- 
most parallel with the anterior margin. 
This margin is a little worn for one 
half the length of the exserted portion. 
‘n the superior maxilla, there are three 

nner view, supposed canine- 

and posterior margins are slightly elevated in the middle, and more 
closely connected with the transverse ridges by slight elevations, 
Which run obliquely inwards. There is no internal basal mar- 

-* Hoe op., vol. xlii, p. 390: ibid, ii ser., vol ii, p. 247. 
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gin, except at the expansion of the valley. The third molar is 
similar to the others, but larger and sinuate on the sides, the pos- 
terior part is rounded, and the basal ridge posteriorly rises into a 
small acute cusp, connected with the internal -_— Fic. 2 

The anterior and posterior faces have an obsolete ba- 
sal margin connected with the transvere ridges by 
a slight elevation, running obliquely outwards. The 
last molar is elongate, narrowed and rounded posteri- 
orly with two transverse ridges as in the second molar ; 
it has a very obsolete anterior basal margin, and a large 
posterior undivided talon, as much elevated as the two ridges: 
this talon is separated by a valley quite siesta to the valle} 
which separates the two principal ri 

The humerus of this animal is perforated at its distal extrem- 
ity by a large round foramen: this bone, the cubit, vertebrae, &c. 
will be more fully described in a paper illustrated by figures, 
which the author is now preparing for publication by one of our 
learned societies. In this paper also the affinities of this and the 
other proposed genera will be pointed out in detail. 
The second animal belongs to the Suiline group and ‘was de- 

ponies as a Dicotyles; the author beiug now convinced of its ge- 
eric difference, proposes the name Hyops depressifrons. It is 

distinguished from Dicotyles, by the very depressed ee the 
nasal bones being very slightly curved transversely in the are of 
a circle, while in Dicotyles the sides are nearly perpenditi 
The part of the os frontis between the frontal grooves is less e 
vated than the part adjoining the orbit; in Dicotyles they form 
nearly one plane; the frontal foramen 1 is placed half an inch 
hind the transverse line joining the anterior margins of the orbits; 
in D. torquatus the foramina are situated on this line; the malar 
bones are very broad and directed downwards, instead of being 
nearly perpendicular as in D. torquatus. The orbit of the eye 
is deeper, larger and directed upwards and outwards. Behind 
the frontal foramina on each side is a large round shallow im- 
pression: the suture between the nasal and maxillary bones crosses 
the prolongation of the frontal groove, which remains superior, 
while in D. torquatus it becomes lateral. ‘The canine of the 

er jaw is very similar in form and size to that of D. torquatus, 
from which it differs in having the anterior margin much less 
— while the lateral grooves, (rudimentary i in D. eg 

Inner view. 

sai some other bones of the foot, resemble cna the corres- 
bones of Sus scrofa; they will be described and figured 
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The third species mentioned is also the type of a new genus 
of Suiline Tachyderm. It was called Protocherus prismaticus : 
only the first and third molars, and a canine, all from the lower 
jaw, have been found. These teeth are from a locality fifteen 
miles distant from the place where the other bones were obtain 
_ The canine (left lower) is curved, and almost pointed ; the 
posterior. face is worn flat, the line separating the worn from the 
unworn portion is oblique as in Dicotyles; the external and in- 
ternal faces are slightly convex, and but little narrower than the 
ese face; they meet in well defined angles, the anterior edge 
ing scarcely rounded. Near the alveolar margin, on the ante- 

rior part, and extending on to the adjoining faces, is a deep space 
concave in a longitudinal direction, which appears to have been 
worn, by some agency unknown to the author. It bears some 
resemblance to the figure of a united fracture of a Hippopotamus 
tusk, (Owen, Odont., pl. 142., fig. 2.) The enamel is very brill- 
iant on the external and internal faces; on the wera face it 

| been worn off. The portion that remains of the inserted 
part of the tooth is nearly elliptical, the anterior part bring flat- 
tened, and very slightly impressed ; there is also a slight impres- 
sion on the inner surface. The first molar is quadrate; the 
crown is much worn, but presents remains of two large trans- 
Verse elevations, slightly connected in the middle, but without 
any ohana tubercle : the poe and — parts have 

’ g basal margins each connected in the middle with the 
eaten. ridge by a slight ikea. The intervening valley has 
alow angulated external margin, which does not extend on to 
the transverse ridges. 'The last molar is fractured, and the ante- 
rior lobe is almost destroyed, but enough remains to show that it 

Was similar to the second lobe. The tooth is elongate, narrowed, 

and subacute behind: it is divided by two very deep transverse 
valleys, into three large lobes: the anterior and middle of which 
are divided by a longitudinal impression into two cusps: there 
is no accessory tubercle ; the internal anterior, and external pos- 
terior cusps are prolonged towards each other by low elevations, 
Separated by a deep line: between these two lobes is a rough 
internal interspace, and a larger more elevated external one, 

is prolonged posteriorly to meet a large posterior lobe. obey: di- 
vided by an oblique line into two unequal cusps, the internal 
mee the larger and more elevated: this dividing line is a pro- 
longation of the same line which divides the other lobes, the 
tooth is. amet for the thickness and lustre of the enamel : 

e lobes are worn in such manner as to pre- 
sent pane tates meeting in well defined lines, like the edges of 

'h “affinities of the ‘animal -are rendered a apparent by the 
oing description; from the form of the canine, it must be 40 i eo ripti 

Bkkere: BSrhizs, Vol. y, No. 13.—Jan. "1848. 14 
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placed with the Cheropotamide ; from all the known genera of 
that small family it differs in having no accessory tubercles on 
the molars: the posterior molar has a larger third lobe than either 
Cheeropotamus, or Dicotyles ; and agrees somewhat with the fig- 

a sian of the last named animal, I know not if the Protoche- 
rus exhibits any tendency towards the Hippopotamide. 

e author then alluded to a new species of Racoon, ireise 
priscus, of which several oe and phalanges had been procured. 
The differences between this and P. lotor are very minute, and 
would not be intelligible without plates. 

The last genus was known ouly by a single tooth — Fig.3.. 
represented in the accompanying figure, and suppos qe 
be a superior left canine ; it is very much flattened ; the 
external surface is regularly and slightly convex ; the in- 
ternal face is concave, with an impressed longitudinal line 
in the middle; this surface has several small cusps as in 
the figure. 
From the appearance of this tooth, the author believes : 

it to have belonged to a large insectivorous animal, allied toner, ms 
to Scalops; the only teeth resembling it being found in 
the family of the Talpidz :; the author has seen some canines in the 
American genera of this family, which have the cusps. 
in a similar manner, but none have been seen so muc 
ed ; and in none does the fang of the tooth retain its flattened form 
for so great a distance. We anxiously await the light which 
will be thrown on the affinities of this animal, by farther explant 
tions, at the same locality. 
In the mean time, asa slight acknowledgment for the favor 

which Mr. Snyder has conferred upon science by collecting and 
with much pains the interesting specimens which 

have given rise to the present communication, it is but proper 
that the last mentioned species should be dedicated to him, under 
the name, Anomodon Nnyderi. 

In conclusion the author returns his acknowledgments im Prof, 
Agassiz, for the numerous suggestions, with which he has favored 
him, and without which the affinities of the Dicotyloid animal 
described above under the name of Hyops josueelinana would 
have remained in complete obscurity, 

2. Anew species of Troglodytes ; by Prof. Jerrrres Weumer 
Dr. Wyman exhibited four crania and some of the other portions 
of the skeleton of a new species of Troglodytes, ( 7’. gorilla, Sav- 
age, ) recently discovered by Dr. Thos. 8. Savage in the Mpon we 
country on the Gaboon river in Africa, This species differs eee 
the Enché-eco, or T.. niger, Geott., a Ts yte 

—1, in its much 

: 
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existence of a large crest in the males on the coronal and aso A 
region ; 3, in the form of the anterior and posterior nasal ori 

fices; 4, in the existence of a notch on the edge of the hard pal- 
a ate; 5, in the comparative length of the ulna and humerus ; 6, in 
~~ the ‘configuration of the pelvis; in noe two last peculiarities, it is 
. the most anthropoid of all the Oran 
te A full description of its external shnrhionit and habits was read, 
a: the facts i eren been carefully collected by Dr. Savage 

— in Afric 

Briifeseor a work 0 ‘the eae cans there have 
been several discussions rotates to the views offered in that 
work ; and at the last meeting of the asseintion in New oe 
when the subject was again brought forward, an argument w 

drawn from the supposed identity of the above named erilobinese 
___. A committee was then appointed to investigate the question, and 

pay a report is offered as the result. 
cimens submitted for aoe er are both imperfect, 

materials, to institute a rigid comparison bety tween them, or even 
to determine the —— of the latter. Moreover, th bite re eXx- 
sedi 

i fie following table presents the comparative reinietint afforded 
by the two specimens. 

escent A lobe widest ; lateral segments curved ns 

oS —Shield a smaller transverse segment ; breadth twice 
length; lobes equal in width; Jateral lobes approximately 

equilateral. 
_ Abdomen : lobes equal in width; Jateral segments transversely 

rectilinear. 
hibahiaceins here cited are deemed sufficient to establish two 

Species of trilobites upon the specimens under examination, the 
point which the Association desired to have ocr and 

a on now ‘offered is correct, Atops trilineatus remains a 
steristic of the strata investigated and named by Prof. 
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Both specimens are quite flat and the pressure having been ap- 
parently nearly equal in each, this has not been taken into account 
in deciding the identity, for although the form of the shield 
sight have varied, the relative width of the bodies would not 
have been materially altered. 

Future observation must determine how far these species nity 
Seren —— the respective varieties. 

“An attempt to discover some of the laws which govern An- 
prt Torpidity and Hibernation ;” by Prof. Perer A. Browne.— 
Prof. B., after explaining a few technical terms, presented the Asso- 
ciation with a table of the animals which become torpid so far as 
is yet known to Natural History. He then proceeded to examine 
the phenomena of this extraordinary state, under the following 
heads. Ist, the respiration of torpid animals ; 2d, their circula- 
tion; 3d, their digestion ; 4th, their we 5th, their —— 
of relation ; 6th, their organs of respiratio 

Prof. Browne argued that there was.a total extinction of respi- 
ration in perfect torpidity, and hence, the state was neither that 
of life nor death ; but a third intermediate state. 

5...A ie on the Geographical Distribution of Species ; 
by Prof. po oe Apvams.—In illustration of the principles of dis- 
tribution ies as connected with climate, so. ably enforced 
by Prof. ietiain, it was stated that four hundred ; — 
lusea were found in a small part of the island of Jamaica in 
few weeks; that pe of these were land shella; of. eon 
new species were found by the collector with every ten m 
travel. As a remarkable example of the difference of station 
of different species, a small salt pond on the peninsula of Port 

oyal was described, in which Cerithium atratum occurred very 
abundantly from the margin to eighteen inches depth, w 
C. literatum commences and extends to three feet in depth. 
Although the two species approximate to contact at the zone of 
eighteen inches in depth, they do not intermingle. 

On the Taconic Rocks ; by Prof. C. B. Apams.—The nani 
part of Addison county, Vermont, possesses peculiar advantages 
for the study of the so-called ‘Taconic rocks, since here they pass 

from a highly metamorphic to a slightly metamorphic condition. 
and have been much less disturbed. Some of the typical Taconic 
rocks disappear, or more probably pass gradually into anheae tat 
Lower Silurian system. neti 

One of the most conspicuous of the rocks of this ragintsy isa 
red sandrock, which Dr. Emmons regards as at or near nae base 
of the New York a sage but which overlies the 
Division, in the order of red sandrock, Hudson river ‘shales; 

slate, Trenton limestone, and La Motte limestone. | re Seas 
- A section was exhibited of Snake mountain, in which these 

uplift with their relative position una 
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The two lower formations are identified by their appropriate: fos- 
sils, which occur abundantly ; the Utica slate by its position and 
lithological characters; the Hudson river shales by the same 
characters, and by their upper member, which is an argillaceous 
limestone containing the stinted forms of Chetetes lycoperdon, 
which are usual in this the last period of the existence of the 
species. The red sandrock lies upon the last named rock in ac- 
tual contact, with a moderate easterly dip. The upper part of 
this section is repeated in the line of the strike in several other 

* localities, but one only, Buck mountain, three miles north, has 
sufficient elevation and steepness to exhibit the lower part of the 
series. 

_ The assertion which had been made, that there is a line of 
fracture high up the side of the mountain, above the Trenton 
limestone, was shown to be entirely unsupported by any facts. 
Not only is there no evidence that sucha line of fracture has 

brought up the shales from beneath the Trenton limestone, the 
sils in the upper member of the shales prove that the present 

is their original relative position. But these shales are the 
Taconic slates of the Taconic system. . 
_ From position, therefore, it is inferred that the red sandrock is 
More recent than any of the Champlain Division. Its fossils af- 
ford less demonstrative evidence. With the exception of F'uc 

ley are rare, having been found only at Highgate, where frag- 
ments of the shields of trilobites, having some resemblance to 
Conocephalus, occur very abundantly, and Atrypa hemispherica (?) 
very rarely. ‘These fossils, especially the latter, if correctly iden- 
tified, indicate the period of the Medina sandstone and Clinton 
group, regarding these two rocks as belonging to one period 
it was j 

Taconic q ) 
above named red sandrock. In this section there is a gradual 
change in the lithological characters from the red sandrock to the 

quartz rock ; the difference in the lithological characters, how- 

rocks. But since a small part of the section, on the opposite 
sides of which the change of characters is most conspicuous, is 
concealed by drift, the identity of the Taconie quartz rock with 
the Medina sandstone was not positively affi . 

_ A section from Buck Mountain through Waltham into New 
Haven was exhibited, which rendered it somewhat probable that 
the Stockbridge limestone of the Taconic system is the equiva- 
lent of the calcareous rocks which overlie the red sandrock, 

 Tather than of the lower limestones of the Champlain Division, 
as has been commonly supposed. 
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In reply to Dr. Emmons, [an abstract of whose remarks on the 
Taconic system we have not received,| it was stated by Prof. 
Adams that he (Dr. E.) had misunderstood the description of the 
calcareous rock over the Hudson river shales, which was not af- 
firmed to be the Trenton limestone, but an upper member of the 
Hudson river shales, as proved _ the contained fossils in connec= 
tion with the position. The remarks of Dr. E. being based on 
this misconception of the anne actually made, could not of 
course affect the conclusion respecting the age of the rocks of © 
Snake mountain. 

7. Observation on a Polished Rock ; by Prof. C. B. Apams.— 
The outline of a shelving rock in the valley of the Winooski, 
Vt., shows that the rock had been struck on the perpendicular 
west side, and well rounded and polished as far as the summit, 
leaving the east as the lee side not acted on. The shelving part 
also on the west side, which is beneath and within the perpendic- 
ular tangent to the surface, ‘is also destitute of any marks of drift 
pote meni proving that the agency was that of a solid body. 

Clays ;_by Prof. C. B. Apams.—A series of claystones 
Pa exhibited in in illustration of the remarks made on concretions 

traction by which they are formed, but it was shown to be a sub- 
ordinate law that the attraction is in the direction of the radii . 
a sphere towards the centre 

9. On the Remains of Marine. Shells of ‘Baketivags Spociét 
Sound interspersed in deep portions of the hills of Drift and 
B in. the yn, on near Ish 
New York City; by W. C. Reprieny.—These remains had long 
—_— attracted the raat of Dr. Mitchill and other naturalists 

the vicinity, but the true character of the formation and the 
wistios positions in which the shells were found, were not dis- 
tinctly known to geologists. 

It fortunately happened that M. Desor and Count Portals, while 
on a visit to Brooklyn a few months since, discovered frag- 
ments of these remains in the great masses of boulder drift in 
South Brooklyn, through which the new streets are being exca- 
vated. At their invitation Mr. R. had examined the place, in 
company with Prof. Agassiz, and had obtained a variety of speci- 
mens which were found at depths varying from twenty-five to 
Gousy feet below the original surface of the hills in which — 
were imbedded. 

Since that occasion Mr. Redfield has found similar remains in 
these hills, about two miles northward from the first locality, and 

ected numerous specimens which he exhibited to the 
meeting, together with samples or anacaetie “i the original beds 
inclosing these shells, which had been disper ed by the drift and 
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thus lodged in the Brooklyn hills. The number of species com- 
prised in the collection, amounts to ten or twelve, among which 
are those now most common to our shores. 
_ These discoveries in regard to the drift appear to agree with 
those which Sir R. Murchison states to have been found in the 
drift of Europe. They must be admitted as proving that the 
most common species of our present Mollusks were of prior ori- 
gin to the hills where the remains were found, and probably 
older than the entire formation of drift and boulders which is 
found in the Northern States. The species obtained are not such 
as indicate a colder climate than now prevails. But the shells 

ound by Prof. Emmons and others in the Pleistocene clays on 
the borders of Lake Champlain, and by Mr. Lyell and others in 
Canada, appear to belong to a later period of the drift, and Mr. 
Redfield infers that they were brought in from more northern 
regions or from deeper waters, by the great arctic currents which 
must have swept over these regions during the drift period, when 
this portion of the continent was deeply submerged. 
polar currents annually freighted with immense fields and islands 
of floating ice, such as are now diverted along the shores and 
banks of Newfoundland till they are met by the dissolving in- 
fluences of the Gulf Stream nearly in the Jatitudes of Boston 
and New York, he considered to be among the chief agents in 
producing the remarkable phenomena of the drift period. 
10. A Section of the Coal Seams and accompanying Measures 
f the Hazelton coal basin in Luzerne County, Penn., as an 
lustration of the construction and coloring of Geological See- 
ons ; by Prof. W. R. Jounson.—It is most commonly imprac- 

le to take ts di trically across the strata, or at 

ght angles to the plane of stratification ; but yet for many theo- 
retical and practical purposes, an easy and correct method of de- 
termining the thickness of a series of stratified rocks is very im- 
portant. 'T'o compute thickness from observations of devel, in- 
clination, direction of dip, and measures of distance, presupposes 
that the survey is restricted to limits within which the dip, strike, 
and thickness are essentially constant. On the borders of the 
ocean or other tide waters, on the artificial cuttings for railroads 
and canals and even along the margins of many rivers and ravines 
as well as in horizontal mine-tunnels, the measurements may be 
generally made independent of the use of leveling instruments. 
Tn such cases the compass, tape-line and clinometer suffice to give 
the horizontal distance from one member to another in the series, 
together with the inclination and direction of | is 
tee the horizontal measured line is aint to € “gta 
of dip, the degree of this obliquity may be represen y 9, the 
inclination by 7 and the sedewated distance by d. Then ealling 

Cait e=sini xcoso xd. 

Bet Sh 2 
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When the measurements are taken, not on a level, but over an 
inclined or undulating surface, the operation of levelling, deter- 
mines the position of the line connecting the extremities of the 
section, with reference to a horizontal line in the same vertical 
plane, reaching from the higher to the lower bed of the series. 
The length of Abia horizontal line also becomes known, since the 
dip of the beds is supposed to be ascertained, and the quantity d 
thus computed, enters the formula as before. It is evident that 
this determination of the horizontal distance here admits of two 
ases, according as the underlying or the overlying bed is topo- 

graphically the more elevated at the outcrop. In the former case 
the horizontal is shorter, and in the latter longer, than the inclin- 
ed line of measurement. 

Prof. J. mentioned that the section which he exhibited had 
been constructed in the manner above explained, and that speci- 
mens of rock, coal, slate, &c., collected from point to point along 
a tunnel driven obliquely to the place of dip had been used to 
furnish the coloring ee appropriate to the respective - 
of the section 

- Having marked out the limits of each bed, a moderately thick 
e of gum tragacanth and gum arabic in equal. pen is spread 

over one of the spaces required to be colored, and is not allowed 
to extend to the next. The pulverized rocky sintétiel is then 
sifted over the surface till the paste is completely covered. The 
excess is then thrown from the sheet, and the adjoining spaces are 
successively coated in a similar way with their appropriate pow- 
ders. 'T’o exhibit coarser and finer materials in the same rock, a 
coarser sieve is first used to sprinkle sparsely a quantity of gran- 
ules over the paste; the finer powder is then applied to occupy 
es ee spaces. Conglomerates belonging to the forma- 

nted, were thus exhibited on the section. When all 
te tens have been applied and time allowed for drying, a coat 
of pure map-varnish is applied to prevent injury to the surface 
from rolling or transportation. ‘This precaution is perce 
when the section is to be permanently suspended. 

Prof. Johnson also called attention to some facts in the ria tened 
condition and artificial production of gypsum. Adverting to some 
remarks during the present session on the calcareous deposits in 
steam boilers, ‘he exhibited specimens of scale from a sea steam- 
er’s boiler accumulated during a run of sixteen hours over the 

na banks. It is erystallized in prismatic fibres crossing 
thickness, and has a sp. gr. of 2°69, Analysis proved this scale 
poe a dihydrated ‘eeu — of 

~~ Lime 39-67 - 2 pone 
> sulphuric wey - 5425 = 2. 
~ Water, 6: 

4 
O7 1 ohh ¢ & _ 

bore consequently aingisliod im composition ‘ariel 
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also found in a steam boiler and analyzed by Prof. Johnson. of 
wh 
As the boilers in which the scale was collected do not proba- 

bly use pressures exceeding fifty pounds per square inch, the tem- 
Pr perature must have been under 300° Fah. 
"hs In a geological point of view the observation possesses inter- 
x est, as it indicates in the water at different parts of the ocean, 
5 variable proportions of sulphate of lime, due probably to the same 
f os causes which in earlier periods occasioned so very unequal a dis- 
. gd - sypsum in different parts of the earth and even of the 

same co 
vt pas alan possibly have a bearing on the temperature of the 
aes or ocean at the time when the different sulphates of lime 
were deposited. These have commonly been divided into hy- 

S drous gypsum and anhydrite, but that the latter is not always 
ce destitute of water is proved by several facts. 
= - The statement of Dr. Beck was referred to as showing that the 

anhydrite of Lockport, New York, “contains sometimes a con- 
siderable proportion of water.’ 
-A-specimen of anhydrite a the East River of Pictou, Nova 

Scotia, had yielded Prof. Johnson essentially the same composi- 
tion as the boiler soak, Viz., 
fiir: > Lime mei OAD ne te atoms, 

BEY ay Sulphuric sai - 564-70 a 2 
Water, -90 1 

while a specimen of praia gypsum fom Plaister cove, Cape 
Breton, had given, 

‘ee. Lime - 32°9 - 1 atom, 
Sulphuric es 2 - - 463 - Le, 

- 20°8 . mh“ 

- [Prof. W. 'B. Rogers remarked that the gypsum in the southern 

rer of Virginia, in the salt region of that state, was all of the 
Same character as that of East River of Pictou, and of the boiler 
scale, containing two atoms of sulphate of lime to one of water.] 
i= Prof, Johneon.referred:to the fact stated by authors, that in cer- 
tain parts of Switzerland, particularly at Bex, canton rape 
‘the masses are formed by ‘hydrous gypsum toa certain sepiiion 
below that of saccharoidal anhydrite. 
__ He also referred to the fact, that common hyde ‘ous “gypsum 

‘to more than 300° is afterwards in neapable of absorbing 
water: so as to “set” in the process of stuccoing. ‘This renders 

it improbable that true anhydrite has been converted into com- 
ene psum by the action of water. 

Si pda y Prof. Henry. —Prof. H. showed the analogy 
between light and i ont by stating that as two rays of light might 
be so Os to produce darkness, so two rays of heat eet 

produce cold. The facts with regard to heat 
Savony § Senin, Cel. ¥, ta the OS 
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as well as light therefore show that the theory of undulation is 
not an imagination, but the expression of a daw. The minimum 
of heat, as proved by his experiments with the thermo-electric 
pile, does not correspond with the minimum of light. Among 
ames, there are many which give but little light, but which 

give great heat; as, for example, the flame of hydrogen. The 
amount of radiant heat and radiant light were found to be about 
the same. 

The spots on the sun are colder than the surrounding surface ; 
and its surface is variously heated. This result he obtained by 
avery simple experiment of throwing the disc of the sun on a 
screen, and placing the very sensitive “thermo-electric pile before 
its different parts. He had not yet concluded his experiments on 
the sun, and had not measured the comparative heating powers 
of the centre and circumference, from which results very impor- 
tant consequences would be drawn. 

This apparatus he fitted to a common pasteboard tube, covered 
with ua paper externally, and blackened internally, with which 
he red the heat of distant objects. He could detect the 
heat of a man’s face a mile off; that of a house, five miles off. 
He thus discovered that the coldest spot of the sky is at the zenith. 
One day, on directing his tube to a cloud, from which flashes of 
lightning proceeded, he was astonished to find it indicated a great 
degree of cold ; he afterwards found out that a considerable quan- 
tity of hail had fallen from this cloud. 

- He was not satisfied with the appearances of heat supposed to 
have been derived from the moon. The heat that other observ- 
ers have got, is probably the reflected heat of the sun, and not 
the moon’s proper heat 

12. On the Absorption of Carbonic Acid by Water, Saline 
Solutions, and various other liquids ; by Prof. W. B. Rocers and 
Prof. R. E. Rocers.—In an oral abstract of this paper, Prof. W. 
B. Rogers stated that the researches to which it referred had been 
entered upon nearly a year ago by himself and Prof. R. E. Rogers, 
according to the methods employed by Dalton and Saussure, but 
from the irregularity of the results incident as they found to these 
modes of operating, they were led to relinquish them after much 
unsatisfactory labor. In the more perfect process, afterwards 
adopted, the determinations were uniform and consistent, seldom 

giving a variation in successive trials of one per cent. The ap- 

paratus employed, of which a figure was exhibited to the Associ- 
ation, is so constructed as by a peculiar connection to enable the 

operator to agitate the liquid with the gas while the tension re- 
mains unaltered. ‘The absorption is measured by a column of 
mercury in a fixed tube of syphon form, connected with the 
in which the agitation is given by a vibrating motion. ‘The 
See ieieacin g tube, as well as the gasometer ying the 

—: 

0 Ri iia ioe 
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CO,, are maintained at a common and permanent temperature 
during the process by immersion in a large volume of water. 

_ This operation even with the most sluggish absorbents is com- 
pleted in a short time and thereby various sources of error are 
avoided. 

The absorption of CO, by pure water was determined at suc- 
cessive temperatures from 32° to 100°, and a curve constructed 
representing the law of absorption as dependent on temperature. 
This the authors regard as the first systematic investigation of 
the influence of temperature upon absorption, yet made 

In the case of other liquids, the experiments were for the 

r. 
The following is a list of the substances which had thus far 

which the gas, whose carbonic acid is to be measured, is desiccated 

phere, of the air of mines, hospitals, é&c., as employed. by Bous- 
singault and Lewy, LeBlanc, Orfila and others, in all of which 

1e air was passed slowly over a large surface of sulphuric acid. 
a8 a prliminary step to the analysis. 
_ 13. On the Transporting Power of Currents ; by Prof. W. B. 
Rocers.—Prof, W. B. Rogers remarked it polar be 
Tegretted, that we were yet in possession of no certain data on 
the subject of the transporting power of currents. The usual state- 
ments affirming that at a certain rate of motion, a stream will car- 
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ry forward sand, at another gravel, &c., are evidently fallacious, 
as the important condition, of the smooth or rough configuratio 
of the bottom, is not taken into ttle account. ‘The roblem i 1S 

one of great difficulty, requiring an accurate determination of the 
velocity at the bottom and sides of the stream, when in ordinary 
cases the slow transporting action is in progress, and this velocity 
= is well known, differs from that of the axis of the stream and 

m the average speed of the whole mass, which is the datum 
asa sought by the engineer. The investigation of the sub- 
ect systematically, was urged by Prof. Rogers as of fundamental 
‘iiterent in geological as well as hydrographical science, and he 
hoped that ere long the Association would institute a series of 
researches with that view. 

14. Fossils in the White Mountains.—Prof. H. D. Rogers 
stated to the Association, that on a farther examination of his s 
cimens from the White Mountain gap, he and his brother had 
satisfied themselves that the supposed fossils, which they had an- 
nounced as seagpenes there oy them, prove not to be fossils.* 

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

I. Cuemistry AND, Puysics. . 

Sas 2 some New Compounds of Phisphipig 2 by A. W nrz, (Compt. 
Rendus, Feb., 1847.)—When the chlorosulphuret of Serullas, PCI, 
is digested in a water-bath with an excess of solution of soda, 
ually dissolves, and the liquid on cooling deposits crystals of a tiew sat 
which M. Wurtz designates as the sulpho-phosphate of soda. Its 
position is such that it may be viewed as the ordinary tribasic phoetiath 
of soda, in which two equivalents of oxygen are replaced by sulphur. 
he oxyphosphate being PO,, 3NaO-+-24aq, or according to Gerhardt’s 

O+24aq, 

Sas 

notationt PO, (Na,) -+-12aq, the new salt is PO,S 
=PO, 8, (Na Na mS 12aq. Like the common phosphate it is very soluble, 
crystallizes in large tables which effloresce in dry air and have a 
strongly alkaline reaction. s 

hlorine and nitric acid decompose the solutions of the sulpho-phos- 
phates with the formation of phosphates, while sulphur separates; the 
sulpho-phosphoric acid has not been isolated. When set free by sul 
phuric acid, its solution is decomposed by a gentle heat into phospho- 
ri¢ acid and sulphuretted hydrogen, PO, S(H,)+H, O=PO, (Ha) 
+H, 8. 

* See this Journal, ii ser., vol. i ti -—While at the gap the past summer, 
ee ambiguous appearances were observed in the slate near the Willey — 
resen ling or cla fossils. After sole ‘search they were found to be apne 
andalusite i tered by the 
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-M. Crozz (Compt. Rendus, March 8th, 1847) has described a sul- 
pho-phosphovinic acid formed by the action of alcohol with the chloro- 
sulphuret of phosphorus of Serullas; it corresponds to the ordinary 
phosphovinic acid, and is represented by PO, S,, C, H, O,2HO or in 
Gerhardt’s notation, representing alcohol C, H, O—H, by E, PO,S 

2 E). By using alcoholic solutions of potash and soda, definite 
crystalline salts are obtained analogous to the phosphovinates ; the pot- 

salt is PO, S(K, E). Wood-spirit yields in the same manner 
sulpho-phosphomethylates. 

hen the perchlorid of phosphorus is placed in an imperfectly 
closed flask containing a small tube of water, it is gradually changed 
into a liquid disengaging at the same time hydrochloric acid ; the reac- 
tion is thus expressed; PCI,4-H, O=PCi, O+2HCI. The new pro- 
duct which M. Wurtz has described as the chloroxyd of phosphorus is 
a colorless liquid of a high refracting power, it has a specific gravity 

7 C. It emi of 1‘7 and boils at 110° C. It emits white vapors in the air, and by 

water is decomposed with the formation of phosphoric and hydrochlo- 
ric acids T. 8. Hont. 

3. Sulphotyarsenic Acid.—MM. Croerz and Bouquet have described 
a series of salts derived from a new tribasic acid, which 1s represented 

of arseniate of potash; its composition is AsO, S(K,). These com- 
pounds differ from the sulpho-phosphates only in the substitution of 
arsenic for phosphorus. T.S. H. 
3 some Combinations of Nitric and Hyponitric Acids; by C. 

Gernanprt, (Ann. de Ch. et de Phys., xviii, p. 178.)—The author in this 

one Hg, and in the other Hg., represented by Hg« of pA , 

} 
wat ay: 2 

_ The crystallized per-nitrate, = NO, (HHg,) 
_ Brook’s salt of mercury, -— NO, (Hg« Hg.) 

J M. Gerhardt has examined two basic nitrates of lead A when the neu- 

tral salt is boiled with litharge or treated cautiously with ammonia, a 

392° and 518°. This salt may also be arranged in the tribasic series, 
and its formula will be NO, (Pb, H), corresponding to the tribasic 
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phosphate of soda PO, (Na, H). By a on of a . is converted 
into a salt analogous to the pyrophosphate An of ammonia 
in the cold produces an insoluble yellowish a wliteh “yielded on anal- 

ysis 4PbO, NO,, 
[As phosphorus and arsenic are metaleptic with nitrogen, and sul- 

phur with oxygen, we may arrange the tribasic nitrates, the triphos- 

phates, the sulphophosphates, the arseniates, sulphoxyarseniates and 

ig pagans urets of Berzelius in the same group. Representing - 
n equivalent of hydrogen or a metal we have— 
rehele nitrates, i ; 5 ;  INOe MM, 

Tribasic phosphates, : a : 
Sulphophosphates, . ‘ : ; ‘ P(O, s)M, 
Arseniates, ‘ 3 ; ; AsO, M, 
Sulphoxyarseniates, ‘ ; é : . As(O,8)M, 
Triarsenio-persulphurets, : s8,] 

The history of the arseniates is yet imperfect, atid the monobasic and 
bibasic salts are pap uehee but the arsenio-sulphurets which Berzelius 
has described as compounds of the persulphuret with one, two an 
three equivalents of sulphuret of potassium, correspond perfectly to the 
three classes of phosphates. T. 3. ae 

On the Products of the Decomposition of Gelatine i Aas | 
A. Scuirerer, (Liebig’s An nn., vol. lix, p, 1.)— f. Mar- 

in the w water, is mixed with the acid din ‘the pulverized bichromate, 
and carefully distilled until the residue grows thick. The nas 
acid and turbid with an odor of prussic acid; it is mixed w 
mercury and redistilled ; the first portions contain the voldiila oily pro- 
ducts and are collected apart. The distillation being continued, a 
strongly acid liquid passes over, which was neutralized with carbonate 
of soda. The soda salts decomposed by dilute sulphuric, afford c 
talline benzoic acid and a mixture of acetic and va ler erianic acids Be. 
sides these, a large sari A us prussic acid is formed which rests as 
a cyanid of mercury in the r 

The oily products were nurified by repeated rectification, first alone. 
and then with chlorid of calcium; they were finally separated by t the 
difference in their boiling points. Valeronitrile, the less volatile oil, 
is colorless, ers i: slightly soluble in water, and readily in alcohol and 
ether. It has an acid aromatic taste, ar an odor like the oil of bitter 
almonds or sitee | ; aig neutral, and boils at 257° F., it burns 
with a white flame. The composition of this Foxes & is C,, H, N; am- 
monia, nitric and bjdrochilbri acids, have no action upon it, but sul- 
phuric os en it, evolving yates acid and forming sul- 

a re. ammon ia 

© es this Seorall, eb, Ga 

oe ee 

ak eee ene Re ee en i 
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Valeracetonitrile, the more volatile product, resembles the 
. a ding, but has a more fragrant odor; its sp. gr. is 79, and it boils be- 
: 2 tween 154° and 156°. Its behavior with acids is similar to the last. 

Sulphuric acid evolves acetic and valerianic acids while sulphate of 
ammonia is formed. Analysis gives for its composition, C,, H,, Ny O,. 

[Valeronitrile is a valerianic amid, and contains the elements of 
valerianate of ammonia, minus four equivalents of water; C,, H,, O,, 
NH,—4HO=C,,H,N. By the action of sulphuric acid, it assimi- 
lates the elem 

lents of water to form metacetonic acid and ammonia. C,H,N-+-4 
=C,H,0,+-NH,. According to M. Liebig, it is decomposed by oxyd 
of mercury, but he does not mention the results of its decomposition ; 

> as is probable, the oxyd takes up the cyanic elements and regener- 
ates alcohol, it will be interesting to subject valeronitrile to ils action, 
a8 we may expect to obtain the alcohol of the butyric series. } “es 

7. On the presence of Sugar of Milk in the Milk of the Carnivora; 
by Dr. A. Secicu, Aon Geode. June Ist, 1847, p. 212.)—Dr. 

of a dog which had been fed entirely upon the flesh of an old horse for 
we ean perfect crystals oe tk sugar, and the same result 
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was obtained after an exclusive flesh diet of twelve and twenty-seven 
days. The milk had an acid reaction at the moment it was taken from 

the teat, and was were oa by heat. The author considers 
that the acidity of the milk was due to the presence of an acid phos- 
phate of lime, which in < eet process for examination changes 
the sugar of milk into glucose during the evaporation. In his enpae- 
ments the whey was evaporated with carbonate of magnesia 
concentrated alone, no crystals could be obtained, but the anid gave 
evidence of the presence of glucose by reducing the salts of copper in 
the presence of potas + eh 

8. Silicates in the Blood of Fowls ; (Chem, Gazette, Feb. 15, 1847.) 
—M. Henneysere has found that the blood of fowls contains silicate of 
soda or potash, which explains the fact previously observed by M. 
Gorup-Besanez, that their feathers contain a large amount <2 et 

9. On the existence of Copper, Arsenic, eoees y, and Tin in Min- 
eral Waters ; (Chem. Gazette, Feb., spt p. 54, and Ann. der Chem. 
und Pharm., t. Ixi, p. 219. —M., Tripiz sometime since detected arsenic 

present in various ores of iron, as the hydrated oxyd, sparry iron ore, 
and the argillaceous and bog ores which may be regarded as deposits 

ined for these metals in the ordinary manner. In t way he 
amined the sediments of the chalybeate waters of Gsiesbach, Rippol 
sau, Tienach, Rothenfels, and Cannstadt, as also the hot spri 
Wiesbaden and the effervescent waters of Ems, Pyrmont, pas 4 
and Brohl; arsenic and copper were found in all of these, and anti- 
mony in that of Wiesbaden. M. Figuer has confirmed these results 
with the water of Wiesbaden; 100 een of it contain about 0:045 

f 
in the 11 litres of the Wiesbaden water. It probably exists as an ar- 
senite of soda, but when the iron in the water becomes per-oxy it 
combines with the acid and is deposited asan arsenite of iron. 

tain t 

M. Will has since seo tin in the chalybeate water of Rippold 
sau, with antimony, arsenic, copper, and lead. 10,000,000 parts of the 
water af ¢ the three sine "of St. Joseph, S1. Wencelns, aad.St. ‘Leopols 

contain 
2 

Bi EGE: 6-00 +. 400 
gagonice a spi eC pte x Reaas SE 
ieee ES eer 2 | Soria 
TOR ine oi cosy OP Rciin nk, oe 
_ Osyd of copper, oe DOO ee 

se ee 
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phuric acid, any other substance was formed. The proportions used 
were one measure of acid, sp. gr. 1°840, and four of water; to 500 
cubic centimetres of this, 50 grammes of pure tannic acid, prepared 
after the process of Pelouze, were added, and the mixture boiled until 
it crystallized on cooling ; the liquid then set aside deposits an abund- 
ance of very white gallic acid. 

The liquid neutralized by carbonate of baryta, evaporated, and treat- 
ed wiih ether, gave 12 per cent. of residue, principally gallate of 
baryta with one or two per cent. of a black matter “apparently due to 
Some impurity of the tannin.” In varying the process in different 
Ways the same result was obtained, besides the black substance nothing 
but gallic acid could be detected. The maximum amount of gallic 
acid that could be obtained was 87:4 for 100 of tannin. 
_ From these experiments the author concludes that the transformation 
1S a result of hydration, and that tannin is isomeric with gallie acid dried 
at 100°C. The composition of the two is thus compared :-— 
Gallic acid by Pelouze. Calculated. Tannin by Wetherell. Calculated. 
C 49-56 49-41 C 50-63 Cv 
H 3-70 H, 858 H 364 H, 379 
O 46-74 O, 47-06 O 45°73 O,2 45°28 
_ “ These numbers,” observes Mr. Wetherell, “ correspond very , 

4y4 H, O,,, and finally that when we act upon tannic acid by differ- 

ent reagents, the crystallized gallic acid is formed by the absorption of 
an equivalent of water.” ay xe 

_ [As the true formula of gallic acid is represented by C, H, O, or 

©xygen than were obtained by Mr. Wetherell, whose results agree well 
with those of ists. Moreover it is diffic 
Szconp Sznizs, Vol. v, No. 13.—Jan., 1848. 
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fact that only 87-4 parts of gailic acid could be obtained for 100 of 
tannin, leaving 12°6 parts unaccounted for, except by the presence of 

Liebig some years since, pointed out the fact that tannic — by 
taking up the elements of water, — yield ite acid and glucose or 

acetic acid, C,, H, O,,~-2HO=2C, H, O,+C, H, O,. The for- 
mula of tannin appears from its compounds with baryta to be at least 

twice the above. Berzelius hasdescribed asalt which is C,gH 14Ba,0,,, 

besides an acid one not analyzed; if, as is not improbable, it is 

24 Ogg, it may combine with six equivalents of water and form 

air and dilute acids, Malaguti has shown that glucose is oxydized a 
ewe ane cid. 

A fae which militates strongly against the view of the isomerism of 

tannin one gailic acid, is the observation of Pelouze, that a solution of 
tannic acid confined over oxygen, was converted into gallic acid, while 

the oxygen was replaced by an equal volume of carbonic acid gas. 
iquet indeed denies that the presence of oxygen is essential to the 

pen but the reaction without it will probably: be like that produced 
by the action of the various ferments. The subject i is seer” kg and 
seems still open for investigation. ] He 

On two new Alkaloids obtained from Aldehyde ; bye “Wauter 
ial Liesie, (Compt. Rendus des v. de Chemie for May, from Annal. 
der Chem. und Pharm., t. Ixi, p. 1.)—-When a solution of pure aldehy- 
date of ammonia in twelve or sixteen parts of water is mixed with a 
few drops of ammonia -and a gentle current of sulphureted hydrogen 

hol and ether. By the spontaneous evaporation of the solvent, the 
new substance is obtained in tt a tables of the form of sele- 
nite and having a high refrac 

This constitutes a new alkaloid to shin the authors have given the 
name of thialdine. It is searcely soluble in water, but dissolves readily 
in alcohol and ether; it fuses at 107° F. and is volatile at ordinary 
temperatures. It may be distilled with the vapor of water, but a 
is decomposed by heat; its taste is at first aromatic but afterwerded - 
agreeable ; at 64° F., its specific weight is 1-191. 

ith a solution of acetate of lead it gives after some time a 
precipitate which gradually becomes red and at last black ; ath nie 
trate of silver, the reaction is similar; when heated with a eoluddd of 

this salt, sulphuret of silver separates and an inflammable vapor e 34 
having the characters of aldehyde. Distilled with nae of lime, it 
— a substance having the odor of quinoleine. z 
3 composition of thialdine is C,, H,, NS, ; three equivalents ¢ of 

yde, one of ammonia and four of sulphureted h 0, 
2ments of one a of rage and six of f water, 30 2 

TNE, ae eH 1 NS,+6HO. 
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It is without action upon vegetable colors, but combines with acids 

forming salts which crystallize beautifully ; the hydrochlorate of thi- 
aldine is formed by dissolving the alkaloid in the dilute acid ; it crys- 
tallizes in prisms, is readily soluble in water but insoluble in ether; it 
contains C,,H,, NS, HCl. The nitrate is obtained in delicate needles 
when an ethereal solution of thialdine is agitated with nitric acid; its 
formula is C,, H,, NS,, NHO,. 

By the action of scleniureted hydrogen upon a solution of aldehy- 
date of ammonia, the authors obtained small crystals of an alkaloid 
which contained selenium; they regard it as analogous to the last and 
have named it selenaldine, but from the facility with which it is decom- 
posed by the air, they have been unable to make a proper examina- 

ion of it 
[This sulphureted alkaloid evidently corresponds to a normal 
species C,, H,, NO,, which will be an amidized derivative of elalde- 
lyde, in which the residue NH replaces O,. If we consider the changes 

as consecutive, the first step will be the union of three equivalents of al- 
dehyde to form one of its polymere elaldehyde, which reacts wi 
equivalent of ammonia, forming with the elimination of the elements 
of two equivalents of water, the body C,, H,, NO,; this by the ac- 
tion of sulphureted hydrogen exchanges its oxygen for sulphur. 

~The normal species will be a homologue of glycocoll, and it appears 

to me very probable that it is no other than leucine. This substance 
which is formed by the action of sulphuric acid or potash upon gelatine 
and fibrine, combines with acids like an alkaloid, and the nitroleucates 

his analysis of leucine has deduced the formula C,, H, ; 
this is anomalous as presenting an even number of equivalents of hy- 

en with one of nitrogen. But if the formula is C,, H,, NO, the 
anomaly disappears, and in the analysis of a body of so high an equiv- alent, a very small error in the per-centage of the hydrogen is suffi- 
cient to make the difference. ] eS. Het 
, 12. On Perchromic Acid ; by M. Barreswitt, (Ann. de Chem. et 
de Phys.)—Concentrated solutions of chromic acid and peroxyd of hy- 
drogen, when mixed, produce violent efferve from the escape of 
pure oxygen ; on the contrary, when the solutions are very dilute the 
mixture becomes intensely blue, but the color-is very unstable and evi- 
dently belongs to a peroxyd of chromium. Every attempt to isolate _ this substance failed. std 

oxygen was measured, and the composition of the blue substance deter- 
mM 

O, requires H=923 and in Cy2 H,, NOy, H= 
utters eoaipaia dam unable to compare these num- 
BHR area Hee oe ee ' oe 

oe Fhe Brau C, A 992; not having access to M 

} 
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remarkable that the — salts of perchromic acid which could be formed 
were those with vegetable bases, quinine and strychnine, giving — 
violet precipitates of — slight stability. 

Vanadic acid se o be capable of similar transformatio 
[It is not ealiiehtna ne perchromic acid may be formed in otioaa ways. 

Some time before the researches of Mr. Barreswill, the writer of this 
attempted to obtain this body by the fusion of chlorate of potassa with 

uniformly appeared, but quickly vanished. At first it was thought that 

the presence of organic matter had produced a partial reduction, but 
this was found not to be the case. G. C. ScHaEFFER. 

13. Bromid of Carbon an Impurity of Commercial Bromine; by 

M. Poseteer, (Poggendorff’s Annalen.)—The distillation of commer- 
cial bromine gave a boiling point rising from 122° to 248°, the portion 

and aromatic ; taste sweet ; ae point 248°. ‘Nittie. and sulphurie 
acids produce: scarcely any dee mposition. Soluble in water sparingly, 
in alcohol and ether in every chitosan 

This impurity to the extent of 6 to 8 per cent. is probably formed b 
the ether used in the preparation of bromine. Bromine distilled wi 
ether gave little or none of it, unless chlorine had “ea y been 
through the mixture. A mixture of alcohol or pure alcohol. ene 
note “eae containing however much chlorine. 

14. On the Dehydration of Monohydrated Sulphuric Acids by M. 
Rises weit, (Comptes Rendus, July, 1847.)—This process had never 
been directly performed until M. Barreswill derived the following sim- 
ple method. Anhydrous phosphoric acid is mixed with strong com- 
mercial sulphuric acid and the mixture is gently heated. Distillation 
as with the Nordhausen acid, disengages wet osypbes acid, and 
the vitreous hydrate of phosphoric acid remains, It is remarkable 
the mixture does not affect organic matter, as paper nals pers which 
are instantly destroyed by the Nordhausen acid. 

This process, although theoretically interesting, can never be adopted 
as an economical mode of preparing anhydrous sulphuric acid. 

atl 
15. Solubility All Chlorid of Sodium in Alcohol; by R. Waensr, 

(Jour. f. Prakt. Chem., May, 1847. 
At 57° F. alcohol of 0-876 dissolves 0-661 pr. ct. of chlorid of sodium. 

59 « 66 or 6 0-700 « we Pt 

101 * 6s oe 6s 0-736 6 6s $B sso 

161 66 6s 66 “ 1-033 “ 6c 6 

59 * “ rw “ 0-174 “ 6 oe 

171 “ cc “se 0-171 6“ +6 BB gi 

G..c.8 
6. On Silica; by M. Dovert, (Comptes Rendus, July, 1847. Soe 
1. Excess of acid, particularly the birec Nene: if added drop by drop 
tothe ne silicates, throws down nearly all the silica; the same 
quantity added at once, does not precipitate the smallest portion. = 
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‘: 2. Silica once precipitated in any way, does not redissolve in acid. 
Be 3. Weak acids decompose alkaline silicates at common tempera 
a tures, the silica appearing as jelly or in gelatinous flocculi. 

_ 4. Finely divided hydrous or anhydrous silica decomposes the solu- 
we tions of alkaline carbonates and dissolves in them, at a boiling heat. 
be 5. Silica at common temperatures from an alkaline silicate or fluorid 
a of silicium, is a definite hydrate HO SiO; heated to 212°, it becomes 

3 HO 2810,. 
. 2 6. Metallic solutions precipitate from an alkaline silicate a mixture of 

hydrate of silica and a metallic silicate; the latter alone dissolves in the 
mineral acid. 

7. A clear and very strong solution of silica in hydrochloric acid is 
a obtained by dissolving silicate of copper in the acid and precipitating 
a the copper by sulphuretted hydrogen. 

8. The last named solution evaporated under the air-pump gives the 
hydrate HO SiO, in perfect crystals, which are small transparent 

edles in stars or tufts. »U. 8. 
~ 17. On the Inorganic ‘Substances in the different parts of Plants ; 
by Dr. C. Rammetssere, (Poggendortf’s Annalen.)—The examina- 

e quantity of phosphoric acid in seeds has 

fa, gad G. C.S. 

A esia, in proportions to form spinel, were mixed 
with fused boracic and ont ait r cent. bichromate of potash. 
‘Xposed on platina foil to the highest temperature of the porcelain fur- 
nace of Séyres, a product was obtained ; the surface and interior cavi- 
ties of which were covered with crystalline facets having the form of 

the reguls hedron; rose red, transparent and readily scratching 
quartz. They were completely infusible by the blowpipe—and there 
can be no doubt of their identity with spinel. i 

A substitution of protoxyd of manganese for the magnesia produced 
farge lamine, having the form of equilateral triang'es “ oe hexa- 
gons. These parently manganesian spinel, whic S never 
TDineinendio te ninant kingdom. Oxyd of cobalt substituted 
for magnesia, gave blue-black regu 

. 
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Alumina and glucina in proportions to form chrysoberyl, 
mass with a crystalline surface of great splendor, and scratching ea 
and even topaz. ‘The hardness was therefore that of natural chryso- 
ery ls 
Silicates infusible in furnaces, can be formed by the same process. 

The constituents of emerald gave a substance which readily scratched 
quartz, and had the form of the regular hexagon 

The author concludes that many mineral species may be formed at 

a lower temperature than that required for their fusion. G.-G. Bs 
19. Improved exciting fluid for Grove’s a by C. Dewey, (in 

a letter to Professor Silliman, dated Rochester, N, Y., Nov. 20, 1847.) 

—Since the publication on this subject in the Journal “for May last, vol. 

sure entire success. ‘The mercury = not in this — appear to 
attacked on the amalgamated 2 c. The high solvent power of 

this solution may, as you have suggested, be one adindingh The 

chief owe however is in peseechionn the nitric acid from uniting: with 
the mercury. As nitrate of soda is found in the solution, it must be 
that ao oaloleie of soda is decomposed and nitrate of soda formed by 
the action of the voltaic power, when this will not take place i in — 

ty 

The action of the battery appears more uniform by the use 
of nie glauber’s salt. No successful attempt to prevent the destruction 
of the mercury in this battery had been made until this use of t 
glauber’s salt or of alkaline sulphates. 

20. Spirit Lamp for securing extreme heats with little delay ; by 
Prof. Exen N. Horsrorp.—For glass-blowing, the oil 1 a ith the 

of a skillful ogi leaves for some purposes little to desite. It is 
however dirty, requires constant picking up, is cumbrous, and cannot 
well be transported from place to place. It demands, Fig. 1. 

Ene 

| 
er 

well be employed in the fusion of silicates. 
Plattner’s apparatus, fig. 1, which is essentially a 

Berzelius lamp with a reservoir of air, worked by bel- 
lows and discharged on the margin of the flame, 
through a scries of jet-tubes gives a strong heat. It is 
clear, but is liable to the objection of not being moveable. 

_ The lamp of Dr. Charles T. Jackson. is upon the 
same principle, having in place of the separate jets a 
continuous annular jet, in connection with a reservoir - 

en, or ; strong blast of pet gon ri from: a 
iven by the foot. 
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The simple cup eolipile, fig. 2, gives perhaps 
a stronger heat than can be derived from a Ber- 
zelius lamp with a chimney, but will not serve © 
for fusing warning with soda, or for drawing out 
large glass 

An con, fig. 3., which unites all the de- 
sired excellences and which is but a slight modifi- 
cation of one previously in use in Germany, was _Fig- % 
introduced by the writer into the Giessen School 

ar. .ye 
Iti is clean, may be moved with as much facil- 

ity as the Berzelius lamp, gives a most intense 
heat for purposes of fusion, and may be employed 
with the ee convenience in all kinds of glass 

a clamp fastening it to the wick cylinder 
The fi following eae will od all needed 
danatio 

platinum and unscrews. The het -opening in 
the lamp is closed by a screw; c, cylinder for 
the support of a triangle and crucible ; _ eon 
chimney at the top of which glass may be dra 
cain August 4, 1847. 

Il. MineraLtocy AND GEOLOgyY. 

1. Report on Crystalline Slags peeinees ¢ in the Smelting and Manu- 
eeiure of Iron; by Joun Percy, M.D., and Witt1am Hatiows MILLER, 

essor of Mineralogy, Cambridge, (Rep. Brit. Assoc., for 1846.) 
~The following are the results of the analyses of Dr. Percy swith a state- 
ment of the crystalline form and other characters as given ‘ the memoir. 

crystals, allied to Idocrase.—The first series examined con- 

six specimens from hot-blast forheei in the vicinity of D 
hear Tipton; and one from a hot-blast furnace named La Providence, 
at Marchienne, Charleroi, Belgium 

-erysials were ones prisms or their secondaries, and were sim- 
ilar in form. H.=5:5—6. The —— all i i closely ; 
bts fous of them. 

a 

No. 1. | Ne 

38°05; 3 
14-11 1 

oh gs, "ero b ‘ 35:70 3 

» «nt ena ’ T6L | 
Protoxyd of manganese, 0-40; 0 
Broosyd ot ofiron,- | 127] 148 

a et, 185} 4-11 | 
‘Sul huret of | ‘cali, £ foe @en | 0981" 
: ‘a ae op » 0-19. 074 as 

| 100-00 | ab 
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1. Specific gravity, ° t : 29052 at 19°-2 C. 
2. fs , f 29152. 19°22; 
3. $ : t sii RO2AD 0“ AOC 
4. Z : : so SOD 8T oS BO 

* From the analyses, the following formula is deduced :— 
Al?02, SiO0?-++-2 (3(Ca, Mg, Mn, Fe) O, SiO). 

The formula differs from that of ae in containing two equivalents 
of the silicate of lime series instea one. Ivanov however has de- 
scribed a mineral from Slatoust, ention | in composition with the pre- 
ceding slags ;* but Professor H, Rosé informs us that the analysis of 
Ivanov has been clearly proved erroneous. Berthier has given the 
results of several analyses of slags from blast furnaces of neasly the 
same composition, but has incorrectly deduced the formula ‘ (Ca, Mg, 

M, f )S+-AS,’ which is that of idocrase. He has also omitted in lis 
analysis of a slag from Dudley, protox yd of ma nganese, potassa. and 
sulphur, which were found in all the preceding analyses of slags from 
the same locality 

Crystalline slag allied to Gehlenite—Slag (No.7) was obtained 
from one of Mr. Dawes’s hot-blast furnaces at Oldbu 

The crystals were thin square pelts the lateral faces of which were 
perpendicular to each other, and to the terminal faces. They appea 
to belong to the prema! stg “They are white, and when very 
thin transparent. dne 

e eonpoaion (atielvans No. 4 below,) approximates very nearly 
to that of Gehlen 

“ The oxygen of the silica is to the oxygen in either the alumina or 
lime bases in the proportion of 4 to 3. This leads to the formula, 

3(3CaO, Si O?)+-3Al? 02, SiO03, 
or as represented by Berzelius’s method of notation, 

3Ca3 Si+Al Si, 
which also appears to represent the constitution of Gehlenite more 

nearly than 2Ca? Si+ Al? Si, which is usually assigned to it.”F 
‘« Admitting this slag to be really Gehlenite, the circumstance of it its 

production at a high temperature in an iron farn ace, ma ibly be 
made available by the geologist in explaining the ifevaet of the rocks 
in which the natural mineral occurs in Fassathal in the T 

Crystalline slag allied to Humboldtilite—No, 8 was also oa Mr. 
Daw It was obtained during the process of remelting cast iron with 
lime ina shall 6 ola. 

t is a mass of oan. -gray slag containing imbedded long yellow crys 
tals, which appear to be square prisms with the angles truncated ; cleav- 
able perpendicular to the axis of the prism. In part of the specimen 
the crystals are very fine and radiated, 

“ Without attempting to extort from the analytical results a pre ise 
i¢ expression, we may state that probably the formula nee anced 

* "Hanmelbrg Part ii, p. 258, and first supplement, o WEhe sinks 
t nelsber; ; Handworterbuch, Theil i, p. 250; sfcnd pple» 
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boldtilite, as deduced from the analysis of von Kobell,* arse repre- 
sents the constitution of this slag.t The formula in question 

3R? Si+RSi. 
“Damour assigns a different formula for Humboldtilite, which he 

believes to be identical with mellilite; and this formula is precisely 
that which we have given for the first series of blast-furnace slags.t 

No. 7. | No. 8. | 

Analysis. Oxygen. | = Oxygen. 
Silica,  - . . . worse - 14-71 45-59 > 23-68 
Alumina, , ¥ : 24:24 + + 11-33 166 ht C18 
a F . , ° . 40-12 38-20 

#gnesia, : 2:79 _ i i ; 
Penosya. of manganese, 0-07 at 0-91 <9 ee 

- Protoxyd of ir 4 0-27 Fl 
Potassa with a trade ‘of'soda, ig, Gamer meuareme, | b | oe 
Sulphate of lime, 0°26 —— 
Sulphuret of calcium, — - 3:38 1-76 

“ Berzelius remarks on Damour’s Se lee that ‘in designating by r 
the bases with 1 atom of oxygen, and by R the bases with 3 atoms of 
oxygen, the formula 278+-RS wi ill be obtained, which expresses a 
omewhat rare kind of composition.” ’ 

__ Crystalline slags, allied to Pyroxene.—Nos. 9 and 10 were commu- 
nicated by M. Krantz, the well-known siderskaces " Berlin. They 
Were labelled, Olsberger Furnaces, on the Rhine. 

contains a drusy cavity ba projecting crystals, which are 
Bot sufficiently bright for measurement with the reflective goniometer. 

a 

Hardness —5. No. 10 is-a mass exhibiting a radiated crystalline 
Structure, the individuals of which are too small for measurement. 

ardness — 5°7. p 
To one side of each of these specimens are attached minute scales 

f graphite of 1. 
The analyses gave the following results :— 

s No, 9. No. 10, 

Pilih, th . ; 53:37 >=: + SOG 
alumina, . ; SiZ * : 4°76 

/ = Lime, Ets OBIS aa ee 
Sea as Ma agnesi ja PA 9°50 + . 4 

 Protoxy d of manganese, * PER Ce A coe 
i Protoxyd ofiron, ° . 005° ~*~ 2 1:48 

oe 101 100-60 
“Wi ith the exception of a few small aot of in a drusy cavity in - 
o , the crystallization of the two preceding slags is confused, so that w 

ngs hope to deduce from their composition a salisfactory 
fru The oxygen of the acid being ana double that of the 

- saeiewemet na Mineralogy, p- 359. oo this an. 8 
a ‘} Ibid, p. an Alger's Mineralogy, 6a. 
Bisons fassas, ¥ Vol. ree. No, 13.—Jan., 1848. 17 
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bases, the slag is formed of bisilicates, and evidently approximates very 
nearly i in composition to some varieties of augite (pyroxene) containing 
umina.” 
Crystalline slags, undetermined.—No. 11 was brought by Mr. Black- 

well from the hot-blast furnaces called L’Espérance, at Seraing, near 
Liége, i in Belgium 

his slag is brown, porous, and confusedly crystalline. 
Analysis. Oxygen. 

Silica, - , > : 55°77 - 28°97 
Alumina, ’ : : 19-96: . 6°49 
Lime, ° , : ‘ 22:22 

Magnes : 2:10 
a eeaey of pienge ; 2°52 By SO 
Protoxyd of i ‘ 2°12 
Potassa, ° : . PTS St ‘ 0°30 

100-41 

“ As the crystallization was very confused, and as the analytical re- 
sults do not point satisfactorily toa formula, we do not attempt to 
duce any rational ue of the composition of this slag.” 

n of “ refinery cinder” produced in the Brom- 
ford Iron Works, near ag Eien and was eeercibestied by one of 

tbe proprietors, our friend, Mr. John Dawes. The process of here 
which is not now extensively practised in Staffordshire, consists in ex-. 
posing the surface of melted cast iron to the action of a indi; The 
products are refined or white iron, and “ refinery cinder” or slag. iis 

Analysis. Oxygen. 

Silica, *° : : vot wee ek * 1PS2 
Protoxyd of iron, * : 61:28 -: - 13°95 

Protoxyd of manganese, ° 358 ° , 0°70 
Penis Tae : 3°41 

. ‘ ‘ 3:41 2 A 0:97 

iaga : : . O76 - . 0:29 
maclde, : ‘ : : 0-46 
Error of loss, - : ‘ 0-45 

00 
*“ From the identity in crystalline ms of this slag with the one suc- 

ceeding, we are inclined to regard it as a mixture of silicate of protoxyd 
of iron with a considerable amount of impurity, represented especially 
by the alumina. This view would also appear to receive confirmation 
from an inspection of the slag itself. We need sca arcely refer to the 

numerous instances of well-formed crystals containing much foreign 
matter, so that there seems to be nothing improbable in this view re- 
specting the composition of the crystals of this slag, which are certainly 
not perfectly formed.” 

Crystalline slags of Silicate of Iron. a 13 is a pare ag crys 
tallized specimen presented by Mr. Dawes. It was found in the flue 
of a puddiing furnace, where it a probably as exposed Pah yer 
temp erature for a considerable tim 

Ch surface of this slag is ‘ial with bright black crystals, ex- 
hibiftaig =r an iridescent tarnish. The er ; belong to to the 

BE pe i ge Poe arn aes v: 

: era foe ; a 5 
£ = eats ie i 

eam Ht she TS A EE ee i tees Mar AS Sh: Shee ae deel heoeto 6, 0, See. rr eee 
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prismatic system, and resemble those of chrysolite. The crystals have 
pe faces of two rhombic prisms, one of 130° 36’, and the other 
1° 36’. 

Hardness = 6. Specific gravity at 18°-6 C. = 40805. 
“‘ Crystals similar to these in form, composition and mode of occur- 

rence, were described by Mitscherlich in the Annales de Chimie, t. 
XXI easurements of crystals of the same form, and a comparison 
of their angles with those of olivine, were given by one of the authors 
(W. H. M.) of the report in the third volume of the Transactions of 

e American Philosophical Society. 
“Estimating the whole of the iron as protoxyd, the composition 

would be nearly that of Fe? Si, the formula assigned by Thomson to 
the mineral from Ireland, named ‘ Anhydrous silicate of iron.’ ow, 

the slag will in constitution as well as form resemble olivine, the mag- 
hesia of the latter being replaced by protoxyd of iron. 

No. 18. No. 14. 
Composition. A sie mae — 

Analysis. Oxygen. | Analysis. Oxygen. 
Silica, . . A A 29-60. °°. «15-37 ae 12-41 
Protoxyd of iron, rage 48-43 . . 11-02 983 - . 9-07 

Sesquioxyd of iron, .  . | 17119. . 524 | 2875. . 7:28 
I rotoxyd of manganese,” . DPB. | cert ARES 617-02 acy 299 
tyra ae ee 1-28 0-59 Oo . 0-42 
egies 0-47 0-13 0-23. 0-08 
Magnesia 0-35 0-13 024 . 0-09 

| § hosphoric acid i 1/34 0-75 642 . 3-60 
‘Sulphuret of iron, 1-61 0-62 

: 10-132 102-08 

No. 14 is a slag “found by Mr. Twamley at the Bloomfield iron- 
works, Tipton, in a heap of calcined puddling furnace slag, technically 
called ‘tap cinder.’ The proprietors of these works have secured by 

nation which one of us has made (J. P.), to be sufficient to soften and ) -) igglutinate the pieces of slag together, but not to effect perfect fusion. 486 P g toge 
j 

# 

oe The. 
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ag sng The general resemblance of their forms, however hose 
f No. 12 is so close, as to leave no doubt of their crystalline nen i 
“At 18-2° C., specific gravity = 4-1885. _ 
«Tt attracts the magnetic ioneses strongly.” : 
* We regard slag No. 14 as similar in constitution to the preeilinars ‘ 

the alumina, some ‘of the sacegariare of iron, and the phosphoric acid 
being present as impurity. The presence of so large a quantity of | 
3 of iron in this slag, is probably to be explained by its long 

absorption of oxyge n. e powder of the slag, when heated to red- : 

ness in a platinum crucible, changes color, acquiring a brown ons x 

and increases in weight. The quantity of phosphoric acid is also 
_markable, and is well deserving the attention of those engaged in ve — 
smelting of i iron. Bertbier has given ir analysis of a refinery slag a 
from Dudley (Traité des Essais, t. 2, p. 289) containing 7-2 per cent. 
of phosphoric acid. It is found that then puddling furnace slag (tap ae 

cinder) is il with the ordinary ores of iron, such as argillaceous: ie 
ore and hemat » the i iron is liable to be ‘cold short,’ or possess ies pe eee ae 

e 
sheibe acid, the aahatabtcinet will be introducing into the furnace the 
ve i d it i tC 

those Sifscd in ahd manufacture of iron. e iscovery of a meth- 
‘ 

or. 
15 is inferred from the measurements of Prof. Miller to be a 

tical ith o. 13. 
2. Mineral Localities in New York; by F. B. H.—The following 

seen id are not mentioned in the E inal Geological Reports s of 

Carbonate of Strontian occurs in the town of Theresa, Jefferson : 
o., in considerable quantities, It much resembles specimens from 

Strontian Island in rie. ‘ 
Yellow Ochre is found in Rutland, Jefferson Co., near the banks of 

Black River. Jt has been used to's limited exten 
Chalcedony occurs in nodular masses of considerable size in the 

rock at nies ral bridge, Jefferson Co. Good specimens may be proc ured. 
as been detected by Mr. Wilder of Lowville, occurring with 

‘inhi, sphere, pyroxene, &c., on the farm of Mr. Cleveland in 
Diana, Lewis Co. It is in small but very brilliant prisgaue crystal 

ng the usual crystalline forms. It is rare; but a very few crys , 
tals ‘having been found. i 

Magnetic Oryd of see has been recently found in beds in the pnt x 

rock of Greig, Lewis _he mine has been explored to to some extent — 
and 
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Sulpharet of iron in grains occurs disseminated uniformly through 
ore and in sufficient apm vs oe impair its value 
As most of the ore is obedient to the magnet, it may be purified from 

the pyrites by the magnetic aednien machine. The bed in which it 

stituent minerals of the gneiss occur, ee separate, forming par- 
allel bands in the rock. This is the only known locality of ae 
iron ore on the western side of the great sition forest of New Yor. 

Ill. Borany AND Zoouoey. 

“1. Dried Plants from Santa Fe, New Mezxico.—Mr. Avcu 
Fenpter, who, under the direction of Dr. Engelmann, went out to ie 
Fe in the autumn of 1846 a the purpose of exploring the botany of 
wear has now returned to St. Louis with his rich collections, 

species. The specimens are well made, in good condition, and mostly 
very fine and complete. A printed account of them, with descriptions 
of the new species, by Prof. Gray and Dr. En aelmann, will soon ap- 

oa a copy of which wil! be sent to each subscriber. The price is 

ed at $10 per hundred, exclusive of transportation from St. Louis to 
New York or Boston. As all the sets not taken up here, will be sent 
abroad at once, those who desire them should make early application 
a paid) to Dr. George Engelmann, St. Louis, or to Dr. A. ry ay, at 

mbridge, Massachusetts. A. G: 

2. Materials Jars a History of the Coleoptera Longicornia of 
the United States ; by S. S. Hatpeman, Philadelphia, 1847, 66 pp. 
wai (from the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, 

- X. )—This valuable memoir, besides giving a detailed catalogue of 

naa species with full references, contains also descriptions of 1 many 

at 20, i The number as yet found in the United States is stated 
mw iY, while in — 180 have been found, and in Englan 

icus, Hylotrupes biefale; Phymatodes variabilis, Clytus gacelle; 
Cain sangnineum, Monohammus sutor, ple om © 

=< could not readily be ont a with arenes analogues, it 
we 

relation a those of Europe than re those 0 
_enera being mostly found in both regions 
northern forms are rpms ane cole 
oe ‘agen and e Prionida are most fully represent- 

paper Siar Genera Elephadion, Desmocerus, 
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Tetraopes, Dorcaschema, and others, are strictly North American 
forms, while the extensive European apterous genus Dorcadion, is per- 
haps entirely unknown here. .Among the genera common to North 
and South America may be mentioned Mallodon, Callichroma, Ebu- 
ria, Amniscus, Oncideus, Hippopsis, Amphionycha and Distenia.” 

egs of the Moa, the extinct gigantic bird of New Zealand; 
— of a letter to the senior editor from Dr. Mantell, dated Loreldily 

.)—** My son Walter Mantell, (a resident of New Zea- 

of the egg shells which he sent to me in a letter. They are highly 
interesting. They differ in their marking from any known, but'm 
nearly approach the eggs of the South American ostrich. The surface 

is covered with fine interrupted linear markings, - - - - not depres- 

sions or punctures -. -. like the ostrich. They are relatively thin- 

ner than the ostrich’s eggs and from their very slight convexity must 
have belonged to eggs of great size. They are of a cream color, and 
the edges of many of the fragm ments are Southded from alluvial attri- 
tion. They have a ron. recent appearance, and the birds, if extinct, 
cannot have long been 
In the October suehee of the Annals and Magazine of Natural His- 

tory, it is stated that the portions in Dr. Mantell’s possession belong to 
several eggs and apparently to different Sects of the Moa; the linear 
markings are variously disposed in different specimens. Mr. Walter 
Mantell’s collection of bones amounts from seven hundred to eight hun- 
dred of different parts of the skeleton ; among which are specimens of 
the mandibles which have not been previously obihihed. These bones 
will doubtless furnish some interesting additions to our knowledge of 
ma Rg sntar birds of the ostrich tribe which once trod the soil of 

ly. hkused’ 
ie 

1. Brorsen’s Comet, found Sais 20.—Mr. Brorsen at Altona discov- 
i 4907 

ates of July 21, and Aug. 1 and 11, phe basil mt) M 
Paris, in the Comptes Renduy of Aug. 2 3, 1847. 

* Perihelion passage, 1847, eal Lge ne 
Long. of perihelion, P. 23/52] ? 
Ome rte ¥ a0 14 49 re» 45 “1847, 

Inclination, F ‘ 19 19 78 
Excentricity, F ‘ 0:996 1247 a es 
Perihelion dist, : ‘ 04939490 oo igh eee 

Motion, direct. 

This comet is the’ same as flint discovered, ae 11, 1847, ee § 
ee: Moscow a 

oe ‘dh tu 
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» 2. Miss Mitchell’s Comet, found Oct. 1.—The comet discovered on 
the night of Oct. 1, 1847, by Miss Maria Mitchell at Nantucket, Mass., 
was detected on the 3d of that month by the astronomers of the Observ- 
atory at Rome,—on the 7th by Rev. W. R. Dawes at Cranbrook, Eng., 
—on the 8th by M. Colla, at Parma,—and on the 11th by Madam 
Rimker, at Hamburg. Miss Mitchell is therefore the earliest observer 
of this body, and is moreover the first American entitled to the honor 
of the original discovery of a comet. A communication on the subject 
will be found at p. 83 of this number. 

3. Schweizer’s Comet, found Aug. 31, (Astr. Nach., No. 612.)— 
M. Scuweizer, ubserver at Moscow, discovered on the evening of Aug. 

¥ 31, 1847, a faint telescopic comet not far from ¢ Cassiopeia, its posi- 
. tion being about R. A. 30° and N. decl. 653°. The following para- 

bolic elements were computed by Dr. Petersen, from the Altona ob- 
. servations of Sept. 11, 13, 15. 
by Perihelion passage, (Berl. m. t.) 1847, Aug. 8-18973. 

Pa ; perihelion, § ‘ 22° 10’ 248 } App. eqx. Long. of 
Dae A PRS WOMSS: Gi : 75 58 24 ‘7 § Sept. 13. 

Inclination, . : : : 82: 41:24 5 
Log. perihelion dist., 0-169672 

Motion, ; ; : ‘ direct. 
4. Elements of the Planet Iris.—M. Yvon Vittarckav communica- 

ted to the French Acad. of Sciences, Oct. 18, the following corrected 

elements of the planet Iris, which was discovered by Mr. ind, Aug. 

h. 
_ Mean long. 1847, Aug. 13-0. Par. m. t., 334° 12/353) 
; ne Saag 41 Aug 4ong. of perihelion, 56 20 - ir 
“asc. node, : : : 259 53 14-0 

5 28 51-4 
g- semi-axis major, . : ‘ .  0°3758769 

Excentricity,  . . 02268410 
- Period in sidereal years, Sey ee 4B 
5. The New Planet Flora.—Mr. J. R. Hin of Mr. Bishop’s Observa- 
tory, London, discovered on the 18th October, 1847, another planet be- 

Onging to the group between Mars and Jupiter. It was not far from the 
star 15 Orionis, and appeared like a star of the ninth magnitude, with a 

bluish light. By measures from a star Bessel v, 48, Mr. Hind obtained 
the following positions of the new planet. ve Ad aa 

1847, Oct. 18, 11) 40™ 4° Gr. m.t, 5¢30 40°11 14° 3) 354 
= 15 410 ee 26-2 
a 52 4 E85 “S 

6. Sateitite of the Planet Neptune.—Mr. Lassett, of Liverpool, in 
. letter dated Sept. 20, 1847, to the Editor of the London Times, states 

that he finds the period of the satellite of Neptune to be 5 days, 20 

e hours, 50 minutes, 45 seconds,—which he thinks cannot be more than 
_ & few minutes in error. The projected orbit is @ narrow ellipse, with 

* See this Journal, ii ser., vol. iv, p- 425- 
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an axis inclined about 28° to the Ecliptic, and with its semi-axis sub- 
tending about 18”, so that the satellite is about 250,000 miles from the 

planet. It is much brighter in the preceding than in the following half 
of its path. The orbit which it appears to describe has a minor axis 
differing little from the diameter of the planet. The periodic time as- 
signed by Mr. L. accounts for all the etn de of the planet and 
satellite, Scocea by him since his discovery. observations in 1847, 
from Aug. 31 to Sept. 6, are quite conclusive as a the existence of the 
satellite. Mr. L.’s observations have all been made with a Newtonian 
reflector, constructed by himself, of 24 inches diameter and 242 inches 
focal distance, using magnifying powers of 205 and 370 

This satellite has also been seen by the aid of the Grand Refractor, 

at Cambridge, Mass., and Mr. Bond has published his observations 

thereon of Oct. 25, 27, 28, 1847. In the course of these observations, 

the oh pi of another satellite fainter and more distant, was strongly 

suspect 
Ina sigs dated Cet. 26, 1847, to the Editor of the Boston Courier, 

Prof. Peirce remarks, “the mass of Neptune corresponding to Mr. 
Lassell’s result, is equal to that of Uranus, so that with this mass, one 

half that of Leverrier and Adams, it cannot account for more than 

forty of the one hundred and eighty seconds of the unexplained irreg- 
ularities in the motion of Uranus.” 

In regard to the ring, nothing ebeviwiely: certain is sh oiexminay 
but Mr. Lassell has no doubt of its existence 

V. MisceELLANEous lakataieace: crise it) 

1. Crystallography : Memorandum; by J. H. ALEXANDER, in a let- 
ter to the Senior Editor, dated Baltimore, Dec. 7, 1847.)—You may 
Laan ig meee my mention to you of some as which had pre- 

mselves in td course of researches I was making into the 
hin leteactatel of crude iron. I have, as opportunity served, pu 

hoeee’ arrived at. Such an announcement I prefer to make in i 
manner habitual during what may be called ibe Pag period ¢ 
the science in the seventeenth century ;—I mean, by an anagram. 

The manifest, various advkatiges of this resort pinto with me the 
otherwise too serious objections to it on the score of singularity. i 

send you therefore the following anagram expressive of 1 iid 
mental principle of the law and of its scope, which I should like to 
have published in the January No. of the Journal, with such portions 
as letter as you may consider appropriate. 
ect 3D+16E+7F+ 3G+ 5H+-131+ 
—- BL-+- 6M+-11N-+-140+ ee apale 

14T+. 2U+ W+ X-+ 8Y. 

ars a ea Pe eS Sag : 

FeO eer Se Barada ie ER ieee ? é i a 
4 Bet een ie io Fe A a aa 

i ovis es iS i 

- See CON eR er ee nn eae Cee at eee ee Se ae en oe Bytes 

GY ee i 
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complete to deserve so high an encomium, but still I am desirous to 
lay it before my countrymen, to show them how highly their labors are 
oan in - rance, that it may serve to stimulate us to renewed ex- 
rtions, while may also turn our attention more to France, and cause 

us to unite more oars than ever with our ancient allies and most 
Fol associates 

“In truth we are never more penetrated with the natural connection 
of ideas relative to geology, than while following in our minds the ge- 

ists in countries where every thing is to one, in countries which 
have not been submitted to any observations. They are obliged, as we 

perceive, to occupy themselves with a crowd of objects that are we 
mately connected, such as the determination of latitudes and lon 
tudes, the measurement of tvghie; the determination of the elements af 

climate, the picturesque nature of the country, its topography, and its 
Principal productions. It is this which M. Humboldt accomplished 
when he traversed the different regions of the New World, and his 
course has served as an example to other A so, mika who have: followed 

the science in its most elevated point 0 
“This is what we see in the very numerous and minute explorations 

which are made in the United States of America. Geological re- 
Searches are carried forward there with great activity. A great num- 

StNow York, k, of Pesonyirinia of Maryland, of New Jersey, of Dela- 

Ware, of Virginia, of Georgia, of Ohio, or Tennessee, of Kentucky, of 
Indiana, of Michigan, &c. Each of these states has its geological map 

“In America their net meht i a character of ereceetne 
ter ower ine instructive og rican ya eaagag make a 

de sparse 5 os del A yale des Sci- 
* Ritos s de ——e sage ~ professées au College de oaky ec ag année 

wie I ntl sheath au College. Royale 
ast iere. Paris, 1845, 

ence de l'Institut de France, Ingenieur en chef des 
de France, Officier de la Legion d Mi cident, &e. &e 
Sxcoxp Senses, Vol. V, No. 13,—Jan., 1848. 18 
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make or complete their feted and physical maps. They have 

to measure heights—they have to determine the composition of the soil— 
and they are charged also 3 on exploration of matters of public util- 
ity, such as result from the nature of the soil, relation to agriculture, 

the valuation of uncleared lands which the State may have for sale, th 
indications of all the quarries and all the mines that may be found in 
the district. 

‘“* These are the very important functions which the state geologists, 
as they are called, have to perform. ‘True enlighteners of scie 
of industry, they have a much greater mission to fulfill than pls of the 

engineers of mines in France, even more than those who are charged 
at the same time with the execution of geological maps, and the super- 
intendence of mines and furnaces. In Europe, geologists have rarely 
to give indications such as are required of the American a in 

— the principal quarries and mines have been for a long time 
know 

4 si ‘Am merica, where civilization advances daily into countries which 
had not before been cleared, the geologists have to pursue the science 
in all its several parts, because no part of the work has been done in 
advance ; and they have to proceed in a methodical manner. When 
they have seit rit a mine, they have even to make known the 
method of workin 

“ Their mission ny also to the examination of the productions of 
the soil, to the description of the Flora and Fauna of the country, 50 ee “i 

Circular on a Staiue. to Geoffroy y St. Hilaire, 9 pone to Dr. 
Geiscie T. Jackson, President of the Association of American Geol- 
ogists andNaturalists, Prost hee for the Amer. Joe of <a by C. 
T. Jackson.)—With the desire of responding to a wish which has been 
strongly manifested in sate and throughout the rest of Europe, it bas 
been decided that a hae in bronze should be erected by subscription 

mory of one of the greatest naturalists of the nineteenth cen- 
mon- 

or the monuments to Cuvier.—They would have believed hat were 
sive injustice ms their societies, which are so renowned and so glori- 

s to America, if they had admitted fora rots that an enterprise 
F this kind would not awaken the same sentim 

ery spin, on the other hand authorizes taal to eee that the 
hor of the Philosophy of A who by his gemiu: 

conecived and se the grand principle of unity i in structure, an 

aks 
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not less appreciated in the new world than in the o 
Every thing tends to satisfy them that the American savants, so nus 

merous, active and fruitful, and so ardently devoted to the progress of 
human knowledge, would accord to the memory of M. Geoffroy their 
testimony of sympathy which would excite in France the most lively 
Satisfaction and profound gratitude. 

uch, sir, are the sentiments which have decided the subscribers 
to address you the prospectus annexed, and to ask you to communicate 
it to the Association in which you preside. 
Permit us to add our knowledge and gratitude in advance and our 

respectful sentiments. 
(Signed. ) Duméril, Arago, Dumas, Serres, L. Elie de Beau- 

mont, Jomard, Reynaud, Roche. 
‘Paris, April 30, 1847. 

idea around which the labors of the zoologist are daily grouping, is 

entific lectures. The compliment consisted in the fact that the students 
eteegy the distinguished lecturer with a silver box, which contained 

sum of $250 in half-eagles, to which was added a free passage 

Teference to the finny tribes. Since his arrival among us, he has 
@ number of new discoveries with regard to fish, which are said to” of 

ery great importance. as an evidence of his indefatigability, it 

might be mentioned that for some weeks past he has and 
4 Constant visitor to our city markets, where he has kepta number of 
fish mongers in his pay, from whom he has obtained a variety 

riosit 

ity attend him through his southern tour. ; ate 
_ 5. Adulterations in Medicines—From a printed circular by the 
Trustees of the College of Pharmacy, New York, we cite the follow- 
ing facts with regard to the adulterations in medicines used In the Uni- 
ted. States.—Bromid of potassium is imported and sold for the iodid of 

tassium, some parcels being mixtures and others entirely bromid. 
the iodid is also adulterated frequently in large proportion with other 
salts of an entirely different character. | 

: This present ‘ike Gade in addition to the regular emoluments of the course. 
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Blue pill is imported containing a per-centage of mercury from ten 
down to seven and a half, mixed with blue clay and prussian blue, to 
give the proper density and color. Two importations of this kind from 
the manufactory of William Bailey, of Wolverhampton, have been 
publicly exposed by this College in the newspapers, the first in the 
year 1845, and the second and worst lot during the sini month. Its 
composition according to the analysis of our Prof. Rei 

Mercury, = ‘ ' : 75 
Earthy clay, . : : ; . 270 
Prussian bhi used in | coloring, é i ’ 15 
Sand in combination with the clay, . 2 (7 2a 

Soluble saccharine matters, . ‘ : ‘ 34:0 

Insoluble organic matters, : : : . 0 
Water, , { , ' : 4 ; 16-0 

100-0 
An account of the former, with the correspondence between our 

— eg ts in the New York Journal of Medicine for September. 
large quantities of rhubarb, uae decayed, the better parts of 

bien are dark colored, with scarcely any taste or smell, having prob- 
ably been exhausted to make extract, come from ngland, invoice 
there from a to 8 pence sterling per lb. It is intended and used fo 
powdering, color being given to it by turmeric, &c. Xe 
, —"s, pals: pe oxyd of zinc on the English labels, is generally 

“ of zinc, being imported at a price which A ig tik ae 
sibility of honest preparation. 

All that is received under the name of precipitated sulphur, (or “ lac 
sulphur,” as the merchants commonly term it,) except when it is ex- 
pressly ordered, from an ee manufacturer, contains from 80 to 
95 per cent. of sulphate of lim 
Opium is _—_ invoiced at ethers the value of good quality, and 

is found upon examination not to be worth even that. The sa me ray 
be said of scam elon y: 

Most of the foreign extracts are not what they profess tobe, and 
cannot be relied upon in the treatment of disease 4; 

The salts of quinine, morphine, and all the more costly chemicals 
are greatly i ht 5 : 

‘e are informed by the agent of an English manufacturer of chem: 
icals, fairer and many other preparations used in medicine, that it is 
a regular and systematic business, carried on by his principal and 
others in his line, to make articles for the American market of differ- ae 

ent qualities, one for the Atlantic es — another, very rouch infe- — 
rior, “for the West,” meaning thereby our Western States. He gives 
us, for instance, the following ihe ions: “compound extract of 
ee th, 9s. 6d.; do. for the West, 5s.”—the latter, as we are allow- 
2d to infer, sentnin ning no scammony at all, only the poorest ‘sort of 

siaee, pane bt ilon if if mas alannah or extract from, it. ar Hee pill, 
the Is. 
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Is it wonderful that such uncommon doses as we hear of, are taken, 
pe, and indeed required at the West, and that disappointment is every 
# where experienced by physicians in the action of medicines? And 

these examples are but few out of many that might be given. 
_ This circular has been addressd as a memorial to the Legislature of 
New York, praying that a law may be enacted, declaring that all im- 

* ported articles intended for medical use, which may appear to the prop- 
er Custom House Officer to be spurious, counterfeit, or adulterated, 

;. shall be subject to competent inspection, and if found to be of base 
a character, confiscated and destroye 
% . h 
a letter to Prof. B. Silliman, Jr.)—It was my rare fortune to travel two 

< directly opposite the city of Mosul,) it would appear that that also sus- 

2 tains a similar relation to the others. From this fact, the view which I 
= Presented in the article in your Journal, that Nineveh was latterly made 

Stones sculptured and carved sent to England from the disentombed 

Palaces of Nimrood, there is an obelisk of considerable size, containing &8 appears from the partially deciphered inscription, a chronological list Of the kings of Assyria, beginning with Ninus,—and it would seem that 
it agrees with authoritative Egyptian chronology. apts jess space to detail farther. The time is fone 

these inscriptions translated out before them in detail, and in the mean 

curate copies of the inscriptions and drawings and plans of athe fig- 
ures and rooms which have been disinterred. He goes to England 
immediately for this purpose. f pies 

aa ; OBITUARY. 

she hoof Avexanver Bronentart.—This distinguished man has 
_ his mortal career, and his obsequies were performed at Paris, 

___We have in progress a translation of a par of a discourse upon his 
life cukciomann inseam hai de Doaumont, but its length 
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precludes its appearance in our present number, and we reserve it for 
the next. In our present brief notice we — have reference, chief; 

to our personal knowledge of Mr. Brongniar 
He early favored the senior editor of this Journal with a collection 

of materials, such as were employed by him in the manufacture of 
porcelain at the royal establishment at Sévres near Paris, of which he 

was m ears and at his death the Superintendent. It was accom- 
panied by a catalogue, in detail, descriptive not only of the specimens, 
but of the processes for preparing the materials, modelling the vessels, 
baking them in biscuit, glazing, ornamenting and enamelling; and even 

were united. One of the most interesting things in the collection, was 
a series of porcelain tablets about three inches by two, containing samples 

of the sire colors used in ornamenting porcelain; being of equal 

size, they are now framed under glass and form a beautiful picture. 
se 

i of Paris ner its environs, eing the res t of the examination made 
by the joint labors of Cuvier and Bivngnies upon the geology and pa- 
Jeontology of that interesting region, which resulted also in the produc- 
tion of Cuvier’s magnificent account of the fossil bones. Mr. Brong- 
niart also sent out a collection of minerals and fossils illustrative - — 

ness, as well as of science or inellige nee. pre his influent 
also, we received occasional communications from his distinguished son, 
Mr. Adolphe Brongniart, particularly portions of his great work upon 
fossil vegetables. We were ha appy to have it in our power to aid tio 

po and other SH Aree regions in Pennsylvania, the bituminous 
coal field of Zanesville in Ohio, and the erence beds of Rhode Isl- 
and; which we were happy to learn gave great satisfaction to both the 
father and son,—a satisfaction still farther augmented by the elaborate 
exhibition of the coal vegetation of Ohio, Virginia and the West gene- 
rally, in the able account of them by Dr. S. P. Hildreth, in the Amer~ 
ican Journal of Science and Arts, vol. xxix. From these and other 
similar sources of information, the identity of the coal regions of North 
America with those of Europe was fully established. The American 
taba two oes has been constantly forwarded to the Messrs. Brong- 
niart as a mark of respect, and as a return for their fine works. 
An early saoitien of the elder Brongniart was so serviceable ib our 

instruction, that i it deserves a mention on this occasion, Sc 

ago, we were struggling both to obtain and to co! 
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2 nicate atone in the science of mineralogy, then in - infaney in 
2 this country. e were however thrown almost into despair by the un- 

minute and dry technicalities of the Wernerian language—useful and 
satisfactory as they are to adepts. At this time we obtained a copy of 

. Mr. Alexander Brongniart’s Mineralogy, being the substance of his lec- 
i tures as given in Paris. In this admirable work we found just what we 

wanted. The classification and arrangement were excellent, the de- 
; scriptions Ave sSeagee and discriminating ; ; the most important and dis- 
a tinctive characters were made ds se and those that were minute 
. and unimpor 08 were omitted. It wasa common off-hand mode of 
a describing, which placed the picture in full outline before the eye with- 
‘ out too elaborate a filling u The uses of the minerals were also indi- 
* cated in a striking manner, ‘and with this work literally in hand asa 
a text-book, and cited from topic to topic, and occasionally read aloud 

= English, there was no longer any serious difficulty in making min- 

ralogy interesting and instructive to the pupils. It is very remarkable 
Z that this work, of unrivalled excellence, was never published in more 

= than one edition, that of 1807—forty years before the death of the 
author. 

It is equally remarkable that the best work ever published in the Eng- 
: lish language upon the subjects of which it treats, namely, the Diction- 
- ary of Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geology, and the connected Arts, in 

_%2 two full volumes quarto, by the Aikins, in 1809, has also been confined 
to ae oe edition, and is now almost unknown to the younger class of 
st 

a In mineralo ogy we are no longer on in pee American 
works ; tas of Prof. Cleaveland in two volum in two editions has 

s have me aid, 

although a bianibar work as a ig a for young students is still a desid- 

eratum. The mention of Mr. Brongniart’s admirable work has led us 

into shi Higreasion from which we return. ur latest communications 

Mr. Bro rt 

him on this subject, ‘sittenars they were less siigpeietal than we could 
have wished, as our then known* aboriginal productions in this " 

were—exeepting Mexico—few and humble, and the ror eeepen 

Bai and ee was only beginning to become conspicuous in 

nited Stat 
aesiion:. porcelain was however produced at ron Spare 

coat in the fineness of the material and in the beauty of ing 
t of Sévres—but this country was not as yet willing . pay rd 

the highest order of talent and skill in the ornamental part of the col- 

oon and figuring. 

rom Mr. Brongniart’s beautiful work on the Ceramic a pli re- 
rit ot 4 the effort mentioned above, we learn that he has been success- 

d Davis have brought to ligh = vis have brought to light 

nantes ee cemabes or wa or porary in the Western States. 
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ful; and the museum which he has collected must form an interesting 
and instructive addition to the numerous attractions of Paris, in science 

In this brief and limited notice of a great and excellent man, we 

have been necessarily led intosome personal details. ‘To the few who 
—on grounds of propricty—object to every thing of this nature, we 
have nothing to say ; being of opinion that when the work of an emi- 
nent and successful benefactor of his race is finished and he is withe = 
drawn from our world, it is only a simple act of justice to his memor. 
to relate what we know of his good and useful deeds and of their bear- 
ing on the common good of mankin ae 

In taking our leave of an early friend and benefactor, we are again 

| course—cheering and directing us by t 
brilliant Cat aah have held forth; and how fast too, our fellow labor- 
ers in the mon cause are dropping from the ranks. But such reine 
erations, plaintive as they are, should only stimulate us to work on to 

the end,t ut good deeds—if happily we have performed any—may 
live senda ma an gone. B. S., Senior. — 

Dec. 15, 1847. 

8. James Keyt anp Timorny Pirin. 

Died in New York on the 13th of December, James Kent, late Chancellor of the 
State of New York, aged 855. and in New Haven onthe 18th of December, ' I 
Pitkin, “abies formerly a distinguished member of the C ess of the United States, 

ed 82. The studies of these eminent men were pot in the field of er science, 

wil ding to let em pass away, without 
departed friends; frie me ‘of universal knowledge ; Riots of thelr porte tad apes 
mankind, and warm persona! irenste of the writer of this brief notice. 

ancellor Kent was a man great versatility of talent ‘en fa aed al and 
of inextinguishable airthrastallen; united to great vivacity of spiri biscor 
physical as well as mental aouivity 5 pode his warm-hearted oii 8 

constitutional and national i eo! Siuidiv s were onf pies 
ican Jegal learning, but embraced th es law of other ¢ 
— f the most = tened f continental Euro 

taries, the production of his mature years, have alread rough numerous 
ditions, and are stereotyped for posterity. Thei foetits and their fame place 

them side by side w Blackstone, and their author's name 

rvived to a good old age, but exempt from its decays. In the vigor. of : is 
intellect and cheered “a hope, with no more physical infirmity than was necessat 
for the transition, he passed atelty out of rlife. . 

Mr. Pitxin sustained, during many years, a very responsible position im the 
House of _— me of the United States; being regarded as a reliable au- 
thority in th ih ns connected with the history me Bailey of the ‘government. | wig : Mola 3 of his 

petit A an fo such were his elity, his e Sans cnet veracity a and wom 
nity and Pe to es that both the great parties of the nation jistened 

ments, which were adnees anxi 
oa sain af; ational oliey. His yas on American Stati tistie 

: y- were ‘ an OC! 
i ded in vig na ing died in the same w 
n Tovey examples of bi 8) Sitelteaee in all th 
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wants of those ‘ha hive occasion to engage inn 
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ju 
of peice we have been for althoat ‘fort rty yenrl, ehiedFad onward and en nea 
aged by the favor and approbation of these em “ven! he n. 
» Chan i 

feelings; and we trust we do en: ee the nh a of the occasion, while 
a the memories of m mhom ave been proud to call our early and 

New Haven, Dec. 23, i 

ap BiBLioGRAPHY. 

volt Tables of Logarithms of asset % and of Logarithmic Sines, 
Shsigents and Secants to seven p wet, Decimals, together with other 
Tables of frequent use in the ae of Mathematics and in practical 
calculations; by Anrnony D. Sraney wy M., Professor of Mathe- 
matics in Yale College. New Haven: Durrie & Peck. 1847. 8vo, 
PP 394. nd, ' 
The logarithmic tables which have been published in this country, 

hava been for the most part exceedingly meagre. They generally om 
the logarithms of numbers only to 10,000, and sines and tangents to 
single minutes. They extend only to five or six decimal places; or if 
they give seven places, since they do not weitge the Asn shes parts 
corresponding to the differences of the tabular numbers, very little ad- 

. 
1 corm co 

desic computations. So notorious is this fact, thet nie a ticians so ve 

by common consent looked to foreign countries for the tables requisite 

in their computations. There was then a demand for such a book as 

Prof. Stanley proposed to furnish. Let us _— how well he has ac- 
quitted himself of the task he has 
rs We are struck by the first , eee at his otk, with the fairness of the 
aper neatness of the type. The type is indeed somewhat 
‘zcomp aaa, Vol. V, No. 13.—Jan., 1848. 
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smaller than we would prefer; but for trigonometrical tables, where it 
is necessary to oe sixty lines into a page, larger type would have 

been inconvenie 
In a volume of tables like the present, the — problem is to com- 

press the greatest amount of valuable matter into a given space, and so 
to arrange the materials as to furnish every possible facility to the com- 
uter. We shall be the better able to judge of the merits of Prof. 

Stanley’s tables, st comparing them with those which have hitherto 
een most esteemed. We will then compare Stanley’s table of loga- 

rithms of pellets ern that of Hutton. The former extends to 100,000; 
the latter to 108,000. There is some convenience in the latter part of 

Hutton’s table, particularly i in computing compound interest for long 
periods of time, and in other problems of a like kind. But Prof. Stan- 
ley has given in half a page at the end of the volume, i numbers 
most useful for this purpose, and has thus effected a saving of sixteen 
pages of numbers. ‘The arrangement of Stanley’s table is very similar 

to that of Hutton, except that the former has sixty lines to a page, 
while the latter has but fifty. Prof. Stanley has a more effectual mode 

Vith respect to 40 ogarithmic sines and on er we think the vapesk 
ority of Stanley’s tables as compared with those of Hutton is still more 
decided. Hutton gives sines and tangents to every second of t ‘first 
two degrees; but for the remainder of the quadrant he gives them 
only for each minute, with differences for 60”. In order then to find 
the correction for seconds, it is necessary to divide the tabular differ- 
ence by 60, and multiply the quotient by the given number o 
This operation is so laborious that we presume no mathem atician en 

ged in nice computations, ever long used Hautton’s trigonometrical 
tables, provided he could find better ones. That a trigonometrical table 
extending to seven places of decimals, should give simply differences to 
60”, when the differences for 100” would occupy no more room, is fi 
donable. On this account we long since discarded Hutton’s’ table of 

sines and tangents. Prof. Stanley gives sines, tangents and 
for every 10” for one-third of the quadrant, with differences to Hi. 
or the remaining ae thirds of the quadrant, he gives them only to 

Single minutes, but with differences to 1”. There is also a eo 
* pats for the frat ti iwo degrees, furnishing with pares - 

he last decimal place, the sine, tangent, etc., by means of sar ron 
f the arc expressed in seconds. Callet gies snes ee 1 every a 
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second for the first five degrees, and for every 10” throughout the quad- 
rant ; but this swells his table to 320 pages. It is believed that Prof. 

wever this matter is all embodied in the larger 
tables, it might have been dispensed with better than any other portion 
of the volume. 

_ Prof. Stanley has next given usa truly valuable traverse table. Hut- 
ton’s table, which does not extend to fractions of a degree, does not 
answer the demands of common surveyors. The ordinary traverse 
lables which extend to quarters of a degree, with distances from 1 to 
100, occupy ninety pages. Prof. Stanley’s table occupies but six pages 
and yields ten times greater precision. e table of meridional parts 
extends to tenths of a mile, and at the end of the volume we have two 
pages filled with useful numbers of, a miscellaneous kind. On the 

‘080 Society, &c. 
gies of English words, deduced from an examination and comparison 

of words of corresponding elements, in twenty languages of Asia and 
Kurope. II. The true orthography of words as corrected by their ety- 
mologies. II{. Pronunciation exhibited and made obvious by the division 
of words into syllables, by accentuation, by marking the sounds of the 
accented vowels when necessary, or by general rules. 1V. Accurate 

and discriminating definitions, illustrated when doubtful or obscure by 
examples of their use, selected from respectable authors, or by familiar 
Phrases of undisputed authority. Revised and en by Crauncey 
A. Goopricn, Professor in Yale College ; with Pronouncing Vocabula- 

Ties of Scripture, Classical, and Geographical Names. Springfield, 
: lass. Published by George and Charles Merriam, corner of Main and 

184 tate streets. 8, Hi sil 

_ Considered only as a reprint of Dr. Webster's Dictionary—an ele- 

Gant, accurate and cheap reprint, in a condensed and portable form— 
this book would have strong claims to public favor. But it is more than 
@ mere reprint. To an extent, it is the fruit of independent 
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labor and research ; a new and studied contribution to English —— 
raphy. The original work of Dr. Webster is justly regarded as a 

pendous monument of industry and erudition. Its superior merits fon 
been recognized by those best qualified to judge, on both sides of the 

Atlantic. Yet no one man in the brief space of one man’s life could 
give perfection to a work like this, embracing such a vast variety and 
multiplicity of subjects. And were it otherwise, could a perfect dic- 

ing 

know] , would very soon render it imperfect, and call for additions 
and re to make it se 99 with the actual condition of the 

language. It was no injury, then, to Dr. Webster’s fame, when the en- 

eetpriaing publishers of ca Dictionary, intending to issue a stereotype 
edition in a single volume, resolved on subjecting the work toa thorough 

and complete revision. Professor Goodrich, the gentleman whom t 
fixed upon as Editor, is a member of Dr. Webster's family ; and thus by 
circumstances as well as by abilities and learning, eminently qualified 
for the task committed to his hands. His name alone is a sufficient 
guaranty for the excellence of a work to which he has: devoted nS 
three laborious years. 

In executing this revision, art and science in their various departments 
have been treated with particular care. It has been the aim of the Ed- 
itor to secure at once completeness and correctness. He has made con- 
stant use not only of the general Encyclopedias, but also of the best 
~~ Lexicons and the ablest systematic treatises in each department: 

hose which have been principally relied on are mentioned in his Pre- 
— But he has not been satisfied with this. Sensible that no man 

n be accurate on subjects which he has not. studied specially and 
Sooviesbie, he has obtained the aid of — whem gentlemen, 
each in his own field of labor. ‘These a med in his Preface, 

have severally rendered. Intent on profiting as far as possible by the 
information and experience of others, Professor Goodrich has made fre- 

rect not a few mistakes sabi h had soo ito books, and nioghaneaee 
sive copying become extensively prevalen 

But the attention of the Editor has ot no means been amend 
technical and scientific terms. The wants of the general reader have 
been every where considered. Much has been done to illustrate the 
older English classics, Spenser, Bacon, Milton, d&c., but y 
Shakspeare, many of whose peculiar phrases and idioms:will ses ad 
here very happily explained. iy 
Many words of recent origin have orig ase been inserted, meee 

nthe which growing out of the special conditio 
our own time, have assumed a permanent place in our literature, and 
may rightfully demand admission into a general dictionary. ee 

~ Nor has the language of common life been overlooked. - 
ons r n finding their a into books, to. Po 

of readers EI te i ith their meaning. ol it o : 
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country, where many of them, now unknown to literature, survive 
in the popular dialects of different counties. Anglicisms also, if we 

those numerous terms peculiar to the English Universities, which have 
so often piqued at once and baffled their curiosity. As respects the 
present English use of words, the Editor has not depended wholly upon 
books, but has sought to secure the requisite thoroughness and accuracy 
by constant correspondence with literary friends in that country. 

Dr. Webster’s innovations in orthography have been made the sub- 
ject of loud and often undistinguishing complaint. Professor Goodrich 
in some very interesting and judicious remarks divides them into two 
classes ; one, in which Dr. Webster has only applied to a few excep- 
tional cases, analogies which have already become extensively preva- 
lent in the language ; the other, in which without the guidance of any 
Such general analogies he proposed a new mode of spelling, as better 
Suited to the etymology. To the latter class, Dr. Webster himself had, 
im many instances, restored the established spelling: in the present 
edition it is restored to nearly all the rest. Most words on which usage 
differs are given here according to the different modes in use. Pro- 
hunciation also has been carefully attended to, with the view of making 
the work at once accurate and complete as a Pronouncing Dictionary. 
¥ pronouncing tables of proper names appended to the work add 
Not a little to its value. These are a table of Scriptural names pre- 
pared by Professor Porter; Walker’s table of Greek and Latin proper 
names revised by Professor Thacher, with additions and corrections; 
and a table of modern geographical names, prepared un er the super- 
intendence of Professor Porter. _Prefixed to the last are brief rules for 

© pronunciation of the principal European languages, which will con- 
tribute essentially to the convenience of the general reader. _ 
The whole work is appropriately introduced by an interesting me- 

Moir of the eminent and indefatigable man, who left the American 
Dictionary as a legacy to posterity, a monument of his own fame, and 
a lasting honor to his American fatherland. 

(equivalent of the Lower Silurian Rocks of Europe,) by 
338 pp. 4to, on plates 1 to 88, and 10 ah aris intercalated. Albany, 
N. Y., 1847.—It affords us great pleasure to announce the completion 
of this volume of the Paleontology of New York, by its able author, Mr. 
J. Hall. The field occupied by his labors is one of the most interesting 
in the world, as well for the multiplicity of forms as the number and 

extent of the strata included. The present volume embraces the lower 

as of the fossiliferous strata below the coal, or the lower Silurian. But 
‘Species of fossils from their strata were described when the work 

was begun; and this number has been increased in the course of Mr. 
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Although published under the auspices of a State, it is properly a work 
of the country ; and while its merits will bring honor to the science of 
the land, the cine bearing of its facts, the wide extension throughout 
North America of the strata investigated and of the fossils here brought 

the country. It must therefore be in the hands of all who would go 

“eg ne PMI in the investigation of American geology. There 
y points a a to science, which we intend to bring out in 

a er ‘notice of the ar 
The plates are in ss main — etoorne oan executed. They oxhibid 

an historical fact connected wit work—that lithography which was 
first adopted for the figures was dina onde rejected, yrds se unsatis- 
factory manner in which the plates were finished. A large part. of 
the plates were reéngraved on steel, in which style the done engraving 
was done. 

Much dissatisfaction has been felt by those interested in science, that 
the volumes of Reports of the New York State Survey were no where | 
to be obtained by purchase. e are gratified to learn that two hun- 
dred copies of this volume are in the hands of Wiley & ehprenie 
New York; and we would recommend to those who desire a copy to 

make early rater an 
4. Manual of Magnetism, esac Galvanism, Magnetism, Elec- 

seilligections Electro-Dynamics, Magneto- Electricity and 1 ‘Thermos 
Electricity ; with 180 steailial Moebeetiones ; by Dantet Davis, jek 

edition. Boston: 1847.—In vol. Sli, of our first series, 1842, 
p- 381, we gave a decidedly favorable and commendatory notice of the 
work of which we are now happy to announce a second and impr 
edition. ‘+ Alterations and additions have been made to adapt it better 
to the purposes of a text-book for Colleges and High Schools, and also 
as a companion to the apparatus, as many new instruments have been 
contrived to illustrate these departments of neat; and are ~ for the 
first time described.” Mr. Davis is well known to us as an 
both in the theory and viable of the ationsee which he illustrates 

tiie resent volume besides being a sarsamesy to the apart ’ 
also a. > ie and may therefore be used a xt-book. We have 
cited from the preface the author’s own views of, his work, and can en- 
a them with our full confidence. _ For the purposes for ino it has 

Deen prepared, we know of no work of the same extent w 

Se iecaal instrument maker, 428 Washington street fg 
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prove equally valuable both to the mn and pupil, and also to the 
iby individual pursuing these noe al 

, Esq.; Report o he Mineral Lands of Lake Supe- 
#ior-. to ‘the Bioube of ioviemninns ‘lose 17, 1846. 29th Congress, 
Document No. 211.—This Report is accompanied by a large detailed 
map of the Copper region, showing the tracts of country disposed of to 
proprietors, and the Report itself contains a list of conflicting claimants 
and of those whose titles are good. The mines hold out as they have 
promised and new veins are daily coming to light. From present ap- 
pearances, the country south of Lake Superior, will become one of the 
most productive Copper regions in the world. 

wnina’s Fruits “ bi Trees of America, new ed., 1 large vol. 8vo. New Dott 
York, ‘pnd Wiley nam. 

: fiver son the Physical Phenomena of Living Beings. Trans- 
lated, wader the roperinthdeoe of J. Pereira. 12mo, 446 pp. London, 1847. 
aay 9s 

ee 8 Denes sisi Se Theory of the Tides. 8vo, pp. 20. 
_ Sir J. G. Datyert. Rare and Remarkable Animals of Scotland, A ae 
from Liviee Subjects. Vol. i, 4to, pp. 929), with 53 col'd plates. 1847. Sewed, 

Sir J. F. W. Herscuer. Results of Astronomical Observations iy the years 
oad to 1638, at veg Cine of Good Hope. Royal 4to, 452 pp., 18 pl. London, 

_E. Torwer’s Elements of Sabin sh 8th ed., by Liebig and Gregory. 8vo, 
PP 1410. London, 1847. Cloth, 30 

OBIN, Des re id aaatont oak Vickate viMirdeag: Sim 8vo, 1847, 
° Ch hemistry of the Steam Engine. 8vo, 140 pp. Lohdoi 

1847. Cloth 7 
ALN. hoe dhe ce Indicis Generum Malacozoorum Primordia, to the 6th 

fase. inclusive. Cassel, 1847. 
H. voy Mrver. Zur Fauna der Vorwelt. ey roy fol. eda get 1847. 

Hi. Scneenen. Lerbuch der Metallurgie. Lief. 3,4. Braunschwig, 1847. 
_Scutuxnnn’'s Natorgeschicht der Saugethiere, continued by J. A. Wagner. Parts 
126 and 137, 7 plates each 
Six “eee 8 s Fav ona "Japonica, Aves, Fas. 3, 10 col. ¥ riy 

d’Astronomie Ph ysique vol.i iv, and Atlas. 1847. 
GB Biscnor. Lerbuch der Chemischen ind Pijukalechen’ Geologie, vol. i, 

complete. Bonn, 1847. 
Hep. ges a ag The Pests of the via te with Instructions for their Extir- 

pation. 12mo, 108 London, 1847. Sewed 1s. 
—Sapine. Obser vations hee at the Magnetical and Rpt a Observatory 
at St. Eien: Vol. i, Cloth 
Op lennogra hie a eiitholgique, 7 7th livr., 6 solied plates, in 4to, 
fe sah | : i folio Discs: we 
H. Frey and R. Links xart. Lehrbuch der orl Thiere, se 
ier of R. Waever’s Lehrbuch der Zootomie. 8vo. oh 1847. r. 

6. mee ‘Die Insektenfannn der em ate yon CEningen und Von Rado- 

Bis Croatien. Vol. i, 4to, 8 plates. Leipzig i, Fae. 6,7,8,9.' Fol. 1847, 
is. 1847. 

ARTIUS and tot eae Flora pleat 3 
i i n. 

E. Poerria. Nova genera ac — ti one in ote, ot ie Peru- 
832 Viano, et in terra + pink see annis ad 1 legit descripsit 

tavit. Tom. 3, fol., 100 colored pts. Leipzig 
Proc. Boston Socrety or Natu i: Haconr y.—April 2 p. 226. Dr. 

A. a. Gould mentioned that the phchdeset Moose, lately ioe C. ‘tobe by Prof. 
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Agassiz, was already named C. amer icanus by Richardson.—June 16, p. 237. De- 

scription of Shells of the Esplering Expedition (including seven Neritine and 

three Natice); Dr. 2. A. Gould.—July 21, p. 242. * dink new species of Alosa and 

one of Platessa; Dr. serammgh 18, p- 245. On a new Chimpanzee, “i hai 

Dr. J. Wi ; St = ra ° E is) to] < a =. ° ro] ° = [dl = oO Pa 3 oO 2 | Q — s a3 ° be | ~ o a5 o 

Proc. Acab. $s oF PusLapELPuia.—Sept. 28, seed abt 

the Fossil Horse CS mnoriets with a plate; J. Leidy.—New species of ‘Squalide 

from the Teriory of South America; R. W. ie ed 5, p. 272. Gypsum of 

os] m Zz i>) 

Nova Scot es W. Davisbh ON. 26, p. 278. ew Coluber of the United 

States (C. vel us), with a plate; E. Hallowell. >. 250. aa of Eocene 

eile! rein specie. ) from Vicksburg, Miss. ; 
p Mae . His DO 

: s on the liter foo aee ee Society: E, ray on the Finner 

Whales, with a new species; J. Gould on a new Apteryx, and a new arrange- 

“3 ieee the Habits of certain a Spiders; 4. Adams.— : 

Fossil Botany a and Zoology of Australia; F. M’Coy.—On J. E. Guay s Catalogue 4 . 

of Mammalia and Birds ee by B. H. Hodgson to Pike British Museum; E. 
Toba ] ° asi, h.—Ornithology of Tobago; W: Jardine.—On the White Chalk ; J. T. Smith 

—Clinteria Hoffine a nts species of the Cetoniadz from North India; .4. 

Co gs pe in the Diatomacee; G. Thwaites.—ZooLoGicaL ile 

Society: J. £. Gray on the Porcupines of the Eastern Continent, with descrip- 

tions of new s cies. 
Ericuson’s Arcu UR ea Berlin, ii Heft, 1847.—Conspec- 

i an Coleniptereiie ines of Peru; G. F. Erichson.—Or nithological Notices ; 

Cabanis. 
gs pEs Sciences Naturetves, February, 1847 Sree renee of Fish- 

: Ph. de Philippi. —Relauons of the visceral arcs of the e O71 wo sub- 

divisions of the Vertebrata; E. Baudement.—Organization me the manenieay E. 

lanchard.—On the Ustilaginex, compared with the Uredinee; L. R. and C. H. 

membrane ; ‘ohl.—Genus of Alge, Gabeois A. S.J, Solier.— African Fun- 
gi; D. Monta tagne.— — New Plants of the Royal pots Garden of Berlin ; C. Kunth 
~ April. an organ in the Sane resembling the electric; in.—Feeunt 
tion of the Orc yipearte ; ict —New p! ie . Cosson.—Rare plants about 
Gagne: A, Lejo —Spec of Ficus inthe Berlin Garden; Kunth. 

ihe Sort types of Annelida; 4. de Cedtr Gaps —Naveiniroane 
Mi scaciivas phy piledem Ver Huell —On the Bipinnaria asterig en 
Danielssen.—Microscopic Examination of the shell of Cr Srenitidy Tvotlnn bie Fn 
phatic system of "fepiilen; M. se —Pulmonary apparatus o of the Gymnarchus 
niloticus; Prof. Munchner —O abdaciag and bat roots, referred to the Rhizan- 
thee ; W. Griffith.— Formation of Tigneous la in dicotyledonous wood; Pref. 
Unger.—F lora of Columbia; L. R. Tulasn the ey G.H.K. Thraites. 

£ 

: R. de Visiant. 
July. On the oe ; Agassiz and Desor.—Anatomy of the adhe 

and Lumbrici; 4. de srafnaty Paste ick of Mollusca; Milne Edwards.— 

Parasitism of the titer . Dec or h Cry ptogamia ; IB: * J. 

Desmaziéres.—On the Ancsiigee: A. 
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APPENDIX. 

POOR 

oe point, ea hy Qs raed BO 21 2!1-93 mean equinox Jan. Ist, 1847. 
nding sit »  Q=180°. 47 35-03 

Inlinain, 6 pom 46 59-54 
city, e== 0-00857741 

Mean daily siderial motion, a= 21/'-55448 
“poch, Jan. Ist, 1847, M= rt aes 56’-36 mean time Greenwich. 

Period, » + 4 6 P= 16479999 tropical years. 

_ The He ogeg of Neptune by all the other planets, ~ se om of 
the ‘weigd , have been computed by Prof. Peirce, a en 

Il. It. IV 

! Dato, mean time Green- ~~ ae 1846, mame 1847, 
wich. May 90-45256 Nov. 720 ng. § 

Obs. Geo. R.A., A | 213° 39’ 34-18, 327° 49’ 50724) Bal° 49) Lesio ae a 331° 19 Toa 
Obs. Geo. Dec...  D | — 11° 34” 36-21) ~ 13° 34’ 21-65) - 120 y 18 — 120 24" 7-55 
‘True elliptic long. v | 215° 48’ 12"73) 327° 13! 58-37] 328° 93 328° 57! 44-75 

© pertur- 6) -10 oh 99) + 291-49 
SS, tia dv | + 3760) + 32/10) + 

Instantaneous value, v’ | 215° 48’ 50’-33) 327° 14’ 30-47] 3280 8 32'-22, 32858’ 14-24 

‘twee | 30-2872 29-99441 29-99042 | 29:98677 
Peirce’s pertur- 

bations, ér | + 0-01207 ‘nie + 0-01497 + 001493 

30-00539 r'| 3029979 170 
A’ | 213° 39" 32"-39! mrs 49' 53-16) 931° 49" 44-82 331° 19° 13-95 

Ephemeris. =(A-A’) +1") -2" + 0” ~ O"2 

Dee py |~ 119 34" 34-89) ~ 190 34" 20"-42' ~ 120 9/2047) - 12° 24" 7-56 
27 

a Ehe perturbati ions were een on the ik meg of the year of 

Neptune, being double that of Uranus. The result of this discussion 

exactly with shesraias. 
eo a Siunsiit, Vol. V, No. 13.—Jan., 1848. 20 
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METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA. 

1. Rainbow at mid-day.—On the 13th of December, at 1 o’clock, 
Pp. M., Professor Olmsted observed at Yale College an entire rainbow 
in the north, projected on a dark cloud, the sun meanwhile “— 
os through a fine misty rain. 

- Rainbow in the Zenith—In the month of August or Septem 
“4 from 10 to 11 o'clock, a. m., Rev. Isaac Bird of Hartford pie 
complete circular rainbow in the zenith. The atmosphere was a little 
hazy, but no where so thick as materially to obscure the body of wand 
sun. No rain fell. The circle was smaller than solar and lunar 
The colors of the rainbow were distinct. ‘ 

3. Aurora Ry tincee in the morning.—A brilliant aurora, accom: — 
panied by numerous large streamers and auroral waves, was seen at 
thie ext (New Haven) before daylight on the morning of Dec. 20th. _ 

Morse’s Etecrric TELEGRAPH. is 

On Monday, — ret telegraphic communication was opened with 
St. Louis. The Atlantic Ocean at Boston or New York, is now in 
constant and a nica instant converse with ne Mississippi—a distan 
exceeding 1000 miles. (See pp. 68, 69.) 



BRITISH SHELLS. 

Convince of the importance for the identification of the Na- 
tive Species, of possessing carefully named rudimentary Collec- 
tions of BRITISH SHELLS, R. Damon, of Weymouth, has 
been induced to devote his attention more particularly to that 
branch of Conchology, and favored by the prolific nature of the 
Dorsetshire and neighboring coasts, is enabled to offer arranged 
collections at the following very moderate prices :— 

100 Species, (containing 1 to 3 of each Species,) £2 12 6 
“eagle at on 66.0 
300 = do. do. 12 12 0 

~ 400 do. do. 

R. DAMON has unusual opportunities for procuring many of 
the rare British Shells, and has always on hand an extensive 
collection of British Fossils. 
- November, 1847. [stp] 

CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL APPARATUS. 

‘The subscriber is constantly receiving from Europe, fresh sup- 
plies of the Berlin Apparatus and French Chemicals, and having 

* established an extensive Manufactory on his premises, is now 
prepared to execute orders for all kinds of Chemical and Philo- 
sophical Apparatus, at short notice. 

The proprietor being the sole and only authorized agent for 
Prof. Morse, is enabled to furnish the latest and most improved 
forms of Apparatus for the Electro-Magnetic Telegraph, together 

_ with the Acids, Zincs, Paper, &c. é. 
Also, A Description of the Electro-Magnetic Telegraph. By 

Atrrep Vain, Assist. Sup. of U. 8. Telegraph. 
A Descriptive Catalogue of Chemical Apparatus, Chemical and 

pure Re-agents, illustrated by one hundred and eighty-five wood 

engravings, is now ready for delivery, and will be sent “ gratis 
to all who make application, “ post paid,” to 

DWARD N. KENT, Practical Chemist. 
No. 116, John street, New York. [tf] 
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Chemical and Philosophical Apparatus, Pure Chem- 
ical Preparations, &c. 

DR. JAMES R. CHILTON, 

Practical Chemist, 

Respectfully informs the public that he has removed from Broad- 
rs street, a few doors west of Broadway, 

New York ; where he keeps for sale a very extensive assortment of 
Apparatus, &c., especially suitable for Lecturers on Chemistry, 
and others engaged in chemical and philosophical researches. 
Among which are Grove’s most improved Galvanic Batteries, 
with platina and amalgamated zine, for deflagrations and decom- 
positions ; Smee’s Batteries, with platinized silver and amalgama- 
ted zinc ; Galvanic Batteries of other construction, as F'araday’s, 
Daniels’, &c. ; Portable Furnaces, Evaporating Basins, Retorts, 
Crucibles, Tubes, &c. of the finest Berlin porcelain. 

Puatina Ware—such as Crucibles, Capsules, Spoons, Forceps, 
&c. Silver Crucibles; Steel and Agate Mortars; Berzelius’s, — 
Rose’s, and other Chemical Lamps and Stands ; Compound Blow- 
pipes, Superior French Air-pumps, with double glass barrels and 
improved valves; Electrical Machines and Apparatus; delitate 
Balances and Weights; all the Apparatus necessary for Organic 
Analysis; Boxes of Tests, and Blowpipe Apparatus. 

Also, an extensive assortment of pure Chemical Preparations, 
Reagents, &c. 

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS AND GEOLOGI- 
CAL SPECIMENS, SHELLS, FOSSILS, §c. 

Particular attention paid to the Analysis of Ores, Metals, Min- 
erals, Mineral Water, Commercial Articles, &c. as heretofore. — 
November 1, 1846. [tf] 
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New York, January 24, 1848. 

To Colleges, Universities, and other public In- 

stitutions, 

wea Tue undersigned beg leave to state, that they have made ex- 
tensive arrangements for 

TELEGRAPHIC REPORTING, 

and have correspondents located in all) the principal cities and 
towns of the United States; and they are in the habit of trans- 
mitting daily all news of interest, 

They, therefore, Biles! propose to supply public institu- 
tions with daily merzorovosica reports, from all the principal 
towns of the cnnniey, giving the state of the Thermometer an 
Barometer at any specified time or hours of the day, which 
would not fail in extending the utility of meteorological observa- 
tions, and greatly aid in illustrating the peculiarities of the cli- 
mate of the United Stat 

The patronage of your institution is respectfully solicited. 
We have the honor to bs your very obedient servants, 

JONES & Co. 

REFERENCES. 

They respectfully refer to the Editors of the Journal of Com- : 
merce, and Courier & Enquirer, and to Prof. 8. F. B. Morse. 

J. & 
38 William street, Merchants’ Exchange. [tf] 

FUNGI AMERICANI EXSICCATI 

Boranists wishing specimens of American Funar, can obtain 
packages (of not less than ten Decades each) on application to 
the subscriber, at Society Hill, S. Car. 

M. A. CURTIS. 

[tf] March, 1848. 
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SOPWITH’S GEOLOGICAL MODELS. 

James Munroe & Oo., Washington St., Boston, have for sale 
one set of Sopwith’s Geotocica, Mopets, largest size. These 
models are admirably adapted for lectures on geology, min- 
Ing, &c. 

March, 1848. [tf] 

BRITISH SHELLS. 

Convincep of the importance for the identification of the Na- 
tive Species, of possessing carefully named rudimentary Collec- 
tions of BRITISH SHELLS, R. Damon, of Weymouth, has 
been induced to devote his attention more particularly to that 
branch of Conchology, and favored by the prolific nature of the 
Dorsetshire and neighboring coasts, is enabled to offer arranged 
collections at the following very moderate prices :— 

100 Species, (containing 1 to 3 of each Species,) £2 12 6 
200 do do 6 60 
300 do. do. 12 12 0 
400 do. do. 

R. DAMON has unusual opportunities for procuring many of 
the rare British Shells, and has always on hand an exteusive 
collection of British Fossils. 

November, 1847. [3tp] 

CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL APPARATUS. 

The subscriber is constantly receiving from Europe, fresh sup- 
plies of the Berlin Apparatus and French Chemicals, and having 
established an extensive Manufactory on his premises, is now 
prepared to execute orders for all kinds of Chemical and Philo- 
sophical Apparatus, at short. notice. 

The proprietor being the sole and only authorized agent for 
Prof. Morse, is enabled to furnish the latest and most improved 
forms of Apparatus for the Electro-Magnetic Telegraph, together 
with the Acids, Zines, Paper, &c. &c. 

Also, A Description of the Electro-Magnetic Telegraph. By 
Aurrep Vai, Assist. Sup. of U. S. Telegraph. ; 

A Descriptive Catalogue of Chemical Apparatus, Chemical and 
pure Re-agents, illustrated by one hundred and eighty-five wood 

_ engravings, is now ready for delivery, and will be sent “ gratis” 
to all who make application, “ post paid,” to 

WARD N. KENT, Practical Chemist. 
No. 116, John street, New York. [tf] 
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Chemical and Philosophical Apparatus, Pure Chem- 
ical Preparations, &c. 

DR. JAMES R. CHILTON, 

Practical Chemist, 

Respectfully informs the public that he has removed from Broad- 
way to No. 83 Chambers street, a few doors west of Broadway, 
New York ; where he keeps for sale a very extensive assortment of 
Apparatus, &c., especially suitable for Lecturers on Chemistry, 
and others engaged in chemical and philosophical researches. 
Among which are Grove’s most improved Galvanic Batteries, 
with platina and amalgamated zinc, for deflagrations and decom- 
positions; Smee’s Batteries, with platinized silver and amalgama- 
ted zinc ; Galvanic Batteries of other construction, as Faraday’s, 
Daniels’, &c.; Portable Furnaces, Evaporating Basins, Retorts, 
Crucibles, Tubes, &c. of the finest Berlin porcelain. 

Pratina Ware—such as Crucibles, Capsules, Spoons, Forceps, 
&c. Silver Crucibles; Steel and Agate Mortars; Berzelius’s, 
Rose’s, and other Chemical Lamps and Stands ; Compound Blow- 
pipes, Superior French Air-pumps, with double glass barrels and 
improved valves; Electrical Machines and Apparatus; delicate 
Balances and Weights; all the Apparatus necessary for Orgame 
Analysis ; Boxes of Tests, and Blowpipe Apparatus 

So, an extensive assortment of pure Chemical Preparations, 
Reagents, &c. 

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS AND GEOLOGIL 

CAL SPE CIMENS, SHELLS, FOSSILS, §e. 

Particular attention paid to the Analysis of Ores, Metals, Min- 
erals, Mineral Water, Commercial Articles, &c. as heretofore. 

Vovember J, 1846. [tf.] 
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Arr. XVII.—E tract from a Discourse pronounced by M. Eure 
DE Beaumont at the funeral of M. Auexanpre Bronenrart, 
October 9, 1847.* 

_ M. Bronentarr was born at Paris in 1770. His father was 
justly distinguished in the fine arts ; and the intelligence of the son 
was developed in the midst of that brilliant society, which at the 
close of the last century his father had collected around him. He 
drew from the conversations of Franklin the germ of a mild and 
practical philosophy, from which he never departed; and from 
Lavoisier, the first notions of chemistry which was in part the 
foundation of his scientific career. 

te early exhibited that clearness of elocution, which was one 
of his merits as a Professor, and it is related that Lavoisier himself 
Was pleased to attend a lecture on chemistry given by the young 
Brongniart when but fifteen years old. He early finished his 
first scientific studies in the School of Mines of Paris, founded 
by Louis XVI, where M. Sage taught him mineralogy. 

At twenty years of age, in 1790, he made a scientific tour. 
He visited England, where the mines and picturesque regions of 
Derbyshire made a vivid impression upon him, and where t 
collected the elements of a memoir upon the art of enameling, 
which was his debut, in the art of pottery and porcelain. His 
uncle, Demonstrator of Chemistry in the Garden of Plants, select- 
ed him as assistant and taught him practical chemistry. 
studied also in the School of Medicine, where he took three “ in- 
Scriptions :” and when the first requisition called all Frenchmen to 
Li aoe a 

* Translated for this Journal from the “ Institut,”’ Oct. 13, 1847. 
Szcoxp Srrizs, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 21 
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the frontier, he was attached to the army of the Pyrenees as 
Pharmaceutist. 

The leisure afforded by a sojourn of fifteen months in these | 
mountains, enabled him to study their rich and varied zoology 
and botany. He also made geological observations which after- 
wards proved valuable to science, and which it gratified him 
often to recall ; but he encountered dangers which his youth never 
anticipated, and he was placed in prison on suspicion of having 
favored the escape of the learned naturalist, Broussonnet. 

Restored to liberty after the 9th thermidor, (July 28,) he return- 
ed to Paris, where on the recommendation of Fourcroy and Coque- 
bert de Montbret, who was then engaged in statistical mineralogy, 
he was attached to the agency of mines, in the capacity of engi- 
neer of mines. Soon after he was called to the Professorship of 
Natural History in the Central school of the Quatre-Nations; he 
became a contributor to the best scientific periodicals of the day, 

inality of explanation entirely peculiar, and a perspicuity worthy 
being a model to authors who wish to bring science to the 

comprehension of youth. This book became the text of those fin- 
ished lectures which M. Brongniart gave for along time in the 
Faculty of Sciences as associate of M. Haiiy and which he con- 
tinued at the Museum of Natural History, when he was called to 
succeed this illustrious master. But M. Brongniart was not con- 

1 to mineralogy alone. His works were as various as his 
studies. He continued for a long time to cultivate zoology, and 
his early labors are not forgotten. 

e owe to him the division of the reptiles into four orders, 
and all naturalists, with Cuvier at their head, have adopted from 
him the names Saurians, Batrachians, Chelonians and Ophi- 
dians ; names which appear at this day so natural that they are 
constantly repeated without recalling their anthor. Subsequently 
he introduced the name Trilobites, and he laid the foundation of 
the classification of these singular Crustacea—different from all 
recent forms—in a learned memoir which has been the starting 
point of all the works on this large family. 
Independently of the honor it conferred, M. Brongniart owes 

perhaps to his zoological labors one of the greatest pleasures of 
life, viz., his intimate relation with the illustrious author of 

the “ Régne Animal” and “Anatomie Comparée.” 

wopen gee 
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When Cuvier was called to Paris, M. Brongniart perceived at 
once the lofty character of his genius. Justly appreciating his 
vast intelligence, he became one of his most faithful friends and 
sincerest admirers; and this noble sentiment was cherished to 
the end of life. But it was not confined merely to admiration : 
it led him in his appropriate department to further one of the 
greatest labors of his friend. 

The masters of science have proclaimed the discoveries of M. 
Cuvier in the fossil bones of the plaster beds of Montmartre, the 

fessors,—by M. Beudant, by Constant Prevost, by M. Desmarest, 
Junr.—M. Brongniart presented to the first class of the Institute, 

in the month of April, 1810, in concert with M. Cuvier, The 
Essai upon the mineral geography of the environs of Paris, 
which first appeared in the Journal of Mines and which soon be- 

doors of the Academy of Sciences. In that institution he suc- 
ceeded the indefatigable explorer of the volcanos of Auvergne, 
Desmarest, whom he surpassed in renown. nie 

M. Brongniart never relaxed his exertions. His admission 
into the Academy redoubled his activity. With an enthusiasm 
equally cautious and fruitful of the best results, pressing forward 

* The celebrated region of the extinct voleanos of Central France.—Eps, 
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into the vast domain which his sagacity had surveyed before- 
hand, he became, in a few years, the lawgiver of this part of 
eology, then as novel as it is important, established its law on 

well founded facts, and marching forward in his career, every 
step proved an important discovery. As a conqueror of a new 
order, M. Brongniart set forth in 1817 for Switzerland, the Alps 

and Italy, attended by his son and by M. Bertrand Geslin, one of 
his most accomplished pupils. In these countries, where Saus- 
sure had been already immortalized, he erected, in a manner the 
most surprising, those landmarks which still stand and which 
now are the occasion of discussions only as to details, and with- 
out which, no department of natural history can be perfect. 
Who has not been struck with the boldness, as happy as it is as- 
tonishing, which associated the black limestones of the mountain 
of Fis, in Savoy, with our cretaceous formations in Northern 

rance! In 1822, all the results of this nature that had been 
obtained were grouped in a second (third?) edition of T'he Geo- 

guide and interpreter in a country with whose language he was 
unacquainted. 

On that occasion, M. Brongniart laid the foundations of the 
classification of the most ancient fossiliferous formations. It was 
also during this journey in Scandinavia that M. Brongniart col- 

ted the materials of a memoir upon erratic blocks, which has 
so happily associated his name with those of Saussure and von 
Buch, in the investigation of a phenomenon by which the grand- 
eur of the revolutions of the globe is recorded in the most strik- 
ing manner. 

I must not omit to mention his memoir—so remarkable for 

with which the labors of sixty years have enriched the sciences. 
_M. Brongniart did not confine himself to a single branch ; nor 

did he content himself with theoretical speculations. The cares, 
labors and researches, which occupied him during forty-seven 
years, while he was director of the Royal Manufactory of Por- 
eelain of Sévres, would have honorably filled the life of an ordi- 
nary savant. Being occupied with numerous journeys, the object 
of which was to make him acquainted with all the grand manu- 
factures of the same kind existing in Europe, and with all the 
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resources for their primary materials, he derived from these 
sources the elements of a beautiful memoir, both geological and 
chemical, upon the kaolins (porcelain clays) which has been pub- 
lished in more recent years. Faithful to his first researches upon 
the art of enameling, he caused to be revived at Sevres the nearly 
lost art of painting upon glass, the beautiful productions of which 
we have all admired.* 

M. Brongniart, at the age of nineteen, was one of the founders 
of the Philomathic Society—a society equally scientific and mod- 
est, having for its motto, Science and Friendship ; which has pro- 
ved to be the centre of so many useful communications, and which 
at the epoch of the suppression of all the higher institutions, was 
able to hold on its course always illumined by the sacred fire of 
science 

Arr. XVIII.—On the Production of Light by Chemical Action ; 
by Joun Wittram Drarer, M.D., Professor of Chemistry in 
the University of New York. (Communicated by the author. ) 

THE production of light and heat by the combustion of vari- 

ous bodies, is of all chemical processes, that which ministers most 
to the comfort and well-being of man. By it the rigor of winter 
- moderated, and night made almost as available for our use as 

the day. 

* M. Brongniart in 1844, published his splendid work on Pottery or “ Sag ce- 
‘ ” * lg zi 4 t ‘erami: ou es P. tt L ans 

Fee eae atitied, Toad dea hens es in two vols. 8vo, with an Atlas of 
60 plates. We hide alluded to his labors in this department, on page 142 of this 
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chemical conditions that determine these singular differences? 
How is it that by changing the circumstances of combustion we 
ean vary the nature of the light? We turn aside the flame of a 
candle by means of a blowpipe, — a neat blue cone appears. 
Why does it shine with a blue light? 

Such enquiries might be multiplied without end: but a little 
consideration shows, that their various answers depend on the 
determination of a much more general problem; viz.—Can any 
connection be traced between the chemical conditions under which 
a body burns, and the nature of the licht it emits? It is to the 
discussion of that problem that this memoir is devote 

Sir vy has already furnished us with two important cir- 
cumstances in relation to the nature of flame; Ist, all common 
flames are incandescent shells, the interior of which is dark ; 
2nd, a paar quantity of light emitted depends on the tem- 
porary disengagement of solid particles. 

It is ae by a very general examination of the lght pang 
from various solids, vapors, and gases, when burning, that 
can expect to obtain data for a true theory of combustion. This 
is what I shall endeavor to furnish on the present occasion. 

As was foreseen by all the older chemists, the true theory of 
combustion, whatever it may prove to be, must necessarily be 
one of the He ake theories of chemistry. It must include 
the nature of all chemical changes whatsoever. The subject is 
therefore not alone interesting in a popular sense, but of great 
importance in its scientific connexions. 

I. Prismatic analysis of the flames of various tt nl and 
gases, proving that they yield ali the colors of the spectrum. 

I commenced this investigation of the nature of ‘feme, and of 
combustion generally, by an optical examination of various bodies 
in the act of burning. Some authors have asseried that certain 
flames yield monochromatic lights. It is necessary to verify this 
assertion if true, or set it aside if false. 

The instrumental arrangement which I have employed is as 
follows: the rays of the flame of which ake examination is to 
be made, pass through a horizontal slit ;'; inch wide and one 
inch long i in a metallic screen, and are se at a pea: of six 
or eight feet on a flint glass prism, the axis of which is paralle 
to the slit. After passing the prism they enter a small telescope, 
which has a divided micrometer, and also parallel wires in its eye- 
piece. ‘Through this telescope the resulting spectrum is viewed. 

If it be the flame of a lamp of any kind ‘that is to be examin- 
ed, by using a moveable stand, we are able to raise or lower it, 
and thus analyze different horizontal elements, in its lower, its 
middle, or its upper part at pleasure. If, i instead of a horigonell 
we wish to examine a vertical element t of the flame, the . 
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the prism must of course be set vertically. The former mode 
possesses great advantages, as will be presently pointed out. + It 
is to be understood, in all cases, that the eye-piece of the tele- 
scope is adjusted to give a sharp image of the shit, and the prism 
is at its angle of minimum deviation. 
By this arrangement I have examined a great number of dif- 

ferent flames, as those of oil, alcohol, solutions of boracie acid 
and nitrate of strontian in alcohol, phosphorus, sulphur, earbonie 
oxyd, hydrogen, cyanogen, arseniuretted hydrogen, &c. Among 
these it will be noticed different colors oceur; oil gives a yellow 
flame, alcohol a pale blue, boracic acid green, strontian red, phos- 
phorus yellowish white, sulphur and carbonic oxyd blue, hydro- 
gen pale yellow, cyanogen lilac, arseniuretted hydrogen white, &c. 

Notwithstanding this diversity of color, all these flames, as 
well as many others I have tried, yielded the same result. E’very 
prismatic color is found in them. Even in those cases where 

_ the flame is very faint, as in alcohol and hydrogen gas, not only 
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When the coal was first taken from the fire, and was burning 
very intensely, on looking through the telescope I saw all the 
colored rays of the spectrum in their proper order. I had pre- 
viously passed through the slit a beam of the sun light, reflected 
from a mirror, that I might have a standard spectrum with fixed 
lines. Now when the coal was burning at its utmost vigor, the 
spectrum it gave did not seem to me to differ either as respects 
length or the distribution of its colors from the spectrum of sun- 
light. But as the combustion declined, and the coal burnt less 
brightly, I saw that its spectrum was becoming less and less, 
the shortening taking place at the more refrangible extremity, 
“one ray after another disappearing in due succession. First the 
violet became extinct, then the indigo, then the blue, then the 
green ; until at last the red with an ash gray light occupying the 
place of the yellow, was aloné visible, and presently this also 
went out. 

From numerous experiments of this sort, I conclude that there 
is a connexion between the refrangibility of the light which a burn- 
ing body yields, andethe intensity of the chemical action going 
on; and that the refrangibility always increases as the chemical 
action increases. It may perhaps be objected by some that in 
the form of experiment here introduced two totally different 
things are confounded ; and that the burning coal not only gives 
forth its rays as a combustible body, strictly speaking, but also 
as an incandescent mass. 

To avoid this objection as far as possible, and also to reach a 
much higher temperature than could have been otherwise obtain- 
ed, I threw a stream of oxygen gas on that portion of the an- 
thracite which was opposite the slit; but my expectations were 
disappointed, for instead of the combustion being increased, the 
coal was actually extinguished by the jet playing on it. I there- 
fore replaced the anthracite with a flat piece of well burnt char- 

fade away in succession. By merely turning the stopcock, through 
which the oxygen came, I could reéstablish the original colors 
or witness their decline. And it was very interesting to see with 
what unerring regularity as the chemical action became more in- 
tense the more refrangible colors were developed; and how as 
it declined they disappeared in due succession. ‘The final tint 
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being red, and that ash gray in the position of the yellow, which 
I have described in my former memoir.* 

In the form of experiment here made, the combustion is of 
course merely superficial, and the rays come from the charcoal 
not as an incandescent but as a burning body. 

Ill. Of the constitution of flames; proving that they consist 
of a series of concentric and differently colored shells. 

I regard the foregoing experiments as affording the means of 
explanation of the much more complicated phenomena of flames ; 
and proceed to inquire whether the principle I have just brought 
forward, of the codrdinate increase of refrangibility an chemi- 
eal action, will hold good for them: premising the experiments 
now to be detailed with the following considerations. 

| common flames, as is well known, consist of a thin shell 
of ignited matter, the interior being dark ; the combustion taking 
effect on those points only which are in contact with the air. 
From the circumstances under which the air is usually supplied, 
this ignited shell cannot be a mere mathematical superficies, but 
must have a sensible thickness. If we imagine it to consist of 
a series of strata, it is obvious that the phenomena of combustion 
are different for each. The outer stratum is in absolute contact 
with the air, and there the combustion is most perfect. But by 

we analyze the light that 
ies of a flame, we in eflect 
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shell. These, without the prism, would all have pursued the 
same normal path, and produced a commixed effect on the eye ; 
but with it are separated transversely, and each becomes fer- 
ceptible. 

It might be supposed that, in the familiar instance of an oil 
lamp, if we put any check on the supply of air, and thereby 
check the intensity of combustion, we ought to have the flame 
emitting rays of light the refrangibility of which becomes less 
and less, and which, from being quite white, should pass through 
various shades of orange, and end with a dull red. But the 
compound nature of the burning vapor interferes with that result. 
For, when a certain point is gained, the hydrogen for the most 
part alone burus, the carbon being set free as smoke, and such a 
flame cannot support itself in strict accordance with the princi- 
ple given. ails 
We must then search for other conditions under which carbon 

is found, and which are free from this difficulty. Two at once 
present themselves; they are carbonic oxyd and cyanogen gas. 
In the former the carbon is already united with half the quantity 

In place of the burning coal of the former experiments, I sub- 
stituted a jet pipe through which the various gases might be made 
to pass, and the rays emitted by their flames enter the telescope 

after passing through the slit and prism. In this arrangement 
the slit should be horizontal, and not vertical. So far from being 
immaterial which of the two positions is selected, very great ad- 
vantages arise from the former. If the slit be vertical, the prism, 
it is true, will separate the constituent colors from one another, 
but it fails to show their relative position. If it be horizontal, the 
relative positions of the different colors can be demonstrated ; 
it can be proved that a horizontal section of a flame is in reality, as 
has been already remarked, a colored ring, the red being the iuner- 
most color, and the violet outside. For if this is the order in 
which the colors occur, the red ring must necessarily have a less 
diameter than the green, and the green than the violet ; and when 
the prism, set also in a horizontal position, separates those colors 
from each other, the sides of the resulting spectrum ought not to 
be parallel but inclined to each other, the breadth being least in 
the red, and increasing as we pass to the violet end. This in- 
creasing breadth proves that the constituent colored shells of the 
flame envelop each other, the violet being outermost and there- 
fore br This valuable indication would be wholly lost if 
the slit was vertical. . , i mids ot 
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This being understood, I may illustrate the facts now to be 
brought forward by an example of the prismatic analysis of a 
horizontal element of the flame of a spirit-lamp—it being under- 
stood that the prism is at its angle of minimum deviation, and 
the spectrum seen through the telescope. All the prismatic col- 
ors in their proper order are visible, the sides of the spectrum 
not being parallel, the inclination being quite rapid toward the 
red extremity, the rays of which come from the interior of the 
ame where the diameter is less. Mere inspection is sufficient 

to show the rapid approach of the red sides to each other ; and 
I satisfied myself that, even in the more refrangible regions, there 
is the same want of parallelism, by rotating the telescope on its 
vertical axis, so that the vertical wires in its eye-piece might co- 
incide with first one and then the other side of the spectrum. 
It will be understood that I took the proper precautions not to be 
deceived by a partial want of achromaticity in the telescope, 
which might have led to a mistake. 8 

But further, the yellow space of such a spirit-flame spectrum 
is crossed by a bright fixed line, Sir David Brewster’s monochro- 
matic ray. It is a beautiful example of the principles just point- 
ed out in this method of horizontal analysis, being of much great- 
er width than the rest of the spectrum, and recalling to the imag- 
ination the appearance of Saturn’s ring when nearly closed, and 

seen through a telescope of moderate power. This ray, from its 

Superior breadth, must necessarily come: from that pale tawny 
light which invests the bright part of the flame. This, which is 
readily seen when the flame is large, envelops the middle and up- 

per parts, but cannot so easily be detected low down. It is to be 
attributed to the carbonic acid and steam that have risen at a high 
temperature in the burning shell, and are escaping at a degree 
above that of incandescence into the air, and are mingled wit 
oxygen diffusing from the air into them. A similar tawny cloak 
surrounds the upper part of the flame of a candle; it answers to 
the oxydizing flame of the blowpipe, and yields Brewster’s mo- 
hochromatic yellow light. . ; 

Ay. Dapbeccin: of the nature of colored flames ; shewing Jor 
example, why carbonic oryd burns blue, and cyanogen gas rg 1 

To return now to carbonic oxyd and cyanogen: fig. 1, No. 1, 
Tepresents the solar spectrum with its fixed lines ; No. 3 represents 
the spectrum of carbonic oxyd burning in the air. It begins in 
the red region, short of the fixed line C, and terminates agate 
the lines G and H. It yields therefore rays of every color, 

is is in accordance with the principles I have laid down. But 
when the relative quantity and force of the rays is estimated, in 
comparison with the sun light spectrum, the red aud orange are 

deficient, and the more refrangible colors predominate, and indeed 
it is the excess of these that gives the flame its characteristic blue 
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tint. This agrees with what has been observed as to anthracite 
and charcoal, for with carbonic oxyd a very limited supply of ox- 
ygen can bring about the maximum chemical action, and there- 
fore liberate in abundance rays of maximum. refrangibility. 
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Spectra of various flames.—The dotted line db, is Brewster’s yellow ray. 

This condition of things is inverted in the case of cyanogen 
It is the nature of its flame to be enveloped as it were in a 

sheet of nitrogen arising from its own burning; and this neces- 
sarily impedes the access of air, and checks the intensity of the 
chemical change; a check which is at once betokened by the 
emission of a predominant number of rays of low refrangibility, 
or of a red color. 

But there is a striking difference in the conditions under which 
earbonic oxyd and cyanogen burn. In the case of the former the 
whole gas is combustible, in the latter the carbon alone, and we 
have in reality introduced an incombustible element into 
flame ; for as the carbon burns, the incombustible nitrogen is set 
free. It occurred to me, in selecting this gas for experiment, that 
this condition should impress a physical characteristic on the 
flame. I thought it was not impossible that dark lines in its spec- 
trum might be the result; because there must be a peculiar ar- 
rangement of the burning strata, which together make up the 
shell of the flame, every two atoms of carbon setting free one of 
nitrogen. I did not know until subsequently that this flame had 
been examined by Mr. Faraday. Having therefore confined some 
cyanogen, made from the cyanid of mercury, in a glass gas-hold- 
er, which was filled with a saturated solution of common salt, I 

from the jet pipe, and found that what I had surmised 
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was actually the fact. There was a spectrum so beautiful that it 
is impossible to describe it by words or depict it in colors. It w 
crossed throughout its extent by black lines, separating it into well 
marked divisions. I could plainly count four great red rays of 
definite refrangibility, followed by one orange, one yellow, and 
seven green; whilst in the more refrangible spaces, were two ex- 
tensive groups of black lines, recalling somewhat from their posi- 
tion, but greatly exceeding in extent, Fraunhofer’s lines marked 

and H in the sun’s rays. I shall return to the consideration of 
this spectrum and to the nature of fixed lines presently, here only 
making the remark, that the burning of cyanogen, both as respects 
the color of the light, and the occurrence of fixed lines, is a di- 
rect consequence of the principle I am establishing. _ 

The unassisted eye detects two well marked regions in the cy- 
anogen flame ; a greenish gray stratum on the outside, and a lilae 
colored nucleus within. Decomposed by the prism, a horizontal 
element of this flame shews that the exterior shell contains all 
the prismatic colors, except perhaps the yellow ; but the green, 
the blue and the violet greatly predominate. The interior lilac 
flame is the source of the bright spectrum with fixed lines just 

scribed. — 
V. Continuation of the same principle in the case where com- 

bustion is carried on in oxygen gas, instead of atmospheric atr. 
If the principle that high refrangibility is connected with in- 

tense chemical action be true, it must hold good when the nature 
of the atmosphere in which the burning is carried forward is 
changed. If instead of being common air it is oxygen gas, we 

ought to be able to foresee the result. Carbonic oxyd, when 
made to burn in that gas, should not change its tint; because if 

the air can carry on the process to its maximum effect, oxygen 
can do no more. But the result should be just the reverse with 

cyanogen, which, if made to burn in oxygen, should be capable 
of emitting rays of a higher refrangibility. . 
__Foreseeing this, I proceeded to submit the two gases to the test 
of experiment ; and first arranged the carbonic oxyd that its spec- 
tram might be examined in the telescope, as already described. 

Then, causing a clean bell jar full of oxygen to be inverted over 

it, the flame diminished somewhat in size, emitted a slight crack- 

ling sound, but retained its color unchanged. Its emg ap- 

peared precisely the same, both as respects extent, and the a 
bution of color, whether the burning took place in oxygen gas, 

or in atmospheric air. 
If trmnce be made to burn in oxygen, we should expect that 

it would lose to a great extent its characteristic lilac tint, and 

emit a whiter light. It was therefore very interesting to find, 
that the moment the flame was immersed in oxygen, it lost much 
of its pinkish color, and became of a dazzling brilliancy. And 
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on examination through the telescope, though all the colors had 
increased in brightness, the most remarkable effect took place 
among the extreme refrangible rays. Far out of the limits of the 
ordinary spectrum, a ray of great purity and force was developed, 
as represented in No. 5. Its color is violet. 

I have made similar experiments on many other flames beside 
those here mentioned. [t is not necessary to relate them in de- 
tail, for they give the same results. In every instance of com- 
bustion i in the air, when the flame is bright enough, all the colors 

are visible ; and when the combustion takes place i in oxygen, they 
are increased in intensity. With hydrogen gas and alcohol, the 
light is so feeble that the eye cannot catch the terminal rays, but 
as soon as the combustion is made in oxygen, the red and the vio- 
let both appear, the latter however predominating. Several of 
these spectra both in air and oxygen are represented in fig. 1. In 

o. 9 the letters mg and mb roe a maximum of green and 
of blue light in the form of bright line 

It does not require the use of a stn to satisfy one’s self of 
the change of tint that flames exhibit when the chemical action 
increases. In reality it is only necessary to contrast the color of 
the light emitted in air and in oxygen gas. In the latter case, 
rays of a higher refrangibility uniformly arise 

On the evidence furnished by the foreg going experiments, I re- 
gard all flames as consisting of a shell of ignited matter, in which 
combustion is going on with different degrees of rapidity at dif- 
ferent depths; being most rapid at the exterior, where there is a 

eombustion is incipient, ane from with’ ed light ISSUES ; a 
follow orange, yellow, green, blites indigo oi violet circles 
cession; the production of each of these tints being dependent 
on the rapidity with which chemical action is going forward, that 
is, on the amount of oxygen present, the tints gradually shading 
off into one another, and forming as I have already said a circular 
raiubow. An eye placed on the exterior of such a flame sees all 
the colors conjointly, and from their general mixture arises the 
predominant tin 

An examination of the flame of a candle vertically, contin 
this conclusion. For the red As hints on the top of the 
and the blue towards its botto 

From this, which may be peek” as the normal flame, the 
flame of cyanogen differs, It must consist of as many concen- 
tric strata as the prism separates it into regions of definite refran- 
gibility. ‘The interior part is therefore divided into four red lay- 
ers, followed by one of orange, one of yellow, seven of green; 
&c. are two great inactive spaces towards the outside of 
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the flame, corresponding to the two great groups of fixed lines. 
Perhaps through all these inactive parts, the incombustible nitro- 
gen chiefly escapes. 

VI. Effects of the introduction of air into the interior of a 
flame, producing the destruction of the red and orange strata, 
and converting them into violet. 

It now becomes a curious subject of enquiry to determine what 
must take place when an ordinary flame is disturbed by the intro- 
duction of air into its interior. When a blowpipe jet is thrown 
through the flame of an oil lamp, the sharp blue cone which 
forms, indicates, on the principles here set forth, that the combus- 
tion is much more active. But if the colors of a common flame 
come from different depths, the red being the innermost, it is clear 
that the introduction of a jet of air by a blowpipe should make 
the combustion rapid where before it was slowest, and the less re- 
frangible colors ought to be destroyed. A prismatic analysis 
should exhibit the spectrum of a blowpipe flame without any red 
or orange. : 

In this examination no slit is required, as in the former experi- 
ments, for the cone itself when at a distance of six or eight feet, 
is narrow enough for the purpose. It yields a very extraordinary 
Spectrum. As was anticipated, I found that all the red rays were 
gone, and not a vestige of either them or the orange could be 
seen. But the spectrum was divided into five well marked re- 
gions, separated from one another by inactive spaces. In short I 

ve distinct images of the blue cone; one yellow, two green, 
one blue, and one violet. In fig. 1, No. 10, this result is repre- 

ted. 
This experiment may, be verified without a telescope. On 

looking through a prism set horizontally, at its angle of minimum 
deviation, at the blowpipe cone some six or eight feet distant, 
there will be scen a spectrum of that part of the flame whic 
Ses not join in the production of the Fig. 2. 

blue cone. It contains of course re 

green, one blue and one violet. They 
are entirely distinct from one another, 

and parted by dark spaces as seen Air in the interior of a flame. 

in fig. 2. 
Such is the effect of introducing air into the interior of a flame, 

destroying those strata that yield the red and orange colors. 
The effect of a blowpipe is to produce a double stratum of blue 
light, one being external and the other internal; also two strata 
of green, one azain external and the other internal ; and the es- 
caping products of combustion, steam and carbonic acid, mingled 

e 
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with atmospheric air, constitute the oxydizing flame which en- 
velops the blue cone, ‘and emits Brewster’s monochromatic yellow 
light. ‘That the yellow — comes from this flame is proved by 
the greater length of its image. 

Vil. Physical cause of the production of light by chemical 
Wap 

not the various facts here brought forward, prove that all 
I combinations are attended by a rapid vibratory motion 
of the parts of the combining bodies, which intra become 
more frequent as the chemical action is more inten 

The burning particles which constitute the inner shell of a 
flame, are executing about four hundred billions of vibrations in 
one second; those in the middle about six hundred billions; and 
those on the exterior, in contact with the air, about eight hundred 
billions in the same time. The quality of the emitted light, as 
respects its color, depending on the frequency with which these 
vibrations are accomplished, increases in refrangibility as the vio- 
lence of the chemical action becomes greater. 

The parts of all material bodies are in a state of incessant vibra- 
tion. That which we call temperature, depends on the frequency 
and amplitude of those vibrations conjointly. If by any process, 
as by chemical agencies, we increase that frequency to between 
four and eight hundred billions of vibrations in one second, igni- 
tion or combustion result. In the case of the former of these 
numbers, the temperature is 977° F’. At this temperature or 
epoch, the waves propagated in the ether impress the organ of 
vision with a red light. This also is the temperature of the 
innermost shell of a flame. If the frequency of vibration still 
increases, the temperature correspondingly rises, and the light 
successively becomes orange, yellow, green, blue, &c., and this 
condition obtains in the successive strata of a flame, as we pass 
from its interior to its exterior superficies. 

The general principle at which I thus arrive, as the final result 
of this experimental investigation, viz., that there is a connexion 
between the vehemence with which chemical affinity is satisfied 
and the refrangibility of the resulting light, assumes the position 
of a simple consequence of the undulatory theory. Is it not very 
natural, if all chemical changes are attended by vibratory motions 
- the particles of the bodies engaged, that those vibrations 
crease in frequency or rapidity as the action becomes more vio- 
ig ? But an increased frequency of vibration is the same thing 
as an increased refrangibility. 

_ I think that, in this manner, the theory of ethereal undulations 
is on the point of including many of those fundamental facts in 
chemistry, which until now have been believed to be adverse to 
is or at all events as standing apart from it. the 

1ark that Mr. Whewell has made in his history of the In 
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ductive Sciences ;—how this theory, like that of universal gravi- 
tation, has exhibited all the aspect of a great physical fact, advan- 
cing to the explanation of things that seemed to have no neces- 
sary connexion with it, and converting what at first sight was 
regarded as contradictory, into the firmest arguments for its truth. 

VIII. On the physical cause of F'raunhofer’s dark lines. 
Although I have extended this memoir to so great a length, I 

have omitted many facts which have been made the subject of 
experiment. I cannot however conclude without offering some 
remarks on the artificial production and cause of Fraunhofer’s 
fixed lines. 

It has already been related how I was led to expect the pro- 
duction of these lines in the flame of cyanogen from considering 
the circumstances under which its combustion takes place. Re- 
turning to this phenomenon, I shall here point out a very remark- 
able numerical relation existing among the fixed lines of the 
solar spectrum. 
_ The following table contains Fraunhofer’s determinations of 
the wave lengths corresponding to the seven great fixed lines of 
the spectrum, which are designated by the capital letters of the 
alphabet from B to H. I have added the wave length of A from 
my own experiments. 
Table of wave lengths, corresponding to the eight great fixed lines of the solar spec- 
trum ; the Paris inch being supposed to be divided into one hundred millions of 
equal parts : 

A = 2660 E = 1945 
B = 2541 F = 1794 
C = 2422 G = 1587 
D = 2175 H = 1464 

An examination of this table proves, 
the length of B is 119 parts less than A. 

“ce “e Cc “ 938 “és ee “ ‘ 

ii4 +4 D “c A485 cc “cc “cc “ 

cc cc E <4 715 ce “ “ec iT4 

6c “ce “ 866 iia “se ce “é 

6 3 H “1196 “ £6. at “ 

and these differences of length are obviously very nearly as the 
whole numbers 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10. ‘This coincidence is far too 
striking to be merely accidental. Moreover, it must not be for- 
gotten, that the observed numbers as determined by Fraunhofer 
are wholly independent of any hypothesis. 

If the relation of whole numbers was rigorously true, the 
numbers in the foregoing table would stand as follows: 119, 238, 
476, 714, 833, 1071, 1199. 38 ; 

_ The wave length of the most luminous portion of the spec- 
um, the centre of the yellow space, is 2060 parts. If we take 
Srconp Serres, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 23 
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this as an optical centre, it will be found that the great lines are 
situated i in relation to it. E and D are equidis- 
tant above and below it; the same observation applies to G and 
B; and also to H and re The only departure from this symme- 
try is in the case of F, which is not symmetrical with C. It 
will be understood that Iam here speaking of one of those spec- 
tra which are formed when a grating or ruled surface is used. 
In this the colors are arranged side by side, according to their 
wave lengths; the centre of the spectrum which is its most lu- 
minous portion, is occupied by the centre of the yellow space ; 
and the light terminates at equal distances in the violet and red. 

Do not these observations lead us to conclude that the cause, 

whatever it may be, that produces these fixed lines is periodic 
in Jts action : 

What that cause in reality is, we have not now facts phages 
todetermine. I would not affirm that the disengagement o 
combustible matter by a flame will always give rise to dark ‘ines 
But this is very clear, that in all those cases, as cyanogen, alco- 
holic solutions of nitrate of strontian, of boracic acid, &c., in 
which these lines are developed, incombustible matter is uni- 
formly disengaged. 

Art. XIX.—Caricography ; by C. Dewey, D.D. 

(Appendix, continued from vol. iv, ii Ser., p. 350.) 

No. 227. C. lagopina, Wahl., No. 37; Tor. Mon., p. 393.— 
C. leporina, Willd. and Good., (not of Lin.)—C. Sachenali 
Schk. Schk., Tab. Y, fig. 79 and Tab. Fff, fig. 1 

Spica composita; spiculis ternis (2-4) confertis inferne stam- 
iniferis alternis ovatis vel ellipticis; fructibus distigmaticis ellip- 
ticis convexo-subconcavis rostellatis vel acuminatis margine obtu- 
sis ore bilabiatis, squama ovata acuta paulo longioribus. 
so m 4-8 inches high, erect, triquetrous, leafy towards the 

; leaves linear, flat, shorter than the culm; spikelets com- 
penky three (2-4), ovate and elliptic, aggregated, clcse-fruited, 
staminate at the base; stigmas two; fruit ovate, convex above, 
and often concave on the under side, smooth, obtuse on the mar- 
git, acuminate, often short rostrate or apiculate, of variable length, 
orifice entire or slightly two lobed ; pistillate scale ovate, ibis 
white and scarious ou the edge, sometimes hot much exc 
half the length of the fruit. 

Rocky ener, Drummond, and agrees with the well 
known plant of the Alps, Norway, &c. By Schk., two plants of 
rey eet were pede. ceed under C. leporina, Willd. 
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The C. leporina, L., is C. ovalis, Good., described in this Journal, 
vol. xxvi, p. 377, and in vol. vii, p. 276, and entirely different 
from C. lagopina, Wahl. CU. leporina, Lis much resembles our 
C. scoparia, Schk., from which however it differs in its broader 
or far less lanceolate fruit and sca ale. 

Specimens of this plant and the following three were received 
through the politeness and kindness of Dr. Torrey. 

No. 228. C. cryptocarpa, Meyer.—C. Scouleri, Tor. Mon. Cyp., 
p. 399. Boott in Hook. Flor. Bor. Am., No. 88. 

Spicis staminiferis binis pedunculatis gracilibus utringue tereti- 
bus ; spicis pistilliferis ternis oblongis cylindraceis recurvo-pedun- 
culatis bracteatis evaginatis densifloris, inferiore longo-peduncu- 
latis; fructibus disti maticis orbiculatis convexis brevi-apiculatis 
striatis ore integris, squama ovata ferruginea acuta paulo brevi- 
oribus 
Culm a foot or more high, slender, triquetrous, smooth, with 

short leaves towards the root, and with linear bracts without 
sheaths ; staminate spikes two, half inch long, cage with 
wide and oblong obtusish scales ; pistillate spikes three, 
and cylindric, upper one with staminate scales at the apex, “all on 

recurved peduncles and the lowest long pedunculate; stigmas 
two; fruit elliptic or roundish, lenticular, short apiculate, striate 
or minutely nerved ; pistillate scale ovate, acute, dark colored, 
longer than the fruit 

orthwest coast, Dr. Scouler, and Sitcha, Bongard. Resem 
bles C. Srigida and C. limosa in general aspect, but is very differ 
ent; belongs in cage 3 section. Dr. Boott notices its resem- 
blance to one variety of C. salin 

ole.—C. Sitchensis, Reece, was described in vol. xxix, p. 
245, under a name of C. eryptocarpa, but is a very different 
plant from th 

No. 229. ©. Jamesii, Tor. Mon. Cyp., p. 398, (not of Schw. 
n. Tab.) 

Spicis staminiferis binis Per crassis approximatis ; pistillife- 
ris ternis oblongo-c -cylindraceis nae or opi 

os lower short and ldo to o the other, acs one an gory ca 
thick, with oblong and obtuse black scales; pistillate 

ot three, eylindrie bracteate, two upper on short ‘peduncles 
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without sheaths, the lowest with a long and nearly radical pe- 
duncle ; stigmas two; fruit ovate, convex, short rostrate, nerved, 
orifice bilabiate ; : pistillate scale ovate, acute, shorter than the fruit. 

Rocky Mountains, Dr. #. James, and named by Dr. ‘Torrey 
in honor of the discoverer. It seems to be a fine species. 

No. 230. C. sa ing Meyer. Tor. Mon. Cyp., p. 387. Boott 
n Hook. Fl. Bor. Am., No. 2. 

Spica unica oblonga laxiflora superne staminifera, vel dioica? 
fructibus tristigmaticis oblongis lanceolatis distincte triquetris ore 
integris vel sublabiatis, squama oblonga patula obtusa paulo lon- 
gioribus. 
Culm a foot or more high, slender, erect, triquetrous, leafy to- 

wards the base ; leaves narrow, linear, triquetrous at the apex; 
spike single, oblong, not closely fruited, towards an inch long, 
staminiferous at the summit; stigmas s three ; fruit oblong, distinctly 
triquetrous, tapering above, smooth (as its name signifies), with 
its orifice entire or very slightly Soha es 4 Para scale oblong, 
obtuse, brown, a little shorter than t 

In Russian America, Meyer and Boneaee: resembles C. poly- 
trichoides, but very different. I find three stigmas on the fruit. 

No. 231. C. microdonta, Torrey and Hook. usar Mon. Cyp., 
No. 145, and Boott in Bost. Jour 

Spicis staminiferis subternis (2-4) approximatis cylindraceis 
sessilibus, infima subremota inclusé pedunculata ; spicis pistilliferis 

3-4 seepe quatuor cylindraceis erectis exserté pedunculatis sub- 
remotis bracteatis, superioribus apice staminiferis superné attenu- 
atis basi sublaxifloris ; fructibus tristigmaticis ovato-oblongis com- 
pressis striatis ore subemarginatis, squamam ovatam latam cuspi- 
datam vel acuminatam subzequantibus. 

Culm 1-2 feet high, slender, a oe leafy towards 
the base, and leaves shorter than he culm; staminate spikes 
iia three, cylindric, from a half re an inch and a half long, 
upper ones near, the lowest exsertly pedunculate and remotish, 
with eee and cuspidate scales; pistillate spikes about four, 
remote, cylindric, acutish above by staminate flowers with exsert 
peduncles ; stigmas three; fruit ovate, oblong, obtusish with an 
emarginate orifice and with ovate cuspidate scales scarious on the 
margin. 

Texas, Drummond ; Torrey and Boott. 

No. 232. C. microglochin, Wahl. Schk., Tab. Ssss, fig. 210. 
Boott in Hook. Flor. Bor. Am.. No e49: 

_ Spica uniea apice staminifera densi-flora; fructibus lanceolatis 
is convexo-subplanis reflexis apice aristatis vel subulatis ér?- 

stigmaticis subocto-floris eum squama caduca. 
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Culm a few inches high, slender, with setaceous leaves towards 
the base ; spike single, staminate above, and close flowered ; stig- 
mas three; fruit conic, lanceolate, subconvex-plane, subulate at 
the apex and reflexed ; pistillate scale caducous. 

Greenland, Horneman ; Switzerland, Schk., who distinguish- 
es it from C. pauciflora, especially by the subulate point beyond 
the orifice at which the style passes out. 

No. 233. C. lenticularis, Mx. Boott in Hook. Fl. Bor. Am., 
No. 85. 

C. panicea, L., is remarked by Mx.; and hence it is evident that 
this plant is not well known by our botanists, although it is found 
over a wide extent of the northern regions. The above given 
description is really that of Mx., and may lead to a better ac- 
quaintance with it. It is not the C. lenticularis in vol. vii, p 
273, which proves to be a variety of C. limosa, L. _It has been 
supposed to be a variety of C. stricta, which its affinity to C. pa- 
nicea forbids. 

No. 234. ©. recta, Boott. Hook. Fl. Bor. Am., No. 95. 

Spicis staminiferis binis oblongis, superiore sessili ; spicis pistil- 
liferis subternis (3-4) cylindraceis erectis approximatis foliaceo- 
bracteatis evaginatis pedunculatis, superioribus superne staminife- 
ris, infima subremota inferne laxiflora; fructibus distigmaticis ob- 
ovatis subrotundis levibus brevi-rostratis ore integris vel subemar- 
ginatis, squamam lanceolatam inferne aristatam semi-equantibus. 

ulm 18 inches high, erect, stiff, scabrous on edges above, long- 
er than the close lanceolate leaves; bracts leafy, longer than th 
culm, auriculate at base and not sheathing ; staminate spikes two, 
near the pistillate and erect, with dark brown scales above obtuse ; 

pistillate spikes 3-4, oblong, cylindric, erect and close, near, up- 
per ones staminate at the apex, the lowest remotish ; stigmas two ; 

fruit roundish obovate, glaucous, very smooth, with a round 

short beak and orifice nearl entire ;_pistillate scales lanceolate, 

cirk-purple, awned below, and longer than the fruit nearly twice. 

ott. 

C. stricta, and is well characteri: 

Nore... olisocarpa; Schit.; described in vol. iv, p. 349, has 
one form, hic his founly been ranked under C. Hitcheockiana, 

Labrador, Hooker. This species belongs with C. acuta and 
| zed. 
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found abundantly by Dr. Susie of Penn Yan, and named by 
Gay as distinct, C. Sartwelliana. But Dr. Gray ascertained it to 
belong to C. oligocar a, of which it seems to be a manifest va- 
riety and to deserve the ‘following designation. 

C. oligocarpa, Schk. ; var. Sartwelliana, D.;—C. Sartwelliana, 
Gay. 

Fruit subovate, oblong, roundish triquetrous, tapering above or 
short-conic rostrate, about equalling or surpassing the short, ovate, 
obtuse pre! —— awned scale. 

The fruit of C. Hitchcockiana is tapering at both ends; this 
is i sic, and is far less obovate and more tapering at the apex 
than that of CU. oligocarpa. 

ew York and western Se paelenagimtie 

Art. XX.—On the Parallelism of the Paleozoic Deposits of 
North America, with those of Europe; followed by a Tuble 
of the Species of Fossils common to the two Continents, with 
ieee of the MT in which in occur, one terminated 

critical excamination of each of these species; by Ep. 
eoststis, (translated and ‘odpierabd from the Bullets of ihe 
Geol. Soc. of France, 2d ser., vol. iv,* for this Journal ; by Mr. 
James Haut, New York State Geologist. 

“ Arrer having studied, during many years, in Russia and in 
Sweden the distribution af the fossils of the Palaeozoic strata, the 

principal object of my short visit into North America, was to ascer- 
tain if the stratigraphical distribution of animals, is the same 
there as in Euro It was therefore necessary to become famil- 
iar first with the ‘geology of this immense country, by collect- 
ing from each bed the different fossils, or at least the princi- 
pal ones, in order to distinguish, Ist, the species proper to a 
ica; 2d, the species identical with those of Europe. The first 
point will be left for a subsequent work, in which we shall oc- 
cupy ourselves a with the geology of the United States; the 
second, will form the subject of the following remarks, whic 

I shall a Bata to restrict within limits appropriate to the 
etl 

* Sur le parallélisme des depots rao age de Il’ Ameriqne Septentrionale avec 
ceux de Euro ope; suivie d'un tableau des espéces fossiles communes aux deux 
continents, avec l’indication des peep ou elles se rencontrent, et terminée par un 
cay critique de chacune de ces ex bed: 

“In describing the new species which we have brought with us, we shall often ~ 
reat occasion to render justice to the di oe scientific men who with so much 

the geology of the states which they inhabit, and sg 
-F We on them, in the mean time, to ac 
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cies present themselves in the same order in erica as in 
Europe, or in other words, is there in the succession from the 
most ancient fossiliferous beds to the coal period inclusive, a law 
common to the two continents? 2nd, is it possible to trace, 

necessary to a solution of this double question, Ist, do the spe- 

in Am 

Ttesearches, we are induced to accord to the species common to 
the two continents, has induced us to give the list of them with 
the divisions in which they are found, and to give to this table 
some details upon each of these species, and in particular upon 
their different positions. 

Composition of the Paleozoic strata in the state of New York. 
In the present state of our knowledge, there is perhaps no series 
of formations which is extended in a continuous manner over a 

nown the mineral riches of their soil, and which have given rise 
to very valuable publications ; but the state of New York has done 
More, she has undertaken the noble task of publishing a complete 
work upon her Natural History. The geological labors confided to 
eminent men, have thrown a brilliant light upon the geological 
Structure of this part of the United States. By one o 

ppy chances of which the history of science offers us examples, 
the territory of the state of New York presents us, below the 
carboniferous system, the Paleozoic series most complete. Every 
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favorable condition is there also united to facilitate stratigraphical 
studies, and to give to superposition, and consequently to Paleon- 
tology, of which it is the foundation, a certainty truly scientific. 
Indeed, in the northwest part of the state, the beds incline very 
gradually to the south, in such a manner, that in advancing to- 
wards the north the more ancient beds successively appear at the 
surface. The outline of the surface presents-an inclination pre- 
cisely the reverse; it attains its greatest elevation near the limits 
of Pennsylvania and declines to the north towards Lake Ontario. 
There results from this condition a series of lakes and little rivers, 

which, flowing from south to north, eut the formations trans- 
versely. These streams, profiting, probably, by preéxisting fis- 
sures, indent the surface, as the Niagara, to the depth of two hun- 

ed or three hundred feet, and allow the examination and study 
of the superposition of the successive strata with certainty. We 
have had occasion more than once to compare the natural advan- 
tages of this country, with the difficulties presented by Russia 
in Europe, where the plains are so little broken, and the thick 
diluvial mantle which covers them scarcely rent. 

No country in Europe offers us so complete and uninterrupted 
a development of the Silurian and Devonian systems; to’ ob- 
serve it, it is necessary to cross the Atlantic. From the most 
ancient fossiliferous beds which correspond to the lower strata of 

ilurian system, to the coal period exclusively, there is in the 
state of New York, a continuous succession of deposits which 
are superimposed in regular stratification without however en- 
tirely covering each other. The four official geologists of the state 
of New York are agreed in acknowledging twenty-eight groups 
or subdivisions which they have united in the following manner.” 

ese introductory remarks of M. de Verneuil, which give the 
reader an idea of the scope and object of the paper, are followed 
by a table of the groups and individual rocks of the Paleozoic 
series in the state of New York, and a short description of each 
one in the ascending order. The characteristic fossils of each 
group or rock are also indicated, being to a great extent those al- 
ready given in the Geological Reports of New York, and which 
have likewise appeared in this Journal, in connexion with a re- 
view of the same works. 

The order of the successive groups of this series is now so gen- 
erally known, that it does not appear necessary to repeat the table 
in this place. M.de Verneuil remarks with justice that these 
groups are of unequal value, some of them being but a few feet 
in thickness, while others are many hundreds. This has alread} 
been acknowledged in the published reports, and though it may 
now be easy to make a more perfect grouping, uniting individual 
rocks which in the table have the same value as groups, yet it 
was not an easy task to do this before the publication of the re- 
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rts, as a matter of concession, and it is to be regretted that such 
an artificial classification was ever, for a moment adopted, although 
only with a wish of giving unity to the several reports. All ar- 
rangements of this kind, indicating geographical limits or loca- 
tions, are of very trifling importance when compared with those 
founded on Paleozoic characters. In the present instance, the 
first division embraces all the lower strata to a very natural hori- 
zon, while the second includes only a part of a natural group, the 
upper portion of which is carried into the third division. The 
third division includes a portion of two natural groups, but em- 
bracing neither of them entirely. It is to be regretted that these 
divisions are perpetuated in any publication, since at the time of 
their adoption, they were assumed merely as geographical subdi- 
visions, and regarded as of no more value than to indicate the re- 
gion or neighborhood, in which certain rocks or groups occupied 
the surface and surrounding country. 

M. de Verneuil proposes a union of several of the smaller 
groups ; in which we agree with him, having already adopted 
them in the paleontological arrangement. Notwithstanding this, 
we are still disposed to retain all the names given, rather than to 
merge any of them in more general terms; except for the expres- 
Sion of a series which shall unite several minor beds, all of which 

elsewhere. It is easy to designate great groups, but that such 
groups shall be permanent, it requires that their elementary parts 
shall have been studied with care. It is much easier to unite the 

formations, our author continues his descriptions of the series in 

the stratigraphical order. Regarding the calciferous sandstone as 
a distinct mass, he follows with some reason also the arrangement 

adopted in the New York reports, of uniting the Chazy, Birdseye 
and Black River limestones in one group; though each possesses 

peculiar fossils, and, where fully developed, are in fact very slightly 
connected by their organic remains. Still in western localities 

there appears to be less positive means of separating them.* 

* These rocks contain together about ei ty species. Of these only two or three 
known in the Chazy, are found in a higher position, and a single species of the 
Srconp Series, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 24 
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There is very good reason for uniting the Trenton limestone, 
Utica slate, and Hudson River group; for although the middle 
term contains few fossils of any species, yet several are common 
to the three terms, and of those known in the Trenton limestone, 
twenty species reappear in the Hudson River group. M. de Ver- 
neuil has become satisfied of the fact, that these groups form but 
a single one at the west, scarcely distinguishable into the three 
divisions which are well marked in New York. Notwithstand- 
ing there are in the Hudson River group several species of Gas- 
teropoda and Acephala, quite distinct from those of the Trenton 
limestone, yet the species of Brachiopods are identical ;—not more 
than two species appearing at this period which are not also com- 
mon to the ‘Trenton limestone. 

In the description of the succeeding rocks, M. de Verneuil very 
properly suggests that the Oneida conglomerate and grey sandstone 
should form the base of the succeeding division, rather than re- 
main united with the Hudson River group in the Champlain di- 
vision. ‘This course has already been followed in the Paleonto- 
logical report,—the first, great division being regarded as ending 
with the Hudson River group, at which point the greater part of 
those species regarded as belonging to the lower Silurian epoch, 
terminate their existence. 

It is not necessary to follow our author through all the succes- 
sive groups, since the principal object is to arrive at his results. 
In the second period of our system, he suggests a union of the 
water-lime, the Pentumerus galeatus limestone, the lthyris 
shaly limestone, and upper Pentamerus limestone, as one group. 
In this not only do we readily acquiesce, but are happy to be sus- 
tained in what we have already done in effect, by so able and im- 

partial an observer as M. de Verneuil. These subdivisions are 

no where perfectly discernible except in the eastern part of New 
York, and here it is quite evident that they are united by their 
organic contents, although slightly different in lithological char- 
acter, and each bed showing a predominance of certain forms, to 
the almost entire exclusion of all others. Our author remarks, 
that the lower of these four groups rests upon the Hudson River 
group, at Schoharie, which, though generally very nearly true, is 
not precisely so, there being a partial representation of both the 

ondaga salt group and Niagara group, as we have had occasion 
to show elsewhere. 

M. de Verneuil proposes to unite the Caudagalli grit with 

Schoharie grit, and the Onondaga with the corniferous limestones. 
A more natural arrangement, and one which the organic contents 
compel us to follow, is to unite the Schoharie grit, the Onondaga 

Birdseye passes into the Black River li 5 whi Pipi 7 ee ne E ns Riser limestone ; while an equal number meee? 
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and corniferous limestones, all these having fossils in common, 
and only in particular localities distinguishable into these subdi- 
visions. On the other hand, the Caudagalli grit commences with 
the termination of the Oriskany sandstone, contains no fossils ex- 
cept the peculiar “ enigmatical” one giving it the name, is coéx- 
tensive in New York with the Oriskany sandstone, and does not 
appear beyond its western termination, while the other rocks are 
continued.* 

n proceeding, our author proposes to unite the Marcellus shale, 
Hamilton group, Tully limestone and Genesee slate in one di- 
vision, and make the Portage and Chemung the second of this 
period. In this we quite agree, admitting that such an arrange- 
ment is most conformable to the Paleozoic indications. 

e are happy to observe in the concluding remarks of M. de 
Verneuil, that he has attached due importance to the difference in 
the character of the sediment in the eastern extension of the for- 
mations, as indicating the proximity of shores; and also the oc- 
currence of fucoids and ripple marks, indicating always a shallow 
sea. We give below the passage: 

“If we embrace in a single view, the Paleozoic formation of 
the State of New York, we may observe some general features 
which we will merely indicate here, before passing to the study 
of the same formation in the States of the west. One important 
fact which strikes the observer, is that the beds being horizontal 
and conformable, the organized creatures present under the single 
influence of time, such successive modifications that the greater 

part of the groups or subdivisions, are characterized by species 
proper to the different beds of which they are composed, and by 
others less numerous, which connect them with the superior and 
inferior groups. The disposition of the mineral materials also 
gives place to important considerations. The predominance of 
the sandstones and the schists in the eastern part of the state of 
New York, seems to indicate that on this side existed the conti- 
nent, whose streams and shores furnished to the sediments the 
elements of which they are composed.t This view has not es- 

* We are extremely sorry to see that M. de Ver 
tenipora at Caledonia, in Livingston county, o 
Lock port. This is a good locality of the corniferous fimestone, an 
confident that a Catenipora could nev 

and the peculiar Tentaculites of 
ry has too many such collectors, 

y of aspecimen, and when trusted at all, 
produce the most serious confusion. Nothing is of so much importance relative 

: the true locality 
and position of specimens, and we cannot too severely reprehend the practice of 

giving or o| selling specimens as from one locality, which are from a different and 
distant ‘i 

es! 

analogous to those 
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caped the American geologists, and that which still farther con- 
firms it, is the occurrence of the fucoids and ripple marks, with 
which the surface of the beds is often covered; unquestionable 
evidence of the vicinity of shallow waters (bas-fonds, low bot- 
toms) and of shores. An important circumstance is that these 
fucoids and ripple marks are observed at all stages, from the Pots- 
dam sandstone to the Portage group; so that it becomes incon- 
testible that the whole mass of the Paleozoic formation, however 

who attribute to this circumstance, rather than to the action of 
time, the differences which distinguish the Silurian fauna from 
those which have followed ?” 

“ Composition of the Paleozoic formation in the states of Ohio, 
Kentucky, and Indiana.—Between the great coal basin which 
occupies a part of Pennsylvania and of Ohio, and that of Illinois, 
rises an anticlinal axis which separates them, and which elevates 
all the more ancient beds even to the lower stage of the Silurian 
system. It is not an axis of entire dislocation; the beds continue 
to remain apparently horizontal, their dip being only fifteen or 
sixteen feet in the kilometer, but this dip being in opposite di- 
rections on the two sides of a line nearly north and south, which 

by Cincinnati, is sufficient to bring to light throughout a 
great extent, in wide bands, the inferior parts of the Paleozoic 
strata. Nothing is more interesting, when once familiar with the 
rocks and the fossils in the state of New York, than to trans- 
port one’s self one hundred and fifty, or two hundred leagues to 
the west to observe the changes which this series presents, and to 
seek for the cause which we will do in the briefest manner.”* 

of the carboniferous period, appear only in the Chemung group, and these are ve- 

ay 
mo We recommend persons who desire more details on this subject, to read the 

two very interesting memoirs of Mr. J. Hall, one upon the identity of the forma- 
tions of the west in the United States, with those of the state of New York, 
printed in the 'l'ransactions of the American Associ logists, &e.; tl 
other upon the nature of the strata and the distribution of fossils in the ancient 
formations of the United States, inserted in the rnal of the Boston Societ 
Nat. Hi ve had occasion to recognize the exactness of the ob- 
servations of this able geologist, and we only differ from him in opinion upon 

e true equivalents of the black bituminous shales, and of the prey 
mass of the micaceous sandstones which overlie them in the states of Ohio, in- 
diana and Kentucky.’ 

hl a . nak ut be- 

tween this rock and the knobs near New Albany, there is a thickness of four or five 
hundred feet, the lower part of which is shaly, of a greenish color, and any 
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“ Table of the groups which compose the Paleozoic Sormations 
in the states of Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana.’* 

8. Sandstones, shales and limestones of 
C coal. 
Poo nusrous system, 7. Carboniferous limestone. 

6. Fine grained, micaceous sandstone. 
ist 5. Black, bituminous schists. 

Devonian system, 4. Shelly limestone, and upper coralline 
limestone. 

Silurian system, 3. Siliceous or magnesian limestone, 
(superior, ) (cliff limestone. ) 

Silurian system, 2. Blue limestones and mazrls. 
(inferior, ) 1. Compact limestone. 
The character of these formations in detail is already known to 

most readers of this Journal through the Reports on the Geclogy 
of the different States, and from the Review of the N. Y. Geol. 
Reports and comparison of Western formations, by D. D. Owen. 

M. de Verneuil concludes his descriptions of these rocks by 
some observations upon the simple geological structure of the 
Western States as compared to New York. All the schistose and 
arenaceous deposits below the carboniferous period have disappear- 
ed almost entirely, even the extensive and important groups of 
Hudson River, Hamilton and Chemung are scarcely recognized 
in their western extension, and the old red sandstone is entirely 
wanting. On the other hand, the principal calcareous formatious 
have augmented their thickness and importance. These schistose 
formations being influenced by the proximity of shores and cur- 
rents, are less reliable than calcareous formations in studying the 
Succession of strata. For these reasons, M. de Verneuil remarks, 

* «Tt is to Messrs. R. Dale Owen, Mather, Locke, Hildreth and Foster, that we 
Owe our knowledge of the geological constitution of these States.” 
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Art. XXIL—On the Reaction of = Carbonic Acid with Al- 
kaline and other Bases ; by Wm. F. Cuannine, M.D. 

1. Te production of heat by the reaction of solid carbonic 
acid with a caustic alkali, was noticed by me in this Journal for 
January, 1844. A more precise series of observations on the 
same reaction, extended to a greater number of bases, will be 
found to afford some additional facts in the history of the acid, 
and to illustrate a most striking instance of the evolution of heat 
by chemical union. ‘The details of manipulation will be preserv- 
ed in the following experiments, chiefly to indicate the best mode 
of exhibiting the ‘phenomena described. 

olid carbonic acid was placed in contact successively with 
different bases, presented to it for the most part in the dry state. 
The intensity ‘of the reaction and the amount of heat produced 
- generally estimated by the effects of ignition and fusion ob- 

ined. The heat being local, and one of the substances pre- 
be being in a state of intense refrigeration, it was found that no 
accurate measurement could be made by oe a thermometer 
either in contact or subjected to radiatio 

3. A small fragment of solid ech acid, was comminuted 
as much as possible, and placed on cotton wool. A little pure 
peieniced hydrate of potash was poured upon it. A piece of gun- 
otton was laid over these, the whole covered with cotton wool, 

and compressed by a spatula. In a few seconds the gun-cotton 
exploded. Gun-cotton compressed with either carbonic acid or 
hydrate of potash separately, showed no disposition to ignite. 

A. Pure hydrate of soda was substituted for hydrate of potash 
with a similar result, acting apparently with equal intensity. The 

re hydrates o soda and potash, evaporated in silver vessels, 
contain frequently some additional water to the one atom belong- 
ing to the hydrate, which interferes with the above reaction. 
Thus if the cylinders of common hydrate of potash, which is 
evaporated at a higher heat in iron vessels, are employed, the “4 
action is more intense and the result more immediate. ‘That th 
is not occasioned by the presence of carbonate of potash, coud 
as an impurity in the hydrate, is shown by subjecting preee4 
bonate of potash itself to reaction with the carbonic acid. In 
this case no sensible heat is evolved. ‘The energetic reaction of 
solid carbonic acid with the alkalies, seems to a with the 
formation of protocarbonate. Pure potassa was also mixed with 
quicklime, and rose treated with the carbonic eatin but without 

wg increase 0 
The alkaline he were heated to redness in a platina 4 

aie before each alae rm and employed as soon as coo 
; lime exposed to solid carbonic acid, gave no indiea- 
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caused a fragment of phosphorus placed upon the foil to ignite. 
6. Anhydrous baryta, strontia and magnesia gave no reaction 

with the carbonic acid. Their hydrates all produced heat, slightly 
less perhaps than that evolved by hydrate of lime. 

’. It might have been anticipated that the reaction of the al- 
kaline earths with solid carbonic acid, would be more energetic 
than that of the alkalies from their habitudes in solution. But 
the decisive fact of the superior affinity of the alkalies for car- 
bonic acid in the dry state, would lead us to infer that the result 
in solution is due to the “influence of insolubility” in the pre- 
cipitated carbonates of the alkaline earths. 

t seemed desirable to extend the inference that carbonic 
acid does not combine directly with an anhydrous base. Potas- 
sium was therefore cut into thin layers and allowed to oxydate in 
the air. From the great disposition however of solid carbonic 
acid to condense moisture on itself, and the liability of the min- 
gled potash and potassium to ignite spontaneously or by slight 
causes, no accurate result could be obtained. 'There was no evi- 
dence of the production of heat by any reaction with the car- 
onic acid. 
9. The anhydrous protoxyds of lead, zinc and copper were 

subjected to solid carbonic acid placed upon cotton. No eleva- 
tion of temperature could be detected. The hydrates of these 
oxyds, when wrapped in cotton with carbonic acid and compress- 
ed by the fingers, gave a doubtful result to the sensation, the tem- 

n exposed to the gaseous ammonia, it may be remarked, was 
ed to burn more slowly and with a red flame. 
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11. Solid carbonic acid was compressed in contact with hy- 
drated acetate of lead, a salt readily attacked by carbonic acid, 
but no sensible heat was evolved. 

2. 'To obtain some indication of the amount of heat which 

be near the melting point of tin, though actual fusion could not 
be effected by any arrangement. A splinter of pine brought in 
contact with the foil was slightly discolored, and gave the char- 
acteristic smell of charred wood. 'The temperature may there- 
fore be safely estimated at between 350° and 400° FE’. By sub- 
stituting a slip of platina foil above and below the reagents, in 
place of the tinfoil, ether, alcohol and water dropped upon it, were 
successively vaporized. Phosphorus was instantly inflamed on 
touching the foil. A piece of fusible metal placed upon the foil 
was melted. | 

13. Hydrate of potash and solid carbonic acid were ground to- 
gether in a small mortar. Sufficient heat was produced to ex- 
plode gun-cotton, but the experiment is an undesirable one for 
repetition. 'The experiment with gun-cotton in ¢3 may be di- 

but not in contact with the gun-cotton. The alcohol is then ig- 
nited by the explosion of the latter. 

4, The reaction of solid carbonic acid with liquids and solu- 
tions, is referable, to some extent, to the same principle as its re- 
action with bases in the dry state. When immersed in water, it 
combines with this latter, and at the same time the evolution of 

gas is so rapid as to prevent the solid from touching the liquid. 
Owing to these causes the temperature of the water falls only a 
few degrees, instead of the anticipated result of immediate con- 
gelation, and the thermometer held in the gas escaping from the 
surface indicates a temperature slightly above that of the surround- 
ing air, this heat being the heat of combination, evolved at t 
point of union of the carbonic acid and the water, acting as a 
base. With a solution of potash the reaction is very much t 
same, the only observable point being the great quantity of gas 
which escapes absorption. 
_ 15, When solid carbonic acid is treated with ether or alcohol, 
it assumes a semi-fluid state, and no chemical combination prob- 
ably taking place, and the vaporization of the acid being aug- 
mented, these mixtures become of the most frigorific character, 
and are commonly used for this purpose. When however hy- 
drate of potash is added to these in a mortar, the mixture with 
ether rises to a temperature probably above 40° F., and that with 
alcohol still higher, with occasional violent ebullition. By 
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16. Taking the temperature of solid carbonic acid at — 148° 
F.., and the greatest heat obtained by its reaction with the hydra- 
ted alkalies at from 350° to 400° F., there is an elevation of tem- 
perature produced in this case of more than 500° F. As this 
scale goes far below as well as above the natural temperature, it 
affords an opportunity of exhibiting the effects of intense cold 
and intense heat side by side and proceeding from the same sub- 
stance. ‘These experiments have therefore an illustrative value 
in connection with heat and chemical affinity, as well as with the 
properties of carbonic acid in the solid state. 

Boston, Dec. 20th, 1847. 

Art. XXII.—Hisiorical Notice of the Discovery of the Planet 
Neptune ; by Professor Loomis, of the New York University. 

Tne discovery of the planet Neptune, Sept. 23, 1846, at Ber- 
lin, was announced in this Journal, vol. ii, p. 439; and various 
particulars respecting it have been given in the Numbers for the 
past year. As however the general reader might fail to obtain 
from these detached notices a just idea of the connexion of the 
several links of this most important discovery, it is now proposed 
to place on record a concise history of this planet. 

The discovery of Neptune resulted from the study of the mo- 
tions of the planet Uranus. Uranus was first discovered to be a 

planet in 1781, but it had been repeatedly observed before by dif- 
ferent astronomers, and mistaken for a fixed star. Nineteen ob- 
Servations of this description are on record, one of them dating 
as far back as 1690. In 1821, M. Bouvard of Paris, published a 
set of tables for computing the place of this planet. The mate- 
rials for the construction of these tables, consisted of forty years’ 
regular observations at Greenwich and Paris since 1781, and the 

nineteen accidental observations, reaching back almost a century 
urther. Upon comparing these observations, Bouvard found un- 
expected difficulties. It was impossible to combine all the ob- 
servations in one elliptic orbit. When he attempted to unite the 
ancient with the modern observations, the former might be tole- 

rably well represented, but the latter exhibited discordances too 

gr 

became noticeable ; in ten years the error had amounted to 
Seconp Srrigs, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 25 
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half a minute of space; and now the error exceeds two minutes, 
This is equal to one fifteenth part of the apparent diameter of the 
sun or moon, which though small in itself, is large when compa- 
red with the precision of modern observations. What could be 
the cause of these discrepancies? Were the tables computed in- 
accurately? The errors were too large, and Bouvard was too 
skillful a computer, to permit. such an explanation. Were these 
discrepancies due to the action of some unknown disturbing bo- 
dy? This idea was seriously entertained more than twelve _ 
ago by Bouvard, Hansen, Hussey, and some others. Mr. Hussey 
even proposed to compute an approximate ecm of the supposed 
body, and then commence searching for it with his large reflec- 
tor. Mr. Airy, now Astronomer Royal of Great Britain, at that 
time Professor in Cambridge, pronounced the problem > nor 
His words were: “If it were certain that there was any extran 
ous action upon Uranus, I doubt much the gag id of iam 
mining the place of the planet which produced it. J am sure tt 
could not be done, till the nature of the ic acureoiie was well de- 
termined from gee — revolutions ;” that is, till after 
the lapse of several ce s. 

This deliberate an from one who by common consent stood 
at the head of British mathematicians and astronomers, would 
have deterred any but the most daring mathematician from at- 
tacking the problem. Again in 1837, Mr. Airy repeats the same 
idea: “If these errors are the effect of. any unseen body, 7 will 
be nearly impossible ever to find out its place.” 

The first serious attempt to discover = place of this distr 
ing body, was made by a young man ( . C. Adams, 
bridge University) in England. It stunela be Peataon et that 

accordance with the Newtonian law of gravitation, every body 
in the solar system attracts every other; that the attraction of 

is proportioned to its quantity of matter; and that in 
the same body the power of attraction varies inversely as the 
square of the distance. In order therefore to compute the exact 
place of a planet, in its orbit about the sun, it is necessary not 
merely to regard the attraction of the central body, but also to al- 
low for the influence of all the other bodies of the solar system. 

Hitherto mathematicians had only aspired to compute the dis- 
turbing influence of one body upon another, when the magnitude 
and position of both bodies were known. But in t of 
Uranus, it was required to solve the inverse problem which Pro- 
fessor Ai iry had pronounced hopeless, viz., from the observed dis- 
turbances of one body, to compute "the place of the setnaiedl 

y. 
_ After taking his degree of Bachelor of Arts in January, 1843, 

with. the honor of Senior —— Mr. iat Hevncnaiy ia to at- 
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posing the disturbing body to move in a circle, at twice the dis- 
tance of Uranus from the sun. His results were so far satisfac- 
tory, as to encourage him to attempt a more complete solution. 
Accordingly in February, 1844, having obtained through Profes- 
sor Airy, a complete copy of the Greenwich observations of Ura- 
nus, he renewed his computations, which he continued during 
that and the subsequent years. In September, 1845, he had ob- 
tained the approximate orbit of the disturbing planet, which he 
showed to Professor Challis, the director of the Observatory at 
Cambridge ; and near the close of the next month, he communi- 
cated his results to the Astronomer Royal, together with a com- 
parison of his theory with the observations. ‘The discrepancies 
were quite small, except for the single observation of 1690. Pro- 
fessor Airy, in acknowledging the receipt of this letter, pronoun- 
ced the results extremely satisfactory, and enquired of Mr. Ad- 
ams whether his theory would explain the error of the tables in 
regard to the distance of Uranus from the sun, which error he 
had shewn to be very great. ‘T'o this enquiry Mr. Adams return- 
ed no answer for nearly a year ; probably because he was not able 
to answer the question entirely to his own satisfaction. 

Meanwhile this grand problem was undertaken by another 
mathematician, who was entirely ignorant of the progress which 
Mr. Adams had made; for none of his results had yet been pub- 
lished. In the summer of 1845, M. Arago of Paris, requested M. 

Verrier, a young mathematician who had already distinguish- 
ed himself by his improved tables of Mercury, to attempt the 
solution of this problem. This he accordingly did, and his sue- 
cess astonished all Europe. He commenced his investigations by 
enquiring whether the observations of Uranus could be reconciled 
with the supposition, that this body is subject to no other attrac- 
tion than that of the sun and the known planets, acting accord- 
ing to the Newtonian law of gravitation. He carefully compu- 

ted the effects due to the action of Jupiter and Saturn, neglecting 

ed with the Astronomer Royal at Greenwich, a 

the elements of the supposed disturbing planet, 
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and agreeing closely with the results which Le Verrier subse- 
quently obtained. 

Le Verrier next proceeds to enquire after the cause of the dis- 
eovered irregularities. Is it possible that at the immense distance 
of Uranus from the sun, the force of attraction does not vary in- 
versely as the square of the distance? ‘Ihe law of gravitation is 
too firmly established to permit such a supposition, until every 
other resource has failed. Are these irregularities due to the re- 
sistance of a rare ether diffused every where through space? No 
other planet has afforded any indications of such a resistance. 
Can they be ascribed to a great satellite accompanying the plan- 
et? Such acause would produce inequalities having a very short 
period; while the observed anomalies of Uranus are precisely the 
reverse. Has a comet impinged upon Uranus, and changed the 
form of its orbit?) Such a cause might render it impossible to 
represent the entire series of observations by a single elliptic or- 
bit; but the observations. before the supposed collision would a 
be consistent with each Sther, and the observations after collision 
would also be consistent with each other. Yet the observations 
of Uranus from 1781 to 1821, can neither be reconciled with the 
earlier observations nor with the more recent ones. 

ere seems to remain no other probable supposition than that 
of an undiscovered planet. But if these disturbances are due to 
such a body, we cannot suppose it situated within the orbit of 
Saturn. This would disturb the orbit of Saturn more than that 
of Uranus, while we know that its influence on Saturn is inap- 
preciable, for Saturn’s motion is well represented by the tables. 
Can this body be situated between Saturn and Uranus? We 
must then place it much nearer Uranus than Saturn, for the rea- 
son already assigned,in which case its mass must be supposed to 
be small, or it would produce too great an effect upon Uranus. 
Under these circumstances, its action would only be appreciable 
when in the immediate neighborhood of Uranus, which supposi- 
tion does not accord well with the observations. The disturbing 

body must then be situated beyond Uranus, and at a considerable 
distance from it; for reasons already given. Now the distance of 
each of the more remote planets from the sun, is about double 
that of the preceding one. It is natural then to: conjecture that 
the disturbing planet may be at a distance from the sun double 

hat of Uranus; and it must move nearly in the ecliptic, because 
the observed inequalities of Uranus are chiefly in the direction of 
the ecliptic. Le Verrier then propounds the following specifie 
problem: 

_ “ Are the irregularities in the motion of Uranus due to the ac- 
tion of a planet situated in the ecliptic, at a distance from t 

sun double that of Uranus? If so, what is its present place, its 
elements of its orbit?” This problem he proceeds 

to resolve. 
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If we could determine for each day the precise effect produced 
by the unknown body, we could deduce from it the direction in 
which Uranus is drawn; that is, we should know the direction 
of the disturbing body. But the problem is far from being thus 
simple. The amount of the disturbance cannot be deduced di- 
rectly from the observations, unless we know the exact orbit 
which Uranus would describe provided it were free from this dis- 
turbing action; and this orbit in turn cannot be computed, un- 
less we know the amount of the disturbances. Le Verrier there- 
fore computes for every nine degrees of the entire circumference, 
the effect which would be produced by supposing a planet situa- 
ted in different parts of the ecliptic. He finds that when he lo- 
cates the supposed disturbing planet in one part of the ecliptic, 
the discrepancies between the observed and computed effects are 
enormous. By varying the place of the planet, the discrepancies 
become smaller, until at a certain point they nearly disappear. 
Hence he concludes that there is but one point of the ecliptic 
where the planet can be placed, so as to satisfy the observations 
of Uranus. Having thus determined its approximate place, he 
proceeds to compute more rigorously its effects; and on the first 
of June, 1846, he announces as the result of his investigations, 
that the longitude of the disturbing planet for the beginning of 
1847, must be about 325°. 
The result thus obtained by Le Verrier, differed but one degree 

from that communicated by Mr. Adams to Professor Airy, more 
than seven months previous. Upon receiving this intelligence, 
Professor Airy expressed himself satisfied with regard to the gen- 
eral accuracy of both computations, and immediately wrote to 

errier, enquiring as he had done before of Mr. Adams, wheth- 
er his theory explained the error of the tables in respect to the 
distance of Uranus from the sun. Le Verrier showed that it did 
this perfectly. Professor Airy was now so well convinced of the 
existence of a planet yet undiscovered, that he was anxious to 
have a systematic search for it forthwith undertaken. Ob- 
Servatory of Cambridge is provided with one of the finest tele- 
Scopes of Europe, presented by the late Duke of Northumberland. 
Professor Airy urged upon the director, Professor Challis, to un- 
dertake the desired search, and recommended the examination of 
a belt of the heavens, ten degrees in breadth, aud extending thirty 
degrees in the direction of the ecliptic. 'This belt was to be 
Swept over at least three times. If any star in the second sweep 

a different position from that observed in the first, it might 
be presumed that it was the planet. If two sweeps failed of de- 
tecting the planet, it might be caught in the third. 
Professor Challis commenced his search, July 29th, and con- 

tinued it each favorable evening, recording the exact position of 
every star down to the eleventh magnitude. Meanwhile Le Ver- 
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rier was proceeding with his computations, and on the 31st of 
August, he announced to the Academy the elements he had ob- 
tained for the supposed planet. He assigned its exact place in 
the heavens, and estimated that it should appear as a star of the 
eighth magnitude, with an apparent diameter of about three se- 
conds; and consequently that the planet ought to be visible in 
good telescopes, and with a perceptible disc. 

Soon after this communication was made to the Academy, Le 
Verrier wrote to Dr. Galle of the Berlin Observatory, (where is 
found one of the largest telescopes of Europe,) requesting him to 
undertake a search for his computed planet, and assigning its sup- 
posed place in the heavens. The Berlin Academy had. just pub- 
lished a chart of this part of the heavens, showing the exact place 
of every star down to the tenth magnitude. On the evening of 
the very day upon which this letter was received, (September 23, ) 
Galle found near the place computed by Le Verrier, a star of the 
eighth magnitude not contained on the Berlin charts. Its place 
was carefully measured ; and the observations being repeated on 
the succeeding evening, showed a motion of more than a minute 
of space. The new star was found in longitude 325° 52’; the 
place of the planet computed by Le Verrier was 324° 58’: so 
that this body was within one degree of the computed point. Its 
diameter measured nearly three seconds. A coincidence so exact 
left no doubt that this was really the body whose effects had been 
detected in the motions of Uranus. The news of the discovery 
spread rapidly over Europe. The planet was observed at Gottin- 
gen on the 27th of September, at Altona and Hamburgh on the 
28th; and at London on the 30th. 
We must now return to Professor Challis, whom we left explo- 

ing a large zone of the heavens, and recording the exact position 
of every star down to the eleventh magnitude. These observa- 

tions were continued from the 29th of July to the 29th of Sep- 

tember, during which time he had made more than three thou- 
sand observations of stars. On the 29th of September, Professor 
Challis saw for the first time, Le Verrier’s memoir communica 

to the Academy, August 31st. Struck with the confidence which 

Le Verrier manifested in his own conclusions, Professor Challis | 

immediately changed his mode of observation, and endeavored. 

to distinguish the planet from the fixed stars by means of its disc. 

n the same evening he swept over the zone marked out by Le © 

Verrier, paying particular attention to the physical appearance of 
the brighter stars. Out of three hundred stars whose positions 
were recorded that night, he selected one which appeared to have 
a disc, and which proved to be the planet. On the first of Octo- 
ber he heard of the discovery at Berlin; and now on comparing 
his numerous observations, he finds that he had ¢wice observed 
the planet before, viz., on August fourth and twelfth; but he lost 
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the opportunity of being first to announce the discovery, by de- 
ferring too long the discussion of his observations. — 

The news of this capital discovery was brought to this coun- 
try by the steamer of October 4th, and every telescope was im- 
mediately turned upon the planet. It was observed at Cambridge 
by Mr. Bond, Oct. 21st; it was seen at Washington, Oct. 23d 

at once an enviable reputation. He has been literally over- 
whelmed with honors received from the sovereigns and acade- 
mies of Europe. He has been created an officer of the Legion 
of Honor by the King of France, and a special chair of Celestial 
Mechanics has been established for him at the Faculty of Sci- 
ences. From the King of Denmark he has received the title of 
Commander of the Royal Order of Dannebroga; and the Royal 
Society of London conferred on him the Copley Medal. The 
Academy of St. Petersburg resolved to offer him the first vacancy 
in their body; and the Royal Society of Gottingen elected him 
to the rank of Foreign Associate. 

Thus have the predictions of Adams and Le Verrier, with re- 
'd to the place of the planet at the present time, been wonder- 

fully fulfilled; but is this body pursuing the orbit which these 
mathematicians had prescribed for it? Since its first discovery, 
the planet has advanced but three or four degrees in its orbit» 
We have less than two years’ observations to determine an orbit 
which it requires more than a century to complete. ‘The com- 
putation has been made; but a result derived from so short a pe- 
tiod must be received with some distrust, on account of the una- 
voidable imperfection of all observations. ‘The best observations 
are liable to small errors; and a slight error in the measurement of 
@ minute portion of the orbit, would lead to a much larger error 
in the computed length of the remainder of the path. We must 
have observations for a long series of years, to furnish the orbit 
with all desirable precision. Under these circumstances, it | 
Comes a question of the highest interest, whether this body may 

not have been observed by astronomers of former years, and mis- 
taken for a fixed star. If we could obtain one good observation, 
made sometime in the last century, it would enable us at once to 
determine the orbit with nearly the same precision as that of Ju- 
piter itself, It will then be presumed that astronomers have not 
neglected to explore the records of the past, to discover if pos- 
sible some chance observation of the new planet. 

Mr. Hind of London, adopting the predicted elements of Le Ver- 
rier, examined Lalande’s and other observations for this purpose, 
and satisfied himself that the new planet was not there to be 
found. An American Astronomer, Mr. Sears C. Walker, was 
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more fortunate. Mr. Walker proceeded in the following manner. 
He first computed the orbit which best represented all the ob- 
servations which had been made at the Washington Observatory, 
as well as those which had been received from Europe. He 
then computed the planet’s tare — for a long series of 
preceding years, and sought among the records of astronomers, 
for observations of stars in the sciehbcnbaail of the computed 
path. Bradley, Mayer and Lacaille, have left us an immense col- 
lection of abservations, yet they seldom recorded stars so small 
as the body in question. Among the observations of Piazzi, so 
far as they have been received in this country, no one was found 
which could be identified with the planet. The Madras obser- 
vations were generally confined to the stars of Piazzi’s catalogue. 
The Paramatta catalogue seldom extends north of the thirty-third 
parallel of south declination ; and Bessel, in preparing his zones 
of 75,000 stars, did not sweep far enough south to comprehend 
the planet. The only remaining chance of finding an observa- 
tion of the planet, was among the observations of Lalande. The 
Histoire Celeste Frangaise embraces 50,0U0 stars, and Mr. Wal- 
ker soon found that Lalande had swept over the supposed path 
of the planet on the 8th and 10th of May, 1795. He accordingly 
computed more carefully the place of the planet for this period, 
making small variations in the elements of the orbit, so as to 
include the entire region within which the planet could possibly 
ave been confined. He then selected from the Histoire Celeste, 

all the stars within a quarter of a degree of the computed path. 
These stars were nine in number; of which siz had however 
been subsequently observed by Bessel, and of course were to be 
set down as fired stars. But three stars remained which required 
special examination ; and of these, one was too small to be mis- 
taken for the plan net, and a second was thought to be too far 
from the computed place. The remaining star was distant only 
two minutes from the computed place of the planet; it was 0 
the same magnitude, and was not to be found in Bessel’s ob- 
servations, although this part of the heavens must have been 
included in the field of his telescope. This discovery was made 
on the 2d of February, 1847; and on the first clear subsequent 
evening, Feb. 4th, the great equatorial of the Washington Ob- 
servatory was pointed to the heavens, and this star was missing. 
Where Lalande in 1795 saw a star of the ninth magnitude, there 
remained only a blank. The conclusion seemed almost certain, 

t Mr. Walker had here obtained the object of his search. 
_ accordingly computed the path npon this supposition, and fot 
that a single elliptic orbit would represent, with almost mathe- 
matical precision, the observation of 1795, and all the —- 
tions of 1846. 
SR em a iG. ekg eit Mie) eee ee fe een 

wet 
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The case seemed completely made out. But there was a 
weak point in the argument. Lalande had marked his observa- 
tion of the altitude of this star as doubtful. Could we rest the de- 
cision of a question so important upon a bad observation >? How 
unfortunate, that among the 50,000 stars contained in this pre- 
cious collection, there was on/y one which could be presumed to 
have been the planet, and this observation the author had marked 
as doubtful! Thus the question stocd—astronomers were afraid 
to admit, and still could not reject, the conclusions of Mr. Walker. 
The steamer which left Boston on the first of March, carried a 
copy of the Boston Courier, containing the account of Mr. Wal- 
ker’s researches. This paper was destined for M. Le Verrier ; 
and on the very day of its arrival, he also received a letter from 
Altona, dated March 21st, announcing that M. Petersen had dis- 
covered that this very star, observed by Lalande in 1795, was 
now missing from the heavens. M. Petersen’s discovery was 
made on the 17th of March; Mr. Walker made the same dis- 

hus then we have most unexpectedly secured tivo good ob- 
Servations in place of one doubtful one. We can no lenger with- 
hold our full belief. A single elliptic orbit represents with great 
precision, the two observations of Lalande, and all the observa- 
tions of the past year. Let us then compare the predicted orbits 
of Adams and Le Verrier, with the true orbit according to Mr. 
Walker. The comparison stands as follows: 

lie | Adams. | Le Verrier. Ww Walk PT a: 

Ongitude of the perihelion,  - 999° 11’ 234° 45! 48° zl’ 3" 
Longitude of ancendittg node, unknown, 155 («0 ‘a 4 35 
NClination of the orbit, - - unknewn. 6 0 ae | 0 

| Mean longitnde, Jan. 1, 1847, 323° 24! 318 47 32 ; 53 

rue longitude, Jan 1, 1847, - 26 32 327 33 

“ihe acl i a 0 12061 0-10761 0-098577 
] rean distance from the sun, - “154 30°03656 
ime of revolution im years, - 927:323 217-337 164 6181 

} lean daily motion, ee 15-69 16 ae 2155443 

TE - SEE '__ Baad tss37 oe hy a ag iat 4 

Srconp Serigs, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 26 
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The orbits of Adams and Le Verrier agree remarkably well 
with each other, but differ sadly from that of Mr. Walker; that 
is, we are compelled to admit that they differ materially from the 
truth. They represent remarkabiy well the direction in whic 
the planet is now seen from the earth, but they give its mean 
distance too great by _ a millions of miles. ‘This dis- 
crepancy is so enormo ve given occasion for the re- 
mark, that the planet amie coe is not the planet pre- 
dicted. by y Le Verrier. Certainly we must concede, that the re- 
gion of space occupied by the planet is very remote from that 
prescribed for it by this mathematician. 

But how has it happened that two astronomers have arrived, 
by independent computations, at almost identically the same re- 
sult, when both are so seriously in error? The answer is obvious. 
Since it was necessary in the first instance, to make some hy- 
pothesis with regard to the distance of the disturbing body from 
the sun, both computers started with that supposition which was 
generally thought most probable. ‘The distance of Saturn from 
the sun is nearly double that of Jupiter; the distance of Uranus 
is almost exactly double that of Saturn ; hence it seemed probable 
that the planet they were in search of, would be found at a dis- 
stance about double that of Uranus. ‘Accordingly, this assump- 
tion was made the basis of their first computations; but neither 
of the computers accepted this as his final result, without attempt- 
ing to verify it. ‘They both varied the assumed distance, and 
found that by bringing the planet a little nearer the sun, the ob- 
served irregularities of Uranus were still better explained. ‘The 
distance of 36°154 (or about 3435 millions of miles) finally 
adopted by Le Verrier, was that which appeared to reconcile all 
the observations most satisfactorily. This anstee corresponds 
to a period of two hundred and seVenteen years. Le Verrier 
found that whether he increased or diminished shee distance, the 

observations of Uranus were not so well represented. He hence 
inferred that the period could not be less than two hundred and 
seven years, nor more than two hundred and thirty-three years. 
According to Professor Peirce of Harvard University, this con- 
clusion was not a legitimate one. ‘The ~~ employed by 
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plored by geometers searching for the source of the disturbances 
of Uranus; and its discovery by Galle must be regarded as a 
happy accident. 

Some who are very zealous for the honor of astronomy, have 
been unwilling to admit that accident had any thing to do with 
the discovery of this planet. Such persons will probably admit 
that accident had some concern with the time when this problem 
began seriously to occupy the attention of astronomers. In the 
fore part of the year 1845, the true orbit and that of Le Verrier 
agreed in assigning to the planet eractly the same longitude ; 
but such a coincidence had not occurred for more than six hun- 
dred years before, and will not occur again in another six hun- 
dred years. If Le Verrier had obtained precisely the same ele- 
ments for the disturbing planet half a century earlier or later, and 
astronomers had searched for it, they would not have found it. 
‘The computed orbit would have served only to mislead—it would 
have diverted attention to the wrong part of the heavens,—for 
the planet would have been nearly thirty degrees distant from the 

assigned by the elements of Le Verrier. It was certainly a 
very singular, and a very “happy accident,” that an erroneous 
orbit which assigned to the planet its true direction in the - 
ens only once ina thousand years, should have been published to 
the world almost at the very instant of the coincidence. It is as 
if one should expect to find the place of Uranus by consulting 

the tables of Saturn. In the year 1852, Uranus may be found by 

king near the place assigned for Saturn in the Nautical Alma- 
nac, the two planets being then in conjunction ; but the like will 
not happen again for more than forty years. Would it not then 
be called an accident if the tables of Saturn should inform the 
observer exactly where to look for Uranus? 
To some it has appeared a matter of surprise, that the new 

planet was not sooner discovered. Le Verrier’s second memoir, 
which assigned the probable place of the disturbing body, was 
presented d to the Academy on the Ist of June; and his third me- 
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moir (containing every thing which Dr. Galle had in his posses- 
sion at the time of his discovery) was presented Angust 3Ist; 
yet Galle’s ieovery was not made till Sept. 23d. What were 
the astronomers of Paris doing meanwhile? Why did they not 

both the theoretical and practical discovery, and leave to a Ger- 
man astronomer the verification of the sublimest theory of med- 
ern science? The answer is plain. ‘J'he astronomers of Paris 
did not expect to find a planet within one degree of the place 

: e expressed the opinion that its longitude would not 
be Jess than 321°, nor more than 335°. But he adds, “If the 
planet should wot be discovered within these limits, then we must 
extend our search beyond them (on recourrait aux longitudes su- 
perieures.”’) If he was sure of being able to find his planet with- 
out a long continued and laborious search, why did he not borrow 
a telescope, and at once verify his own predictions? 

or had the astronomers of the rest of Europe much higher 
faith than those of Paris. Professor Encke in announcing the 
discovery, characterizes it as “far exceeding any expectations 
which could huve been previously entertained.”’ That Professors 
Airy and Challis, although they were pretty well satisfied of the 
existence of a planet yet undiscovered, regarded its exact place in 
the heavens as extremely uncertain, is plain from their compre- 
hensive plan of observation, viz., to sweep three times over a belt 
of the heavens, 30 degrees i in length, and 10 degrees in breadth ; 
a plan which Professor Challis states it would have been impessi- 
ble for him to complete within the year 1846. 

Do we then charge Encke and wes with a want of sagacity? 
By no means. On the contrary, we maintain that they had no 

reason to expect to find the planet within one degree of the com- 
puled place. Le Verrier’s own statement of the limits within 

which the planet should be sought for, is sufficient proof of this. 
But we go further. Le Verrier | thought his problem was capable 
of but one solution; that is, that there was only one point of the 
heavens in which the disturbing planet could be placed so as to 
acconnt for the motions of Uranus. [un this (according to Profes- 
sor Peirce’s computations) he was mistaken. Professor Peirce an- 
nounced in April, 1847, that he had discovered two other solutions, 
which are decidedly different from each other, and from that of 
Le ae, and equally complete with his. Moreover, Le Verri- 
er ascribed the whole effect in question to one planet ; ‘while it is 
almost certain (we are half inclined to omit the a/most) that more 
than y is concerned | in producing the effect. fessor 

sagacious, as well as brave gen- 
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eral. He contemplated a long siege—yet his plan rendered ulti- 
mate success almost certain. Dr. Galle took the citadel by storm 
—yet his success must have astonished himself as much as it did 
the world. He had no reason to expect so easy a conquest. 

Some difficulty at first occurred in deciding upon a name for 
the new planet. ‘T‘he Bureau des Longitudes of Paris were in fa- 
vor of calling it Neptune, and this name was given out by Le 
Verrier in private letters to different astronomers in England and 
Germany. Subsequently, Le Verrier commissioned his friend 
Arago to give the planet a name; and Arago declared he would 
never call it by any other name than Le Verrier. When Sir 
William Herschel discovered a planet, he named it Georgium Si- 
dus; and the name of “the Georgian” is still retained in the Eng- 
lish Nautical Almanac. But this name being offensive to the na- 
tional pride of the French, they at first called the planet Herschel, 
and afterwards Uranus. The latter name has come into exclu- 
sive use on the continent; but Arago, in order to secure an honor 
to his friend Le Verrier, proposed to restore the name of Herschel, 
and also that each of the smaller planets should receive the name 
of its discoverer. ef 

The astronomers of Europe refused to concur in the decision 
of Arago. There are objections to this principle of nomencla- 

ture, some of which have considerable weight. e name of 
the discoverer of a planet may happen to be immoderately long, 
or ludicrously short; difficult to pronounce, or comically signifi- 
cant. hen also, if the same astronomer should be fortunate 
enough to discover more than one planet, we should be obliged 
to repeat the surname with a prefix. Already we have two plan- 
ets discovered by Olbers; two discovered by Hencke, and two 
by Hind 

_ Moreover it often happens that several persons contribute an 
important part in the discovery of the same body. ‘lhus the 
planet Ceres was first discovered by Piazzi in the course of .a se- 
ries of observations having a different object in view. After a 
few weeks, the planet became invisible from its proximity to the 
sun. Astronomers computed the orbit from Piazzi’s observations, 
and searched for it some months afterwards, when it ought again 
to have come into view. But the planet could not be found. 
Ceres was entirely lost, and would not have been seen again, had 
hot Gauss, by methods of his own invention, computed a much 

tive, and enabled De Zach to find it immediately upon pointing 
his telescope to the heavens. ‘To Gauss, therefore, belongs the 
honor of being the second discoverer of Ceres; and the second 
discovery was far more glorious than the first. 

The discovery of the new planet has been justly characterized 
y Professor Airy, as “the effect of a movement of the age.” 
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The honor of the discovery is not to be exclusively engrossed by 
either Adams or Le Verrier. ‘The labors of numerous astrono- 
mers had prepared the way, and contributed more or wee directly 
to the discovery. Anemunent critic ridicules this idea. But 
Adams himself informs us, that his attention was pees directed to 
the subject of the motions of Uranus, by reading Airy’s report on 
the recent progress of astronomy; and Le Verrier states, that in 
the summer of 1845, he suspended the nese on comets, up- 
on which he was then employed, to devote his time to Uranus, 
at the urgent solicitation of M. Arago. Omitting several who 

planet Neptune ; viz., Adams, Challis, Le Verrier, Galle and Walk- 
s first determined the place of the new planet from the 

 torhdtions of Uranus. Professor Challis was the first to insti- 
tute a systematic search for the planet, and had actually secured 
two observations of it, before it was seen at Berlin. ‘True, he 

did not at the time know that he had found the planet, for he had 
not interrogated his observations. But the prize was secured, and 
he would infailibly have recognized it, as soon as he had institu- 
ted a comparison of his observations. In his eager zeal to make 
sure of the diamond, he shoveled up with it a great mass of rub- 
bish, and stored it all away to examine at his leisure. 

o Le Verrier belongs the credit of having been the first to 
pablish to the world the process by which he arrived at the con- 
clusion of the existence of a new planet; and it is conceded that 
his researches were more complete and elaborate than those of 
his rival. ‘To Galle belongs the undisputed honor of having ne 
the first practically to recognize this body as a planet; and too 
own countryman belongs “the glory of having traced this Body 

in his journeyings for more than half a century, and 
out of 50,000 stars recorded by Lalande, singled out one as 
identical with the planet Neptune. 

o give to the new planet the name of Le Verrier, would be 
indeed to confer honor where honor was due; but it would be 

dishonor to others, whose pretensions are but little inferior to his 
own. The astronomers of Europe have preferred to take a name 
from the divinities of the Greek mythology, in conformity with 
a well established usage; and as the name of Neptune harmoni- 
zes with this system, and withal was first suggested by the Bu- 
reau des Longitudes, they are disposed to adhere to it. This is 
the decision of the astronomers of Great Britain, of Germany, of 
Russia, and of Europe generally, with the exception perhaps of 
France ; and indeed we infer that Arago himself has yielded to 
the force of the general current. The Comptes Rendus of the 
Academy, for August, 1847, notices the planet of M. Le Verrier ; 
and the Comptes Rendus for September, speaks. of the planet 
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The discovery of five new planets within the period of a few 
months, suggests the probability that astronomers may ere long 
be forced to adopt some new system of nomenclature. There 
seems good reason to believe that in a few years we shall witness 
a large addition to the members of the solar system, and it will 
require a strong memory to retain the names of allof them. The 

clature would then become indispensable. 
he discovery of Neptune has given an unequivocal refutation 

to Bode’s law of the planetary distances. This famous law may 
be thus stated. If we set down the number 4 several times in a 
tow, and to the second 4 add 3, to the third four add twice 3 or 
6, to the next 4 add twice 6 or 12, and so on as in the following 
table, the resulting numbers will represent nearly the relative dis- 
tances of the planets from the sun. 

4 4 4 4 4 4 ete. 
3 6 12 24 48 etc. 

4 7 10 “16 28 52 ete. 

_ If the distance of the earth from the sun be called 10, then 4 
will represent nearly the distance of Mercury; 7 that of Venus; 
and so of the rest. This law was never accurately verified in 
the case of any of the planets, and Neptune forms a decided ex- 
ception to it. In order to exhibit this fact more clearly, we have 
prepared the following table, shewing first the true relative dis- 
tance of each of the planets; secondly, the distance according to 
Bode’s law; and thirdly, the error of this law. 

True dist| Bode. |Error ~~ [True dist.) Bode. | Error. 

Mercury, $87 4 |O0-13][Jupiter, - - 52:03 52 | 0-03 
Venus, 723 7 rn, + + | 95:39 | 100 | 4-61 
Earth, 10-00 | 10 Uranus, * + | 19182 | 196 | 4-1 

ars, + + - | 1524 | 16 |0-76}Neptune, - 300-37 | 388 [87-6 
IS Asteroids, - | 25:54 | 238 1246 

It will be seen from this table, that although this law represents 

pretty well the distance of the nearer planets, the error 1s quite 
large for Saturn and Uranus, and for Neptune the error is alto- 
gether overwhelming, amounting to more than eight hundred 
millions of miles, a quantity almost equal to the distance of Sat- 
urn from the sun. It is mere mockery to honor such coinciden- 
ces with the name of a Jaw. A law of nature is precise—it is 
capable of exact numerical application, Let then the preceding 

rule be called the law of Bode; it is not a law of nature. 
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It is the opinion of some observers, that Neptune is surrounded 
by a ring like Saturn. Mr. Lassell of Liverpool, has an excellent 
Newtonian reflector of twenty feet focal length and two feet aper- 
ture, with which he has made numerous observations of the planet. 
On the 3d of October, 1846, he was struck with the shape of the 
planet, as being not that of a round ball; and again on the 10th 
of October, he received a distinct impression that the planet was 
surrounded by an obliquely situated ring. On the 10th of No- 
vember, the planet appeared very much like Saturn, as seen with 
a smnall telescope, and low power, though much fainter. Several 
other persons also saw the supposed ring, and all in the same di- 
rection. During the past season, Mr. Lassell frequently saw the 
same appearance again, and found its angle of position to be 70 
degrees S. W. He also satisfied himself that this appearance did 
not arise from any defect in his telescope. 

Professor Challis states that on the 12th of January, 1847, he 
received for the first time a distinct impression that the planet 
was surrounded bya ring. Two independent drawings made by 
himself and his assistant, gave the annexed representation @ 
of its appearance. On the 14th he saw the ring again, and 
was surprised that he had not noticed it before. The ratio of 
the diameter of the ring to that of the planet, was about that of 
three to two. 

n the other hand, the great telescope at Cambridge, Mass., 

exhibits no ring. The following is an extract of a letter from 
the director, Mr. W. C. Bond. “In regard to Neptune we have 

never been able to satisfy ourselves of the existence of a ring. 

well together. The only times when we have observed any thing 
like projections, have been during unfavorable states of the atmos- 
phere, and at low altitudes.” 

When we consider that Prof. Challis saw the supposed ring. 
while the planet was very near the horizon, we may easily per- 
suade ourselves that the elongation observed was an atmospheric 
phenomenon. It seems more difficult to explain away Mr. Las- 
sell’s observations, as they were made with an excellent instru- 
ment, and have been many times repeated. Nevertheless, whens 
we remember the difference of latitude of the observers, we cannot 
help feeling that Mr. Bond’s negative testimony is as good as Mr. 
Lassell’s positive testimony, and if we do not entirely deny the 
possible existence of a ring, we must at least hold our minds in 
suspense, and wait patiently for further evidence. It is possible 
that this question may never be fully cleared up, until some more 
powerful telescope is turned upon the planet, or it can be observ-— 
ed in a different part of its orbit. 
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It is considered certain that Neptune is attended by a satellite. 
Mr. Lassell states that on the 10th of October, 1846, he observed 
a faint star distant from the planet about three diameters. On 
the 11th and 30th of November and also Dec. 3d, he saw a small 
star having about the same appearance ; and he considered it prob- 
able that the star was a satellite. On the 7th of July, 1847, he 
again saw the supposed satellite, and on the following evening, the 
planet and satellite had both changed their position with reference 
to the neighboring stars. On the 22d, 25th and 26th of the 
same month, the planet appeared attended by a satellite, and on 
the Ist of August he obtained the fullest evidence of the verity 
of the satellite, in being able clearly to ascertain that during the 
two hours he watched the planet, it had carried the satellite along 
with it in its orbital motion. On the 20th of September last, Mr. 
Lassell announced that he had obtained twenty observations of 
the satellite during the current year, and from them all he had 
concluded that the period of the satellite was five days, twent 
hours, fifty minutes, and forty-five seconds; and he thinks this 
result cannot be in error beyond a small number of minutes. 
The radius of its orbit is about eighteen seconds, which gives 

about 250,000 miles for the distance of the satellite from the 
planet. ‘The satellite is always more brilliant in the S. W. than 
in the N. E. part of its orbit, presenting in this respect a striking 
analogy with the outer satellite of Saturn. In the former posi- 
tion Mr. Lassell found it easy to observe; in the latter extremely 
difficult. 

The conclusions of Mr. Lassell have been confirmed by the ob- 
servations of Mr. Bond at Cambridge. Mr. Bond believes that 

e saw the satellite in August last, and in October he obtained 

Satisfactory measures of its distance and angle of position by 
means of a micrometer with illuminated wires. 
The preceding results enable us to compute the mass of Nep- 

tune, which is found to be about ;;1,;,5 part of the sun. | 
Mr. Bond states that he has at times been quite confident of 

Seeing a second satellite, but has never yet been able to obtain 
Successive measures of its distance from the primary. : 

The grand question still remains untouched, Will the new 

Srconp Series, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 
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Le Verrier, in March, 1847, received notice of the computations 
of Mr. Walker, who obtained an orbit differing but little froma 
circle, he at once pronounced the small eccentricity zcompatible 
with the observed perturbations. Mr, Adams, in a letter of June 
11, 1847, says ‘Iam hard at work on the perturbations of Ura- 
nus, in order to obtain a new theoretical determination of the 

place. The general values of the perturbations are enormous, 
far exceeding any thing else of the same kind in the system of 
the primary planets. A comparison of the numerical expressions, 
or the perturbations which I have now obtained, with these 
which I used before, would justify some skepticism as to former 
conclusions. But we shall soon see how this great apparent dif- 
ference affects the result.” 

y referring to the table on page 195, it will be seen that 
Adams and Le Verrier explain the anomalies of Uranus, by assum- 
lug a very large body (having twice the mass of Uranus) moving 
ina very eccentric orbit. It is now discovered that the crbit 
hardly differs at all from a circle, and that the mass is only about 
one half of that which had been assumed. Now the more eccen- 
tric te orbit, the greater must be the inequality of a planet’s ac- 

tion upon cther bedies; that is, the greater the perturbations it 
must cause in their motions. One half of the observed irregularity 

in the motion of Uranus, was explained by Adams and Le Verrier 
by meaus of the great eccentricity ascribed to their hypcthetical 
planet. This half is now gone with the failure of the eccentric- 
ity. Buton the cther hand, Neptune is found to be much nearer 
Urauns thay the hypothetical planet, and in consequence of its 
proximity its disturbing action is increased, so that these two va- 
riations of the elements in a measure ecmyensate each cther. 

But it is also discovered that the mass of Neptune is materially 

less than the hypcthetical planet of Le Verrier, and on this ac- 
count its disturbing action is, diminished. To what extent the 

planet Neptune will account’ for the perturbations of Uranus can 
ouly be determined by a rigeroys and careful computation. But 

this computation invelves no new theoretical difficulty. We 
now kuow the mass of Neptune and its orbit; and we can em- 

ploy the same methods which have long been practiced in the case 

of the other planets. ‘The methods of computation are well 
known, but the 0) eration is laborious. Messrs. Peiree and Adams 

are now vecnpied with this problem, and it is presumed Le Ver 
rier also; but the results of their labors are yet only partially 
known. It is understood that Prof. Peirce has found it impessi- 
ble to explain the whole perturbation of Uranus by the action of 
Neptune. 
On the whole then we seem authorized to conclude, that the 

planet Neptune is not the hypothetical planet of Le Verrier, and 
for the following POMONES yond each (otic ioe 

Wee eile ‘ 
i ee 
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1. The orbit of Le Verrier’s planet was highly eccentric, while 
that of Neptune is almost circular. 

he mean distance of Neptune from the sun is six hundred 
millions of miles less than that of the planet of Le Verrier. 

- The mass of Neptune is only about one half that of the 
planet of Le Verrier. 

- The hypothetical planet of Le Verrier perfectly explained 
the inequalities of Uranus, while Neptune explains them only 
partially. 

If then Neptune is not the hypothetical glanet of Le Verrier, 
some may conclude that the hypothetical planet remains to be 
discovered. Such aconclusion is entirely erroneous. ‘The hypo- 
thetical planet of Le Verrier does not exist. The state of the 
question is this. A certain effect was observed in the motions of 

ranus. Le Verrier proved by legitimate reasoning that if we 
admit the existence of a certain planet, this effect is fully explain- 
ed. This hypothesis led to the discovery of Neptune. It is now 
ascertained that Neptune will not explain the whole effect observ- 
ed; but it will explain @ part of it. We cannot then admit that 
Le Verrier’s hypothetical planet is still to be discovered, because 
its existence wonld involve a greater effect than that which 010 
remains to be explained. But the conclusion seems irresistibly 
forced upon us that there does exist a planet yet undiscovered, to 
which we are to ascribe that portion of the perturbations of Ura- 
nus which remains unexplained. ‘This unexplained inequality 
now demands the united attention of mathematicians. Let them 
deduce from the observations the mest probable elements cf the 
hitherto undiscovered planet, and then let the great telescopes of 
American and European observatories be put in requisition to 
ferret out this unseen troubler of the planetary motious. 

Arr. XXIII.—Notes upon the Drift and Alluvinm of Ohio and 
the West; by Cusries Wuirtiesey, of Cleveland, Ohio. 

In the following pages I have endeavored to give some mp 
unincumbered by theory, relating to the superficial ssqaaenely 
Ohio in particular, and of some other parts of the West, whic 
have observed. The names used to designate different beds or 

Strata, will be provisional and common. 
In Ohio, beginning at the stratified rocks, the upward section 

is as follows: 
Ist. “ Blue hard pan,” resting unconformably on the surface of 

the stratified rocks. 2 
- 2d. “ Yellow hard pan,” resting unconformably on the strati- 
fied rocks, and the “blue hard pan.” 
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3d. “Sand and gravel drift,” containing granite bowlders (in 
small numbers) of large size, and unconformable to Nes. 1, 2, and 
the other rocks. 

Ath. The “valley drift,” composed principally of debris of the 
adjacent rocks, and occupying the lower parts of the great valleys 

e. 
5th. “ Lacustrine deposits,” occupying the basin of the lakes, 

and for Lake Erie divided into 
(Ist.) The “ blue marly sand.” 
2d.) Coarse sand and gravel. 

6th. Boulders. 
7th. Alluvium. 
Of course these beds or strata are not found in every part of 

the country, and all superimposed on each other. In places, and 
over much the largest area, the “blue hard pan,” being the low- 
est, covers the indurated rocks. 

ometimes the “yellow hard pan,” overlapping the blue, ex- 
tends beyond it, and where the blue is wanting, rests on the sub- 
jacent rocks. So with the next oldest bed, the “sand and gravel. 
drift,” which forms the surface and soil in a large portion of the 
state. The blue and yellow hard pans thinning out and disap- 
pearing, the drift beds fill the place of the lowest stratum, and 
come in contact with the older rock formations. In the great 
wheat counties of Columbiana, Stark, Wayne and Richland, this 
member is very thick, and furnishes a loose, warm, easily tilled 
soil, peculiarly adapted to that grain. 

The thickness of these three beds is very variable, seldom ex- 
ceeding one hundred feet, and the yellow is commonly passed 
through, where it is the surface bed, in digging wells for water. 
Their thickness is as great in the highest portions of the state, 
elevated from 600 to 800 feet above Lake Erie, or 1150 to 1350 
feet above the ocean, as elsewhere. 

No. I.—Bed No. 1 is a very compact mass of blue clay, marl 

and sand, including great numbers of small, partially water worn, 
crushed and striated pebbles, principally fragments of blue lime- 
stone and primitive rocks. It has also specimens of the Silurian 
and secondary rocks. It contains lime, so much as to effervesce 
with acids, and to hasten vegetation when applied to land. 
sides its strong blue color, it is characterized by imbedded timber, 
dirt beds, leaves, sticks, and what are called by well diggers, 
“ orape vines.” 
_It is so solid, as to be almost impervious to water, and is very 

difficult to excavate. Water is frequently struck near its surface, 
after penetrating the overlying yellow hard pan. 
The pebbles are only partially rounded, the angles being blunt- 

ed and worn, but the stone not worked down to a spherical or el- 
liptical form, indicating less movement and transportation than 
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member No. 3. They seldom have a diameter of siz inches. 
The buried timber and other relics will be noticed hereafter. 

No. 1f—This is also a compact material, of a dull yedow color, 
with fewer stony fragments or pebbles, and less calcareous and 
more aluminous matter than No. [. It is net quite as solid as the 
blue, more pervious to water, and contains more and larger pieces 
of primitive rocks. I have however seen but few granite, gneiss, 
or gneissoid fragments, with a diameter of one foot; although I 
have seen quartz and quartzose boulders of a greater size. The 
clays of the country, used for bricks, are principally of this bed. 

It occupies much more of the surface than the blue, but less 
than No. 3; forming a hard, stiff soil, adapted for grass. The 
flat regions and savannas of the northwest quarter of the state, are 
caused by the surface presence of this bed. 

No. Il1.—What I have designated as the “sand and gravel 
drift,” exhibits little regularity of stratification. It is composed 
of inferior patches of coarse sand and gravel, intermingled at all 
inclinations, evidently the result of long continued and vigorous 
action of water in rapid motion. The gravel is coarse, but mue 
worn, rounded and smooth, like the gravel beds of rapid streams. 
The portion of earthy matter is about one half, of a reddish and 
yellowish color, showing the presence of oxyd of iron, and con- 
taining various proportions of sand and clay. Almost every rock 
in the northern part of America is represented in the gravel ; but 
the greatest part by far is from the underlying and adjacent strata, 
There are pebbles of quartz, trap, granite, gneiss, conglomerate, 
limestones of all ages, iron ore, slate, coal and sandstone. In this 
there has been found timber but very rarely. 

No. IV. The “ valley drift.” —In external appearance, the grav- 
elly deposits of the valleys of the principal streams, resemble 
the member, No. 3, just noticed; but they evidently belong to a 
subsequent period, to the era of the retiring of the waters. It is 
More gravelly, and less earthy, and the gravel is more of local ori- 
gin. For instance, in the valley of the Great Miami, especially 
in the lower part, as in Whitewater township, Hamilton county, 
hio, there is a thickness of about eighty feet of pebbles, almost 

all from the limestone of the region. And it is much the same 
In the valley of the Scioto, which passes on and along the east- 
ern edge of the cliff limestone. On the Muskingum, a stream 
entirely within the coal series, there is a variety in the pebbles, 
corresponding to the rocks of that series. dicta 

_ Beds of sand are less common in this, than in No. 3; and espe- 
cially at the edges where it overlies, or abuts on the older drift, 

is much mixture and confusion. 
It rises seldom more than fifty feet above the present level of 

Streams, unless at or near their mouths, or along the Ohio, 
where it j ti hundred feet thick. The gravel of the BAB CAESS 
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Ohio River drift, contains all the varieties of rocks known in 
North America. The city of Cincinnati stands upon a plain of 
this sort, elevated in benches or steps—the first about 60, the se- 
cond 9U to 120 feet above low water. 

It is sometimes difficult to distinguish this drift from the ordi- 
nary recent deposits or alluvium of the streams. On its surface 
are seen longitudinal ridges like these around the lakes, but less 
reguiar, and much less continuous. They are narrower, not as 
level, steeper at the sides, and short. 

No. V. Meposits of the Lake Basin.—Mr. Featherstonehaugh 
gave these deposits the name of “lacustrine,” which is probably 
correct, As yet however [ am not aware of any well authentica- 
ted case of fossil shells found in them, though there are some of 
shells found in alluvium upon them. The descripticns given by the 
New York geologists, of the tertiary clays of the Hudscn and of 
Lake Champlain, correspond closely with the external characters 
of the two members of the Lake Erie deposits. The “ Pest-pli- 
ocene tertiary” of New York, is first, stiff blue clay ; second, yel- 
lowish brown clay ; third, yellowish brown sand. The greatest 
height above the ocean, in the Champlain tertiary, is about 400 
feet, or 164 feet below the present level of Lake Erie. In New 
York, marine shells are abundant; here neither fresh nor salt- 
water shells have been found. On the St. Lawrence, marine 
shells are numerous in the drift beds near Montreal, at an eleva- 
tion of 540 feet above tide, but still below the present level of 
Lake Erie. In the diluvial clays and drift of New York and the 
St. Lawrence, primitive boulders of large size appear to be com- 
mon; while here, none of large size are seen, so far as I am in- 
formed, and few of a small size. 
The blue “marly sand,” commonly called the “blue clay” of 

Lake Erie, is seen skirting the shore almost every where, if the 
coast is not rocky,—its upper face nearly horizontal, and rising 
from forty-five to sixty feet above the water. It is of a light 
blue color, so fine as scarcely to show between the fingers any 
grit, homogeneous, and ina dry state compact, but brittle. Very 
rarely, may be seen a primitive pebble, thin layers of leaves, and 
lignite. It is distinctly and horizontally laminated, and at Cleve- 
land is composed of about 75 per cent. impalpable sand, 3 per 
cent. iron, 6 to 7 per cent. carbonate of lime, 9 per cent. carbon- 
ate of magnesia, and of vegetable matter and sulphur. It is im- 
pervious to water, and thus causes thousands of springs to appear 
at its surface, which passing out over the edges, dissolve and carry 
it away very fast, forming a quicksand. Its edge is presented to 
the action of the waves, which dissolve and carry it away rap- 

idly. As it is not tenacious like clay, and not capable of sus- 
taining itself under its own weight, and that of the sand stratum 
that rests upon it, there are continual breaks and slides along the 

* 
x 
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banks, on both the American and Canadian shores.—{See section. ) 
These avalanches of earth are from one to four rods in width, 
breaking off in irregular patches, and sometimes sinking, in a night 
or ina few hours, twenty or thirty feet, leaving huge fissures 
through which the water of the springs passes, and rapidly wash- 
ing the earth into the lake. 

ca 

eZ 9 
Section from Cleveland. Ohio, to the Highlands, southwest. —a, Lake Erie; 8, 

Cleveland ; c, slides; d, ridge ; i 

At the water’s edge, the slide frequently raises a bank of about 

the width of the break, several feet above the surface, driving 
back for a short time the line of the shore. But the waves act- 
ing incessantly dissolve the new barrier, and soon commence their 
attacks upon the bedy of the fallen mass, which disappears, and 
is before long followed by a fresh avalanche from a ove. 

At the city of Cleveland, where the bluff shore rises seventy 
feet above the lake, the encroachment since the survey of the 
town in 1796, has been at the foot of Ontario street 265 feet. 
The Canadian shore, from Detroit River to Long Point, is losing 
faster than the American. Between Port Stanley and Port Bur- 
well on the British side, the superior face of the blue marl is 
about sixty feet, or fifteen feet higher than at Cleveland, and has 
in the upper part a lighter or more yellow color. In composition, 
the yellowish portion is more argillaceous than the bright blue, 
aud appears to correspond with the yellow clay stratum e 
Champlain, 

The greatest thickness of the blue marls cannot be computed, 

as a large part of it lies below the lake level, forming the bed of 
more than one-half of Lake Erie. On the south shore it extends 
but a short distance into the interior, forming a narrow belt of 
low country along the lake, and thinning out as the rocks upon 

which it rests rise to the southward.—(See section. ) 
The “coarse sand and gravel” of No. V, rests conformably on 

No. Lof that division, and spreads horizontally over a tract of 
low, and in general wet land, embracing the western half of Lake 

ie, and extending westward into the states of Ohio and Michi- 
gan. On the north, it forms the soil and surface over a large por- 
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tion of the peninsula, between Lakes Erie and Huron; which 
seldom rises more than two hundred feet above the waters of 
these lakes. On it, and composed of its coarse water-washed 
sand and gravel, are seen the “lake ridges,” objects of curiosity, 
and of much utility in a new country, being natural turnpikes 
that run parallel with the shore. 

At Cleveland the section of this division is as follows: 
Ist. Grey water-washed coarse sand, resting on the blue marl 

—ten feet. 
2d. Coarse gravel of the adjacent rocks, and sand—twenty to 

forty feet. 
‘o. 1, of this section, has oecasional thin bands of the “ blue 

marl’ interstratified. The wells of the place are sunk to the 
marl, or to one of the bands of marl in the grey sand, before wa- 
ter is found. The sand and gravel are so loose that the surface 
water sinks instantly through them, and collects at the top of the 
compact blue stratum, where it issues in numberless springs at an 
elevation of forty-five to fifty feet above the lake. In the beds 
of water-washed sand, above noticed, sticks, leaves, and what are 
called rushes, are seen at various depths, resting on what the well 
diggers call “sand beach.” 

Of the “lake ridges” I will here remark, that they are noé pre- 
cisely horizontal, and are found at various elevations—30, 90, 
120 and 140 feet above the water. They appear to be the result 
of submarine currents, and not of the action of the waves upon 
a line of shore; for in that case, they should be longitudinally 
level. ‘There are branches and cross ridges uniting different par- 
allels, that rise and fall several feet in a mile. 

Some small broken and defaced shells have been found ina 

ridge two miles west of Cleveland, but too much injured to de- 

cide whether they were the inhabitants of fresh or of salé water. 

By reference to Mr. Stephens’s notice of the superficial deposits 
of the western shore of Lake Michigan,* it appears that there is - 
a similarity between the shores of that Jake and of Erie. 

The section at Milwaukie is at the lake level. 
Ist. Blue hard pan cut away by the waves and falling in slides. 
2d. Beds of coarse and fine gravel irregularly stratified, and 

causing springs at the surface of No. 1. 
“ine sand without clay or pebbles. 

4th. Surface deposit of reddish clay, without pebbles or 
boulders. 

On the southern shore of Lake Superior, we find a single heavy 
deposit of red, marly, arenaceous clay; or more properly, a red 
marly sand, overlying the edges of sandstone conglomerate and 
trap rocks, and attaining a thickness of six hundred feet. It is 

RGD Pa _ * Am. Jour., January, 1847. 
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homogeneous, horizontally stratified ; will effloresce with acids; 
and washes into deep ravines like the Lake Erie blue marl. 

There are found (but only very seldom) blocks of trap rock, 
imbedded, and boulders of native copper. 

This marl and that of Lake Erie were evidently left by com- 
paratively quiet waters. Mr. Hubbard refers the Lake Superior 
deposit to the tertiary. 

To the southward of the trap ranges and the Ontonagan River, 
boulders of trap of immense size and in considerable numbers, 
are seen on its surface, and in the gulleys and valleys of the 
Streams that cut through it. Its surface descends like that of 
the Lake Erie deposits gently towards the lake, favoring the idea 
in both cases, of their being the beds of au ancient and more 
elevated {freshwater lake, descending and thinning out towards 
the centre. 

In the vicinity of Cleveland the rate of or angle of descent, 
would bring down the surface of the lacustrine deposits to the 
surface of the waters, about two miles from shore ; and Judging 
from the shallowness of the lake, which at ten miles out is only 
about sixty feet in depth, it has gained on the land several miles 
Since the waters assumed their present level. This is more ap- 
parent from the form of the coast, which is that of a broad bay, 
having rocky headlands about fifteen miles to the right and left, 
and ten miles advanced into the lake. The present rate of en- 
croachment is about a mile in eight hundred years. 

No. 6. Boulders, or “erratic rocks.’—Mr. Christy of Oxford, 
who has travelled extensively through the west and southwest, 
limits the primitive boulders on the south and east, by a line from 

ercer in Pennsylvania, through Zanesville, (Ohio, ) Cincinnati, 
Princeton in Indiana, to the mouth of the Kaskaskias on the Mis- 
Sissi ppi.* ae 

According to his observations, the materials of the diluvial beds 
South of the above line, are wholly of the Silurian and second- 

ary rocks of the Western States, and primary pebbles are want- 
ing. Proceeding southward these materials become less | ’ 
as might be expected from the fact of the rocks that furnish the 
pebbles being softer, and the distance from the su 

tock, deposited in solitary blocks or in nests over the surface of 

hill and valley, we have blocks of sandstone conglomerate and 
cliff limestone mingled with them. Near the bend of the Cuy- 

* Letter to Verneuil, 1847. 
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ahoga River in Summit county, Ohio, the blocks of buff colored 
limestone are so numerous as to be gathered and burnt for lime. 
There was one in the township of Bath in that county, as large 
as a small house, whose parent bed was evidently near the islands 
of Lake Erie, sixty miles northwest. 

On the hills a few miles west, and also north of Fulton in 
Stark county, Ohio, on the Ohio canal, granitic and greenstone 
boulders may be seen, ten and twelve feet through, and six hun- ~ 
.dred feet above the lake. They are almost as heavy as the larg- 
est trap boulders of Lake Superior, which have been transported 
only a few miles from their original resting place. The inference 
is therefore strong, that whatever may have been the kind of 
force employed in their transportation, it continued in equal inten- 
sity, till they were dropped several hundred miles from the point 
of departure. 

Primitive boulders are not found to my knowledge, in the blue 
marl of Lake Erie, nor in the “blue hard pan.” I think they 
are not found in the “ yellow hard pan,” and only occasionally 
in the “sand and gravel drift,” not more often than blocks of 
conglomerate Waverly sandstone, or the grits of the coal series. 
They have been rarely seen in the member, No. 2, of formation 
No. 5. They are found upon the lacustrine deposits, but by no 
means as numerous as on the upland drift. It is for this reason 
that I venture to call the boulder deposit here a “stratum,” and 
the newest of all beds except the alluvium. 

ur superficial deposits differ distinctly, in this respect, from 
those of the St. Lawrence, New York and New England, and 
also in the want of fossil shells. Mr. Lyell, Prof. Hitchcock, Dr. 

re mingled with the dadsiviaess 
all sizes. 
I shall soon notice another material distinction in the observed 

reliquie of the eastern and southern deposits, compared with 
the western, that is, in the remains of animals. 

If my observations are correct, the boulder is more recent than 
the lacustrine deposits of Lake Erie as well as the diluvial beds 
of the uplands, lying as it does above and upon them all. 

Buried Timber —In 1844, while making a cursory survey of 
Hamilton county, Ohio, in reference to agriculture, I examined 
fifty-nine wells in different parts of the county, and of these six, 
or about ten per cent., had “dirt beds,” leaves, timber, or “ silt.” 
They were situated at an elevation of three hundred to six hun- 
dred feet above the Ohio River at Cincinnati, which at low wa- 
ter is one hundred and thirty-three feet below the lake surface. 
As this is a subject I have not seen noticed, I shall give some 
details of the timber here and in other parts of the state. 

4 a 
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Near “Carey’s Academy,” about seven miles north of Cincin- 
nati, elevated four hundred or five hundred feet above the lake, 
and nine hundred or one thousand above the ocean, are three 
wells that show nearly the same section. They are distant from 
each other half a mile. The one near Mr. W. W. Carey, has the 
following section furnished by him. 

Feet. Inches. 

18 1. Surface clay and loam, - - - 
Yellow sand, - - - - 
Blue marly clay, 
Leaves, wood and sticks, 
Vegetable mould, - 
Vegetable mould and marl, tat ei ae 

i 

’ 5 s f] , SowNor- © oonowe Pore wo 

Three miles north of New Burlington, and about two hundred 
feet lower than the last situation, a bed of Jogs was passed at 
thirty feet from the surface. Another at forty feet, had leaves 
and logs under the blue clay. Another gave the following 
section :— 

Feet. 

1. Surface loam, - ~~ - jes >I 1 
2. Yellow clay, - - ee Tel arcs 
3. Sand, - - “ ‘ i . 2 

6 Bids ‘clayy ois ich teste x tom aay oe i 

20 
5. Leaves and sticks. 

In Athens county, Ohio, at the depth of forty feet, Dr. Hil- 
dreth says, logs were found in the blue hard pan or clay. Ata 

place cailed Mercer, at the source of the Little Miami River, tim- 
ber was found forty feet deep in the blue clay, and a dirt bed at 
fifty feet. In 1838, Col. John Madina of Chillicothe, showed me 
@ piece of wood, taken as he said from a well on the hills east of 

the Scioto, about three hundred feet above the lake, at the depth 
of thirty feet. It was a foot long, one and a half inches through, 

hard, brittle and resinous, of a dark color, and overlaid by clay. 

On the land of Mr. Simpson in Scioto county, Ohio, about ten 

miles east of the Scioto River, near the north line of the county, 
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in a dirt bed at a depth of gravel of thirty feet, was found a log 
in a decaying state, two feet in diameter. In Jefferson town- 
ship, in the same county, three and a half miles east of the river, 
in a well twenty-seven feet deep, was a log which was taken 
for cedar. 

Mr. Christy (Letter, p. 5) gives an instance of an upright tree 
on the land of R. Becket, Esq., eight miles east of Oxford Col- 
lege, Ohio, the roots fixed in the blue hard pan at a depth of 
thirty feet, the trunk surrounded by the “ gravel drift.” 

In the well of the Lunatic Asylum, Columbus, Ohio, at thirty 
feet, after passing the yellow into the blue clay, a stick was 
found which was called pine. Near Loudon, Madison county, 
Ohio, in the blue clay beneath the yellow, timber sticks and 
leaves were struck at twenty-five or thirty feet. Prof. Cassells 
of the Cleveland Medical College, gives an instance of pine or 
resinous wood being found near Kendall in Stark county, Ohio, 
in the gravel or upper drift. 

‘hese are by no means all the instances that have come to my 
knowledge. They are principally from the blue clay, and are 
sufficiently numerous and widely diffused to establish the fact, for 
Ohio, that timber of a kind now *flourishing in North America, 
grew, and was entombed at the oldest diluvial epoch. How the 
age of these deposits will compare with that of the lower part of 
the delta of the Mississippi, may not be stated with full confi- 
dence; but the hard pan is without much doubt the oldest. 

All the cases of entombed trees which I have given, are sup- 
sed to be above the influence of our rivers as at present known, 

and intended to be given from above the “valley drift.” I will 
now give a few instances near the level of large rivers, that may 
belong to the-recent alluvium or to.the “valley drift.’ At Ma- 
rietta, between high and low water of the Ohio River, a log at 
thirty feet depth. At Portsmouth, at a depth of forty feet, an 
oak log not dec ayed, but of a dark blue color. This was taken 

out by Francis Cleveland, Esq., when constructing the Ohio Ca- 
nal, from a cut across the peninsula at the mouth of the Scioto. 
Here at the level of low water is— 

Ist. Compact sand and gravel. 
; Water-washed gravel—fifteen feet. 

3d. Fine blue marly sand, with logs, leaves and sticks in im- 
mense numbers—three to twenty feet. | 

Ath. Yellow clay, without sticks or gravel, (used for bricks)— 
fifteen to thirty feet. 

5th. Sandy loam in ridges—surface. 
No, 3 of this section is extremely like the biue marl of Lake 

Erie. The timber, sticks, é&c. of this bed, are of kinds now grow- 
img in the forests of Ohio—such as. beech, black ash, and oak ; 
and are in logs fifteen inches in diameter, sometimes burnt and 
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charred by fire. The timber strattm extends under the town of 
Portsmouth, and appears on the Scioto side. On the same ground, 
before the occupation of white people, there were the remains of 
an ancient city, belonging to the “race of the mounds.” 

At Cincinnati, in a well near the corner of Fourth and Vine 
streets, Judge Burnet, who was then the proprietor, struck at the 
depth of ninety-three feet, a partially decayed stump, with the 
roots attached, standing in an upright position. The well was 
sunk through the water-washed sand and gravel, to the level of low 
water; and here as at Portsmouth, were directly over the timber, 
the walls, ditches and parapets of an ancient and unknown people. 

I have already stated that leaves and twigs were sometimes 
seen in the blue marl of Lake Erie, and in the coarse sand and 
gravel above it. 

Animal Remains.—In the tertiary strata of the Atlantic coast, 
of the St. Lawrence, Lake Champlain and the Hudson, of South 
Carolina and the lower Mississippi, the bones and grinders of the 
Mastodon, elephant, horse, Mylodon, Megatherium, &c., are reck- 
oned as fossils of beds that in many respects appear to be equiv- 
alents of the hard pans of Ohio. The bones of the mastodon, 
elephant, beaver, horse and bison, have also been found at the 

drift and swamp mud.* It was the same with a tusk found on 
the Ohio Canal near Massillon. Those mentioned by Mr. Lyell 
at Cincinnati, were in the “valley drift,’ and at the Big Bone 
Lick, Kentucky ;—the bone bed is a sulphurous bog, below high 
water of the Ohio, and covered in places by river alluvium, — 

At the great collection of bones on the Osage, In Benton Co., 

Missouri, there appears from the descriptions to be a bed of re- 

cent bog or mire. In Deerfield township, Ross Co., Ohio, where 

some teeth and bones have been seen, they are in the alluvium of 

a brook. 'The bones and teeth of the horse found at Columbus, 
Ohio, are in the fissures or “clay seams” of the cliff limestone. 
The elephant skeleton disinterred by Mr. Briggs, in Salt River, 
Jefferson Co., Ohio, in 1838, presents a case nearer than any other 

* See Ohio Report, 1838, p. 80. 
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in my reach, of stratified sands and clays above such bones; and 
this is at the bottom of a deep valley, with a stream at the level 
of the bone bed. 'There can be little doubt, but the beds cover- 
ing the bones in this case, are newer than the “valley drift.’”’* 

These are all the locations in Ohio within my knowledge, and 
i think none of them can be referred to the blue or yellow hard 
pans, which are the beds bearing the closest resemblance to the 
Champlain and North River post-pliocene, of any of our diluvial 
deposits. 'The analogy, or rather the evidence of identity or 
equivalence, arising from the fossils, may be said therefore to fail 
entirely. Whether the buried timber can be regarded as a char- 
acteristic fossil, and whether in the eastern beds it exists, I can- 
not say. Ne ither can it be confidently asserted that there are no 
shells, or no marine shells, in the Ohio deposits, until farther ex- 
aminations are made. 

facts are given free from speculations, with a view to 
elicit reflection and discussion among geologists, who have ob- 
served and theorized upon the diluvial matter of other parts of 
the United States. Perhaps there were so many different periods 
of diluvial action, or a different action at distant places at the 
same time, that the deposits in question cannot be arranged under 
the general law of superposition, and order as to age. If the 
premises I have furnished.are true, a different force brought on the 
hard pans and gravel, from that of the boulders. These must have 
been left but a short time, before the recession of the wane or 
they would have become partially or entirely covered with 
iment. The last recession must have been easy and gradual, or 
it would have mingled them with the earth, on which they rest. 

Connected with the movement of detrital matter, and perhaps 

with the transport of boulders, is the subject of the worn and stri- 

ated surface of the rocks. Diluvial grooves are common in Ohio. 
In the few observations given below of the — . the onic’ 
or scratches, only a part were determined by co 
made principally by the eye, — short lines, a ae beens oe 

degrees from the true course ‘ 

Place of observation. | On what rock. * Direction. ae ae 

: STS as 19° to 33° W. 2 Dayton, Ohio, (Dr.Locke,)/cliff limestone iu i ins 26° W. } 219 feet. 
Lordstown, Trumbull Co., conglomerate - - say 400 ft. 
Tallmadge, Summit Co., ‘coal Gites tie N. 30° to 40° w. . feet. 
anfield, Mahoning Co | grit - o E. - + |say 600 ft. 

ae vevenogs Co., grit Nolow coal series North aia, aie aia erie 0: 
Sharon, Medina Co., - onglomer ate N. 40° Wis + | 600 
sak Sy Summit Cor . tthe), DNC OOO, Be 142 ot oh ft GUO 
Irvinsburg “ . eo oe ee ING BOOW. + ee | B00 

‘uvah . ff SR Beye Nee ge 

Co., Secu N. 30° to. 35° 'W. « 550 
Co.,.- jcoal grit: - - - JN. 30° 40° RE, - |. 650% 

Os) : “i eo eo ee North - - °° °* 600 be 

, \cliff limestone -  \Northeast by East . llake level 

* See First Ohio Report, 1838, p. 96. 
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Of these, seven are west of north, four are east of north, and 
éwo in or near the meridian. There are not cases enough to de- 
duce a good general average, where the variance is about 90°. 
But it is probable that future investigations will show, here as in 
Maine and Massachusetts, a general bearing to the west of north, 
10° or 15°. In western New York, the average direction is to 
the east of north, about 20°. 

o determine the elevation of places in the above table from 
the ocean, add 564 feet, the ordinary level of Lake Erie. 

Arr. XXIV.—A Memoir of Dr. Douglass Houghton ; late 
State Geologist, and Professor of Geology and Chemistry in 
the University of Michigan. 

Tur life of the man of science belongs to the age. If that 
life has been illustrated by great talents and virtues, not merely 
will an interest attached to its history, but its memory will 
awaken a deeper love of science in the breasts of her votaries, 
and a more eager inquiry among the uninstructed, into those truths 
which could attract the minds of such men and bring out their 
good qualities. 

Such a life was that of Dr. Houghton. He was born at Troy, 

in the State of New York, Sept. 21, 1809, but at an early age ac- 
companied his father’s family to Fredonia, in western New York. 

In this quiet village, and during the usually thoughtless years of 
childhood, he laid the foundation of his scientific reputation. A 
little hermitage erected by himself in the shade and seclusion of 
his father’s orchard, for a place of quiet study, still remains, a 
Witness to the self-directed character of his acquirements. Here 
he commenced his researches into the laws of nature. Nor was 
the mere acquisition of knowledge all that attracted his mind; 
he at once turned it to practical account. At this period he com- 
menced experiments in the manufacture of percussion powder, 
which had been then recently invented, and he had actually pro- 
ceeded some way in the erection and management of a manufac- 
tory for the purpose, when an unlucky explosion took place, by 
which the whole works were blown up, and young Douglass along 

With them. The latter chanced to alight on a neighboring shed, 
and when returned to his senses, found his clothes in a blaze. 
He had the presence of mind to plunge instantly into a pond, and 
thus prevented further injury, but he bore evidences of the accl- 

ent ever afterwards. With all this love of studious application, 
lass was the very “head and front” of all the fun making 

exploits of the village boys, of whom he was the favorite. Ac- 
tive and persevering, possessed of great natural wit and shrewd- 

ness, he was the acknowledged leader in boyish enterprises. 
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Thus passed his boyhood. Before its ordinary period was 
elapsed, a career of honorable distinction opened to him. His 
talents and studious habits led to his selection from the county of 
Chautauque, to be educated at the Rensselaer High School, at 
Troy, at that time under the charge of Prof. Amos Eaton, and 
enjoying that high reputation which, under his direction, it sus- 
tained for so many years. Here he graduated and received his 
diploma as Bachelor of Arts, in Oct., 1829. He remained as an 
assistant instructor, and in February of the year following, re- 
ceived from Prof. Eaton the appointment of Assistant Professor in 
the branches of Che istry and Natural History. Prof. Eaton 
stated to the Board that this arrangement was temporary, for he 
was sure Mr. Houghton would receive a higher appointment as 
soon as the proper authorities could act. 

In Nov., 1830, some friends of science in Detroit applied to 
Prof. Eaton to recommend them a person qualified to deliver a 
course of public lectures on chemistry, geology, mineralogy and 
natural philosophy. The Hon. Lucins Lyon was deputed to 
Wait in person upon the Professor. Having heard the request, 
Prof Eaton opened the door of the laboratory, where young 
Houghton was engaged, and calling him by his familiar name of 
Douglass, presented him to Mr. Lyon, as the person he required. 
Small and extremely youthful in appearance, it was some time 
before Mr. Lyon ce be satisfied that the Professor was in 
earnest in this recommendation. But these donbts were speedily 
removed, and well did the young candidate justify the opmion of 
his instructor and friend. Still retaining his professorship, 
gladly obtained leave of absence, and immediately departed for 

Detroit. With his lectures there, commenced his career in Michi- 
. It is no small testimony to his merit, that at a gay military 

post, devoted to amusement, and at an age when few have acquired 
the art of imparting as well as receiving instruction, he succeed- 
ed in captivating all hearts to his favorite pursuits. His lecture 
soon became the preferred resort, even of those who had been 
accustomed to look for enjoyment only in balls and pleasure 
parties. cute 

_ Having pursued the study of medicine, Mr. Houghton w 
in the spring of 1831, admitted to practice, by the Medical So- 
ciety of Chautauque Co. At this period he also received the ap- 
pointment of Physician and Botanist to the expedition to the 
sources of the Mississippi, organized under the direction of Henry 
R. Schoolcraft, Esq., aud his able report on the botany of that 
remote country not only shewed an extensive acquaintance 
that science, but his researches did much to extend our knowl- 

dge of the flora of the Northwest, as well as to establish his 

slice ge 
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From 1832 to 1837, Dr. Houghton practiced as a physici 
and surgeon at Detroit. This period included the visitation of 
the cholera, which raged at that place with more than its wonted 
severity. hat event will never be forgotten by the survivors; 
nor will they forget the labors and devotion of Dr. Houghton. 
He was to the sick a ministering angel, prompt at a moment’s 
notice, instant and active in his remedies, cheerful and obliging, 
as weil to those from whom he expected no pay, as to the 
opulent. 

In Feb., 1837, Dr. Houghton projected the geological survey 
of Michigan, and received the appointment of geologist to that 
state, which, but recently admitted into the Union, and as ye 
sparsely populated, was one of the foremost in public enterprise. 

The plan upon which this survey was organized was such as 
reflected great credit upon the enlarged scientific views and enter- 
prise of Dr. Houghton, and may be considered as a model. It 
comprehended four departments, viz., geology and mineralogy 
proper, zoology, botany, and topography ; each having its official 
head and assistance, and all united under the general direction 
and surveillance of the state geologist. Thus while all were ex- 

pected to work in concert, by a division of labor, the results 
would necessarily be more extended and accurate. Oneof the 
duties connected with the topographical department may be con- 
sidered as novel to a geological survey, and could at least be but 
ill accomplished in any of the older states. Like all the states 
northwest of the Ohio, the system of rectilinear surveys of the 
United States had been applied to Michigan; by which the state 
1s divided into towns and ranges of six miles square ; which, again 
are subdivided into. thirty-six square miles or sections. The 
topographer was directed to furnish the geologist and his two as- 
Sistanis in the geology proper, with ‘skeleton plats’ of these town- 
ships, copied from the returns of the deputy U. S. surveyors, on 
a scale of two inches to the mile; these serving the latter as a 
basis for laying down, with more than ordinary accuracy an 
cility, as well the geological as the topographical and civil feat- 
ures of the country. These being returned to the topographer, 
were reduced by him to the scale adopted for a series of state 
and county maps, the publication of which was projected as a 
part of the results of the survey. The condition of the state 
finances has permitted the issuing of a few only of the maps 

thus prepared, but they are sufficient to shew, that for compre- 
hensiveness, minuteness and fidelity of detail, these maps of the 
Several counties of Michigan far exceed any thing of the kind 
ever atte i is country. 
oo Senta s “ aa proved fatal to the departments of 
200legy and botany, before the close of the second year of their 
complete organization ; so that Michigan, unfortunately, lost the 
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opportunity of prosecuting hand in hand with its geology, those 
kindred sciences, at a time when the country yet preserved many 
of those plants and animals that become extinct with the pro- 
gress of settlements. “The comprehensive mind of the geologist 
regarded these sciences as part of the one great science of nature, 
and lending mutual aid. 

e season of 1840 was passed by the geological corps in an 
exploration of the southern coast of Lake Superior, and the gen- 
eral results were reported by Dr. Houghton to the legislature the 
winter following. Though displaying the most guarded caution, 
and “telling but half the tale” which the field notes unfolded, 
this report brought to notice such an array of facts, bearing upon 
the mineral wealth of that country, so philosophically deduced, 
and carrying such order and system into what all previous ob- 
servers had regarded as unintelligible confusion, that public at- 
tention was immediately attracted to that region, and thousands 
were soon seeking their fortunes there, who had joined in the ery 
that ‘all was barren.” The novelty of the geological positions 
advanced, and their apparent unconformity, in many particulars, 
with the state of facts existing in other well known mining dis- 
tricts, created only incredulity in those who had received their 
teaching in other schools of science. ‘The Doctor was styled, in 
derision, a “ back-woods geologist.” But the progress of discov- 
ery since, though collected from numerous and independent 
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The personal appearance of the Michigan geologist, while en- 
gaged in these wild wood journeyings, was unique in the ex- 
treme. Neat in dress at home, he well knew how to throw aside 
those restraints that were incompatible with the wilderness. His 
short figure, enveloped in a loose frock of sheeps-gray or bed- 
tick; his “shocking bad” broad brimmed, wool hat, and boots 
matched in breadth of sole; his beard, for months unacquainted 
with a razor, and pendant from his chin ina pointed brush of 
colorless bristles, presented a |udicrous but characteristic spectacle. 

The United States linear surveys were in progress in Michigan, 
and great advantages were derived to the work in which Dr. 
Houghton was engaged, by enlisting the minds of the surveyors 
in the subject of the geology, and making use of their notes and 
observations. It was thus that he derived the idea of accom- 
plishing a thorough geological, mineralogical, topographical, and 
magnetical survey of the new lands of the United States, con- 
temporaneously with the government surveys. As the act ma- 
king provision for the state geological survey had expired, leaving 
still a large territory in the upper peninsula unexplored, 
about perfecting the plan which he had previously conceived of 
connecting the lineal surveys with a minute geological and min- 
eralogical survey of the country. Having explained his system 
at one of the annual meetings of the Association of American 
Geologists and Naturalists, he, as chairman of a committee from 
that body, visited Washington during the session of Congress in 
the winter of 1844, and laid his plan before the proper depart- 
ment. The feasibility of the project was at once comprehended. 
The only doubt raised was whether deputy surveyors could 
found who were sufficiently versed in the natural sciences, to un- 
dertake the work. ‘This apparent obstacle was instantly removed, 
by the offer of Dr. H. to take the contract for running of four 
thousand miles of lines, at a price but little if any exceeding 
that which would have been paid for a single survey. His con- 
fidence in the plan which he had projected was no longer a mat- 
ter of doubt, when he was willing to take upon himself the hard- 
ship and excessive labor incident to the survey of a new, distant, 

The system proved signally successful. ‘The present surveyor 

general for this district, the Hon. Lucius Lyon, who was in Con- 

gress at the time the plan was originated, says in his report to the 

Commissioner of the General Land Office, in 1845, speaking of 
this survey, “that enough has been done to shew clearly the 
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great value of such accurate geological and topographical surveys 
as the one in which he was engaged, and to demonstrate the 
practicability of carrying them on in connection with the ordina- 
ry linear surveys of the public lands, without increasing the ex- 
penditures of the government for surveying more than half a 
cent per acre, even ina rough and thickly wooded country like 
that on Lake Superior.” 

“The additional information which such surveys would give,” 

geology and mineralogy. his favorite studies. 
At the session of the legislature of Michigan, next succeeding 

the untimely death of Dr. Houghton, a joint committee of both 

prosecuted by him,” they say it. was one. “ which at little addi- 
tional expense over that of the ordinary surveys of the United 
States, combines, by the simplest and cheapest means, all the ad- 
vantages of the immensely expensive surveys by triangulation 
and instrumental observations, carried on by many of the govern- 

ments of Europe.” 
The vast amount of information returned to the office of the 

information, is enabled, from any desirable point, to trace the 
boundaries and extent of the several formations, the course 

acter of veins, and to connect all these details with other 
matter of general ical. interest. The difference between 
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such a system, and the usual expensive, disconnected, and com- 
paratively uncertain and partial method of geological surveying, 
will be readily perceived. By the former definite and practical 
system, the surveys of the United States have been brought to a 
state of perfection, which comprehends all that a governmental 
survey could require. 

Under the able direction of the Surveyor General for this dis- 
trict, this system of surveys was continued, after the death of 
Dr. Houghton, with such change only as experience suggested, 
until the past season, when it was suddenly abandoned by the 
government, and the usual expensive and unsatisfactory system 
introduced. We have alluded to this subject thus fully, both be- 

other words, it was in his opinion the nucleus of a scientific 
bureau, where not only all the information acquired in the survey 
of the vast country extending from the Mississippi to the Pacific 
Ocean, would be accumulated, but where would be found all the 
discoveries made by the several states in the prosecution of their 
surveys. Such were the plans which Dr. Houghton had formed, 
and which his death interrupted. They were worthy of his gen- 
lus, and we trust will not be permitted to slumber, by the scien- 

. 

tific men of the Union. 

ne 
In 1838, Dr. H. received the appointment of Professor of Geol- 

ogy, Mineralogy and Chemistry in the University of Michigan ; 
which he continued to fill till the time of his death. ‘The insti- 
tution was then in its infancy, and Prof. Houghton’s labors being 
required elsewhere, he was enabled to devote but little time to 
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the duties of the professorship. His influence was however of 
great service to the rising institution. 

The ambition of Dr. Houghton and his popularity in the state 
led him to attempt other fields of distinction. He knew how the 
political wires were worked, and though he permitted himself to 
enter that difficult and harassing arena, only in the latter period 
of his life, he yet came sufficiently “before the public” to evince 
that he possessed, ina high degree, the talents, which in this 
country are supposed to be necessary to the statesman. As Mayor 
of the city of Detroit he acted independent of party or clique, 
and was at once energetic, keen sighted and assiduous. Of his 
other political connections, which were cut short by his death, 
we will only say, that it was the desire and expectation of his 
numerous friends to see the gubernatorial chair of the state filled 
by one who would so well have honored that station. 

Dr. Houghton was married in 1833, to Miss Stevens, of Fre- 
donia, and his death bereft also two children. But for his faith- 
ful devotion to the duties of his public station, he would undoubt- 
edly have left his family in affluence, since his success in the 
business operations in which he engaged showed that in these 
matters also he possessed a vigilant eye and correct judgment. 

Dr. Houghton was about five feet three inches in height. He 
had a remarkably animated blue eye, and his light hair and com- 
plexion indicated a sanguine nervous temperament. 

The mind of Dr. Houghton had that preéminent stamp of'gen- 

ius that it was equally great in whatever he undertook. Whether, 
amid the rocks and wilds of the West, he was solving some intri- 

cate problem of nature, or at his desk directing the ordinary con- 
cerns of business, he applied to all alike the most active energies 
of his intellect. He thought nothing beneath his notice from 
which any thing might be learned, and he uniformly obeyed the 
maxim that “what is worth doing is worth doing well.” He 
thus became the man of resources, both from the amazing extent 
of his acquaintance with the details of the arts, and from his 
power of combining and applying this knowledge under varied 
circumstances. 

If in so utilitarian a country as ours, this practical tendency 
can be carried too far, it was so in Dr. Houghton; for though it 
did not destroy his appreciation of what may be called the 
‘“poetry of nature” and the beautiful in art, it diminished his 
taste for them, and rendered him less susceptible to their sympa- 
thetic influences. It was a frequent observation with him that 
the usual college course was ill fitted for the proper education of 
the useful man. He would have the inventions o 1 | 
studied, the works of nature more. 
Dr. Houghton’s powers of perception were wonderfully rapide: 

He could with the celerity of thought seize upon the strong with the 

7 
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points of a subject, and thus acquire a knowledge of its character 
and general bearings in a wonderfully short time. This is per- 
haps almost a necessary power of genius, that while ordinary 
minds are toiling laboriously to acquire the mass of heterogeneous 
materials in which truth is often involved, the former grasps at 
the great leading facts, and thus forms a base around which 
minor facts can be subsequently built up, by the cement of asso- 
ciation, until the structure is perfected. 

In moments of relaxation, Dr. Houghton’s mind turned rather 
to the ludicrous than the pathetic or ideal. Sometimes, with 
a singularly rapid transition, he passed from the contemplation or 
exposition of the most abstract truths of science, to the utterance 
of a jest. Of humorous stories he had a great fund, and was par- 
ticularly happy in his manner of relating them. What added to 
the charm of these comic episodes, was the interest he himself 
manifested in them. Nothing could be more contagious than the 
sudden hilarious laugh with which he welcomed any little piece 
of fun or frolic. It was irresistible, and would sometimes set a 
whole company into a roar, when few of them comprehended 
the cause of the universal merriment. Thus, though far from 
fluent, his sccial and conversational powers were of no ordinary 
kind—whether he drew upon his mind as a vast storehouse of 
useful knowledge, or for that fund of wit and vivacity which 
made him the delight of the convivial circle. 

In manner, Dr. Houghton was exceedingly courteous, never 
allowing the most pressing engagements to interrupt, in appear- 
ance at least, the cordiality with which he greeted a visitor. To 
the poor and even the low bred, he was ever affable and obliging. 
When such called at his office for advice or medicine, he never 
showed by his manner that he wished to be rid of them as soon 
as possible, and grudged the time or medicine he bestowed. On 
the contrary, he inquired, in a manner which such best can feel, 

after the various matters of health, family or business in whic 

they felt most interest, and when opportunity occurred, he did 
not fail to add more substantial proofs of kindness. Thus amid 
the high calls of duty and fame, these acts of private benevolence 

gained him as many warm friends among those who could little 

appreciate his public worth, as did his distinguished abilities 
among those who knew him only as a public man. 
How much importance he attached to a respectful demeanor 

in his intercourse with people, the following incident may illus- 
trate. Travelling once with a younger friend, they had occasion 
to enquire their road, when his companion called to a lad whom 
they met, addressing him as ‘boy.’ When they had passed on, 
the Doctor mildly corrected him, by saying, “ Always address 
such a person as ‘ young man’—it appeals to his self-respect.” 
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T'o these qualities of mind and heart, Dr. Houghton added a 
wonderful degree of resolution and energy, amounting almost to 
a fault. Having fixed his aim, he shrunk from no difficulties, 
and seldom failed to accomplish what he undertook. Cautious 
and analytical, prejudice was seldom allowed to close his mind 
against conviction. ‘The result was, he not only arrived at accu- 
rate conclusions, but far in advance of those who were either too 

biased or too indolent to investigate. 
Thus fitted by constitution and education for a province in 

the cause of knowledge, in the new and great West, and ardently 
attached to the fortunes of his adopted home, his active spirit 
launched him, like another Humboldt, upon its almost boundless 
wilderness, 2nd waters magnificent in their vastness and solitude, 
to explore these yet unread pages of the great book of nature. 
In the prosecution of these labors, to which with rare devotion 
he contributed his time, his purse and his health, he succeeded, 
even in his unfinished task, in building up an envied reputation 
among the scientific men of the age, and a distinguished name 
among those whom his state would delight to honor. 

rom these a mysterious providence called him away; the 
work of laborious years unfinished ; the full harvest of his honors 
unreaped. The circumstances attending his melancholy end are 
characteristic both of his nobleness and his intrepidity. He was 
engaged upon his new survey on Lake Superior. Accustomed to 
steer his own boat, fearless in his knowledge of the waves and 0 
the coast, and anxious to arrive at a particular destination, he 
paid too little heed to the omens that warned his Canadian voy- 
ageurs of the storm ; or rather, he trusted, as he had done a hun- 
dred times before under circumstances of greater apparent peril, 
to his own judgment and skill, to reach the port before the dan- 

ger should be imminent. When the storm commenced, his men 
proposed going ashore; Dr. Houghton encouraged them to pro- 
ceed, saying, “ We are not far from Eagle River, (their destina- 
tion, )—pull away my boys—we shall soon be there—pull hard.” 
When in the increasing violence of the gale, the frail boat en- 
countered the surf and was capsized, the geologist was raised 
from the water by his trusty voyageur, Peter, and told to cling 
to the keel. He answered, “ Never mind me, Peter, go ashore if 
you can—I will go ashore well enough.” Another sea struck 
the boat, throwing it completely over endwise, and probably oe- 
casioning instant strangulation. ‘This was on the night of t 
13th of October, 1845. 

Thus, at the early age of thirty-six years, was lost to his state 
and science one who, without eulogy, may be ranked among the 
most extraordinary men of our country ; whether we view him as 
the humble student of nature, attracting all hearts to science ; the 

y and skillful physician, periling his life to save that of 

* 
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others; the energetic and independent public man, untiring in 
his energy, and sacrificing his private means in the public cause; - 
or the universal instructor of youth and age, the source of as fre- 
quent and general reference as the pages of a cyclopedia. 

The soldier dies honored who falls in battle. He too, perished 
“on the field of his fame”—a field whose victories are bloodless, 
and in whose fruits, untainted by misery and crime, the whole 
human family may rejoice. 

Art. XXV.— The Sphere and least Circumscribing Cone ; by 
Prof. E. 8. Sneux, of Amherst College. 

In searching for practical examples of maxima and minima, for 

my pupils in the Differential Calculus, I have fallen upon the fol- 
lowing relations of the sphere to its circumscribing cone, which 
are very singular, and to me entirely new. : 

. e cone of least surface, which cireumscribes a given 
sphere, is also the cone of least vo/wme, circumscribing the same 

her e. 
2. This minimum cone has twice the height of the sphere, 

twice its surface, and twice its volume. ; 
3. The base of the same cone equals the surface of the hemi- 

sphere ; and the convex surface of the cone, three times the sur- 
e of the hemisphere. ' 

Demonstration. 

In the accompanying sectional figure, 
which it is unnecessary to describe, let AC 
= z,and BC or CD =r; then the height 
of the cone is z+r. The similar triangles, 

3 r(x+r) 
ABC and ADE, give DE = Pe pes a 

gx? wed T? 
; hence 

ap? (e+r)? ‘ 
the base of the cone is ey, and its 

3 

solidity is Merny To facilitate the 

differentiation of this function, we divide 

by the constant 7-7 and reduce to the lowest terms; when our 

(e-+r)*. 
2-—r 

The first and second equation may be expressed, V= 

ee et eer RRR NEE an Sp Sone 6 

dr t-—?r dr? (x—r) 
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Putting the first = 0, and reducing, we find x = 3r; therefore 
the height of the cone is 4r, or twice the height of the sphere. 

akg : ar?(e+r)? 
By substituting 3r for z in the expression for the cone, 3(a2 =r)’ 

it becomes, when reduced, 3° (2r)*. But the sphere is 5° (2r)*. 

Therefore the volume of the cone is twice that of the sphere. 
oe? : ; pie 

The same substitution being made in the value of dpe’ it be- 

1 ae 
comes +~> indicating that the cone is a minimum, which is in- 

deed sufficiently evident from the nature of the question. 
Another proportion on the triangles ABC and ADE, gives the 

; UAe+r P 
slant height = ——=———- And since the radius of the base is 

Vv 7? —fr? 

r(r+r ' A + 
~ the circumference is psa uell ; and therefore the con- 

Vg? —yi Ve? —p? 

ara(@+r)? zra(¢+r) 
PoaanSertt. aes ; 

ar? (e+r 
£ ay )) gives for the entire surface of the cone, 

vex surface = This added to the base, 

(which equals 

xr al 2 r 

pin * The first and second differentials, after dividing by 

ds 2 Ay) 2 
the constant <r, are, a= alee (+r) Apes dedi 

a? 

2 
“$s 

2 

Sr? 
(r-r) As these are precisely like the former, they lead to the 

same conclusion, that 7 equals 3r, and corresponds to a minimum 
value of the function. Therefore, the circumscribing cone of 
least surface also, has twice the altitude of the sphere, and is 
identical with the cone of least volume. T'o obtain the amount 

end oe 
t-r 

of surface, replace x by 3r in the expression 

comes 27(2r)?. Now the surface of the sphere is (2r)?. 
Wherefore the cone of least surface about a sphere, has twice 
the surface of the sphere. 

hese results brought together are as follows: 
7 phere, Min. Cir. Cone. 

Altitude, - “ Qp m ~ dr 
Surface, 8 4 en(Qpys ape 

Bs Velunte t +  cuggRe prin © 2 se g(r)" 
eed Meet eC aeett 
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ar(eo+rr 
We have seen that the convex surface =2°- , abe 

ar e+r 
and that the base = r mis Sa op 

and since x = 37, the convex surface is three times the base, and 
the base, consequently, one fourth of the entire surface of the 
cone. ‘Therefore the base of the cone is equal to the surface of 
the hemisphere, and the convex surface, to three times the same. 
Hence it is obvious that the ratio of 3 to 1 cannot belong to the 

in those mathematical works to which I have access. 
_ I will notice but one other circumstance relating to these bod- 
les; which is, that just one-third of the spheric surface is cut off 
on the upper side by the circle of contact. For AC: BC:: 
BC: FC; therefore FC is one-third of GC, and GF one-third of 
GD, and hence the surface BGH is one-third of the entire spheric 
surface. It appears, then, that if a sphere be viewed from a point, 
whose distance from its surface equals its diameter, one third of 
the surface is visible. 

As this is one instance of the application of a very simple for~ 
mula, for determining the amount of spheric surface visible at 

any given distance, I will take this opportunity of presenting it. 
If the number of diameters expressing the distance, be made the 
humerator of a fraction, whose denominator is twice the same 
number plus one, this fraction will express the portion of surface 
visible at that distance. Thus, at the distance of i 

1 diameter, } is seen, 
2 od ee te 

3 ¢é 3 it 

10, “ 439 “ . and generally, 

s —s te whether x be integral or frac- 

tional ; approaching nearer one-half, as the distance increases, 

Without the possibility of ever equaling it. t emonstra- 
tion of this formula is only a generalization of the example al- 

teady given, I omit it. 
The earth is about 115 lunar diameters from the moon, and 

therefore we can see 318 (=°498) of her entire surface: while, 

tom the moon, only 22 (='491) of the earth’s surface can be 
seen. Of the solar surface, on the other hand, we have about -498 
in view, while -49998 of the earth’s surface is visible from the 
Sun. So an observer, elevated one mile from the earth, sees 5,'55 

> (sss5+1) of its surface, = 7,';5, or about 25,000 square miles. 
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Art. XXVI.—Objections to the Theories severally of Franklin, 
Dufay and Ampére, with an Effort to explain Blectrical Phe- 
nomena by Statical or Undulatory Polarization ;* by Roser 
Hare, M.D., Emeritus Professor of Chemistry in the Univer- 
sity of Pennsylvania.t 

a 

1. Ir appears, from the experiments of Wheatstone, that the 
discharge of a Leyden jar, by means of a copper wire, takes place 
within a time so small, that were the transfer of a fluid from the 
positive to the negative surface requisite for its accomplishment, 
a current having a velocity exceeding two hundred thousand 
miles in a second would be necessary. 

2. The only causes for the velocity of an electric current, ac- 
cording to Franklin, are the repulsion between the particles of 
the electric fluid, of which it has been assumed to consist, and 
the attraction between those particles and other matter. ‘These 
forees are alledged to concur in distributing the supposed fluid 
throughout space ; whether otherwise void, or partially occupied 
by conducting solids or fluids. ence, when between two or 

, surfaces, or conducting masses, there is an unequal 
distribution of the electric fluid, the equilibrium is restored when- 
ever a communication is opened, by means of a sufficiently con- 
ducting medium. Agreeably to this view of the subject, there 

ms to 

however the subtilty of the supposed electric fluid may exceed 
that of any gas, there seems to be an analogy as respects the pro- 
cesses of diffusion which must prevail. But on opening a com- 
munication between cavities in which any aériform fluid exists, 
in different degrees of condensation; evidently there must be a 
diminution of density, and consequently of velocity, in the re- 
sulting current, proportionally as the excess diminishes; so that 

GA DE 8. 

. . 

cies of polarity. tis word polarity conveys the idea that two terminations in 

with the particles of adjacent bodies, or those in the surrounding medium. Under 

is said to be polarized, or in a state of polarization. 
obe.she Academy of Naural riences and with their mnienion pul 

» Medical Examiner: republis the use of medical students, W tall Goce by the aathor. {ia  iasiliins 
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Wire of great length, to be made the medium of discharge to a 
yden jar; agreeably to the hypothesis of one fluid, the electri- 

cal filament must be attracted at one end of the wire, and pro- 
pelled at the other, as soon as its terminations are brought into 
de communication with the coatings of the jar. Yet the influ- 
ence of the oppositely charged surfaces of the jar, cannot be con- 
ceived to extend to those portions of the electricity which are re- 

, Mote from the points of contact, until they be reached by a suc- 
Cession of vibrations. Hence it is inconceivable, that every par- 
ticle in the filament of electric matter can be made at the same 
time to move, so as to constitute a current having the necessary 
Velocity and volume to transfer, instantaneously, the electricity 
requisite to constitute a charge. Even the transmission of the 

impulses, in such an infinitesimal of time, seems to be incon- 
ceivable, . 

_ 5. In reply to these objections, it has been urged by the Frank- 

linians, that ‘a conductor being replete with electricity, as soon as 
this fluid should be moved at one end, it ought to move at the 

other. ‘This might be true of a fiuid if incompressible, but could 
hot hold good were it elastic. A bell wire moves at both ends 

when pulled only at one; but this would not ensue were a cord 

of gum elastic substituted for the wire. 
Niele i. fn beeen cio 

* See my Treatise of Electro-magnetism, page 116. 
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6. But if the flow of one fluid, with the enormous velocity in- 
ferred, be difficult to conceive, still more must it be incomprehen- 
sible that two fluids can rush with similar celerity, from each sur- 
face of the jar, in opposite directions, through the narrow chan- 
nel afforded by a wire ; especially as they are alledged to exercise 
an intense affinity; so that it is only by a series of decomposi- 
tions and recompositions that they can pass each other. ‘That 
agreeably to the theory of Dufay, equivalent portions of the res- 
inous and vitreous fluids must exchange places during an electrical 
discharge, will appear evident from the following considerations: 

7. One surface being redundant with vitreous and deficient 
commensurately of resinous electricity, and the other redundant 
with the resinous and deficient of the vitreous fiuid, it is inevi- 
table that to restore the equilibrium, there must be a simultane- 
ous transfer of each redundancy to the surface wherein there is a 
deficiency of it to be supplied. If after decomposing a large portion 
of the neutral compound previously existing on the surfaces of 
the jar, and transferring the ingredients severally in opposite di- 
rections, so as to cause each to exist in excess upon the surface 
assigned to it, were the redundancies, thus originated, to be neu- 
tralized by meeting in the discharging rod, neither surface could 
recover its quota of the electrical ingredient of which it must 
have been deprived agreeably to the premises. 

8. This calls to mind the fact, that no evidence has been ad- 
duced of the existence of any tertium quid, arising from the 
union of the supposed electricities, founded on any property dis- 
played by their resulting combination in the neutral state. It 
must, if it exist, constitute an anomalous matter, destitute of all 

properties, and of the existence of which we have no evidence, 

besides that founded on the appearance and disappearance of its 

alledged ingredients. 
9. But however plausibly the discharges consequent to making 

a conducting communication from one electrified mass or surface 
to another mass or surface in an opposite state, may be ascribed 
to accumulations either of one or of two fluids; neither, accord- 
ing to one theory nor the other, is it possible to account satisfac- 
torily for the stationary magnetism with which steel may be en- 
dowed, nor the transitory magnetism, or dynamic power of in- 
duction, acquired by wires transmitting galvanic discharges. 

10. For the most plausible effort which has been made for the 
purpose of reconciling the phenomena of electro-magnetism with 
the theory of two fluids, or with that of one fluid, so far as these 
theories are convertible, we are indebted to Ampére. 

11. According to the hypothesis advanced by this eminent phi- 
losopher, the difference between a magnetized and an electrified 

y* is not attributable to any diversity in the imponderable 

* See Compendium—Electro-magnetism, paragraph 722. 
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matter to which their properties are respectively due, but to a dif- 
ference in the actual state or distribution of that matter. Statical 

which, in magnets, are supposed to gyrate in opposite directions 
about each particle of the mass. These gyrations are conceived 
to take place only in planes at right angles to the axis of the mag- 
net; so that, in a straight magnet, the planes of the orbits must 
be parallel to each other.* 

he aggregate effect of all the minute vortices of the elec- 
trical fluids, in any one plane, bounded by the lateral surfaces of 
the magnet, is equivalent externally to one vortex, since, in either 

those of the wire on one side more than on the other: also the 
Wire, if moveable, will tend so to arrange itself as to produce the 
same result, which can arrive only when the needle is at right an- 
gles to the wire, and its sides consequently equidistant therefrom. 

13. Electric currents will produce magnetic vortices, and, re- 

Ciprocally, magnetic vortices will produce electric currents. Hence 
the magnetism imparted to iron by galvanized spirals, and the Fa- 
Tadian currents produced by magnetized iron within spirals not 
galvanized. 

14. Ampére’s theory has, in a high degree, the usual fault of 
Substitutiug one mystery for another; but, on the other hand, it 

has, in an equally high extent, the only merit to which any gd 
can make an indisputable claim: I mean, that of associating facts 
S80 as to make them more easy to comprehend and to remember, 
enabling us, by analogy, to foresee results, and thus affording a 
clue in our investigations. Evidently, the author of this theory 
Was guided by it, in his highly interesting an instructive contri- 

vances; and Professor Henry ascribes his success 1n improving 

©The words gyration, vortex and whirl, are considered as synonymous, and 
‘used indi id monotony. ; : : 
seinen s cimeeakienoieads when it is made the medium of the discharge 

from a galvanic battery. 
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In the galvanic circuit this process is sustained by chemical reac- 
tion; but without any co-enduring cause, how is it to be sustain- 
ed permanently ina magnet? Is it reasonable to assume that 
the heterogeneous constituents of an imaginary tertium quid are 
perpetually separating only to reunite? 

16. In cz plex affinity, where four particles, A BC 
D are united into two compounds A B, C D, it is easy to con- 
ceive that, in obedience to a stronger affinity, A shall combine 
with C, and B with D: but, without any extraneous agency, 
wherefore, in any one compound, should a particle A quit one 
particle B, in order to unite with another particle of the same 
kind; or wherefore should any one, B, quit one A, in order to 
combine with another A. 

17. That such a process should take place in consequence of 
the inductive agency of a similar process already established in a 
magnet or galvanized wire, were difficult to believe ; but it would 
seem utterly incredible that the most transient influence of suc 
induction, should be productive of such permanent electrolytic 
gyration as has been above specified. Moreover, it is inconceiv- 
able that the particles of any matter should, as required by this 
hypothesis, merely by being put into motion, acquire a power of 
reciprocal repulsion, or attraction, of which it were otherwise 
destitute. 

18. The vortices being assumed to take place about each atom, 

cannot severally occupy an area of greater diameter than can €X- 

ist between the centres of any two atoms. Of course, the gyra- 

tory force exercised about the surface of a magnet by the aggre- 

ate movements of the vortices, cannot extend beyond the sur- 
face more than half the diameter of one of the minute areas of 
gyration alluded to. Wherefore, then, do these gyrations, when 
similar in direction, from their concurrence approach each other ; 
when dissimilar in direction from contrariety, move away, even 
when situated comparatively at a great distance 

19. I should consider Ampére’s theory as more reasonable, were 
it founded upon the existence of one fluid; since, in that case, 
vortices might be imagined without the necessity of supposing 
an endless and unaccountable separation and reunion of two sets 

* See my Compendium, ‘Treatise of Electro-magnetism, page 120. 
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pulsive. co ; 

21. Agreeably to Ampeére, an iron bar, situated within a coil of 
Wire subjected to a galvanic current, is magnetized, because the 

current, in the wire, is productive of an electrical whirlpool about 

every particle of the metal. When the iron is soft, the magnet- 

ism, and of course the gyrations of which its magnetism consists 
by the premises, cease for the most part as soon as the circuit 
through the coil is broken; but when the iron is in the more rigid 
state of hardened steel, the gyrations continue for any length of 
time after the exciting cause has ceased. mar 

22. This theory does not explain wherefore the hardening 
the steel should cause the gyration to be more difficult to induce, 

yet more lasting when its induction is effected. Exidently the 
metallic particles must take some part in the process; since it + 
dependent, for its existence and endurance, upon their nature an 

their state. Yet no function is assig to these particles. In 

fact, it is inconceivable, either that they can participate in, or con- 
tribute to th sed gyration. 

23. The ae uid. in an iron bar, cannot form a vortex 
about each particle, all the vortices turning in one direction, 

Without a conflict between those which are contiguous. In 
order not to conflict with each other, the alternate vortices would 
Srcoxp Senizs, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 
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have to turn in different directions, like interlocking cog-wheels 
in machinery. But in that case, if magnetism be due to currents, 
the magneto-inductive influence of one set would neutralize that 
of the other. Again, how can a current, excited by a battery in 
one circuitous conductor, cause, by dynamic induction, a current 
in the opposite direction, through another conductor parallel to the 
first, but insulated therefrom? How can a current of quantity in 
a ribbon coil,* give rise to one of intensity in a coil of fine wire, 
rushing of course with a velocity commensurate with the inten- 
sity thus imparted ? 

. From the preceding considerations, and others which will 
be stated, it follows, that it has been erroneously inferred that the 
only difference between galvanic and frictional electricity is de- 
dendent on quantity and intensity. It must be evident that there 
is a diversity in the nature of these affections of matter, sufficient 
to create a line of demarcation between them. 

5. Having stated my objections to the electrical theories here- 
tofore advanced, it may be proper that I should suggest any hypo- 
thetical views which may appear to me of a character to amend or 
to supersede those to which I have objected. But however I may 

have been emboldened to point out defects which have appeared 
to me to be inherent in the theories heretofore accredited, I am 
far from presuming to devise any substitute which will be unob- 
jectionable. I am fully aware that there is an obscurity as re- 
spects the nature and mutual influence of chemical affinity, heat, 
light, electricity, magnetism and vitality, which science can only 
to a minute extent dispel. 

26. The hypothesis which I now deem preferable, is so much 
indebted to the researches and suggestions of Faraday and others, 
that, were it true, I could claim for myself but a small share of 
the merit of its origmation. That sagacious electrician employs 
the following language: “ In the long continued course of exper- 
imental inquiry, in which I have been engaged, this general re- 
sult has pressed upon me constantly, namely, the necessity of ad- 
mitting two forces or directions of force combined with the impos- 
sibility of separating these two forces or electricities from each 
her.” —Experimental Researches, 1163. 
27. Subsequently (1244) after citing another proof of the in- 

separability of the two electric forces, he alleges it to be “ another 
argument in favor of the view that induction and its concomi- 
tant phenomena depend upon a polarity of the particles of matter !” 

(To be continued.) 
A 

* Compendium, Electro-magnetism, paragraph 784. 
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Arr. XXVIL—An Account of a Compound Achromatic Micro- 
scope, made by Charles A. Spencer of Canastota, N. Y. ; by 
C. R. Gitman, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics, &c., in the Col- 
lege of Physicians and Surgeons, New York. 

THE great importance of the microscope to the cultivators of 
natural science, and the difficulties and delays which have at- 
tended procuring good instruments from Europe, will, I hope, 
justify me in occupying a small space in this Journal, with an 
account of a microscope which has recently been constructed for 
me, by Mr. Charles A. Spencer of Canastota, N. Y., a gentleman, 
who by force of natural talent, and with no other aid than could 
be derived from the reading of books on optics and the construe- 
tion of the microscope, has attained the highest rank as a prac- 
tical optician. 

‘The microscope is constructed on the model of the smaller mi- 
croscopes of Charles Chevalier, and like them can be used either 
in the horizontal, inclined, or vertical position: it can also be 
inverted so that the stage is directly over the object. 

It differs as to the details of its construction from the instru- 
ments of Chevalier, in being supported on a tripod like Pritch- 
ard’s, instead of being screwed into the top of the box, having a 
safety stage and also a peculiar arrangement by which the object 
can be moved in azimuth. It has a fine polarizing apparatus and 
a Lieberkuhn. 

ing power. . 

A peculiarity of all the objectives, and one on which their ex- 

cellence, as Mr. Spencer thinks, mainly depends, is the large an- 
gle of aperture; this in the one-seventh inch glass is one-half 
greater than in the corresponding power of Chevalier, and in the 
one-twelfth it is nearly double. a 

Those even moderately familiar with the microscope, wi 

readily appreciate the immense advantage which this wide angle 

of aperture gives the glasses as a working instrument. 
The size of the field is great, the three hundred and fifty power 

has a field more than double that of the three hundred and 

twenty-five power of Chevalier. stv 
Of the penetrating and defining power, it Is perhaps not neces- 

sary that I should speak, when the excellence of the instrument 
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in these respects is vouched for by Prof. Bailey, and by the 
Report presented to the New York Lyceum of Natural History, 
by Prof. Torrey, Dr. Le Conte, and Mr. Holton. 

It is only because I have been in the daily habit of using the 
microscope, and by such use have become familiar with its pow- 
ers, that I venture to add my own opinion, that the glass is for 
ordinary use in scientific investigations, as superior to the instru- 
ments of Chevalier, Plassels, and Oberhauser, as it has been 
proved to be when applied to difficult tests. It is both more 
pleasant and more satisfactory as a working microscope, than any 

I have seen. 
It is with no ordinary satisfaction, that I introduce to the sci- 

entific men of the United States, a countryman of our own, who 
has in the very outset of his career, achieved so great a triumph 
in practical optics as the construction of a compound achromatic 
microscope, which compares most favorably with those made by 
the first artists in Europe. To him we may look for future dis- 
plays of scientific skill, which shall make us entirely independent 
of the old world in this important respect. 

The friends of American industry and talent will be pleased to 
hear, that Mr. Spencer has already received orders for microscopes 
from public institutions and private individuals. Professor Henry 
has ordered an instrument of high power for the Smithsonian In- 
stitute. American patronage, we may hope, will not be wanting 
to American art. 

The testimonial of Prof. Bailey, and the Report alluded to above, 
are here subjoined. 

FROM PROFESSOR BAILEY. 

West Point, N. Y., Nov. 27, 1847. 

and which ‘was sent to me from England, as the test object par 

,) while with Chevalier’s, by the same light, I could 
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see them only with great difficulty. I do not think Spencer’s 
microscope quite equal to the far more expensive English ones 
made by Ross or Powell, and I cannot positively assert that it is 
superior to the best of those made by Oberhauser or Plassels, as 
I have not had an opportunity to compare them properly side by 
side in the same light ; my impressions however are that the mi- 
croscope made by Mr. Spencer for Dr. Gilman, is in no respect 
inferior to any of Oberhauser’s that I have seen, and I am by no 
means certain that it is not superior. I certainly had a better 

Copy of the Report on Mr. Charles A. Spencer's Microscope, made to the Lyceum of 
Natural History. 

Your committee have been able to subject the microscope made 
by Mr. Charles A. Spencer, to this rigorous comparison with an in- 
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strument made by Chevalier for one of your committee, and sup- 
posed to be one of the best instruments of French make ever im- 
ported into this country. e superiority of Mr. Spencer’s mi- 
croscope over Chevalier’s number one, 7s very decided, although 
made on a much smaller and less expensive scale. 

J. F. Hotton, Committee. 
Joun L. Le Conte, 

Arr. XX VIII.—On Chloroform; by B. Smuman, Jr., A.M. 

Pustic attention has been much arrested for a few weeks 
past, by the application which has been made of Chloroform as 
a substitute for soil as a means of producing insensibility to 
pain in surgical case 

Prof. Simpson of Edinburgh i is said to have been the first who 
made known in this country, this new application of chloro- 
form; although we believe that the medical use of this agent 
internally, was first recommended by Professor Silliman in his 
Elements of Chemistry, vol. ii, p. 20, 1830. Some account 0 
chloroform and its preparation, may not be uninteresting at the 

present time. 
It will he remembered that this substance has been long known 

to chemists, under the name of “oil of the Dutch chemists,” and 
“Dutch oi il” from its discovery in 1796, by an association of 
Dutch chemists at Harlaem, who discovered also at the same 
time, Lvl Sa hydrogen. gas, which they named olefiant gas, 

ts producing this oily com pound when mingled with its own 
vontuits of chlorine. The terms chloric ether, bichloric ether, 
perchlorid of formyle, Dutch oil, and oil of the Dutch chemists, 
are all synonyms of chloroform, a term first proposed by Dumas, 

signifying, as he suggested, the relation of this substance to formic 

acid, or its hypothetical radical fo e. 
The production of “ chloric ether” so called, by the action of 

alcohol with bleaching powders, was discovered almost simulta- 
neously and without conference by our ingenious coe 
Samuel Guthrie, of Sackett’s Harbor, New York,* a E. 
Soubeirant in France. In both cases alcohol was distilled from 
a solution of bleaching powders in water, but in varying propor- 
tions. For the particulars of their processes, the reader is refer- 
red to the volumes quoted below. The medicinal article known 

Se See this Journal, i ser., xxi, 64, xxii, 105, January, 1832 
Annales nnales de Chim. e t de Phys, ipod , 1831, asta son in this a ol i Bt 
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under the name of “chloric ether,” as it is usually found in 
trade, is a very impure alcoholic mixture, which retains very 

few of the properties of chloroform, and is probably of no % y 
value in medicine, the characters of the alcohol being altogether 
dominant. 

The following process for producing chloroform, has been found 
most efficacious in the large way. About six pounds of dr 
bleaching powders are introduced into a copper still containing 
about four gallons of water, and having a capacity of ten or 
twelve gallons. Half a gallon of common alcohol (about eighty 
per cent.) is added—the materials are thoroughly mingled by agi- 
tation, and a cautious distillation commenced. A powerful con- 

ceptible decrease of volume. The distillation is continued until 
water ceases to precipitate the chloroform from its alcoholic solu- 
ion, and afterwards until so much of the excess of alcohol is re- 
moved as is judged best by the operator. The washings of this 
process, as well as the dilute alcohol, the product of the last sta- 
ges of the distillation, are all preserved for a second charge. The 
“caput mortuum” in the still I have found to contain a consider- 
able portion of chlorine, but not sufficient to produce any more 
chloroform by the addition of more alcohol; and the quantity of 
alechol above recommended cannot be much decreased, (although 
a decided excess is employed,) without contaminating the product 
With free chlorine, which especially for the purposes of inhala- 
lon, is very objectionable, and is not easily removed by the 
washing. ‘The solution of chlorid of lime and alcohol remaining 
after distillation, deposits on standing, an abundant crop of deli- 
cate silky acicular crystals, whose constitution has not been ex- 

amined. The proportions above named, with care yield six to 
eight ounces of pure chloroform. 

Chloroform prepared as above directed, has a specific gravity of 
1-48, and I have found no advantage in redistilling it from sul- 
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phuric acid, to deprive it of water or to increase its density. 
Some care and experience are required to wash it economically. 
Thus prepared it is an oily, highly volatile and fragrant fluid, per- 
fectly pellucid, with a sweet and pungent aromatic taste. 
mingled with atmospheric air is highly agreeable, and produces 
at once the symptoms of intoxication. It boils at 141° I*., and is 
not inflammable, but its vapor, as observed by M. Soubeiran, if 
directed from a jet upon the flame of a spirit lamp, takes fire and 
burns with much smoke. It also burns when mingled with an 
equal volume of alcohol. Iodine dissolves in it. Potassium de- 
composes it slowly at common temperatures, disengaging hydro- 
gen and some carbon, and forming chlorid of potassium. Bary- 
tes and lime also decompose it, with the production of a metallic 
chlorid, and the separation of free carbon and inflammable gas. It 
is not decomposed by sulphuric acid, and hydrochloric acid 
does not change it even with heat. Heated with nitric acid, 
a small quantity of nitrous vapors are exhaled. A concentra- 
ted solution of potash produces a slow decomposition of the 
compound. 

The constitution of chloroform is best expressed by the for- 
mula C,HC\l,, or it is formene C,H,, in which three equivalents 
of hydrogen are replaced by three of chlorine, without destroying 
the type of the original compound. F'ormene is the name whic 
has been given to marsh gas, and has the same constitution as 
wood-spirit minus two atoms of oxygen. C,H,O, - O,=C,H,. 
Although the chloroform contains more than eighty-three per cent. 

of chlorine, this element cannot be detected in it by nitrate of 

silver. This apparent anomaly is in obedience to the law which 

governs all similar substitution products, in which the electro-neg- 

ative element exists in an electro-positive allotropic condition. 

Not the slightest analogy can be traced between the constitution 

of chloroform and the ethers, and hence the great impropriety 0 
calling it “ chloric ether,” which term belongs to the perchloric 
ether described by Booth and Boyé, a totally dissimilar compound, 

of much explosive energy, which is C,H ,Cl0., = If chloroform 

were an ether, it ought in analogy with all other compounds of 

that family, promptly to be decomposed by watery solution of 
potash, taking up two equivalents of oxygen, and regenerating 
alcohol and chlorine, which is obviously not the fact and quite 
impossible. TIodoform and bromoform are two compounds (C, HI, 
and C,HBr,) in strict analogy with chloroform. All these com- 

pounds are decomposed by an alcoholic solution of potash, aflord- 
ing a compound of the salt radical with potassium, and formate 
of potash. ThusC,HCl,+4KO=3KCI1+C,HKO,. Trichlo- 
rinized formene is a name which exactly describes the composi- 
tion of chloroform, and the fourth equivalent of hydrogen which 
it contains, may be replaced by exposing chloroform to the action 
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of chlorine gas in the sun’s light; and chlorid of carbon pro- 
uced C,Cl,, or perchlorinized formene 
In the employment of chloroform as an agent to produce in- 

sensibility, too little experience has been had to enable us to form 
a just comparison between it and the common sulphuric ether 
before employed for the same purpose. It appears however thus 
far, that a much smaller portion of chloroform is required to pro- 
duce the same or even greater effects. Thirty drops on a sponge 
or amaenaneaiat are said to suffice in most cases, but we have 

cases in which. ten times that quantity was required, 
The insensibility and consequent relaxation of the patient are 
perfect, and apparently much more prolonged than in ether- 
ization. The inhalation is far more agreeable to the patient, 
and not so often attended with paroxysmal efforts at coughing. 
Further and extended — is however required before its 
true value can be fully known. Meanwhile the zeal for manu- 
facturing it will make ita onraaratinely cheap article, as there is 
hothing in its production requiring Brea aepaeiignes: 

Analytical Laboratory, Yale College, Jan. 15, 184 

Arr. XXIX.—Proceedings of the American Association of Ge- 
ologists and Naturalists at Boston, September, 1847. 

I Upon some of the Results of the Palevntoligten! Investiga- 
tions in the State of New York. 

Mr. Hatt commenced by stating that this work was commit- 
ted to his charge in the year 1843. At that time it was intended 
to ape the fossils of the entire series in a byl ir veuniis; 

* The December Srareg of the Ann. va Chim. et de Phys p. 439, contains an 
article ‘ct M. J. Isidore Pierre, “on a new chlorine Seitveiee. of Dutch liquid.” 

un erg déri ela iguear hes Hollandais. i compound 
Tepresen the formula C i. Pierre takes ifferent view of the 
on of Dolch h liquid from that presented in the text, representing it (on the 
single equivalent of hydrogen) as Cy Hy the chlorine series give aby im, is, 

C,H, aI, . 

C,H, rao 
C4 He Cly 
A H Cl, 

A Poot of which each term, under ne idueliee of an alcoholic solution of po- 
tassa, loses the elements of 1 ‘sqesealae catateted ric acid, giving t the series, 

Cy Hs, 
Cy Ha ci? 
Cc 
Ci at * of which “area es is regarded as 

the rdemonel.t type. The haiid member of this org he product of the reac- 
tion @ rapid curr of upon Bach liquid, under ine influence o the 

ss epe wend faiation gives a fluid which boils ith a 

SP. gr. ol: 662, w ging mie than ek iat 
f Sinners trang ot oars volume of Mr. Hall's Puingsinloges! Re eport was 

announced j in our last Number, page 149, of this vottime. The second volume is 
making Lifes 

Szconn ing Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 32 
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but after working two years it became apparent, from the accu- 
mulation of materials, that a change of plan must be adopted; 
and from that time more particular attention had been devoted to 
the lower division of the system, or to that part of the series ter- 
minating with the Hudson River group of New York. 

During all this time there had been a constant accumulation of 
species apparently new, and the desire to present all these as far 
as possible in the work, had caused some delay. He remarked, 
that it was not for the sake of presenting a great number of new 
species, that he had been desirous to give all these, but that the 
lower term of the system should be as fairly and equally repre- 
sented as the middle and higher portions which had been more 
thoroughly studied, and from which a greater proportional num- 

r of species had been heretofore described. When the present 
work was commenced, less than seventy species had been descri- 
bed from that portion of the system in the United States, and it 
could scarcely have been expected that this number could have 
been more than doubled within the limited area of a single state ; 
and yet there are at this time already described, 380 species, most 
of which are from New York. Beyond those described, there 

are others, in an imperfect and unsatisfactory condition, sufficient 
indred. 

alents of the lower Silurian of Europe, a greater number of spe- 
cies than were enumerated in the “ Silurian system,” at the time 
of its publication in 1839. , 

Another, and to the geologist a more important point, after the 
determination of species, was to ascertain accurately their geolo- 
gical range. Examinations of species, supposed to be identical, 
from widely separated groups, had always proved them unlike ; 
and many forms regarded as belonging to the same species, were 
only so regarded for want of sufficient examination. Continued 
investigations, instead of showing a greater number of species 
common to two or more widely separated groups of the older 
strata, had only shown us more accurate means of diserimination, 

erminated ones have been replaced by 
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others of similar type, yet our daily experience proves to us the 
truth of this principle as shown in the organized remains of suc- 
cessive strata. 

Mr. Hall remarked that, when a few years since he maintained 
that the single genus Catenipora would be found typical of cer- 
tain strata, and a reliable guide from New York far to the west o 
the Mississippi, the idea was regarded as absurd and was absolutely 
ridiculed. Now he was happy to say to the Association, that oth- 
er observers than himself had volunteered to sustain that opinion, 
and the Catenipora was regarded not only here but in Europe, 
as marking unequivocally a certain stage in the system, never ap- 
pearing in the lower Silurian or rising into the onian. Both 

-de Verneuil and M. Roemer had confirmed this opinion by ex- 
tensive observations in the United States. If then, a single spe- 
cies of coral is so limited in its geological range, what may we 
hot expect from other remains of higher organization ? 

ev 
Sand miles in extent, and the same remark might be applied 
to other species more or less conspicuous in every part of the 
Series, 

As an example of a fossil supposed to have a wide geological 
range, he instanced the F'avosites lycoperdon of Say,—Cheetetes 

are represented by D. macropleura—D. crispus, which is repre- 
sente 

represented by a larger species with similar marking. ‘The small 
D. biloba of the Niagara group, is represented by a similar pecu- 
liar form in the shaly limestone, which is nevertheless distinct. 

"M.deV i the D. biloba of the Wenlock formation of Europe, as 
identical arith thos oe z Dolthyris shaly limestone of the Helderberg. ‘This 
may be true, but our Niagara species appears to us to be quite distinct. 
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which are usually regarded as identical, but which are entirely 
distinct. 

Mr. H. said he did not intend to go into detail in this place, 
with remarks of this kind, it being his intention merely to pre- 
sent the results of his investigations in the strata constituting the 
lower term of the system; these had been arranged in tabular 
form, showing the number of genera and species of each class or 
order, with their distribution, and range beyond the point of their 
first appearance. In this table nothing had been supposed, every 
thing presented having been verified from observations, and the 
slightest evidence, such as the occurrence of the fragment of a 
fossil in a higher position, had been seized upon to show the 
greater range of the species. 

Tuble showing the number of species peculiar to each Rock and Group, and also 
the number common to several groups. 
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forms including the Bryozoa, we have a number of species equal 
to either of the orders of Mollusca, while the number of crusta- 
ceans known is not more than half as great. Farther researches, 
however, in a more extended field of observation, and where the 

r nature of the sediment has influenced the character of the fauna, 
me may produce species which will change the proportions here given. 

_ ‘hese researches had shown also that there were not only spe- 
cies peculiar to the lower stage of the system, but that generic 
forms were likewise characteristic, and that certain of these as- 
sume, as it were, a gradual development or change in ascending 
the geological scale. It was therefore not always necessary to 

that the number of species of these two genera and of Atrypa, 
present scarcely a difference in number of species, while the a 

ing one, becomes numerous in the Devonian period, and like 
the bar, ‘ 
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earliest to the most recent, present themselves as living forms in 
the present ocean. 
Among the Gasteropoda, we find several generic forms which 

thus far have not been recognized in the higher strata. Among 
these are Maclurea, Scalites, Bucania, Cystolites and others, 
which are common, and some of them abundant forms in the 
lower period. The genus Murchisonia likewise appears, with 
us, to belong almost exclusively to the lower Silurian period, few 
or no species having been recognized in a higher position. The 
genus Pleurotomaria, on the other hand, appears throughout the 
Paleozoic strata. 

e genus Acroculia does not appear in the lower Silurian 
strata, and is but faintly represented in the lower stages of the 
upper Silurian, while in the higher strata of the same division, it 
is more abundant than any other univalve. It is likewise con- 
tinued into the higher or Devonian strata, being more abundant 
near the commencement of this period, and dying out towards 
the termination of the same. 

We recognize among the Cephalopoda the genera G'onioceras, 
Hudoceras and Oncoceras, which possess peculiar characters un- 
known in shells of this order in the subsequent stages of the sys- 
tem, while Ormoceras seems to mark even a more limited period 
of the lower stage of the system. The genus Litnites, which 
marks the lower divisions of the system, is scarcely represented 
in the second and third stages, even by any analogous form, while 
Cyrtoceras, and afterwards Goniatites, follow in the 
period in much greater numbers, both of species and individuals, 
than we find of the former genus in the lower term of the system. 

Almost all the well established genera of American Trilobites, 

appear in the lower term of the system. The genera Isotelus 
and Illenus, with Trinuecleus, are the prevailing and typical 
forms, which are unknown in any higher position. The genus 
Ceraurus seems likewise typical of strata of the lower Silurian 
period, as well as the genus Olenus, of which we have some im- 
perfect specimens. 

The genera Calymene, Phacops, Asaphus, Platynotus or Li- 
chas, are known in the subsequent stages of the system. The 
genus Calymene is no where else so abundant as in the lower 
term of the system, though scarcely less so in the middie, or lower 
stage of the upper Silurian, while it is scarcely known above the 
base of the Devonian system. The genus Phacops, which is 
but poorly represented in the lower term of the system, is more 
abundant in the middle, and one species, the ?. macrophthalma; 
is rare in the Silurian period, but becomes abundant in t 
vonian. ‘The genus Asaphus appears near the base of the upper 
ilurian, but is unknown to us in the Devonian. ‘The genus L’- 

chas, (Platynotus, Conrad,) is represented by a single species in 
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the lower Silurian period, by another in the lower stage of the 
upper Silurian, and by two or more species in the higher strata of 
this period. It is however unknown in the Devonian period. 
~The exhibition of the geological range of species as shown in 
the preceding table, proves that the lower stage of this division 
of the system is susceptible of being separated from the upper, 
being almost disconnected by its fossil contents, Of the one 
hundred species in the strata below the Trenton period, only seven 
are known to ascend into that rock and the succeeding strata. 
Still there is no strong line of demarkation, and there often ap- 
pears to be a mingling of the materials of the two portions at the 
point of junction, as well as of the organic forms. . 
‘The larger number of species of the Trenton limestone period, 

which pass upwards into the succeeding rocks, notwithstanding 
their dissimilarity of composition, show a very intimate relation, 
proving that but a single period is indicated by the fauna. This 
is further proved by examinations farther westward, where the 
distinctions of Trenton limestone, Utica slate, and Hudson River 
group, are not recognizable, the entire composition being calca- 

S. 
At the termination of this period to which more particular allu- 

sion is now made, we find a strong lithological line of demarka- 
tion. 'The number of species which passes beyond this limit is 
exceedingly few, and their appearance in a subsequent period is, 
or the most part, so rare that they give no characteristic feature 

to the strata, nor are they ever likely to produce any confusion 
in their identification. We have not, as is said to be the fact in 
uurope, a mingling of the fossil contents of the upper and lower 

Silurian periods, at the junction of the strata of these two epochs. 
On the other hand, we are able to demonstrate over a considera- 

ble portion of country, an entire lithological change at this point, 
and an examination of the organic remains proves these evidences 
not less unequivocal than the others. 

IL. Prof. Gale on the Natchez Bluff Formation.—This paper 
Consists chiefly of an inquiry respecting the geological character 
of fossil human bones, announced by Dr. M. W. Dickerson as 
discovered by him in the above formation, and so reported to the 
Association at their sittings in 1846. The report above referred 
to stated that the fragment of bone was diseovered in the same 

mation, and almost in juxtaposition, with the cranium of the 

Megalonyx laqueatus of Harlan. So extraordinary and impor- 
tant a fact, if such it should prove to be, led the writer to inves- 
tigate the circumstances connected woe “serpent _ the 

report present ‘to be the result of the investigation. 
ne falireved a para the geology of the Natchez bluff 

> that the portion containing the fossils in ques- 
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tion, is the most recent of the tertiary beds found in this section 
of the country: that its fossils are of land or freshwater origin: 
that the facts developed admit of the possibility that the human 
bone as well as those of the Megalonyx, may have found their 
way to their recent resting place within the historic era; but as 
the former is known to be extinct, genus and species, and the lat- 
ter hitherto confined to the existing race, we have no occasion 
from the facts here investigated, to modify the views hitherto en- 
tertained as to the history of our species. 

Arr. XX X.— Abstract of a eg eal os: Ko oe the year 
1847, kept at Marietta, Ohio, Lat d Long. 
4° ° 28" W. of Washington City ; by 8. D f apaing M.D. 
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Remarks on the year 1847.—The mean temperature for the 
year is 52°; which is lower by a degree and a half than in _ 
that is, about the average mean for this locality. ‘The mean for 
the winter months is 35° ; for the spring, 519-81; summer, 699-42 ; 
and autumn, 52°25, 

The year which has just closed, has not been remarkable for 
any great deviations from the usual course, except the excessive 
rains in December, causing floods in all the western rivers, 
which will be more especially noticed when speaking of the aul- 

was unusually wet, at a time of excessive heat i in June and July, 
with a scalding sunshine. sui 
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were destroyed in a few hours. The crops of Indian corn were 
late in ripening, owing to the cool weather in August and Sep- 
tember, which two months combined, were fourteen degrees lower 
in temperature than those of 1846. This important grain, how- 
ever, finally matured very well, escaping the action of severe 
rosts. The crops of apples and peaches were nearly all destroy- 
ed by a frost on the 18th of April, when the latter were in full 
bloom, and the former just ready to open. As this was not the 
regular bearing year for apples, they were more easily killed. 
The crop of grapes was much injured by the excessive rains of 
July, causing a mildew on the leaves, and the rotting of the fruit. 
This desirable fruit is now considerably cultivated in this vicin- 
ity, especially the more hardy varieties. Horticulture in its vari- 
ous aspects has many votaries among us; and within a few years, 
a great change has taken place in the taste of the inhabitants, for 
the ornamental as well as the really useful. All these ameliora- 
tions refine the heart and the manners, and are new sources of 
contentment and happiness. ; 

he amount of rain and melted snow is 52:30 inches; which 
is six inches more than in 1846; and even that year was several 
inches above the mean quantity. Twenty-five inches of rain 
fell in the four last months of the year; of which nearly eleven 
fell in December, causing the extensive floods in all the western 
rivers, more general than at any former historical period. 

The mean temperature of the winter months is about five de- 
grees higher than the last, the Ohio River remaining open for 
havigation. The greatest cold was two degrees below zero, on 
the 12th of January, when the ground was covered with five 
inches of snow. It remained cold for a week, causing consider- 
able floating ice, but did not stop the running of steamboats. 
Very little ice was laid up for summer use, none being made over 
three or four inches in thickness. ‘The remainder of the winter 
was mild and pleasant. 

ine mean temperature of the spring months was §1°-81, 
Which is below that of the preceding year. April was nearly 

three degrees warmer than in 1846. ‘This season however was 

mild and pleasant, not marked by any unusual deviation from its 
ordinary course. Frosts more or less intense are expected when 
the peach and apple are in blossom along the immediate vicinity 
of the Ohio River, and on the 18th of April a visitation of this 

ind destroyed nearly all the fruit in this and the adjacent river 
counties. On the higher grounds some miles back, much fruit 

_ floral calendar for 1847, migration of birds, Sc.—February 
20th, blue-bird heard; 21st, honey-bee at work; 22d, robin 
appears, 
be Szconn Series, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 33 
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March 6th, Crocus in bloom. The rest of the month was cold 
and stormy, retarding vegetation. 29th, Triloba hepatica in 
bloom, usually out the fore part of this month, as early as the 
garden Crocus, in great variety and beauty ; 30th, early hyacinth. 

April Ist, Acer saccharinum in bloom; 5th, apricot; 6th, cot- 
ton-wood; 7th, crown imperial; 8th, peach, in warm exposures, 
is opening its petals, Pyrus japonicus, mirobolans plum; 9th, 
primroses; 10th, dwarf iris, Sanguinaria canadensis; 11th, peach 
in full bloom, also June berry; 12th, imperial gage; 18th, severe 
frost, killing fruit blossoms; 21st, pear in bloom, Arkansas plum ; 
23d, cherry ; 24th, harebell; 25th, red-bud or Judas tree ; 29th, 
Cornus florida, tulips. 
May 3d, Cornus florida in perfection; 4th, smart frost, apple 

shedding its blossoms; 5th, papaw; 11th, Magnolia tripetola; 
12th, black haw; 13th, yellow moccasin flower. The pink col- 
ored variety in my garden, from near Galena, in the north of Illi- 
nois, does not bloom until the last of the month or first of June, 
preserving its more northerly habit, although a resident here of 
eight or ten years. 15th, yellow Harrison rose, white Scotch, 
&c.; 23d, locust, Robinia acacia; 26th, Ribes villosa; 27th, 
black walnut. 

June 2d, rose-bug, melolantha sub-spinosa appears in great mul- 

titudes on roses, &c., but congregates in the largest numbers on a 

pecan tree; 3d, Osage orange in bloom; 8th, persimmon ; 12th, 

white lily ; 14th, cucumbers grown in the open air fit for eating ; 
17th, yellow Antwerp raspberry ripe ; 22d, Catalpa in bloom. — 
_ Summer.—The mean of the summer months is 69°°42, which 
is a degree and a half below that of 1846. The whole of this 
season was very cool and wet, retarding the ripening of melons, 
Indian corm, sweet potatoes, and many other articles beyond the 
usual period. July was excessively wet, there falling near seven 
inches of rain, and making it difficult to cure the crops of hay, 
and save the shocks of wheat from vegetating while standing in 
the field; considerable grain was lost from this cause, but it was 
free from rust and mildew. / 

_Autumn.—The mean temperature of the autumnal months is 
52°°55, nearly four degrees below that of the preceding year. 

The greatest difference was found in September, being a variance 
of seven degrees from 1846. October and November were very | 
rainy months, occasioning a flood in the Great Kenawha, which 
did much damage to the salt manufactories along its margin in 
November, a prelude to the great flood in December following. 
In this month there were 10:84 inches of rain, nearly nine © 
them in about five days, or from the 9th to the 14th of the month, 
three and a half inches falling on the night of the 10th, and two 

and a half on the night of the 13th, with daily intermediate rains 
the 10th the Muskingum rose fifteen feet in a few hours, and 
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by the 11th, both rivers had risen twenty feet. On the 13th, the 
water was over all the banks, and by the 14th was at its height, 
lacking only five feet of the great flood of 1882, and was only 
prevented from an equal elevation by the smaller amount of rain 
on the heads of the Monongahela and Alleghany Rivers, which 
streams were not unusually high. It is singular that the floods 
of 1813 and 1815 were both of the same elevation as that of 
1847, differing only a few inches. On the night of the 14th De- 
cember, there fell four inches of snow at Marietta, and eighteen 
inches at Cincinnati, where the water was within a foot of the 
tise of 1832. The Muskingum was as high at Zanesville as in 
the latter year, and did far more damage, sweeping the bottom 
lands of the crops of com, from its heads to the mouth, as a large 
portion of this valuable grain was yet standing in shocks on the 
ground where it grew. For twenty-four hours the surface of the 
river was covered with floating stacks of grain, hay and corn, with 
now and then a log cabin and masses of fencing stuff. Mr. Dana 
of Waterford, twenty miles above Marietta, lost one thousand 

sheep, nearly all ewes, of the finest Merino and Saxony blocd, 
drowned in the waters which overflowed the bottoms in the night. 
Immense damage was done to the slack water improvement of 
the Muskingum, by the flood cutting channels round several of 
the dams, forming a new bed for the river. At Pittsburgh and 

Wheeling the water was fifteen or twenty feet below that of 1532, 
but on all the borders below the mouth of the Muskingum, the | 
loss was incalenlable to the farmers, sweeping away their crops of 
grain and hay, with all their fences, leaving them destitute of food 
for their cattle and horses, which can only be saved from starva- 
tion by driving them back into the hill region, beyond the ore 
of the flood, where there is an abundance for all the stock. At 
the mouth of the Scioto River, the water was as high as in 1832, 
the borders of that stream being flooded from its head to its junc- 
ion with the Ohio, destroying thousands of cattle and hogs, as 
well as the crops. In its effects, the flood of 1847 was more a 
astrous than any former one, as it came at So early a period in me 

Winter, before the crops could be applied to the use of ea Mi 
. Several millions of dollars would not make good the lo . 

to the country. Mills and bridges without number pe 

away, while the roads are left impassable from the — — ? 

Opening a winter of great distress to the dwellers in the ¥ “4 
of our western streams. As the bottom lands become more “at 
ed of the trees, which clothe them like a garment, it 1s pro oH 
that the rise of water in the rivers will be somewhat con arene 
at least one-eighth of the surface is occupied by the trunks of oi 

trees, and when removed, it will take more water to cover the 
bottoms. 
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

J. CuEemistry AND Puysics. 

1. On the Diamagnetic Conditions of Flame and Gases; by Mi- 
cHAEL Farapay, F.R.S., (Phil. 10.)—Faraday alludes in 
the first place to the discovery of M. Bancalari on the magnetism o 

flame, and the recent researches on this subject by Zantedeschi. He 

then proceeds with the details of his own experiments, by which he has 

confirmed these results. 

“ The electro-magnet used was the powerful one described in the Ex- 
perimental Researches, 2247. The two terminal pieces of iron form- 
ing the virtual magnetic poles, were each 1-7 inch square and six inches 
long ; but the ends were shaped to a form approaching that of a cone, 

of which the sides have an angle of about 100°, and the axis of which 
is horizontal and in the upper surface of the pieces of iron. The apex 

each end was rounded; nearly a tenth of an inch of the cone be- 

ing in this way removed. When these terminations are brought near 

to each other, they give a powerful effect in the magnetic field, and the 

axial line of magnetic force is of course horizontal, and on a level nearly 

with the upper surface of the bars. I have found this form exceed- 

ingly advantageous in a great variety of experiments. 
““ When the flame of a wax taper was held near the axial line, but 

on one side or the other, about one-third of the flame rising above the 
level of the upper surface of the poles, as soon as the magnetic force 

was on, the flame was affected, and receded from the axial line, mov- 
ing equatorially, until it took an inclined position, as if a gentle wind 
was causing its deflection from the upright position, an effect which 
ceased the instant the magnetism was removed. 

“cc 
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and equatorial direction 
‘On raising the flame a little more, the effect of the magnetic force 

Was to increase the intensity of the results just described, and the flame 
actually became of a fish-tail shape, disposed across the magnetic axis. 
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“Tf the flame was raised until about two-thirds of it were above the 
level of the axial line, and the poles approached so near to each other 

freely between them; then, on rendering the magnet active, the flame 
became more and more compressed and shortened ; and as the effects 
proceeded to a maximum, the top at last descended, and the flame no 

~“ When the magnet was thrown out of action, the flame resumed its 
ordinary upright form between the poles, at once ; being depressed and 

ivided again by the renewal of the magnetic action. 
“When a small flame, only about one-third of an inch high, was pla- 

ced between the poles, the magnetic force instantly flattened it into an 
equatorial disc. 

: 
‘If a ball of cotton about the size of a nut be bound up by wire, 

Soaked in ether and inflamed, it will give a flame six or seven inches 
high. This flame rises freely and naturally between the poles; but as 

Magnetic force being either induced or not at the time. 
the course of the streams, catch-tubes of thin glass were arranged, 
Usually one over (or below, if the gas was lighter than the atmosphere) 

the axial line, and one at each side. hese tubes were a 
ends. The air was kept undisturbed about the magnetic poles bya 

“sheltering chamber” of mica. 
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consist of nitrogen, it seemed very evident, from the result, that nitro- 

gen and oxygen must be very different from each other in their mag- 
netic relations. z 

zygen.—A stream of oxygen was sent down through air between 
the poles. When there was no magnetic action it descended vertically, 

and when the magnetic action was on, it appeared to do the same; at 
all events, it did not pass off equatorially. But as there was reason, 
from the above experiments with nitrogen, to expect that oxygen would 
appear, not diamagnetic but magnetic in air; so the place of the stream 

was changed and made to be on one side of the axial line. In this 
case it fell perfectly well at first into a catch-tube placed beneath; but 

as soon as the magnet was rendered active, the stream was deflected, 
being drawn towards the axial line, and fell into another catch-tube pla- 

ced there to receive it. So oxygen appears to be magnetic in common 
air. Whether it be really so, or only less diamagnetic than air (a mix- 
ture of oxygen and nitrogen), we shall be better able to consider here- 
after. 
“ Hydrogen.—This gas proved to be clearly and even strongly dia- 

magnetic ; for notwithstandiug the powerful ascensive force which its 

stream has in the atmosphere, because of its small specific gravity, still 
it was well deflected and sent equatorially. Considering the lightness 
of the gas, one might have expected that it would have been drawn 

casionally cross and contradict each other, still there are some very 
striking considerations which arise in comparing the gases with each 

them. The condition of nitrogen, as being highly diamagnetic, is also 
important. The place of hydrogen, as being less diamagnetic than 
nitrogen, and of chlorine, which, instead of approaching to oxygen, 18 
above hydrogen, and also of iodine, which is probably far above chlo- 

r of course owes tts place to the proportion and the individual 

| 
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chief constituents by magnetic force alone. I made an experiment for 
this purpose, but did not succeed; but I am not convinced that it cannot 
be d r since we can actually distinguish certain gases, and es- 
pecially these, by their magnetic properties, it does not seem impossi- 
ble that sufficient power might cause their separation from a state of 
mixture.” 

He next tried the effect with the gases heated, and found it a gene- 
ral rule, as far as his experiments went, that hot gas was diamagnetic 
to cold. 

In conclusion he observes: ‘ Such are the results I have obtained in 
verifying and extending the discovery made by P. Bancalari. 1 would 

say almost proved; for it is not, as yet, proved in fact. That many, 
and most, gaseous bodies are subject to magnetic force, is proved ; but 
the zero is not yet distinguished. Now, until it is distinguished, we 
cannot tell which gaseous bodies will rank as diamagnetic and which as 
magnetic ; and, also, whether there may not be some standing at zero. 
There is evidently no natural impossibility to some gases or vapors be- 
ing magnetic, or that some should be neither magnetic nor diamagnetic. 
It is the province of experiment to decide such points ; and the affirm- 
ative or negative may not be asserted before such proof is given, though 
it may, very philosophically, be believed. 

“For myself I have always believed that the zero was represented 
by a vacuum, and that no body really stood with it. 

Magnetic properties, but now all such power by rarefaction appears to 

be taken away.’ And further down at 2435, ‘ Whether the negative 

Tesults obtained by the use of gases and vapors, depend upon the 
smaller quantity of matter in a given volume, 
direct co i 

ry . But where the true zero is, or that every body is 
More or less removed from it on one side or the other, is not, as yet, 

tally shown or proved. 
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**] cannot conclude this letter without expressing a hope that since 
gases are shown to be magnetically affected, they will also shortly be 
found, when under magnetic influence, to have the power of affecting 
light, (Experimental Researches, 2/86, 2212.) Neither can I refrain 
from signalizing the very remarkable and direct relation between the 
forces of heat and magnetism, which is presented in the experiments 
on flame, and hehted air and gases. I did not find on a former occa- 

sion (Experimental Researches, 2397) ny solid diamagnetic bodies 
were sensibly affected by heat, but shall repeat the experiments and 

make more extensive ones, if the Italian philosophers have not already 
done so. In reference to the effect upon the diamagnetic gases, it may 

be observed that, speaking generally, it is in the same direction as that 

of heat upon iron, nickel and cobalt; 7. e., heat tends in the two sets of 

cases, either to the diminution of magnetic force, or the increase of dia- 

magnetic force ; but the results are too few to allow of any general con- 

clusion as 
‘ As air at different temperatures has different diamagnetic relations, 

and as the atmosphere is at different temperatures in the upper and low- 
er strata, such conditions may have some general influence and effect 
upon its final motion ~ action, subject as it is continually to the mag- 
netic ——s of the earth.” 

2. the ida on of meses Minerals on their specific grav- 
ity, (Berz. Joncas 1846, 15.)—The fusion of a crystallized 

mineral produces, as has been pine a glass of different specific grav- 
ity. According to the — of Deville, (Jour. f. Pract. Chem., XXXVI, 
295,) there is a change i 

Sp. gr. of crystals. Sp. gr. after fusion. 
nes from 26894 1 to 25955 or about todo 

fy = eldspar, 2561 « 2°351 
em * vo BRI69: S. .. 28256 " 2 
Pyro “ 32667 “ 28055 s : B 
Peridot | pam Fayo,“ 33813 “ 2-8517 “ % 

rysolite is commonly evn and this Fayo specimen ivi have 
consisted largely of silicate of i 

Brongniart has shown the eorrteponiditiy fact that porcelain biscuit 
has a specific gravity of 2°62; but after ba aking, it is only 2 242 
According to Rose, s (Fong. oie ‘Ixvi, 97, ) the Berlin porcelain changes 

in the same ma anne Feldspar diminishes according to his experi- 

porcelain, afier baking, is reduced to a specific gravity 2°452, which 
exceeds the diminution i in the ingredients alone, and indicates according 
to Rose, the union of the alumina into a new chemical psa 
which in a semi-vitreous condition has this small specific gravity. 
3. anor and sey He acetic acids. —The eee these acids 

i M. simntina (Che em. Gaz., Nov. 1, 1847, p. 433, from Jour. 
an m. Méd., viii, p. 425, August, 1847.)—To determine the amount 

sypsum occurring naturally or as an adulteration in common salt, 
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the salt is dissolved in a solution of sulphate of lime saturated at 68° 
F., and the residue of gypsum washed with the same liquid. In this 
manner the loss which would occur on edulcoration with water is avuid- ed. Nine grms. of salt were mixed with one grm. of sulphace of 

0:995 grin. gypsum was re-obtained, ‘The method may therefore be 

5. Method of detecting the Adulteration of Cane-sugar with Starch- 
sugar, aud the Syrup of the former with that of the latter ; by Dr. G. 

eIcu, (Chem. Gaz., Nov. I, 1847, p. 433, {rom Archiv der Pharin., 
1, p. 293.)— When a boiling saturated solution of bichromaie of pot- 

Sugar svrup is treated in the same manner, a very different behavior is 

Observed, and which may be employed to distinguish these Iwo kinds 

of sugar; the starch-molasses has not the least action on the bichro- 
mMue of potash; and when mixed with cane-sugar molasses to the 
amount of 4-4, prevents the reaction of the latter; the mixture 

cane-sugar, and the mixture heated to boiling, a violet-blue ote! ae A ‘ : . ii f : arops falls, even when the solution is diluted, on the addition of a few drops 

>? : ¥ : 48 violently on the bichromate of potash as the syrup of can Se KG 
the liquid, however, does not become green, but retains Is and in 

recommends jt. sef-root suger vil ; : 

Cobalt as Cane-sugar. Milk-sugar prevents the precipitation of the 
Nitrate of evbalt by potash, like grape-sugar. Herzog at the ae ios 

tts that mannite, when boiled with sulphate of copper an eae 

immediately reduces the oxyd of copper, which is not the case accord: 
Seconp Senizs, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1348. 
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ing to Dr. Knop when the mannite is pure and perfectly free from 
rape-sugar, 

‘ 6. Patent granted to James Napier, Middlesex, for Improvements in 
smelting Copper and other Ores, (Chem. Gaz. 1847, p. 435.) 
—This invention consists in improvements in smelting copper ores, by 

treating them with fluxes consisting of common salt, lirae and carbona- 

ceous matters; and also in improvements in smelting ores containing 

silver or gold, or both those metals, by the addition of alkaline sub- 
stances, coal, iron and galena. 

The first object is to facilitate the separation of the earth from the 
copper; and to effect this, when several ores of different descriptions 

are to be operated upon, the patentee mixes them in such proportions, 

in relation to the earthy matters or gangue they contain, as will cause 

the earths to unite in the furnace and form glass; the ores have been 

mixed in suitable proportions, when the silica in the mixture ranges 

from 50 to 75 per cent., in relation to the other earthy matters, which 

are generally mixtures of alumina, lime, baryta, fluor-spar, &c.; the 
f oxyd of iron greatly facilitates the fusion of the ores. 

tapped into sand molds. ‘The ingots or pigs thus produced are treat- 

ed as hereafier described. If the ore or ores should contain less than 
art of iron to 2 parts of copper, the deficiency is to be supplied by 

the addition of sulphuret of iron; or the ore is to be treated as before 
mentioned (omitting the coal); and after the fused mass has been 
skimmed, 30 Ibs. of scrap iron are to be dispersed over the surface 
thereof as equally as possible, and the door of the furnace is close 
until the scrap iron is melted; the furnace is then to be tapped into 
sand molds. When the ingots obtained in the above manner are set, 

they are thrown into water, whereby they become disintegrated and 

fall into a fine powder ; this powder is thrown into a heap, and allowed 
to remain for forty-eight hours; after which it is removed to a calcin- 

ing furnace, and treated in the manner described in the specification of 
a patent obtained by the present patentee, July 20, 1846. The addi- 
tion of black oxyd of manganese, instead of iron, has been found to 

When ores containing little or no sulphur are operated upon, the 

(the ores, when containing no iron, might with advantage have a sinall 
quantity of oxyd or carbonate of iron added); and then 80 lbs. com: mon salt, 50 Ibs. slaked lime, and 100 Ibs. anthracite coal, finely pul- 
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so likewise may potash and several of its salts, or mixtures of these, 

Sulphuretied ores of copper, containing silver or gold, or both these 
nner :—The ore is first calcined 

and will contain all, or the greater part, of the silver or gold, or both, 

which the ore previously contained ; these metals are afterwards sepa- 

tated from the lead by the ordinary methods of separating silver and 
gold from lead. ‘The copper is treated in the ordinary manner, or as 

ee ; 
"hen treating ores of silver or gold, or both, which do not contain 

Copper, or which do not contain it in the state of a sulphuret, the pat- 
entee adds copper pyrites thereto, in the proportion of 4 cwts. of the 
latter to 16 cwts. of ore, and then proceeds in the manner above de- 

scribed, viz., bringing the material into a state of regulus, and fusing 

It with soda-ash, lime, coal, iron and galena. 
- Action of Sulphuretted Hydrogen upon Nitric Acid, with a new 

Process for obtaining Sulphur from Sulphate of Lime; by C. Lecomte, ti 

Yponitric acid. This is disproved by our author, who experimented 

Upon nitric acid, sp. gr. 1°33, freed from hyponitrie acid by nitrate o 

68° Far. 

sulphur separated, 

ed vapor. 
The sulphur separated has, although prepared at a low temperature, 

the elasticity of that which has been poured while hot into cold water. 

. l@ gases at first given off, were deutoxyd of nitrogen and hyponi- 

tric acid, the last giviog way to sulphuretted hydrogen as the action di- 

Minished, 
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The following experiment proved that these last named gases are in- 
compatible. jar filled with deutoxyd of nitrogen and sulphuretted 

hydrogen, shewed no action ; a few bubbles of oxygen colored the gases, 

caused sulphur to deposit, and the color rdisappeared. Each addition of 
oxygen produced the same effects, uatil all the sulphuretted hydrogen 
was removed. 

Upon this reaction the author bases his process for obtaining sulphur 

from autpbite of lime. The sulphate is to be decomposed with coal, 
and the moist sulphuret by the carbonic acid from a furnace. The sul- 

ahaysted hydrogen given off, is to be conducted into a chamber con- 

tuining air and deutoxyd of nitrogen; which last will, in small quan- 

tity, suffice as in the manufacture “of sulphurie acid, for the preparation 

of large quantities of product. In this case water is formed, and sul- 
phur deposite d. 

The nitric acid which had been acted upon by sulphuretted hydro- 
gen in the above experiment, contained sulphate of ammonia, with 
scarcely a trace of nitrate. G, ¢. achiever 

8. New and Economical Preparation of the Chromates ; 
Jacquetatn, (Comptes Rendus, Oct., 1847.)—An intimate mixture © of 

nely pulverized chalk and chrome ore, is to be exposed in thin layers 
in a reverberatory furnace, to a red heat for nine or ten hours, stirring 

ten or twelve times with a rake. 
The tests of the perfect conversion of the oxyd into chromate are, 

the ee a oe color of the mass and its perfect solubility in hy- 
drochloric 

mass vii ground in a mill, is mixed with hot water, constantly 

agitated, and sulphuric acid added to slight acid reaction. ‘The ch 
mate of lime is thus changed to bichromate ; some pulverized cha lk is 
then gradually added, to remove peroxyd of iron, and the liquid after 

standing to clear is decanted. 

a chromules of at and zine may now be prepared at once, the 
sdiaciadiaiate transformation into bichromate of potash being economi- 
cally avoided. his latter salt may however be readily prepared from 
the liquid, and quite pure, by solution of carbonate of potash, which 
produces insuluble carbonate of lime and solution of bichromate of 
potash, 

The chromate of lime, with excess of base, has the green color of 
oxyd of chrome, and as it is nearly insoluble in water, bas probably 
led to the belief that no chromate was formed. 5. 

9. Preparation of Chlorie Acid and the Chlorates; by Lew 18 
THompson, (Phil. Mag., December, 1847 Supple. )—Dissolve in the 
least possible quantity of boiling water éaliinalonus (122-81) of re 
of potash and (168°34) of biturtrate of u mmonia. Mix the solutio 
and let the bitartrate of potash crystallize out. Mix the clear ue . 

tion with an equal bulk of alcohol, and filter, Boil the alcoholic solu- 
tion of chlorate of ammonia in a narrow necked vessel with exeess © 
resh carbonate of payee until the ammonia is expelled ; filter, evapo 

rate, and erystalliz 
The chlorates of strantian and lime are prepared in the same Ways 

the metallic chlorates by double decomposition from chlorate of baryta- 
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Chloric acid is to be prepared by adding to chlorate of baryta just 
enough sulphuric acid to combine in the baryta—a co time is requir- 
ed to complete the decomposition—afier this filter and evaporate, 
If the acid is added as long as a precipitate falls, an excess will be 

found in the liquid. . 
or pyrotechnical use the chlorates may be prepared without the use 

ol. s of aleoh 

10. On the Hydrates of Nitric Acid; by Antuur Smita, (Phil. 
Mag., December, 1847.)—With a view to deiermine the composition of 
these hydrates especially the first hydrate about which some doubt has ex- 
sted, the author commenced his experiments upon a quantity of pure 

So 
ed liquid, the strongest pure colored acid obtained was found to have 
almost exactly the composition lts boiling point was 184°, 

even when boiled. No change took place in it on exposure to a freez- 
ing mixture of ice and salt. . 
An attempt was made to form a deutohydrate by adding water in 

proportions to acid of known strength, but on distillation the 

e no effect. _ 
The letrohydrate NO, H+3HO was formed by adding so Ste 

the 2 

builing point uniformly, 2 very weak acid boiled for several 
ours was brought nearly to this hydrate. Stronger acids are also 

brought to the same strength by boiling, as they lose acid his 

11. On the action of Anhydrous Phosphoric Acid upon the Amides 
and Ammoniacal Salis; by MM. Demas, Matacutr and Lestanc, 
(Chem, Gaz., Nov. 1, 15, and Dec. 1, from Compt. Rendus de |’Acad., 
Sept, 13, 27, and Oct. 4, 1847.)—By acting with anhydrous phospho- 

Ne acid upon crystallized acetate of ammonia, M. Dumas obtained a 
Volatile liquid which boiled at 171° and was miscible with water in all 

Proportions. When purified by rectification over chlorid of calcium, it 

84ve on analysis the following numbers: 
arbon, ; . 574 . . . ae oo 

Hydrogen, . . TAhvie soe , 1 = 342 

Phoinethol ), and when carefully purified was found to be perfectly iden- 
Ucal in all its characters with the substance from acetate of ammonia. 
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while free hydrogen and a carburet of hydrogen are evolved. 
Chloracetate of ammonia by the same process gives an analogous 

body which is C, Cl, N. It is liquid, boils at 178°, and has a specific 
gravity of 1-444; by the action of a solution of potash, it regenerates 

chloracetic acid with the evolution of ammonia 

the anhydrous phosphoric acid; as these differ from the new com- 

pounds only by the elements of two equivalents of water, it was sup- 
posed that they would readily yield them by this process, and accord- 

land and Kolbe prove the cyanid of ethyle of Liebig (hydrocyanate of 
5 

y the anhydrid amide of metacetonic 

acid. ‘These bodies are represented by the general formula C, H,-, N3 
they may be conveniently designated in conformity with the name of 

equivalent of alcohol with o hydrocyanic acid, mi two 
water, equal the nitrile of the acid belonging to the group next higher 

* See this Journal for January, 1848, p. 118. 
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lent while we preserve the present formulas for organic compounds, The group of alcohols are referable to the common formula C,H, i 
(n being always two ora multiple of it) or ((CH),) nHH,O,. Wine alcohol being represented by C, H, O,, if we subtract from it (CH), there remains the formula of wood-spirit C, H, O,, and again subtract- ing (CH),, there is left H, O, or water. 

In conclusion we would again call attention to the fact mentioned in 
ge 119 of the last number; M. Liebig states that 

mee intes the alcohol, we are now put in possession of a process by 
f i f 

12. On Xyloidine, Pyroxyline, and some analogous products ; by 
F. Dumont and Men DREL, (Compt. Rend. des trav., d&c., Aug., 1847, 
from Recueil des tray. de la Société d’Emul. pour les Scien. Pharm., 

12\H,,4,)O,,. It is therefore guadrinitric lignine. ‘This sut 
Stance is white, burns readily, and dissolves with ease in fuming nitric 
Acid; it is identical with the xyloidine of M. Braconnot. 
The soluble part precipitated by water, gave numbers corresponding 

fo the formula, Cy, H,,0,,+6NO,, or as above, C,.(H,, 45 )O;25 
Which represents sexnitric glucose. 

he same chemists have also obtained quintinitric mannite, Co 

E 1g O I0NO,, or C,(H, X,)Og. © prepare this, carefully 

Purified and dried mannite is gradually added to fuming nitric acid, 

taking care to cool the vessel so as to prevent the evolution of red 

Mercurial salt, 

. It requires for detonation a violent blow between two hard bodies ; 

it may be placed on paper and touched with a red-hot coal, and fused 
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without explosion; the paper may even be burned; it is decomposed 
without detonation. Lastly, it does not evolve any nitrous vapors when 

exploded, but appears to be entirely resolved into carbonic acid, water 

and azote, besides which, it does not change by keeping. 

The increase of - weight during the transformation of mannite into 

the new substance, is very considerable ; ; 100 parts become 225. 
S: 

13. On the Conversion of Neutral Nitrogenous Bodies, as Filrine 

and Caseine, into Fatty Substances ; by M. “BLONDEAU, (Chem. Gaz., 

Nov. Ist, ‘As4 7; from win Rend., Sept. 6th, and Journ. de Pharm., 
lon 

+ ee a cheese. ‘This is reed from ewe’s milk coagulated by 

rennet, and the fresh curd contains but -35th of fatty matter, as M. 

lo ndeau assured himself by treating it with a mixture of boiling alco- 
hol and ether. The peculiar qualities which render it so much prized, 

are acquired by placing it for some weeks in cool, damp, and dark cel- 

lars; when the cheese has been only five days in this situation, it is 

found to contain a considerable portion of a fat body mixed with un- 

altered caseum, and at the end of two months it is almost completely 

converted into a fatty substance, which was readily separated froin the 

unchanged caseum by boiling with water. It has a sweet agreeable 

_— at about 302°; it is easily ‘saponified, te aggabee a considerable 

| of these vegetables contain nitrogen ; their development conse- 
quently requires the presence of ammonia and carbonic acid. The am 
monia can only be furnished by the caseine which, in parting with thie 

alkaloid, becomes converted into a fatty body ; its composition in fact 

approaches very nearly that of the fats, if we subtract the elements of 
ammonia, a carbonic acid may be derived either from the caseine 

or from the a 

y greatly resembling hog’s lard, This ames appears 
cide the long disputed question, whether the bodies of animals under 
similar circumstances may be entirely changed A a fatty ones 

T. 
14. The Decomposing power of Water at high Temperatures, (‘Trans- 

Am. Phil. Soc., vol. x, Part Il; by Ricwarp TILGHMAN, A.M. pro 
Paper shows that the vapor of water passed over various substances 4 
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white heat. Ata full white heat the subphosphate of lime was decom- 
posed, with slow evolution of its phosphoric acid. Lime, magnesia, 
and particularly alumina, were found to aid materially by their pres- 
ence, in the decomposition of the sulphates and chlorids of potash and 
soda, which alone suffer only an imperfect decomposition by the agency 
of hot watery vapor, because of the volatility of the hydrates of these 
alkalies at a high heat. 

As potash alum is completely decomposed by steam at a high tem- 

confirmed the conjecture: Partial fusion of the fragments of feldspar 

w 

strongly alkaline, and proved to contain aluminate of potash. Dilute 

sulphuric acid also produced a small portion of alum from the powder 
which had been exhausted with water. 

: 
port 

for 1846, 24 part, p. 125, an abstract of which will be found in this 
Journal, i ser., xlviil, 397.—B. 8., Jr.] 

Il. MineraLocy AND GEOLOGY. 

1. Brandisite, a New Mineral; by M. Harprcer, (Neues Jahr- 
buch, fur Min. Geog., &c., 1847, p. 349.)—Brandisite occurs at Mon- 
zoni in the Fassa-thal. Its crystals are six-sided prisms, secondary to a rhombohedron, with a transverse cleavage. Lustre, pearly and vit- 

Feous. Color, leek green to reddish gray, or leek green in the direc- 
tion of the axes, and brown transversely. H.=45. G.= 3015 — 
3-06 Thin folia not elastic. Affords the reaction of silica, alumina 
and iron before the blowpipe. 

* See this Journal, i ser., xlv, 104; xlvili, 82. 

Stconn Surizs, Vol. VY, No. 14.—March, 1848. 35 
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2. Manganocalcite of Brerrnavrt, (L’Institut, No. 726, from Pog- 
gend. Ann., Iviii, 511.)—This mineral from Schemnitz, contains car- 

bonic acid and protoxyd of manganese 67°48, carbonic ren and lime 

8°81, magnesia 9°97, carbonic acid and protoxyd of iron 
3. Stiblite, a New Mineral; by MM. Brum and Detrss, (D'lustitut, 

No. 726. )—Stiblite i is an ore of antimony frem Zamara in Spain, Fel- 

sobanya and Kremnitz in Hungary, in Bavaria, and Mexico. Analysis 
shows that it is an antimonate of antimony, affording the formula 

SbO,+S8b0,-+2HO. The name alludes to i antimony 
(sibium, It was first mistaken for o oxyd of a 

4. Hydrosilicate of Alumina, allied to cen (Bull Soc. Geol. 
de Fr rance, ii ser., iv, p. 464.)—A mineral of this kind from Montmo- 
rillon (Vienna) is amorphous and fragile ; its color is rose ordi It falls 
to pieces readily in water, but does not become plastic. 

M. Damour obtained for its composition, as the mean of three analy- 
ses, silica 50-04, alumina 20-16, peroxyd of iron 0°68, lime 1:46, 
magnesia 0-23, potash 1-27, water 26°, 99°84, leading to the general 

formula rS?-L4RSi2 28H. 
A halloysite from the pumaceous tufa of Wiles. afforded M. Lauvage, 

silica 31-6, alumina 23:2, magnesia and alkali 3:20, quartz 29°30, 
water 12-70, affording the formula Si? Al? Aq?. 

5. Sul phuret of Cobalt; (Chem. Gaz., No. 77, 23.)—A pr 
sulphuret of cobalt has been found near EAS: in sys ech in 

sper pnous masses. The color is steel gray. It consists of cobalt 
eg a Iphur 35° 26, 

Gothard, mosinies with realgar, aa bende, and pyrites. 7. Smelite; by M. Guocxer, (Jour. f . Prakt. Chem., xxxv, 39.)— Smelite is an amor rphous_ grayish white mineral, allied to halloysite. It is a hydrous silicate of alumina, containing silica 50-0, alumina 32°0, 
soda 2-0, peroxyd of iron 2-0, water 13:9 — 99-9 3 “168, 
The name is from the Giick ournky, soap. It occurs in a trachytic 
porphyry near Tekibanga in Hunga y: 

8. Coal in the East Indies ; (L’Institut, No. 726.)—Coal has been 
found by a Siamese of Penang, on the south side of the island of Junk 

Ceylon, well known for its tin. The bed is three feet thick. ‘The coal 
is of a black or brownish black color, burns with a clear flame, and 
seems to be soy bituminous. 

9. Researches among the Protozoic and ee Rocks of 
Central Kentucky, made during the summer of 1846; by D. D. OWEN, a2 and J, Gg Res woop, M.D. 12 pp. 8vo, with a plate, St. Louis. 

—The rs have detected the “cliff” formation of = west 
lta Silurian) i in ‘Davi idson and Sumner counties, Tennessee. But 
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ous rocks. Consequently, they remark, “that most, if not all, of the 

west; a 

schistose beds, which represent the Genesee slate; whilst our black 
slate and the underlying shell-beds of the Falls of the Ohio, with the 
Goniatite limestone of Rockford, Jackson Co., Indiana, as well as the 
upper glades of Perry Co., Tenn., containing the Calceola sandalina, 
trypa Wilsoni, Phacops macrophthalma, Pleurorhynchus, Pentremites 

Rheinwardi, Atrypa prisca, Spirifer (like Ostiolata of Schlotheim), 
ci rose prisca, &c., are the representatives of the Devonian system 
of Europe. 

at the entucky |i ommences the lower division of the carboniferous 
ks—* the formation of the knobs ;” it has an anticlinal axis at Bar- 

ren river, and beyond Gla Ky., is covered by another carbonifer- 

rens ;” it is inferior in relative position to the coal beds. This forma- 
tion of the Barrens extends on forty-five miles, to the summit of Mul- 
drow’s Hill, Ky., where the lower division of the carboniferous rocks 

(Phil. Mag., xxx, p. 397, from Ann. de Chem. et de Phys., for April, 
1847.)—In each of the five experiments: which we made at the Great 

level rises. The mean inclination of the sides of this cup is 13°. 
In the centre of the basin is a circular well, which appears perfectly 

"50, according as the projected column had attained a greater or less 
height ; the former level is not restored until after six or seven hours. 

Sir W. J. Hooker thus describes it:—‘* To compare great things with small, 
the shape of this basin resembles that of a saucer with a circular hole in its mid- 
dle.” ‘Tour in Iceland, p. 117.—TR. 
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The following are the ate dimensions which we have found for 
different parts of the Ge 

Diameter of the bate” or res on the edges, from north m 
to south, . 

Diameter of the basin or cup, ina 4 perpendicular direction, 18°00 
Diameter of the central well, 3°00 
Depth of the well, including ‘that of the basin :— 

1. In the direction of the first diameter, : ‘ 23°50 

2. In the direction of the second eee 3 : ; 21-50 

mh of the ae n the centre ; . 1:57 © 

ook care, i he ry to ier the order of our ther- 

isp "tbat their Be sole might be checked, I shall indicate by 

numbers and By the letter B, those of M. Bunsen, and by the letter D, 
thee which b 

will be Oe, that the temperature at the surface of the water 
hich fills the basin, must be excessively variable ; for that temperature 

depends at the same time on the temperature of the sides of the basin, 

on that of the air, on the force and direction of the wind, and on the 

the basin, agree 80 little;. we ourselves made a series of, obeg by BUGS 
the terms of which differ whnlasnls among Rides They a 

as follow 
Temperature at the margin. 

3d July, at 10 30 a.m.; basin filled, . 86:0 centigrade. 

* 1058 a.m. 5 bs ‘ 3 89-0 * 
oa Mak F Oa. 5 . i 3 88:0 
Sd? S208 QF pun. 3 ” 3 ; 89-7 mss 
ft 20°) 19 35-e.m: = “ , 760 * 
4th 6c “ce Tt l7 pe ; “cc * 85:0 oe 

Otle 405. SO eis; basis half fall, 2 82-5 in the wind. 
Rie 150 ve: ‘ 86-0 under the wind. 

We will admit that the mean inpetatne 6 of the water at the surface 
and in the centre of the basin is 85° C. 

he following table indicates the temperatures found in different 
points of the liquid column, immediately before a great eruption :— 

rd Experiment. | Fourth Experiment. 
The te Jy at 2h. 55m. in hse af-| me af 

ternoon: four hours before a great The 7th July, at 6h. 58m. in the afie ose 
Matic, Basin filled : ‘otal. dep, minutes before a great eruption. Bas’ filled : 
23-50; taoath ‘of the line, 22-85, total depth, 23"°50; length of the line, ra . dah rs ee ers a 

Heights. Heights. 

° m m 

Tua 4 22°85 850 44 
0, 1, F ‘2 | 1955 | Therm. No. 5, D eis 1 

Therm. No.2,B . . 1064 | 1475 | Therm.No.1,B . .  . 1100 | 1475 
ahi oe _ ote 1204 985 Therm. No.6,D . .  .. 1218 re: 

ere 3 or “iy . No, ‘ 
Therm. No.1,B . | 1275 al, rosso tg 2B ee M065 | 030, 

' Bottom. 

Mean gpg ll of = ela “ot, Mean temperature of the column of water, 
; 1099-19 —_ Water, 1089°33. : 
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~The mean temperature of the column of water was obtained by 
ieahipiping half the sum of the indications of two consecutive ther- 
mometers, by the interval which separates them, and dividing the sum of 
all these products by the sum of the intervals, or the length of the line. 

Twelve minutes after the fourth experiment, at 74 40 in the evening, 
the great eruption took place. 

The following “ hy results of the fifth experiment, commenced 
the 7th July, at 9h 45™ in the evening, two hours after the a erup- 
tion; basin half. alled height of the liquid column, 22™°75; length of 
the F ine, 22-50. 

Heights. 
m 

850. 4 22'50 
Thermometer No. 1,D_. i : 103-0 ‘ 13:50 
Cnet sca ware s ; : 1210 9-70 
Thermom We ak 7 ; lost 4°90 
Pie binidtnetes tw. o. oO : ; 12:2°5 0-30 

Bottom 
Mean temperature of the column of igs: 108°-83. 

The three 9 bereding Mabie show, in an evident manner, that the 
mean = dere ure o column o of water hich fills the central well 

imum, imm ediately en which may be estimated a : 
The results given in the follo owing tables, obtained at different periods 

Ween two consecutive eruptions, show that the phenomena always 

pass in the same manner, and with tolerable regularity :— 

| First Experiment. second veer: 
The 6th Raat at Oh. Tage in the morning; |The 6th Kip: at 8h. 20m. in the morning: 

three hours after great eruption, and; nine hours after a a great eruption, and, 
eleven hours be Hi th followin twenty-three hours before the following 

on. a ban iefall height of the auld eruption. Basin filled: height of the col- 
column, 23”-50; length of the line, 22-85. 

Heights. — 
9° 

22-50 
Therm. No, 5,D . . . 950; 19°70 | Therm. No. 6, D 826 tee Therm.No.3,D : | | 1090| 1630 |'Therm.No.5,D. . . ie eo 
No result. 12:90 | Therm. No.2,B. . + IE 7 | 4-80 Therm. No, 2,B . 1211] 950 | Therm. No.3,D. .. - tds 0-30 Come No. 1, B 1216 | 600 | Therm.No.1,B. . . Bottom. eames number of the 

» 1225) Bhd Mean temperature of the column of 
Bs. temperattire of the column of water, 102°°30. 

112°-68. 

Thus, notwithstanding the relative lightness of the most heated water, 
esi tends to rise to the surface, we see that, even after the eruptions, 
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the well and the basin; so that the greatest difference of temperature 
at the two extreme levels corresponds precisely to the moment of the 

eruptions. 
We can now ascertain what would be the boiling point of water 

submitted to a pressure equal to that of the atmosphere, were by 
the liquid column, the height and mean temperature of w we have 
determined in our five experiments. For this purpose, we must first 
express the pressure of this liquid column in millimetres of mercury 

at 0° density of the water of the Geysir, found at from 1-0010 
- 10° centigrade ; the curve which represents the results obtained by 

M. Isidore Pierre for the dilatation of distilled water, and which | ad- 

mit as being applicable to the water of the Geysir, extending it up to 
113° ; lastly, the density of the mercury at 0°, compared to that of 
distilled water at 4°, and found at 13°596 by M. eghaute enables us 
to make this reduction. We thus find that the heights of the columns 
of water in our different experiments correspond, in millimetres of 
mercury at 0°, to the following numbers :— 

Third and fourth aii 1-645 
Fifih experimen 1593 
First ex eriihent, 4 ‘ 1:587 
Second experiment, . ; 1°654 

From the equations 
log e=a-— be*, x—t— 100°, 

and from the data 
log e=1-9977641, log d—0-4692291, a=5'8267990, 

laid down by M. Regnault, in which e represents the tension of steam 
at saturation, expressed in millimetres of mercury, and x the tempera- 
ture to which that pressure corresponds, we can derive the value of # 
and of ¢; and this last quantity ~e py represent the boiling 
point of water submitted to the pres 

0°760-+-1™-645, 0 760-+-1™-593, 
0°760-+-10-587, 0-760-+ 1-654, 

The corresponding values of ¢ are as follow :— 
Third and fourth experiment, i. Slo 
Maximum temperature at the bottom, 127 

eee EUG ; i 9°-151 
Fifth experimen f ; t—135°-398 
Minimum sampetuie at the bottom, 122°'5 

Difference, : ; peo 7 
First experiment, : ; ; #—=135°'31 
Temperature at the bottom, ; : 122°°5 

Difference, . 2 ; . 12°81 
Second experiment, ; ; ; t= 136°:28 
Temperature at the bottom, gre, i 123°°60 

Difference, : : : ‘ 12°-68 
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Thus, at the point to which the lower thermometer can penetrate, 
the water does not attain the temperature of ebullition which it should 
have under the pressure to which it is subjected ; but it approaches that 

Let us in fact suppose that the column of water in the central basin vi ; _ 

of 3 ° = 2 Ss a po] Ss oo. 2 = Q a 4 a o Qa. > far) oO o = | s ° Xe = b=*] = @ = Ss > © 8 eo x J oO ' 

arked. 
1. On the Fossil Botany and Geology of the Rocks associated with 

the Coal of Australia ; by Frevericx M’Coy. With 9 plates. (Ann. 

Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xx, pp. 145, 226, 298.)—We cannot in this 
Place better present the results of Mr. M’Coy’s very valuable investiga- 
Hons, than in his own concluding remarks. 

“ Having far exceeded the limits I had originally intended for the pre- 
Spiling part of this paper, I find it only possible to give a brief outline 

general topics on which I intended to have dwelt. First, as 
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to what has been already done: geologists are familiar, from the 
labors of M. de Strzelecki and others, with the fact that there exists a 

series of stratified deposits, consisting of siliceous and argillaceous 
slates, limestones and sandstones, stretching at irregular intervals from 

the Liverpool range of mountains in New South Wales to the extremity 

the fossil animal remains rest on a siliceous breccia, the age of which 
is unknown, and that the coal strata are overlaid by variegated sand- 

stone and yellow limestone, supposed from its few organic remains to 
belong to the pleiocene period, we have I believe stated all that is known 

* The Illawarra coal region is a hundred miles south of Newcastle on the coast, 
and is properly a distinct district.— 

a note, Mr. M’ + In r. M’Coy here alludes to the Report on the Geology and Palzon- 
tology of this district. ; now read Fi press. “of which he was 
recently informed by ies : — . 
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lites) are only known here and in th 
India: one genus ( Gleichenites) I have provisionally used for the Pecop- 

and one species, the Sphenopteris germana (M’Coy), is scarcely to be 
distinguished from the common Pecopteris Murrayana (Br.) of the 

hegative fact, that among the large quantity of remains of plants which 
T have examined from this district, not a trace has been observed of any 
of the characteristic carbonif genera—not a trace of Lepidodendron 

. : 2 er . * "4 : or any allied plant—not a trace of Sigi/laria, Favularia, Stigmaria, or 

evidence now would go, with the admitted identity of the walls of the 

basins and the general analogy of the sections, to prove them all of 
one age 

In the underlying rocks I have been able to determine 83 species of 
animal remains, of which 14 are Zoophyta, 3 Crinoidea, 4 Crustacea, 
25 Brachiopoda, 24 Lamellibranchiata, 6 Gasteropodo, 4 Pteropoda 
and 3 Cephalopoda (including Bellerophon). Of these, 4 genera and 
82 species are figured and described as new. Those 83 species belong 
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stones forming the base of the cine es sysiem in Ireland, that it is 

impossible not to believe them to be nearly on the same parallel, = 
there is equal difficulty in raining them to be either younger or old 

than those deposits. Of those species no less than eleven are believed 

to be positively identical, on the most careful comparison of the Austra- 
lian and Irish specimens, and nine more are so closely allied that it nee 
been found impossible to detect any difference of character, but whic 

ither from imperfect preservation or want of sufficient specimens to 

display all the characters, have n sien ee identified. With 

such evidence as I have iiebtioned Id t think it improbable that a 

wide geological interval occurred Siti: the consolidation of the fos- 

siliferous beds which underlie the coal, and the deposition of the coal- 

measures themselves; that there is no real connexion between them, but 

that they belong to widely different geological systems, the former refer- 
able to the base of the carboniferous system, the latter to the oolitic, 

and neither showing the slightest tendency to a confusion of type. 

Ill. Zooroey. 

I. Ona new genus and species of Fossil Ruminantia : Poébrothe- 
rium Wilsoni; by Josepu Leipy, M.D., (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci., 
Philad., New; iy 1847, p- 322. )—Indirectly through Mr. J. S. Phillips and 
the influeties of Dr. 8. G. Morton, the Academy has become the depos- 

itory of a valuable and unique fossil, received through Dr. 8. D. Cul- 
berison of Chambersburg, Pa., fro nM. Joseph Culbertson 

s first received, it consisted of a mass of argillaceous limestone, 

havitig one side of a cranium of an animal exposed to view, which, 
by the patience of Dr. T. A. Wilson, was relieved of its matrix, and 
the lower extremity of the humerus, and the zee extremity of the 
ulna and radius of the right leg were also disclose 

The top or vault above the orbits, and posterior part of the cranium, 
are wanting, as are also the ossa nasi, ossa intermaxillaria, the part 0 of 
the os maxillare inferius just anterior to the commencement of the sym- 
phisis, and the zygoma of the left side, but sufficient is left to charac- 
terize it as a remarkable genus of Ruminantia, very different from any 
that has been heretofore described. 

he cranium belonged toa full grown or adult animal, but not an 
old one, as is indicated by the teet 
In the upper jaw are seven molars, differing i in this respect from any 

ruminant known, living or fossil. The posterior three molars, usually 
ealled true, present nothing very setiattacs in their conformation. They 
are not so square as in Cervus, but are more like those of Ovis, being 
much broader than wide, so that they have a compressed appearance. 

The four crescents upon the crowns are quite simple. Externally 
these teeth present two and nearly plane surfaces, separated by an ab- 
ao salient, longitudinal ridge on a line with the notch separating the 

erior and posterior pair a columns. Each of these surfaces has @ 

longi rounded ridge, more prominent upon the anterior than the 

r one, but neither so satin as the first. ‘The antero-external 
border i is also elevated or prominent, so that each of these teeth pre- 

externally ~ longitudinal ridges. As is usual, these t 
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externally or overlaps the posterior part of the one preceding it. 

crown presents four crescents, which are thicker than in the true mo- 
lars, and the anterior and posterior pair are separated by a compara- 

crescents, and ior cusp which has the appearance of being 
rmed by the blending together of a pair of er ts. Externally 

itis trilobed, the | being separated by two concave depressions. 

pressed, faintly trilobed, and presents an elongated trenchant crown, 
The first premolar is the most remarkable characteristic of this crani- 
um. It is separated from the others by a concave notch of ‘333 of an 
inch, and is on a line with the anterior mental foramen. It is implant- 

ed in the jaw by two fangs, which are divergent and placed one ante- 
nior to the other. The body is nearly as broad as the second premolar 

and is of a compressed pyramidal form, and the crown has a trenchant 

edge, the posterior and ‘anterior part of which form an augle about 
ils centre. ; 

In the lower jaw, in the specimen, are six inferior molars in a closed 

row commencing ‘25 of an inch anterior to the corresponding six mo- 
lars above, and continuing as far back as the latter. Besides these, 

tior to the commencement of the symphisis posteriorly, is one half of 
an alveolus for an additional or seventh molar, which, when the Speci 
men was first received, contained a portion of a fang, since mislaid. 
This additional molar in the lower jaw, is possessed by only one other 

— genus of Ruminantia; the Dorcatherium, of Kaup. 

tom th ; 
that in the possession of a seventh molar in the upper jaw, in the posi- 
tion of the molars, and in several other minor peculiarities, this genus 
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differs from all others heretofore ne and is well ri and 

] therefore propose for it the name of ‘ Poébrotheriu 
[ We omit some farther ial uid pass to the coasinn remarks. ] 
These bones belonged to an animal, rather less in size than the Dor- 

catherium. 
The species I have designated Wilsoni, in esto of Dr. Thomas B. 

Wilson, a munificent patron of the natural scienc 

Probable habit of the animal.—F rom the opdecens of considerable 

the animal was adapted to eating flesh as part of its food, as was 
thought by sa to have been probably the case with the Anoplothes 

acile, a pachydermous animal having very similar characters ; 
but I should tak its general structure would entirely preclude the idea 

terior trenchant molars were more probably intended for cutting 

branches and twigs of bushes, or tough grasses, which afterwards un- 
derwent a finer trituration with the true molars. 

The position which the genus should occupy.—Poébrotherium in its 

dentition approaches the Ruminantia to the Pachydermata, for in the 
number o the molar teeth and the trenchant nature of the anterior 

apy it is closely allied to the Xiphodont Anoplotherium, while in 
the molars it is characteristically Ruminant, and_ its position 
ould therefore, probably stand thus: Dorcatherium, Poébrotherium, 
Anoplotheriu 

Measurementst of the head. 
In. 

Meatus auditorius externus to infra orbitar foramen, 3:1 
From point of hook- ma igo of inferior maxilla to ¢ an- 

terior mental foramen, . ‘ . é ‘BD 
Greatest width of orbit, . : ‘ ; ‘ 1:15 

_Narrowest part of face, below ossa 
Width at the ntact ries iepreson of inferior 

maxill : 1 
Width at the coronoid. processes, , ‘ ‘ : 2 
Greatest width at the ossa tympani, 2 . . 

Distance between ossa die sail . ice . ‘375 Width of os tympan ‘85. 
Length i row Pao by the posterior six superior 

molar 25 
Notch bewec the first and second superior premolars, 333 
Len nem © ow formed by the posterior six inferior Ne 

Notch aio the first and second inferior premolars, ‘45 

* win, herba, Bow, pasco, 319, fera 
t The measurements are Sion} in English inches and parts of the same. 

ROG? ira 
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Measurements of superior molar teeth. 
Length. Breadth, Thickness. 

7th molar, . : ‘ B75 6 2 
6th * . ‘ ‘ 4 "bd 25 
5th & i 333 “4D 275 
4th * 5) ‘375 25 
Srd “15 4 2 
2nd ** ‘J 85 1 
mai, <4 15 3 075 

Measurements of inferior molar teeth. 

Length. Breadth. 
7th molar, j 3 35 
tre 3 “6 

Sth 25 4 
4h 15 45 
rd “ce *] 35 

2nd * *] 35 

Measurements from bones of fore-leg. 

Transverse diameter of lower articular surface of os humeri, °75 
<intero-posterior diameter in depressed portion of same, 45 
Length of olecranon above the lowest part of the articular sur- 

face of the elbow, . : ; : ee te. US 
2. Description of a new species of Antelope from West Africa ; by 

JE. Gray, Esq., F.R.S., (Ann. Mag, Nat. Hist., Oct. 1847, vol. XX, 
P- 286.)—Mr. Whitfield last year brought with him from the Gambia, 
along with other most interesting mammalia and birds, some horns of 
& very large species of Antelope, called by the natives Gingi-ganga, 
which very nearly resemble those of the Ev/and from South Africa, but 

are larger, longer and much heavier than those of the large male Eland 
from South Africa, which the Earl of Derby presented to the British 
4seum on the return of Mr. B 

$ been so successful in importing and breeding the various kinds. 
This Species is dietingrished ea the Cape Eland by the neck and 

front part of the under side, and a large spot on the front and hinder 
Side of the upper part of the fore-legs (and the fetlock) as well as the 
dorsal line being black, and by the side being ornamented with fourteen 
or fifteen narrow, rather waved, perpendicular white lines, and the lower 
Part of the neck nearly surrounded with a broad white half-collar which 
ba ge above. ; 

© species ma thus described. ie 
Boselaphus ron Hot The Black-necked Eland or Gingi-ganga. 
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Pale reddish brown ; Rae front part of the under side, the dorsal 
line, a spot on the front and hinder part of the upper part of the fore- 
leg (‘and fetlock”) the broad half-collar on lower part of the neck, 

and fourteen or fifteen narrow perpendicular lines on each side of the 
body white; belly and front and hinder side of thighs whitish; crown 
reddish brown ; withers variegated with black hairs 

Fem Nee k blackish a 3 rest like male. 
Inhab. Western Africa, Gambia 

3. On a Mode of Reproduction in the Inferior Animals; by J. P. 
van Benepen,* (Acad. Sci. Bru sii rom the Institut, No. 718.)— 

The close affinity between the three groups of minute polyps, Cam- 

panularia, Tubularia, and Bataie Ae, is well known. In the first two 

groups, the species produce a medusa-shaped young; van Beneden has 

s rv 
and Sertularia cupressina, of the Brussels coast. He thus concludes 
from his study. 

The verre Campanularide, and the Medusee, and perhaps the 

Sertularide, ~~ through the same phases of development. From the 
egg proceeds a ciliated larve; this larve multiplies by buds and stolons, 
and so produces a compound group or zoophyte. ‘Then some portion 

of this common mass or colony, becomes the seat of a peculiar kind of 
reproduction—a reproduction by “* scission ;” in the Medusee the sirobile 

form is produced ; while in the polyps ovarian sacs are formed contain- 

erations sometimes of one, and sometimes of the other exclusively ; 
that is, we may have medusas giving birth to medusas without going 
through the form of a polyp, and polyps producing polyps which have 
not “agin sy rough the intermediate form of the medus 

of reproduction in the Salpa, seems oor to have been 
fully teldrdinnd: because it has been supposed that isolated individuals 
multiply in the same manner as those aggregated in chains. But th is 
is not so. The former produce buds, the others eggs. The Salpa 

* MM. “ a n Beneden is the author of various valuable and a ge illustra- 
ie result of vast labor and minute investigation. rinci- pally ateovhe and physiological steely of different mollusc ant inthe 

polyps, and have mostly appeared in the Transactions of the Brussels Royal 
sig, 8 wa fine bog are shes Giles of his more recent ais relating to 

olyps, Gryoz 
Histoire Natarélle des polypes co omposés d’ eau douce.—Ibid, vol. xvi, 1843. 

ire sur les Campanulaires de la C Céte stende, considérés sous le rapport 
= a a < wT =. Ss o& ® 3 ~ te 

3.2 5 a & 

poo j 53 3 ® ~~ N So = 
a8 | ¥ 

 - 9 =~ oa. sc, & - <4 ? 23 

ro 

ents Polypes Bryozoaires qui habitent la céte d’Ostende.— [bi , vol. xviii, J 
Recherches sur l'anatomie, la rr ind my le ppb oe des Bryozoaires qui habitent Ja céte d’Ostende.— bid, v 
Rec ra J ambry ogee, 1° pat “ la aticiine fee Ascidies simples. re 

—Ibid, vol. xx 

e 
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ing from the eggs has a different form, as in the Medusee, &c., from the 
second proceeding from the buds. The rings of these worms, or the 

development takes place. 
Th 

the Nais; Milne Edwards has observed the sa the Myrianida 
Jasciata (Ann. Sci. Nat., March, 1845); Sars has given another exam- 
ple in the Filagrana implexa. As in the prece case, it is only 
after several generations by buds that the sexual generation appear 
he individuals proceeding from buds and fro are here more 

or Jess similar in external form; th é in having no sex, After this comparison, the pretended anomalies 
ear, 

But in the com scidia, it does not appear t 
Sars has shown that the. larve gives origin to the compound Ascidi 
Which in mass become fixe can scarcely be doubied that the larva 

here is in the first an exogenous gemmiparism, and in the last ae 

endogenous gemmiparism. doubt we shall soon find other facts o 

the same kind which will show still better the character of these different 

Phenomena. We have thus some generations which resemble their 

immediate parents, and some generations which resemble if Sythe 

Ceding parents. It is this phenomenon which is so striking in the Salpa 

and which has given rise to the term al/ernating generation. 
© may conclude therefore by observing, that these anima 8 ager 

two modes of reproduction, one by eggs and the other by a an 

that the genetic evolutions pass through different phases 1 ; x 
Cases. One of these generations may be called oogenous and the 

i 

tis not then by the term alternation that we express the fundamental 
character of these remarkable reproductions. 
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TV. Astronomy. 

1. Satellite of Neptune.—M. Orro Srruve, in a letter to M. Le 
Verrier, an extract of which is published in the Comptes Rendus, Nov. 

29, 1347, states, that soon after the remounting of the grand refractor 

at Pulkova, he directed it (for the first time during the year 1847) to 
the planet Neptune, and at once recognized the satellite. ‘This was 
discovered a year previous by Mr. Lassell of Liverpool. Mr. Strave 
obtained several measurements of the angle of position, and the dis- 
tance of the satellite from the primary, viz., six in September, two in 

October, and one in November. From these observations, he derives 

the following elements of the orbit, viz. 

Passage of asc. node, 1847, Sept. 27-0 m. t. Pulkova, 

Period of revolution, . - - 5d. 21h. 15m. 

Radius of orbit, = - - - - 17-89 
Longitude of asc. node, - - air FAO? on 579" 
Inclination, - - 34°'8 

The mass of Neptune deduced by Mr. Struve from this semi-axis 
major and period of revolution, is yg}gzth of the mass of the Sun;—a 
value which he considers quite exact; and probably more accurate 

than the usually received mass of Uranus. 
n regard to the supposed ring around Neptune, he states, that 

although he has examined the planet on favorable nights, he cannot 
detect any trace of such an appendage. , 

a session of the American Academy, in December, 1847, ‘* Prof. 
Peirce communicated the following elements of the orbit of the satellite 
of Neptune, computed from the combination of all of Lassell’s and Mr. 
Bond’s observations; and he also communicated the corresponding 

mass of the primary. 
* Time of sidereal revolution, 5 days 21 hours 12°4 minutes. 
Inclination to ecliptic, - - 29°9 

- Longitude of asc. node, (the motion being supposed direct,) 119°8 
Time of greatest northern elongation, Nov. 26°53 Greenw. m. s. t. 
Greatest elongation, . - 165 
Distance of satellite from Neptune, 230,000 miles. 
Corresponding mass of Neptune, tsts5, the mass of the Sun being if 
2. Orbit of the Planet Flora, (Comptes Rendus, Dee. 6, 1847.)— 

The following elements of the orbit of the planet Flora, discovered 
Oct. 18, 1847, by Mr. J. R. Hind of London, were computed by Mr. 
Hugh Breen, Jr., assistant in the Royal Observatory at Greenwich. The 
first set is derived from observations of Oct. 21, and Nov. 1, and 10 ;— 
the second from observations of Oct. 21, and Nov. 9, and 23, allowing 
for parallax and aberration : Ist Elements. 2d Elements. 

App. Eqx. Noy, 10, True Eqx. Nov. 10. 
Epoch, m. t. Greenwich, Nov. 10, 563183 Oct. 21, 026 
Mean anomaly, 18° 14! 87-94 6° 34/ 4921 
Long. of perihelion, 
> . node, 109 

ot oaeh 5 54 46-10 33 
Angle of excentricit 8 11 48 7 20 38“ “Meat daily motion,” 

36 28 57 96 44 29 29 ‘97 

45 58: , 

Logar. of somi-axis major, 0-3364896 
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eclipse; in fact with the small telescope I used, all the times of the 
eclipse were made out within two or three seconds. The commence- 
ment of the eclipse, although seen but imperfectly, was strikingly beau- 
tiful; without the slightest appearance of the proximity of any body to 

ecame 
more and more favorable for its observation, and before its conclusion, 

disk of the sun. At 91 48m 02s, the centres of the san and moon were 
at their nearest proximity, that of the moon being only 23” above that 
of the Sun; in fact so near were they, that the ring appeared recon 

Sirs 0 28, the eclipse had entirely passed away, its dura- 
tion having been 34 14™ 218; that of the ring was 7™ 42°. 

The light of the sun t greatly diminished; in fact after the 

the sun, and just before the eastern limbs touch; that is to say, when 

the border of the lunar mountains has quit that of the sun, a continuous 

Ting of light is not seen, but parallel black streaks seem to reach from 
one star to the other, which ultimately break as the moon advances. 

st re said to occur as “if the two stars were fastened to- 
gether by a glutinous matter, adhering to certain points of the sun, the 
Srconp Srrizs, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 
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ment of the telescope. Mr. Baily in Scotland witnessed it during the 

two luminaries appear somewhat confused and oscillating, we distinctly 

discovered, and in great numbers, the mysterious obscure lines, which 

observed, and always with the same result; the examinations of the two 
first were with a good reflector. 

With these conflicting evidences concerning a phenomenon so inter- 

esting if true, we can form at best but an uncertain opinion. As for 
myself, I do not think that it really belongs to the eclipse, but that it 

arises from imperfections in the glasses of the telescope, which, if free 

rom them, will exhibit the projection of the moon upon the sun clearly 
and distinctly, the borders of the mountains being well defined. Those 

9 are familiar with the manner in which telescopic lenses are prepa- 

of the borders of the moon, or from any gaseous matter that may sur 
round it.. I should prefer establishing it with a reflector than a refrac: 
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tor, because in the object glass of the latter, there are four surfaces lia- ble to the defects already alluded to, while in the reflector of the for- 
mer there is but one surface. ‘These facts and opinions I give with 

Course among the intelligent of the nation this belief has passed away. 
1847, 

4. Meteorite of July 14, 1847.—A meteorite exploded on the 14th 
Jaly, 1847, and threw down two or more fragments at Braunau in Bo- 
hemia. One fragment weighed forty-two pounds and a half; the other 
which weighed thirty pounds penetrated the roof of the house of a 
laborer, but did no harm to the inmates. 

V. MiscELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE. 

1. Association of Geologists and Naturalists —We continue in this 
number the publication of abstracts of articles read at the last meeting 
at Boston, so far as they have been sent to us by their authors. Of a 
large number of memoirs, we have yet no notice for our pages. We 
should state that the closing paragraph of the Proceedings in our last 
Humber, page 116, was editorial. ‘The Proceedings will be continued 
Ina following n i are favored with other abstracts. 

—I am so much pleased with the excellence of an objective recently 
made for my microscope by an American artist, Mr. Spencer of Can- 

astota, N. Y., that I wish, if it is not too late, to append a few remarks 
to those which I made concerning the qualities of the microscope made 
by the same gentleman for Dr. Gilman.* The object which | have used 
in testing the powers of quite a number of the best microscopes In the 

Country, is the Navicula hippocampus, for English specimens of which 
Tam indebted to Wm. C. Williamson, Esq., of Manchester, England, 
4N accurate microscopic observer, who sent it to me as . the test object 
par excellence.” ‘hat it is so considered by the English observers, 
how by the testimony of several members of the London wrk 

Society, and indeed it is alluded to in a late address by the President ce) 

that Society as one of the most difficult test objects. This object one 
delicate longitudinal and transverse lines, the former of which are easily 
resolved by microscopes of ordinary quality, but the latter require 

defining power to show them at all. 1 have employed these lines upon 

the same individual shell, in examining several imported microscopes 
made by Chevalier, Oberhauser, Plaessels, Ross and Powell, and | have 
No hesitation in saying that the lenses made for me by Mr. Spencer are 
Superior to any which [I have yet seen, made by the three first eva 
Opticians ; the superiority consisting in much better defining power, anc 
na larger angle of aperture. With my own Chevalier microscope, it 

* See this Number page 238. The above letter came to hand after Dr. Gil- 
man’s article was in type.—Eps. 
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is only by considerable management of light that I can begin to see the 
lines alluded to; another similar instrument by the same maker, would 
not show them at all. Only one out of three of Oberhauser’s which I 

have examined, showed the lines, and then much trouble was experien- 

ced in getting the right illumination. The performance of the Ross 

well as the longitudinal ones were easily seen, and without requiring 
much maneuvering of the mirror. It is with these that I compare the 

the most awkward illumination.” This he has done, and not only can 

the lines be seen in almost any position, but when properly illuminated 
they are shown so distinctly, that I have found no difficulty in copying 

them by means of a camera lucida, and I have thus ascertained that the 

distance between the cross lines referred to, is not more than one forty 

thousandth of an English inch! Such is the performance of Spencer's 
lenses in my hands, but the artist says they will do still more, and that 
by means of those I now own, he has resolved the lines on a sigmoid 

Navicula which I found in the Croton water of New York—an object 

to which, as Spencer says, “all other test objects are mere child’s play.” 
This animalcule has a shell not more than half the size of that of the 
individual N. hippocampus above referred to. It is possibly the young 

the same species, but as it appears to be uniformly much smaller, 
and its markings are far more minute, | shall consider it at present as 
a new species, and dedicate it, by the name of N. Spencerii, to the per- 
son who first resolved its lines, by instruments of his own making. This 
object, which from analogy 1 judged to have lines resembling those on 
the N. hippocam us, was sent by me to a friend who possesses one 0 
the best foreign instruments. After giving it a long and careful trial, the 
gentleman to whom it was sent informed me that he had tried in vain 
to see the lines in question, and he adds that if Spencer’s lenses wi 
show them, they must surpass the best European instruments. Now 
although I cannot positively state that I have seen the lines with Spen- 
cer’s lenses, the artist himself has seen them with the same objective ; 
and that I have not yet succeeded, may possibly be due to some defect 

in the eye-piece (one of Chevalier’s) with which ] have to combine it. 
That the lines exist, I should have no doubt from the peculiar appear- 
ances I have myself seen, even if we had not the positive testimony of 
Mr. Spencer that he has seen them clearly and unmistakeably. Lenses 
which will show these lines, (which cannot be more than one eighty 
thousandth of an inch apart,) may safely challenge competition with 
foreign microscopes. 
West Point, N. Y., Feb. 4th, 1848. 
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3. Antarctic Exploration.—Captain Ross in his British Antarctic Ex- 
pedition, makes some unfounded assertions and ungenerous remarks, 

Commander of the American Expedition, published in the Washing. 
ton Union, Aug. 12, 1847 :— 
In Captain Ross’s work, vol. i, p. 116, he says: 
* That the Commanders of each of these great national undertakings 

preparing, and thereby forestalling our purposes, did certainly greatly 
e 

Without adverting to the bad taste and egotism of the above extract, 
and the broad assertions relative to the want of national pride in the 
commanders of the French and American Expeditions, it will only be 
necessary in reply to point to dates. 
On the first page of his introduction are the following  state- 

Ments :— 

“ At the eighth meeting of the British Association for the Advance- 
ment of Science, held at Newcastle, in August, 1838, the attention of 

Whewell, (now Master of Trinity College, Cambridge,) Mr. Peacock, 
(now Dean of Ely,) and Professor Lloyd of Trinity College, Dublin, * 

represent to her Majesty’s government a series of resolutions adopte 
: h 

South is as follow 
“ These objects will, it is presumed, occupy you until the last of Oc- 

tober; and when attained, as far as may be possible, you will proceed 
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ras port of Sydney, where supplies may be obtained. From thence 
will make a second attempt to penetrate “sn the Pontes? re- 

cen south of Van Diemen’s Land, and as far west as 45° east, 

Enderby’s Land, making your rendezvous as you ews at Keijueianl 8 
Island, or the Isle of Desolation, as it is now usually denominated, where 

you will probably arrive by the latter end of March, 1840.” 
e dates prove conclusively that my soar ee were issued from 

our Slee Department nine days before the body met who first took any 
steps towards the investigations on magnetism, a of which the Eng- 
lish Antarctic Expedition had its birth, and when that Expedition was 
not yet dreamed of. Captain Ross received his appointment to it nine 
months after these dates. 

The publication of Captain Ross’s Narrative affords me the opportu- 

nity of vindicating the Exploring Expedition and myself, from the un- 
founded assertion set forth by Captain Ross on his return from his first 
Antarctic Cruise: that he had sailed over our discoveries, or, in his 

own words, ‘had found a clear sea where I had laid down mountain- 

ous land.” 

I had no idea until I saw the engraved chart in Captain Ross’s book, 
what was meant by the * mountainous land” which he refers to. On 

the original chart from which the tracing was taken that I sent him, 
there is not the least resemblance to the “ mountainous land” Captain 

Ross speaks of, nor to the representation of it on the one he has had 

engraved. In the original chart, now in my possession, this mountain- 

ous land is only twenty-seven miles in length, whilst the engraved one 
in Captain Ross’s book makes it eighty miles ; and it is as much unlike 

in every other respect. I positively assert that the land as it appears on 

the chart he has had engraved, could not have been traced from any 
thing sina was in my possession then or since. Captain Ross admits 

that he n possession of the publications in Sydn ney, wherein it was 

deiacsiy than that our discoveries did not extend east of 160 degrees 
east longitude ; consequently there could be no reason for his believing 
the * mountainous land” to be a part of our discoveries ; and what wi 
make it still more evident is, nt — knew that Bellany had sailed 
over y position that this ** moun s land” occupied on the chart. 
Why then did he not say so, iistend of acter that he had sailed over 
our discoveries ? 

n page 293, vol. i, Captain Ross relies upon three grounds to excul- 

pate himself from the imputation of endeavoring to underrate the labors 
of the American Expedition, as well as to detract from the ep 
of myself by promulgating so unfounded a report. They a 
- ne Pitan the true position of Bellany’s Islands had Bist given by 
im 
2d. That I had a knowledge of their true position ; and 

t the land was not laid down in that ptt on the tracing, 
and therfore could not possibly have been meant for 

presumes wee data that were not true. "y had no know- 
ledge of the true “poston of Bellany’s Island when I wrote to Captain 

and no rmation respecting it but that derived from Captain 
Briscoe, who fsa the position of it on my chart. I had no written 
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land; if, therefore, the discoverer had assigned to it its true position, I 
did not know it 

tion—much nearer the truth than that of many other islands I have vis- 
ited during my cruise. 

4. On Shell Cameos, (Society of Arts, April 21, 1847, Jameson’s 
Jour., July 1847, Athenzeum, No. 1018, p. 470.)—Dr. Roget, V.P., in 
the chair—Mr. Gray ‘On the Manufacture of Shell Cameos.” The 
author commenced by stating that the ancients formed cameos by en- 
graving figures in low relief on different kinds of siliceous stones ; and 
generally selected for that purpose those which had layers of different 
colors, so that the figures were of divers colors. Such cumeos are 
ow made in Southern Europe and in France, where this art has 

lately been attempted to be revived: but the hardness of the mate- 
nals requires so much labor that they are too expensive to come into 
general use. Numerous attempts have been rade to substitute vari- 

kinds now employed, and which experience has taught him are best 
for his purpose, are the Bull’s Mouth, the Black Helmet, the Horn- 

Sent from England; the value of each shell in Rome being thirty 
shillings, To shew the increase of this trade, the number of shells 

used in France last year was nearly as follows : 
Bull’s Mouth 80,000, average price Is. 8d., value £6400 

000 “6 Get. 1800 

Horned Helmet 500 “ He; Od.,° > 60 
Queen Conch, ' 12,000, “ 1s. 23d., “ 700 

100,500 shells. sterling, £8960 

The average value of the large cameos made in Paris is about six 
francs each, pas a sterling value of £32,000; and the value of the 
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small cameos is about £8000, giving a total value of the cameos pro- 
duced in Paris for the last year of £40,000; while in England not 
more than six persons are employed in this trade. 

5. Esculent Funguses of England, (Atheneum, No. 1037, p. 948.) 
—The English are not a fungus-eating nation,—and in the “ good old 
times” this might have been as much a boast as the common one, that 
we never eat frogs. Though we do not eat frogs like our neighbors the 
French, we are rather celebrated for our love of another of the reptilian 
family, turtle. There is no reason why we should eschew frogs, and 
relish turtle. There is still less for our eating one or two of the num- 

berless edible funguses which our island produces, and condemning all 
the rest as worse than useless, under the name of “ toad-stools.’”’ It is 

not so on the continent of Europe ; where very generally the various 

versed in botany, and whose duty it is to examine and report on a 
such plants exposed for sale. The safety with which these vegetables 
may be eaten, has led to a very large consumption in that city, where 
not Jess than 140,000 pounds weight, worth £4000 sterling, are annu- 
ally consumed. This in a population of 156,000 souls. e cannot 
estimate the value of funguses in our own country for an article of diet 

as less than in Italy; nor believe that the supply would be in a less ratio. 

If this be correct, the value of the funguses which are allowed to spring 

up and die, wasted in Great Britain, would be about half a million ster- 

ling in each year. , 
Dr. Jos. D. Hooker’s Botanical Mission to India, (Lond. Journal 

of high satisfaction to all naturalists. This patronage is peculiarly evin- 

' ined in the British 

ment, we have to announce that one of the most enthusiastic votaries 

brought his Flora Antarctica to a close, has been appointed by H. M. 
Government to investigate the vegetable productions of India, and espe- 
cially of the Himalaya Mountains; and as a treaty is now in progress 
between the British powers in Hindostan and the Chinese, with refer- 

Be 2 
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island, the valuable aid of His Excellency, Mr. Brooke, and the protec- 
tion furnished by H. M. S. Meander, (commanded by the Hon. Capt. 
Keppel, to which ship Dr. Hooker will be attached as upernumerary 
Medical Officer,) will enable Dr. Hooker to fulfill the designs of the 
enlightened First Lord of the Admiralty, Lord Auckiand, who directs 
that he shall pursue his botanical researches, and draw up a report on 
the vegetable productions of the British settlement of Labuan, and such 
parts of Borneo as can safely be explored. It is especially his object 
'o ascend, if possible, the great mountain of Kung Baloo, supposed to 

14,000 feet in height. Dr. Hooker embarked at Portsmouth, on the 
Iith of November, in H. M. Steam-frigate Sidon, which conveys Lord 
Dalhousie to Alexandria en route for Calcutta. * * * Two or three 
months will probably be devoted to i 

able remains in the coal-formations of 

his exact route must considerably depend upon circumstances which it 
1s impossible yet to foresee.” 

23 Collecting of Peruvian Bark, (Jameson’s Jour., July, 1847, from 
Travels in Peru, by Dr. J. J. von Tscuunt, p. 398.)—In t ie month of 

May, the Indians assemble to collect Peruvian bark, for which purpose 
they repair to the extensive Cinchona woods. One of the party climbs 

rounding trees. As soon as the Cateador has marked out and correct- 
ly fixed upon the mancha, he descends to his companions, and leads 

dried in the forest, and the slips are packed in large bundles. In peas 

districts, on the contrary, the bark is rolled up green, and sent to the 

neighboring villages, where it is dried. ‘Towards the end of Septem- 

ber, the Cascarilleros* return to their houses. ge 
more early periods of South American history, the bark was 

2 principal article of Peruvian commerce. Since the commencement 

of the present century, its value has, however, considerably diminish- 

See a tet 1 lag enaltirist is 

* Bark. jans call the bark casearilla, and they point out 
Pte aap Pave abe species and varieties. 

Szconp Series, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 38 
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ed, chiefly in consequence of adulterated and inferior bores which are 
supplied from other quarters; perhaps, also, on acc of the more 

si al use of quinine; for, in the production of oe alealoids less 
bark is employed than was formerly used in substance. During t 

e, the bark trade sbcaited its death-blow, and for 

d from Peru. he Montanas of Huanuco, which 

e apothecaries of Europe with the “ divine medi- 

cine,” are be eginning again to yield supplies. From the roots of the 
felled trees a vigorous after-growth has commenced. In the Montanas 
f Huamalies a kind of bark is found, the nature of which is not yet 

named Cusconin.* Possibly the medical bark may again become a flour- 
ishing branch of trade for Peru, though it can never again recover the 
importance which was attached to it a century ago. During my resi- 
d : 

factory at Huanuco. The plan, if well carried out, would certainly be 
attended with success. There is in Bolivia an establishment of this 

ae) 5 part of Canaan Mountain. m, urrall, Esq., County Sur- 
veyor, and since Judge of one of your courts, was called to run the 
ine conspicuous object on the west side, and at the foot of the 
mountain, was a known boundary. The company took their first sta- 
tion on the west ridge of the mountain, “ defining their position” by the 
bearing of the old chimney, some 800 or 1,000 feet below them, and 
nearly a mile distant. On another ridge erhaps a ce we s dis- 

tant, an es having such peculiarities that it might be known when 

om Cuzco, the ancient residence of the Incas. It was discovered by the 
French chemists, Corriol and Pe fete in the Cascarilla which is shi pped in 
Africa ; hence thie atealoid i is also c Aricin. 
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reached, was found to be in the line of the survey. The north part of 
the intervening valley, is covered most of the year by a pond of water. 

the other part of the val- 

are not small. The time which had elapsed before any search was 

@ an excursion ; 
miles from each other, we have not, and I fear shall not meet on ane o 

P. M., it beeame suddenly very dark. The clouds, or what appeared 

to be such, whirled in the strangest contortions, and appeared like a 

Solid black fleece lighted from above by a red glare as of many torches, 
but Searcely penetrating the masses of clouds below. In the presence 
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of hundreds of spectators there was a deafening explosion, and the con- 
cussion shook the houses and caused the bell of the village church to 
toll several times. At the moment of the explosion an ignited body— 

tom of it was a black mass, which was still so hot that water thrown 

upon it hissed as it would do on hot iron. The exhumed mass, re- 

covered with considerable labor, was covered by a black incrustation ; 
it smelled of sulphur, and was, for weight, compared to common rock. 
It is not stated that it was weighed. [We look for specimens confirm- 
ing this eyent. 

10. Original Columns of the Giants’ Causeway, and Model of this 

wonderful group of Natural Pillars.—The Cabinet of Yale College 
has received the above named valuable present, from one of her most 
respected and loyal alumni, Lucius C. Duncan, Esq., of New Orleans, 

of the graduating class of 1821. : 
can being at the Causeway in August, 1847, obtained six 

joints of this magnificent colonnade—truly one of the wonders of the 
world—and caused them to be shipped for New York; they arrived in 
due time and are now in Yale College safe and uninjured. They have 
added interesting means of illustration upon this topic of geology, and 
are rendered the more effective by the beautiful model which came 
with them. It is constructed of wood, painted black—the columns be- 

ing represented in their natural grouping. 
Geological models are now extensively employed, to convey to the 

mind through the senses, a correct idea of form, proportion, and 
arrangement, especially of remarkable geological formations, and 
nothing can in that way be more effectual. Our institutions would be 
greatly benefitted if the friends of science, travelling among interest- 

Ing scenes, would more frequently imitate the laudable example of Mr. 
Duncan. 

1. Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.—The following 
facts gathered from recent Annual Reports to the Academy, will be read 
with pleasure by all interested in the progress of science in this country. 

The year has been one of unusual prosperity and progress. ‘This 

The collection acquires additional interest, from its containing the orl- 

ginal specimens from which many of the species instituted by Mr. Gould, 
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were figured and described for his splendid work on Australian Orni- 
thology. The Academy’s collection have also been enriched by Dr. 
Wilson with five nearly perfect skeletons of large fossil Saurians, ' One 

I of these is the Plesiosaurus Hawkinsii, three are species of Ichthyo- 
bi a" and the fifth is the Teleosaurus. Numerous valuable and costly 
- additions to the library have been made by the same gentleman. And 
q for the accommodation of these accessions to the Society’s collections, 

Dr. Wilson has incurred a large expense in adding to the size of the 
building, remodeling the basement rooms and making them as well as 
other parts of the building fire-proof. 

The Society has also received large donations in different depart- 
ments, from Dr. Hallowell, Dr. T. 8. Savage, Mr. Wm. H. Edwards, 
Dr. R. E. Griffith, Mr. R. E. Kilvington, Mr. Edward Harris, Mr. Wm. 
Gambel, Mr. Cassin and many others 

The additions by deposit and presentation are as follows :—To the 

Library ’ . ; . 1072 additions. ' 

_ Mammalogy 3 3 A 91 specimens, 

a, os mcs ate . _. 28,000 specimens. 
erpetology, } cies. 

ho 1893 species and almost 2300 varieties. onchology, . . : 
Entomology, (besides many } 1035 specimens d,) 

The quantity of water which issues from the lake 

stly less than that which flows into it, the difference 
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duce the same ends by rane means, I subjoin two passages from 
Baron ere interesting w 

a flat valleys are ocean filled with water, by the over- 
flowing of the rivers in spring, when they form lakes of various sizes, 

all very full of fish, The intense frosts of winter cause large clefts 
in the eaeciis by which the water drains off, sometimes in the course 

of a single year, sometimes in several. 
‘A curious phenomenon occurs in the Jakes in the vicinity of the 

village of Alaseya. In the middle of winter, the water sometimes sud- 
denly disappears without vi side channels being visible. In —_ 
cases a loud noise is heard at the time the water disappears, and, w 

the bottom of the lake is en bare, large clefts are visible, aaa 

~ “ severity of the fro 
3. Chikiswalungo one 5 ha near Columbia, Pa.; by 8.8. Hat- 

sng (in a letter to one of the editors of this Journal.) —The Chikiswa- 

revolutions in a minute. It was built as a “forty ton” furnace, but 
owing to the constant attention and the theoretical knowledge of my 
brother and partner, Dr. E. Haldeman, the average product is sixty- 

week’ 
work, although, if scrap iron had been used with the ore, the result 
would been one or two tons more. Anthracite coal and a hot 
blast are used. 

pt., 1847.; Charges. l Ore {| Limestone. __ 

2%, | 37 | 90= sr 300 ibs.| 1400 = 31,800 Ibs. 425 = 15,725 lbs. 
27, 36. | 900= 32,400 « (1400 50,400 « | 425— 15,300 “ 
23, 36 | 900= 32,400 « 11500— 54,000 « | 435—= 15,660 “ 
29, 37 900 = 33,300 “ |1500=— 55,500 « | 435=— 16,095 “ 
30, 36 | 90 = 32,400 “ |1500—= 54,000 « | 435— 15,660 “ 

Vet... 64; 36 900 = 32,400 “ | 1400—= 50,400 « | 425— 15,300 “ 
2. 36. 900 == 32,400 « | 1400 50.400 « | 425— 15,300 “ 

Cel amie eacaterbe Bis iat! 

8.600 | 36600 « | toniodo SI 
= 102'T., 1 ewt., 0qr., 08 Ibs 366,500 Ibs. == 163 T., 12 ewt., 

bee 109,040 ie = 48 x Res: 
"ach of the above, 72 tons pig metal. owt. , 2qr., 08 Ibs 

To expla in the above. te e ries of September the furnace was 

0 lbs. 

A la ae Cwt. ae — ree 

ce ‘98 | 08 | 3 | 0 
12 3 

41 2 21 

Result, 48 tons (gross weight) of pig metal. 
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14. Telegraphic Reports of Meteorological Phenomena.—Messrs, 
Jones & Co., Merchants’ Exchange, New York, have made arrange- 

eet. 
15. Italian Congress of Science.—At the late session, held at Venice, 

there were fifteen hundred men of science assembled from Italy and 
various parts of Europe, and a writer observes that nothing could ex- 
ceed the magnificence of the Italian Congress. The meeting continued 

_ 16. Note on Nineveh; by Azanian Suitu, (from a letter to B. Sil- 
liman, Jr., dated Sivas, Nov. 15, 1847.)—In my article on Nineveh, I 

neath, that we owe the preservation of those marbles from the ravages 

of time, and the destroying hand of those who have since inhabited that 
region. 

VI. BrpiioGRAPHY. 

y Wu. 8. Suntivant,) arranged 

System ; with an Introduction, containing a 

b , 
M.D., Fisher Professor in Natural History in Harvard University. 
Ha ei ye oS 

cr 

‘ Asia—Mosul. This Journal, ii ser., .. ” See an vikdisve temperature of Western 
ii, p. 72. . 
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12mo, 800 pages. Boston and Cambridge : James Munroe and Com- 
pany. London: John Chapman. 1848.—This work which we announ- 

early copy of the contents and preface, we cannot do better justice to 
the learned author than by copying a portion of the latter. 

“This work is designed asa compendious Flora of the Northern 

ed to be comprised within the compass ocket volume, which 
might serve as a vade-mecum in herborizations, as well as a convenient 
manual of reference at home. But the volume has attained a some- 
what unwieldy bulk, notwithstanding every effort at condensation, and 
the rigorous exclusion of all irrelevant matter, however interesting in 
itself, and of all synonymy not really essential.” * * * * 

“‘ The wide district which this compendious Flora embraces, although 
irregular in form, plainly belongs to one and the same botanical region. 
With the exception of the small patches of alpine vegetation which 
crown the higher mountains of Northern New England and Northern 
New York; of the sea-side plants, and of some appropriately Southern 
forms which not only reach Delaware and New Jersey (especially the 
Pine barrens), but also straggle northward coastwise, in diminishing 
numbers, quite to New Hampshire ; of a very few which belong to the 
Great Lakes; and perhaps a larger number of Western prairie plants 
which extend into Ohio, Wisconsin, and Michigan :—with these excep- 

tions, the vegetation is remarkably homogeneous for so large a dis- 

trict, and a very great proportion of the species are sporadic over the 

whole breadth.” * * * * 

founded on obvious characters ; and, whenever there are two or more 
species under a division, I have italicized some of the leading distine- 
tions (after the manner of Koch’s Flora Germanica), so that they may 
at once catch the student’s eye. The full-face type, in which the 
names of the genera and species are printed, affords a similar facility, 
y rendering them very conspicuous. ‘To aid in their pronunciation, I 

have not only marked the accented syllable, but have followe Lou- 

k (’)- { a 

In respect to this, my friend, Mr. Folsom, has obligingly rendered 

ed Glossary and Index combined, should serve to convey the requisite 
elementary knowledge of the science, and to explain all the technical 
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terms usually employed in botanical descriptions. Very many of these 
terms, however, are not used at all in the body of the work; 

y—perhaps at some sacri 
of brevity, but not, I trust, of the precision for which botanical language 
is distinguished.” * * * * 

* An artificial analysis of the Natural Orders or Families, founded 
on the easier an chiefly external characters, is appended, to aid the 

- t 

Spe of 
artificial classes, 

2. Report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, showing the 

Progress of the work during the year ending October, 1847. “Aap 
ur Oo. 

survey is making good progress. The following are a few paragraphs 

“During the past year, field or office work has extended into the fol- 
lowing eighicen States on the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico: Maine, 
ew j i York, 

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryla ia 
lina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Tex- 
as. The estimates for the next year will provi e for work in every 

* This work, we understand, is sold at retail for $1,88, and to classes, schools, 

&e., at $1,50.—Eps, 
SzEconp Srrizs, Vol. V, No. 14.—March, 1848. 39 
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much more exact than (with a few exceptions) those now existing. The 
connected whole will give the higher elements, which no detached surveys 
can furnish, necessary for the more elaborate computations and results. 

points which, from their importance, or the want of knowledge in re- 
gard to them, most require it. As an illustration, may be mentioned 

the survey between Mobile and New Orleans, already in full progress, 
the results of which are important, not only locally and to the south- 

time of completion of the whole work to that of finishing each section, 

for which a few years afford approximate data, and the number of sec- 
tions under survey, which must depend upon the appropriation deemed 
by the Executive and Congress consistent with an economical adminis- 
tration of the government. The gradual extension of such a work has 
the advantage of training up agents to the due performance of its dif- 

Blake’s channel in Delaware Bay, of Blunt’s, and of the breakwater, 
or through-channel, on the ridges of Cape May, of the new south shoal, 

channel at the entrance of Mobile Bay of 203 feet. The first discov- 
eries are important to the foreign, West India, and coasting trade; an 
the latter, not only to Mobile, but to the southwest generally. Particu- 
Jars in regard to these discoveries are given in connexion with the pro- 
gress of the work in a subsequent part of this report.” 
‘The number of sheets of maps and charts now published, is sixteen 5 

and, during the remainder of the fiscal year, at least five additional ones 
will be published. Besides these, two hydrographic sketches have been 
published, and two accompany this report.” 

The sections into which the coast of the United States is divided, are 
the following : 

0, 1. From Passamaquoddy bay to Point Judith. 
No. 2. From Point Judith to Cape Henlopen. 
No, 3. From Cape Henlopen to Cape Henry. 
No. 4. From Cape Henry to Cape Fear. 
98 5. From Cape Fear to the St. Mary’s river. 

No. 8. From Mobile bay to Vermilion bay. 
No. 9. From Vermilion bay to the boundary. 

' 
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channel ; making, in all, 7,647 sheets. : 
“ Under authority of special act of Congress, and by direction of the 

ions 
in the United States, (chiefly on application by members of t nate 

vey, to be placed with agents for sale. 
maps are afforded encourages the sale of them, and I have no doubt, 

aper.”’ 
3. History of Vermont, Natural, Civil, and Statistical, in three 

Parts, with a new map of the Slate and 200 engravings; by 4ado 

HomPson. 8vo. Burlington, 1842.—Though six years have passed 
Since the 
place. 

history, it embraces a descriptive catalogue of the zoolog 
8 Catalogue of its plants, and remarks on its geolog 

€ Zoology is illustrated with many wood-cuts, and much valuable in- 
formation is given. 
We cite from it the following altitudes of places in the state :— 

The Chin, or north peak of Mansfield Mountains, 4279 feet. 
Camel’s Hump, . , ; ‘ ‘ i ee 
Se Mountain, . 4086 “ 

e Nose, or south peak of Mansfield Mountains, 3983 “ 
Killington Peak, . i : ‘ , ; 3924 “ 

Equinox Mountain, Manchester, - : ; 3706 * 

Ascutney Mountain, ( : i § : ss20°* 

Middlebury Turnpike, : : : si 

ain, . . . ‘ 90 

» Rapport sur la Séance Extraordinaire de la Société Impériale 

des Naturalistes de Moscow, du 22 Fev., 1847, a Voccasion du Jubilé 

Semi-séculaire du Doctorat de S. Eve. Mr. Fiscner pe Watpneim, 

fondateur de la Société ; par le Second Secrétaire, Dr. Renard. 72 pp. 

8vo, Moscou, 1847.—The 22d of February last was made a day of 
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Jubilee at Moscow in honor of their illustrious philosopher, FiscHER DE 
Watpusim, the founder of the Imperial Society. The celebration 
was conducted under the auspices of his Imperial Majesty. The bril- 
liancy of - occasion was highly honorable to the sented of Russia, 
n of congratulation to Europe and not less to America. 

Gotthelf Fendi de Waldheim, was born at aaa Latoed Leip- 
zig and Frey rg) in 1771. His investigations in science have ex- 
tended through very aes of its various departments. Among the 
letters from different scientific societies the following is here cited as 
** ’'addresse de elicitation” from the Academy of Saiancels at Munich :— 

EXCELLENTISSIMO, DOCTISSIMO, EXPERIENTISSIMO DOMINO 

GREG. J. FISCHER DE WALDHEIM 

Philosophize et Medicinze Doctori 
oss. status consillario 

Ss i 5 bp w po = Cc = aa 
3 

a) 
oS oe S “3 as 

1 3 
qui optime at naturali aliisque scientiis meruit 

r instituendo, gubernando, ornando 
preclaram Seeletmnste Ce sesaream Naturee Curiosorum Mosquensem, 

am o, arcessendo, end 
Ladd ee sae Sarna fautores, patra ol amatores, 

nvestigando, perscruta ndo, expisc 
pennoula; ignotas, scopulosas Scythie provincias, 

alendo, colendo, movendo 
tam secundis quam adversis temporibus seers sacrum usum, 

docendo, scribendo, eden 
anatomica, ote ee paleeontologica, geoogi complura, 

inquirendo, indagando, dilucida 
imprimis ane Rossicorum genera, puare, mores, 

endo, exponendo, depingendo 
recentium ig: pristinorum animalium ossa et reliquias, 

viro summe venerabili, 
qui patrie ei as pie et adoptivee gloriam feque respexit, 

t publice privatimque auxit 
sone ith SCIENTIARUM BOICA 

quo die ante hos quinquaginta annos doctoris gradum 
est adeptus, piis cum votis gr oman) 

Monachii die 22 Febr. mpcccxiy 
5. Principles of Physics and Meteorology ; by ¥; 1 Profes- 

sor of Physics at the University of Freiburg. First American Edition, 
636 pp. Svo, with 588 engravings on wood, and two colored plates. Phil- 
adelphia: Lea & Blanchard, 1848.—Prof. Muller’s Treatise on Physics 
is an excellent work, fully and elegantly illustrated. The extent and 
scope of the treatise will be gathered from the subjects of its sections : Mt 
Genera ral Properties of Bodies. 2. Equilibrium of Forces ; in simple 

ines; between molecules; in liquids; between solids and liquids; ie 
gases, &c. 3. Motion and Accelerating Forces. 4, Acoustics. 5. Light. 
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figures. It is printed in a superior manner and the impressions of 
the wood-cuts. are peculiarly clear and unblemished, as will be ob- 
served in the specimen from the work annexed to the last number of 
this Journal. 

of Oxford has recently published a new and much enlarged edition of 
S. 

€ present edition will be found to contain nearly twice the amount 
of matter included in the preceding one, embracing not only such new 
facts and observations with respect to volcanos as have been brought to 
light since its first appearance in 1826, but likewise the allied phenom- 
ena of Earthquakes and Thermal Springs as well as a fuller discussion 
of the theories connected with those subjects. 
_ 1. Dr. Mantell’s Wonders of Geology.—This very interesting and 
instructive work has recently appeared in London in a new edition, 

n expected copy now on its way, will we trust enable us to give a 
fuller notice of this improved edition, in a future number. 

8. Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 
New Series, vol. i, part I. pp. 1-94.—With this number, the Journal of 
the Academy appears in a large q 
furnished with highly finished ill 

members. The following isa list of the articles. 
4. On the Fossil Genus Basilosaurus, Harlan, (Zeuglodon, Owen,) 

with a notice of specimens from the Eocene Green Sand of South 

Species are the Basilosaurus cetoides, Owen, au 

(the Squalodon of Grateloup, found a few leagues south of Bordeaux), 

and a third, the B. serratus, described formerly under the name o 
s. 

Berlin Academy, June 1847,) Maller has distinguished two specie ew 
bree é Vertebre and the other with short, which he calls Z. ma 

serves, that as the asilosaurus of Harlan or the Zeuglodon us. : a a. 
cetoides of “ona ae established on bones of both these species undistinguished, 
therefore their names cannot stand. 
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‘IL. Notice of the discovery of a Cranium of the Zeuglodon (Basilo- 
saurus); by M. Tuomey: pp : 

Ill. Observations on Certain Fossil Bones from the Collection of the 

nap of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia ; by Richard Owen, Esq., 

: 18-20 
‘TV, Desctiptiad of a New Rapacious Bird (Cymindis Wilsonii) in 

the Museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia; by 
John Cassin: pp. 21-24, with a colored plate. 

Remarks on the Birds observed in Upper California, with descrip- 
tions of New Species; by Wm. Gambel: pp. 25-56, with two colored 

plates representing the Parus montanus, Parus inornatus, Chat fas- 

ciata, Zonotruchus chlorura, Picus scalaris, male and female 

VI. History and Anatomy of the Hemipterous Genus Belostoma ; 

rus, ( Bichoxs, Phanzus, 5 ealaeaas eats Zenoa, Monocerus, ae 

- tharis, Pyrota, Heliophilus, Opatrum, Spondylis, Tetraopes 3) by 

LeConte, M.D. 
9. Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History of New York, Vol. 

iv, Nos. 10, 11, July 1847.—This number, from page 417 to 474, is 
occupied with a continuation of Dr. LeConte’s Memoir on the Geodepha- 
gous Coleoptera. Next follows (pp. 475, 476) a description of a new 

species of Procellaria, (P. meridionalis,) by George N. Lawrence. 

This species was originally described under the name P. brevirostris, and 
as such is noticed in this Journal, ii Ser., vol. iii, page 436, which name 
was preoccupied by Lesson. The article is accompanied by a plate. 
The third and last article (. 477 to 498) is on the distinctive characters 
of Cyprea reticulata of Martyn and C. histrio of Meuschen, by John 
H. Redfield ; with a plate which will appear in the following number 

10. Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Philadel- 
phia, te se x, New Series. Part I. Philadelphia, 1847. 

f oomis: Astronomical soot made at Hudson 
oe Observatory Third Series: pp. 1-15. 

Nutty: Supplementary note on Ale constitution and different 
Ghee a the magic cyclovolute : 17- 

Ill. S. 8. Hatpeman: Materials towards a History of the Coleoptera 
Longicornia of the United States: pp. 17-66. [See page 133 of this 
volume 

V. laos c Lea: Description of New Fresh Water and Land Shells 
of the United States: pp. 67-101, with 9 plates, [genera Unio, Ano- 
donta, Erol te Melania, Aneulosa, Schizostoma and Paludina. i 

Vv. AINE: Memoir explanatory of a New Perpetual Cal- 
endar, "Cri and Ecclesiastical, Julian and Gregorian: pp. 103-129 

VI. Ca. D. Metres, M.D.: On the Corpus Luteum: p. 131-139. 

Joun C. Warren, M.D.: Etherization, with Surgical Remarks. 12mo, pp- 
100. Boston: Ticknor & Co., 1848. 
pemsneces x cane on the Physical Phenomena of Living Beings, translated 

ae Pereira, M.D., F.R.S.  12mo, pp- 388. Philadelphia: Lea & Bla noharty 

Fe ae ee 
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a Smirusonian Conrrinutions To KnowLEpGE -—Occultations visible in the Uni- ba ted States during the year 1848. pp. 11, 4to. 
ei APT. James Ross, R. N.: A Vo oyage of Discovery and a agree in Jens BS Southern and Antarctic Regions during the years 1839-1343, 2 vols. 8vo., 
aa plates, maps and wood-cuts. ndon: John Murray, 1847. 

be . Coucn: Ilustrations Fie) Instinct, deduced from the habits of British animals. London : oha Van Voors 
Daviv Mitye, Ese.: On the Parallel peeee of Lochaber; with remarks on the i change of Relative Levels of Sea and Land in Sc Suan. and the diluviat digoass 

z of that country. 4to. Edinburgh: Neill & x Co, 
Journal of the Indian Archipelago and Roe rim monthly Journal, es- 

tablished at Singapore in July las The nneere received ‘yy us are highly inter 
esting, and will receive farther attention in a futur his Journal. 
Lorenz Oxen: Elements of PhysiophiJosophy; translated from the German, 

by Alfred 
ft This philosophical volume is one of the publications of the Ra ay ‘Seciery. It is 
| & by one of the most ongina thinkers of the age, to ibe science is largel ia 
4 ed for much of its recent progress; it will be x with interest for 

larity and pr rofoundness of its views, alshotints ie philosophy is not admitted 
throughout to be correct. 

AUDIN: Hofiarchibe sur le gronpement des atomes dans et molecules et 
sur les causes les plus intimes des formes cr . tallines. broch, in ris. 

: Voyage Botanique le Jong des Cétes Septentrionsies de ie la Nor- 
depuis Drontheim jusqu’au Cap Nord, *Mstrait des wre u Scandinavie et 

Spitzberg de la Corvette La R cherche.) 8v0, 
Ars: Fauna littoralis Norvegie, oder Bo cattabs ee “Abbi debs never 

oe oder w ig bekannten Seethiere, nebst ag ieatirnect en tiber die Organisation, Leb- 
Ba ensweise und Entwickelung derselben. 1st Heft, mit 10 Kupf. Chain, 1846. 
ic - J. Broperip: Zoo phigh sat Recreations. 1 vol. London: Hen 

10s. 6d. bound. 
Pi M. Perry: Ueber den Begriff des Thieres und die Finnie der thierisch- 
2 belebten Wesen ; mittab. 8broch. 10 Sgr. Bern: Hube 

Dr. F. A. L. Turenemann: Die Foriplanzungs.Geseh ic a r gesamm 
Vigel, pach dem gegen wartigen Standpunkte der W niente mit it Abhidung det 
bekannten Eier; mit 100 colorirten Tafeln. Zeiten eft. ' 
feln xi-xx. Gr. 4. In Carton. its is 4 Thir. RA oe art pie Ursinolana 

ie gesammie v Zeitschrift fir die g aie abiding. 
Im ein mit ornithologischen goes herausgegeben. 
Gr. M alas Heft 1 Thir. 10 Negr, 

O. prs Murs: Icono Sinhie Ornithologique. 
Issued in Livraisons containing six plates o 

® 
a 
a =: ° ° 

“2 
Fl 

= 

s The 
about 60 Livraisons, a number of which have ohn; ince’: Price per liv. o 
4to edition, 8 franes; of folio edition, rancs. 

sLius: Jahresbericht tber ee the dah tte der Chemie und oa 
Ogie; 26th year 1 and 2 parts.—Translated from the Swedish. Tibin, ahr 1 a 
Proc CEEDINGS OF THE AMER. ACAD. OF yoy AN 347. vdug. V1. 

Bes os) 9] 

oat ee ns on Neptune a haan: 8 wn poate number of Primary Planets; 
Bond 

cae 
oF [7 a naa ® ~~ < o =. © 

Evereit.—Nov. 2. p- 183, Mitebell s Comet; 
W. C. Bond.—Dec. 7 185 Report on the Smithso jan Institution.— 

285, Synopsis of the fae of the United States and ". nl “ he ~ 

— 3) alker’s peer s of Ne — rmule fo R, ght 
e turbations of Ne eptun 396, van 

the orbit of th : Ne hie Prof. Peirce.—1848. P- 
stract of Le Verrier pangs pa received hoa Le Varies, and translated 

: nd Dec., 1847. 
Proc. ApELpHta, Vol. iii 12. Nov. an 

‘ 313, i ae. Cicer of animal tissnes in some cases ; J. Let dy. rus 
dis, Silamanir erythronota and S. cinerea of Green, distinct a  * 8.8 te 

ts from the 
Borat Viper it iWork frien (Cerastes enters with a plate ; - Hallowell’ 

ge fossil Ruminantia, with a plate; J. Letdy.*—p. 330, ew species 
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FLORA OF MAINE. 

« Tuts is a work now being published under the auspices of the state, 
a few extra copies of which are offered for sale to subscribers only, to 
be supplied in successive volumes. be 

The plan is, to give perfect specimens of the plants themselves, — 

neatly attached to the folio pages, and printed descriptions, title pages, — 
the sheets immediately preceding the plants illustrated. a 

The work is published in large folio form, (14 inches by 20,) ele- _ 

gantly bound in cloth, and will consist of about twenty volumes. 

Each volume will contain from five to ten Decades of specimen 

(depending upon the size and character of the plants,) and will be is- 
sued as rapidly as the careful preparation of the specimens will allow. 

The price for the complete work will be one hundred dollars, to 
be paid in installments of twenty dollars each, the first being paid on 
the receipt of the first volume, and the second on the receipt of the 

fourth, &c. 
To those who prefer to pay for each volume on delivery, the price 

_ will be six dollars a volume 

* .* Botanists in the southern and western states, desirous of obtain- 

ing northern plants, cannot procure them in a more acceptable form. 
Subscriptions will be received— | 

n Boston, by James Munroez & Co. 
* Portland, ‘* Hype, Lorp & Duren. 
** Bangor, “ Geo. R. Smita, or the subscriber, ae 

~~ A. YOUNG, Jp. 

he 

Bangor, May 1. 

New Catalogue 
OF 

CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL 

APPARATUS. 
Second Edition, Enlarged and Improved. 

In offering the second edition of this Catalogue to his patrons, 
the proprietor would respectfully call attention to the many val- 
uable additions made to his collection of apparatus and chemical 
preparations. ode 

The new apparatus for the Oxy-Hydrogen Blowpipe, Morse’s 
Electro-Magnetic Telegraph, the Copper Blast Lamp, Fresenius 
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In addition to the former facilities for supplying orders, a 
Workshop for making apparatus, and a commodious Laborato 
for making rare chemical preparations, and a separate laborator 
for analyses, have been connected with this establishment. 
A constant supply of the celebrated Berlin Porcelain, Bohemi- 

_ an Glass-ware, German and French Apparatus, are still imported 
- direct from the manufacturers in Europe. 

' Copies of the above Catalogue will be sent gratis, to all who 
make application (post paid) to 

ate EDWARD N. KENT, Chemist. 
116 John street, New York. May 1. 

New York, January 24, 1848. 

To Colleges, Universities, and other public In- 

stitutions. 

THe undersigned beg leave to state, that they have made ex- 
tensive arrangements for 

TELEGRAPHIC REPORTING, 

and have correspondents located in all the principal cities and 
towns of the United States; and they are in the habit of trans-. 
mitting daily all news of interest. 

_ They, therefore, respectfully propose to supply public institu- 
tions with daily merroronoaicat reports, from all the principal 
towns of the country, giving the state of the Thermometer and 
Barometer at any specified time or hours of the day, which 
Would not fail in extending the utility of meteorological observa- 
Hons, and greatly aid in illustrating the peculiarities of the cli- 

_ Mate of the United States. 
ch institution disposed to encourage the enterprise, will be 

Served with daily copies on the most reasonable terms. Should 
@ sufficient number come into the arrangement to justify the 
®Xpense, the reports can probably be supplied at about from 124 
to 25 cents per day, from each city. 
The Patronage of your institution is respectfully solicited. 

€ have the honor to be, your very obedient servants, 
. ° JONES & Co. 

REFERENCES. 

They respectfully refer to the Editors of the Journal of Com- 
Meree, and Courier & Enquirer, and to Prof. 8. F. B. Morse!) 

J. & Co.” 
38 William street, Merchants’ Exchange. [tf] 

. 
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Chemical and Philosophical Apparatus, Pure Chem- 
ical Preparations, &c. 

DR. JAMES R. CHILTON, 

Practical Chemist, 

Respectfully informs the public that he has removed from Broad- 
way to No. 83 Chambers street, a few doors west of Broadway, 
New York ; where he keeps for sale a very extensive assortment of 
Apparatus, &c., especially suitable for Lecturers on Chemistry, 
and others engaged in chemical and philosophical researches. 
Among which are Grove’s most improved Galvanic Batteries, 
with platina and amalgamated zinc, for deflagrations and decom- 
positions ; Smee’s Batteries, with platinized silver and amalgama- 
ted zinc ; Galvanic Batteries of other construction, as Faraday’s, 
Daniels’, &c.; Portable Furnaces, Evaporating Basins, Retorts, 
Crucibles, Tubes, &c. of the finest Berlin porcelain. 

Puativa Ware—such as Crucibles, Capsules, Spoons, Forceps, 
&c. Silver Crucibles; Steel and Agate Mortars; Berzelius’s, 
Rose’s, and other Chemical Lamps and Stands ; Compound Blow- 
pipes, Superior French Air-pumps, with double glass barrels and 
improved valves; Electrical Machines and Apparatus ; delicate 

Balances and Weights; all the Apparatus necessary for Orgaine 
Analysis ; Boxes of Tests, and Blowpipe Apparatus. - 

Also, an extensive assortment of pure Chemical Preparations, 

Reagents, &c. 

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS AND GEOLOGE 
CAL SPECIMENS, SHELLS, FOSSILS, Se. 

Particular attention paid to the Analysis of Ores, Metals, Min- 
erals, Mineral Water, Commercial Articles, &c. as heretofore. 
November 1, 1846. [tf] 

FUNGI AMERICANI EXSICCATL 

Boranists wishing specimens of American F'unar, can obtain 
packages (of not less than ten Decades each) on application to 
the subscriber, at Society Hill, South Carolina. 

M. A. CURTIS: 

March, 1848. fl 
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Alte. X EX Reviein of the Annual Report on the U. SW. 
Coast Survey.* 

Tue annual report of this important national work, interesting 
alike to the man of science, to the sailor, and the philanthropist, 
has just been published ; and in accordance with our intention 
of keeping our readers informed of the state of the survey, we 
purpose to give a brief account of the operations during the past 
year, dwelling particularly on those points which are more gen- 
erally interesting in a scientific point of view. 

Plans and Operations.—The general plan for the more rapid 
extension of the survey presented in the previous reports of the 
Superintendent, i 
Which it promised at its commencement. This plan, it will be 
recollected, consists in dividing the whole of our extended sea- 

pie including that of the Gulf of Mexico, into nine nearly 

, * Report of the Superintendent (Alexander D. Bache, LL.D ) of the Coast Sur- 
3, showing the progress of the work during the year ending Octoher, 1847. 
(Senate Document, 30th Congress, Ist Session, Executive No. 6. , 8vo. 

our last num (p. 299) we barely announced the appearance of this Re- 
tee — cited a few paragraphs relating to the general results of the past year’s 

Srcoxp Srnrgs, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. 40 
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importance of which, in reference to economy and accuracy, 
must be manifest to all acquainted with operations of this kind. 

That detached surveys conducted upon different plans and 
principles cannot produce a satisfactory map of a country, has 
been proved as often as the project has been tried. The head of 
the work should have constantly in his mind a distinct plan of 
the whole, leading to definite final results; he should be allowed _ 
full scope in the development and prosecution of this plan in all 
its parts, in their proper order of succession ; and then and only 
under this condition he should be held responsible for the quality 
and the rapidity of the execution. The plan proposed by Dr. 
Bache has met the approbation of the head of the department 
under which he acts, and has received the support of Congress 
for three years past. Even the existence of the war has not 
prevented the increase of appropriation which has been called for 
by the continued extension of the operations. The superintend- 
ent has also been liberally aided by the head of the navy depart- 
ment, and has thus incurred the responsibility above alluded to. 

The manner in which he has met this during the past year 1s 
shown in the report before us. It exhibits an improvement in 
the quality of results, and an increase in quantity over that of 
the former plan, which may-be estimated at double the amount 
for an increase of fifty per cent. in the cost. 
_ In accordance with this plan the field work was extended dur- 
ing the year 1844 into nine states, and the summer of 1845 into 
thirteen, in 1846 into fifteen, and during the past year mto 
eighteen, namely, Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Del- 
aware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Geor- 
gia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas. The estimate 
for the next year will provide for operations in every state on the 
coast of the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. 

e chief part of the operations in one of these sections, 
namely, that from Point Judith to the Capes of the Delaware, 35 
completed, and the work has made very considerable progress 10 
two others, viz., in the section of New England and that em- 
bracing Maryland and Virginia. The triangulation was com 

menced in 1844 in a fourth section (North Carolina), and in 1845 
in a fifth section, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana. oer he 

e in 
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Measurement of a new Base Line.—During the past year the 
measurement of a new base line nearly seven miles long, has 
been made by the superintendent in person, after a reconnoissance 
by F. H. Gerdes on the Gulf of Mexico. The principal novelty 

by in Great Britain, and b r. Borden in this country; but 
the method of obtaining the compensation was entirely different 
from that used by these gentlemen, and served to remove a cause 
of error which has been strangely overlooked in the different ap- 
plications of the compensating arrangement as usually employed. 

bar of brass and of iron of the same dimensions and exposed 
to the same source of heat, will not arrive at the same tempera~ 
ture in the same time; the rapidity of change will depend upon 
the difference of conducting power, the difference of specific 

lengths. To remedy this defect, the surfaces of the different 

produced. - 'This apparatus was constructed in 1845, and first used 
with microscopes in the autumn of that year, and is briefly re- 

tr. Saxton’s reflecting pyrometer was employed, these changes 
e became very perceptible, and it was necessary to resort to direct 
J ®Xperiment upon the material of the bars themselves to obtain 
: ven approximate compensation, and there to correct a small resi- 
: dual quantity by applying a covering more absorbent of heat to 

e bar than the other. If such changes have not been perceiv- 
; ed hitherto, it has been because inadequate means were used to 
: detect them. I am indebted to Lieutenant A. A. Humphreys 

and to Mr. Joseph Saxton for the perseverance and skill with 
Which the experiments necessary to a complete adjustment of 
the apparatus were made.” 
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The lever and level of contact first used, I believe, in the ad- 
justment of standard measures by Bessel, was applied to indicate 
the lengths of the bars. The levels were so delicate, that sev- 

- eral divisions upon them made up a quantity entirely insignificant 
in the measurement. The doubt which I had was, whether the 
sensibility of the apparatus had not been carried too far. This 
was, however, entirely removed, upon finding the rapidity and — 
certainty with which it could be used. The contact of two ad- 
jacent measures was between a blunt knife edge and a plane 
of agate. 

“The trussed support for the bars adapted to bearing the ap- 
paratus at two points only, and the tin covering or tube which sur- 
rounded the whole, were similar in principle to those used by Mr. 
Borden, but differed entirely in the adaptation of them; the bars 
moved freely on the trussed frame upon rollers, and were not 
attached to the covering tube in which the trussed frame itself 
was merely supported. 'The tin covering was conical and was 
doubled.” 

“The trestles admitted of the various motions required in 
placing the apparatus. The length of the whole, about twenty 
feet, (six metres,) gave a weight which permitted easy and rapid 
transfer by four men, when covered with several thicknesses of 
imperfectly conducting material to keep the fluctuations of tem- 
perature within moderate limits. In arranging so many and va- 
rious details, it is not to be expected that some of them will not 
admit of improvement; but the performance of the apparatus 
was highly satisfactory, working with a rapidity and accuracy 
quite beyond my most sanguine expectations, and making com- 
paratively light the labor of all concerned in the excitement pro- 
duced by expectations constantly surpassed. The contacts were 
usually made in much less time than the setting of the forward 
trestles for the next measure. The following statistics — 

of nearly seven miles was completed in seventeen working days; 
not reckoning the time lost by bad weather, or occupied by 
change of camp, and by comparisons of apparatus. The length 

of the apparatus was compared before and after final measure 
ment with a standard iron bar, with which it had been compared 
in the office, by using Mr. Saxton’s reflecting pyrometer.” 

a 

q 

eek 
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“The accuracy with which a remeasurement of considerable 
length could be made, was tested more than once in the measure- 

is physically most improbable, about five-tenths of an inch.” 

of the new Catalogue of Stars by the British Association, gives 
8reat facility in the use of this method, as well as accuracy in 
the results. At one station the mean probable error of a single 

rmination, as deduced from the comparison of the several in- 
dividual observations, was but four-tenths of a second of space, 
and at another but one-tenth. All the astronomical and other ob- 
servations have been reduced to a system, in which numerous in- 
dividual observations are scrutinized, and the limit of errors ob- 

_ tamed by the method of least squares, which is now constantly 
ssed as a part of the plan of observation. By means of it the 
different instruments, which have on any occasion been used at 
the same place, can be compared, and in this way the superiority 
of the zenith telescope, as far as the comparison has yet been 

N astronomical station has been established at Nantucket, 
Which is an imp rtant position on account of its being the south- 

ern extremity of the longest arc of the meridian to be found on 
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the New England coast. Observations have been assiduously 
continued at this place by Wm. Mitchell, Esq., and his assistant. 
His method of determining the longitude by chronometers 
tween Boston and Liverpool, has been continued by William C. 
Bond, and fifty-two results from twenty-three chronometers have 
been reported. 

The use of the new instruments has served to verify a remark- 
able conclusion arrived at in the observations of a former year. 
In places near each other, and where the plumb line cannot be 
influenced by the attraction of mountains, the latitudes derived 
from geodetical and astronomical data, do not agree with each 
other, or in other words, the difference of latitude of two places 
in the vicinity of each other, is not found the same when derived 
from the triangulation between the two places and from separate 
astronomical observations. The latitudes of New York and Bos- 
ton do not agree when compared by the two methods. Boston, 
Cape Henlopen and New York differ from Philadelphia ; and the 
various stations about the city of New York, when transferred to 
a central point, are all at variance with each other. This result, 
intimately connected with the questions of geology and the figure 
of the earth, was first announced in this Journal in 1845, and 

was referred by Dr. Bache to irregularities of gravitation occa- 
sioned by variations in the form and density of the material com- 
posing the crust of the earth. A discovery of the same kind has 
since been made by Major General Colby, in the ordnance survey 

lorchester or Cambridge during a period of twenty-seven years. 
Lieut. Gilliss has been engaged in the comparison of the long 
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tude of Washington, Hudson and Dorchester, with those of the 
European observations of Cambridge, Greenwich, Edinburgh, 
Hamburgh, Copenhagen, Kremsmunster and Cracow. The cor- 
tesponding observations in this country and Europe, in the year 
1839, furnish 428 differences of longitude. 

Use of the Magnetic Telegraph for Differences of Longi- 
tude.—The employment of this method of ascertaining longitude 
during the past year, has proved entirely successful between 
Washington, Philadelphia and Jersey City, opposite New York. 
Lieut. M. F. Maury again directed the codperation of the National 
Observatory ; the operations at Philadelphia were under the di- 
tection of Professor Kendall, and those at New York under Prof. 
Loomis. The details of the observations were arranged by As- 
sistant S. C. Walker of the coast survey. The principle of this 
method consists in transmitting signals from one station to an- 
other, and these noted by a time-keeper well regulated to the time 
of the place; the difference in the times gives the difference in 
longitude expressed in time. 
“The signals are given at one of the stations by pressing a 

key, which causes a closing of the circuit. This closing it is in- 
tended shall be simultaneous with the ticking of a clock or chro- 
hometer at the station. The circuit being closed, if the electrical 
wave or current takes a sensible time to propagate itself, or to pass 
‘fom one station to another, the absolute time of the signals reach- 
ing the second or receiving station, is sensibly different from that 
of making the signal at the first or giving station. A coil about 

the poles of a horse-shoe magnet of soft iron, forms part of the 
Circuit through which the electrical effect is transmitted. Under 
its influence the soft iron becomes magnetic, attracting the soft 

on bar (armature or keeper) delicately poised at a determined 
distance from the poles of the magnet; the movement of this 

*per sets in action a local battery, which gives sufficient power 
to make the dots and lines constituting the Morse telegraphic sig- 
nals.* The click of the keeper of this temporary magnet is com- 
pared at the receiving station, with that of a clock or chronome- 
ter, thus marking the time at which the signal, made at a known 
time at the giving station, is received. From this explanation, it 
appears that there is liability to error: 1. In the clock times at 
the different stations. ‘These are easily examined, and the most 
probable times assigned at each station, the personal equation for 
clock correction being determined and allowed for, they may be 
treated as if only very small errors existed. 2. The time of stri- 
king the trigger or key, to close the circuit, may not coincide with 
the clock beat, The error, if any, from this source is determin- 

able by experiment; and careful experiment failed to detect a 
Dts aa i 

* See a figure of this apparatus, in this volume, p. 56. 
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sensible amount. 3. The electrical effect may take a sensible 
time to be transmitted, and this may be known, if other sources 
of error could be got rid of, by transmitting signals from an east- 
ern to a western station, and vice versa; and it may be rendered 
null in its effect upon determinations of differences of longitude by 
such alternate transmission, or it may be examined in its combi- 
ned effect with the next error. 4. That of the sensible interval, 

if any exist, between the activity of the coil, its action in indu- 
cing magnetism in the receiving magnet, and the click of the 
keeper of this magnet. 5. The error in noting the fraction of a 
second as denoted by the clock. It was perceived that this dif- 
ference in the estimate of fractions of a second, rendered the trans- 
mission of signals, by the beats of a well regulated sidereal clock, 
and their reception by another sidereal clock, of little avail, the 
time falling constantly upon the same fraction of a second. The 
transmission of signals, by beats of a mean solar chronometer, 
and the marking of the time of reception by a sidereal clock or 
chronometer, carries the fraction of the second over every part 0 
the whole second, and once, at least, in ten minutes marks the 

inference is drawn from an examination of this class of personal 
equations, ‘that when the two clocks’ (the one by which signals 
are given, and the other by which they are received, both bemg 
rated either to mean, solar or sidereal time) ‘do not coincide mm 
their beats, the observers on the average set down the fraction of 
a second of the signal received too small.’ Of the five errors, 
then, which have been enumerated, the numerical values could 
be assigned to two, (viz. 1 and 5,) and one (viz. 2) was insensr 
ble. After assigning the values in any particular case to 1 and 5, 
there remain residual errors, caused by 3 and 4. Now, it is plain 
that both of these will affect the result alike; that is, will tend 
to make the time of receiving the signal later than it should be 
by the amount of retardation of the wave current, and by ¢ 
difference in the time of its reaching the spiral coil and the click 
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opposite sign, the signal being apparently received earlier than it 
was given. From this, the nullity of both these corrections, 3 
and 4, is fairly inferred, and the interesting consequences follow, 
that ‘the telegraphic method of comparing clocks, distant two 
hundred miles from each other, is free from error when the meth- 
od of coincidence of beats is employed, and that the probable er- 
tor of the longitude, from this method, is the same as the mean 
result of the computed relative correction of the clocks for the 
nights of observation.’ An investigation of the probable value 
of such error shows that, under favorable astronomical circum- 
stances, and with due care in the use of the transit instrument, 
‘the astronomical difference of longitude, between any two sta- 
ions of a trigonometrical survey, may be determined by tele- 
graphic signals, with a degree of precision of the same order as 
that of difference of latitude,’ the inaccuracy depending upon the 
same causes as the deviation of the plumb-line.” 
Magnetic Observations and Instruments.—Observations for 

determining the variation, the dip and intensity of magnetism, are 
Made at the more prominent points of the coast survey, and the 
iNstruments used for variation and intensity, are those invented 

by Weber and Lloyd and modified by Lieut. Riddell. They 
consist of a portable declinometer, with its theodolite apparatus 
for deflections and vibrations. "This apparatus was here first used 
under the immediate direction of the su perintendent, and also at 
humerous detached stations by two assistants, Capt. I. J. Lee and 

Mr. R. H. Fauntleroy, and by two of their aids, and has been 
approved in every case by these gentlemen as convenient, and 
Whenever the azimuth lines of the survey could be used, as 
Siving accurate results. It was also used by Prof. Renwick and 
Dr, Locke, but whether approved or not we do not know. We 
Mention this particularly, because we have learned from a dis- 
tinguished observer abroad, that there is a disposition in England 
to return to the use of the older methods, which is certainly not 
warranted by the experience of the observers of the coast survey. 

he magnetic observations near the city of Baltimore indicate 
that this region is one of considerable local attraction. la 
Maps of the Coast.—It is stated in the Address of the Presi- 

dent of the Astronomical Society of London, that a specimen of 
the new map of England indicates that it has advanced as much 
Upon its predecessors, as its predecessors had upon all other maps. 
The qualities which indicate this advance, we learn from the 
Same Address, are: 1st. That the map is upon the scale Of sty 5; 
or six inches to the mile. 2d. That its details include every 
thing of topographical value which can be placed upon a map 
embracing the traces of the lines of equal heights. 3d. The 
latitudes and longitudes are graduated not to degrees, as on com- 
Mon maps, nor to minutes, as on the largest maps on which we 
Scorn Szrizs, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. 4} 
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have been accustomed to see graduations, but to single seconds 
of arc, each of these seconds occupying one-tenth of an inch. 
The latitudes have been determined from numerous observations 
with the zenith section, and the difference of longitude of two 
exterior points, by the transportation of chronometers. 
We are here presented with a test of quality which may be 

applied to the maps of our coast survey. Ist. The scale adopted 
by Mr. Hassler for the details of the maps was ;;4,,, or a little 
less than six inches to the mile. As the object of the work is to 
combine a chart for navigation with a map of the coast, this is 
too large for practical use except in the case of isolated harbors, 

8 CO 

the American sheets, greatly surpass those of the celebrated map 
just mentioned. 2d. The system of topographical details intro- 
duced by Dr. Bache, secures uniformity in the representation of 
the ground and includes all that is alluded to in the foregoing 
account. The horizontal curves drawn at regular vertical dis- 
tances, are marked in red, and the system of hachures adopted, 
is modified from that of Lehman. 3d. The scale admits of the 
same subdivision as those of the British maps; the numerous de- 
terminations of latitude resulting from the discovery before re- 
ferred to in regard to discrepancies of the geodetic and observed 
latitudes of near stations, are reduced to central points by the 
geodetic results; the determinations of difference of longitude 
made by the electro-magnetic telegraph, give materials of the 
same kind and quality as those alluded to in praise of the trans- 
atlantic maps. In the case of the longitudes, the operation of 
which is still in progress, a method is employed a step in advance 
of those abroad. 

The large plates of copper on which the charts are delineated, 
are produced in a finished state ready for the engraver by means 
of an electrotype process. Also, the same principle is applied 
to multiply the plates after they are engraved, so as to increase 1n- 
definitely the number of impressions which may be obtained 
while the original plate remains uninjured. 

Leplorations of the Gulf Stream.—In the last report an ac- 
count was given of a series of observations on the Gulf Stream, 
made by Lieut. Geo. M. Bache, whose life fell a sacrifice to his 
zeal in the discharge of his duty, and whose loss science was 
called upon to mourn just as he was commencing with his ac 

eustomed ardor, the investigation of one of the most interesting 
phenomena of our globe. The results he obtained will be give" 
to the world in another publication, and it will be sufficient for us 
to state in this place that he examined three entire sections across 
the stream. His researches exhibit the remarkable fact, that the 
whole current of warm water to the depth of at least four b 

i acallaies Blais 
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dred and eighty fathoms, divides itself into two principal branches, 
separated by a portion of cold water, and that the transition from 
the cold water, along and next to the coast is almost instantane- 
ous, as if the two were separated by a nearly perpendicular wall, 
slightly inclining to the east at the top. he plan of operation, 
commenced by Lieut. Bache, has been continued during the past 
year, and a series of observations on the temperature at different 
depths has been made across the stream off the coast of Virginia, 
North and South Carolina, Georgia and Florida, for the purpose 
of comparison with those made the year before across the same 
places and to ascertain what changes may have taken place. 'The 
results are highly interesting, the same general phenomena are 
presented as in the former survey, two principal divisions of the 
stream are observed, but these show a tendency in the last survey 
to separate into others, the points of maximum temperature are 
not in the same places and the mean or average temperature is 
different. The investigation becomes more interesting as it is 

ther pursued, and we doubt not the superintendent, with his 
love for physical science, will not fail to direct such observations 
as may lead to a more definite knowledge than we now possess 
of this interesting phenomenon of the ocean. 

Changes in Channels and Shoals, §c.—One object of the 
Coast survey is to ascertain the character and direction of the 
changes which may be going on in difterent parts of the coast, to 
Provide the means of observing them in future, and to furnish 
the data on which the plans of controlling them may be founded. 

ing the past year the changes in the Delaware River near the 
Pea Patch have been examined, and were found to consist in the 
closing of the old eastern channel by the extension of the Bulk- 

shoal to meet the spit, extending from the upper part of the 
Pea Patch island. he same time, the new eastern channel 
has widened and deepened. ‘These changes have been accurately 
marked on the map of the coast survey, which will thus furnish 
the means of discovering any future alteration. In this way the 
Tecords of the coast survey will afford the data for solving prob- 

‘ems of a most interesting character, as for example, the rate of 
merease of the delta of the Mississippi. al 

__ tidal Observations.—A series of observations on the variation 
of the height of water and the currents produced by the tides 
ave been established at different points along the coast. The 

observations made at Old Point Comfort have been discussed 

by Lieut, Com. Davis, U.S.N., under the immediate direction of 

the Superintendent, for the purpose of ascertaining the effect of 
the Variations in the moon’s parallax and declination. In elimi- 

Changes appear as residual errors. The effect of change of pres- 
Sure and of wind on the height of water is already apparent, and 
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the continuation of the operations will, in due time, afford data 
for the formation of a prediction table of the time of the phases 
of the tide. In the continuance of these observations, valuable 
data will be furnished for studying the phenomena of the oscilla- 
tions of the ocean. 

Collections of Specimens from Soundings.—The charts of 
the coast survey exhibit a perfect representation of the character 
and configuration of the bottom of the ocean within a certain 
distance from land. The idea occurred to Lieut. Bache in 1842, 

to form a collection of all the different materials obtained in the 
sounding operations, and he accordingly commenced reducing 
this idea to practice by placing in small bottles, duly labeled 
specimens of all the materials found at the bottom. It was the 
intention of this lamented officer to form a large geological map 
by glueing on the surface of a suitable chart the several substan- 
ees contained in the bottles, in their proper order and thus at one 
view to present to the eye the means of generalizing the geolog- 
ical phenomena of the submarine formation. 'The plan of a map 
of this kind has not yet been carried into practice, but the collec- 
tion of the materials of the bottom has been continued. 

and in different places are so various, that they might serve to 
identify the position of the mariner and thus furnish another 

which inhabit different depths of water. Every few feet of in- 

crease in the depth give changes in the character of orgaD 
beings which inhabit the ocean. 
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Arr. XX XIIl.—On Philosophical Induction ; by Samuen 'Tyuer. 

In the January number of this Journal, Mr. J. D. Whelpley 
remarks upon ‘the true method to be adopted in the scientific 
study of nature ;” and calls it, “induction by analogy.”” 

Mr. Whelpley has touched upon one of the most difficult top- | 
ics involved in the method of investigation. There is no problem 
in the whole scheme of logic, that has given philosophers more 
trouble, than to ascertain the true nature of analogy, and to fix 
its precise relation to induction. I know of no question, about 
which there is more confusion of thought in the best writers up- 
on logic and evidence. I will therefore endeavor to exhibit a 
succinct analysis of the subject matter. 

Induction is very different from the reasoning or deductive pro- 
cess, in which the conclusion is necessarily assumed in the ver 
conception of the premises, as is seen in its formal exhibition in 
the syllogism. Induction may be defined, a process of investi- 
gation and of collecting facts and phenomena, either with or with- 
out a view to establish some general principle already suggested 
to the mind. It is manifest, that the mere investigation and col- 
lection of facts and phenomena, without a view to establish some 
general principle already suggested to the mind, is not the rea- 

the fact that one water-fowl, the duck, has web-feet, that all wa- 
ter-fowl have web-feet: which is evidently a mere supposition 
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from testimony not sufficient to convince the naturalist : he there- 
fore searches for other water-fowl (other testimony ), and finds the 
goose, the pelican, the swan, &c.; and is convinced by this accu- 
mulated testimony, of the general principle, that all water-fowl 
have web-feet. The mental determination is effected by testi- 
mony, and not by rules of logic. The conclusion is not implied 

In the first place, we must separate dew from rain, and the mois- 
ture of fogs, and limit the application of the term to what is re- 
ally meant, which is the spontaneous appearance of moisture on 
substances exposed in the open air, when no rain or visible wet 
is falling. Now, here we have analogous phenomena in the mois- 
ture which bedews a cold metal or stone, when we breathe upon 
it; that which appears on a glass of water fresh from the well in 
arm weather; that which appears on the inside of windows, 

when sudden rain or hail chills the external air; that which runs 
down our walls, when after a long frost, a warm moist thaw 
comes on: all these instances agree in one point, the coldness of 
the object dewed, in comparison with the air in contact with it. 

But in the case of the night dew, is this a real cause? is it a fact, 
that the object dewed is colder than the air? Certainly not, one 
would at first be inclined to say; for what is to make it so? But 

the analogies are cogent and unanimous, and therefore we are not 
to discard their indication; and besides, the experiment is easy : 

we have only to lay a thermometer in contact with the dewed 
substance, and hang one a little distance above it, out of reach of 

on analogy. The analogous instances were the evidence that 
lighted up the path of investigation. And though it is given by 
Herschel as an example of inductive search, without any view to 
the doctrine which I am expounding, yet the analogies are point 
ed out as distinctly, as if it had been written for the very purpose 
for which [ am using it. And this is a fair example of inductive 
search, and points out the true relation of analogy to induction— 
indicates its function in the process. It shows that analogy 18 
the evidence on which the inductive process is conducted. The 
truth is, all the evidence on which the inductive process is con- 
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ducted, may be divided into analogy and identity; though of 
course, subordinate divisions may be made of these. For exam- 
ple: a child that has been burnt by the flame of a candle, will 
expect the same effect from the same cause—to be burnt by the 
same candle. This expectation is founded upon identity of evi- 
dence. But when the child expects the same effect from a simi- 
lar cause, as for instance, to be burnt by the flame of another 
candle, (though this may almost be called the same cause,) or by 
the flame of wood, or gas, or by every flame, the expectation is 
founded upon analogy. Whenever the inference is from same to 
same, it is founded upon identity; and whenever it is from like 
to like, however great the likeness, it is founded upon analogy. 
It is clear then, that induction beginning with the simplest clas- 
Sifications is founded upon analogy. As long as the subject of in- 
Vestigation is merely probable, no matter how great the probabili- 
ty, the process is founded upon analogy. As in the case of the the- 
ory of dew, the whole process was founded upon analogy, until 

instance, then we are on the boundless sea of mere conjecture. 
_ Although we have thus pointed out the function of analogy 
in the inductive process, an important point still remains to be ex- 
plained: the nature of analogy itself. 

The conviction produced by analogy between facts or phenom- 
ena, has the same foundation for its verity, that the conviction of 
the existence of the most familiar object has. Both convictions 
are founded on our mental constitution, on what metaphysicians 
call fundamental laws of belief. If we see an object, we cannot 
but believe in its existence: so if we perceive an analogy between 
phenomena, we cannot but believe, that they are produced by a 
Similar or common cause. But why the conviction is pr 

inference. Some philosophers, not understanding the nature of 
the inductive process, and confounding philosophical analogy with 
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ena, less than identity: but the last is a mere fanciful resemblance 
discovered by the imagination, and is properly used for mere il- 
lustration or ornament, and can never be made the foundation of 
inductive inference in philosophy. The want of this distinction 
has been a most fruitful source of error; for the history o 
losophy shows that there is nothing more delusive than these fan- 
ciful analogies. Bacon has actually based what he calls Philoso- 
phia Prima, primitive or summary philosophy, upon these fanci- 
ful analogies: at least every example which he has cited im illus- 
tration of this department of philosophy, is based upon them. 
And what is still stranger, he makes this remark, in regard to the 
examples: “ Neither are these only similitudes, as men of narrow 
observation may conceive them to be, but the same footsteps of 
nature, treading or printing upon several subjects or matters ;” 
thus showing that he was aware that there was some such dis- 
tinction as I have exhibited. And in the fifty-fifth aphorism of 
the first book of the Novum Organon, he has mentioned as a 
source of error, the tendency of some minds, to ‘compare even 
the most delicate and general resemblances ;” and that such minds 
“readily fall into excess by catching at shadows of resemblance.” 

Some writers have confined analogy to the resemblance of re- 
lations, both in philosophy and rhetoric. But this is unphilosoph- 
ical, and exceedingly inconsistent in practice, multiplying distine- 
tions which cannot be kept up by even the greatest degree 0 
caution. In philosophy every real resemblance less than identity, 
is analogy ; and so in rhetoric, every fanciful resemblance is anal- 
ogy. In rhetoric, however, the analogy is always between indi- 

viduals of different species, and never between individuals of the 
same class. 

For a full discussion of this subject and its kindred topics, I 
beg leave to refer to the second edition of my work on the ba- 
conian Philosophy. 

Art. XXXIIIL—Remarks on the Observations of S. 8. Halde- 
man “on the supposed identity of Atops trilineatus with Trt 
arthrus Beckii ;"* by James Hau. 

Tue simple question of specific difference or identity between 
two forms of a fossil Trilobite, would not tempt me toa moment's 
discussion, were it not connected with other points of greater 1m- 
portance. The subject, indeed, was considered by the Associa 
tion, at its meeting in New York in 1846, of sufficient interest 
to demand a committee to investigate it, and the report of that 

* Proceedings of the Association of American Geologists and Naturalists, held 

at Boston, September, 1847; Am. Jour. of Science seer etn this volume, p. 107- 
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committee appears in the proceedings for 1847. As truth is the 
t before us, we need offer no, apology for presenting some 

—_ of the case which have not been discussed, bearing upon 
that report. 
__ Were it even determined that these fossils from different local- 
ities, and from slates in different conditions, are different species, 
the question supposed to rest upon it, is not in our opinion at all 

ided ; for if there be so close an analogy in the genera and 
speciés of Trilobites that there is an acknowledged difficulty in 
deciding upon the difference between them, then it must be con- 
fessed that there is still less reason for the foundation of a distinct 
system of fossiliferous deposits upon this basis. 

‘ the summer of 1844, Dr. Fitch of Salem, Washington 
county, N. Y., discovered in the partially altered slates of Green- 
wich, in that county, some remains of T'ilobites, which were 
Placed in the possession of Dr. Emmons who subsequently visited 
the locality and obtained other specimens. These were pub- 
lished in his paper upon the ‘Taconic System in the same year, 
and subsequently in his Report on the Agriculture of the state, 
In 1846.* These fossils were shown to me at the time of their 
discovery, and one of them decided to be new while the other 
was unquestionably the Calymene ( Triarthrus) Becki. The 
former was published under the name of Elliptocephalus,t and 
the latter of Atops. 

In 1846, at the meeting of the Association in New York, I 
temarked, in a discussion upon the Taconic System, that the 
Atops trilineatus and Triarthrus Beckii were identical, and hence 
the reference to a committee. 

It remains now to inquire of what importance are the differ- 
ences — out, in the report of Mr. Haldeman, and whether 
these differences are actual and constant, or only accidental and 
dependent on circumstances. | 
The Calymene (Triarthrus) Beckii, was first named by Prof. 

“aton, Bronguiartia carcinoidea, from a buckler which he sup- 
posed to be the entire animal. Prof. Green followed, proposing 
the name of Triarthrus, still describing the imperfect buekler as 
the entire animal. Subsequently, Dr. Harlan, some of 
the articulations of the thorax, referred it to the genus Paradox- 
ides. The latter name was followed by myself in the American 
Journal of Science, Vol. xxxiii, p. 137, where the true characters 
Te i i ot 

* Agricul : isi account of the classification, com- 
Oo adams ghia ga’ aa gp rin and the Natural Waters of the 
different Geological Formations, together with a condensed view climate 
an agricultural productions of the State. By Esxxezen Emmons, M.D. Voli. 

any. e846. 

t Thi i j Olenus, judging from the general char- 
acter ‘essed —, “as rath . See elcentohey of atom, vol. i, 
P- 256, pl. 67, fige, D2, b,c 
Sxconp Series, Vol. V, No. 15.—Muy, 1848. 42 
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of the entire fossil were first shown, though an errer was commit- | 
ted in describing two species, from forms now known to be 
pendent on the presence or absence of the maxillary portions of 
the buckler. This Trilobite appears upon further examination to 
be a Calymene, and the sesek attending its determination has 

n partly from the separation of the marginal portions of the 
cephalic shield, at the suture, leaving the central part as the usual 
representative of its form. This part of the fossil also presents 
a considerable variety of form dependent on the nature and con- 
dition of the enclosing matrix. [t occurs rarely in the Trenton 
limestone, but is abundant in the Utica slate, where the speci- 
mens are usually very much compressed and the parts separated. 
The crust.is extremely thin and the surface markings, under a 
magnifier, are similar to those of Calymene senaria, except being 
smaller and the points sharper. ‘The fine granulations or papille 
are well developed near the en of the central and lateral 
lobes, the more ex rts being (as in other trilobites) often 
smooth. A row of short spies or tubercles extend down the 
back on the central ae giving a prominent and unmistakable 
character to the species 

The form and ceed of parts are variable, depending upon 
the degree of pressure suffered, and the direction in which the 
orce was applied. This condition is better illustrated by fig- 
ures of actual specimens than by any description. 

In the specimens, fig. 1 a, b, from 
the Trenton limestone, the propor- 
tions are nearly similar, the whole 
individual being convex, above, and 
probably presenting nearly its natural 

d proportions. The cephalic 
shield is semi-elliptical rather than 
semi-circular, the width being much 
less than twice the length as stated 
by Prof. Haldeman. The medial lobe of the thorax is widest at 
the base of the buckler not in the lower part, where the oir 
tions are reversed. The lateral segments are impressed with 
distinct groove which becomes wider wwiete the extremities. 

In fig. la, the lateral portions of the cephalic shield are sepa- 
rated. In fig. 14, these parts are partially preser 

The specimen, fig. 2a, isa nearly entire individual from the 
Utica slate, much compressed. The buckler is imperfect in the 
absence of the maxillary shields, and is nearly twice as wide as 
long; the proportions of the middle and lateral lobes of the tho- 

1b 

* For the character: ae affinities of =e fossil, see Paleontology of New York, 
nol. i; pp. 237, 250, 25 1, and 252, with references to plates and figures of the 
same W 
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tax and abdomen are varying with the distance from the buckler. 
The outer crust of this specimen is removed and the small spines 
on the back are nearly obliterated. 

‘Fig . 2b is a specimen preserving the maxillary alse of the 
buckier, which are partially displaced and compressed. Buckl 

y twice as wide as long. 
Fig. 2c is a fragment of the thorax and caudal extremity very 

perfectly preserved, and presenting the usual proportions of this 
part of the animal when not distorted. 

Figs. 2d, 2e, are two specimens of the buckler, the one preserv- 
ing the maxillar ary — while they are wanting in the other. 
The proportions of length and breadth are slightly different, but 
neither of them twice as wide as long. 

Fig. 22 is the imperfect buck- 
ler of a specimen more than usu- 
ally convex in the middle and 
having the lobes more distinetly 
Marked. Fig, 2/f is a buckler hav- 
ing a width scarcely once. and a 
half the length. This is an example of the specimens described 
by Prof. Eaton and Prof. Green.* It is very convex and appar- 
ently contracted or bent downwards at a a other more 
Convex specimens are of common occurre he proportions 
between the lateral and middle lobes of a ‘buckler, it will be 

Reema ee ee 

"See Eaton's Geological Text-book, vol. i, fig. 2, and Green’s Monograph 
Plate, fig. 6. 



observed, are even more variable than the proportions of length 
and breadth, and neither can be relied upon in the absence of 
other characters. The characteristics of Triarthrus as given by 
Prof. Haldeman are doubtless the faithful portrait of an individ- 
ual, but do not characterize the species. As well might we ex- 
pect a cylinder to present the same form and proportions to the 
eye as it becomes flattened or spread out, as that any body hav- 
ing the form and characters of a trilobite, should retain them un- 
der all conditions and circumstances of compression and lamina- 
tion which have befallen the strata in which it is imbedded. 

In one of the specimens of the so-called Atops, and in the one 
which Prof. H. examined, the body is partially folded and the 
front of the buckler bent downwards, giving it a less apparent 
proportional length, and from the same cause the middle lobe is 
more convex, while subsequent pressure has extended the whole 
in its lateral dimensions. In another specimen of this fossil, the 

_ proportions of the parts of the buckler vary materially from those 
given in the description.* The body is said to be distinguished 
by having the lobes equal in width, while the specimens figured 
(as just cited) show an equal variation with those of the 'Triar- 
thrus from the Utica slate. wi 

There is another very distinctive character in this fossil which 
appears to have escaped the observations of, or if observed is not 

mentioned by, Dr. Emmons or Prof. Haldeman, and this is, that 
the middle lobe of the thorax is marked by a row of small spines 
or tubercles which are distinct in the specimens, but more par- 
ticularly in the moulds or impressions made by the crust which 
is nearly or quite destroyed. These spines have exactly the 
character of those in the Triarthrus, while the papillose or granu- 
lated surface in the two fossils is precisely similar. It should be 

been applied, are found in shales which are not only thinly lam- 

inated but extremely contorted or folded and partially altered in 
lithological character, so that we should expect distorted forms 
and proportions in fossils since we know that this always happens 
under such circumstances. 

- y aspect 
( Triarthrus) Calymene i—Cephalic shield semi-elliptical or 

Nae ee ee ae ED ee ee ete he eee eee 
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buckler ; surface finely papillose with a row of short spines down 
the back 

In Atops we have essentially the foregoing characters, the dif- 
ference in the form of buckler which occurs in a single specimen 
being due to a very apparent cause, which likewise produces the 
different proportions of lateral and central lobes. ‘The proportion, 
orm, and every other character of the lobes of the (“abdomen’’) 
thorax and caudal shield are precisely similar. 
To those who are in the practice of examining fossils imbedded 

in stone, these differences of form and proportions are readily un- 
derstood, and to those who may rely upon such characters for 
Specific distribution, we can only say that following such a rule, 
the number of fossil species can easily be quadrupled in a short 
time without the necessity of further investigations. 

he determination of a species and of its importance particu- 
larly in connection with geological questions, is a matter of some 
consequence, and we must protest against such a course as will 
place paramount to every other decision, the determination of 
two supposed species of distinct genera, by authority, however 
competent, from the examination of a single imperfect specimen 
of each, imbedded in a material of different character, and with 
teference to no other characters than difference of form and pro- 
portions of parts of the individuals. 
The reasons for referring the genus Triarthrus to Calymene 

are mainly founded on the structure of the cephalic shield, the 
maxillary portions of which are shown in fig. 2%, 
where it will be seen that the facial suture termin-_ 
ates at the posterior angle of the buckler, leaving a v 
Portion of the base of the eye upon the maxillary 
shields. The labrum or epistoma shown in con- 2i 
hexion, is that of a true Calymene, and though I have never 
found it attached to the fossil, it occurs with the other fragments 
mm such positions as to leave little doubt of its relations. In the 
Olenus, the body of which resembles the Triarthrus, the facial 

_ Suture terminates at the basal margin of the cephalic shield dis- 
tant from the angles. The direction of the suture in front of 
the glabella and the form of the eyes are also quite different from 
the Triarthrus or Calymene. 
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Arr. XXXIV.—Second Letter on Philosophical Analogy ; by 
James D. Wuetrtey. (Addressed to one of the Editors of 
this Journal. ) 

* * * In my last letter,* I attempted to express what seem- 
ed to me the true distinction between the hypothetical and the 
truly scientific method of reasoning. This method was named, 
for convenience, “Induction by Analogy,” or, Analogical Induc- 
tion,—a method of reasoning from the known to the unknown 
in nature. 

It is usual with men of science to say, that no theory can be 
admitted as true until it has been fully tested by experience ; and 

. ination, without ever finding the true one. And if we ask our- 

of gold. ' 
In a similar manner, when we are familiar with all the external 

properties of a man, and have a perfect observation of him, as 
a moving object,—when all his features, forces, and habits, are 
sensibly impressed upon us,—we conceive of him not as a mere 
ee of these, but as an individual, a unity, so com 

. . . . . . . ? invisible, and spiritual, qualities, concentered, biended, and co- 

* See Letter on Philosophical Induction. American Journal of Science for Jan. 
1348, p. 33. 
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ees as to be the simple and undivided source, and cause, 

of all the appearances that invest, and define hi 
Of the visible mass of gold, we must have a perfect observa- 

tion; we must have a natural-historical, and a dynamical, knowl- 
edge of it, in all its relations and conditions, before the idea of its 
intrinsic and undivided unity in an atom, can arise in our minds. 

Now, just as far as our spiritual idea of a man is in conformity 
with, and arises out of, our sensuous knowledge of him, so far 
that spiritual idea is a true and practical one, and will not deceive 
us; we may act upon it, and be guided by it, in all our conduct; 
trusting in that perfect harmony which exists between the idea 
and the object. And as far as the chemist knows dynamically 
and formally, the qualities and properties of gold, so far he is en- 
abled to form such a theory of the atom of gold, as will guide 
him aright in all operations, or speculation, upon it. As in the 
knowledge of men, so,in chemistry and physiology, experience 
precedes theory, and theory guides conduct; and he whose the 
is most perfect, is removed farthest beyond chances and accidents. 
And as in the conduct of life, whoever proceeds upon hypotheti- 
cal notions of men and their ways, will live a sad life if he lives 
ong, so, our unfortunate savan, who has directed his reason upon 
the substances that compose the earth, as well as upon the men 
who walk upon its surface, finds himself playing at blindman’s 
buff with nature, and strikes continually against pointed facts, 
and falls into deep absurdities. 

Osservartton being directed either upon things and their forms, 
or upon events and their order,—both of which are necessary to 
the complete observation of an individual,—there arise two depart- 
ments of natural history: the formal merely ; as in the classifica- 
tions of Linneeus—where form, alone, is admitted as affording 
Specific marks—and the dynamical, or of the order and times of 
changes; as in that part of natural history which treats of the 
Motions of falling bodies, the changes of the atmosphere, or of 
habits of animals. 

lso a k 
of the habit of suspending itself by them, and climbing by them, 

beneath the branches of trees. 
The force with which a mass of gold will fall toward the 

, is as necessary to a specific knowledge of it, as its color, 
or the angles of its crystals. 

Observation, however, is not satisfied with a merely external 
of things and their changes: we wish to know, not 
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only the habits of an animal, but the physiological conditions of 
those habits—not only the changes of a metal, but the chemical 
conditions of those changes. We wish to have an idea of the 
animal life, and of the substances of nas 

To limit these remarks more accurately,—let us premise, that 
our sensuous knowledge of inorganic nature is acquired through 
our departments of observation ; to wit, 

1. Of the masses of matter, in all their conditions, whether of 
solid, liquid or aériform, amorphous or crystalline, dense or rare. 
This includes all that can be ‘said of inorganic substances con- 
sidered as permanently existing, under the conditions in which 
they are observed. 

2. Of changes happening in all forms, and masses, of unorgan- 
ized matter. This regards changes of temperature, and all me- 
chanical changes, elastic, of expansion, contraction, &c., referred 
always to sony ti as it lies in mass, with no reference to ‘its inter- 

, or atom 

3. Of sti eanenal condition of matter, or rather of those prop- 
erties which give rise to a theory of its internal condition. 
These include all observations with reagents, in the laboratory. 

emistry. 

4. Of the internal motions of matter, electric, gravitant, mag- 
— P came and thermogenic, (light-producing and heat- 

These give rise to theories of decomposition and 
fected oslticas and of atomic motions in general :—dynam amicat 
and statical chemistry. 

and on should find the field ‘prepared for them: ‘The ~_ 
losopher who never passes the limits of truth and necessity, 18 
well content that his predecessor should have prepared the way 
for him. He regards his predecessors with the same respect that 
he claims from his successo 

In the present condition of our nomenclature, it is very difficult 
The to classify the departments of science correctly. great de- 

ments are each of them vast collections of facts, 1 which 
every kind of observation has been brought to And 

whole: put poseisat: soienee; being to form a true and perfect idea 
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of the universe ; material, organic, and spiritual; such as may 
satisfy the aspiration of Reason to understand the wisdom of the 
Creator in his work. Each department aims to perfect some one 
cosmical idea; as, in geology, of the order of the creation; in 
meteorology, of the system of the atmosphere and its changes ; 
in astronomy, of the movements of the isolated spheres of matter, 
in free space ; in zoology, of the system of living animals; 
ee of the natural history and distribution of the i 
man r. 

In ach department of cosmology, a knowledge of all the meth- 
ods of observation is required ; nor are these less necessary to be 
known to those who give their chief attention to the seience of 
the human mind itself, which, as the crowning work, includes 
and presupposes all the others. 

Of Inductive Science, the divisions, in all of which the four 
forms of observation are employed, are at least three in number, 
to wit, 

1. The science of ee inorganic, nature, of which the Sur 
divisions have. been 

2. Organology, ram science of organized bodies, divided into, 
(a.) The study of the forms,—as by the method of Linneus. 
(6.) The study of the changes and motions,—or of Natural 

History proper. 
sol ao study of organized substances, in their interior con- 

stitut 

d.). "The study of the secret powers of life, (analogous with 
electricity and magnetism. 
8. Psychology, “the sciences of Instinct, Passion, Intelligence, 

and the Rational Ener. 
(a.) In the eteiiaga or aciighieieiy inspired by Instinct, Intelli- 

gence, &e. 

(b) In the habits and motions, prompted by Instinct, Intelli- 
ce, &e. 

(c. ) In the peculiar specific Energies of the same,—as of love, 
fear, appetite, aversion, d&c. 

(d.) In the play of these Energies, the direction and combina- 
ok of them, in the Instinctive and Intelligent life of the anima- 
ted bein 
2 have. endeavored to present these divisions with some de- 
Stee of accuracy, in order to illustrate in a more complete and 
satisfactory ensienb the method of induction which it is my de- 
Sire in this letter to establish, not only as the best, but also as 

the only practical and available method, for the advancement of 
Science. For it can be shown, that in each of the four depart- 
ments of observation, in the three great emg of Psychology, 

logy and Hylol i. e., of the spirit, the organism, and 
the tter,) the eeoeied of reaso reasoning. pay good through- 

Sxconp Serres, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. 
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from facts. 
Starting from the highest, and at the same time the most uni- 

versal act of the Inductive Reason, let us consider first, by what 
mental operation we arrive at that knowledge of human nature, 

and confidence in each other, which makes the common intet- 
course of society easy and agfeeable ? 

From infancy upward, we are taught to observe with an in- 
tense acuteness and solicitude, the actions, gestures, and conversa- 
tion, of those with whom we associate. By an effort of reason, 
as unconscious as it is profound and scientific, we refer all human 
actions and gestures to certain spiritual principles, which we con- 
ceive to have their seat within the person. We are conscious of 
such principles in our own nature, and of the gestures and conduct 
which spring from, which express, and which gratify these ener- 
ies of the soul. In all languages, whether of barbarous or of 

cultivated nations, certain words and signs stand for them, and 
the refinemeuts of oratory and poetry consist entirely in their 
icer and more powerful expression. What, for example, more 

marked and observable than the language, features and conduct, 
proper to a headstrong obstinacy of Will ? 

Conscious of impulses of will in ourselves, and knowing the 
conduct proper to it, we are at no loss to detect it im another ; 
and having observed it in a great number, we at length con- 
ceive of will, as of an energy—the fundamental energy—of the 

human soul. 
The first step of this observation regards only the form of 

humanity, of the human person; and to this we attach a spe 
cific idea, 

The second step is to observe the motions and changes of the 
person,—and to these also, we attach to the same idea. 

By the third step we conceive of a latent individuality, oF 
unity of powers, in the person observed ;— 

And the fourth step brings us to an observation of the modes 
and directions, in which this individual Power, or Energy, © 
ates, and excites itself. 
When the circle of observation is complete, we have attained 

a true and scientific knowledge of the human Will, as a free, Spe 
cific and individual, power. Persons gifted with a powerful fac- 

ulty of moral observation, see unconsciously through every trait 

of a character, with accuracy and rapidity, and, from the obser 
vation of an hour, take a true impression of the whole; DU 

this power is given to but few, and is developed only by great eX 
perience and thought. In this field, scientific reason works so 4p 
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the actions that flow from it; and then, observing the same ac- 
tions in another person, we conclude them to flow from a similar 
passion, or emotion, in that person; reasoning from the known 
effects to the unknown cause,—from the known action, to the 
unknown energy which is the source of those actions. 

In the second great field of science, that of organization, the 
same order of observation prevails as in psychology. Let an ex- 
ample be taken from botany. - 

_ The first thing that enters the mind on observing several indi- 
viduals of a particular vegetable, is a specific resemblance in them 
all: we look upon their forms and call them all together by one 
name, as the oak, the elm, the rose. As expression is the mar 
of spirit, organic form,—difference of parts with unity of figure, 
—ais the mark of organization. 
From the form, we pass to observing the motions of the plant, 

or if it have no motions, to its position in regard to surrounding 
objects. 
By a third effort of attention, we notice its substance, and the 

character of the tissues which compose it. 
y a fourth step we notice the growth, and the textural, inter- 

hal motions and changes, of its substance. : 
Our observations being thus completed we have a full and 

Scientific knowledge of the species. Our deductions in this, as 
in the former instance, were from the known to the unknown, 
and by analogy,— 

- From the known, divisible, figure of several particulars, to 
the unknown, indivisible form of the species, in general. 
__2. From the observed motions of the plant, to its internal qual- 
— in regard to motion ; as of elasticity, expansion and contrac- 
on, &e 

3. From the observed color, texture, weight, to the substances 
or real constitution, of the plant. 

: rom its habits, as of feeding, moisture, growth, &c., to the 
vital forces which cause its development. 

The analogical operation of the mind in this species of reason- 
ing upon natural objects, is that by which it regards the image 

Which it forms to itself, to be the real counterpart and repre- 
Seutative of an unknown somewhat in the plant, which is the 
secret and invisible cause of all its external properties and chan- 
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ges. ‘This invisible somewhat we call the species or image; 
as if it were the same thing with the image or species in es 
mind, 

In making this use of the word Analogy, I have not adhered 
to its logical acceptation. In logic, analogy is the inferring of a 
whole from a part, and v. v.; as : when, observing a certain bird 
to have some of the external habits of a thrush I infer it to be 
a thrus 

Syllogisms by analogy are necessarily imperfect. Thus, if 
species A is in some particulars like B ;—I infer by analogy that 
it is the same with B, which is inconclusive. Observing that 
the material universe is governed by certain laws, I infer that the 
Spiritual universe is governed by similar laws; which is incon- 
clusive. Observing that one man under certain circumstances 

- will act so and so, I infer that another man under similar circum- 
stances will act in the same manner. The evidence is never 
complete. 

The certainties of logical analogy are, that like causes will pro- 
ce like effects; that like properties belong to like substances ; 

and finally, that a concurrence, or working together, of events, 
indicates that they must be referred to a common principle, or 
substratum 

The certainties, on the contrary, of the analogies of mere resem- 
blance are, that two similar appearances or properties are identi- 
cal, as the : yellow of one metal with the yellow of another ; which 
we hame similarity, where the thing is different but the ‘appear 
ance the same: as when two different metals have the same color. 

Secondly, when there js an apparent difference, but a real similar- 

ity ; as when the same object i in different lights has different colors. 

And, lastly, when species of different genera, have a certain 

similarity of appearance, as in the apparent resemblance of the 
vulture to the tiger, or the hog to the aquatic birds, through the 
a of the body and habits of both 

To give these two kinds of analogy in detail. 
_ {(a.) The same properties indicate the same sub- 

1. Analogies stance or esse 
of logic, orof (b.) The same causes have the same effects. 
Judgment. (c.) Concurrent events have a common pril- sinle ; 

(a.) ber same appearance indicates the same 
2. Analovi cies. 
of Classifien- (b.) The same object at — times may 
tion; or of present different appearanc 

i. .) Objects intrinsically hideient’ me resemble 

each other. 
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Txeory, from Geogew, to discern—figuratively, to see through 
or understand—is, in its philosophical sense, a fruit of analogy ; 
the attaining of the idea of a principle common to, and actuating, 
many things. Thus, my theory of humanity, founded upon an 
Infinite number of comparisons in my thought, of all human 
forms and actions among themselves, is a theory of the human 
soul, with all its attributes, coéxistent in an immortal, absolute, 
unity—the indivisible spirit of man. My philosophical theory 
of gold, is of an indestructible somewhat having invariable pow- 
ers, divided into individual atoms, and giving rise to certain 
phenomena. 

Cosmical theories, are for the most part, merely scientific, as that 

or unities, of existence. It cannot be denied that the philosoph- 
ical faculty is present, and presides, at the formation of every 
theory, whether in classification, as in defining a genus of ani- 

mals; or in the scientific use of judgment, as in the idea of grav- 

itation ; for in all such operations of the mind, there is an effort 
toward unity ; but we have now to separate the kinds. 
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(a.) In classification: as for example, in the 
morphology of plants, and animals, 

3. Analogies of where all the parts are deduced from 
£ ‘ > 

the Philosoph- 
the germ. 

ical or Unify- (b.) In the scientific use of judgment; as, 
when electricity, heat, gravitation, &c., 

ing, Joculty. are referred to : neneiion principle. 
(c.) In pure philosophizing ; as in attaining 

he idea of soul, substance, life. 

In the foregoing analysis I have endeavored to exhaust the 
subject of analogy in its scientific application, by considering 
every operation of the scientific intelligence in which it would 
come in play. If it is not displeasing to you, I will endeavor 
in my next, to make some practical applications of it in the the- 
ory of temperature. 

Arr. XXXV.—Two new Minerals,—Medjidite (Sulphate of 
Uranium and Lime)—Liebigite (Carbonate of Uranium and 
ime); by J. Lawrence Smiru of South Carolina, Geologist 

to the Sultan of Turkey. 

Tue minerals here alluded to were found associated with a 
+ ter of pitchblende from the neighborhood of Adrianople, 
lurkey ; it was quite impure and a portion of it contained erys- 

tals of copper pyrites. On the surface of the pitchblende, besides 
the two minerals in question, there existed erystals of sulphate of 
lime and a little oxyd of iron. 
_ Mepsorre—Sulphate of Uranium and Lime.—This mineral 
is of a dark amber color, transparent, of imperfect crystalline 
structure, fracture vitreous, although the surfaces exposed are 
sometimes of a dull yellow color, arising from the loss of water. 
It is found on the surface of the pitchblende associated in some 
places with crystals of sulphate of lime. Hardness about 2°5 
—Ssp. grav. not known. 
_ Chemical characters.—Heated gently it loses its water, becom- 
ing of a lemon yellow color. Heated to redness it blackens (being 
converted into oxyd of uranium and sulphate of lime). It is insolu- 
ble in water, but dissolves readily in the smallest quantity of dilute 
hydrochloric acid; (in this way had it been necessary I might 
have separated it from any adhering sulphate of lime.) The 
acid solution gives a tolerably abundant precipitate with hydro- 

“canine ae 
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of ammonia added to this solution demonstrates the presence of 
lime. Farther examination detected no other substance. 

The mineral dissolves readily in dilute acids and with violent 
effervescence, affording a yellow solution, that gives a yellow 
precipitate with ammonia and its carbonate, but the latter in ex- 
cess, redissolves most of the precipitate, and what remains is fou 
to be carbonate of lime. ‘The carbonate of ammonia solution 
When boiled redeposits a yellow precipitate. In a neutral solu- 
tion, sulphuretted hydrogen produces no precipitate, but the hy- 
drosulphate of ammonia furnishes one of a brown color, and the 

ferrocyanuret of potassium one that is reddish brown. | 
The above properties show the presence of water, carbonic 

acid, lime and uranium, farther examination gave no evidence of 
the presence of any other substance. 

The amount of this mineral in a state of purity was too small 
to allow me to make as minute a quantitative analysis as I 
should desire, but owing to the simplicity of its composition, the 
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true nature has been very nearly if not exactly made out. The 
water was estimated by heating it to 400° Fah.—the carbonic 
acid by what was lost in dissolving it in hydrochloric acid in a 
small apparatus properly arranged; to the acid solution bicarbon- 
ate of ammonia was added, which redissolved all the precipitate 

ted the lime, (which was afterwards estimated as a sulphate); the 
solution filtered from this precipitate, was boiled and the uranium 
deposited itself as a double salt that was heated to redness and 
the oxyd estimated in the form of olive colored oxyd. (Peligot’s 
atomic weight for uranium was the one employed, 750—ox. 100). 

The mean of two analyses, one of 85 and the other of 65— 
milligrammes, is 

Atoms. Calculated. 
45°5 Water, ‘ 452 20 

Carbonic acid, . 10-2 2 111 
Lime, ‘ ‘ 8-0 1 ie 
Peroxyd of uranium, 38:0 1 36:3 

101-4 100-0 
The composition of the mineral is represented by 

The pitchblende upon which the Liebigite is found was ana- 
lyzed, and at some future time I may have occasion to allude to 
this analysis with some remarks upon the salts of uranium; for the 
present, suffice it to state, that the pitchblende contains lime asso- 
ciated with the oxyd of uranium, a circumstance that along with 
the tendency of oxyd of uranium to form double salts, accounts 
for the formation of both the Liebigite and Medjidite. 

I have thought proper to give this double carbonate the name 
of the distinguished chemist of Giessen, as a demonstration of 
the high value I set upon his memoirs and important contribu- 
tions to the science of chemistry in general. 

Constantinople, January Ist, 1848, 

Arr. XXXVI—Analysis of the Meteoric Iron that fell near 
Braunau in Bohemia, on the 14th of July, 1847; by 4: 
Durtos and N. W. Fiscurr.* 

1. Treatment with Nitric Acid.—5-16 grammes of the mete- 
oric mass, removed by a hard file from the entire block, were put 
into a matrass to which was adapted a suitable delivery-tube tet 
minating beneath the surface of water, and were submitted to 

ef kLicge nig from Poggrudor€'s Annalen, vol. Ixxii, p. 475, by WS 
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the action of pure nitric acid in excess until completely dis- 
solved, and the fluid thus obtained was evaporated to dryness at 
a gentle heat. 

The water in the receiver gave indications of chlorine. 
The residue’ in the matrass was submitted repeatedly to the 

lack precipitate caused thereby was put ona filter and the liquor 
Passing through was again acidulated with nitric acid. It was 
how concentrated by evaporation, and in the first place caustic am- 
monia, and subsequently oxalate of ammonia, were added thereto. 
A white cloudiness was produced thereby, which did not dis- 

appear upon the addition of acetic acid, indicating, therefore, lime 
and consequently calcium. 
The fluid filtered from the oxalate of lime had phosphate of 
ammonia added to it. 
_ After a considerable interval a crystalline precipitate was formed, 
Indicating the presence of magnesia, and consequently magne- 
sium. The portion of the nitric solution evaporated to dryness, 
Which was insoluble in ammonia (oxyd of iron), was treated with 
hydrochloric acid, which dissolved it entirely with the exception 

a few white flaky particles. a 
_ This extremely minute residue was silica, indicating therefore 

Carbonate of baryta was added to the hydrochloric solution 
and digested therewith without the application of heat. After 
Standi ; 

a 
through precipitated by Pirect beet acid, and the liquor filtered 
again, upon which an excess of caustic ammonia was ad 

thereto and a current of sulphureted hydrogen passed through 

It. A black precipitate was produced thereby, and this was col- 

lected upon the same filter upon which the first similar precipi- 

tate already was lying, whereupon the whole was carefully wash 
With an aqueous solution of sulphureted hydrogen. This 

Precipitate was dissolved in nitric’ acid and a solution of caustic 

potash added thereto. s bitte alee “of the 
Mls produced an apple-green precipitate. ee 

oxyd of ta caiiening nickel, therefore, to be present. This 
Srcorxp Srrizs, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. « 44 
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hydrate of the oxyd of nickel when edulcorated, dried and expos- 
ed to a red heat, amounted in the whole quantity of material 
operated on, (5°16 grammes,) to 0°364. Since upon its re-solu- 
tion in hydrochloric acid, chlorine was disengaged, and also a 
yellow precipitate formed upon the addition of nitrite of potash 
to that solution, the oxyd of nickel contained cobalt. 

It was therefore again dissolved in hydrochloric acid and nitrite 
of potash in excess added to the solution, the precipitate formed 
thereby—a double-salt consisting of nitrite of potash and oxyd 
of cobalt—removed by filtration, and the liquor passing through 
mixed with caustic potash, upon which a precipitate was formed, 
the weight of which, when dried and exposed to a red heat, was 
‘329 gramme,* equal to 02589 nickel. From the yellow cobal- 

tic precipitate was obtained 0-0348 gramme oxyd of cobalt, cor- 
responding to 0°0273 cobalt. i ; 

2. Treatynent with hydrochloric Acid —2 grammes were di- 
gested with*an excess of moderately diluted hydrochloric acid 
without the application of heat until no further action was 0 
served, There remained but a few black flocculent particles 
which, by pouring off the solution with precaution, were ultimately 
placed upon a piece of platinum foil, where they were well dried 
and then made red-hot. Upon the foil becoming red, a transient 
limmer was noticed, indicative of carbon, while an extremely 

inconsiderable grey residue (silica) was left upon the foil. 
The hydrochloric solution was impregnated with sulphureted 

hydrogen and allowed to stand, loosely covered. in a warm place 
for twenty-four hours. By this time an insignificant quantity of 

a dirty brownish white precipitate had collected on the bottom of 
e vessel. The clear supernatant fluid was poured off, the pre- 

cipitate collected upon a filter and well washed with a solution of 
sulphureted hydrogen slightly acidulated with hydrochloric acid, 
and finally treated upon the filter itself with sulph-hydrate of 
ammonia, whereby it became dissolved with the exception of a 

* Upon our recognizing the presence of cobalt by the disengagement of chlorine 
upon the solution in hydrochloric acid, and being about to proceed to the se 

tag heat and the residue to be dissolved in water to which some ammoni 
een added. The cobalt then remains undissolved in the form of a yellow pow- ans ssolved in of this double-slt 

der. With regard to the details of this separation, the nature 

Ci a - 
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slight blackish-brown residue. This latter had poured into it, 

fore the presence of copper. 

0 
17 gramme of the substance was oxydized with nitric acid, 

very considerably diluted and then added, drop by drop, to a 
ling ammoniacal fluid in excess. The hydrous ro iron 

inate of ammonia. The precipitate when collected, washed 
and heated as before, weighed 0-285 gramme, the very amount 
obtained in the former experiment. 

Mass when cold was treated with boiling water, the liquor thus 

Pected, and there is further to be added thereto a smal! quantity of a solution of 

the ferrocyanuret of tassium. Immediately there is, of course, no re 
be observed ; but gradually, as the ammonia evaporates from the open vessel, a 

reddish tint may. be ended in the fluid, and subsequently there will be observed 
4 deposition of the cyanuret of copper and iron upon the sides of the vessel. F. 
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The fluid was poured off from them in part, the remainder 
being removed by filtration. This residue was then dissolved in 
a few drops of nitric acid, the solution evaporated to dryness 
with a small quantity of soda and heated before the blowpipe 
upon a platinum wire. A bluish green color was developed, indi- 
cative of the presence of manganese. 

The transparent filtered fluid was again supersaturated with 
sulphuric acid, evaporated to half its volume and then filtered ; 
this liquor was then tested with the ammoni solution of a 

nesian salt for phosphoric acid, but even after a lapse of a 
considerable time no precipitate was observable. 

From the above it appears that the Braunau meteoric iron, both 
in a qualitative and quantitative point of view, bears a very close 
resemblance to that of Bohumiliz. Its constituents are, as deduced 
from the foregoing experiments, in the hundred parts, as follows: 

. ‘ Bie 91882 

Sulphur, 

100-000 
Since the completion of this analysis, the remarkable fact has 

been established that the Braunau meteoric iron is not homoge- 
neous throughout, but that it contains nodules of iron pyrites 
(in which Professor Fischer—according to the ‘ Schlesische 
Zeitung,” of the 14th of October—has detected charcoal, phos- 
phorus and chromium.) We are in the first instance indebted for 
this fact to that liberal Prelate, Dr. Rotter, Abbot of the Bene- 
dictine Monastery at Braunau, who generously permitted por- 
tions to be sawed off from the mass that fell at Hauptmansdorf 
for various institutions at Breslau, for Baron Humboldt, and for 
the public collection of minerals at Berlin. : 

This latter specimen, one of very considerable size, contains 
one of these nodules. ‘ 

(The occurrence of both white and yellow iron pyrites in the 
American meteoric irons, has been repeatedly mentioned in this 
Journal both by myself and by Prof. Shepard. The mode of 
occurrence of these nodules, is clearly shown in the fac simile 
copy of the etched surface of the Lockport iron, in this Journal, 

R.| : sis : 
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Art. XXXVII.— Objections to the Theories severally of Frank- 
lin, Dufay and Ampére, with an Effort to Explain Electrical 
yg ena by Statical or Undulatory Polarization ; by Ros- 

- Ert Hare, M.D., Emeritus Professor of Chemistry in the Uni- 
versity of Pennsylvania.—Continued from p. 236. 

Supposed grounds for a Theory. 

28. The grounds upon which I venture to advance a theory, 
are as follows :— 

The existence of two heterogeneous polar forces acting in op- 
posite directions, and necessarily connate and co-existent; yet 
capable of reciprocal neutralization, agreeably to the authority of 
Faraday and others: the polarity of matter in general, ‘as display- 
ed during the crystallization and vegetation of salts: also as made 
evident by Faraday’s late researches, and the experiments and 
observations of Hunt: the very small proportion of the space in 
solids, as in the instance of potassium and other metals, which 
can be occupied by the ponderable atoms; while, agreeably to 
the researches and speculations of Faraday (rightly interpreted), 
the residual space must be replete with imponderable matter. 

‘he experiments and inferences of Davy and others, tending to 
Sanction the idea that an imponderable ethereal fluid must per- 
vade the creation : the perfect identity of the polarizing effects, 
transiently created in a wire by subjection to a galvanic discharge, 
with those produced by the permanent polarizing power of a steel 
magnet: the utter heterogeneousness of the powers of galvanic 
and frictional electricity, as respects ability to produce sparks 
before contact, and likewise of the polarities which they respect- 
ively produce: the superficiality of electricity proper during dis- 
charge as well as when existing upon insulated surfaces, as de- 
monstrated by atmospheric electricity when conveyed by tele- 
8taphic wires, agreeably to Henry: the sounds observed sever- 
ally, by Page, Henry, and Mairan, as being consequent to making 
and breaking a galvanic circuit through a conductor, or magneti- 
zing or demagnetizing by means of surrounding galvanized coils. 

Proofs of the existence of an enormous quantity of Imponderable 
Matter in Metals. 

29. It has been most sagaciously pointed out by Faraday, that 
four hundred and thirty atoms which form a cube of potassium in 
the metallic state, must occupy nearly six times as much space as 
the same number of similar atoms fill, when existing in a cube of 
hydrated oxyd of potassium of the same size; which, besides 
Seven hundred metallic atoms, must hold seven hundred atoms of 
hydrogen and fourteen hundred of oxygen, in all two thousand 
®ight hundred atoms ; whence it follows that, in the metallic cube, 
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there must be room for six times as many atoms as it actually 
olds. 
30. With all due deference, I am of opinion that this distin- 

uished philosopher has not been consistent in assuming that, 
agreeably to the Newtonian idea of ponderable atoms, the space. 
in potassium not replete with metal must be vacant; since, accor- 
ding to facts established by his researches, or resulting therefrom, 
an enormous quantity, both of the causes of heat and of electrici- 
city, exists in metals. Moreover, agreeably to his recent specula- 
tions, those causes must consist of material, independent, impon- 
derable matter, occupying the whole of the space in which their 
efficacy is perceptible. To the evolution of the imponderable 
matter thus associated, the incandescence of a globule of potassi- 
um on contact with water, may be ascribed, since it is the conse- 
quence of the displacement of such matter by the elements of - 
water, which, in replacing it, converts the metal into the hydrated 
oxyd called caustic potash. 

e existence both of the causes of electricity and heat in 
metals, is likewise confirmed by the fact, that the inductive influ- 
ence of a magnet is sufficient to cause all the phenomena of heat, 
electrolysis and magnetism, as exemplified by the magneto-elec- 
tric machine. The existence of the cause of heat in metals is 
also evident from the ignition of an iron rod when hammered, or 

on of wire by the discharge of a Leyden battery. 
32. The superiority of metals as electrical conductors, may be 

the consequence of the pre-eminent abundance of imponderable 
matter entering into their composition, as above alluded to in the 
case of potassium. 

33. Graham, in his Elements, treating of electricity, alleges 

that the “great discoveries of Faraday have completely altered 

the aspect of this department of science, and suggests that all elec- 
trical phenomena whatever involve the presence of matter.” Un- 
less the distinguished author, from whom this quotation is made, 
intended to restrict the meaning of the word matter to ponderable 
matter, there was no novelty in the idea that electrical phenome- 
na involve the presence of matter, since the hypotheses of Frank- 
lin and Dufay assume the existence of one or more imponderable 
material fluids. But, on the other hand, if the meaning of the 
word matter is only to comprise that which is ponderable, the 
allegation is inconsistent with the authority cited. According to 
the researches of Faraday, there is an enormous electrical power 

in metals, and according to his speculations, such powers must 

be considered as imponderable material principles, pervading the 
space within which they prevail, independently of any pondera 
atom acting asa basis for material properties; the existence of 
such atoms being represented as questionable. 

SS eee 
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olarizatio 
34. It having been shown that in electrical discharges there 

cannot reasonably be any transfer of matter, so as to justify the 
idea of their being effected either by one current or by two cur- 
rents, the only alternative seems to be that the phenomena are 
due to a progressive affection of the conducting medium, anal- 
ogous in its mode of propagation to waves, as in the case of 
liquids, or the aérial or ethereal undulations to which sound and 
light are ascribed. (1, 2, 3, &c. &e.) 
35. The idea intended to be conveyed by the word wave, as 

applied in common to the undulatory affections above mentioned, 
and that which is conceived to be the cause of the phenomena 
usually ascribed to one or more electrical currents, requires only 

at there should be a state of matter, which, while it may be 
utterly different from either of those which constitute the waves 
of water, light or sound, may, nevertheless, like either, pass suc- 
cessively from one portion of a mass to another. = 

The affection thus designated may be reasonably distin- 
guished from other waves, as a wave of polarization, since the 
wire acts, so long as subjected to the reiterated discharges of a 
Voltaic series, as if it were converted into innumerable small 

Electrical Phenomena attributed to Stationary, or Undulatory 
2. 

and Huygens, that an ethereal matter susceptible of electrical 
affections fills all space.” 3 

38. Agreeably to the suggestions above made, all ponderable 
Matter which is liable to be electrified internally by electrical 

Fa to exist betwe 
ing expansion, liquidity or the aériform state. Atoms so consti- 
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tuted of ethereal and ponderable particles, may be designated as 
ethereo-ponderable atoms.* 

9. uiescent charge of frictional electricity, only affecting 
the superficies of any ponderable mass with which it may be 
associated, and having no influence upon the component ethereo- 
ponderable atoms severally, is not to be ascribed to redundan- 
cies or deficiences of the ethereal matter, but to different states 
of polarization produced in different sets of the particles of such 
matter existing about the electrifiable bodies.t During the action 
of an electrical machine, these particles are polarized by the op- 
posite polarities transiently induced in the surfaces subjected to 
friction ; one set of particles going with the electric, the other 
remaining with the rubber. 

. The particles thus oppositely polarized, severally divide 
their appropriate polarities with other ethereal matter surrounding 
the conductors, and this, when insulated, is retained until a fur- 
ther polarization results from the same process. Thus are the 
ethereo-electric atmospheres respectively surrounding the positive 
and negative conductors oppositely polarized, and consequently 
charged to the degree which the machine is competent to induce. 

er these circumstances, if a conducting rod be made to form 
between them a communication, by touching each conductor 
with one of its ends, the polarities of the ethereo-electric atmos- 
pheres by which they are severally surrounded, propagate them- 
selves, by a wave-like process, over and more or less through the 
rod, according to its nature and dimensions, so as to meet inter- 
mediately, and thus produce reciprocal neutralization. ; 

When the oppositely polarizing waves, generated by frie- 
tion, as above described, are by means of a conducting communl- 

- eh Ps pons has been brought to uphold the undulatory theory of light— 

of electricity when at rest, as when accumulated upon conductors or the surfaces 
of panes or jars. enomena which are supposed to arise from electricity in m0- 
tion (forming a current), are designated as dynami s when ag or 
side of a pane produces the opposite state in the other, the effect upon the latter 
is ascribed to statical induction; but when a di of electricity th bard 
Wire, causes a current in another, forming an adjacent circuit, the result is ascribed 
to mic induction. This met esignation is employe er the 
alleged current be owing to electricity generated b as in f 
machine, or generated by ical , as in of a galv ery? ase anic batte 
A good word is wanting to distinguish electricity, when produced by fricti@e 
from electricity produced by abet per reaction : 8 go Bd nme 

ss " oad fi . * l, hi bh as vantage # that employed by 
tory. 

*. 
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cation transmitted to the surfaces of a coated pane, the two differ- 
ent portions of the electro-ether, there existing, are severally polar- 

in opposite ways, one being endowed with the properties 
usually called vitreous, or positive, the other with those usually 
called resinous, or negative. In fact, the two polarized atmos- 
pheres thus created, may be conveniently designated as the “ two 
electricities,” and alluded to in the language heretofore employed 
in treating of phenomena, agreeably to the hypothesis which as- 
Ssumes the existence of heterogeneous fluids instead of hetero- 
geneous polarities. 

42. Of course it will follow, that the oppositely polarized ethe- 
real atmospheres thus produced, one on each surface of the elec- 
tric which keeps them apart, must exercise towards each other an 
attraction perfectly analogous to that which has been supposed to 
be exercised by the imaginary heterogeneous electric fluids of 
Dufay. The electro-ether* being elastic, a condensation over 
each of the charged surfaces, proportionable to the attractive 
force, must ensue ; while over the surface of an electrified con- 
ductor, the similarly polarized atoms not being attracted by those 
iN an oppositely polarized atmosphere beneath the surface, tend, 

by their reciprocally repulsive reagency, to exist further apart than 
in a neutral state. Hence, the electro-ether, as it exists over the 
Surface of an insulated conductor, is rendered rarer, while, as ex- 
isting over the surfaces of charged panes or Leyden jars, it must 

e in a state of condensation.+ And, consequently, while the 
Space perceptibly electrified by the charge of a conductor, for 

equal areas and charging power, is much more extensive than the 
Space in which the charge of a coated pane is ferceptible, the 
Striking distance being likewise much greater; yet upon any body 
Successively subjected to a discharge from each, the effect will be 

potent when produced by means of the pane. 

Ignition, Electrolysis and Magnetism, Secondary Effects of 
frictional Discharges; or, in other words, of Polarizing 

‘lectro-cthereal Waves. 

seem 
area,t and less upon the extent of surface. The reciprocal re- 
pulsion of the similarly polarized ethereal particles must tend 

always to make them seek the surface, but at the same time their 
0 iste ree 

* As the word ether is used in various senses, the syllables “ electro’ being pre- 
fixed, serve to designate that which isintended. ae 

May leah communication on “ Free Electricity,’’ in this Journal, vol. iii, ii ser., 

t The sectional area of a conductor is the area of the superficies which would 

be exposed by cutting it through at right angles to its axis. 
Stconp Serigs, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. 45 
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attraction for the ethereo-ponderable particles composing the wire 
has the opposite effect, and tends to derange these from their nor- 
mal polar state of quiescence. Commensurate with the extent 
in which this state is subverted, is the resulting heat, electrolytic 
power, and electro-magnetic influence. The phenomena last 
mentioned, are, however secondary effects consequent to the palr 
ticipation of the ethereo-ponderable matter in the undulations re- 
sulting from the statical discharge. 

44. Such effects, making allowance for the extreme minute- 
ness of the time occupied by the process, are probably, in all 

statical discharge, are not commensurate with the intensity of 
the affection of the wire. 

. There is, in fact, this additional reason for the diversity 

between the electro-magnetic power of a statical discharge, as 

compared with that of the voltaic series: any wire which is of 
sufficient length and tenuity to display the maximum power 0 

a e former, cannot serve for the same purpose In 
the case of the latter. Moreover, the form of a helix closely 
wound, so that the coatings may touch, which is that most fav- 
orable for the reiteration of the magnetic influence of the circuit 

upon an iron rod, cannot be adopted in the case of statical dis- 
charges of high intensity, since the proximity of the circumvolu- 
tions would enable the ethereal waves, notwithstanding the inter- 
position of cotton or silk, to.cross superficially from one to the 
other, parallel to the axis of the included iron, instead of pursuing 

the circuitous channel afforded by the helix with the mtensity 
requisite to the polarization of the ponderable atoms. 

The extreme diversity, as respects striking distance, between the 
direct effects of Frictional Electricity and those directly arising 
Jrom Galvanic Reaction. 

46. The intensity of the excitement produced by different 
electrical machines, is estimated to be as the relative lengths of 
the sparks which proceed from their prime conductors respective 
y- Admitting that the relative intensity were merely as the 
length of the spark, not as the square of that length, still there 
would be an infinite difference between the intensity of a voltaie 
series and that of electrical machines, if measured by this test. 
Large electrical machines, like that at the Polytechnic Institution, 
London, give sparks at twenty inches and more; while, agreeably 
to Gassiott’s experiments, a Grove’s battery of 320 pairs, in ful 
power, would not, before contact, give a spark at any distance, 
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ful voltaic series and electrical machines, is not to be represented 
by any degree of disparity ; it proves that galvanism proper and 
électricity proper are heterogenous. 
47. It should be recollected that the intensity of galvanic ac- 

tion, in a series of 320 pairs, excepting the loss from conduction, 
would be to that of one pair as 320 to 1.* Of course the strik- 
ing distance of a battery of one pair would be 320 times less 
than nothing: 320 below zero. 

We may infer that the undulatory polarization of ethereo- 
ponderable matter, is the primary, direct, and characteristic effect 
of galvanic excitement, in its more energetic modifications. Yet, 
that by peculiar care in securing insulation, as in the water bat- 
teries of Cross and Gassiott, ethereal undulations may 

ion 
requisite to give sparks before contact, agreeably to the experi- 
ments of those ingenious philosophers. 

49. Hence it may be presumed, that during intense ethereo- 
ponderable polarization, superficial ethereal waves may always 
be a secondary effect, although the conducting power of the re- 
agents, requisite to the constitution of powerful galvanic bat- 
teries, is inconsistent with that accumulation of ethereal polarity 
which constitutes a statical spark-giving charge. 
50. As all the members forming a voltaic series have to be 

discharged in one circuit, the energy of the effort to discharge, 
and the velocity of the consequent undulations must be ceteris 
paribus, as the number of members which co-operate to produce 
the discharge. Of course the more active the ethereo-pondera- 
ble waves, the greater must be their efficacy, in producing ethe- 
teal waves of polarization, as a secondary effect, agreeably to the 
Suggestions above made. (49, 36.) 

ee, 

f According to Colomb’s experiments, electrical attraction and repulsion are in- 

Versely as the squares of the distances, and the inductive power of statical charges 
which is produced by those forces, and which precedes and determines the lengt 
of the resulting spark, must, of course, obey the same law. wae 
If this calculation be correct, the intensity must be as the squares of the striking 
‘ances, as indicate sparks, 
It may be urged, that the striking distances, as measured by the length of the 

Sparks, is in the compound ratio of the quantity and intensity. As to the quan- 
tity, however, galvanic sources have always been treated as preéminen ffica- 
b i . Moreover, I have found, that 
m galvanic apparatus of only one, or even o two pairs, as in the calorimotors, the 

n i square feet, of 
“ver 

y be made evident by the 
re, in a comparatively very 
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-51. Hence in a battery consisting of one galvanic pair excited 
by reagents of great chemical energy, and conducting power, the 
electro-magnetic effects are preéminent; while De Luc’s electric 
columns consisting of several thousands of minute pairs, feeble 
as to their chemical and conducting efficacy, are preéminent for 
statical spark-giving power (48). This seems to be quite consis 
tent, since on the one hand, the waves of polarization must be 
larger and slower, as the pairs are bigger and fewer; and on the 
other hand smaller and more active, as the pairs are more minute 
and more numerous. 

On the perfect similitude between the Polarity communicated to 
Tron Filings by a Magnetized Steel Bar, and a Galvanized 
Wire. 

52. If by a sieve, or any other means, iron filings be duly 
strewed over a paper, resting on a bar magnet, they will all be- 
come magnets, so as to arrange themselves in rows like the links 
of achain. Jach of the little magnets thus created, will, at its 
outermost end, have a polarity similar to that of the pole (of the 
magnet) with which it may be affiliated. Of course the result- 
ing ferruginous rows formed severally by the two different poles 
of the bar, will have polarities as opposite as those 0: 
said poles. 

53. In an analogous mode, if two wires be made the media of a 
galvanic discharge, iron filings, under their influence, will receive 
a magnetic polarity, arranging themselves about each wire like so 
matiy tangents to as many radii proceeding from its axis. ‘Those 
magnetized by one wire reacting with such as are magnetized by 
the other. 

54. ‘The affections of the ferruginous particles during the con- 
tinuance of the current so called, are precisely like those of the 
same particles when under the influence of the bar magnet. 
The great discordancy is in the fact, that the influence of the 
magnet is permanent, while that of the wire is indebted for ex- 
istence to a series of oppositely polarizing but transient impulses 
which proceed towards the middle of the circuit from each side, 
so as to produce reciprocal neutralization by meeting midway. 

z e effect upon the filings, as originally pointed out by 
Oersted, is precisely what would arise were the ponderable mat- 
ter of the wire, resolved by each impulse into innumerable little 
magnets, situated so as to form tangents to as many radii pro 
ceeding from the axis of the wire. 

were such as above supposed. When the discharges thr 
them concur in direction, they attract, because the left side of 
one is next the right side of the other, bringing the opposite Pp 
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(To be continued.) 

Arr. XX XVIIL—Description of a mass of Meteoric Iron, dis- 
covered near Murfreesboro’, Rutherford county, Tenn. ; by 
Prof. G. Troost. 

No state in the Union seems to be so favored with aérolites as 
the state of Tennessee. The first, the explosion of which is yet 
recollected by several citizens of Nashville, fell on the 9th of 

y, 1827, near Drake creek in Sumner county—it is a stone, 
and notice was taken of it in this Journal. The second, a 
of iron, was discovered in Cocke county. The third, a mass of 
iron, in Sevier county. ‘The fourth, a mass of iron, in Dickson 
county ; the fall of this mass was witnessed by several persons 

and took place on the last of July or the first of August, 1835. 
The fifth, a mass of iron, was discovered in Dekalb county. 
The sixth, a mass of iron, in Green county. The seventh, a 
mass of iron, in Smith county. The eighth, a mass of iron, in 
Jackson county. ‘Two other masses of iron may be ranked 
amongst the Tennessee aérolites—the one was discovered a few 
miles beyond the boundary line of 'Tennessee, in Walker county, 
Alabama, and the other in Livingston county, Kentucky. Al 
these masses have been described by me in this Journal. To 
these ten aérolites, I add now an eleventh meteoric mass of iron, 

discovered a few months since, a few miles from reesboro’ 
in Rutherford county, Tennessee. 

The history of its discovery is similar to that of the generality 
of these meteorites. Nothing is known of its fall: it ‘was acci- 

dentally discovered by gold and silver hunters, and being at first 
considered as containing these precious metals, it was kept a pro- 

ound secret, till it was found out to be iron, when no difficulty 
Was made to part with it for a pecuniary consideration. When 
this discovery is made, these aérolites generally get into the 
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hands of those that know how to appreciate them; and such is 
also the history of the Rutherford iron. 

The mass as it first came into my possession (only a very 
small part being chiseled off ) weighed about nineteen pounds; 
it had an irregular oval shape, and was surrounded with a crust 
of about two millimeters in thickness, resembling the brown hy- 
droxyd of iron, the pure metal being here and there visible. 
This metal has the common lustre of iron—its fracture is very 
crystalline, and it is very malleable, though harder than any of 
the Tennessee meteoric iron, having taken longer time to be 
sawed. 

The specimen of it in my collection, weighs ten pounds and 
fourteen ounces; it has a polished surface of an irregular ellip- 
tical form of ten by six inches diameter, exhibiting fine Wid- 
mannstatian figures of a rhomboidal and triangular form. 

It seems pretty free from intermixture with other matter—only 
one circular mass of ,°;th inch in diameter is brought to light on 
the sawed surface, which, judging from its structure, and the 
action of acid upon it, I am inclined to consider as sulphuret of 
iron (magnetic pyrites); on the other surface are two small cav- 
ities, one of about :th and the other ;';th of an inch in diameter ; 
with these exceptions, the metal is homogeneous and compact. 

From an imperfect analysis to which I have subjected it, it 
appears to contain less nickel than any of the Tennessee meteoric 
masses, being composed of 96-00 iron, 2-40 nickel, and 1:60 mat- 
ter not examined. 

Arr. XX X1IX.—New Methol of determining the Carbon in Na- 
tive and Artificial Graphites, §c.; by Prof. R. E. Rocers 
and Prof. Wm. B. Rogers, University of Virginia. 

_ Iris well known that native graphite and the graphite of cast 
. - s y: 

iron,’* states that “concentrated nitric acid dro on the red 
hot graphite (of iron) has not the slightest action on it ; neither 

as sulphuric acid dropped into boiling nitric acid.” He found 
that “ with the exception of hydro-fluoric acid, no single chem! 

cal liquid seemed to have any action on those scales, and only the 
most concentrated hydro-fluorie acid slowly attacked them when 

in a state of most minute division.” Similar results have attend- 
ed our trials with various specimens of native graphite. : 
method by which Schafhaeutl succeeded in effecting a complete 

* Phil. Magazine, vol. xvi. 

(SHS ha eee 
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oxydation, was by dropping nitric acid into hot sulphuric acid sur- 
rounding the graphite and then boiling the liquid until all the ni- 
tric acid was decomposed. But he adds, it was only after a repe- 
tition of the process for the fourth time, that the last trace of graph- 
ite had disappeared and the acid remained perfectly clear. 
_ The method about to be described, compared with the preced- 
ing, is easy of execution, and if we may judge from our experi- 

“Inents, is capable of yielding uniform and accurate results. W 
trust, therefore, that it may be thought worthy of the attention 
of analytical chemists. As a means of comparing the purity of 
the different varieties of native graphite, we have found it entire- 
ly satisfactory. . As applied to the still more important purpose of 
determining the entire amount of carbon in the several kinds of 
cast iron and steel, our experiments have not yet been sufficient- 
ly numerous to enable us to pronounce confidently upon its ac- 
curacy, but we are not without hopes of making it available also 
for this object, as a substitute for the very troublesome procedure 
by organic analysis. 

The oxydizing agent employed in this process is a mixture of 
bichromate of potassa and sulphuric acid, which, when applied 
to the graphite, under the conditions about to be described, con- 
verts the carbon rapidly and completely into carbonic acid. ‘The 
gas being intercepted by a Liebig tube, gives, by the equivalent 
of carbon, the amount of this substance present in the graphite. 
he details of the method are as follows: 
l. Preliminary treatment of the Graphite-——As the native 

graphite not unfrequently contains adhering organic matter and a 
trace of earthy carbonate, both of which would add to the car- 
bonic acid evolved in the process, it is proper after reducing the 
mass to a coarse powder, to moisten it with dilute sulphuric acid, 
and expose it to a red heat for afew minutes. It must then be 
brought to a state of extremely minute division. ‘This great com- 
minution, which is indispensable to prompt and entire oxydation, 

can not be affected by grinding in the usual way, as the graphite 
thus treated, forms flakes or plates under the pestle. But the 
requisite subdivision is readily attained by grinding it ina Wedge- 

Wood mortar. with pure quartzose sand, or what is better with 
small fragments of granular quartz. ‘The material we use for this 
and other similar purposes, is a very pure white granular quartz, 
found in a thick vein in the neighborhood of the University. It 
readily yields under the pestle, and may be reduced in a few min- 
utes to an almost impalpable powder. Pumice stone we have 
found equally efficient, though somewhat more difficult to break 

d wn. Any trace of the graphite that may adhere to the mortar, 
48 completely washed out by trituration with a small additional 

portion of the siliceous matter. 
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To obtain the requisite subdivision we use a weight of the 
silica, from thirty to thirty-five times that of the graphite, adding 
it at intervals, as the materials in the mortar begin to assume the 
adhesive or caked condition which seems to mark the limit of 
the reducing action of the pestle. It is important to bear in 
mind that the success of the oxydating process we are describing, 
is almost wholly dependent upon this preparatory step. In our 
early experiments with the graphite, ground in the ordinary way, 
we found the reaction with the oxydating agents so slow as to 
leave little hope of a satisfactory result. After a digestion of 
twelve hours with the aid of heat, numerous specks of the un- 
changed material were still found at the bottom of the vessel. 
But when, by the process just mentioned, the graphite is brought 
to very minute division, the orydation is completed in from thirty 
to forty minutes. ‘ 

2. Mixture of the Materials—With an apparatus of the di- 
mensions to be described under the next head, six grains of the 
purer kinds of graphite is a convenient quantity for experiment. 
This is triturated with two hundred grains of granular quartz, 

The large excess of bichromate of potash and sulphuric acid 
used in this process, is requisite to ensure a prompt and complete 
oxydation. Any further dilution with water retards the action. 
The sulphuric acid, in the proportion mentioned, is adequate, not 
only to secure an abundant development of chromic acid, but to 
maintain the mixture in a sufficiently fluid state to prevent any 
Serious intumescence while the oxydation is going on. | 

ec 
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. 3. Apparatus used in the Process.—This will be understood 
from the accompanying diagram and description. 

i Pee ca 

_ A is a glass retort having a capacity’of about thirty cubic 
Inches, which we have found large enough for operating con- 
Veniently on ‘six grains of pure graphite. Its beak is bent ob- 
liquely and then vertically upwards so as to present an erect stem 
for about twelve inches, which is enclosed by a glass jar B near- 
ly filled with water. This is designed to condense any vapor of 

isa small U tube charged with fragments of potassa, having at 
each end a little flock of cotton. The latter serves to pe 
oe acid which might escape absorption in the Liebig ube. Th 

Preceding tubes, during the slight recoiling pulsation caused by 
the intermitting cenitis: of the Pubbles. The remote end of 
roMmMunicates with a large aspirator, through the medium of a 
leaden tube and gallows screw, as so usefully and variously ap- 

SEcony Senizs, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. 46 
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The connections from C to the aspirator are of gum elastic 
tube. D and Eare united above by a thin wire with a hook, 
for convenience of suspension in weighing them together, before 
and after the operation. In the tubulure of the retort, passing 
through a tight cork, is a slender glass tube X, doubly bent and 
descending nearly midway. It is drawn out to a long taper and 
hermetically sealed at the far end. Its chief use is to admita 
current of air during the aspiration, which forms the closing step 
of the experiment. But it is also useful as a means of introducing 
more sulphuric acid, should we find, late in the process, that 
enough has not been added to complete the oxydation of the 
graphite. This is done by removing the tip of the tube X with 
a file, and bringing a vessel containing sulphuric acid up around 
the open end. ‘The aspiration gently draws the liquid into the 
retort, and now the opening of the tube may be stgpped by a 
little ball of softened wax or cement. As however with the 
proportion of materials previously stated, such a recharging will 
scarcely ever be necessary, this appendage may be replaced by a 
vertical tube similarly sealed, to be opened only for the final as- 
piration. 

4. Mode of Manipulation.—On this head little need be added 
to what has been included in the preceding details. A brisk but 
not too violent evolution of CO, is to be maintained, by applying 

bubbles in their passage through the Liebig tube indicate by 
their persistent volume the completion of the oxydation. But as 

a further security we accelerate the evolution of oxygen by the 

lamp, and continue to maintain this stream of passing gas for 
several minutes. 

this way we have found that an amount of the divided graphite 
can be discerned, so small that, estimating it as carbonic acid in 
the absorption tubes, it would not affect sensibly a good balance. 
At the commencement of the experiment and before adding 

| 
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Veins of asbestus. Between the plates are occasional thin part- 
ings of bfown siliceous matter, but the body of each crystal ap- 
pears to be perfectly pure graphite. 

Six grains of this material reduced to an extremely fine pow- 
der with the granular quartz, yielded by oxydation, carbonic 
acid, 20°76 grains. A second experiment with a like quantity 
gave, carbonic acid, 20-82 grs. 
From the near coincidence of these results, we may safely as- 

Sume the mean 20-79 as a basis for computing the carbon in the 
mineral. We infer therefore that this graphite contains in 100 grs., 
carbon, 94-5 grs. , 

Native Graphite, (b.)—This is a compact massive variety, 
from Cumberland, seemingly very pure 

Six grains yielded, in two successive experiments—first eX- 
Periment, carbonic acid, 20-35 grs.; second experiment, carbonic 
acid, 20°31 grs. Assuming the mean 20°33 for computation, we 
have in 100 grs. of this graphite, carbon, 92°4 grs. 

_ Native Graphite, (c.)—A portion of the massive variety asso- 
Giated with (a.) It contains earthy matter and interspersed scales 
of mica, with grains of partially decomposed felspar. 

Six grains treated as before, yielded, carbonic acid, 14°36 grs. 
This corresponds in 100 grs. of the graphite, to carbon, 65:4 grs. 

In all these experiments the oxydation was completed in about 
thirty minutes. : 

Kish, (a.)—This material was in very thin crystalline plates, 
not acted on by the magnet. 

Six grains in two successive experiments gave—first, carbonic 

acid, 20-50 grs.; second, carbonic acid, 20-42 grs. The mean of 
a. results, 20-46 grs., corresponds in 100 grs. of the kish, to 

n, 93 grs. ; 
_ Kish, (b) This specimen was in larger flakes, with adhering 
ton and slag. Before submitting it to experiment, it was digest- 
ed for some hours in hydrochloric acid to remove the iron, and 
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was then washed and dried. [t still retained much adhering sili- 

these numbers, 16°61, corresponds in 100 grs., to carbon, 75°5 grs. 
Black Carbonaceous Sublimate-—This material was collected 

from the interior of a flue used for burning the native carburetted 
hydrogen, so extensively employed some years ago as a fuel, at 
many of the salt-works in the Kenawha Valley, Virginia. It is 
very light, of a spongy texture, harsh to the touch, hard enough 

ost compact to scratch glass, and of a deep black color 
externally, passing into greyish black within. 

Finding by some preliminary experiments, that it resisted ox- 
ydation even more powerfully than graphite, we subjected it to 
still longer trituration with the silica than we had a necessa- 
ry with the graphite, and we employed in the oxydation a some- 
what greater excess of sulphuric acid than in the preceding cases. 
‘The evolution of CO, did not begin until the lamp had been ap- 
plied for several minutes, and its progress was much slower than 
with the graphite, the complete oxydation requiring nearly an hour. 

ix grains of this material, previously well calcined to remove 
moisture or other volatile matters, yielded carbonic acid, 21°62 
grs.; corresponding in 100 grs. of the calcined sublimate, to car- 
bon, 98-2 grs. 

As a means of testing in some measure the accuracy of the 
process above described, the following experiments were made to 
determine the carbon of the graphite (a) and the black sub- 
limate, by burning a weighed quantity of these substances in 
oxygen. 
The apparatus employed for burning the graphite was a spa- 

cious platinum crucible, through the cover of which was passed @ 
pipe connected with an oxygen gasometer so as to supply a gentle 
stream of this gas to the ignited materials. By previous trials, it 
was found that the black sublimate could be readily burned in & 
current of oxygen passed over it in a tube of refractory glass, and 
this method was accordingly used for its oxydation. 

Before triturating the graphite with the silica, the latter was in- 
tensely ignited to drive off the trace of moisture which it hac 

been found to contain. ‘Twelve grains of graphite (a) thoroughly 
ground with the silica thus prepared, were exposed in the pla- 

tinum crucible to a bright red heat, the interior being supplied 
continually with exygen from the gasometer. In about fifty 
minutes the carbon of the graphite was entirely consumed. ‘The 
residue had a faint brownish tint, while the unmixed silica sim!- 
larly ignited, was found to retain its original whiteness almost uu- 
altered. This slight colorarion of the former was doubtless 
to the trace of iron present in the graphite. — on 

i ge ee a 
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The loss of weight sustained by the contents of the erucible, 
was 11:30 grs. Considered as due entirely to the burning of the 

_arbon, this would give for the 100 grs. of graphite, carbon, 94:16 
grains. 
Twenty grains of the sublimate in coarse powder, weighed 

after strong calcination, were deposited in the trough of a bent slip 
of mica, and in this position, introduced into a tube of Bohemian 
glass, drawn to a small orifice at one end and adapted at the other 
to the pipe of the oxygen gasometer. After raising the material to 
alow red heat by a lamp applied beneath the portion next the 
gasometer, a very gentle current of oxygen was allowed to pass 
along the tube. A steady combustion without scintillation was 
thus maintained, which traveling slowly to the remote end of the 
carbonaceous matter in the mica trough, reduced the whole in a 
ew minutes to a light greyish ash. The mica was then with- 
drawn, and the ash on weighing, amounted to 0°33 grains. Tt 
showed by tests a scarcely sensible trace of iron, and consisted 
almost wholly of silica. 

Regarding the sublimate as made up of this and carbon—we 
have with 100 grs., earthy matter, 1°65 grs., and carbon, 98°45 grs, 

Comparing now the results by the new oxydating process with 
those obtained by ignition in oxygen, we have, 

. A New Process. Ignition. 

Fibrous Graphite, t 94:56 : 94:16 
Black Sublimate, : 98°29 : 98°45 

Arr. XL.—Parallelism of the Paleozoic Formations of North 
merica, with those of Europe.* 

(Continued from p. 183.) 

a 
together and showing how they correspond. But when, on the 
Contrary, two continents are separated by a vast sea, we have 

* Since the geology of the United States has attracted attention, it has been 
the endeavor to sa dn the sedimentary de a i = gp ape peg mere 

rope ; it i i ication of the Silurian System '. Mu 
Rr ianee Sane ae ea baal Salle een If the limits within which we 

are forced to restrict ourselves at this time, do not permit us e atte 
of this kind by Messrs. Conrad, Dale Owen, Rogers, Troost, Jackson, and by the 

8eologists of the state of New York, it is not because we do not acknowledge 
‘heir merit. On the contrary, no one more than ourselves, and we wish to ex- 
Press it, admires the great works published within a few years by the American 
ecologists, w : j a ¢ é rE 

ave first studied their own ground, without being predccupied with that of Europe, 
his * their works is almost always irreproachable. In regard to the rela. 
nof ms | 

pardon ~ the slight changes which the comparative study of the fossils induces 
Wo propdes, 
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no other means than to study in each of them a series of beds 
comprised between two known and well determined points, to 
compare their fossils, to seek out the identical species, and to see 
if these species are distributed according to the same law. If it 
happens that in the two countries a certain number of systems, 
characterized by the same fossils, are superimposed in the same 
order, whatever may be, otherwise, their thickness and the num- 
ber of physical groups of which they are composed, it is philo- 
sophical to consider these systems as parallel and synchronous. 
This is precisely what we intend to do in this place. The 
sections of sedimentary deposits which we will compare in the 
two countries, comprise the most ancient fossiliferous beds, an 
extend to those which contain the coal. They are of equal. 
value; and if we succeed in establishing, that there exists in 
America a certain succession of systems or stages disposed as in 
Europe, and characterized by the same fossils, we shall have, it 

pee 
cupy corresponding positions. It is this which gives to Paleo- 
zoic characters that generality of application which constitutes 
their value, and this is also, the easiest part of our task. 

e series of Paleozoic deposits, being, as we have said, more 
complete in America than in Europe, the comparison which we 
shall endeavor to make, may throw light upon some contested 
points of European classification, and furnish certain links which 
are wanting to us. . 

The comparison of Europe with North America will have still 
this great advantage, of determining, among the groups of wh 
each of our systems is composed or each of the great divisions 
of the Paleozoic formation, those which have the greatest 1m- 

portance by their constancy and the facility with which they are 
recognized in all countries. We shall thus see that these groups 
are, in the inferior stage of the Silurian system, the Orthoceratite 
limestone of Sweden and Russia; in the superior stage, the 
limestones of Wenlock and of Gothland; in the Devonian sy® 
tem, those of the Eifel, of Brittany, of Devonshire, etc. etc. . 

a ea Te, eee 
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Silurian System, (inferior stage.)—This stage is represented 
in the United States by the first six groups of the New York 
series. ‘The Potsdam sandstone with Lingula is probably anal- 
ogous to the sce Ta with Obolus of Russia and the lower 
sandstones of Scandinavia.* These are in the two continents, 
the most ancient fossiliferous rocks, and, when we reflect upon 
their antiquity we are astonished to meet with a genus of shells 
which appears still in the existing creation, which prove that 
the conditions of existence were not very different then from 
those of the present time. 

The siliceous limestones, those of Black River and of Tren- 
ton, are the equivalents of a great part of the inferior Silurian 
stage of Europe, and i occupy the same position as the bitu- 
minous schists and the Orthoceratite limestones of Sweden and 
Russia. The Utica sae and the Hudson River group, with the 
Graptolites at their base, represent the Graptolite slates, which in 
Sweden succeed to the red Orthoceratite limestone. They ar 
also the same as those of Bain in France. 

This succession of deposits in America, contains a large quan- 
tity of fossils,+ among which we have recognized seventeen 
species which in Europe are found in the inferior stage of the 
Silurian system, viz., Calymene Blumenbachii, C. Fischeri, C. 
punctata, Ilenus crassicauda, Lichas laciniata, Ceraurus 
Sarmearn Trinucleus caractact, Phacops Dalmani, Ortho- 

munis or duplex, Lituites convolvans, Bellerophon 
Teishcion, “Spire lynx, Orthis testudinaria, O. Verneuili, Stro- 
matopora entrica, Ptilodictya lanceolata and Chatetes petro~ 
politansie. 0 With the exception of Calymene remKuneNE C. 
punctata, Spirifer lynx, Serer concentrica tilodic- 
tya lanceolata, which rise more or less into the aa beds, the 
species which we have enumerated may be eRe as charac- 
teristic of the lower Silurian stage in both contin 
__ The great ional number of the Trilobites, ‘ives us an 
idea of the considerable development already made by this fami- 
ly, and which corresponds to what is observed in Europe. But 
besides the identities of species, there are still certain analogies 
of genera which we see often manifested in deposits of the same 
epoch. We will cite here, as an example, the genus Jsotelus, 
which in America represents our Asaphus, with eight articula- 
tions, and which like them is proper to the inferior stage of the 
Silurian system 

* According to Professor Sedgwick, the most ancient fossiliferous rocks of 
Wales mon be pot like thos Sar Awerice, characterized by Lingula and Fu- 

beng ae | Geol. Societ 
he first volume of as "paleontology ‘ New York, by Mr. Hall, which is 

ete to , will be entirely devote a description of the fossils of the 
groups w whic i nd . 

will contain more than de plates. The talent and the peooebs courte whe 

the author, gives sufficient assurance of the interest which it will have for science, 
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The Orthoceratites, which by their large lateral syphon, empty 
or furnished with a tube in the interior, form a type so remarka- 
ble that Mr. Hall calls them Endoceras,* are equally characteris- 
tic of this system, both in Europe and America, and do not ap- 
pear to have prolonged their existence into the superior Silurian 
epoch. They are as abundant in the Trenton beds as in the Or- 
thoceratite limestones of Sweden and Russia, and we think there 
must be many identical species in the two countries, although 
we have yet recognized but one. 

The Bellerophons date their existence also from the first peri- 
ods of creation, and we find nearly as many of them in America 
as in Europe. The most interesting for us is the B. bilobatus of 
the Trenton limestone, which is certainly the same as that which 
is found in the lower Silurian limestone of Christiana, or in the 
contemporaneous sandstones and schists of Wales. 

With the Trilobites and the Orthoceratites, the Brachiopods, 
by their variety of forms, are of all the fossils of this epoch, those 
which contribute most to give a peculiar stamp to the primitive 
fauna of the globe. The Orthis, the Leptena and the Terebrat- 
ule, are the only ones in America as in Europe, which have ex- 
isted from the earliest times. The other genera, such as Spart- 
fer, Pentamerus and Productus, do not appear until later. The 
Orthis with simple plaits, so distributed through the lower Silu- 
rian beds of Europe, are represented in America by the OQ. trice- 
naria and O. pectinella, Conr.; both of them near the O. calli- 
gramma of Russia and Sweden. The Orthis testudinaria and 
O. Verneuili are equally characteristic of the inferior stage of 
the Silurian system, on both sides of the Atlantic; the Spirifer 
lynx, which we consider as intermediate between the Spirifer and 
Orthis, passes from this same stage as far as the Clinton group, 
and is equally found in England from the Wenlock slates to the 
inferior Silurian beds. Finally, among the zoophytes, the Chate- 
tes Hanus is the only one which is very abundant in eve- 
ry country, without ceasing nevertheless to be characteristic. 

The Stromatopora concentrica and the Ptilodictya lanceolata are 
not found in Europe before the superior stage of the Silurian 
system. 

when we arrive again at fossiliferous beds, that is to say, those 0 
Clinton, the organized creatures have suffered in the succession 
ae whet. os eis luis 

without any doubt, to this is 
{ By the use of the term Trenton limestone in this place, M. de Vernenil in 

mien include not only that limestone, but also the Utica slate and Hudson. ver group.—J. H. sine 

* The Orthoceratites bisiphonatum, Sow., of the Caradoc sandstone, belongs, 

type. 
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capar and Calymene Blumenbachii, of the blue limestone, which 
Tepresent the period of the lower Silurian. Near Galena upon 
‘the upper Mississippi, the line of separation of the two divisions 
1s yet more obscure, and there the distribution of fossils is not in 
harmony with the mineralogical differences. The blue limestone 

the magnesian limestone are still found, but they do not cor- 
‘Tespond exactly, as in the state of Ohio, with the two great 
‘epochs of the Silurian system. ‘The magnesian limestone thick- 
“ens at the expense of the blue limestone, and at its base it con- 
‘tains for the most part the fossils of the latter. 

With our limitations, the lower epoch of the Silurian system 
a very great extension in North America. Commencing at 

the island Anticosti, it follows the borders of the St. Lawrence, 
passes to the north of the Lakes Ontario, Huron, Michigan, and 
Teaches the Mississippi at Dubuque, Iowa. To the south, it fol- 

‘Waters of the sea, during the deposition of the more recent beds. 

* This very natural division has been recognized in the Paleontology of New 
York, vol. i, and will be more fully shown in vol. ii, where the intimate relations 
‘of the Medina i ps are clearly pointed out.—J. H. 

Szcoxp Serrzs, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. 47 
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Silurian System, (superior stage.)—We comprise under this 
title, with the sandstones which terminate the Champlain divis- 
ion, three groups which the geologists of New York unite under 

part is of little importance, being limited to the territory of New 
York,* while the Clinton and Niagara groups which compose the 
Ontario division, occupy an immense extent in the western regions 
of the United States. If we compare these groups with those 
which constitute the upper Silurian stage in Europe, we caunot 
for an instant doubt, that the limestones and shales of the Niag- 
ara group are the exact equivalents of the limestones and slates 
of Wenlock and of Gothland; so great is the number of identi- 
cal species. Hence it follows that the Clinton group, with the 
entamerus oblongus, represents the extreme upper part of the 

Caradoc sandstone, or a stage intermediate between the Wenlock 
and Caradoc beds; while the five inferior groups of the Helder- 
berg division represent the rocks of Ludlow. The Pentamerus 
oblongus, this fossil so widely distributed in America and in Eu- 
rope, occupies always the same horizon, and is everywhere found 
at the junction of the two divisions of the Silurian system ; eX- 
cept that in England it is placed in the inferior stage, while in 
America it forms rather a part of the superior stage. 

The identical species between Europe and America are here 
more numerous than in the preceding stage. We have recog- 
nized the following species: Calymene Blumenbachii, C. punc- 
tata, Phacops Hausmanni, U. limulurus, Bumastis Barriensis, 
‘Hloniaintstus delphinocephalus, Cheirures insignis, Spharexo- 
chus mirus, Agnostus latus, Orthoceratites annulatus, Bellero- 
sa dilatatus, Terebratula cuneata, T. ag T.. reticularis, 

aspera, T’. hemispherica, T. tumida, T'. Wilsoni, Pentame 
rus oblongus, Fe” + anges Spirifer cyrtena, S. trapez zoidalis, 

e presume M. de Verneuil alludes to the western extension of the Oriskany 
sands for 1t has been shown by Prof. Rogers to be of great thickness and im 
portance in Pennsylvania.—J. H. 

fie estern States the Pentamerus obl. ongus i to have pro olonged 
its existence into the Niagara group; at least, m is often very difficult to poe 
en from this group the limestones which contain it.” ve sho n the 

port on the Geology of New York and Saeae ere, that in its western extension 
t 

nglon 
sees or 

mencement of the second n the s’ a niche. 
the first volume of the psd of > Youk nd ra 
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S. sulcatus, S. crispus, S. bilobus, S. lynx, Orthis elegantula, 
O. hybrida, Leptena depressa, L. subflava, L. transversalis, 
Hypanthocrinites decorus, Flavosites gothlandica, Porites inter- 
stincta, Catenipora escharoides, Stromatopora concentrica, F'un- 
gia gothlandica, Cornulites serpularius, and Tentaculites or- 
natus.* tus. 

The number of Trilobites proves that the family was still flour- 
ishing at thisepoch. Some species are rare and limited to groups 
of small thickness, which they characterize with much exactness ; 
such are the Phacops Hausmanni, Spherexochus mirus and 

m; th 
have observed. The Bellerophon dilatatus which we have 
discovered at Chicago, Illinois, is one of the very characteristic 
shells of the Wenlock period... Among the eight species of 
Terebratula here cited, the most interesting are the 7'. margi- 

: eflera, Wilsoni, reticularis, and aspera. The last two 

leozoie strata. 
Oi 

* We shall have, in another place, an opportunity of giving the reasons for a 
difference of opinion regarding the identity of some of the species here named, 
With those of E i i 
Blumenbachii and C. punctata, are not identical with those cited by the same name 
fiom a lower ition, neither is it certain that either of them ts identical with 
the European species of the same name; we are quite sure that the latter is distinct. 

Speak of others in the succeeding pages.—J. H. . ‘ 

- de Verneuil een more fortunate than ourselves in finding the T. 
4 in any beds below the Oriskany sandstone. : 
e Orthis ybrida of the ieee group and the similar form found in the 

erberg are positively distinct species.—J. H. 
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It is at the upper Silurian epoch, that in America as with us, 
appear those large corals capable of constructing veritable reefs, 
such as the Favosites Gothlandica and alveolaris, the ; 
pores and the Porites interstincta, etc. etc. The epoch is also 
that of the appearance of the Tentaculites,* and of the extine- 
tion of the Graptolites. In conclusion, of the forty identical 
species which are found in the superior stage of the Silurian sys- 
tem in America and in Europe, thirty-two have lived neither be- 
‘fore nor afterwards, and establish the most perfect correspondence 
between this part of the Silurian system of Europe and the beds 
which we assimilate to it in America. 

As to the geographical extent of this stage, it is at least equal 
‘to that of the inferior stage. The rocks of which it is compo- 
sed, are particularly developed in the peninsula of Upper Canada, 
in the states of Ohio, Indiana, Tennessee and Illinois, in the isl- 
ands of Lake Huron, and upon the shores of Lake Michigan. 
The abundance of magnesian limestones is there truly remarkable.t 

Devonian System.—This system comprises the five superior 
groups of the Helderberg division, the six groups of the Erie di- 
vision, and the old red sandstone. Whatever be its thickness in 

the state of New York, it is represented in the western states only 
by black schists, by the shelly limestone, and by the upper coral- 
line limestone, both very thin, and forming the upper part of the 
cliff limestone 

The point in America where we should place the inferior limit 
of the Devonian system, is difficult to be determined ; Mr. Con- 
rad has placed it below the Portage group. In our work upon 
Russia, certain considerations induced us to believe that it should 

aced below the Tully limestone ; but when during last sum- 
mer we studied, in place, the ensemble of the fossils of the Ham- 
ilton group, and recognized a part of those of the Hifel, we saw. 
that it was necessary to comprise in the Devonian the shales of 
Hamilton and Marcellus. This was not enough, and our jour- 
ney in the western part of the United States furnished us 

Ohio and Indiana represents the beds of the state of New York 
called corniferous and Onondaga limestones, contain at Colum- 
bus, Ohio, at Lewis Creek, Indiana, at the rapids of the Ohio, 
fishes analogous to those of our Devonian system. These fossi 
are associated with shells identical or analogous with those which 

pine aE ere et 
“In England the Tentaculites are found, it is said, in the Caradoc sandstone, 

but not in the lowermost beds of the Silurian system. M. Safters thinks that 
ese animals are allied to the Dentaliz. his 

We may remark in this place, that several of the higher members of nae 
Stage are, to us, unknown in the western states, being fully roche only 2 mi 
eastern part of New York, while the lower members are in great force over UI" 
portions of country kere cited by M. de Verneuil.—J. H. 

pe, 
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the justice of this classification.* To return to the state of New 
ork; the occurrence of the fragment of a fish of the genu$ 

Asterolepis, found by Mr. John Gebhard in the Schoharie grit, 
induces us still further to lower the inferior limits of the Devo- 
nian system. But should we rest there? or must we yet include 
the Oriskany sandstone? After much hesitation we adopt the 
last, from two reasons; the first is, that following the opinion of 
Mr. Hall, the deposit of the Oriskany sandstone appears to have 

been preceded by a violent movement of the waters, which de- 
nuded the soil and wore the depressions where it accumulated ; 
the second is, that certain'fossils have also some analogy with the 
Devonian fossils, such as that mass of large Spirifer totally un- 
known in the Silurian rocks. 'T'wo among them, of which we 

ve seen only the casts, remind us of the Spirifer cultrijugatus 
S. macropterus of the schists of the Eifel. 

The Devonian system being thus constituted, we must seek to 
Place in parallelism its different stages with those of Europe. It 
18 incontestible that the red sandstone which forms its superior 

, and which is so powerful on the frontiers of the states of 
New York and Pennsylvania, is upon the same horizon as the 
old red sandstone of Scotland and Wales. It is here also a 
local formation, more powerful than extensive, and which con- 

only the remains of fishes.t The groups of Chemung, 

*“We may 
the Ludlow rocks.” ; 

t We regret that M. de Verneuil should not have given more importance to this 
red sandstone, instead of merely representing it as the terminal grou of the De- 

the termination of the Hudson River group, there is perhaps nowhere else in the 
entire Paleozoic series so complete a change in the lithological and Paleozoic fea- 

i F the Chemung group. Over a consid- 
erable extent in New York and Pennsylvania, the Chemung group is succeeded 

coarse sandstone or conglomerate, which lies at the base of the red sandstone. 

8 change is equally great with that which took place at the production of the 
Oneida cong rate, and the mass forms a distinct topographical feature in the 
southern -of New York, and in parts of Pennsylvania. At the same time all 
the petder® organic forms of the Chemung group have become extinct, and we 

. 

a a= ° 
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Portage, Genesee, Tully and Hamilton represent to us the forma- 
tions of the Eifel and of Devonshire; the Marcellus shales are 
the equivalents of those of Wissenbach in the Duchy of Nassau, 
as is proved by their Goniatites, so analogous in form. 

All the groups which we have examined in the Devonian sys- 
tem of America, are not those which are of the most importance, 
since the most part of them disappear in advancing towards the 
west. The most constant beds are the corniferous and Onondaga 
limestones, both of which contain many species of the limestone of 
the Hifel and the Hartz, and should be parallel to its inferior part. 
As to the Oriskany sandstone, as we have said, we are led from 
the character of its Spirifers to consider it as the equivalent of the 
fossiliferous schists on the borders of the Rhine.t 

e comparison which we have made of the different stages 
of the Devonian system in America with that . Europe leads to 
many interesting results. The first is, to remove all species of 
doubt from the classification of the limestones “of the Hifel, the 
Hartz, &c., in showing the place which their equivalents occupy 
in the American series ; the second is, to demonstrate the little im- 
portance of the Ludlow stage, represented solely by some small 
groups, which scarcely extend beyond the limits of the state of 
New York, and perhaps of Pennsylvania ;{ the third, in fine, 1s 

have never seen a Brachiopod of any vom in ge red sandstone, the entire list 
of species so far as known being of some five or six fishes, a single sh ne of the 
form of Modiola, and a ie. owl When we AP Se e to mark the limits be- 

> = 2 & ° a - = fee] n : o oO :- ano 7 —g oO ° 2 % = i oO Coal = an o og eS or 

Fie lass us Productus as » elles ished from Chonetes and Leptena, makes its first ce 

Sbit eoprarance in the Onondaga anid corniferous limestones, continuing through the ami 

and somes groups, becoming even abundant near the close of the latter period. 

r. Vanuxem os compared this rock to the sandstone with Pentamerus - the 
itessin tine of Nassau.) If this is correet, the Oriskany sandstone be ongs 

peg upper Silurian system, the Pentameri of the greifenstein being very similar 

¢ The Ludlo sap is also difficult to be recognized on the continent of Europe. 

ne oa ae ee 
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to prove that the old red sandstone in America is more recent 
than the schists and the limestones which represent the deposits 
of the Hifel, the Hartz, and of Devonshire. 

The different groups of the Paleozoic formation of America, 
which we unite in the Devonian system of Europe, have with 
this a great number of identical fossils. We have recognized the 
following species: Holoptychus nobilissimus, teeth of Dendro- 
dus, Asterolepis, Phacops macropthalmus, Crypheus calliteles, 
Goniatites retrorsus, Bellerophon striatus, Murchisonia bilineata, 
Chemnitzia nevilis, Avicula Damnoniensis, Pterinea fascicu- 
lata, Modiola squammifera, Inoceramus chemungensis, Car- 
dium loricatum, Lucina proavia, L. rugosa, Grammysia hamil- 
tonensis, Sanguinolaria dorsata, Terebratula cuboides, T. reticu® 
laris and aspera, T’. concentrica, Spirifer mucronatus, S. ma- 
cropterus, S. cultrijugatus, S. heteroclitus, S. Verneuili, Orthis 
striatula, O. umbonata, O. crenistria, Leptena depressa, L. Du- 
tertrtt, L. laticosta, Chonetes nana, Proeductus subaculeatus, 
Favosites gothlandica, Porites interstincta, Stromatopora con- 
centrica, Pleurodyctium problematicum. 

The common characters which unite the Devonian fauna of 
America and Europe, are the appearance of those great ganoid 
fishes of which the skin was composed of solid plates with sha- 
greened surfaces, and that of the genera Goniatites, Nautilus, 
Pentremites and Productus, which have not to this time been 
authentically recognized in Silurian deposites. ‘The greater part 
of the species which we have enumerated are found in the lime- 
Stones of Devonshire, of Brittany and the Eifel, some others in 

the schists which are inferior to them and connected with them ; 
thus the Asterolepis, Phacops macropthalmus, Bellerophon stria- 
tus, Murchisonia bilineata, Chemnitzia nevilis, Inoceramus 
chemu is, Cardium loricatum, Lucina proavia, L. rugosa, ngensis, 
Sanguinolaria dorsata, Terebratula cuboides, T. reticularis and 

Grammysia hamiltonensis, Pterinea fasciculata, Spirifer a ttudl 
cropterus and Pleurodyctium problematicum, belong to the schists 

Devonian system occupies in the state of New York, a 
more considerable area than the Silurian system. As it is prin- 
it pea ee 

The presence of these species furnishes an argument in favor of the opinion 
of Mr. Romer, w eb Tak ke hol gi g are age ag . ystem, 
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cipally composed of schists and argillaceous sandstones, which 
as we have said, are lost and disappear in the west, it thence 
sults that in the states of Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky, it is re- 
duced to the black schists, which represent the Genesee slate, 
and to a calcareous band which represents at once the corniferous 
and Onondaga limestones and the Hamilton group of the state of 
New York. In fine, it disappears entirely on the borders of the 
Mississippi, where the carboniferous system appears to repose di- 
rectly upon the superior beds of the Silurian system. 

. (To be continued.) 

Art. XLI—WNote respecting Halley’s Comet; by Professor 
Loomis, of New York University. 

Sir Joun Herscuet, in his recently published volume, contain- 
ing the results of his Astronomical Observations at the Cape of 
Good Hope, has given a series of observations of Halley’s comet, 
and has drawn from them some very remarkable conclusions. 
After its perihelion passage, he first observed the comet on the 
morning of Jan. 26th, 1836. With his twenty-feet reflector he 
saw a nucleus, vividly luminous, encircled with a strong coma 
which nearly filled the field of view, (fifteen minutes in diame- 
ter,) dying away insensibly but rapidly at the edges. Within the 
coma, was seen a well defined parabolic envelope, about four min- 
utes in diameter. The next day, the diameter of this envelope 
was more than five minutes, and on the following days it increas- 
ed with great rapidity. By comparing the rate of increase on 
successive nights, he inferred that on the 21st of January, the 
envelope had no magnitude ; and that previous to that instant, 
the comet must have consisted of a mere nucleus, more or less 
bright, and a coma more or less dense and extensive. 

In confirmation of this remarkable conclusion, it is stated that 
“Prof. Boguslawski of Breslau, on the night of the 22d of Janu- 
ary, actually observed the comet as a star of the sixth magni- 
tude, a bright concentrated point which shewed no dise with 4 

? magnifying power of 140.’ 

termination of its place. The following obser 
ed from my note-book.— . 

by Dollond); but we had not sufficient time for an accurate de-- . bservations extract- 

I 
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' “Thursday morning, Jan. 14, 1836, 1 saw the comet again, 
It was quite faint in the Clark telescope—not well defined—and 

in appearance. Comet no more obvious to the eye than it 
was Aug. 31st; perhaps not so much so. Moon four days from 
new, within 10° of the comet. The morning was pleasant, but 
somewhat hazy near the horizon. 

“Jan. 15. Comet brighter than yesterday morning—quite dis- 
tinct—decidedly brighter than Aug. 31st and larger, more irregu- 
lar in outline—comet at least three minutes in diameter. Very 
clear this morning—atmosphere quite transparent.” 

On each of the preceding mornings, a diagram was made of 
the comet and two conspicuous stars in the same field of view ; 
and as the same stars were seen on both mornings, while thé 
comet had changed its position with respect to them nearly half 
a degree, there was no room for doubt respecting the nature of 
the object observed. 

“Jan. 16th. Comet observed this morning with a small equa- 
torially mounted telescope of eighteen inches focus—distinctly 
seen—though of feeble light, and outline quite ragged—tieecy. 
“Jan. 26. Comet quite bright this morning in the equatorial 

(sighteon-inch focus)—no appearance of a nucleus—very ill de- 

' “Jan. 29... Prof. Olmsted saw the comet distinetly with his 
naked eye—he looked at it with the telescope, and assured him- 
self that it was indeed the comet. There was no star in the 
heighborhood with which it could be mistaken.” iin 

B. does not state that he found’ the comet at all on the 23d of 

ject the preceding night ?—for it is difficult to suppose that the 
t had vanished entir 
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above the horizon when on the meridian, and the comet did not 
come upon the meridian until about sunrise. 
Is it possible that when Prof. B. describes the comet as seen 

“without the slightest diameter,’ he refers simply to the para- 
bolic envelope subsequently observed, and does not mean to deny 
the existence of an irregular coma of great extent? If so, then 
his observation appears quite consistent with other established 
facts, although we should regard the language he has employed 
peculiarly unfortunate. On the whole it appears very desirable 
that further observations made during the month of January, 
1836, should be rescued from oblivion; and we are impressed 
with the importance of the observatories recently erected in the 
United States, where observations can frequently be made such 
as are impracticable at the more northern observatories of Europe. 

Art. XLIL—A Determination of the General Law according 
to which. Pulses differing in intensity are propagated in Elas- 
tic Media, with remarks on the received Theory of the Velocity 
of Sound; by Ex1 W. Buaxe. 

one point, (prop. 48, case 1,) appears to recognize the fact that 
an i . . . 

ses vary with their intensities, and to determine, in general form, 
the relation which subsists between the velocity and intensity ©! 

__ltis proposed in this article to show that the velocities of puk 

Se 
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pulses. This we shall do by solving the general problem of the 
velocity of pulses by a new process, whic comprehends the in- 
tensity of the pulse as an essential element. Having done this, 
we shall see the relation in which the case solved by Newton 
stands to the general law; and if we mistake not, it will then be 
apparent that the velocity found in that case is not the velocity 
of sound. 
A pulse, considered as propagated through a line of particles 

and considered with reference to its physical condition at any in- 
Stant of time, consists of a series of contiguous ‘particles in that 
line, greater or less in number, which are more dense than the 
particles before and behind them on the line, and which are in 
motion with some velocity, while the particles before and behind 
are at rest and in their natural state of density. This series of 
particles, as it advances, encounters successively the stationary 
Particles, compressing them to the same density, putting, them in 
Motion, and thus adds them to the series. In the mean time, an 
equal number of the posterior particles of the series expand, re- 
Stming their natural density, and come to rest. It is obvious that 
if the propelling force due to the reaction of the particles expand- 
ing from the posterior extremity of the series, is equal to the re- 
tarding force of the particles encountered by the anterior extrem- 
ily, (as must always be the case if the elasticity is perfect, and if 
€ action is confined to the particles in the line,) then the pulse 

will continue to advance indefinitely, and with a uniform veloci- 
ty; a velocity however which, as we shall see, is not independent 
of the degree of condensation to which the particles are brought. 

c D 
! B ESR, 

as 3 

Particle behind it is greater than that of the particle before it, and 

Where the density is a maximum, it is likewise a point where the 

Let mn be the space which.a particle in its + : 
hatural state occupies on the line AB, and let sx ™ eee 

that P 7} . I a * 
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@ point in the line AB, in advance of C, where the particles are 
at rest, not having yet ‘felt the influence of the approaching pulse ; 
and let the two imaginary points C and D be conceived to move 
with the same velocity as the pulse. Then each travels over the 
same space and through the same number of particles in a given 
time. Consequently while C moves over a space equal to that 
occupied by a particle in its natural state, it only moves through 
one particle in its most condensed state; that is to say, while C 
moves over the space mn, it moves, relatively to the particle 
through which it passes, only over sm. Consequently the parti- 
cle itself moves in the same time over a space equal to ms. 
Hence when mm represents the velocity of the pulse, ms repre-- 
sents the final er which the pulse gives to every particle 
through which it passe 

Let H be the athena subtangent ; or the length of the 
column of particles of the natural density whose weight is equal 
to the elastic force of a particle in its natural state, and let H+A 
be the length of a similar column whose weight is equal to the 
elastic force of a particle at the maximum density.—Since the 
_ we te by a particle is inversely as the compressing force, 

lies suiitH+A: Hor ms+snisn::H+h: Hi 

consequently msisn:ih:H. Whence H=-"" -: 

The force which accelerates all the particles in Paves of €, 
which have felt the influence of the pulse but have not yet 
reached their maximum velocity, is the difference of the elastic 
forces which correspond to the natural and the maximum densities. 
This is a constant force, and must evidently be that force which 
is competent to give the velocity ms to all the sebeeel in any 

in the time in which the pulse runs over that s 
us suppose the pulse runs over the space h. ‘Then the en runs 
over / in the time in which the difference of those elastic forces 
will give to all the particles in A the velocity ms. But the dif- 
ference of the elastic forces is equal to oa weight of all the par- 
ticles in h. Therefore the pulse runs over & in the time in 
which those Ag would in falling by their own weigmt ~ 
quire the velocity m 

e time in which a falling body acquires the velocity ms 
is to the time in whieh it would acquire the velocity of the 
or mn, as ms to mn, and the spaces over which the pulse would 
rin in Ay times are as the times and therefore as ms to ™ 

re putting S for the space which the pulse would ran 
over while a falling ao @, would oie the velocity of the pulse; 

have ms imn::h:S. Whe 

oO ads ae pn _msss ms+snXh- _sn smh pg me sit ee 

ms 
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" x h ? ms wet 

_ But we have before found Ha. Substituting H for its 

value in the preceding equation, we have S=H+h. If then we 
put H+A for the velocity of the pulse, the space through which 
a H+ 

a body must fall to acquire that velocity will be i 

In this expresgion h is to be regarded as the intensity of the 
pulse : it being the length of that column of particles which must be 
superadded to the height of a homogeneous atmosphere, in order 
to produce in the air that degree of increased condensation which 

- the pulse effects in the particles through which it passes. 
If in the expression last found we make h=0, the expres- 

H, 
sion becomes 3 This is the result arrived at by Newton and 

which, as we have already remarked, was regarded by him and 
48 how generally received as the theoretical formula for the space 
through which a body must fall to acquire the velocity of sound. 
But it is evident from our demonstration that the velocity due to 
that space, instead of being the velocity of any assignable pulse, 
18 simply a limit below which no pulse can be propagated in an 
elastic fluid whose subtangent is H.* 3 | 
A pulse which produces the sensation of sound must produce 

teal motion in the particles through which it passes. In such a 
pulse A must have some finite magnitude. Nor can that magni- 
tude be by any: means the smallest that is competent to produce 
Motion in the air; for if such were the fact, then the slightest 
impulse given to the air by a vibratory movement, even waving 
the hand in it, should produce the sensation of sound, The in- 
tensity of a pulse which is competent to produce that sensation, 
will of course vary with the sensibility of the ear which is to 
receive it ; and consequently the nature of the case does not allow 
Us to assign any definite magnitude to the minimum intensity of 
Sonorous pulses; but we know by experience that the velocity of 

a 

_* Newton’s demonstration of this problem has been regarded by several distin- 
Prished mathematicians as obscure and inconclusive, omm« wit 
pothesis that a particle put in motion by a pulse is accelerated und retarded ac- 

rding to the law of the oscillating pendulum. Gabriel Cramer (sce Glasgow 
edition of Newton's Princi ia, Book I, prop. 48, notes) objects to the result ar- 
Tived at by Newton, that it flows from his hypothesis and not from the nature of 

gs. ; 

serene go e Iv e ert 
Fagrion.se Cramer rege the space through which the eer vibrates as an 

‘Anitesimal gpaait .. In such cas vides uy it can ma) ek ifference what i 
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the particles in which a pulse originates must be great in order to 
produce the sensation of sound in the most delicate ear. We 
also know that in the case of the heavier sounds, as the report of 
cannon, the condensation of the particles in which the pulse 
originates is very intense. 

his view of the subject may throw some light upon the dis- 
crepancy between the theoretical velocity of sound, as determin- 
ed by Newton and others, and its real velocitysas ‘found by ex- 
periment. 'The velocity according to that theory should be about 
944 feet in a second; varying slightly from this according to the 
state of the barometer, thermometer, and i gener 

Roberts 300 
Boyle, F : : 1200 

The velocities found } Merse . 1474 
by experiment, by Fikiwsoed and Halley, ‘ 1142 

Florentine Academy, . 1148 
French Academ my; 

Newton adopts the smallest of these experimental velocities, 
viz. 1142 feet per second, as the true practical velocity of sound ; 
and to this he reconciles his theory ; in part, by a hypothesis that 
the ag Soneieits to a certain extent, of solid particles, throug 
which the pulse is transmitted instantaneously ; and in part by 
aie: hypothesis, that the pulse does not give motion to the 
foreign matter which the air contains, and so is transmitted so 
much the faster through the true air as there is less of it in a giv- 
en space. This explanation of the matter has not been satisfac- 
tory to those who have followed Newton in investigating this 
peg They have justly thought that such causes mig 

loss, the propelling force derived from the reéxpansion of the pat- 
ticles must be not less than their retarding force in being com- 
pressed ; and in order to this, whatever ‘heat is evolved during 
their compression, must be reabsorbed in their reéxpansion. If 
then any dime is required either for the evolution of the heat, or 
for its reabsorption, so that the specific heat of the particle does 
hot instantaneously conform to the change of density ; or if any 

the heat evolved is radiated and lost, so as not to 
Present to be reabsorbed, then the evolution of heat must tee 

Otherwise it ‘cannot affect the velocity of its or 
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In the view of the subject we have taken, it will cease to be a 
matter of surprise that the velocity of sound should be found to 
be greater than that assigned by Newton’s theory; as also, that 
the experimental velocities should be found to differ greatly 
among themselves, however carefully the experiments may have 
been tried. 
When the velocity of a pulse is given, we may find its inten- 

sity by the formula, A = 7 -H. We may find the maximum 

density, the natural density being 1, by the formula, max. dens. 
2 

= 3977' We may find the space occupied by a particle at the maxi- 

mum density, its natural extent being 1, by the formula, extent at 

max. dens. = “3° 

When the velocity is 1142 feet per second, if we put the sub- 
tangent H = 27818 feet, we have 

_ Intensity of the pulse, hk = 12937 feet. 
laximum density, 1-465. 

Extent of particle, 0-682. 
If we take for the given velocity, that which a body would ac- 

qure by falling through the subtangent, or that with which air 
would rush into a vacuum, we shall find A = H, and the parti- 
cles will be compressed into half their natural size, and the den- 
Sity will be double the natural density. 
A condensing force equivalent to the pressure of a column 

12937 feet high, and which compresses the particles into about 
tos Of their natural size, is a pulse “exceedingly intense” as com- 
pared with that which Newton supposes; but if our solution of 
the problem is correct, it is physically impossible that a pulse of 
less intensity should propagate itself in our atmosphere with a ve- 
locity of 1142 feet in a second. 

a nL 4 

Arr. XLITL—Review of a Manual of the Botany of the North- 
ern United Siates, by Asa Gray, M.D., Fisher Professor of 
Natural History in Harvard University.* 

Tue Opportunities for the study of botany are so gredt in this 
land of Virgin forests, and wide uncultivated fields, that it has be- 
rome with us a favorite amusement as well as source of know- 

* For the full title, see page 207 of this volume. 
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quaintance with the many wild flowers in their native haunts ; 
and still larger numbers that look forward with delight to the 
commencement of their botanical studies. 

and to science abroad by his former botanical works. Professor 
Gray has been occupied for many years with the special study of 
American botany. He has traversed the land north and south, 
in order to acquire that critical knowledge which was demand 
for his contemplated works. In connection with Prof. 'Torrey, 
who had led the way in the science and sti]] stands preeminent, 

truth and error—multiplying greatly the difficulties and trials o~ 
is requ 

red to reduce the full treatise to a simplified and well digested 

earner and true to the science. This difficulty is more strongly 
appreciated ed mind. It ism 

; SB Bae Ch Te. , Dw ts ves S eS 2 Urna:, ' +P 45 44 
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uncommon thing for a single book-making genius to grasp (or 
grasp at) the whole range of sciences. With more modesty, Prof. 
Gray, in making this small manual, in a department that has oc- 
cupied many years of research, ventured himself upon a portion on- 
ly of the field. He was indebted to Joun Carey, Esq., for the sec- 
tions on the Willows, Poplars, and the large group of grasses, con- 
stituting the genus Carer, with which Mr. Carey was especially con- 
versant ; moreover, Mr. Wm. 8. Sutuivant took the entire charge of 
the Mosses and Liverworts, and Mr. E. Tuckerman, that of the 
Lichens. Here then, in the writing of a common school-book, 
we have the combined labors of three accomplished botanists in ad- 
dition to the author, besides also farther aid from others, whose as- 
sistance is fully acknowledged in the preface. The chapter on 
the Lichens has been omitted in this edition on account of the 
size of the volume, but is promised in connection with a second 

tion. 

The work commences with an introduction on the outlines of 
y- The structure of a plant and the nature and uses of its 

parts are briefly but perspicuously explained, and definitions are 
given of the various terms employed. ‘This introduction is not 
a mere glossary, although possessing the advantages of one, es- 
pecially in connection with an alphabetized list of terms follow- 
ing. The idea of a plant as a living object having powers of 
growth and development, as well as leaves and flowers, was evi- 

tly in the mind of the able writer, and as such it is presented 
to the reader. 
The introduction covers about fifty pages. The rest of the 

Volume is occupied with the description of genera and species. 
The limits and general scope of the work have been already pre- 
sented by us on page 298, in citations from the preface. 

- The arrangement adopted is the Natural Classification, or that 
based upon the natural relations of the species. The only ad- 

hopsis of this arrangement, with brief characteristics of genera, 
by means of which the learner is guided to the genus, if his 
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dent will find far preferable to the old Linnean system, even for 
arriving at the name of a species. 

The descriptive part of the work, which occupies 700 pages, 
bears the impress, as already intimated, of a vast deal of origmal 
research. At the same time all unnecessary abstruseness has 
studiously avoided. As far as is consistent with brevity and per- 
spicuity, the descriptions are drawn up in simple untechnical 

glish, and special effort has thus been made to remove impedi- 
ments in the way of the learner. This liberty with the precise 
language of science, a hazardous trust in the hands of the un- 
skilled, is used with great caution and good judgment. The 
characters moreover are given with fullness. They are not, as in 

most compendiums, confined to a few dry terms hardly sufficient 
for the adept, but are drawn out with some detail; and the well 
selected observations which follow, indicate an observer familiar 
with the objects he describes, often bringing the plant like a pic- 
ture i the learner. 

To render the work still more convenient for use, the names 
of the genera and species are printed in a broad faced type, and 
are thus made to stand out prominent on the page. Moreover the 
accentuation is indicated, and also the etymology of the generic 
names. No pains have evidently been spared, to render the work 
serviceable to the science and the learner. 
We observe that some old familiar names of genera are chan- 

ged, and these new titles to old plants may seem at first unneces- 
sary innovations, adding new difficulties to the science. They 
are not difficulties to the young learner, who has no knowledge to 
unlearn. And by the scientific botanist they are required, what- 
ever the inconvenience, provided the changes are only corrections 
of former errors, or a recognition of an earlier and neglected name. 
We do not —— ourselves to judge in all the particular cases, as 
this demands careful research. But, after the exposition of Prof. 
Gray’s views on changes in nomenclature, in this Journal, vol. 11, 

for 1847, p. 304 and beyond, we have good reason to place im 
cit reliance upon his decisions. Progress implies change, and an 
unyielding nomenclature is one of the greatest obstacles to the 
advance of scientific truth. 
_ The manual is from its nature a book of reference. The sub- 
jects of structure and physiology, which are briefly presented in 
the Introductory Chapter, are treated of at length in a previous 
work by our author, entitled the Botanical 'Text-Book, the see- 
ond edition of which appeared in 1845. ‘The whole process of 
growth with its various phases of development, the nature of @ 

na and the peculiar structures exemplified in the different oF 
are here brought out in a popular yet scientific style, with 

humerous illustrati his former treatise is full of interesting 
detail, and isa valuable and appropriate introduction to the M 
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Art. XLIV.—Upon a peculiar kind of Isomorphism that plays 
an important part in the Mineral Kingdom; by Professor 
 Scueerer of Christiania.* 

Wuar first led me to the discovery of the kind of isomorphism, 
the nature and frequent occurrence of which in the mineral 
kingdom it is purposed to enter upon in the present paper, was 
the examination of two minerals. One of these substances is a 
mineral already known, namely, Cordierite ; the other, on the con- 
trary, is a new mineral species, to which I have given the name 

iolite. I will at the outset detail my observations upon 
both these minerals, and then proceed to enter upon the inferen- 
ces drawn therefrom. 
_ 1. Cordierite—The cordierite that formed the subject of my 
investigations is met with in the vicinity of Kragerée, a sea town 

h of Norway, about eighteen English miles northeast 
of Tvedestrand, a town on the same coast and the well known 
locality of the beautiful blue cordierite, red garnet and crystal- 
lized titaniferous iron. The cordierite of Kragerée is not re- 
markable for anything like so deepa blue color as that of 'T'vede- 
Strand; it is, generally speaking, of a pale amethystine tint or 
quite colorless, by which it assumes very much the appearance 

common greasy quartz. ; 

t is by no means an easy matter, owing to the considerable 
amount of alumina and magnesia that are contained in cordierite, 
to arrive at a correct analysis of the mineral. 'The separation 0. 

these earths by caustic potash or (when a considerable quantity 
of ammoniacal salts is contained in the solution) by caustic am- 
Monia, is, as we are aware, only applicable when one of the eart 
i question is present in a comparatively small quantity. I there- 

re had recourse to another method, to which M. Henry Rose, in 
his work on analytical chemistry, gives the preference in cases 
Where considerable quantities of these earths are to be separated. 
I put a considerable quantity of the solution: of bicarbonate of 
Soda required for the process in question into a large flask, and 
then added thereto, drop by drop, the acid solution contaming 
the alumina, the magnesia, and the trifling portion of oxyd of 
ton of the cordierite. The bulk of this acid solution was at 

fifty times less than that of the alkaline solution in the 
flask, and this latter was gently shaken as each drop of the acid 
Solution was let fall into it. By this means the separation of 
these earths promised, I thought, to be more complete than when, 
n the contrary, the bicarbonate of soda is poured into the solu- 
UNAM co ee RA 

y, From Poggendorif's Annalen, vol. Ixviii, p. 319; translated for this Journal by 
Mr. W. G. Lerrsom. 
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tion of the earths. I however found that the alumina thus 
precipitated was not free from magnesia. After separating it 
therefore by filtering and dissolving it in muriatic acid, it was 
treated again ina similar manner. But even now the alumina 
thrown down was not entirely free from magnesia, as was subse- 
quently shown when it was treated with caustic potash, by which 
operation there was left undissolved a substance consisting chiefly 
of oxyd of iron, from which minute quantities of alumina and 
magnesia were precipitated. The principal amount of the mag- 
nesia that was held in solution by the bicarbonate of soda, was 
separated with the necessary precautions by boiling and other 
methods, the slight quantity of the oxyd of iron present which 
had been taken up with the magnesia in the large excess of the 
alkaline solution, having been previously thrown down by a few 
drops of sulph-hydrate of ammonia. This sulphuret of iron was 
not altogether free from traces of magnesia. 

From two analyses of the Kragerée cordierite, in which the 
separation of the alumina and magnesia was performed as here 
described, the following results were obtained : 

1: Mean 

Silica, 50°44 50°44 50°44 
Alumina, . 3°22 32-68 32°95 
Magnesia, 12-43 13-08 12°76 
hitless Fy 1-08 17 1+12 
Protoxyd of iron, . 0-79 1-12 0:96 
Protoxyd of manganese, trace. trace. trace. 
Ware * 3: 1-17 0-87 1-02 

99-13 99°36 99°25 

The amount of silica could be determined in only one of these 
experiments, inasmuch as in one analysis the mineral was not 
fused with carbonate of soda but was attacked with fluoric acid.* 
The ratio of the oxygen of the silica to that of alumina and to 
that of the 1: 1 atomic bases is consequently as follows: 

Si Al R 
26°20 : 15°26 : 5-48, 

assuming the small amount of iron in the mineral to be in the 
form of the protoxyd. This, however, can scarcely be the case 

with the cordierite here the subject of analysis, which was almost 
entirely colorless, and did not show the slightest tinge of greed, 
whereas it is well known that, comparatively speaking, very 

ima deieadiain ill 

* Plattner’s apparatus was had recourse to for this fusion. The mass was 4 
completely fused, but was rendered thoroughly attackable by hydrochloric act” 
Frequent experience has convinced me of the great advantages whi I 
tus offers to the mineralogical chemist whose time and trouble are materially 
saved thereby. 
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minute quantities of the protoxyd of iron are sufficient for im- 
parting to a silicate (when not ina pulverulent form) a decided 
green tinge, if not interfered with by the presence of other color- 
ing substances. Assuming, therefore, and we are doubtless bet- 
ter borne out in doing so, that the iron is in the condition of a 
peroxyd, the ratio of the’ oxygen becomes 

Si R R 
26:20 ; 15:64 ; 5-26, 

agreeing very closely with the ae R? Si2?+3R Si, which 
would require a ratio of 26°20 : 15°72 : 5-24," The formula cited 
above is however that of the sien hard fahlunite, whereas 
that of cordierite, according to Berzelius, has been hitherto held 

to be 3R? Si?+S8AlSi.* The ratio of the oxygen agreeing 
with this last formula, is 

Si Al R 
26:20 : 14-97 : 5°62, 

and is therefore an approximation to the first that was obtained, 
in which the iron in the Kragerée cordierite was held to be in 
the state of a protoxyd. As it does not however appear to me 
that this assumption is fairly borne out, I here give the preference 

to the more simple formula R? Si?+3R Si 
This leaves us to consider whether the cmianaes of cordier- 

ite from other localities may not be also expresse sl 
Pler formula. The ratio of the oxygen is, however, 
= In the Cordierite from nen according to Stromeyer, 25: 2 : 14-81 : 5-90 

Simiutak, 25°51] : 15-47: _ 15-47 ; 5-43 
‘ te Ori to : “ 25-22 : 14-82 : 5-83 

4. « rie TE ot a Bound 95-95 : 15-36 : 5-18 
5. &“ “ “« ‘Thom 25-21 : 14-71 : 6-23 
6. ‘s Connecticut, “ 25°78 : 13-41 : 6-39 

The mean of these six analyses gives * 

Si Al R 
25°47 ; 14:76 : 5:83, 

Whereas, peoding to the formula R* Si?+3AlSi, it should be 
25-47 : 15.27: 5-09. On the assumption, however, that, in these 
Sie oftvan sae a small portion of the iron exists in the form of a 
Protoxyd, the average ratio is convertible to 

Al R 
05: ‘47: 15°27 : 5: 37, 

oe eee 

* Or, more fully, Fe3 Siz +261 Si+2 [Mgs Si2-+3.Al Si). 
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cannot but look on this simpler expression as the true representa- 
tive of all cordierites. 

this however as it may, it noways influences the deduc-~ 
tions which, as will be seen below, we draw from the composi- 
tion of the mineral in question, and the other formula may, wi 
equal propriety, be looked upon as the correct one. It, neverthe- 
less, struck me that the agreement of the formula of cordierite 
with that of the closely allied hard fahlunite, was a point of suf- 
ficient interest to justify these passing remarks. 

Aspasiolite.—In most of its mineralogical characters, espe- 
cially in color, lustre, translucency and hardness, this substance, 
which occurs at the same locality as the cordierite just described, 
agrees very closely with serpentine.* It is usually of a green 
color of various shades, mostly light, such as leek-green, aspara- 
gu n, oil-green, &c. Here and there the mineral exhibits 
portions of a brown or reddish-brown color, which appears to 

oe etal E 

_* ZT received both substances from Messts. Dahl and Weibye of Kragerde, min- 
eralogical students at this University, to whose kindness [ am already indebted 
for several interesting minerals. 



ii It. Mean. 
Silica, 50°29 50-51 50°40 
Alumina, 32-40 32°35 32°38 
Magnesia, 7 8-04 7:97 8-01 
ime, ... . . trace trace. trace. 

Protoxyd of iron, . 2:30 2°39 2:34 
Protoxyd of manganese, trace. trace. trace. 

ater, . . ; 6°58 6-73 
99-61 : 

The corresponding ratio of oxygen as deduced from the mean of 
those two analyses, is 

Si Al; 2 US 
26:18 : 15:12 : 3°63 : 5-98, 

proportions here obtained, we obtain expressions that are scarcely 
probable and noways in harmony with the formula of cordierite, 
though nevertheless, as will be immediately seen, both minerals, 
Owing to the circumstances of their occurring together, stand in 
op ec relation to each other. 

n comparing the composition of aspasiolite with that of the 
cordierite of Kragerée, we see that the silica and alumina occur 
i Nearly the same quantities in both substances, and that it is 
Principally in the diminished amount of magnesia, consequent 
upon the considerable amount of water, that the constitution of 
the former mineral differs from that of the latter. This circum- 

And that there is not the slightest reason to pe ee 
a 

iit is evident from the fact that the fresh and compact mass 
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Under these circumstances the idea is forced upon us, that these 
two minerals, cordierite and aspasiolite, are ¢somorphous, and that 
this isomorphism is founded upon the power which a certain 
amount of water has to replace a certain quantity of magnesia. 
Calculation informs us that in this case, three equivalents of water 
would replace one equivalent of magnesia. Assuming this to be 
the case, and substituting magnesia* in accordance therewith for 
the amount of water contained in aspasiolite, we should obtain 
the following ratio of oxygen for this mineral, 

Si Al R 
26:18 : 15:12 : 5-63; 

whereas the corresponding ratio for the Kidgerde cordierite was, 
oe been shown, 26°20 : 15°26: 5-48. Both these ratios of 

n pri therefore, by this substitution, all but precisely 
pot ag Even ass ‘that in aspasiolite a minute portion of 
its iron (about half its amount) occurs as the peroxyd, would 
modify the above ratio but very immiaterially ; in that case we 
should have the num 

Si R 
26°18 : 15 52; 5:37, 

thus fais igri. to the ratio of oxygen that we arrive at in 
ning the are quantity of iron in the Kragerée cordierite 

as a pee by w ren as before stated, the numbers we obtain 
are, 26:20 : 15°64: 

hatever view sly are disposed to adopt therefore, in this re- 
pee the result in every case is, that the similar crystalline forms 

olite and in cordierite, is to be explained upon the as- 
fnvtion that three equivalents of water can replace isomorphi- 

ally one equivalent of magnesia. So striking a result as this, 
in the present want of any analogous observations, could not, it 
is self-evident, although borne out by facts, be at once looked up- 
on as thoroughly established ; and I therefore set about investiga- 

g the truth of the matter from other points of view, to the ut- 
iticat in my power.t 

Mimi ee 

* That is to say, in the proportion of 3EZ to 1Mg, or in other words of 3X 11243= 

357-44 =O 706 Part 
by weight of magnesia. For the 6-73 per cent. of water coutaiion in aspasiolite, 
according to my analysis, we must hanes nubetisets 673X 07 “15 per cent. 
od magnesia. 

337-44 to 25835; therefore for every part by weight of water, 

necessa 
ae then to calculate the is en of the quant 
that is requisite is to divide og resis _ ih «ty Bee gen Bo of the er wi & three, and 
to add the he ong t ich means, 
in the example before us, the ahd laaaae yee t oxygen ny saci ai X5-98=5'63, 
as Bed find it given above. aseiaes Nai wi 

+ Something | ig t! test og: Scheerer’s views 
Lam altogether mistaken, been [allude to what Prof. Fuchs Poche ay ative toa certain quantity of water replacing soda.—W. G. L. 
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_ It was to be expected that this peculiar species of isomorphism 
would not manifest itself by one insulated fact, but that, as far 
at least as the mineral kingdom is concerned, it must play a more 
or less important and general part, and that further proofs of the 
justice of my views would in consequence be drawn from the 
composition of other hydrous minerals. My attention was in the 
firs directed to an examination of one of the most common 
hydrous silicates of magnesia, serpentine. 

. Serpentines.—The analysis of serpentines from different lo- 
calities has led to results which, as shown by the following table, 
differ very materially. 

- 

Serpentine from Si Mg Ca | Fe | Mn} H Other constituents. 

1. Snarum, according to Hartwall, [42-97/41-66, . |2-23, . |12-270°87 Al 
2. Sala, “ Lychnell, |42-16'42-26 . |1-98| . |12:33)1°03 bitumen and C 

3. Gullsjé, Mosander, |42'3444:20| . | . | . (1238089 C 
4. Snarum, “ my analysis,*}40°71/41-48 . [2°43 
5. New York, “ ck, 41-00/41-262'39 1-85 
6. Fahlun, se Jordan, |40°32/41-76) . (3°33 

7. Hoboken, Lynchnell, |41-67)/41-25| . |1-48) . 

8. Fahlun, “ Marchand, |40°52/42:05| . |3-01 
9. Philippstadt, Stromeyer, |41:66/37-16, . /4-05 

10. 2 “ John, 42-50|38-63}025 1°35 
11. Massachusetts, “ | Shepard, [40-08)41-40| . |2-70| . 

12. Bare Hills, « Vanuxem, |42°69/40-00) . |1-16) ». 
13. New York, “ Beck, 40-50'38-00' . | . 

tines as Al Si, we obtain the following proportions : 

Si R Si R 
1, 21:91 : 20-27 8. 21-07 : 20°95 

2. 21:90 : 20-46 9. 21-64 : 20-12 

3. 21:99 : 20-78 10. 21-61 : 19-96 

A. 20°03 : 20:34 11, 20°82 : 21:28 

6, 21:30 ; 21°09 12. 22°18 : 20°52 

6. 20-93 : 20-95 13; 21°04 : 20-93 

7. 21°65 : 20°39 ; 
Oras a mean of these thirteen ratios, 21°39 : 20°62; or in other 
Words, 100 : 96-4, 
DE cas ge 

* In this analysi | ion of the Ail from the Mg, was care- fally es a ee the complete separation o g 

Srconp Series, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. - 50 
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Whence we may infer, first, that all the serpentines in question, 
notwithstanding their very different amount of water, give very 

nearly one and the same oxygen ratio of Si to R, as soon as we 
conceive their water to be replaced by magnesia in the proportion 

of 3H: 1Mg; and secondly, that this oxygen ratio, which from 
the mean of thirteen analyses is 100: 96-4, may, disregarding the 
trifling discordance, be put down as=1:1. This discordance 
of 3-6 per cent. is easily explained when we take into considera- 
tion the difficulty that there is in obtaining serpentine completely 
pure, and entirely free from all mechanical admixture, and how 
liable this mineral is, either by being dried at too high a temper- 
ature, or in consequence of becoming weathered, (whence it also 
takes up a small amount of carbonic acid,) to part with a small 
quantity of its water. 

From the oxygen ratio, Si: R = 1: 1, we deduce for all ser- 

pentines, the simple formula of (R]° Si, the bracket including 

the R signifying that in this member a greater or lesser portion 
of the magnesia and bases isomorphic therewith, as for instance, 

Fe, Mn, and so forth, is replaced by a corresponding quantity of 
water in the ratio here stated. This formula is however at the 

same time that of olivine, [R* Si,] with this difference merely, 
namely, that in the latter no magnesia is replaced by water. 
Hence, serpentine is to be looked upon as a hydrous olivine, or 
other words, as an olivine in which the water, as an isomorphic 
constituent, replaces a greater or less amount of the 1: 1 atomic 
bases, whence we arrive at an explanation of the known fact, 
that the crystallized serpentine from Snarum is of the same 
erystalline form as olivine. What aspasiolite is to cordierte, 
serpentine is to olivine. 

The remarkable serpentine crystals from Snarum, (some of 
which, with a corresponding width and thickness, attain the 

length of four inches and above,) have been held by some min- 
eralogists to be pseudomorphous crystals of olivine. Whoever 1s 
acquainted personally with their locality, will assuredly refuse to 
adopt this view.* 

The olivine form of these crystals, furnishes of course no direct 
proof of the conversion; it only engages us to endeavor to seek 
Jor such a proof. No such proof has hitherto been found, nel- 
ther is it probable, as I have convinced myself by a careful in- 

ee 

* Tamnau, who visited the localities some years ago, has already expressed him- 
self to that effect. See Pogg. Ann., vol. xlii, p. 462. Also, Bobert in Gaa Nor 
vegted, part i, p. 135. 
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spection of the localities in question, that it will ever be met with. 
ot any where in the Snarum serpentine, is there any indication 

of that weathering or other decomposition of the rock, univer- 
sally observed as accompanying such pseudomorphs as are here 
treated of. The crystals of serpentine, in themselves perfectly 
fresh and colored green by silicate of the protoxyd of iron, are 
either imbedded in magnesite not less fresh and showing brilliant 
anes of cleavage,* or else they occur in perfectly undecomposed 

titaniferous iron. Now and then upon breaking up the latter, por- 
tions of serpentine are met with imbedded therein. There are 
not met with here either clefts, cracks, or drusy cavities, indica- 
tive of any infiltration, formation of veins, or any thing of that 
kind ; but serpentine, magnesite, titaniferous iron, mica, and some 
few other minerals met with here, occur closely and intimately 
mixed up together, forming a ribbon-shaped zone in the primitive 
gneiss, as has been demonstrated by Bébert in his article “ Upon 
the Serpentine Formation in the primitive district of Modum.”’+ 

_ There are met with, it is true, at this locality, erystals of serpen- 
tine more or less weathered, in which case, owing to the protoxyd 
of iron being raised to the peroxyd, they are of a dirty yellow or 
brownish color, and indeed most of the specimens preserved in 
collections present that appearance ; the reason thereof is simple 

(To be continued.) 

nee ee 

This was formerl d b bi r- See Po, . Ann. yol, Ixy . 292. y suppose to be bitte spar. 2s . 2p 
f See Gaa Norvegica, part i, p- 127. 
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Art. XLV.—Matteucci’s Lectures on Living Beings.* 

Tue name of Matteucci has long been connected with re- 
searches on the physical phenomena.of living beings, and espe- 
cially with investigations into the agency of electricity in these 
operations. His mind has gone forward in experimental investi- 
gation, unbiassed by prevailing speculations, pursuing truth with 
the teachable spirit required of the student of nature, and with 
an earnestness and fertility of resource, rarely if ever exceeded. 
His statements are, therefore, entitled to the highest consideration. 
He finds no support for a common speculative opinion that an 
animal is a machine moved by electricity ; yet traces out analo- 
gies between the different forces that are of great interest. 

His lectures were delivered before the University of Pisa. 
They were published in Italian and have since appeared in French 
and English; the latter edition is from a corrected copy, by the 
author, with important recent additions. The topics treated of, 

—Electrical effects—Action of Gravity,—Light and Caloric,—Ner- 
vous foree—Muscular Contraction—Circulation— V oice—Hear 
—Vision. ‘The researches relating to muscular electricity and 
the relations between electricity and the nervous force have never 
been properly noticed in this Journal, and we continue this re- 
view of the work by citations of passages, which will exhibit, 
though imperfectly, the facts to the reader, referring to the wor 

vani’s usual method; that is, we cut it through the middle of 
its pelvis, separate carefully all the muscles of the thigh, and di- 
vide one of the lumbar plexuses as it passes out of the vertebral 
column. We then have a leg of the frog united to its long 
nervous filament or the crural nerve (see B, part of fig. 2, p- 394). 

The frog thus prepared,—which I have called the galvanosco- 
pic frog—is very useful in researches on the electric current. 
For this purpose we introduce the claws of a frog into a glass 
tube covered with an insulating varnish, take hold of the tube 
with the hand, and afterward bring any two parts of the body; 

ee 

* Lectures on Living Beings, by Carlo Matteucci, Professor in the University of 

Pisa, with numerous wood-cuts. Translated under the superintendence of eal 
pe Pereira, M.D., F.R.S., Vice President of the Royal Medical and Chirurgi¢ ‘ 
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whose electric state we wish to examine, in contact with two 
different and sufficiently distant points of the nervous filament of 
the galvanoscopic frog.’ 

ectric current in muscles.—Furnished with a frog, thus 
prepared, I take a living animal, a pigeon for example, slightly 
cut its pectoral muscle, and apply the extremity of the nerve to the 
bottom of the wound, and another portion of the nerve to the lips 
of the wound, or better still to the external surface of the muscle ; 
the frog continually contracts. This experiment clearly demon- 
strates the presence of an electrical current. e phenomenon wit- 
nessed in the pigeon takes place in every other animal, whether 
warm or cold blooded. I have recently proved that the galvano- 
scopic frog gives the same signs when we operate upon a wound 
made in the muscle of aman. But it is necessary to have recourse 
to the galvanometer to place beyond doubt the existence and 
character of this current. I expose the pectoral muscle of a living 
pigeon, [ make a wound in it, and quickly convey the two plati- 
hum extremities of a very delicate galvanometer, the one to the 
external surface of the muscle, the other to the interior of the 
wound. The needle instantly deviates from 15° to 20° and 
€ven more; thus demonstrating the existence of a current, whose 
direction is from the internal part of the muscle to the surface of 

same muscle,’ 
‘ The muscular pile.—I take five or six: frogs, pared after 

the manner (already mentioned) of Galvani; I cut them in halves, 
Separate the thighs from the legs by disarticulation, and divide 
the thighs transversely into two parts. I thus obtain a certain 
Humber of the halves of thighs, from among which I select those 
only which belong to the lower portion; I arrange this series of 
demi-thighs upon. a vamished tray, Fig: i. 
ha i ————— 

et Comat be if. 
3 esse ‘ Contact with the internal surface of the " 

Preceding. Here then we have a pile of demi-thighs of frogs, 
of which one extremity is formed by the external surface of the 
Muscle, the other by the internal surface. I fill the two cups 
with a weak saline solution, or even with distilled water; plunge 
Into them the two extremities of the galvanometer, and immedi- 
ately a deviation of the needle is seen, which, before the immer- 
Sion of these conductors, was at 0°. Thus the presence of an 
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The intensity of the current is in proportion to the number of 
demi-thighs or pigeons employed to form the pile. Matteucci 
ascertained by various trials that this current did not depend on 
the nervous system. 

‘The origin of this current resides in the electric conditions 
which are produced by the chemical actions of the nutrition of 

liquid compose the elements of a pile; they are the liquid acid 
an 

Matteucci, in his tenth lecture, treats of electric fishes, show- 
ing the identity of the force with electricity and its general 
character in different animals. In concluding this subject, he 
speaks of what he designates the proper current of the frog. 

Proper current of the frog.—After mentioning a simple mode of 
experiment, he says: ‘ The signs of the current are augmented in 
intensity, if in place of a single frog, I form a pile with a number 
of them is arrangement is very easily understood: I employ 

the varnished tray before spoken of, when treating of the mus- 
cular current. I place on it some frogs, prepared in such a way 
that the nerves of the first animal touch the legs of the second, 
and the nerves of the second, the legs of the third, and so on. I 
thus have a pile, one extremity of which is formed by the legs, 
and the other by the nerves. I plunge the two poles of this pile 
into cavities of the tray, which contain either a very weak saline 
solution, or distilled water. Into these I also put the two ex- 
tremities of the two wires of the galvanometer. It is seen that 
the needle deviates, and indicates precisely, as in the experiment 
of Nobili, the existence of a very energetic current which circu- 

lates from the legs to the nerves in each of the frogs which form 
the pile. Ihave repeated and varied in a thousand ways this 
experiment, which has enabled me to ascertain that the variation 

of the needle is proportional to the number of frogs composing 
the pile; that it is more considerable when we employ an alka- 
line or saline solution, or better still, an acid solution, than when 
we employ distilled water; that, whatever be the liquid employ- 
ed, the direction of the current is constant, and circulates always 

in the pile from the feet to the upper part of the frog. Recently, 
studying more attentively the proper current, I have satisfied 

myself that it isa phenomenon which appertains to all animals. 
‘Having thus ascertained the conditions on which the proper 

current depends, I think that I may generalize its origin, ant 
connect it with the muscular current. ‘This community of on- 
gin is principally demonstrated by the identity of action which 
the different circumstances that modify the organism and life of 
animals, exercise upon the muscular current.’ 
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‘ Anatomists, and especially Bowman, have lately demonstrated, 
that the elementary muscular fibres are immediately continuous 
With the tendinous fibres, and that the sarcolemma which invests 
the muscle, ceases abruptly where the tendon begins. We may, 
then, with some probdbility, consider the tendon as being in the 
same electric condition as the interior of the muscle, and there- 
fore, when we form, by means of a good conductor, a circuit or 
communication between the tendon and the sarcolemma, we put 
into circulation a portion of the muscular current.’ 

Lecture eleventh is occupied with the physiological action of 
gravity, light and color. Lectures 12 and 13 treat of the physio- 
logical action of the electric current; Lectures 14, 15, of the 

ments, one was performed ona horse. ‘We employed a very 
delicate galvanometer; the nerve was exposed for a considerable 
extent of its course, and I could traverse it with the platinum 
extremities of the galvanometer, by passing from a distance of two 
or three centimeters to that of fifteen or twenty. We never 
obtained distinct signs of the derived current, and in a constant 
direction, even when the muscles of the animal were violently 
contracted. I may add that from what we know of the proper- 
hes of electricity, and of the laws of its propagation, it is im 
sible to conceive the existence of a current circulating in the 
nerves. In order that an electrical current should pass from one 
extremity of the nervous system to the other, it would be neces- 

ry to compare the nerve to a metallic wire varnished or other- 
Wise insulated, an assumption which is not in accordance with 
act. An electric current which, subjected to the will, would set 
out from the brain to reach the muscles, by traversing the nerves, 
could not be stopped in its course by the ligature of the nerve ; 
Whereas we well know, that the propagation of the nervous force 
18 prevented by that proceeding. Lastly, its circulation in the 
nerves requires that the nervous system should form a closed cir- 
cuit; but the labors of anatomists are very far from having prov~ 
ed such an arrangement, especially in the ultimate ramification in 
the muscles where it would be especially necessary.’ 

‘This unknown force of the nervous system is therefore not 
electricity, and still less is it the electric current. But what con- 
hection exists between it and electricity, or the electrical current ? 

order to reply to these questions, I will here sum up, in a few 
Wordsy the only positive result that my lengthened investigations 
- scette- physiological phenomena of animals have permitted me 

uce.’ 
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‘There exists, between electricity and the nervous force, an 
analogy which, if it does not possess the same degree of evidence, 
is, however, of the same kind as those analogies which we know 
to exist between caloric, light and electricity. We have seen, 
when speaking of the phenomena present@d by electrical fishes, 
that the faculty which they possess of producing electricity is 
obedient to the nervous system. There is, then, in these ani- 
mals, a peculiar organic structure, such an ‘arrangement of parts 
that by an ae me nervous force, they can develop the electric 
fluid. ‘You remember the identity of causes and circumstances 
which excite aid ‘modify muscular contractions, and this function 
is proper to these animals. You have seen ‘that in them the 
property which they have of giving the discharge, is under the 
immediate dependence of the functions of the nervous system, 

as well, also, as is the faculty which the muscles have of con- 
tractin 

Matteucci’s experiments on induced contraction are highly im- 
rtant. He says—‘I shall commence by briefly stating in 

what this phenomenon consists, and by 

Having prepared a galvanoscopic frog, 
(B) we place its nerve upon one or both 
thighs of a mc es abet in the ordinary 
manner (A); then by applying the two 
poles of a pile to = lumbar plexus of the 
latter, we observe that when the muscles / 
of the thighs contract, convulsions simul- 
taneously occur in the galvanoscopic 
claw, whose ote rest upon the thighs 
in contraction.’ 

‘I have also ascertained that this phe- 
nomenon likewise occurs when we place 
the nerve of a galvanoscopic frog upon 
the muscles of the thigh of a rabbit, and 
make these contract by means of a eurrent acting upon the nerv 

which ramifies in the thigh. Ihave also observed contractions 
of the galvanoscopic frog, without the employment of the elec- 
tric current to excite the contractions of the muscle, producing 
the induced contraction ; the action of some other stimulant, ap- 
ont to the spinal marrow or the lumbar plexuses, being subst 
tut 

‘Lastly, I have repeated these experiments by placing very 
fine layers of deereiee welbianites serween the nerve of the gal- 
vanoscopic frog, and the muscular surface where the induced cou- 
—— is developed. A leaf of gold, or a very thin and insula- 
ing lamina of mica, or glazed paper, being interposed, prevents 
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the production of the phenomena; that is to say, the contractions 
by induction do not occur in the galvanoscopiec frog; but on the 
contrary, a leaf of fine paper moistened with water, does not pre- 
vent the occurrence of this contraction.’ 

Various experiments were performed with great care by Mat- 
teucci, to ascertain the true nature of the cause of these contrac- 
tions, and he concludes that they are due to a nervous force an 
not to electricity. In the course of his argument on this subject, 
e says:—‘ We might believe’ in the development of electricity 

independently of the proper and muscular currents. But how can 
We stippose such a fact, when we see that the induced contrac- 
tion is transmitted through certain insulating substances such as 
turpentine, oil, &c., while it no longer does so if we employ very 
thin leaves of mica. We might suspect that electricity, develop- 

during muscular contraction, acted by influence. In this hy- 
pothesis, we can understand why turpentine offered no obstacle 
to the passage of the contraction by induction ; but the other fact, 
that with an extremely thin plate of mica, the same result does 
not happen, makes it doubly inexplicable. I have tried the effect 
of covering a galvanoscopic frog, placed on a glass plate, with a 
plate of mica; the discharge from a Leyden bottle, passed be- 
tween the knobs of the excitor upon the mica plate, and contrac- 
tions were excited in the galvanoscopic frog. I shall not now 
Stop to analyze this fact; it is sufficient for the present to show, 
that induced contraction through the mica ought to have occur- 
ted, if the cause of the phenomenon resided in an electric dis- 

charge, or was the result of the latter. I shall conelude by add- 
ing that I have endeavored repeatedly, but always unsuccessfully, 
to excite contraction in the frog by holding the nerve of the gal- 
Vanoscopic frog in proximity with, or even in contact with a me- 
tallic conductor traversed by an electric current. In order to find 
out the most favorable conditions, and in order that the circuit by 

hished. When all these precautions are taken, in order that the 
og may be 

Cited in the latter, at the commencement, at the opening, or at 
the ¢losure of the circuit of the pile. It must be remarked, that 
In thi®experiment the circuit by induction may take place com- 
pletely in the frog. I employed Bunsen’s pile of ten elements 
without obtaining any other result.’ 

_ Scop Szrixs, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. | 
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‘From all this it appears, that there is no experimental evi- 
dence in favor of the explanation of the phenomenon of induced 
contraction, by the assumption of the development of electricity 
uring muscular contraction.’ ; 
‘We are, then, still ignorant of the coullot muscular contrac- 

tion, and all that we know of this phenomenon are the following 
particulars: it is produced, even when acting at great distances 
from the muscle upon the nerve, whose ramifications it receives; 

the integrity of the nervous filament from the pomt where the ex- 
citation takes place to the muscle itself, is indispensable; this 
transmission is effected with such rapidity, that we are compell 
to compare it to that of electricity, light, and radiant caloric, prop- 
agating itself through various media; what modifies, augments 
or destroys the accomplishment of the chemical physico-phenom- 
ena of the nutrition of the muscle, has an analogous action upon 

its contractibility, provoked by any influence acting upon the 
nerves; and lastly, in the laws of the contraction of a muscle, 
we find an analogy with the physical laws of elasticity. The 
fact of induced contraction will, then, be a phenomenon of in- 
duction of this unknown force, which circulates in the nerves 
and produces muscular contraction.’ 

The following views are presented on the production of ner- 
vous force-—‘In conclusion, let us say a few words on the pro- 
duction of the nervous force. Although it be true that we pos- 
sess no knowledge of it except in living animals, and consequently 

want the apparatus to accumulate it and study its laws, out of 
the animal itself, yet we should not abandon all physical analo- 
gies in the investigations which we make relative to its mode of 
production. Whenever a movement occurs, or the effect of foree 
is manifested, we are certain that some transformation of matter 

a loss of power, and as we see the animal machine recover its ap- 

titude for exercise after having obtained food and rest, we 
admit that the force necessary to muscular action may arise 
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the chemical actions of nutrition; inasmuch as by means of the 
latter, and of repose, this force is reproduced and accumulates in 
the nervous system. Interrupt for a certain time the sanguineous 
circulation in a muscle, and soon this becomes incapable of con- 
tracting ; but with the return of blood, the muscular force revives. 
In animals, where circulation and respiration are very active, the 
development of muscular force is more considerable. 

heat and the nervous force. Of all chemical actions of which 
the animal is the seat, the only one which we perfectly know, 

and which we have even measured, is that which produces car- 
bonic acid. On the average, man converts and exhales, in the 
form of carbonic acid, ten to fifteen grammes of carbon per hour.’ 

Matteucci, in continuing this subject, adduces the calculation 
a man in the course of a journey consumes ;'; the quantity 

of carbon required for a locomotive to carry him the same jour- 
hey; and after other observations, concludes that the ‘work 
produced from nervous force derived from a certain chemical ac- 
fon, is much greater than that which this same action produces 
when converted into heat.’ 

In the Comptes Rendus for the 15th of March, 1847, Matteucci 
has given the following summary of his hypothetical views re- 

Specting the nervous force : 
Ist. The nervous fluid is produced by the chemical actions of 

nutrition. 
2d. This fluid, developed principally in the muscles, is diffu- 

sed there, and being endowed with a repulsive force between its 
ting like the electric fluid, retains the elements of i BH 

ore In a state of repulsion analogous to that presented by elec~- 
Webisden . : 

- When this nervous fluid ceases to be free in the muscle, 
the elements of the muscular fibre mutually attract each other, 
a8 we see happens in cadaveric rigidity. 

Ath, This nervous fluid enters continually into the nerves, and 
from them passes to the brain, assuming in these bodies a new 
State which is no longer that of the free fluid; in this manner it 
Passes from the muscle to the nerve. According to the quantity 
of this fluid which ceases to be free in the muscle, the contrac- 

strong. 10n 1s more or less 
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5th. This state is that of the nervous current, or species of 
discharge which proceeds from the nervous extremities to the 
brain, and returns in a contrary direction by an act of the wi 

6th. When this discharge takes place, muscular contraction 
ought to take place, the fluid ceasing to be free in the muscles. 

7th. This discharge of nervous fluid, acting as in the electric 
fish, explains the induced contraction; in both cases and by the 
same disposition of parts, the nervous current produces a species 
of electric polarization of the elements, either of the muscular, 
or of the electric apparatus ; the difference of effects will be due 
to a different number of elements, to their dimensions, &c. 

8th. The electric current impedes the nervous discharge, if it 
be directed in the contrary direction; as in the direct current: 
the nervous fluid not -being able to enter and accumulate in the 
nerve, this loses its excitability. The contrary takes place for 
the inverse current, which goes in the same direction as _ of 
the nervous discharge : the nervous fluid is found 
the nerve, and its excitability is aug mented. 

Arr. XLVI. eR op of Errors found in ii Mathemat- 
ical Tables; by A. D, Srante 

Ivy compiling a set of mathematical tables, published a few 
months since, several errors were found by the writer in different 
tables which he had occasion to examine. A list of them is 
given —- for the use of those who have copies of the tables 
referre 

parses Table of Logarithms of Numbers: second edition ; 
London, 1831. 

Log. 10354 (p. 6.) The first of the figures 1082 should be m 
small type. 

Log. 60676-7-8-9. The cipher in each of the loga- 
Log. 70634—5-6-7-8-9. rithms should be in small type. 

Hutton’s Mathematical Tables: latest editions. 

Log. 24626, for pag read 3913939. 
In the Traverse Tabl 

Dist. 5, course ab pts. for lat. oe read 3'8651 
«dep. 3°9363 39364 eo @ 

8 4 16 “ lat. 75642 “ 75641 
CyB MT sot he F196 te FASE 
AQ AE EB te dats 8651S + BOS 
eo Go 8° BQ Hep 4-7098 +» 4°7698- 
&“ tr egg “ dep. 55409 “ 55410 

10 © 16 © lat. 96120“ 96126 © 
#10“ 16 © dep. 276620 27564 + 
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Vega’s Logarithmisch-trigonometrisches Handbuch : 5th edition ; 
Leipzig, 182 

sin 0° 0 30’—40”, diff. 1”, for 124938 read 124939. 
cos 1° 16’ 20”, for 9-9998529 read 9-9998929. 
sin 2° 29’ 50”, for 8-6391970 read 86391971. 
And in the adjacent differences for 1”, instead of 483-0 and 482-6 

read 483-1 and 482°5. 
tan 5° 7’ 40”, for 8-9529683 read 8-9529682. 
cot 5° 7’ 40”, for 11-0470317 read 11-0470318. 
And in the adjacent differences for 1”, instead of 236-6 and 236-4 

read 236°5 and 236°5. 
cos 35° 26’, for 9-9110450 read 9-9110460. 

Cos 43° 53’, for 98577862 read 98577863. 

Vega’s Thesaurus Logarithmorum: Leipzig, 1794. 

Pp. 55, Log. 24626, for 3939751 read 3938751. 
p. 435, sin 12° 33’ 40”, for 9-3374109 read 9:3374209. 

Callet’s Tables Port. de Logarithmes: latest editions. 
Log. 60844, for 7842177 read 7842178. 
Log. 99018, for 9957141 read 9957142. 
Table I, p. 189, Log. 1099, for 7-00211 read 7-00215. 
Table III, p. 200, Diff. I, opposite 00132 Log. for 54589 read 

34589. 

Table for converting hyperbolic into common logarithms, 

P. 213, opposite 8, for 9032 read 9031. 
In the edition of 1843, for Log. 59179, instead of 7721610 read 

1721676; for Log. 59189, instead of 7722476 read 7722410. 
The last error is corrected in the edition of 1846. 

Lalande’s Tables de Logarithmes, étendues a sept décimales, par 
Mari i | arie: second impression ; Paris, 1835. 

,. Log. 1200, for 0791813 read 0791812. — 
P- 114, cosin 0° 1’, for 9-9999999 read 10-0000000 
p. 156, in the first column of differences, all the numbers are 

Wrong: the leading figure in each should be 3 instead of 5. 
In the columns headed 4-685, on pages 114, 115, 116, 117, about 

Seventy of the numbers are erroneous in the final figure. These 
numbers are generally such as result from subtracting, in each case, 
the logarithm of the proper number of seconds carried to seven pla- 
Ces of decimals, from the logarithmic sine or tangent carried to the 
Same number of decimals ; to secure to the difference the 
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utmost accuracy in the seventh decimal place, more than seven de- 
cimal figures should be taken account of, in the minuend and sub- 
trahend. We will give here only the correction of one or two 
errors not thus occasione 

p. 114, opposite 20’, for 5797 read 5798. 
. p. 116, opposite 8’, for 5463 read 5465. 

Hassler’s Logarithmic and gana Tables : 
New 830. 

Table le of useful numbers on page 
Arce equal to Radius should be 2062648 ‘ai of 2052648. 

1° in parts of Radius, should be 0-0174532925199 &c. instead 
of 0:017453294199 &e. The number given as the Modulus of 
common logarithms, is the reciprocal of this modulus; and the 
number given as the logarithm of this modulus is the modulus 
itself. This last number however should be 0°43429448 &c. in- 
ised of 0434292448 &c. 

Table of Logarithms of Numbers. 
In place of the number 3485, is put 2485. 

4380, % 4280. 
_ 6930, ¥ 9930. 

3 tc 9968, ‘cc 9948, 

Where the three leading figures of the logarithms should be 861, 
they are 361; and where they should be 896, they are 886. 

Log. 65798, for 8182129 read 8182127. 
Log. 88320, for 9461591 read 9460591. 

In the table of logarithmic sines &c., for 56° is put 66°. 

Table of Natural Sines and Cosines 
In each of the cosines from 7° to 7° 30’, the indlont should be 

0 instead of 9. 
(Some other errors in Hassler’s Tables are noticed in vol. xxii, 

of the first series of this Journal.) 

Shortrede’s Logarithmic Tables: Edinburgh, 1844. 

p. 31, Log. 24451 for 3882996 read 3882966 
p. 43, “ 38962 “ 5906413 5906412 
p. 56, “ 54033 “ 7326541. “ 7326591 
p. 59, “ 57628 “ 7606336 “ 7606335 
p. 59, “ 67629 “ 7606410 “ 7606411 
p. 64, “ 63747 “ 8044597 “ 8044598 
p. 67, “ 67951 “ 8321958 “ 8321959 
p. 81, “ 85071 “ 9296815 “ 9297815 
p. 93 “ec 93, “ 99286 « 9968800 9968880 
$50, Tite 9 fiom hnottonn, for’ 220: seed 728 
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, Table I.” ; 
p. 195, opposite -9980, for 4054 read 9954054 

Table of Useful Numbers. . 

p- 196, No. 6, for 0:01688690 read 0-01688686 
No. 7, 6 1:77245390 = =1°77245385 

*. _No. 8, “ 1:14472990..“ .|-14472989 
7s See 10, * 3437"-746770 “3437746771 

Table III: Logarithmic Sines and Tangents. 

p. 136, cos 6° 42’ 39” for 99970 42, read 9-9970142 
In table xxxvii, (the traverse table,) are — precisely the 

Same errors as those in Hutton’s table above s 
Some of those errors were in Sherwin’s Tuaveene Table: 

Hutton, in copying that, introduced the others, and where his 
traverse table has been adopted in collections of tables, we sel- 
dom find any of the errors correcte 
_ number of errors discovered in several sets of tables of less 

portance, it is not thought worth while to mention here. 
The following numerical error in my own tables has been 
pointed out to me by a frien 
The logarithm of 34724 should be 5406297 instead of 5405297. 

I will add that in the Introduction, p. 23, 4th sa from the bot- 
tom, the word logarithm should be changed to » 

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

I. Cuemistry AND Prysics. 

Sullice at present to indicate the scope of the experiments a and the 
great interest of many of the determinations, especially in their aeerng 

upon the crime td of Geology, the formation of Soils, and the Nutri 
tion of Plan 

It is matter of surprise that so little has hitherto been done to deter- 
mine by ac ual experiment, the solvent power of water and of carbon- 
nA tana esl cieenemes 

: Communicated for this Journal, by the et in advance of a more extended 
memoir on the same subject which will appear in a future number. 
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ated water, upon mineral compounds. The only results heretofore 
published on the subject, so far as we are aware, are the comparatively 
isolated experiments of Struve, Forchhammer, and Polstorf and Wieg- 
mann, as cited by Liebig in the last edition of his Agricultural Chem- 
istry.* But these. were of too restricted a scope to furnish a solid basis 
for reasoning generally on the disintegration of rocks, the formation of 
chalcedonic, zeolitic, and other minerals by solution, and the conveyance 

of inorganic materials into the structure of plants. 
slender experimental foundation rest the common theories of the de- 
composing and forming action of the meteoric waters. 

It is obviously therefore a question of the first importance to decide, 

carbonated water upon all the important oe aggregates, as well 

without as with alkaline ingredients. 
Our experiments have been of two kinds, first, by an extemporaneous 

method with the tache, and second, by prolonged digestion at the or- 

dinary temperature. | 
In the former method, a small quantity of the mineral, some five or 

ten grains, in eri fine powder is leached for a few moments on a small 

In both processes two parallel experiments are made, the one with 

pure de-aérated water, the other with water charged to saturation at 

60° with CO,. In the second process, the alkali, lime, &c., wole 

with simple water, the other with carbonated water, and exposed to 
- the solvent action for the same time and with the same agitation as 

those containing the powdered minerals, . 
The following is a list of the minerals and other substances which 

we have subjected to the analytic action of pure water and of carbonve 
water. 

see ee 

* See also a valuable memoir on the solubility of fluorid of calcium in bss 
&e., by G. Wilson, M.D., Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb,, xvi, 145, 1846; and this Jour 

4 

ta ii ser., ti, 114.—Eps 
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Potash felspar, 3 var. | Chlorite, 2 var. Brown garnet. 
Soda felspar. Tale, 2 var. Dolomite 
Lithia felspar. Serpentine. Flint glass. 
Glassy felspar. Steatite. Green bottle glass. 
Labradorite. Olivine. reen German glass. 
Mica, 2 var. Hypersthene. Hard white Bohemia 
seucite. glass. 
Analcime. | Hornblende, 2 var. Wedgewood mortar. 
Mesoty pe. Actinolite. hinese porcelain. 
Scolecite, Tremolite. 
Schorl j i Anthracite. 
Greenstone, 2 var. Asbestus, 2 var. Bituminous coal. 
Chalcedony. Coccolite. Lignite. 
Obsidian. . Charcoal. 

Epidote massive. Ashes of coal and 
Gneiss. Epidote crystals,2 var.| wood. 
Hornblende slate, &c. | Axinite. Woods. 
Soils, Prehnite. 

(1.) By the tache process we find that all the minerals and glasses in 
this list are partially decomposed and dissolved by carbonated water, 
and most of them also by pure water. © eds 
When the substance is very minutely powdered, before mingling it 

with the liquid, even the first drops that pass the filter will commoaly 
give a tache containing some of the alkali or alkaline earth that has 
been dissolved. In this way proof of the solvent power of the car- 

the result is much feebler, and requires a longer time. But with nearly all the substances enumerated, it is entirely unequivocal, and with some of them quite intense. 

by the volume and whiteness of the tache. But further and more mi- 
hute information is obtained by testing the tache before ignition, and 

hection with test paper, in examining the tache, so as to recognize the 
alkalies and alkaline earths severally present in the tache of felspar, 
ornblende, serpentine, epidote, and other mine 
These a 
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(3.) By the second method, that of prolonged digestion, we have actu- 
ally made with carbonated water, and even with simple water, a par- 
tial analysis of a number of complex minerals. The specimens expo- 
sed to the CO, water for forty-eight hours, and to the simple water for 
one week, have in many instances furnished a sufficient amount of ma- 

terial to the liquid, to admit of a quantitative examination. ‘Thus, from 
hornblende, actinolite, epidote, chlorite, serpentine, felspar, mesotype, 

&c., we have procured a quantity of lime, magnesia, oxyd of tron, 

alumina, silica and alkali, the dissolved ingredients of these minerals 
e 

ate to that of peroxyd during the evaporation, collects in brown floc- 

culi, along with the silica and alumina at the bottom of the capsule. 
Thus, 40 grs. of hornblende} digested for forty-eight hours in CO, wa- 

ter at 60°, with repeated agitation, yielded silica 0-08, oxyd of iron 
0-05, lime 0°13, magnesia 0°095, manganese a, distinct trace. 

(4.) Most of the substances above enumerated, when finely powdered 
in an agate mortar, and moistened ‘with pure water in a platinum cap- 

sule, give decided alkaline reaction with test paper properly prepared, 
mong the materials presenting this effect most strongly, are serpen- 

carbonated water quite a discernable amount of alkali. 
) The comparative readiness with which the magnesian and calca- 

reo-magnesian silicates yield to the decomposing and dissolving action 
of carbonated and even simple water, is we believe a fact no less im- 
portant than it is true. It explains the rapid decomposition of t 

rocks composed mainly of hornblende, epidote, chlorite, &c., without 

calling in the agency of an alkali, and it accounts for the fact that rocks 

magnesia they require, from soils containing these silicates, without our 

having recourse to any mysterious decomposing power of the roots of 

the growing vegetable. 
(6.) Among the points of interest incidentally determined during thes? 

investigations, may ntioned the curi nd instructive fact that 
anthracite coal, bituminous coal, and lignite, treated by the tache pr? 
cess, give unequivocal evidence of alkali, while the ashes of t ” 
terials similarly treated, yield no trace of alkali. It thus becomes ev! 
dent that the absence of alkali in the ash of these combustibles, instead 
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of being a consequence of its absence in the coal itself, is really due to 
the high temperature at which the ash is formed. We have here the 
explanation of a fact which might otherwise appear inconsistent with 
the admitted vegetable origin of coal. 

(7.) Another incidental result of interest, is the extraction of carbon- 
aie of potassa from wood by leaching it in fine powder, with carbona- 
ted water. This effect we have found to be quite distinct with maple, 
oak, hickory, &c, Hitherto the opinion appears to have prevailed that 
the alkali or its carbonate could only be eliminated by the incineration 
of the vegetable material. 

rom the great rapidity with which, according to our experiments, 
potassa and soda and their carbonates, but especially potassa and its 
carbonate, rise in vapor at a strong red heat, we 
arge error must be committed in estimating the amount of these mate- 

not already been brought to the notice of analysts, as likely to modify 
materially their results. 

2. General Formulas for the Silicates and Borates; by A. Lav- 
RENT, (Compt. Rend. des Trav. de Chemie, July, 1847, from Compt. 
Rend. de |’Acad., t. xxiii, p. 1050, and t. xxiv, p. 94.)—In these me- 
moirs M. Laurent remarks upon the complication of the formulas gen- 
erally admitted in the dualistic system, and upon the difficulties of clas- 
Sification after this system. 
To avoid the numerous contradictions which render so difficult the 

Study of the native silicates, he has reduced them to a small number 

of types with the following formulas, (admitting with the French chem- 
ists generally, that the formula of silicic acid is SiO, and representing 
y 4 an equivalent of hydrogen ae metal. 

Silicates SiO+20R,]=Si O, (R,) 
Bisilicates, [28i O+20R, |=Si, O, (R,) 
Trisilicates, [38SiO+2OR, ]=Si,O, (R,) 

Quadrisilicates, 48iO+20R, |=Si, O, (R,) 
Quintisilicates, 5Si O+-2O0R, ]J=Si, O, (R,) 
Sexsilicates, .  [68i0+20R, |=Si, Og By . 
Octosil .  [SSiO+20R,]=Si, O,(R,) 

am, and OF e+ or OF e?,, = oxyd of ferricum.) He thinks that fer- 
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The following facts will show the grounds upon which this idea is 
supported. It is known that magnetic iron, spinel, chromic iron, gahn- 
ite, pleonaste and franklinite have the same crystalline form ; these are 
regarded by chemists as combinations of an oxy with three atoms of 

oxygen (alumina, chromic and ferric oxyds) with an oxyd of one yews 
alent of oxygen, as magnesia, protoxyd of iron and zinc. Thus w 
the equivalents of Berzelius 

eet iron will be a ferrate of iron, ‘ Fe, 0,4-Fe O. 
Chromic iron will be a chromite of iron, é Cr, ore O. 
Spinel will be an aluminate of magnesia, Al, O,+-Mg0. 

Pleonaste will be a ferro-aluminate of magnesia, { a } O,-+Mg0. 
2 

Franklinite te be a ferro-aluminate of zinc my Al Fe, ato ne dy 24 Or 
3 and magne 

Gahnite will Ya! an aluminate of z 1,0 E00. 

Gahnite ; . . : Al, to Al,;--Zn. 
Spinel, | . ‘ ‘ : Al., Al,, Al, Mg. 

Pleonaste,  . ‘ . \ oa } --Mg. 

In chromic iron the Fe O varies from 18 to 36 per cent., Cr.0, from 

36 to 60 per cent., and Al,O, from 6 to 20 per cent. In the magnetic 
iron we find from Fe 20 sLFe 0 to 4Fe,0,-+3Fe 
How is it viii: demands M. Laurent, in view of such facts to 

suppose that in all these minerals the ratio of. the oxygen in the two 
species of oxyds is as 3: 1? ow on the other hand, can we conceive 

that all these minerals or even the different spinels, should have the 

same form? But admit the divisibility of the molecules, and give to all 
these oxyds the same formula: the seeming contradiction which exists 
between the constancy of form and the change in the constitution of 
these minerals, then vanishes entirely. They-may then all be referred 

to a type, the general formula of which.is O(AIf, Fe?, Mg, Zn, Fe)»: 
M. Laurent applies the same reasoning to the silicates ; the formulas 

which he propeses include all the silicates known, and are at the same 

time exceedingly simple. He admits besides the a types, some 
thers of basic salts, (the preceding formulas --nOM,,) but it hap- 

fei ae thus that two or three formulas become applicable to the same sili- 
have— 

= Bisilicates, Si,0,(R,). 
Basic trisilicates, Si 0 ;(R,)-+-O(R,)=Si,0,(R,)=148i,0 (Ry). 
Bibasic eat si, 0,(R,)-+20(R, )=Si,O, (Ry )=28i2% (Ry). 

Si,0,(Ry)-+40(Ry)-=8i,0, o(Ry2)=B5i204(Ba):  sexsilicates, 
ie gia nas 

* See M. Gerhardt’s considerations upon the atomic yolume of these oxyds, in 

this Journal, Nov., 1847, p. 405. 
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avoid the uncertainty presented ws the rp ois or of these four 
Bierwites, in which the ratios are the same, M. Gerhardt observes that 
it will be preferable to consider these so-called re 8 salts as so many 
distinct types sag yee 78. neutral salts. 
The formulas of t rates are arranged upon the same principle 

as those of the sill ie admits three principal types. 
Ist. [2B, O,4-OR, ]=—B,0,(R,). 
2d. [4B, O,+-OR, ]=—BO,(R). 
3d. [$B, O,--20R, ]—BO,(R,). 

ney the first he attaches a basic sub- -type, B,0,(R,)-+-O(R,), which 
accordance with M. Gerhardt’s plan mi ght be equally m made a dis- 
et type, B,O,(R,), which appears to be identical i second 

UNT 
es pe by M. Geraarpr, (Ann de Pharm. et ‘de 

Chimie, June, (Gas —The researches of the author Mei the so-called 

80, H,+14Aq, it is completely dissolved without any disengagement 

of gas, and the syrupy liqui se on st oe colorless crystals of 
bisulphate of ammonia, which may be obta pure by washing with 
alcohol. ‘The mother liquid dabareted with final, gives with nitrate 
of A i a Be of the yellow phosphate. 

+2(S 0, H,+14H, O}—2{80, H,NH, ol TPO H,. 
The biphosphamid PNOc orresponds to the protoxy of nitrogen, 
N,0.+ M. Gerhardt has shown that this last is really an amid of ni- 
tric acid, and yields ammonia and a nitrate when it is passed over a 
mixture of lime and potash at a sufficiently high temperature. As 
Phosphorus and ee are sree of ieee each other, we have 
then PNO, Bi 

NNO, : ‘ . Nitrous oxyd. 
PU, c. ; : Metaphosphoric acid. 
0, H, : ‘ Nitric acid. 

[This pe ty of the real nature of nitrous oxyd is one of great 
interest, and tends to enlarge our ideas as to the possible constitution of 
any chemical compounds. The formation of this substance and its 

action with heated alkalies, show that it is not a simple o rd, a nd lea 
Us to the se seemingly strange conclusion that the nitrogen in it, really ex- 

ee this Journal, Jan., 1847, p. 105. 
{ ih will be recollected that M. Gerhardt divides the equivalents of nitrogen and 

Phosphorus received by the English chemists by 2; those of tg ogen and the 
metals, and consequently the formulz of salts generally, are in like manner haly- 
ed. The for mula of nitrous oxyd accordin ng to the common notation, must now 
be Ny. yy OF NNO,. For some sanaemesineed wee on e equivalents of hydro- 
gen and the metals, see this Jour. for Sept., 1847, p. 1 

* 
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tate of ammonia yield prussic acid and acetonitrile.* The action of 
anhydrous phosphoric acid upon the nitrate, would probably — a 
similar result. 

It is curious to observe that this erences is precisely similar to 
that which nitrite of ammonia undergoes by heat.t ne the ele- 
ments of two equivalents of water, it evolves nitrogen gas 

Nitrate of ammonia, 2 NO, H, NH,—2H, 0 — NNO. 

Nitrite of ammonia, - NO, H, NH, ‘yall, O= NN. 

Are we warranted in inferring from ie analogy ‘te nitrogen gas thus 

to all chem Brpehes ye: Such an idea may be regarded as a mere 
Lee but although we have not yet evidence of the truth of so 
startling a proposition, it is a possible fact which should not be disre- 

rded. T. 8. A. 
4, On the Nature of Hydrofluoric Acid; by M. LDU Rh (Jour. de 

Pharm. et de Chimie, Sept., 1847, from the Compt. Rend. de |’Acad., 
t. xxiv, p, 434,)—It has been supposed that the anhydrous hydrofluoric 
acid was capable of being condensed at the ordinary pressure into a 
liquid, but the experiments of M. Louyet show that this contains water. 

e has obtained the pure dry acid by the aid of anhydrous phe 
acid; it is gaseous under the ordinary pressure at — 12°C . (10 a7 
it arc gna i in the air, and scarcely attacks glass. T. 

he Quantitative Determination of Sulph ur in Organic Sib 
gun ts W. Heinrz, (Annal. de Pharm. et de Chemie, from Pogg. 

Annal., t. Ixxi, p. 145.)—M. Heintz recommends the following process 
as requiring but a small portion of the organic substances, ant A espe- 

cially ee oa to the analysis of the protein bodies. The substance is 

trogen process, filled with a solution of potash free from sulphate. 
end of the combustion tube is drawn out to a point, and bent at an obtuse 

angle, so that the extremity may be introduced into the end of the pot- 
ash tube; the joint is made tight by gum-elastic. ‘This arrangement is 
to pprevem the loss of any safphurie acid which might be evolved in the 

“When the combustion is finished, the liquid is poured into a warm 
mixture of chlorate of potash and hydrochloric acid; the sulphite is 
thus converted into sulphate. The whole contents of the combustion 

tube are then dissolved in this liquid with a gentle heat, and the sulphate 
finally precipitated by chlorid of barium. 

As a proof e accuracy of this method, M. Heintz has made fe 
analyses of taurine, operating on from 0-174 to 0-191 grammes, 2? 

paced of sulphur 25°68, 25-66 and 25°49 per cent. ies?) requires 
25°60. S..H. 

sini een 

* This Journal, for Jan., 1848, p. 119. t Ibid, for March, 1848. 

. 
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6. On Isomorphism; by MM. Laurent and Berzetivs, (Ann. de 
Pharmacie et Chimie, April, 1847.)—Certain bodies are known in 
which, although containing the same elements in the same proportions, 
and presenting the same crystalline form, the relative order of the ele- 
ments is not the e.* Thus we have— 
A hydrobromate of chlorinized cinchonine: C, ,(H,, Cl,)N, O,H,Br,. 
A hydrochlorate of brominized cinchonine: C, ,(H,, Br,)N.0,H,Cl,. 
These two salts have the same composition and are isomorphous. 

arates from the one, brominized cinchonine, and is converted into a 
chlorid, while with the other salt, it precipitates chlorinized cinchonine, 
and forms a bromid of potassium. 

This important fact observed by M. Laurent, is one of those which 
demonstrate most forcibly the falsity of the dualistic theories which 
have been applied to organic chemistry. 

- Laurent concludes his remarks upon this point by observing, “ If 
the partisans of the electro-chemical theory do not find that I have 
brought proofs enough in support of my thesis, I beg that they will 
Indicate what experiments are still necessary to persuade them that 
they are in error; as for myself, I do not know what farther proof it is 

33 

7. On the Products of the Action of Cyanic Acid upon Alcohol and 
Aldehyde ; by MM. Liesic and Wouter, (Jour. de Pharm. et de 

ve 
sel, deposits mamillary crystalline masses of a salt which is the allo- 
Phanate of baryta, while the liquid holds alcohol in solution. This salt 

San alkaline reaction, and is sparingly soluble in water; when its 
Solution is heated, it is decomposed below 212° F. ; all the baryta is de- 
Posited in the form of a carbonate, while at the same time carbonic 
acid is disengaged with effervescence, and the liquid contains nothing 

urea, 
ete 

but pure 

~* Compt. Rendus de I’Acad, t. xx, p. 1587, et t. xxiii, p. 811. 
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By a dry distillation, it evolves carbonate of ammonia (CO, 2NH,), 
without a trace of water, and a residue of fused cyanate of baryta re- 
mains. By the action of acids it evolves pure sania acid gas, with- 

out the least odor of cyanic acid, and the liquid contains urea with but 
a trace of ammonia. [ts solution does not immediately precipitate salts 
of silver or lead; but after some time, with the latter, it causes a pre- 

cipitate of pure carbonate of lea 
When the baryta salt is triturated with a solution of sulphate of soda, 

the allophanate of soda is formed, which is separated in small prisms 

on the addition of alcohol. The same salt is obtained when the cyanic 

ether is dissolved in an alcoholic solution of soda. By the action of 
nitric acid, it is decomposed, evlone pure carbonic acid gas, and de- 

positing erystals of nitrate of ure 
The analyses of the baryta ay correspond poet, with the for- 

mula (C, H, N, O,, BaO), or in Gerhardt’s notation (C, H, BaN. 903); 
the normal ‘Species, allophanic acid will then be (C, N, 0, » kill 
contains ne elements of two equivalents of cyanic “acid pit one of 
water (2CHNO > 0); and, as M. Gerhardt remarks, corresponds 

to the genus thiocarbamate C, H, N.S, (h drosulphuretted hydrosul- 

phacvans acid of Zeise), produced by the action of ammonia upon 
sulphuret of carbon. 

iebig and Wahler have also studied the action of cyanic acid 

n aldehyde. When the cyanic vapors are passed into dry aldehyde 

feccninded by ice, the liquid enters into ebullition, evolves carbonic 

The trigenic acid ise by heat and then PRONE emitting alkaline 
vapors which have the odor of quinoleine, and some reactions whic 
the authors have awed with the condensed Fl wis , have induced 

them to conclude that this alkaloid is really formed; cyanuric acid is 

evolved at the same time 
Analysis 2,8 for the € composition of this acid, the formula ec 

-. a precipitate of trigenate a silver “CH OAEN. 0); this is 
ced ed by fonts actanine. and evolving vapors which have ao 

r of quinolein 
~ Acetone Sicoard to be acted upon by the cyanic vapors, in a manner 
similar to alcohol and aldehyde, but the products of the action have not 
yet been a aed T. 8. H. 

recently announced by M. Verdeil. The method of M. Plattner whet 
described in 1845, is as follows. The bile previously dried 
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water bath, is dissolved in hot absolute alcohol ; the mixture is set aside 

nalysis gives for their composition, 

Carbon, . . ; ‘ 59-1 : - 59-1 
Hydrogen, . : 5, ee 3 i ae 
Nitrogen a : ‘ 1-4 
Sulphur, . ; ‘ . not determined. 
Oxygen, ; ‘ 25'5 
Soda, ‘ ». wae : ers 

M. Plattner remarks, that Vogel, in 1812, showed the existence of 
sulphur in the bile. 8 

- Test for Strychnine, (Compt. Rend. des Trav., &c., Aug., 1847, 
from Jour. fir Pract: Chem., t. xxviii, p. 511.)—M. Orro employs 
bichromate of potash in place of the peroxyd of lead proposed by M. 
Marchand. This salt added to a solution of strychnine in sulphuric 
acid, produces immediately a beautiful violet color much more brilliant 
than with the peroxyd . Beton. 

10. New Methods of separating Nickel and Cobalt.—(1.) Method, by 
H. Rosz, (Royal Acad., Berlin, June 14, 1847, L’Institut, No. '727.)— 
The mode of separation proposed by Mr. Rose for these two metals, 
rests on the fact that in a solution of oxyd of cobalt which contains 
free hydrochloric acid, this metal may, by means of chlorine, be 
Wholly transformed into perchlorid, while the chlorid of nickel suf- 

h gat ea 

ny traces of oxyd of cobalt. After separating the excess of baryta 
from this filtrate the nickel is thrown down by a solution of potash. This 
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‘““The two oxyds are covered with prussic acid and then potassa is 
added till both are dissolved. ‘The solution is then kept boiling through 
a quarter of an hour.. At the conclusion of the boiling, moist hydra- 
ted oxyd of mercury is added te the hot solution till a part remains 
undissolved. There occurs a green precipitate containing all t 

nickel, with an excess of undissolved oxyd of mercury. By ignition 
there remains pure oxyd of nicke 

Acetic acid is added to the filtrate till the reaction is acid and then 
thrown down with blue vitriol. The blue precipitate contains all the 
cobalt. This is dried, ignited, redissolved in hydrochloric acid, the 

copper precipitated pod hydrosulphuric acid, and then from the filtrate, 
the cobalt with potas 

he method veoeida upon the fact that nickel-cyanid of potassium 
is decomposed by oxyd of mercury, while cobalto-cyanid of potassium 
a no change 

11. belman on ‘Artificial Hyalite and nacre (Academy 
. Sciences, Dec. 4, 1847, L’Institut, No. 727.)—About two years 
ince, Ebelman presented to the French Academy, several products 

ahtaived by exposing silicic ether to moist air: one of these is as trans- 

parent and colorless as quartz crystal; the others have an opaline tint, 
but in water they become as transparent as native hydrophane. The 
> cr mah now presented were of much arger dimensions, and are in 

hemispherical lenses obtained in glass globes; they have 
sana: entire, ee ee the ie Np shrinkage which they 
have suffered. One of these lens-shaped masses is five or six centi- 
metres in ee , it has hardened during a or six months, and the 
molecular movement in it has not yet ceased. 

In mixing silicic athat with colored siaaiealie pepsin various tints 
of wes are imperign to the product. One of the most r arkable of 

ral aventurine,. Exposure to the direct light of the sun, colors the 
Sheeran chlorid of gold, of a blue violet or rose color, remain- 

When the wobg of oa peodamedts in, the.snidatof the ened mass 
_ are very numerous, a green color can be observed in it by 
ay miited light. 

_ The diaphanous silica obtained by silicic ether — be c red to 
the hyalite of mineralogists, which possesses no double “refraction. 
Hyalite is much harder, and the amount of nti it contains does 
exceed +19;, whilst the product obtained by M. Ebelman contains a 

centum of water. The artificial product, however, continues for a 

time to lose water under the influence of a very gentle mo 
pred oe sneer Sa abecweesl that after more than two enond 

seuss geod eaatinn se aeennes Ree ‘ 
ried at 115° PC the diaphanous silica loses its water and becomes 
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‘slightly opaline. It regains several centimes of this water by further 
Seeeen. at the common temperature but without recovering its trans- 
parenc 

12. On the Products of the mene opm of —— of Ammonia 
by Heat ; by Mr. Frep. — (Phil. Mag., Dec., 1847.)—On subject- 
‘ing this salt to a heat sufficient to itina oad ih state, cumin- 
amid is obtained, being an amid analogous to oxamid. Its formula 
“OC. 5H,;, NO. a yiit crystallizes from a strong solution in brilliant tables, 
from @ a dilute solution in long opake needles—both forms having the 
me composition. It is indefinitely soluble in hot or cold alcohol or 

ether. Unlike most other amids, strong solutions of potash or mineral 
acids do not alter it, and long boiling scarcely produces the seal con- 
version into the ammoniacal sa 
By keeping the fused cuminate of ammonia in brisk ebullition, a —_ 

oil passes over with water, this is cumonitrile C,, 
from the last product by the elimination of two equivalents “s one, 
Cumonitrile is a clear colorless liquid of high refractive power, agree 
able odor and burning taste. Indefinitely soluble in aleohol ste i 
Si 0765. Boiling point 462° Far. 

nitric acid acts upon this substance only after boiling, and re- 
pics ani acid. Heated with ere the presence of cyan- 

— is indica 
Alcoholic slation of ee after a long time, regenerates cumin- 

amid, which it is to be r bered is with aiGiquley rasan into 
cuminic acid ak ammonia. 

In like manner nitro-benzoate of ammonia was ceavenel into nitro- 
essary but the process is difficult as the salt explodes often with 
violen 

The formation of a sort of amid with the elimination of four equiva- ' 
lents of water by the author, seems to have been previous to, and with- 
out the knowledge of similar experiments of M. Dumas, noticed p. ~ 

G. C. ScHAEFFE 
On Nicotine; by M. Barrat, (Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., hie 5 

1847, )—The author had proposed the formula C,, H, N—this was 
afterwards altered to C,, H, N, with the suggestion “that it should be 
doubled. ‘The salts being deliquescent, and the platinum and mercury 
salts leaving the question undecided, the author determined to take 
the density of its vapor as well as that of aniline, which a resem- 
bles it. The density of the vapor of nicotine was 5°630 and retain of 

doubled and becomes C,. Hs o Ng 
he — pe the follow wing properties of nicotine. Sp. gr. at 

59°, 1-027 ; , 100 parts dissolve 10°58 of sulphur, which nearly 
all separates on ene It absorbs from a moist atmosphere nearly 
—. its weight of water, which it loses over potash with a certain quan- 

tity of water; it solidifies at 0°, anhydrous nicotine does not. Chlorine 
reacts violently—the product has not been examined. G. C. 

‘14. A new Chlorine Compound from the Dutch ~— by J. Pierre, 
tes Rendus, Sept.y 1847.)—This substance is said to be obtained 

without difficulty by the action of chlorine upon the Dutch liquid. Its 
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composition is C, HCl,, and therefore completes the series of chlorine 
substitutions in C, 

The reaction of alcoholic solution of potash is er —_ and 
gives rise to chlorid of potassium and protochlorid of carbo 4 Clg. 

e properties of the new substances are as follows. bk remains 
liquid at 32° Fah., and boils at 309% Fah. Sp. gr. at 32° i 
agreeable like that of honey. Taste sweet and burning, but less so than 
that of the Dutch liquid. 

[It is to be remarked that the boiling point of this liquid is as much 
above that of the next chlorine compound, as that is above the boiling 
ere of the one before, the difference being 20° cent. G. C. 8. 

On Cochineal ; by Warren De ta Roz, (Phil. Mag., Dec., 1847, 
oa ricer )—It has been stated by Beissen that hydrosulphurie acid 

would decolorize the coloring matter of cochineal. ‘This, M. De la Rue 
has found to be a mistake. A very complete examination has satis- 
fied him that carmine is in reality an acid, for which he proposes the 
name of carminic aci 

It was at first iuieh difficult to prepare this substance in partion 

by ve eae rom acid. Repeat this, adding acetic acid to the acetate, 
evaporate to dryness, ns eg —— alcohol, digest with some 
carminate of lead, precipitate nitrogenous matter by ether, the 
filtrate yields pure carminic vest 

This substance is purple brown in mass, T ich red in powder, very 

soluble in water and alcohol, slightly so in ether. Strong su sulphuric 
and hydrochloric acids dissolve it without decomposition 

Th Hig Ove, its acid character 

is but feeble and no salts were prepared, save one, with ¢ copper. 
The action of nitric acid is violent and a new acid is formed, called by 

the author the nitrococcusic. ‘ Its properties are similar to the other acids 
ined by nitric acid. The composition is C, , H, Nz Oy.» the salts, of 

aeeh several were formed, are C,,H,(M.)N, G. C. 5. 
16. On the Conductility. of Seat by. Crystallized “Bodies ; ; by M. DE 

SENARMONT, (2nd Memoir in Comptes Rendus, Nov. 15, 1847, p- 708.) 
—lIn this. memoir the author establishes the following propositions; 
which correspond in their general character with analogous prin neiples 
relating to the propagation of light by crystals. 

l. crystals of the regular system —— or tesseral) the 
conduetility is alike in all directions, and the isothermal s urfaces are 
spherical surfaces concentric to the source of ait 

2. In deveinle of the square prismatic system (dimetric) and in a 
of the rhombohedral system, the conductility i is alike in all directions 

at right angles with the vertical axis; and isothermal surfaces are Com” 
centric ellipses of revolution, oblong or prolate, —. to the source 
of heat and revolving about the axis of symmet 

3. In crystals of the right rectangular prism pie trimetric seer’ 
ie wos differs in three directions, or has three principal Vv 

rec tangular ¢ directions s parallel to the edges of the prism, od ellipsoids, not of revolution; 2 
wees axis s correspond. to the edges. 
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4. In the oblique rhombic and right rhomboidal prisms (monocli- 
nate or monoclinometric system) the conductility has three values ; one 
of which corresponds to that lateral crystallographic axis which is at 
right angles with the vertical; and the others are in the plane at right 
angles with this one, and at right angles with one another, but follow 
certain resultant directions not a pridti distinguishable. The isothermal 
surfaces are ellipsoids not of revolution, in which only one of the three 
axes has a position determinable 4 priori. 

5. In the oblique rhomboidal prism (triclinate or triclinometric). 

__ Senarmont’s memoir has been reported upon by Biot, Beudant and 
: lault, to the Academy of Sciences at Paris, who speak in the 

ghest terms of his mode of experimenting and of the value to be at- 

ached to his results. 

4,] up 
endosmosis, which I have now brought toaclose. I have been led to 
Several very interesting conclusions in relation to the motion of fluids 
in the animal body, occurring without the blood vessels ; but I cheer- 
fully maintain that the worthy old Hales might have made all my de- 
ductions from his own individual investigations. 

| have, in the first place, found that an animal membrane in a dried 
Condition, under the pressure pf the atmosphere is impermeable to air. 

n the tube, fig. 1, is bound at a witha membrane fig 1. 
(bladder), then dried, filled with mercury, and inverted in |, _ 

the cup d in mercury, the quicksilver falls to 27-274 ¥ 

Inches, and there remains through many days. The mer- 
¢ury would remain at 28 inches* if it were possible with- =| 
out boiling to expel the air from it. We have in this an — a 

barometer, one of the ends of which is animal — 
membrane. 

Tates, and in this way there is produced a vacuum in the 

* The normal elevation. ~ ogiast 
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tube into which the quicksilver rises in obedience 
to atmospheric pressure. For each membrane the 

in the tube has reached its maximum elevation, and 

remains for example in fig. 2 at d, if the part a be 
placed in a vessel of water, the latter is pressed 

readily through ee membrane, and the mercury 
falls for example, to d. 

It follows ioc icads that water may be forced 

through the pores of a membrane at a much lower 
pressure than air. And hence the following ex 
periment may be deere me When a hans tube, bent as 

ith w: 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

with membrane, (this is most 
easily arranged under water,) 
and the one extremity exposed 
‘0 evaporation, while the oth- 
er is immersed in solution of 
salt, or gall, or sugar, the ves- 
‘sel will gradually become ex- 
hausted of its liquid, and the 
tube = esi co This 

pure water would go to noe 
water; but here where ev 
oration takes place, the ie water passes into the tube to pure water. 
But it is not only salt-water, but oil goes under these circumstances 
with readiness hemos al the bladder, and fills the tube in process 2 time 

ate ek wit 
4 exhibits an apparatus where the fluid passes from the vesse essel 

a i ‘the tube 8 throu rough nine membranes. (They are bits of tube clo- 
sed we membranes, and evininatdl through India rubber with the el- 
bow 
The employment of these results upon the processes in the animal 

body, scarcely requires a more detailed explanation. 
The s Sithace of the body is the membrane, from which evaporation 

goes constantly forward. In consequence of this evaporation, all art 
fluids of the body, in obedience to atmospheric semen experience 

_ motion in the direction heh the evaporating surface. This !s 
ously the chief cause of the passage of the nutritious fluids through the 
walls of the blood-vessels, ak the cause of their distribution through 

ody. e know now what important functions the skin (and — 
fulfill through et se It is a condition of nutrition, and t 

“of ir upon the health of of the body, or of wseckat 
cal agitation by by walking or Tunning, which increase the perspiration, 
suggests itself.” 
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18. On Oxgall; (extract from a letter from Baron Lizsie to Prof. 
Horsrorp, oe date of Dec. 17, 1847; and also of a letter from 
M. Srrecxer, dated Nov. 5; commuticated for this Journal.) * 
— Dr. Strecker has at my suggestion resumed the i investigation - OXx- 

ae gall, and through his labors glycocoll has gained a new and important 
f* 0 It appears that the gall Way be considered a compound of 
. y free from nitrogen with sia and taurin, by which two 

phired acids are formed, and which united with soda (potash and am- 
monia), constitute the gall. One of these acids is. glyco-cholic acid 
(the old cholic acid of Gmelin); the other is tauro-cholic acid (De- 
marcay’s choleic acid.) The gall consists, one- -third of it, of alkaline 
wPncho lates. 
A good method for the preparation of this acid, is to precipitate com- 

mon impure oxgall just as it flows from the bladder, with sugar of lead ; 
wash and dry the precipitate, and then extract with alcohol. The al- 
coholic solution of this lead precipitate must be decomposed with hy- 
dro-sulphuric acid, filtered, and the precipitate of sulphid of lead 
washed with warm water, the filtrate running into the alcoholic solution 

« ntil it is rendered turbid. e whole remains then quiet, and after 

urs, the fluid stiffens to a bee mass consisting of white fine 
which are pure glycocholic acid. 

ycocholic acid is boiled with bane it decomposes into glyco- 

coll and a beautifully crystalline acid, the cholalic acid, which is iden- 
ae with Demarcay’s cholic acid. If glycocholic acid be treated with 
hydrochloric acid, it falls apart into glycocholic and choloidinic acid. 
If the boiling continues too long, the choloidinic acid goes into dyslisin. 

se changes may be snpcainesap ina “ simple manner. 
Glycocholic acid is C,.H,, NO,. 
Take Cholalic * “ ‘ ‘ . C,,H,.NO,, 

and there remains, - ‘ ; C, H, NO, 
ee f ° , Ba «Oy 

and we have glycocoll, : C, H, NO, 
Cholalic acid is Cy, Hy. 910 
et rans = ‘ : , Cys Hes Oe 
Dyslis Cy, Hy oe 

es fet differ only i in the elements of water. ectinieinealas Se 

- Nore.—We are here reminded of the relationships whic 
Sustains to hippuric acid. Benzoic ee tp is there separated t 
either with baryta or by deoetilori ic a ie 

Hippuric acid. onaedie Benzoic acid. 
———_—— Tene —— te 

op O18 Hp NO,+-Ba 0 = C, H, NO,, HO-+Ba 0, C,, H, O3. 
ry 

pot olan Glycocoll 

C,, H, NO,+-HCI-++-2HO = C, H, NO,, HCI, HO+C, H, 0,.” 

| M. Strecker in his letter observes:—“I have been at work through 
| the Summer upon oxgall, and have obtained omen? ier re- 
| Sults, th hak tee fe investigation is by no means he gall con-, 
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tains the soda salt of a nitrogenous but non-sulphurous acid, which is 
nothing else than Gmelin’s cholic acid, and may be obtained in a crys- 
talline form. It is most readily prepared from erystallized gall, by pre- 

cipitation with sulphuric acid and addition of ether, whereupon it crys- 

tallizes in fine needles. 
Its formula is, C,, H,, NO, ,-@HO. 
Besides this acid, ‘there i is also a body containing sulphur in the gall, 

n 
tion almost invariably escapes decomposition. ‘To obtain the mineral 
in a state of minute division, Fresenius recommends elutriation, and di- ° 

rects that after fusion with nitre and carbonate of soda, the portion in- 

soluble in water be digested with hydrochloric acid, and the amount of 
undecomposed ore be “deducted from the original quantity. iat 

This may serve for the analysis of pure homogeneous specimens, 
but the common varieties are generally more or less mixed with 
substances and often with silicates of alumina and ma nesia 
lighter than the ore; in the process of elutriation consequently, 1 
tion of finely divided ore obtained suspended in the water, will 
a larger proportion of the impurities than deat which remains at iis 
bottom of the vessel. Again, when the powder thus obtained is fused 
with an alkaline carbonate, the silicates are at once attached while the 

portion which remains to be deducted after the action of both alkalies 

and acid, is pure chromic iron. In this way a specimen of impure ore 

— give a per-centage of. oxyd of chromium considerably below 
the truth 

While endeavoring to find some more eligible mode of treatment, it 
occurred to me that the bisulphate of potash 1 might be used with advan- 

, and in this I was not disappointed ; for 1 found that with certain 

Precautions, the mineral might be completely decomposed by it. The 
chromic iron must first be very finely levigated; (a gramme of the 
crushed ore will bhai fifteen or twenty minutes trituration in an agate 
mortar ;) it is then to be mixed with ten or twelve times its weight of 
fused bisulphate of potash and the mixture heated to fusion in a plati- 
num crucible ~ prmareh at a gentle red heat for about thirty min- 
utes. erucible and its contents when cold, oy Sat in water 
which with the aid of heat soon dissolves the saline The greater 
art of the chromium is left as a greer basic s sulbnane, insoluble in 

water or hydrochloric acid, and apparently identical with that obtained 

_ when any salts of elironsiines are heated with an excess of strong sul- 
_ phuric acid. 

: have found it the best mode of treating this mixture of soluble and 

insoluble salts, to boil the whole for a few minutes with an excess of or 

bonate of potash or soda which precipitates the — ot cbromt 
pod that may be in solution, and decomposes the insolu sulphate 

not easy, however, in this way to remove all the anit acid, 
sak degratdes the residue quite soluble in hydrochloric acid, but this 
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of no importance. The dried precipitate is now to be treated after the 
process recommended by Fresenius, which consists in fusing it with five 
times its weight of a mixture of equa parts of nitre and carbonate of 
so he operation should be performed in a platinum or preferably 
a silver crucible over a spirit lamp, and the mixture kept in fusion ten 
or fifteen minutes to ensure the Priect solution of the chromium. 

3 The chromate of potash is then dissolved out from the mixture of oxyd 
; of iron, alumina and magnesia which may be separated in the ordinary 

manner ; if the precautions above mentioned have been o served, no 
trace of undecomposed ore will be left after treating the mixture with 
hydrochloric acid. A small portion of rs — dissolved in 
the filtrate from the precipitate by carbonate o ay be ob- 
tained by evaporating to dryness. Any silica which on mineral con- 
tained is also dissolved, and may be separated in the 

The presence of a small portion of sulphates prevents the determina- 
tion of the chromic acid by a salt of lead; we, accordingly, supersat- 
urate the solution with hydrochloric acid and boil with alcohol to con- 

nto chlorid of chromium, from which the oxyd is to be precipi- 
adding ammonia in excess and boiling for a few minutes. 

oyed this method several times with perfect success : it 

execution, and being free from any sources of error, yields 

I, March 25, 1848. 

Il. MIngERALOGY AND GEOLOGY. 

that the vertical axis is normally an axis symmetry is aun 
rated by the crystallization, and by optical, thermometric, and acou 

investigations, still extrinsic circumstances cause some variations ae 
f lows = symmetry in the cleavage.* The cleavages observed are as 
o 

, 2. Cleav vage parallel to shies longer diagonal of the primary oan 

In a single direction. Quite commo ; 
n two directions, unequal. More an 

In three directions. Very rare. 
Bre rrr 

| * It would add greatly to the a of these ace ar if the mode of attach. 
a ment of the Top bacon to 2 “ supporting rock were mentioned, as the axis of attach- 

Pte vertical ab exactly) would ¥ under a different condi- 
es of erystal.—J. D. D. axes 

Srconp oalieneag Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. vis 
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lrised appearances and colored bands are produced by this kind 
cleavage. In all cases images are polarized in directions parallel to 
the diagonals of the faces of the rhombohedron 

. Cleavage parallel to the smaller diagonal of the primary faces. 
n one direction. Very rare. . Produces a species of colored rings. 

M. Baudrimont gives details shdwing also that the lustre and trans- 
parency vary like the cleavage, and that the plane angles at the sum- 
mit are often unequa 

n Different Cr ystals and Fluids in Topaz ; by Sir Davin Brew- 
eres, Trans. Roy. Soc., xvi, 11; Phil. Mag., xxxi, 497. )—This valu- 

able memoir by Sir David Brewsteg, may be considered a continuation 
of two former ‘papers of his, communicated in 1823 and 1826 to the 
Royal Society of Edinbur: h. In these earlier papers, he described 
two remarkable fluids occurring in topaz and other minerals. In the 

ent memoir a peculiar gaseous substance is described (in addition to 

the fluids Se discovered), and also, at least, five distinct crystallized 

saben anc 
- The ca ovine are at times isolated, but often exist in _— 
tensive layers; and the layers, though sometimes confor 
tion to the primary or secondary planes, often have every ool 

sometimes in radiations ; <a different layers, though very clos 
another, have striking differe ces of character. 

he crystals observed have the following forms, the tetrahedron ; 
be; cube with truncated edges and angles; the rhombohedron ; 

octahedron, truncated on its edges and angles; long rectangular 

plates. Besides these, there are amorphous crystallized masses. He 
observes :— 

“In the examination of the individual crystals, many interest ing 
facts present themselves to our notice. The crystals of the tessular 
class, which are taped of the cube, are very numerous, ap 

In like manner, some 2 of the sonbty rae andes melt readily, 
others with very great difficulty, and others at all; so that there 
must ree different substances, which belong to the classes of forms 

different seieentary forms which [ have already enumerated. 
_ T have seldom found any crystals in these cavities ‘which depolarize 

_ white light, or the highest order of colors. I have found some tha 
— four orders of colors; and when the css which y does this 

isa flat hexagonal plate, it is highly interesting to see it pass through 
all the tints which these orders include, while lowly melting, 

in reproducing them durin - recrystallization 
Onin ext whit wee tied aced ia to be entirely black from the 
total reflexion of the light which fell upon it, I observed thie eo 

gs. hese appeared to be fixed crystals, or rather paris of 

topaz, surrounded by a cavity. I found, however, that the hexagonal 
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.. having been sepéaindty melted dee yeti a at a’ 
the cavity into a position where it became transparent, I found t 

| fluid whatever in the®cavity ; so that we have nos an 
| example of a crystal melting and reerysiallizing — having been 

dissolved in one of the fluids. From the irregular state of the lamine 
close io this cavity, there is e oe “pean of cd fluids having 
escaped from one of its extremitie 

In several instances a crystal jvas seen to have a rapid rotation 
through some cause beyond explanation. Speaking of :one cavity, it is 

Ye pes 

a third amorphous; and a fourth and fifth, two irregular halves of a 
hexagon. Upon the first application of heat, one or two of these crys- 
tals peept from —_ resting place, and darted to the opposite side of 

In nds the others quitted their places one after 

. Kraurite and rain in Tennessee; by G. Troost.—These 
minerals occur near Brush Creek, which runs into the French Broad 

Che River in Cocke co unty, Tennessee. raurite occurs in botryoidal 
concretions fe cavities, or in small masses imbedded, or in small 
veins, in a manganiferous brown iron stone (hycranpd of “ro, inter- 

Color ; in its transverse fracture, the green color ep, ex- 
hibiting zones of different shades of green, p white 
or eeriah yellow of several shades from brownish to brig yew. 

" ts structure is fibro-radiating ; this fibrous structure, in proportio 
:* it deviates from the centre, assumes an asbestiform appearance ; ‘this is 

i rally the case with the yellow variety, and it resembles then the 
oxene, not only in appearance, but also before the blowpipe. In 

tion as the alumina or iron prevails. A delicate — variety of a yel- 
low color, forms also small veins through the ma 

It is associated with Wavelite, (?) — nevertheless is only disper- 
sed in a few small particles through the in 

fect the es: two minerals seem to pass t the one into the other, in propor... +2 
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Columbite _ near Limoges, France ; by A. Damour, (C 
ire Nov., 1847.)—Specimens from this new locality, have a tar- 

nished bluish black color, and a density 7-651. wma RTI RE REE 
bic acid 82-98, oxyd of tin 1-21, oxyd of iron 14°62, oxyd of m 
nese, a trace, oidicn "422 23, It occurs in a yellowish white feld. 

spar, in a quarry near Chanteloub: 
5. On the Composition of Urano- —— and Columbite, (Phil. 

Mag., Jan., 1848, p. 77; Journ. de Ch. et de Phys., Nov., 1847.)—Ac- 
cording to a notice published in the cme Rendus Mensuels de 
P Académie de Berlin, Avril, 1847, p. 131, by M. Henri Rose, the 
yttro-ilmenite of M. Hermann is mere the urano-tantalite descri- 

M. Gustave Rose. M. Henri Rose has satisfied himself of their 
identity, by means br some oe of yttro-ilmenite which ha 

been sent him; his new experiments confirm his first results; and he 

has found it “ea to Risen any ilmenic acid from the mineral 
in question, which he considers to be merely niobic acid, mixed with a 
certain eure of tungstic acid. 

A rano-tantalite (the yttro-ilmenite of M. Hermann) 
no columbinan, M. Henri Rose proposes to give it a new name, 
Samarskite, in honor of M. Samarski, Director of the Min 

This mineral contains a little yttria and protoxyd of ma 
sides niobic and tungstic acids, oxyd of uranium, and prot 

the specimens of samarskite are mixed with colum 
— form of which is such as it has been described by 
ma 
The columbite of Siberia has been examined by M. Th. Bromeis: 

the acid which it contains is niobic acid nearly pure, with mere traces 

were felt at intervals o teen or twenty minutes, at Vavau, and other 

phenomena of a voleanic eruption have been observed. Mr. Williams, 

on nearing the island on the 13th, observed a little above the sea-level, 
a vast crater from which boiling lava issued in torrents and spread over 

the neighboring plains. But such was the violence of the action, that 

he was obliged to return without having ascertained the fate of the un- 
fortunate =. 

d, an nd the columa of sales hints it ejected above the clouds. 
or stream flowed to the north of the mountain, without causing 
any dama 
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" ‘0 other earthquake shocks were subsequently experienced at Ter- 
hate; while, finally, on the 8th of April last, about half past 3 o’clock, 

he 

7 8. Falling in of a Mountain in* Timor, (Jour. Ind. Archipel., No. 
i 3, Sept., 1847, p. 168; from the Javasche Courant for August, 1847, ) 
‘ —In the month of March last, a sinking of the mountain Nimbenok 

(which is three days distance from Kupang) took place, in consequence 
1 of which many houses with their contents were destroyed by the great 

Stones that rolled down. Fortunately no men were killed. 
nthe Volcanic Plateaux of the Lower Caucasus ; by Prof. Anicn, 

(Imp. Sci. de St. Pétersbourg, extracted from the Quart. Journ. of the 
Geol. Soc., No. 11, Aug. 1, 1847.)—Prof. Abich, after laying down 
the division of upper and lower Caucasus, and limiting the latter term 
©N geognostic grounds to the mountain district which is comprised in 

= almost elliptical space enclosed by the Araxes on the one side and 
n the other, thus proceeds :— 

er Caucasus.—It is remarkable that this lofty mountain 
chly provided with every variety of physical productions, 
summits 12,000 feet above the sea, should be below the 

petual snow, while the summits of the Elburuz and the 
ata height of 10,3880 and 9950 French feet, are above it. 
Icipal ranges of this mountain chain are parallel with those of 

_ We upp d real Caucasus. Along a line which may be said to 
_ Tepresent the principal portion of this mountain chain, it is traversed 
Sy a succession of table-lands connected with one another, having a 
Considerable, though not always the same mean elevation above the 

boundless alpine meadows, on which the existence of the Nomadic 
tribes of Asia Minor mainly depends. Whilst the horizontality of the 
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connected uplands favors the equal distribution and collection 
snows of winter, the porous nature of the rock itself is the ora 

cause, that on this substratum a much smaller proportion of the melted 

waters returns by evaporation into the atmosphere, than is the case on 
Steeper mountain heights, consisting of a more compact rock, and hav- 
ing either no soil, or only a very thin covering. Hence the produc- 

name of Karasu waters has been applied ;* and this term has so far 
the merit of physical distinction, as by it all springs rising in lofty 
ols elevated by volcanic action, can be distinguished from such as 
rise er formations. verywhere do these Karasu springs 

rise with an astonishing abundance of water, partly at the edges of t 
volcanic table-lands, even at the greatest heights, and partly immedi- 
ately amidst and below the beds of lava heiraees stretch down from the 
mountains into the open valleys. * * * 

Within the central region of the great ear range are to be 
found the greatest heights of the Lower Cauca 
an isolated and independent system, the aeiag and ‘extensive 
tain of Alaghéz, the base of which is 170 wersts7 in circu 
is a phenomenon as peculiar as it is remarkable, in which the laws of 
craters of elevation are most fully borne out, and affords 
facts of the greatest aie for the doctrine of mo 
“es —— which exist on 12 summit of the flat dome 

from a number “ ements from the best points, a 
eidcion of 9970 French feet above the sea. Four pyramidal roe! 
points are placed with great regularity round the highest base of the 
excentrical Caldera.t The _— of them has, according to Fedo- 
row’s trigonometrical measurements, an absolute height of 12,886 
French feet; and the lowest, ialatet the S.W., is by my barometrical 
measurements 866 French feet lower. The conditions of climate 
round the mountain are very different. Wheat scarcely Tipens on the 
— of Goeseldara,§ at the north foot of Alaghéz, 6343 French feet 

e the sea; whilst at its southern base, near Astara b, on the rocky 

French feet. O uthwestern declivities of the mountain, OwINg 
to the favorable influence of the neighboring plains covered by vole 
nic beds, the vine was formerly cultivated to ch greater height. 

ed The ied Karasu signifies dlack water, and is a term universally give® 
Asia Minor to a deep flowing-riv er ina pinta district. 1 apis 

Abich’ 8 haere, as I have met with nie called Py st _ 
parts o Asia Minor, where the nature of the country and the rocks pr 

de the idea of the term oe derived from any cause oitike that alluded to in 
Several rivers of t cones: are mentioned in my work on Asi& i 

- milton, Geol. Soc pe ond 
. t A werst is about two-thirds of an sen bir mile. the 
$+ The point where the maximum of elevating power was exerted, causin ann 

Separation of the edges of the Caldera, is stated by the author ina long a rer 
tory note, not to correspond with the central axis in the real summit of the 
dome, but to lie seven wersts to the northeast from the summit. 
§ Ghieuzel-dereh, Fair Valley. 

> 
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aces one above the other, with the vine-dressers’ huts still i 
exis tence, ne, Aig to my measurements, at an absolute height of 
4254 French 
By means a uninterrupted volcanic deposits and a series of hills of 

various physical characters, the Alaghéz is in geological connexion 
* he with the lofty dome of the ‘table. land of Agmangan, which is partly 
I formed of eruptive matter of a doleritic nature. It stretches down in 
e a $.W. direction opposite Mount Ararat, along the oe (lake), 

and has a circumference of about 140 wersts. The level of the great 
crater-lake Kanly goell (Blood lake) gives the See sous state- 
ment of the elevation of this flat dome, viz. 9278 French feet. The 
State of age _ g the 8.W. and 8.E, sides of the Goktschai 
lake resembles that of the north of Europe; but on the S f the 
Agmangan alc the lavas of the Naltapa and Agmangan extend 
Into ~~ district of the celebrated orchards of Erivan, The culmi- 
nati 

it 
ally connected with the great obsidian mountains of Mexico. The 

high <a of Agridja, which forms the south-eastern prolongation of 
the Agmangan table-land, and is celebrated for its fertile meadows, 

y a gradual ascent to the flat ridge of the three volcanic systems 

aranlysch dagh (Dark ramp h its summit reaching to an 
sin of 10,431 French feet; 2d, ee "Tik ene 2am! Step), 
or Tasch Pilakan (Stone Step) ; ime 3d, the Goeseld hi (head 
of the beautiful valley). The southern slopes of these a a 
the Barancos of which stretch _ in — . to the lake, keep 

Ww sou 

Schai, and 18 wersts from Tik Pilakan, pt Caria or Kissil “esd 
’ gins the remarkable seriés. This ‘extensive system nsists of a 
: of rounded hills, from the centre of which rises a flat crater, and 

tains within its circumference the sources of the three great rivers, the 
Arpatschai, the Bazartschai, and the Terter, which flow from the Ca- ys 
Nal in opposite somone to the N.E. and S.W. It is still more re- — 

é markable in a geological point of view, that the two most importan 

. hot-springs of this great volcanic chain, occur in the bottoms of the 

* Kizil Tepéb, or Red Hill. 
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valleys of the Arpatschai and the Terter. The hot-spring in| 

The system of the Baloglu or Dawagoesut is 14 wersts to the S. KE. 
of the Carial ; it is a similar group, with a flat erupted dome in the mid- 

dle, still furrowed by the lava- streams which poured down its sides. 
ixteen wersts beyond the Dawagoesu, is the extensive system of the 

Kizilboghasdag, with its broad crater called Maphrasch-tappa. The 
broadest lava-streams which, with their rough and stony surfaces, still 
cover a large portion of the table-land, have flowed from this crater. 

of vast thickness, by which the slope of the table-land is 
the Araxes 73 wersts further. At the southern foot of the 
a broad valley, 962 feet deep, has been excavated in th 
tion, where, at a distance of 15 wersts from the summit 0 

tain, is Giriis, the chief town of the district of Sangysur, on 1 
of the same name, at an elevation of 3900 feet, surrounded by 
tastic forms of pointed conical pillars of tuff, partly attached to the 
sides of the valley, and partly forming singular and isolated groups. 

Now if we draw a straight line from the summit of the ee oh 
at an angle of 58° W. of the meridian, and extend it to t 

. and Black Seas, it will strike, at a distance of 176 wersts to wee 

the summit of the Alaghéz. In this direction the line passes clos 
the extinct central voleano of the Daralaghéz called Dalychtap 

ian an pumice-stone, on the N.W. declivity of the 
Asmangan hills 20 wersts from Erivan. Lastly, the above mentioned 
line before reaching the Alaghéz also cuts through the Karnijerac 
— shed. Belly), The construction of this flat mountain, whic 

ie an 

{Goat Issi su dereb. t Deve ghieuz, or Camel's Eyes: 
Compare this with the Spey eae ie described in Hamilton’s "nike Minor, 

°§ Deli 250, in the are ich Hissar and Urgub. 
ik-tepéh (Hole-hill. 



e further extension of the line to the N.W., 

over the summits of the pa volcanic frontier mountain mod- 
ern province of Achalzik, in the old country of the a ~ pa Cha- 
lybes. These mountains, which enclose the great source of cold of 
the Armenian highlands, and have been celebrated from the earliest 
time for their ungenial climate, are spe observed from the heights of 

eski mountain ang behind Abastuman. Amongst them, ‘begin- 
ning from the §.E., the Dochuspunga i es Ardagandagh, the "Arzian 
and pension singh, “ne their flat conical forms, are the most re- 
ma 
A straight line connecting the summits of the two Ararats, runs par- 

allel with the above-mentioned line, deviating 58° W. from the merid- 
rolonged in the opposite direction (viz. S.E.), it strikes the iso- 

rock pyramids of the Takjaltu near Kulpi, and of the Yelanli- 

ically the same, and with a remarkable similarity of ap- 
in an equally important geological relation to the great 

nth which are found im the mottled plan at both ex- 

the valley of the Arax At a distance of 150 wersts 
ount Ararat, the ieee ae line touches the sum- 

Degnats- Gogh, the wooded volcanic mountain mass over- 
‘the plain of Kars 
the same way we ‘draw a line from the summit of the Kasbek 
igle of 66° 30’ W, of the meridian, it will at a distance of 176 
.W., cut the summit of Elburuz, and to the S.E. at a distance 

ersts, the Djultidag risiog on the ridge of the Dagestan moun- 
above the limit of perp snow. is line however must be 
Pe n as he ap nw entire length of the whole Lower 

The i Baad mentioned relations and connexions in the relative posi- 
tion of the principal summits of woe Sse yh of Bs). Scan 
are hot merely accidental; they are important fac nich _m 

. considered as the result of theme: yea laws whigh were alluded to 
| atthe commencement of this notice. 
a _ It was well known that a forces had contributed iat eleva- 
; tion of the Caucasus in the same way as had been th regard 

pected. The geological period when these remarkable effec 
Place is, cb tg speaking, ve ry modern ; its last appearancs 
clear 2 a. in the early foie of the, history of the human race. 

Throw e whole extension of the Araxes plain up. to ey hig h 
Plaine siphiy: i go and Kars, the upper sedimentary bed is a loose _ 
calcareous tuff, which is filled with the well-preserved shells of the 

Same species of Mytilus. which still inhabits the Caspian Seat This 
Oe rare amas 

* See Hamilton's Asia Minor, vol. a. p- ee t Ibid, ere i, pp- 186 and 203. 
_ Sconp Senizs, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, , 



calcareous tuff is immediately covered by the lavas and pene 
roducts which extend from the volcanic uplands to the plain 

are now ni arte at the heights of 2400 and 4500 French feet and 
the level of the ocean. 

' ost desi stabhde’ is the difference of the results which elevating vol- 
eanic forces, and particularly eruptive volcanic action, which Is still 

continuing, although with diminished ae on our are have pro- 
duced in the development of the forms of 1 pper and Lower Cau- 

and only onnaa! in a few places; in the latter, heaving and eruptive 

forces were most effective, and a masses driven directly from the vol- 

horizontal extent. From this difference is derived the greater variety 

and more favorable development of the natural features of the 
Caucasus, and with this its ethnographical importance is most 

nnected. 

epregec, by ILNE Epwarps, rine es Set 
5.)—Milne gingers in this learned memoir, in 

in a connected form, the views elsewhere presented by him in de 

of animals are best exhibited in the metamorphoses of species,— 
standing by the term metamorphosis, the series of changes und 
y all animals in the progress of their development from the 

ifferent animals within the egg state, and the rest 
leaving it. In 1829, Milne Edwards brought out these views, with spe- 
cial reference . the metamorphoses of crustacea ; and farther shied 

crustacea have their — Bepryeererar ole to one another in their 

yore and more phot part of the series of genetic 
er : is easy to show that it is the general foudeway: in nature to pre 

-exhibi bited when the species have completed their development. 
ifications which are manifested successively in the constit! 

as it enlarges, determine successively 1 



a particular order, class, and family. lam 
r from believing in the identity of germs. But there is a resem- 

blanee, and this resemblance is salve: as we approach the period of 
their origin. Hence it is that the embryogenic history of animals il- 
lustrates s so fully and beautifully their natural relations.” 

In carrying out these principles it becomes evident that there is a 
natural system in animal nature, based upon a single grand principle; 
and farther that this system cannot be re nted imple lineal 

4 00) en: * re a multitude of series which n e conceived 
of as branching from one another at different : heights, or rather which 
are reunited at base, and separate and subdivide into secondary, ternary, 
quarternary groups, according as they diverge and take their distinctive 
haracters, more or less near the origin of their embryonic existence.” 

n 

organogenic, or 
the organs producing eapealepicn! phenomena ; and 

ic, he modific ations arising m the various combinations 

ers; and different results arise from their unequal develop- 
“hus, two series of histogenic phenomena of the same kind, in 

ent animals, or two series of such phenomena of different kinds 

; but ata period more or less advanced, these terms will 
os analogous, and in Eonar the divergence will continue to 

e as they approach the final result.” In this manner, by an 
z of Leunlogaaaah of different tissues or organs, at different pe 

nimal becomes widely different rie: -another, and there will be 

ogy between a finished tissue of what we designate an inion 

r 7 
the apparsenad ne these principles, we th the concordance be- 

en th 
of the embryo ts: end r species whose tert career is lo nger 
Continued.” In a natural group, the — with a short period of de- 
velopment, start upon the same route which those have followed that 
have left them on the oad. Thea sina therefor, whose em embryog' 

uces igher 
grade. But il are instances of a degradation from the same source, 
as with the Lernzas, which, in a transitory state, have a rank eoneee- 

ponding with the Cai though afterwards so inferior in character 

Milne Edwards uses the term direct affinity _ the immediate relations of spe- 
cies ; > collateral affinity, for the relations of paralle | series. 
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ning through one group, are repeated in anot ther series. ~ 
oup, says Milne Edwards, is a reunion of all the de srivetives 

same type; a primary division includes all derived from the same pri- 
mary type, or plan of development—and a secondary division, those 

fourth, &c., orders, and groups corresponding to each. Moreover each 
group may contain several natural series, pinned or otherwise, and 

The importance of emb: as a means of distinctions, is at once 

ovum of the vertebrate animal, the first step is the formation of the 

medial depremion which divides the’ central portion of the blastoderm 
into two symmetrical halves, and corresponds to the vertebral column 
and its adjuncts. There is nothing similar in the invertebrata. Thus 
‘the very first point observed in the embryo of a bactige ani 
that which is the dominant characteristic in this whole divisic 
peculiarities are pointed out in the memoir for the dcriead 
and Radiata, which bear out the same pens 

Milne Edwards ts reasons for separating the 
the Reptiles, as first proposed by Blainville, and thus 
divisions of the ustebian —the Mammifera, Birds, 5 
chia, kd Fishes. The Reptiles are, eetaton fit, aérial in 
tion, whilst the nape ‘in their early state at leant, have bri 

, that the embryo of Fishes and A 
have no allantoid nor pha whilst in the true Reptiles, Birds an 

mifera, these parts are always distinct. He hence divides the Ve 
into the Vertébrés: Allantoidiens and the Vertébrés Anallant 

importance, we have to pass’ es ve this —— giving only in é 
form the classification which he propos 

A. VERTEBRES ALLANTOIDIENS. 
a © Mamuiréres. 

elphiens ou Mammiféres ube sages 

lammiféres a placenta discoi 
_ Bimanes, Quadrumanes, ot teaeen 
_Cheiroptéres, Rongeurs 

Pa achydermes, Solipédes, Ruminans, ae 
Siréniens, Cétacés, Edentés. 1 Bee 

Didelphiens. 
Marsupiaux. 

Insectivores, Herbivores. 

Monothrémes. 

1 Bek AEE HES Gee 
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| Biss ANALLANTOIDIENS. 
I. Barrac 
ae, Traldion, Cécilies, Perennibranches, Lepidosiren. 

I. Fisuss. ‘ 
tia tai Poissons osseux, Cyclostomes, Amphioxus. 

2. Noti s of the Fossil Bones of the Ancient Birds of New Zea- 
land, (in Dee dated Jan. 19 and 26, 1848, from Dr. G. A. Manre.h 
to the Senior Editor.) —The collection of eight hundred fossil bones— 
all, the boties of birds (with a single exception, the femur of a quadru- 
ped, probably a dog)—is the most interesting and extensive that has 
been sent from New Zealand to Europe, and probably from any part of 
the world. Dr. Mantell submitted the bones to the examination of Prof. 
Owen, who had made the seine his own by his former beautiful me- 
; irs 0 on the Dinornis apteryx. Mr. Owen is expected to draw up a 

art on the bones, for the Zoclogieal tpaiety. He had already de- 

kull is prolonged below the foramen magnum in.a very 
manner, for the —a of ‘powerful muscles, by 
dibles were acted u 

ye (Paleo-apteryx) is a nod fh more allied to the Ap- 
is the Dinornis. ‘The Notornis (the term signifying south- 
sa new genus of Rallide, aah related to a living genus of 
nd. ‘There are also mandibles of a oe of Nestor, (a 

parrot,) a genus still existing in New 
preservation of the bones is remarkable ; they a 

i sent. They are light ae 
the 

The ¢ walla is offered for sale to the British sega: To fo m it 
must have been a work of great labor, exposure, and even da anger 3 the 

: were found in places distant from any English gin. and 
they had to be brought on men’s shoulders through untracked forests, 
lakes, moors,” 

celebrated artist, formerly employed . Agassiz. 
' am Walter aiatalh ‘from w ~ ‘Sag he ta Pipa was obtained. 
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3. Fossil Shells from Tertiary Deposits on the Colt 
near Astoria; by T. A. Conrap.—The following inter | 
“a were collected by J. K. Townsend, and are described at his re- 

A Neeala divaricata, (figs. la, 10. )—Subovate, convex, with divarica- 

ting striee ; extremities rounded; ligament margin very oblique, slightly . 
curved ; basal ma margin curved; beaks near the anterior extremity. 

Fig. la. 
Fig. 18. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

© 

N. cuneiformis, (fig. 2.)—Ovate, ventricose in the middle, with strong 
lines of growth; anterior side short, margin rounded; posterior side 
cuneiform ; chine at the extremity ; basal magin rounde 
N. abrupta, (fig. 3.) —Somewhat elliptical, convex; tru 

riorly ; ligament margin recilnear, oblique ; posterior marg 
truncated, contracted. 

Mactra albaria, (fig. dbeRrinugeias, ventricose 
umbonial slope angulated ; anterior and posterior margi 
curved posterior extremity tomes, diveets “tie 

terior side. 
obruta, (fig  &joiete, compressed, thin; very ing 

ligament margin closet basal margin rounded ; anterior h 
gin straight and ‘very oblique extremity truncated. 

i parilis, (fi —Lentiform, sata wen not ventricose ; 
} are Set equal, oo peels prominent ; ; margins very 

ed 

‘ ; summits prominent 5 surface with fine lin growth ; interio . 
extremity acutely rou ; basal wine “foouted poste margin 

— obtusel: sintiedeshions DHL species is remarkably similar in form ae 2 
hoger a fossil of the A miocene ; 3 ite it wants the im- ¥ 



9.)—Acutely ovate, ventricose ; very — 
iainouke surface with concentric lines, whic 

? smooth aud regular; aregaiegel side somewhat cuneiform ; LinteMiee 
extremity acutely rounded; basai margin rounded. 

number of specimens were together in a small fragment of rock, 
all of which were much smaller than the one selected to figure. 

Fig. 7. Wi 8. 

Nu baile pent, (fig: 10. )—Ovate soutey ventricose ; anterior side ve- 
ome obtuse ; ligament margin ¢ concave e; posterior side rostrated, 

margin rounded. 
t similar in outline to the Birvioin miocene NV. acuta, but 
maxtor anterior side. It isa cast, and the character oF the 

own. 
sa, (fig. 11. )—Nerrow-eylindvoa ; margin of labrum 
y devant above the apex; spire slightly raised above 

am i ‘ed. 

riform, thin, with approximate promi- 
revolving ‘aed reticulated with minute longitudinal 

very short, conical; upper portion n of body whorl regu- 

Fig. 13. i 

Fusus oregonensis, (fig. 1 13. sig ict aks with unequal prominent re-. 
volving lines, a few of which are considerabl y larger than the others 
on the upper pores of the body whorl ; they are also cot coarser towar 
the base, and alternated in size ; shoulder with @ 
one of the uy strize on the body Ww Be 
Prominent line margins the suture ; spire conical, #] 
lated and tuberculate fie 

Solen curius, (fig. 14. )—Slightly curved, short, ¢ conve 
j at the extremities; anterior margin very © 

t 

MOSS 4 = 
-UROSTH HENES, (nov. gen.j—Allied to Palewoniscus.—Body elon- 

gated, prolonged into tastes lobe of tail nearly to apex. Anal fin trian- 

BR eines " * Continued from of this J 151. Figures will be given in ebn. 
nection with fom vol ig of hi Jornal : * 



gular, attached to the body as far as the base of the ' 
directly over rs anterior part of caudal. Ventral fin distan 
anal. Rays of the fins very fine and numerous ; onda obl 
the surface of each excavate. 

osthenes australis—Body narrow oblong. Scales smooth and 
without markings, subquadrate, over the enn part of the body 
transverse. Caudal fin slightly furcate. Anal fin larger than dorsal ; 
two to four free spines or accessory rays just in A ait of each of the 
fins ; articulations of rays oblong rectangular, those of dorsal fin, near 
its base and outer margin, | or four times as long as broad, and sur- 
face fluted-excavated.—From the B coal- -pit, Newcastle, on the Hun- 

ter, where it was obtained by Mr. James Steel, the Superintendent of 
the works, by whom the en was kindly submitted to the writer 
for description. The specimen is in the Museum of the Newcastle 
Mechanics’ Institute. The anterior part, to Sesond the perinia fins, is 
wanting. Length of +t beepers 12 inches: width 22 in 
base of caudal fin 1 in 
HELICERUS, (nov. gen J—Allied to Belemnites. 

cle thick, subcylindrical, 5 eine internally a slender 

have contained : a rolled. won meiere to s siaioced with t 
i : b 

Helicerus fuegiensis.—Ossicle cylindrical, $ an inch in 
diameter of tube within, nearly 3 that of the fossil; and 
chamber more than 3 the same. Texture of the oss Ossi 
a like ordinary Belemnites. Found ay the writer in i 
n the shores of Nassau Bay, near Cape Horn. 

Nore.—In the valuable. article by F. M’Coy on the fos 

tralia, which was published some months after the writer’s 

this subject, but before that article had reached Mr. M’Coy, the 
some species redescribed. We observe that 

Cardinia? exilis, MC 
maria Mo 

Coy, is Cardinia recta, Ds 

Pleurotomaria 1a, M’Coy, is Pleurotomaria trifilata, D. 
Pachydomus ovalis and P. pusillus, M’Co oy, are peste’ ‘of Astartila, 

D., a genus nearer Astarte, than yg aes 
a Eurydesma E. cordata ' ? of 

The genus Notomya, M’Coy, corresponds to Pyramus, D., and from 
a ‘a our species, we can not believe that they are related 

) genus | Maonia of the author, (changed from Myonia,) along 
ramus, and probably Cleobis, make a natural group among 

idee, having the smaller anterior erdeaotar impression facing in the 
ies with the she r anterior, | and thus differing strikingly from 

Pachydomus, Astartila, Cardinia. Moreover the largetat i 
is ’ prolonged “ipa, and is pointed, towards the smaller anterio 
lar impression. Maonia has a second small anterior ea | 

situated | vet up on the "beaks if this is not sufficient 
a 

> it a the species may be thrown togethe in the es 



the gradations are such that it is difficult to draw 
The Pachydomus gigas of M’Coy, falls into the 

, being between Cleobis and Maonia as these genera were 

a generic character, among these species. The Pachydomus globosus 
of Morris and M’Coy, appears to be a different species Kies the P. glo- 
bosus of Sowerby, whose figure in Mitchell’s Australia, (PI. 1, p. 14, vol. i,) 
represents a specie s with very thick valves, and from Harper's Hill, 
instead of Illawarra. Morris’s species is believed to be Cleobis grandis 
of the writer. 

The species referred in our former bitiale to Modiolopsis, (Hall,) 
appear to have two muscular impressions, and for the most part more 
erat aeons with the Cypricardiae. 

A gan of Sound in Lepidoptera; by 8.8. Hatpeman.—The 
rby, (Fauna Bor. -Am., p . 305,) or an allied species, 

alludes to an opinion of Dr. Fitch upon the same sub- 
fust be an error attributable to the fact, that the writer 

wk on the renee of Mexico; by S. 8. Hatpeman, (in a 

ors.)—I have recently received a small collec- 
Hts from auavawe (Chihuahua) and Santa Fé ; they are 

‘condition, but a cursory examination seems to give the fol- 
: ‘ies, well known in this part of the United iB ‘Siow 
atum, Acrydium ornatum, Syrtis erosa, Carabus se , Rha- 

calls $ also so Aphodius strigatus, which occurs as far-north as Lake Su- 
pede has been sent to me from Jalapa. 

IV. Asrronomy. 

ed in sauce the whole foi Ak “of ‘Deets 
Neptune, and it was intimated that we might find it p 
to our assistance sities planet hitherto unseen. d 
from Professor Peirce the results of his recent compuitons, ‘or ire 
which it will be seen that his labors have been crown ntire 
Success. The annexed table will wee that, assuming the m 

tue to be 3,5 w ; whats Prof. Peirce from Mr. Bond's 
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probable errors, except the single observation of 1690, made 
stead. This observation was in error 20”, according to Le 
computations, and 50” according to those of Mr. Adams; while 
astronomers agreed that Flamstead had made a very poor observation. 
Prof. Peirce’s orbit represents this observation within a single sec 
Does not this result exhibit in a beautiful light the harmony of truth 3 | 
When Le Verrier was allowed a carte blanche to create a planet to suit | 
his convenience, when he was at liberty to assign it any mass, and ; 

e it move in any orbit he pleased, he could not explain the obser- 
vation of 1690; but the planet discovered at Berlin, having a mass 
such as is deduced from Mr. Bond’s Mara area and moving in the 
orbit also deduced from observation, explains every thing perfectly. If 
then this mass is confirmed by subsequent rebate var and there is no 

mistake in Professor Peirce’s — (and we know no reason to dis- 

trust them ») the problem of Uran ems exhausted. The plan 
covered by Dr. Galle perfectly Satine the observed ineq 
Uranus, and these observations afford no reason to suspect th 
of any other planet rpg unseen. Annexed is the a 
Peirce’s results I remain, ag sincerely, 
New York Untectaity: per pe 

Residual differences between the a and observed Jo 
after allowing for the action of Boptune, upon the hypothes 

of Ussaunlpoceatiok ify ms waders sheesreenns vou 
if there had been “A oxen planet, a asi 
ry, the done line for the inessurement of tha ‘None of Ba 
its disc 

The mass of Neptune cavum by Mr. 

wei Le Verrier’s Adam 

=rrhi3 =a l= Ts daz “most iit ner Nottie 

Date. Pee aaes nica yi eda pe Aye tal lanet, of — ht Se 
pee feces mir ke fron oan the Btrure fro a Ae ‘4 whieh the as 

of of tassels Bon a pnp sof anya 

yaa: | 4 ae. 5 | boo -121 ae + 22 13 + 0 
+ 24 30.1 ms 08 = 1:2 mn 
+13 St} 39.) 4.90. 1 = oe 
9 ee 1G TS +17 — 76 
OT | + 09) 4046 1. 28: 1 + 88 
ie OAs —~ OE pane —10 |.+ 46 
~ O06] — 13) + oe 0-0 + 36 
+ 12 32) 206 ['416 |.—,%3 
+ 08 33] — 10 — 05 — 67 
+05 | + 16| 403 ae ewe 
BD beet Oe Oh eee | 
a ee 23 o) | ee 
-160 | — 67-0 37 +18 1233 | 
—127 | -1024| 40 | = 40 | 2309 | 

410-0 455 4 - 66 100 | 
_ 13-0. |. 14-7 1. -199 | 4500 | ee 

Cantrge Obrvary, March 93, 1848. H 
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to-obs that the elements of Neptune employed 
are. sally different from a which have been made 

the basis of previous investigations. Hence arises the discrepancy be- 
tween he results and those previously aaliinads in the New Haven 

th the elem 
earlier date, it was found impossible to reduce the unexplained irregu- 
larities of Uranus two-thirds, i ‘ate to Neptune a mass to- 
tally irreconcilable with observation 

e importance of the sonar that concerns the motions of Ura- 
nus, and the liability to error in inquiries so long and intricate as ee 
that are requisite for its solution, make it desirable to compare the 
nee of independent processes. Such a comparison we shall sohialy 

n have the means of instituting. We understand that Mr. Burr has 
sessing and nearly completed, an investigation with the new data 

Walker, which embraces an extended comparison of the theo- 

he results ages si the work, which would have been 
stronomers, had the new planet proved insufficient for the 

ion of a satel ps tions, 
visible for a considerable time, (extract of a letter from 

‘ ome, N, Y., 20th Ja 

clock this evening I o da large and brilliant me- 
was visible in the western pa fo 

yo, at an elevation of perhaps 35° above the horizon when 
J, and a few degrees, say five or ten, north of west. It 
award until it reached a point about 25° north of west, and 

mained visible about twelve or thirteen minutes. At first it 
“two nates lines of baie very near each other, bright and 
: soon, howeve ntracted somewhat in length and 

vidth re i the brlliancyy of the light at the same time 
minished until they united in an_ ong mass resem- 

a white ane which floated northward and eastward very slowly 
until it faded from sight. 
The light was ‘sufficiently. strong to be whible through some cirrous 

clouds which passed across os seven or eight ala after the appear- 
e of the meteor, and wh near the point where 

the meteor became visi blew. 

V. MiscentaNngovs INTELLIGE: 

1. Orthography in Chemistry.—The fact that the * 
clatare i in rere is of French ge accounts for 

lish chemical works. This is nearer right. But this word, together 

with naib bromide, and the like, have no more right to an 
the word The French are consistent in using the sbeeninad! letter 
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in all these words, acide, chloride, bromide, &c., and : 

the analogy of their we po by adopting the F: 
phy, we desert the strict principles of our own language for no suffi- ~ 

cient reason. Oxydum, chloridum, bromid um, (Latin is well coowutl 

and oxyd, soa bromid, acid, are properly the English forms of | 
these words.’ Acrid Aaceide rabid, deci splendid, fluid, stupid, are 
other analogous words in English. 

The reasons here awe - have influenced us in adopting the or- 
sy a used in this Journ 

. Gutta Percha; by Drea Oxtey, Esq., A.B., Senior Surgeon 
of ihe Settlement of Prince of Wales’ aver , Singapore and Malacca, 
(Journ. Ind. Archip., Singapore, No. 1 . 22,)—The ae 
percha tree, or soci tuban as it ought more peisy to be call ? 
the percha pearing a spurious article,—belongs to the natural | 
Sapotew, but differs so much from all described genera, havi 

both, that I am disposed to think it is entitled to rank 
I shall therefore endeavor toj give its general charact 
noi of naming it to some’ more competent botani 

e tree is of large size, 26; frpen sixty to seventy feet i in 
from two to three feet in di eter. Its general appearance 
the genus Durio, or well yn Doorian, so muc 
most superficial observer. pil under surface of the leaf; 

the axils, supported on short Doves pedicle s, and numef 
ieatrematies of the branches. Calyx, inferiot, persistent, c 

a brown color, divided into six,sepals which are arranged 
series olla, monopetalous hypogenous, divided like the cal! 
six acuminate segments. ns, inserted in the throat of t! 
ina renibe alters variable ‘in homber, but, to. the best of m 

number is 

natec _ a long simple style, six celled, ae 
ed. Leaves about four inches in length, perfect, 

entire, of a coriaceous Becsistence, alternate, obovate lanceolate, uppet 
surface of a pale green, under surface covered with close, short, reddish 
brown bei Midri rib anaes a little, cigs. a small aro or beak. { 

ary how difficult it is to obtain specimens 0 
of this tree, and this is probably the reason of its not having been 
recognized and es by some of the many botanists who 

visited these parts 
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ily a short time ago the tiban tree was tolerably abundant on the 
of Singapore, but already all the large timber has been felled, 

nd few, if any, other than small plants are now to be found. e 
range of its growth, however, appears to be considerable; it being 
found up all the Malayan Peninsula as far as Penang where I have as- 
certained it to be abundant; although as yet the inhabitants do not 
seem to be aware of the fact: several of the mercantile houses there 
having sent down orders to Singapore for supplies of the article, when 
they have the means of supply close at hand. The tree is also found 
in Borneo, and I have little doubt it is to be found in most of the Islands 
adjacent. 

The localities it particularly likes are the alluvial tracts along the 
foot of hills, where it flourishes luxuriantly, forming, in many spots, 
the principal portion of the jungle. But notwithstanding the indigenous 

come a very scarce article, if some more 
éans be not adopted in its collection than that at present in 

. © 

have contained much less than one-fourth of impurities; and even in 
“pu oun 

ce yielded, on being cleaned, one ounce of impurities. 
Fortunately it is neither difficult to detect or clean the yas of foreign 
ma os hei Pe Sati 

oO ta] = or & be | e. << S 9?) Q o a wD "S 
na te Loma ° oa ° — 5 = o ae is) a s o a 

Present date, amounts to 6,918 piculs, to obtain which, sixty-nine thou- 

sand one hundred and eighty trees must have been sacrificed. How 
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much better would it therefore be to adopt the method of tapping the tree, — 
practiced nd the a in = taining the caou a uc , the Ficus. 

so much from a single tree, but the ultimate gain would be incelniis 
paniculacy as the tree appears to be one of slow growth, by no means 

rapid as the Ficus elastica. 1 should not be aspetetil if the de- 
penn “atin and the present method of extermination be persisted 
in, to udden cessation of the supply. 

Piaanrtcs sr the Gutta.—This substance when fresh and pure is, 

as already mentioned, of a dirty white color and a greasy feel, with 
a peculiar leathery smell. It is not affected by boiling alcohol, but 

coal tar. A good cement for luting bottles and other pur 
formed by heiling togoshine equal parts of gutta, coal tar and resi 
am indebted for this hint to Mr. Little, Surgeon, and the above 
his proportion » however, found it necessary to put two parts 

y 
and that which makes it so eminently useful for man 
effect of boiling water upon it. When immersed for 
water above 150° Fah., it becomes soft and plastic, so as 
of a moulded to any required shape . oo which jit retains upon 
cooling. If a strip of it be cut off and ed into Bae water, it 
contracts in size both in length and nes i This is a very anomalous 
and remarkable phenomenon, apparently opposed to all the laws 
of heat. 

It is this — when plunged into boiling water re ha 
its being applie 

7 

use of it to the Bengal Medical Board. But, like many other 
hints, for want of sufficient enquiry, I fear it was disregarded. 
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: 

. 

in the use of this substance. It also answers very well for the 

ice, however, has been continued by me, and I find many advan- 
h 

within ten days. My mode of applying this substance 

a piece of the necessary length and 
hged into a tub of boiling water. The limb of the patient 

it thereto by passing three of the common loop bandages around the 

i t the lower 

seo iia ln pak - 

sg =, @ ~~ 1 — be] oo 7) ° =] @ & oe oe im o S uo 

. ~ 

© eee 5 7 > © 3. [23 oo ie) “ P) i=] Q. g 

Only be necessary to untie the loop bandages, separate the edges of 
the gutta splint to the required distance, wash and cleanse the limb 

y . ‘- 

tient. If it be a compound fracture it will _ 
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without shifting any nae ae the dressings, and orks done so, 
st perfect cleanliness 

the gutta is not affected eo any amount of ablution ; neha is it soiled 
or rendered offensive by any discharge, all which washes off as easily 

m the gutta case as from oil cloth. I have had a patient where the 
ay protruded through the integuments fully two inches, walking about 

support can be supported by the gutta better than by any other con- 
trivance. For it combines lightness and smoothness, durability and a f 

capability of adjustment, ws possessed by any other known substance. 

new experiments have to run the gauntlet of acnsapnie and I do 
not suppose that these secngtaiiesiots will prove an exception | 
rule. But all Task of any surgeon is to try the seg 

argues on its propriety, and I feel fully convinced that all 

are some other uses for which I have tried this substanee, Viz., aS Cap- 

sules for the transmission of the vaccine virus, which ought to keep 

well when thus protected, for it is most perfectly and hermetically seal- 
ed. But I have not had sufficient experience in this 
to pronounce decidedly on its merits. Iam at present tt 
of it on ulcers, by enclosing the ulcerated limb in a cas 
as to exclude all yee and, so far, the experin 
success. , 

Since writing the foregoing “observations I have had 

vaccine virus hitherto in Singapore n for a few days 
most impossible,—that ‘thisibettlement, beavtichataniiig e 

gutta when pure is certainly slightly acid, that is, it will cause a very | 
slight effervescence when put into a solution of soda, but is unaffected | 
by liquor potassa. The smell although peculiar, is ase strong nor 

apleasant, so that the article experimented upon t have been ex- | 

| 
se dingly i impure, and possibly, derived a large apes of its acidity 
from the admixture and fermentation of other vegetable su seo 0 | 
Again, it appears to me that, if the gutta be pure, the very-elaborate a 
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e obtained Pete in a perfee ay. pure state by simply 
g it in hot water until well softened, and then Sebllings it out into 

thin sheets, when, as | have before said, all foreign matter can be easily 
removed. I would recommend that the manufacturers at home should 

at the time of being collected, when they will receive the gutta ina 
state that will save them a vast deal more in trouble and expense than 
the eng addition necessary to the original prime cost. 

pencer’s Microscopes.—We have a more recent letter from 
Prof. Bailey than those published in our last ts (page 285,) ar 
ing the results of late observations with Spencer’s lenses. Prof. 
ley says: Foreign eta might ws estimate correctly our pa 

omy statement in your last a? Spencer 
SO Ss on 

a 7 they will appeal his merit when they learn that 
; s of the Navicula Spencerii, are more minute than 

s on any variety of the N. 7 eg which I have 
tlish writer states that not one glass in five hundred will 

‘show in a satisfactory manner the three sets of lines on the variety E. 
of the ee : hippocampus. Specimens agreeing perfectly with 
the desc of this variety occur in the Hudson River, and on these 

the three sets at once. Indeed the diagonals on this 

state, that by ee er’s lenses I can with ease 
: aoe pte lines on the latter species, which lines as far 

— rege of all tests for high powers. 

OBITUARY. _ 

Dr. Thomas P. Jone _—The sett ——— of 
Mtains the following ‘eee of a gentleman who was ex- 

own throughout the country, and universally respected and 
estee 

The Posies of this gentleman has been made known through the 
public prints, but no extended notice of his life and labors has yet ap- 
eared. We hope to see one from a pen capable of doing him full 

Justice, while, in in the mean time, our own shall re some 

tio ; 

ties and public trusts, — ae nearly fon 
Suitable acknowle edgment from his survivors an od many fr 

as long ranked high as a man of serees! science, pe he biome is o< 

debted to him for two of the best treatises on Chemistry and Mechani- 

Deters Serres, Vol. V, No. 15. —May, 1848. 
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own expense ; and through this work, which he continued to edit for 
twenty-eight years, until his death, he was enabled to. do much for the: 
advancement of science and the arts in this country. in 

His connexion with th United States Patent Office, over which he 

can inventions. e was so well informed on these subjects that, with 

his strength of memory, whee n a supposed improvement was laid before 
im, he could refer to the work and the very page where the,sa 

e. 
could often save the applicants all further trouble and ex 
written specifications of patents, and his monthly comm 

those which had been issued, as recorded i in the a Socteil for 

n 
sought in courts of law involving patent claims, and in appea 
the decisions of the office. 

of him is attested by his slection as honora es member of various learn- 
ed oo with which they were connected. 

841, his restoration to the Patent Office was urged by testimoni- 
als pee ail parts of the country, emanating from sources calculated to 
give them great weig 1d 
ot his private life much could be said. He passed eS the wor 

ion 

m5? 

wholined with business, and never uncourteous or impetuous. 
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eres hae have not often a true application, but those who 
to their absolute ema Of his religious char- 

times clearer than it had been for years, an said many things which 
made all around him happy. He was Tiicious to the last moment. 

5. The late Professor Vanuxem.—American science has ra rely 
been deprived of a more able devotee than the late Professor hala! 
Vanuxem, and his friends and the friends of science, have met with 
a loss in him not easily repaired. In early life his mind was dra 

ultivation of chemistry and mineralogy, and his Sika the late 
sq., an eminent merchant, and most useful citizen 

abi gave his son the egeninse of ie weep residence 
; ool of Mines, re he became the associate of 
she Hauy, and othe ictocuiahed men, <a were 
ara in the schools of that great scientific me- 

ormed an intimate acquaintance with the late Pro- 

rho, in the same walks, was drinking from the same 

ledge 
shed in that admirable chal for his zeal and acquirements, 

his modesty and amiable deportment, he became endeared 
e his acquaintance. On his return to this, his native 

harged with all the improvements of recent chemical dis- 
the advancement in its kindred arts ; but he te the 
Pursuit of his studies than the application of his knowl- 

Almost immediately after his return cae 
the late President Cooper to take a part of the duties 

Columbia, South Carolina, where he became a member 

and 

wc: result could accrue to the proprietors, he acted as 
nad done, in conscientiously advising its being phendeae® 

On his return. he purchased a farm near to Bristo debe and soo 
after abate the daughter of his neighbor, e John Newbold, 

. s farm remained the home of his d 
his ohtin on the 25th day of Jasinary last. Bat 
farm, ofien with his own hands assisting in the lab 
any moment ceased to cultivate his already a 

Geology, Mineralogy and Chemistry, nor to add to 

imens of great extent and rareness. In this retin rementy obtrusive 
ght, and invite to take 

ernment. 
He was solicited by Gov. Marcy, of New York, to take a shared o 

the great labor of the geological survey of that state; and after five or 
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six years he returned to the duties of his farm. — His portion of ‘ a 
great work published by the state, as reports” from fan Geol 
and Naturalists, is that which will remain his mon 

ith the sam 
subject of this notice, will aoqpire a fash enduring as the science they 
have so well promoted. 

In all the relations of domestic life, Professor Vanuxem set an exam- 

ple toall around him, Amiable, cheerful and intelligent, he was always 
welcomed into every circle—his early friendships were continued and 
faithfal to the end of his life, and those who enjoyed his confidence and 
friendship, will not find it easy to fill the void he has left in their 
association.— North American, Philadelphia. 

VI. BrgiiocRraPuy. 

1. A Description of Active and Extinct Volcanoes, 6 
and of Thermal Springs; with remarks on the causes o 

The first.edition of this wont appeared in 1826, in 466 
The illustrations were fourt 
ean volcan orullo—a “olde f the country ¢c 
bottom of the Mediterranean and the north end of the 
Palestine, the Desert of Arabia, &c.—and a map 

e new edition:contains 728 pages, equivalent to eI 
ges of the first edition, and therefore almost double in q 
ter. The illustrations are thirty-eight wood-cuts, four e 
and five engraved maps of the: octavo size, besides a fold 
United States. The gettingup of this edition in paper, | 
engraving, is decidedly superior to that of the first edition, i 
a large and elegant vo 

‘the pretee to this edition, that he ha 
on of less relevant matter; that the 

lines are closer, and nd suppress type employed for less important details ; 

but owing to the great accumulation of materials, the work has swollen 
greatly in size, especially as earthquakes and thermal — have been 
in this edition much more fully discussed than in the former one. The 
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tices, since that work oupeared: * are 
: ains an elaborate digest of the history of 

e Pextessively from the author’s personal observations in 
~ Europe and Africa, and from numerous original sources, especially 
travels and voyages of discovery ; it is moreover illustrated by a splen- 
did folio atlas of large size. 

Dr. Daubeny has also posted up his subject from journals of science, 
from travels, and from all available ree ; so that it now stands as 
the English classic on volcanoes, and is, along with the work of Leo- 
pold de Buch, quite indispensable to all Ee olonie libraries and teachers. 

It is superfluous to say that Dr. Daubeny has executed his work with 
accuracy and fidelity, so that it is a reliable volume on this most im- 
pment part of the history of the earth. Into his style he has infused 

ienc 
ecology, or a fa niliar <a of Geological 

GipEon AtcEernon Mantett, LL.D., wy &e. 

Medals of Creation, Thoughts ‘on Animalcules, &e. In 
Sixth edition. London: Henry C. Bohn. 1848.—This 

jewed in the American Journal, vol. xxxiv, p. 387, and 

Comparing the present edition with that of 1839, pub- 
ountry as well as for England, we find that the contents 
ortion of about 1200 to 800 pages—due allowance being | 
rand fuller page in the new edition 

Ons in beautiful wood-euts, are in this edition, including 

. hundred ; in the fot edition they were one hun- 

er of plates is diminished from im to six. a the 
“the _, sectional view of the s tructure and arrange- 

author had, ran lana good 

te » an Ati ratine so essential 

iid have been omitted, even 

n be. 
The boautitat colored plates of corals, two in number, 

= with additions and suppressions, and with some change 

the figur 

~ 
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The omitted — are :—~1. The remains of mefpesil crocodile, dis: 
covered at Swanage.—2. The penetil section of th Th 
English strata, aa these are now seen in figures upon the ext 

of Tilgate forest, as seen separately, but we have the most important 
of them grouped in the view of the Maidstone skeleton. 

The volcanic sistsies of France is exhibited as regards the craters, in 

a new, enlarged and beautiful state, but a number ‘of subordinate sec- 
tions of that region are omitted. 

The plan of placing as many figures as possible in the text is excel- 
lent, and so is that of confining - sections and maps to the size of the 
page ; that is, it is highly convenient in saving the trouble and injury 
arising from the unfolding of maps, but it sometimes produces such 
miniatures that we cannot avoid wishing for more room, 
see he de details more distinetly. 

arlier works, the account of the reaeil 

there is a folded map of that island which is very satisfactory. 
ed maps are placed on the right of the subject to whidg mpl refer, = 

unfol 

n former occasions, as cited above, we gave our 0 
favor of Dr. Mantell’s Wonders of Geology, which is the n 
work on the science of geology in the English es ee: 
tion is brought up fully to the present state of the scient 

the mark of great labor and skill in selecting, ante ane 
the immense mass of facts upom which geology is e 

thor’s reasoning also is clear, forcible and conclusiv 

lowance for the different views taken of the same fac 
minds. The Wonders of lh as exhibited by Dr. M 
a fruitful theme of instruction, and a delightful enterte 
luminous and elegant style, his happy explanations, and his 
tiful seaancei illustrations, are all in keeping, so that these® 
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midst of arduous professional labors, and in later 
2 pr oat severe physical suffering, the author could 

‘courage enough to persevere in his works until they are 
d. Dr. Mantell has also great advantage in prosecuting 

fbetaral er since he draws with facility and success, and has a fine 
tact in developing minerals, and cepeciay ew and extricating them 
from their entanglements with foreign m ‘ is we know from 
the numerous and highly interesting ieieteos with which he has fa- 
vored us during a long series of years—sufficient to illustrate the beau- 
tiful subject of the secondary and tertiary formations of England. 

e add brief notices of the particular su jects, most al. which im- 
part a peculiar interest to the present edition. ‘The author still ad- 
heres to the nebular theory, although so many nebulz have been 

can 
The Gulf Streamsand other “ rivers in the ocean” are distinctly traced, 

: a The siliceous deposits and incrustations Rr Iceland and New 
nd are deseribed—the latter, especially, being very remarkable, 

: interesting remarks on the laws of the extincjion of ani- 
and by human a 

s of Russia and their probable adaptation to a peculiar 
& Ingenious si respecting the bones in 

pres, and the probable manner in which they were con- 

> places, pp. 181—183. ‘The ratio of shells in the dif- 
of the tertiary, and the different animals that followed 

of creation, p. 215, note. The existence or non-exist- 

; ' of flint, p. 300. —— ques- 
rof. Owen and De. Mantel, notes, pp. 436, 437, 440. 

nd Desorceies of Mr. Reginald N. Mantell in “< Ont rd 
ares idge; of the fine fossils = obtained we have re- 

and general bo pica p. 890. 
r. J. Herse p. 908. 
3 De Caadolie's Prodromus.—The long-expected eleventh vo 

of this work was published at the close of November last, or rather 

December, and is now in the hands of botanists throughout Europe and © 
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America. It compe Ast, OROBANC 
Geneva ; the true gen Seewhich a are Epip the. ; 
Philipea, ——— hing eight species of the Old Wor t 
North America west of the Mississippi ; Conopholis fort the Groba 
Americana, L.) ; "Orobanehal of over 

three must give way to the e early ee excellent name 
founded ee Mitchell, a published 

afterwards called Orobanche u Nflora ay Linneeus. 

vel dubia, Reuter appends Obolaria, which is correctly 4 
cept that the insertion of the ovules over the whole inne 
ovary is overlooked ; the present writer’s illustration o 

pages, is the order Acanthace@, which is contributed b 
beck. This chiefly ironies or — family, 
forty years ago upon a small number of genera and 
ranks among the "aie of the SE iuielinntons series, a 
by N es under two suborders, eleven tribes, and one 

i 

overlooked by Endlicher, who is usually careful, as well as 
, who is careless, as to questions of priority, must surely be com 
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for the genus, however bounded, which includes the Justicia pe- 
culosa and J. humilis of Michz. 

emainder of the volume, contributed by Schauer of Breslau, 
prises first, Phrymacee, another of those inconvenient little orders 

me established on a single genus of a single species, which however, dif- 
fers remarkably from Verbenacee as well as Labiate, by the mo- 

s Verbena, with which we are principally concerned in the 
ited States, comprises seventy-one species, besides a dozen dubious 

w 

Prof. Alph. De Candolle himself. These twelve genera 
n or Oceanic, except Bontia, which is a Caribeean genus 

of a single species. 
_ The twelfth volume, which will contain the Labiate by Bentham, is 
promised for June. - . Gr. 

4. Transactions of the Linnean Society of London, vol. xx, part 2d, 
1847.—The first article is, “An Enumeration of the Plants of the 
Galap ipelago, with Descriptions of those which are new, 
by Dr. J 
lowed b 

has discussed with great ability, the various geograph- 
estions which are presented by a flora of about 240 

e than half of which are peculiar to those islands, 
red by no other tract of land of equal size, except- 

Sandwich group.” And this flora, moreover, pos- 

Darwin, as our scientific readers are aware. 6 
ed by Mr. q 

ination,” Dr. Hooker proceeds to remark, “has led me to 

*The Entri ‘s, Hook., fil., p. 174, note, from the United States, i 
doubttess theienie Be dag pe opogon ‘epilloati, Engelm., published in this Jo 
nal for January, ‘ 
_ Seconp Series, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. 58 
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tion and proportions, which seem to distinguish insular floras from the 
continental.” The topics so ably discussed possess such general inter- 
est as well as novelty, that it appears very desirable to reprint the whole 
= in ” Journal, if room can be found for it—The next article 

mbrosinia ciliata of Roxburgh eeres — 
“i He latnanted Mr. Griffith, with three plates. The most remarkable 
ery here illustrated, appears to be the seamen mveaiall in 

eed of this aquatic plant, of the fleshy cotyledon, which fills the 
ane of the nucleus, from the highly developed and complex plumule, 
which is thus detached long oo, to proper germination so as 
to form an independent plantlet. The whole seems to be quite analo-» 
ous to what takes place at germination in those monoe cotyledons 

whose cotyledon remains nearly unchanged within the seed, and at 

length separates from the growing plantlet 
here are two brief botanical contributions by Dr. Falconer, one 

“On the Assafcetida plant of Central Asia;” the other an “ Ac ccount 

“e Gamoplexis, an undescribed genus of Orchideous Plants.” ¥§ ‘Tt ap- 

ing articles are entomological, and all contributed by Mr. Newport, 
namely, ‘**On the aqueous vapor expelled from be hives ;’ “On the 
generation of the Aphides;” and an elaborate memoir, the first of the 

series, ** Oa the sone History, Anatomy and — ment af iar 
Oil-beetle, Meloe,” enus of insects which a ‘to exist in the — 
early period of their life as parasites, while in ie lowed stage 
purely herbivorous, 

Synopsis of the Lichenes of New England, the ot 
States, and British America ; we Epwarp ‘TuckERMAN, 
pac G. Nichols 
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feast as familiarly known as our Grasses and Sedges. Indeed, the 
hens will be found to be much easier than the Mosses, since ‘they 

e less of mi ang aon investigation for their determination. 
“We presume, therefore, that the small separate edition of this useful 
work will soon be sold off, os the collin 7 researches it must 
incite will bring to light new materials, and that a new edition will be 
required in a year or two, which we venture i think would more di- 
rectly subserve the end in view if cast in a much more popular form. 

efforts and contributions of many hands. To promote the desired re- 
sults as respects the Lichenes, we venture to ask botanists st 
our os to collect these neglected plants, and largely to contribute 
thei icrials, especially the rare and doubtful forms, to our aehediaen 

chenologist R. 
Flora tof Maine, illustrated with specimens from Nature, ar- 

‘anged acco g to the Natural System, and containing Descriptions of 
all the known Indigenous Plants growing in the State, etc. ; by Aanon 
Youne, Jr. Bango Vol. i.—We have seen a specimen volume 
of this work, whi ch Mr Young, who was recently appointed to make 
a botanical “— ” the state of Maine, i is engaged in publishing, “in 

7 an ompanied by another leaf containing the n e of the nat- 
ural family to which the species belongs, its generic, spaitlte and popu- 
lar names, a specific character, place of growth, time of flowering, 

and some descriptive or pop marks r. Young proposes to 
publish all the - we aa his state in this manner, “in about twenty 

volumes” (wh er, will not be sufficient for the purpose), and 

offers the whole t pea for $100, or the volumes, “ of from five 

to ten decades ich,” at six dollars. No doubt there will be a ready 
any copies as he can prepare, ‘tof the present mag- 

‘and style; but how they can be afforded at this price is 
our comprehension. ‘That it is not done at the expense 

appropriation for conducting the botanical — appears 

wo hundred dollars per annum for three yea . Gr. 

, ebour, Flora Rossica, fasc. 8, (1847).—This seialigie com- 
mences the thied volume of a work dhe we have already noticed 
from time to time, during its progress. e 
State thes it is continued with the same eo e 

lacée, Aquifoliacer, Ebenacee, Oleace oe Teen oe 

Asclepiadew, Gentianacew, Polemoniacee, Diapensié onvolvula- 

| : raginese, Hydroleacew, Solanace a lai of the 

| Scrophulariaces, of the Russ ire. The Cusew 

og for the present, to await the appearance of Dr. E 
onograph of that 

8. Sansa’ ’s iesdinde urnal of — begins the new year 
Reeve, who a No. 73) with new publishers, namely, t essrs. : 

ent appear to be the mast extensive and dauepltig publishers of wor 
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on Natural History in Great Britain. The first article oe the cuter ies. 
an admirable exposition of the Structure of Crucifer cits ree 

Th ‘ 

view, that the two pairs of long stamens, hich: stand opposite the an- 
terior and ical ior sepals respectively, represent each a single organ 
which has been subject to dedoublement, is convincingly maintained by 
many arguments. efore the article reabhed this country, the writer 

— to the placentee,—views which have been well known in 
ountry ever since their publication, or least, shoul be so, as they 

ere incorporated into a common elementary work in 1842. But the 
observations of Mr. Brown upon this aire seem nd to have attracted 
the attention in Europe which they so eminently deserve. Indeed, the 

Bennett’s Plante Javanice Rariores, in which Mr. Brown discusses, 

with his accustomed terseness, the most interesting a of struc- 
ral i i t important 

Botany of South America, giving a critical account of a new mono- 
etalous genus, einschage of uncertain family. 4 ir. Wilson con- 

tributes the characters of three new Australian mosses; of which fig- 
jation, we are ia- 

iission to Thibet, “The 

0 
tinguished ehemist.of Glasgow, whose te -— a lis 
the journey from Simla to Dakur, in the Himalayas ; and 
the editor appends, a rity us of the safe some of thé, 
close of September last, at Giak, a town only five days jo 
Leh (or ga the civil capital of Thibet 

rom the ora, is givena translation of Dr. Sendtner’s ac- 
count of his botanied visit to Bosnia, which has been unfortunate, og 

Sendtner having been attacked by a Bosniak, while botanizing, and se 
verely woun ed, so that he barely escaped with his life. Fendler’s 
Santa Fe oles on is then noticed; as also is the recent pedscorne?: ’ 

en, of the Nelumbium Jamaicense in Jamaica,—a plan 
nd by Dr. Patrick Browne nearly a century ago, b ahi 

nee been seen. It turns out that this species is a true Nelum- 
arly allied to our own North American N. luteum, if not the 

e Com- 

at ae ame. uller account of the rediscovery is printed in th 

_.* See notice of Henfrey’s Outlines, d&c., vol. ii, ii ser., p- 444. 
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(for January), which is an extra 
which has, for the last year or more, been 

G LO: u 

"books give an account of the eleventh volume of De Candolle’s Pro- 
dromus ; of Sir Robert Schomburgk’s History of Barbadoes; of Dr. 
Harvey’s Nereis Australis,—a work which we hope to be able to no- 
tice in detail ere long; of Dr. J. D. Hooker’s Flora Antarctica (of 
which we also speak in the present number); of Dr. Darlington’s Ag- 
ricultural Botany,—a small, but highly useful volume, marked by the 
characteristics of faithfulness and accuracy, and true devotion to sci- 

ents of a new work by G. Rainey, (which we have not seen,) 
xperimental Inquiry into the cause of the ascent and de- 
a with some observations on the nutrition of plants, and 

M’Ivor - 

same manner as the Musci Britannici of Mr, Gard- 

.) Such a collection would doubtless be in demand 

r who also contributes ** Further Remarks on 
-collectors of Campanula, and on the ; p : de of fecundation 

elarger part of which we extract, as follows: ae 

‘“‘Five years ago I presented to the reader his Journal, the re- 
sult of my early studies of this genus, (see 601,) and I have 

to the interior of the collecting-hairs by virtue of s 

tion @xercised by these organs. Very soon after the 

duction of pollen-grains within the hairs, does not 

“avenue is artificially opened by means of the dissecting knife ; an 
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ment when the sections were made for dint 
now to state, by way of apology, shat the inference, though an errone 
ous one, was not hastily made, and that the same inference has since 

been made by Dr. Hartig, and adopted by him as an important fact, in 
support of his new theory of the fertilization of plants, and more par- 
ticularly of that part eee treats of ‘ He eS by means of the style.’ 

use which is ma the Beppos act in that work, impels me 

to delay no longer this votraetial cote I am happy to state that a re- 
newed examination of Campanula a8 ~s supplied me with 
very satisfactory evidence, that the same mo fecundation obtains 
in this genus, that it is observable in other plan <b and that the d 
which I have long entertained as to the validity of Schleiden’s,theor 
have at length been almost entirely —— shall now swe the re- 

and nothing more: they discharge this function wee <= ; and hav 

effect of both which actions is to produce the revolution of the 
of the stigma, (which until then are erect and in mut sade and 

< <5 Ec o wn peg ga 8 = > ° 8 OQ (=) 3B -s aq 5 = ° ie} ° > eal = Q ow +3 os > [nal ad oO 3 rs) ._a2 
"Oo 

°o 

upon the style. The withdrawal of fluid from the int 
len-collector, will necessarily cause the fine inner mem 
it is thereby shortened, and acting with tension on thé 

bran e to shrink ; 

drawn inwards, as the sliding tubes of a telescope a 
into each other, until the whole of the exserted hair is” 

bei he 
PD s of the revolution, the surface of the_ ‘stigma is 

‘into ties ecntnds with the pollen-grains, a sufficient number of 2 
re thus made to adhere to the stigmatic papilla, and to Aap 

tubes. The pollinic tubes penetrate between the papille 



of wine tube, whose anterior one is inserted into the foramen ; 
nor should I, after what I have already accomplished, despair of dis- 
secting away an unbroken pollen-tube uniting the pollen-grain with the 
peented ovule. ntil my recent examination of Campanula, I had 

no conclusive evidence (after much pains bagi for that 

my observations already published, seemed to justify the 
uch of what had been advanced by previous writers in 

vor of that. pinion. am I have now no hesitation in admitting it as 
proved ; and it only remains to inquire into the mode and extent of 
operation of the polinic. tube, after its introduction to the interior of 
the ovule. 
:* Asa consequence of the theorgs oof Schleiden, it is maintained by 
Basler,’ ere plants have not two sexes, as hitherto supposed ; that the 
a anther, being the male organ, is the female,—in fact, an ovary ; 

i-grain is the germ of a new plant; that the pollinic tube 
:mbryo within the embryo-sac of the ovule, which merely 

to a certain point, to that of animals. They contend 
0-sac, as understood by Schleiden, has no real existence ; 

rimordiale ; 

so may be ex- 
‘the character of 

one of the 

‘simp 
: 

or the reception o . Brongniart a eeagio 

ht plants, and pariieriagly in the Cucurbitacea, he has a 
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that the vésicule embryonaire, considered by Schleiden to be for 
of ~ extremity of the pollinic tube, exists in the ovule before f 
tio I can not confirm this statement as to the Cucurbi 
find an embryonary cavity, but no contained vesic In i 

ays, an example prominently adduced os Mirbel and Spach j in oe 

gous to that of Nuphar lutea, bat not extending farther than the middle 
of the nucleus, and of peculiar conformation. After repeated dissec- 

tions, most carefully conducted, [am unable to detect the smallest trace 

of a suspensor like that figured by Mirbel and Spach, (Annales des 
Sciences Naturelles, April, 1839 ,) and the ‘ grappe de trés ~ utri- 

fewer cellules, by no means pendulous, but forming a conglome erate 

opaque mass, of an ovate oblong figure, which appears to be intimately. 

connected with a central tee in the interior of the ‘ utrieule primor- 
diale,’ communicating with one or more roundish or! oblong bres: 
(within the — at the opposite “gg where the su pore 

pensor should visible, if it existed. The contents of the ‘ oe 

[or quintine] pretties be xatétictoaly siamese beyond this point, by 

reason of their extremely delicate structure, the least: ve. causing 
lobulo-cellu- 

along chal ‘te 
moreover, the parts are soon ruptured or Srey altered i earance 
y endosmosis, while the dissection i is under examinatio w 

een advanced on either side of the question.” 

Further particulars of the scientific mission to Thib 
ditional letters from Dr. Thos. Thomson. Amon 

and seventy-two genet 
In the March No., yd Bentham’s Contributions to the Flora of 

Guiana,—to which he now gives a more general character, and in- 

known as natives of pet eee a of word 

Wincilogiat and eae of Ireland. But we rejoices 
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shed Dr. Haney to the chair * 
3 an appo ointm ment, however, which w 

i ah the care of the herbarium of Trinity Cole 
ne has so successfully created, nor interrupt the regular 

Eahly publication of the admirable Phicologi a Britannica, of which 
me ago received the 25th number, (for January, — a 

150. taining apa 45 to 
ustrations conchyliologiques, ou description et figures " a 

les Coquiiles connues , etc.; par r M. HENU, M.D.—This is a magnifi- 
cent illustrated work in large folio, the size of the plates and text being 
fourteen by twenty inches, the latter * in double columns, and 
spewing a complete history of each gen The plates admit of a 

er of figures, so that varieties of allied species can be readily 
ities the large species can be fi —_ ay full size, as in 

assis and Strombus gigas; the latter is figured from an 
ye and perfect individual, and in sddiaog: two figures of 

iven, 
well engraved on copper and colored in the best 

manner, except tos of the fossil species, which are executed ina 
good style of lithography, like d’Orbigny’s palzontological works. 
mong the more beautiful of the plates, attention may be called to those 

_ of Spondylus and Pecten, which are figured from very perfect speci- 
‘mens, An example of the mollusc is usually figured, and in some 

atomical details are given. Various authors, includ- 

mens Petit, Récluz, Viccionaee, &c., have contribu- 

a) rs 
‘seed Spir ort As illum, Dentalium, Cor 

penve fener tes by . Valenciennes, e xtends to twelve 
text; Sigaretus, by M. Récluz has four plates 

yes ran i ; bo twealy species of Aspergillum are 

“ 

; n ew. 

“sm S daitias fic been copied pretty presi includ- 
Mr. Lea’s species of Unio, from the Am. Phil. Trans., 

e execution is not quite 

pies Mr. Lea’s figure of 

plicata, Conrad, mithoag® b 

r is made to include from fig. 3 
ay, has seventeen figures, and Le “dilatata, Con., h 

illustratin swell sig species, contain 
G r. Lea’s tuberculata - ols pe 

nates, Vol. V, No. 15.—May, 1848. 
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: picta; 

mer author are considered 
Mr. ‘Anthony’ s costata is figured under Say” 8 trilin 

The price of the work is 224 francs a number, of five ‘plates ‘wit 
some letter-press; which is quite reasonable, considering the nun 
of species figured, and the splendid style of the work. In the later 
numbers, six plates have cae ae without any augmentation of price. 

he work was commenced in 1848, and has appeared regularly and 
rapidly to the present Gatto? 

rad’s gpa and flammata to 
f 

A. Gray and I. Spracur: Genera Flore Americe Boreali- ag on yl cps 
—The Genera of the ‘Enea of the United Does Gesrat ed by figu naly- 
ses from nature by Isaac Sprague, Mem. Bost. Nat. Hist. ig ue me nnded, 
and with descriptions, &c., by Asa Gray, M.D., Fisher Proféseor of Nat 
Harvard University. Vol. i, pais 1-100. Boston, James Munro 
any, 

: Report, No. 470, House of Representatives, April 13, nine 
Government expedition ‘a a southern point , to observe on the plan 
her retrograde eke? ee 
Gotpixe Birv, A.M., M.D. , F.R.S.: Elements of Natu jilosop eing 

an experimental intsoduclien to the study spre par sess es, with three hun- | 
dred and seventy-two illustrations: from the revised and enlarged third London — 
edition. Rae - 12mo hia ° 

cal Remembrancer, 
compounds, with 

with plane! 4 
HE Bass 

its pring a 

gy; by Pro i. 

tober 24, 1847, together with a of the s e yea 
seen at Cambridge. I - 26, with 2 colored stra 

+ VO mall rans lated i Lieut. Col. 
complete oth 

Pro . p. 251, Deseri 

ark on 
, Dec ysa poe and Pupa ‘desorn, new speci 
atica ~ ae from Florida; 4. 4. Gould. 

Sci. Puivap., vol. iv, No. 1, he 11, 1848, p- 1, On the 
Cirripeda; J. Letdy.—Dr. iLeidy detects the eyes on the 

lining the shell, on each side of the anter ne os 

The » pigm and nery 
e was tr seed $e the s su pra-cesophagial 

the the Zeuglodon — ve Remarks 
—p. 5, G. “Mor 

an 

the 

On a  Monbasie: . 3. 

p. 26, Deseripti ; 
from South America); J. Cassin.—p. 27, 
— the Pacinian corpuel es; J. Leidy. 

Fy 
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